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“Market Street in Motion,” outdoor screening presented on

April 19, 1991, by the Exploratorium Film Program, San Francisco

Arts Commission, and San Francisco Cinematheque

INTRODUCTION

A Haven for Radical Art and
Experimental Film and Video
Steve Anker

Every metropolitan area has its own geographic character and

cultural history. During the fifty-five years that are the primary focus

of this book, several American cities have supported flourishing

experimental, or avant-garde, film and video communities. I’ve had

the pleasure of curating and writing about avant-garde film in four

of these cities since 1972, making a horizontal circuit starting with

the East Coast, from New York City to Boston, in the seventies, then

crossing the continent to San Francisco in the eighties and nineties

and on to Los Angeles in 2002. Regardless of the place or era, this

kind of cinema is usually overlooked or dismissed by the larger

culture, yet each city has sustained a vibrant enclave of experimental

moving-image artists, young and old, and produced a spirited, pas-

sionate audience when given the chance.

New York City, a tough and exciting environment, remains an

international hub for experimental cinema and has inspired several

generations of ambitious artists as well as numerous film theaters and

workshops started by artists and devotees. Boston contains one of the

most tenacious and iconoclastic subcultures of avant-garde, under-

ground filmmakers, despite the dominating forces of tradition-bound

New England and the city’s powerful large universities. Los Angeles,

routinely dismissed as a city that can’t sustain alternative media, has

always harbored a diverse culture of avant-garde cinema artists and a

latent audience that is hungry for noncommercial film and video.

Yet the Bay Area and its relatively small cities—encompassing San

Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland, as well as Marin and Contra Costa

Counties, Palo Alto, and Santa Cruz—remains unsurpassed as a place

where artists using film and video for personal expression choose

to live. Since the mid-1940s the area has embraced a radical media

culture as original as it is broad. This kaleidoscopic book suggests

how and why this confluence of people and place has produced a

film culture that in vibrancy and influence compares with the Bay

Area’s experimental literary tradition. On the one hand, there are the

poets Robert Duncan, Michael McClure, Diane di Prima, and Leslie

Scalapino; on the other, the filmmakers Christopher Maclaine, Bruce

Conner, Gunvor Nelson, and Nathaniel Dorsky. What is there about

the Bay Area that helps sustain “outsider” activity, and what are

some of the ways in which this culture has evolved? Answers to these

questions are clearly subjective, but several things are apparent.

San Francisco is a landscape of vibrant qualities and challenging

extremes, a geographic region given to unpredictability and flux.

Sidney Peterson, a San Francisco native and one of its first avant-

garde filmmakers, was fascinated by the city’s spatial dissonances and

disorientation. San Francisco’s hills, he wrote, “violat[ed] that sense

of linear perspective which is as much a part of most people’s way of

viewing things as their ability to read and write. ... On the flats and

slopes between the hills the situation was one of a natural deflection

of vistas, of areas made human in scale by subdivision, of easy orienta-

tion and constant unrolling and revelation. . . . The straight line

simply resisted use.” For Peterson, San Francisco presented a golden

opportunity for organically organizing its population, in contrast to

more modern cities:

A grid is not always practical. Many of those straight lines crawling over

crooked San Francisco hills were practically insurmountable prior to the

appearance ofAndrew Hallidie’s cable car [in 1870]. Following cow paths

would have been more sensible The struggle, inevitably, continues.

The hills remain. By actual pedestrian count there used to be fifty assorted

peaks, bluffs, dunes, mounts and the like and now there are forty-three. 1

Defiance (or idyllic delight) lies at the core of this urban area,

compounded by the irrationality of its having been founded near a

major fault line. The topography Peterson describes often allows one

to look back at where one has traveled from and forward to where

one is going, conflating past, present, and future. It is a constant play

of time and space, encouraging adventurers to make daily discoveries

and challenging them to start something new.

The Bay Area also has a singularly diverse population. Beginning

with the Gold Rush, people have migrated from every part of the

continent, as well as from Europe, Latin America, Asia, and Africa—

a mix now common in other cities. These migrants joined the polyglot

heritage of local Native American tribes, among the most peaceful

and nonmaterialistic of any on the continent. People are lured here,

but some move on when they become disenchanted or find better

economic opportunities elsewhere; this coming and going creates

another kind of disconcerting instability, but it also injects new blood

and fresh ideas into the scene.
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The region’s intense 150-year urban history benefits from as much

as it has been limited by its remove front East Coast and European

establishments. This removal can lead to a sense of insularity and

myopia, yet it promotes a heady freedom from restraints and conven-

tions. When, in 1985, 1 drove the Canadian painter and filmmaker

Joyce Wieland from the airport for her stay as a visiting artist at the

San Francisco Art Institute, she commented on how sleepy and placid

the city appeared. By the semester’s end, Wieland’s life had been radi-

cally transformed by the many wildly original people and activities

that aren’t apparent at a cursory glance.

Regardless— or because— of its built-in appeals and contradictions,

the San Francisco Bay Area holds the world’s imagination. Its history

of radicalism and splendid, if unstable, geography make it fertile

ground for artistic innovation. The area is a haven for iconoclasts

and pioneers whose conviction is that anyone has the authority to

make and show anything, with or without external support. Media

inventors, from Eadweard Muybridge and Philo T. Farnsworth to do-

it-yourself avant-garde artists Bruce Baillie, Stephen Beck, Theresa

Hak Kyung Cha, Sidney Peterson, Alan Rath, and Greta Snider, all

found this an enticing place to set up shop. Stan Brakhage used to say,

“San Francisco is the city ofmy dreams,” while for Alfred Hitchcock,

who made The Birds and Vertigo in the Bay Area, this place was an

ideal metaphor for human vulnerability and the unrelenting passage

of time. For Mark McElhatten, a noted curator who lived in San

Francisco for extended periods, the city was unbinding: “With the

dense fog and the beautiful foghorns, I always felt I was on an island

that had come unmoored and was floating way out in the ocean,

drifting and then finding its way back and docking in the morning. It

felt detached from everything.” 2

As this book makes clear, avant-garde film and video art have

especially flourished in the Bay Area since World War II. We explore

the intricate web of alternative media subcultures and interlinked

activities; spanning generations, media, and aesthetics, this is a world

as prismatic and multifaceted as the region that spawned it. Two

networks make vital contributions to this cultural ecosystem, both

of them addressed by numerous pieces in this book. One includes

the many screening series and venues that in combination and over

time present a full range of experimental cinema and its offshoots.

On any given night there can be a dozen events at theaters, galleries,

and private settings. The second network includes the many college

art-making programs dedicated to avant-garde film and artistic

self-expression. Each thread of activity began with a single or small

number of individuals who attracted others to enlarge their original

vision. Some lasted briefly, while others have survived for years; all

helped sustain the Bay Area’s renewing cinematic culture. A hunger

for creating community, whether small and self-contained or expan-

sive in its outreach, is crucial to why Bay Area alternative cinema has

flourished for so long.

The tenacious spirit and imagination of San Francisco’s media

artists and curators keep many kinds of work in the public eye.

Long-lasting screening series have made the deepest impact through

their intrepid programming and reach across generations; when

seen collectively, they form a wide spectrum of ways this kind of

work can be seen. San Francisco Cinematheque began in 1961 as

Canyon Cinema, a nomadic group presenting underground programs

in different settings, and developed into a small organization that

presents a regular series, produced by artists and curators. The Pacific-

Film Archive’s experimental film and video programs, initiated in

1971 but regularized and greatly expanded in the mid-eighties, mixes

complex series of original programs into a larger repertory of world

cinema, all within a major university art museum.

The Exploratorium, beginning in 1982 and maintained largely

through the efforts of a single staff curator, Liz Keim, combines

experimental and educational media, presented both theatrically

and as installations, into large-scale, family-friendly exhibitions with

science-based themes. New (formerly No) Nothing, created in 1982

by a group of independent filmmakers using their studio space as an

intimate venue, opposes any use of money in continuing its operation,

and its programs are suggested or approved by the artists themselves.

Other Cinema, begun in 1986 and located in a community media-

access storefront, is a self-funded, provocative, and wildly eclectic

series curated by a film collector who is also an influential filmmaker,

Craig Baldwin. These approaches echo and have been echoed by

dozens of related efforts going back to the forties. Experimental

cinema often appears in informal and unexpected settings. City life

itself seems to breed moving-image art. Busy streets, empty lots,

motels, abandoned buildings, and decaying factories become sites

for installations or impromptu screenings. Semiprivate salons—the

socially charged encounters organized by Curt McDowell in the

seventies, festive gatherings at the home of Carmen and Susan Vigil

in the seventies and eighties, films put in startlingjuxtaposition

by Jack Stevenson in the eighties and nineties, and ongoing film

potlucks initiated by Scott Stark or Konrad Steiner beginning in the

eighties—offer feedback on works in progress and a sharing of recent

discoveries.

Storefronts, lofts, and basements are for a time transformed

into gathering spots of small and committed, lively audiences.

Hundreds have been used as locations for punk media spaces (Club

Generic, Club Foot), a video and performance art gallery-theater

(La Mamelle), grassroots centers for underground screenings and

workshops (Video Free America, Artists’ Television Access), a small

basement home theater (Total Mobile Home, the original micro-

CINEMA), and an enduring series mixing all kinds of discarded and

intriguing films (Oddball Film + Video).

Independent series—spunky and sometimes self-financed and

nomadic—are often presented by larger hosting organizations. Two

pioneering efforts emerging from large institutions, the San Francisco

Museum of Modern Art’s original Art in Cinema in the forties and

early fifties and San Francisco State University’s Art Movies in the

fifties and sixties, are chronicled in these pages. Smaller series with

revolutionary energy frequently emerge, a testament to the area’s

ongoing pioneering spirit, among them Camera Obscura Film Society,

a dream by two young filmmakers to make experimental work visible

during the conformist fifties; eye music, a multidisciplinary series

presented at a prominent visual arts gallery; and MadCat, a peripa-

tetic international festival of film and video by women. Subversive

groups of loosely banded individuals have coalesced to challenge

the status quo, such as early Canyon Cinema, No Nothing, or Video

Refuses and X Factor, the latter artist-initiated reactions to invita-

tional festival programming.
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Dozens of annual festivals designed to reach particular communi-

ties—many kinds of which began in the Bay Area, such as the gay

and lesbian, Jewish, Asian American, and Arab film festivals— chal-

lenge audiences by presenting avant-garde work. The Film Arts

Foundation’s festival, lasting more than two decades, provided

ongoing support for Bay Area-made independent cinema and always

included experimental artists. The local PBS station, KQED-TV,

produced two pioneering television series, one presenting commis-

sioned artist videos (Dilexi, 1969) and the other uncensored (and

controversial) programs curated by local exhibitors of independent

and experimental cinema (The LivingRoom Festival, 1993-96).

Connecting cinema with the other arts has a long history here, and

the majority of contemporary art galleries and centers mount exhibi-

tions that incorporate experimental media; notable examples are

New Langton Arts, SF Camerawork, Capp Street Project, Headlands

Center for the Arts, Artspace, and Media Gallery. Major museums

boldly and frequently embraced film and media installation at an

early time for such institutions, the foremost being the San Francisco

Museum of Modern Art, the Berkeley Art Museum, and the Yerba

Buena Center for the Arts. This extraordinary range of film and video

exhibition has encouraged adventurous filmgoing, a crucial way in

which the Bay Area has supported an alternative film community.

The second key network, overlapping and often working hand in

hand with the first, is education. Teaching the production and appre-

ciation of experimental film and video has been crucial in helping

these arts thrive, and no other urban center has been so directly

affected by its college and university experimental film programs.

The San Francisco Art Institute and San Francisco State University

produced innovative prototype projects in the postwar years and in

the 1960s developed programs that have continued into this century.

California College of Arts (formerly “and Crafts”) developed an inter-

disciplinary program in the 1980s that expanded the possibilities for

mixing traditional and new media. Important courses also began at

UC Berkeley, New College of California, Mills College, and St. Mary’s,

among others. These schools have provided economic support to

numerous local film- and videomakers who in turn become involved

in every aspect of independent media arts.

Caught between the pedagogical institutions and the exhibition

venues has been another tier of indispensable support, the media

arts centers. The most influential of these were Film Arts Foundation

(FAF), founded in 1976, and Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC),

founded in 1977. Both organizations arose at a time when expanded

technical and fiscal support was available for these still-burgeoning

experimental media fields. FAF and BAVC were initiated by,

respectively, Gail Silva and Gail Waldron. Where FAF emphasized

workshops, access to on-site equipment (flatbed editors and optical

printers), and field production packages, BAVC dug deeply into its

postproduction facility and soon developed a role as producer for

small PBS-bound series. Most important, each became a source of

direct funding for individual artists’ projects, in many cases offering

the only outside support for significant works. Also at the core of

their services was a pair of vital newsletters, Release Print and Video

Networks. Not to be overlooked is a third media arts center, Artists’

Television Access (ATA). Founded in 1984 by the artists John Martin

and Marshall Weber, ATA was originally a quirky gallery space.

Martin/Weber Gallery, with a modicum ofVHS equipment for access.

When the gallery burned in 1986, it was relocated to 992 Valencia

Street, where it was reinvented as ATA, with expanded workshop

facilities and an exhibition program.

In addition to newsletters, a number of small publications, some

of which are discussed in this book, reflect the region’s diversity

while spreading the word about alternative media. Ranging from

information gossip sheets to theoretical journals or shoot-from-

the-hip criticism, these vehicles often extend well beyond local

readers. Canyon Cinemanews, idiosyncratic, personal, and intended

primarily for other filmmakers, was almost the opposite of Camera

Obscura, a feminist journal of theory intended for serious film

viewers and academics, or Jump Cut, focusing on politically radical

independent filmmaking. The latter two continue after more

than two decades. Video 80, Cinematograph, Shift, Reversal, and

Celluloidall, though more ephemeral, were subjective responses to

the subcultures from which they emanated. The two longest-running

venues presenting experimental work also generate the most regular

sources of writing—BAM/PFA’s bimonthly Art it Film Notes, San

Francisco Cinematheque’s annual Program Notes—with insights and

information otherwise unavailable.

One more ingredient of this dense fabric—less visible but still

crucial—is the distributors of experimental films and videos. In the

early years of this history, the pioneering Audio Film Center and

the Los Angeles-based but locally influential Creative Film Society

promoted the alien world of avant-garde film amid more general film

offerings. Canyon Cinema has expanded its filmmaker and exhibitor

clientele for over forty years without abandoning its local artist base,

and its history is surveyed here. Shorter-lived distributors, such as

Serious Business Company (experimental, feminist, and animation),

One-Way Films (punk), and La Mammelle (video art and perfor-

mance), created unique strategies for getting experimental films and

videos into the world. Trusting institutions (even if small) to handle

distribution made it possible for many artists to find an audience.

Recently, Other Cinema has succeeded in developing an underground

audience through its DVD distribution of experimental work.

This volume includes contributions by seventy writers, artists,

curators, scholars, archivists, and activists. Each brings a singular

perspective and voice that reflects on a rich vein of personal and,

in its way, grassroots art. As a panorama, the volume portrays an

art practice and a set of activities that have in many cases become

intrinsic to the larger unsuspecting culture. Despite harsh clashes and

abrasive ruptures, the world of experimental or avant-garde cinema

chronicled in these pages is a paradigm of an interactive and self-

sustaining social community. But its heart remains the unendingly

diverse body ofworks—films, videos, installations, and more—that

have been created for more than half a century. Entering this world

firsthand as an active viewer is the truest path to appreciating the

achievements of these artists and communities.

NOTES

1. Sidney Peterson, "The Great American Hill Town" (unpublished manuscript), collection of Anthology

Film Archives, New York.

2. Unpublished interview, Binghamton, New York, 1996.
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INTRODUCTION

Form from the Fog: A Book Takes Shape
Steve Seid

You have in your hands a compendium of critical thoughts, reclaimed

documents, backward glances, pointed scholarship, and rescued

ephemera. The sum total of this compendium can be termed a history,

centered on image-making practices particular to the avant-garde and

springing quite unsurprisingly from a specific locale, the fogbound

scape of the San Francisco Bay Area.

This history—though “cultural geography” might also apply—begins

in the late nineteenth century, in 1878 in nearby Palo Alto. It was then

that Eadweard Muybridge began his pioneering experiments with the

photographic image and the incremental improvements that would

result in the motion picture. We, the editors, are quick to embrace those

experimental tendencies so that our own history might claim a birth-

place, no matter how romantic, fanciful, or appropriative that might be.

But our role here is to explain how this history found its natural form

in these cornucopic pages. San Francisco’s topography—and by extension,

that of the Greater Bay Area—lends itself to a certain rumination about

verdant folds and gusty vales, about dusty undulations and rock-tumbled

shores. These countless permutations of soil and stone are known no

better than by the fog that commingles intimately with each crevice,

niche, and drizzly dell. To be a time San Franciscan is to become the fog,

to become a familiar of the land in all its minute and diverse splendor.

This unspoiled diversity seems to nurture and promote the arts

like no other region. Witness the historical presence of untamed

artists—the poets, painters, composers, and moving-image makers—

who are unified less by a central aesthetic than by a promiscuity of

purpose that draws inspiration from the variegated surrounds. If the

land can breed anything, as T. S. Eliot might say, the Bay Area breeds

its own community of anarchic artists known for their indiscreet,

unorthodox, and mongrelized tendencies.

The Bay Area also has the de facto (and damned) privilege ofbeing

perched on the edge of the continent. The unruly and enterprising hordes

that swept westward, part of that (not-so-)great manifest expansion,

brought their own tradition not of settling but of unsettling a place,

ofbringing a restlessness and obstinance that, by reflex or reflection,

rejected the normative, favoring the outlandish, the eccentric, and the

self-possessed. Settling the West, then, was not a matter of transplanting

the East and its civilizing force but more a matter of creating a refuge for

the malcontents and revelators. Thus within its every crease and furrow,

San Francisco seems to foster the wild thinkingwe associate with the arts.

Not surprisingly, irascible moviemakers and single-minded experi-

mentalists were drawn to this place that has beckoned to artists, who

in turn have found great nurturance in the area’s thorny hillocks and

temperamental light. No apparent happenstance can lay claim to this

attraction: It wasn’t just that out in Niles, Charles Chaplin created his

signature film, The Tramp, in 1914, or that the next year, at San Francisco’s

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, the “Scintillator,” a barge float-

ing in the Bay packed with colored searchlights, may have constituted the

first of the great light shows. Or even that Philo T. Farnsworth, the young

television inventor from Utah, found quick investment in his enterprise

from the city’s bankroll. It came more from a nascent awareness of

the aesthetic notion that the land (and its human monuments) was

already, in effect, an “enormous photograph” 1 beckoning to be viewed.

Ever visionary, artists sensed the innate cinema of this place, and drew

strength from it, while pursuing countless other cultural interests and

points of reference from well beyond the Bay’s bounds.

From the mid-forties on, the true focus of our book, a postwar influx

of the artistically predisposed could be found squatting the charmed

upheavals of the land, like phototropic fanatics turning toward light.

They were filmmakers, many of them not-so-recovered painters and

poets, ill at ease with cinema as an entertainment but rather fondly

fixated on the apparatus, the alchemy of light and chemistry, and their

own eccentric admixture that might make this all art.
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Frank Stauffacher, Notes on Port ofSt. Francis, 1951, film stills

The title of this book, Radical Light, emerges from this sense of

a cinema that considers its origins in a substrate of emulsion and

luminescence. The title also calls forth those early experiments with a

medium still raw, unchecked, and as boundless as the visible world.

It should be clarified that these film artists weren’t the Indies of

their time. They weren’t tenacious directors existing outside the studio

system but still paying heed to the parameters of commercial distraction.

Rather, these were artists offilm who entrusted a time-based medium,

an industrial apparatus, with the stuff of their enchantments. For their

ecstatic visions to find form, something almost miraculous had to occur:

the notion that cinema had an innate shape had to be banished. The

apparatus itselfwas not predisposed to the mandates of linear time, clas-

sical composition, or blatant exposition. Plasticity was embraced, lyricism

sent soaring, abstraction loosed, a painterly manner much trumpeted,

the personal slyly promoted, and all this was unified by the discernible

mark of the artist in a cinema handcrafted and poetically hewn. This was

the “experimental” cinema of Sidney Peterson, James Broughton, Sara

Kathryn Arledge, Stan Brakhage, Lawrence Jordan, Biuce Conner, Jordan

Belson, Bruce Baillie—the ranks would swell and, in time, be joined by

new waves of artists, some turning to video, others to installation.

But how does one capture the reigning sense of this place and, more

specifically, its community of sublimely inspired image makers? How
does one encapsulate without homogeneous reduction the plethora of

artists who have contributed so much to the global enterprise of freeing

the moving image from the stranglehold of the mundane?

In modern parlance, one might diversify. And that is what we

have done: cut loose from the unified text to embrace a style of

collagelike portraiture in which studied critical writings by Scott

MacDonald, Margaret Morse, Konrad Steiner, Rebecca Solnit, and

Irina Leimbacher share the field with vintage posters and graphically

intriguing newsletters. In this varied volume, first-person recollec-

tions by distinguished media artists such as Bruce Conner, Cecilia

Dougherty, George Kuchar, and Yvonne Rainer are counterpointed

by artists’ pages, production stills, and pithy Focuses zeroing in on

seminal films and videoworks. It should be noted that the latter were

not gathered to construct a pantheon but to speak acutely about

individual works. That said, the Focus writers form a pantheon of

their own, among them, J. Hoberman, Britta Sjogren, Tom Gunning,

Berenice Reynaud, P. Adams Sitney, and Marita Sturken.

Substantial and original interviews with local luminaries such as

Sidney Peterson and Lawrence Jordan unfold as cohesive stories,

while other interviews are deployed to refract singular moments

from multiple vantage points. In the latter mode, the formative days

of Canyon Co-op are relayed through excerpted conversations with

Bruce Baillie, Chick Strand, Ernest Callenbach, Robert Nelson, Edith

Kramer, and others. Kathy Geritz’s melange of reminiscence about

small-format filmmaking by a handful of significant Bay Area artists,

Janis Crystal Lipzin, Scott Stark, Lynne Sachs, members of silt,

and Daniel Plotnik, among them, is a prime example. Steve Polta’s

shotgun collage of quotes concerning the insurrection that inspired

No Nothing Cinema is another; in Polta’s “Emergency Cinema,” you’ll

hear from Lynne Marie Kirby, Nathaniel Dorsky, Carmen Vigil, Dean

Snider, and many other witnesses to the tumult.

Histories abound as well, such as Steve Anker’s revelatory explication

of Bay Area pedagogy in film, since the mid-forties; Deirdre Boyle’s take

on the collective spirit of seventies video freaks; Eric Schaefer and Eithne

Johnson’s account of the crossover between San Francisco’s expansive

porn industry and the body’s liberation in experimental film; Steve Seid’s

resurrection of the all-but-forgotten National Center for Experiments in

Television; and V. Vale’s pointed essay on the infiltration of avant-garde

media by the bristling punk scene—or was it the other way around?

Our polyphonic approach favors unreserved diversity over the

cliche of a cohesive film-video community; media practices—subsets

of genres, aesthetics, and cultural preference—are keenly dissected

to reveal, in some cases, their indigenous origins. Konrad Steiner

on poetics, Irina Leimbacher on the essay film, Craig Baldwin on

found footage, Kathy Geritz on feminist film pioneers, Steve Seid on

conceptualism and the video apparatus, Michael Wallin on queer

cinema, Scott Stark on film performance and installation, Maggie

Morse on the emergence of the digital: these essays of varied aspect

and entry attest to the multifarious makeup of a region whose artistic

community has refused easy amalgamation. Rather like the land

itself, a media practice has emerged that would require a map of like

proportion to chart its every unsettling fold and seismic thrust.

And like a farmer’s almanac, this volume pays heed to the cycli-

cal nature of aesthetic seasons, the native patterns of growth, and

the tidal pull of artistic change. We include a chronological aspect

to remind us that artists, practices, and institutions emerge, gather

weight, resonate for a spell, then recede. And where some essays bore

deeply into the soil of a particular artistic practice, such as found-

footage film or queer cinema, other essays scan the field, remarking

broadly on the panorama of artists’ works and sustaining landmarks.

No survey of cinema culture would be complete without resur-

recting visual artifacts that reflect the mood and aesthetics of the

time. Reclaimed documents and rescued ephemera are arranged

as “Cutaways” in each part, grouping captivating posters, fanciful

newsletters, significant correspondence, candid photographs, and

other objects that project light onto intriguing aspects of the history.

We hope this survey culminating in the year 2000 shows how film

artists have drawn inspiration from the San Francisco Bay Area and,

more important, how they in turn have enriched and transformed its

generous culture. And this transformation can be felt far beyond the

region, in the global circulation of cinema culture. What you have in

your hands, then, is a diverse study of an experimental media com-

munity bound to a place but not bound by it.

NOTE

1. This refers to a now-iconic statement made by Robert Smithson in "The Monuments of Passaic,"

Artforum (December 1967): 48.
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PART 1

Dreamers and
Innovators



Image Dissectors
REBECCA SOLNIT

Start by picturing San Francisco as geography: a long thumb of land

hitchhiking the Pacific, tethered to the North American continent

only by the outskirts of town along the San Bruno Mountains. No man

is an island, but San Francisco is a peninsula at least, and a simple

canal cut behind the San Brunos would make us what we really are,

an independent republic, a Venice, a Luxembourg, a Laputa (Swift’s

flying island of intellectuals in Gulliver’s Travels). And consider this:

the biologist E. O. Wilson declared the San Brunos one of the world’s

seventeen biodiversity hot spots, for the Mission Blue butterfly, found

only here and on the southern tip of the Marin peninsula; for the

nearly as localized San Francisco garter snake; and for a number of

other endemic species. As my neighbor David Liittschwager, the pho-

tographer of endangered animals, once remarked, San Francisco has

very nearly an island ecology, one that in its isolation has developed

unique species and subspecies of butterflies and plants. Some of those

are extinct or nearly extinct, but I often think that the best justifica-

tion for the culture that has replaced nature is that it too has an island

ecology7
, a creative drive that also fosters experiment, transformation,

variation, and things that might not happen elsewhere. There is, as

the saying goes, something in the air. Or the water, or the soil, or the

culture. Or perhaps the fog. Something that generates the unlikely.

Consider longtime San Francisco resident Eadweard Muybridge

giving his Zoopraxiscope its public debut at the San Francisco Art

Association on Pine Street in May 1880. The Zoopraxiscope brought

together three technologies that would become the basis for cinema:

the magic lantern, which had since the seventeenth century been

a means of projecting images in a darkened room; the zootrope,

which revealed how intermittent vision and rapidly moving images

could simulate motion (though the original zootropes were only

toys, the images only drawings of dancers and leapers); and another

invention of the 1830s, photography, sped up by Muybridge’s 1870s

achievements with chemistry and camera shutters to capture enough

frames of animals in motion to provide something new—photographic

material for a zootrope hybridized with a magic lantern. Thus on May

4, 1880, did horses trot and run on a screen: not quite the first motion

picture screening—let the Lumieres in Paris have that credit—but

the first time cinema’s constituent elements were united in a public

presentation. Writing about Muybridge, I decided, “Much has been

written about the artistic and literary modernism that was born in

Paris, but only high culture was born there, though that high culture

was a response to the pervasive alienations and liberations brought

by industrialization. Another part of the modern world came from

California, and this part was and is an amalgamation of technology,

entertainment, and what gets called lifestyle that became part of

everyday life for more and more people around the world and a

form of industrialization itself. Perhaps because California has no

past—no past, at least, that it is willing to remember— it has always

been peculiarly adept at trailblazing the future. We live in the future

launched there.” 1

Consider Muybridge speeding up photography into sequences

of motion that became cinema. Consider Philo T. Farnsworth at 202

Green Street at the foot of Telegraph Hill, some forty-seven years later,
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toiling away on a vision for an image dissector he had while harrowing

a field in Idaho, a vision that would culminate in television. Consider

Bruce Conner at 1205 Oak Street, about three decades after Farnsworth

and eight after Muybridge, making the first of his movies that would

so festively deconstruct the language of movies and reconstruct them

as something in which editing was a self-aware technique, a language

of time as rhythm, pace, and causality, small collage movies that would

reinvent the possibilities for editing movies. (In the 1980s I showed

some Russian film students videos of Conner’s films. They sneered

that the stuffwas just like MTV—by which they meant its high-speed

cutting—and I had to explain to them that this was made long before

anyone had imagined an MTV or the world at that speed, long before

Lucasfilm had made it a rat-a-tat technique for cinematic attention

deficit disorder.) None of them were born here—Conner is from

Kansas, Farnsworth from Utah, and Muybridge from near London—but

they all chose to come here to realize what might not have been pos-

sible elsewhere, as did countless others.

One source of San Francisco’s extraordinarily fertile ground for

invention is its history. As Kenneth Rexroth put it, “San Francisco was

not just a wide-open town. It is the only city in the United States that

was not settled overland by the westward-spreading puritanism or

by the Walter Scott fake-cavalier tradition of the South. It had been

settled mostly, in spite of all the romances of the overland migration,

by gamblers, prostitutes, rascals, and fortune seekers who came

across the Isthmus and around the Horn. They had their faults, but

they were not influenced by Cotton Mather.”2 The Gold Rush created

a community like nothing seen before or since, a polyglot mob of

mostly young, mostly male fortune seekers who often chose to spend

what small shares of fortune came their way on the arts. (Muybridge

made a fine living selling art books in San Francisco in the 1850s,

when he was one of dozens of booksellers in that boomtown at the

end of the world.) As one of Muybridge’s contemporaries put it, “In

California, Catholic and Protestant, Jew and Gentile, all seem to have

united in the one effort of establishing a civilization on a broad and

liberal foundation, the rules of which would not restrict in any way

the liberties of any.” 3

The San Francisco of the Gold Rush was extraordinarily isolated,

an outpost not of anything so burdensome as civilization but of

culture at the end of the world. A century later it was a lot less

isolated, but the distance between the two coasts was still significant.

(There are wonderful stories of painters out here whose vibrantly

colored abstract expressionist paintings were modeled after their

interpretation of the little black-and-white images of New York art in

the art magazines, images that in the original turned out to be smaller

and more dank than Californians anticipated.) There was a sense that

no one was watching, that you could do whatever you wanted, that

you’d escaped the rules. You moved to New York to enter history, to

San Francisco to reinvent or subvert it at a safe distance. Perhaps it’s

that the Bay Area strikes a balance between provincial and cosmopoli-

tan, providing inspiration and benign neglect as the sort of sun and

shade called for on most flower-seed packets, closeness to key com-

munities, distance from key conventions. San Francisco was once the
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previous pages Eadweard Muybridge, Panorama ofSan Franciscofrom California

Street Hill (10 of 13 photographic prints), 1878

left Alta California, May 5, 1880; San Francisco Chronicle, May 5, 1880

capital of the West and of California; now it’s one site among many,

though the one most likely to be an island republic, a counter-America,

and it was because it functioned as a sanctuary from that other

America that it attracted so many conscientious objectors, anarchists,

queers, punks, performance artists, poets, revolutionaries, strong

women and men in women’s clothes, visionaries, environmentalists.

San Francisco was invented nearly from scratch in the Gold Rush,

to a large extent by people— like the queers and freaks and would-be

bohemians of the present—intent on not bringing the past as conven-

tion and conformity with them. It is because of this baggage tossing

that San Francisco, and more generally California, has been so good

at inventing the future, a condition that is sometimes amnesia: no

place is better at forgetting its past. The future was also a result of the

hybridity that occurred when westward expansion came to its final

frontier, the Pacific, across which lay the East. It’s here that history

becomes geography. The East, embodied in Chinese, then Japanese,

and later other Asian immigrants, came to California and helped it

become a gateway for the spread of such phenomena as Buddhism, as

well as one through which Mexico flowed into the United States and

indigenous America. New York was born facing Europe and still does:

its art still takes place within a fairly fixed understanding of high

culture that both supports and limits that culture. “Poor Mexico! So

far from God and so close to the United States,” the saying goes, and it

could be switched around into: “Fortunate San Francisco! So far from

London and Paris and New York, so close to the uncharted rest of the

world!” For this nonwhite, non-European world has been important

to San Francisco’s cultural flourishing, as the place of origin of many

artists and as influence on the rest.

But imagine, for a moment, that we have been following zooms

and pans along these San Francisco phenomena; now let the camera

pull back to put San Francisco back in its geography, to remember the

free-speech university across the Bay, Silicon Valley at the base of its

peninsula, Hollywood to the south—that California as a whole has been

where the American future is forged in technology, recreation, lifestyle,

counterculture, ecological thinking, and more. In the nineteenth

century San Francisco was the capital of the unknown lands, and now

it is perhaps the capital of another unknown, the futures being brought

into being from the farthest frontiers of the imagination.

NOTES

1. Rebecca Solnit, River of Shadows: Eadweard Muybridge and the Technological Wild West

(New York: Viking, 2003), 6,

2. Cited in Bruce Cook, The Beat Generation (New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1971), 37.

3. B E. Lloyd, Lights and Shades in San Francisco (1876), cited in Doris Muscatine, Old San Francisco:

The Biography of a City from Early Days to the Earthquake {New York: Putnam, 1975), 344.
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Aspects of Eadweard Muybridge’s
Photographic Work
ERNIE GEHR

Eadweard Muybridge began his photographic career on returning

to San Francisco from Britain in 1865. From what I have managed

to see of his landscape photographs, the most memorable are the

large-plate photographs he took at Yosemite in 1872 and 1873.

Whether by design or coincidence, many of them exhibit an

uncanny sense of space and spatial composition as well as what, in

part, is implied by the word panorama: the majestic.

That Muybridge was seeking images and perspectives that would

guide the eye through space from near to far is apparent in many

of the photographs. However, not always entirely satisfied with the

options offered by nature, Muybridge did not seem to be above rear-

ranging objects or introducing new elements in order to “improve”

the image/composition as well as guide the eye more easily through

space. In figure 1, for example, were the rocks in the foreground

(especially the smaller rocks) present before the photograph was

taken, or were they brought into the picture and so arranged in order

to create a greater sense of depth, add pictorial interest, and guide

the eye from foreground to background? In figure 2, how much of the

foreground is artifice? What was the purpose of having an ax in that

landscape? Was it a conscious pictorial consideration? Was it meant

as an indication of “civilization” intruding on nature, or was it just a

careless accident? Whatever may or may not have been intended, the

shape of the ax rhymes with the white stump next to it, which then

points to the tree above it. It also echoes the shape and tone of the

larger stump in the middle of the water. What about the horizontal

curved tree or branch on the lower right, which plays so well with the

reflections and outline of the mountain in the background? Whether

purposely placed there or not, it enriches the image as a graphic com-

position, reinforcing a sense of depth, as well as further delineates the

image as a fragment of western wilderness.

In figure 3, was the lone, silhouetted figure on top of the rock

sitting there by chance when Muybridge took this photograph, or was
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previous page Eadweard Muybridge, (1) Ancient Glacier Channel.

Lake Tenaya. Sierra Nevada Mountains; (2) Valley of the Yosemite. From
Mosquito Camp; (3) Falls ofthe Yosemite. From Glacier Rock. (Great

Grizzly Bear). 2000 Ft. Fall; (4) Cathedral Rocks. Valley ofthe Yosemite.

2600 Feet High; all 1872

left Eadweard Muybridge, (5) Indians ofSanta Maria, Guatemala;

(6) Reception ofthe Artist at Quezaltenango; (7) City ofGuatemala;

(8) Hacienda Serijers, Guatemala; all 1875

below Eadweard Muybridge, (9) Mazatenango, 1870; (10) On the Trail

to Pi-wy-ack. Vernal Falls, 1868; (11) Confluence of Yosemite Creek and the

Merced, 1868; all stereographs
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the individual asked to sit there while the photograph was composed

and recorded? The figure not only offers an indication of a “tourist”

admiring a pristine view of nature but also establishes a relationship

of scale between man and nature in Yosemite Valley. In addition, the

contrast was possibly increased during the printing, which helps give

this two-dimensional image a greater sense of depth. Figure 4 offers a

less dramatic but no less complex pictorial landscape. With its evoca-

tive (and perhaps provocative) blend of wilderness and tamed nature,

the river and the road to the side of the river help guide our eyes on a

journey across this landscape. On the right, sandwiched between the

stump and the trees and at first almost unnoticed, a tiny human figure

is planted in this idyllic image of paradise.

In his subsequent large-plate panoramic photographs of Central

America (1875), Muybridge made extensive use of positioning human

figures in space. Although this was not an uncommon practice of the

period, Muybridge does it on an unprecedented scale. Occasionally he

even marshals what appears to be most of the population of a small

village (fig. 5) or an entire town’s police force (fig. 6). Sometimes

figures either look into the landscape (fig. 7), therefore inviting us to do

likewise, or simply stand there in awkward Victorian compositions like

fixtures, trees, plants, or rocks, adding some local color and remind-

ing us where these photographs were taken. Call it “Photography as

Victorian Theatre,” or a prelude to something else (fig. 8).

Muybridge also took three-dimensional photographs, which,

along with large-plate western landscape photography, were quite

popular in the second half of the nineteenth century. Based on the

limited selection I have managed to see in stereo, he often seems

to exhibit an above-average sensibility as to what constitutes an

effective 3-D image. Take figure 9: Already easily apparent in 2-D, the

planks in the foreground guide the eyes down a winding path into

the distance, with the buildings on both sides reinforcing that thrust

into space. Seen in stereo, other spatial levels come alive, sometimes

quite dramatically, such as the lower right area that possibly leads to

a stream beneath the planks, or the dynamics created between the

male figure and the stairs in the middle ground, where even the space

between the man’s legs echoes the shape of the stairs. In 2-D, figure 10

is a strange and puzzling image. Not much of anything. So why bother

doing it in stereo? Well, seen in 3-D, the image necessitates a dramatic

shift in focus from near to far, back and forth—a physical exercise for

the eyes, and one of the basic pleasures of looking at stereo images.

Figure 11 seems like an innocuous image that has not much to

offer as a two-dimensional photograph, but see it in 3-D, and lo and

behold! In this image— as well as in quite a few other stereo photo-

graphs he took—Muybridge displays an awareness that stereo works

most effectively at close- and midrange distances. The “privacy” of

viewing images through the stereoscope and the reduced scale of the

image are also qualities that seemed to have been well understood by

Muybridge, at least intuitively, in a good number of his stereo views.

His early concerns with space and panoramic views culminate

and conclude with his 360-degree panoramic views of San Francisco

(1877). One might call it a photographer’s version of the large-scale,

circular, painted exhibition panoramas so popular in the nineteenth

century, especially in Europe. It is quite conceivable that he might

have seen some of these visual spectacles, if not in his youth, when he

was back in the United Kingdom in the years between 1861 and 1865.

From a panorama of space, Muybridge moves to a panorama of

time and figures in motion. The frozen postures of his models in

the Central America photographs now begin to take on an uncanny

mobility. The focus on the physical landscape fades out, and the

mobile human and animal figures take over. But how to reconcile and

render on a two-dimensional plane the fact that motion takes place in

time, and a photograph, like a painting or a drawing, does not?

In 1872 former governor of California Leland Stanford commis-

sioned Muybridge to photograph one of his horses while trotting

in order to find out whether there was an instance when a running

horse had all its hoofs off the ground simultaneously. 1 And Muybridge

tried. Whether or not he was successful with a single camera, this

eventually led him to record animal and human figures in motion

with a battery of still cameras evenly spaced along a horizontal line,

each camera recording a slightly different instant of an action as the

animals and humans ran or jumped across that space. He then printed

a sequential series of photographs of an action as a single plate, each

image enclosed by a frame and evenly separated from the others. The

whole plate, then, represents an image of time as well as of an action.

Instead of a single image, here the composition comprises a series of

separate photographs recorded consecutively, and the frame here is

all-important. As one shifts from one frame to another, a sensation of

motion between the two images may be experienced. Here one also

has the first step toward the eventual evolution of the motion picture

filmstrip. The next step entailed the transfer of some of these images

onto glass discs and their subsequent projection and synthesis.

Did this idea of projection and synthesis come out of the blue?

I don’t think so. I would say that Muybridge’s model, guide, and

inspiration was cinema before photography— first in the form of the

Phenakistiscope (fig. 12) and then the zoetrope (fig. 13), both still very

common and very popular forms of parlor-game entertainment in the

1860s and 1870s. Muybridge was well aware of them. As he completed

the Palo Alto documentation of figures in motion (fig. 14), he designed

and constructed his Zoopraxiscope (fig. 15)—a combination of a

Phenakistiscope and a magic lantern projector (fig. 16).

Magic lantern shows (a form of cinema before the movies that

employed still as well as moving images not dependent on so-called

persistence of vision) were well known and quite popular throughout

the nineteenth century. In addition, it is possible, though perhaps

with less certainty, that Muybridge might have been aware of some

of the “new” mechanical magic lantern slides that came out in the

1860s and early 1870s, such as L. S. Beales’s Choreutoscope (fig. 17)

or T. Ross’s Wheel of Life (fig. 18).

None of which is meant to take away Muybridge’s contribution to

either still photography or cinema. But in order to properly under-

stand his contributions to cinema, it is important to be aware that

motion pictures based on the principle once known as persistence of

vision had been around since the beginning of the 1830s, if not earlier.

Some of Muybridge’s achievements and contributions to cinema

through the motion photography work he did in Palo Alto between

1877 and 1879 then begin to become more apparent. In summary:

1. His segregation of one image from another and the all-important

frame enclosing and separating one image from the next, as on a

filmstrip, were critical, as the individual images cannot be projected

sequentially if they overlap on a single plate.
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2. His invention of the Zoopraxiscope, coupled with the decision to

have some of the images transferred onto glass discs in order to project

and synthesize them on the screen as a continual moving image, rep-

resented an important and crucial stage in the development of motion

picture projection. The glass disc images were clearly not photographic

images but painted drawings, yet for some people, they seem to have

had an uncanny realistic quality, and the Zoopraxiscope, while by no

means a film projector, was one of its early successful prototypes.2

(Attempts to project Phenakistiscopes date to the late 1840s.)

3. Until the arrival of the movies in the 1890s, Muybridge’s photog-

raphy of animals in motion, as well as the Zoopraxiscope projections,

continued the focus and emphasis on motion that began with the

introduction of the Phenakistiscope in 1831.

4. Though “moving images” were well known before Muybridge, it

was the photographic moving image, and the possibilities it opened up,

that subsequently helped develop cinema into the major art, entertain-

ment, and cultural-political force it became in the twentieth century.

The richness and magnitude of possibilities Muybridge embarked

on at Palo Alto become more apparent in his subsequent and best-

known work, his magnum opus, the 781 plates constitutingAnimals

in Locomotion, produced in Philadelphia between 1885 and 1887.

Anecdotal qualities surface in many of the pieces, somewhat remi-

niscent of actualities and comedies of the early cinema yet to come:

simple actions such as boxing and dancing (both common topics

of early cinema), documentation of daily activities such as social

encounters, and staged comic scenes with people and/or animals.

In plates such as two dogs tugging at a towel, a group of deer gallop-

ing by, or a group of storks and swans at the edge of a pond, we are

confronted with actions that do not inform us about movement so

much as document scenes from life as a filmstrip later would do. And

then, as never before, there is the focus on the human and animal

body. There is also a more complex organization of images. Some

plates have a relatively flat look. Others exhibit an incredibly sensual

and kinetic feeling for space, time, and action between the changing

perspectives of the panels, which can then be read not just linearly

from a to b position but also from left to right, right to left, up, down,

or diagonally, taking us into a whole other realm of visual experience.

But we should not underestimate the Palo Alto photographs. Their

crude and shadowy character conveys the excitement of entering

new and uncharted territory. In the rush and exhilaration of the

moment, details are forsaken, and we often end up with shadows and

schematic outlines of shadows, largely because of slow photographic

emulsions and the limited quality of camera lenses. But in this form

they also convey the urgency and excitement of motion, and the

idea of motion, better than fully delineated figures where the focus

would fall on the body. In a few of the early plates, images sometimes

struggle for their very existence, even as shadows: sections of an

image—an arm, a wheel, the tail of a horse—may just register in some

panels and not at all in others. These incredible photographs are a

bridge between shadow plays (an ancient form of cinema), optical

toys (such as the zoetrope and the Phenakistiscope), and photographs

in motion (the movies). This is especially the case with the projected

Zoopraxiscope images, which were in fact drawings that nevertheless,

when projected, appeared to be a cross or a blend between drawings

and photographs and which conveyed, in an eerie surrealist manner,

the “realism” of the moving photographic images to come.

At the end of the nineteenth century, Muybridge was involved

with editing two photographic books: Animals in Motion (1899) and

The Human Figure in Motion (1901). A good portion of these books

consist of either complete or partial reproductions of some of his

Philadelphia plates. However, toward the later part of both volumes,

there are analytic or comparison plates such as the ones seen in figure

19, from The Human Figure in Motion.

Their juxtaposition of diverse images not only offers analytic

comparisons of activities such as running and jumping but also a

sense of visual punning and anecdotal “montage” that in some ways

predates, by some thirty years, Dziga Vertov’s The Man with a Movie

Camera. In addition, whereas in the Pennsylvania plates the panels

remain rhythmically even and, one might say, “neutral,” here the

panels become meaningfully animated and rhythmically complex,

offering anecdotal and/or humorous interpretations of actions within

as well as between panels. For example, in “Some phases of a standing

long-jump” (fig. 19a), the slightly expanding first three top panels

graphically set the stage for a forceful jump into space, yet the fourth

panel humorously denies that possibility. It brings attention to the

corners, the boundaries of the panel, and one might even say to the

right border of the page itself. It is only as we shift to the left panel in

the second row that the suspension is released and then brought to a

conclusion with the image in the last panel.

Or consider the middle left plate (fig. 19c): the top three panels of

the African American pugilist articulate varying rhythmic cadences

and a forceful indication of his strength, with the third panel humor-

ously suggesting the border of the frame as being the target of his

punch. Then, as one refocuses on the bottom center frame and its two

narrow supporting side panels, one can observe how that “punch”

(or cut, if you wish) not only opens up the action surprisingly but

also, like the punch itself, opens up the spatial, rhythmic, and graphic

dynamics of the entire plate.

Or take the play between images and spatial dynamics within the

“heaving” plate (fig. 19d), especially as seen in the bottom row of

panels. In the second panel, the figure with its extremities stretched

out points to some of the borders of the frame enclosing it and affirms

the two-dimensional picture plane of the page, while the other three

panels affirm space and movement in different directions.

In these two books Muybridge not only summarized some of his

achievements in the Philadelphia work but also indicated an undi-

minished creative force ready to plunge into the unknown, even at

this late stage of his life.

—Summer 2003

NOTES

1. For a discussion of why this issue was important and the popularity of horse racing at that time, see

Robert Bartlett Haas, Muybridge Man in Motion (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976), 46-48.

2. The development of the Zoopraxiscope was announced in California Spirit of the Times, March 27, 1880.
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top (12) Phenakistiscope and (13) Zoetrope and with zoetrope strips

bottom (14) (a) Running high leap, (b) athlete running, and (c) greyhound running, all

from The Attitudes ofAnimals in Motion by Eadweard Muybridge, 1879

l \n
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top (15) Zoopraxiscope with close-up of disc and (16) Biunnial magic lantern projector

middle (17) Beales’s Choreutoscope and its glass slide

bottom (18) Ross’s Wheel of Life (front and back)

opposite (19) From Eadweard Muybridge, The Human Figure in Motion

(London: Chapman & Hall, 1901)
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FOCUS

After the Raster:

Early Television in San Francisco

STEVE SEID

I

n 1920 Philo T. Farnsworth was a country-bred lad of thirteen, tending

the family farm near Rigby, Idaho.' He was fascinated by electricity and

had heard about an invention called Radiovision, a mechanical precur-

sorto television. He knew from his readings that the path of an electron

moving through a vacuum could be diverted using a magnetic field; he

also had read that a photosensitive surface of phosphor would emit light

when struck by a stream of electrons. With this knowledge, he was sure an

electronic version of the television could be built.

One afternoon, while Farnsworth was operating a horse-drawn harrow,

the final piece of the puzzle fell into place. Looking over his shoulder, he

saw the orderly rows of freshly turned soil left by the plow. And so the

notion of the raster, sequential rows of image information, was formulated.

It would be another six years before Farnsworth would have the where-

withal to move forward on his invention, the electronic television. The

major stumbling block was not the engineering savvy but the much-needed

capital. His first offer came from a group of investors in Los Angeles,

and so Farnsworth found himself, along with Pern, his bride, in Southern

California. It was soon apparent that the initial investment was inadequate,

and this led Farnsworth to San Francisco and a meeting with J. J. Fagan,

a vice president at Crocker National Bank. After a second meeting with

Fagan, several consulting engineers, and additional financiers, it was

decided that they would join to back Farnsworth to the tune of $1,000 a

month for one year, plus $13,000 outright. All Farnsworth had to do was

transmit a television image by the end of 1927.

Farnsworth immediately sent a telegram to his technical assistant (and

Pern’s brother), Cliff Gardner, who was then working in Oregon, saying,

"Have San Francisco backing stop Meet us corner California and Powell

every day at noon until we get there stop Phil."

With the initial development team assembled, Farnsworth rented the second

floor of 202 Green Street, a building he shared with W. W. Crocker, son of the

founder of Crocker Bank. Farnsworth, and eventually a few other engineers,

worked on the electronics, piecing together a transmitter and receiver, while

Gardner hand blew the glass tube that would make up the image dissector, as

the device that converted an image into current came to be known.

On September 7, 1927, the transmitter was connected to the receiver,

the image oscillite, by a cable and powered up. The first successfully

produced image was a minimalist straight line, teased from an opaque

square of glass with a transparent slice etched on it. Within a few months

improvements to the dissector tube allowed the reproduction of two-

dimensional images with reasonable clarity.
2

At the first demonstration for the investors, the fidgety tycoons prodded

Fagan into calling out, "Farnsworth, when are we going to see some

dollars in this gadget?" Farnsworth responded by transmitting a clear

image of a dollar sign.

A mere twenty years old when he registered his first television patents,

Farnsworth was the envy of other scientists, many of whom represented

large manufacturing interests. One such figure was V. K. Zworykin, an

engineer at Westinghouse. Zworykin had built an early cathode ray tube

receiver, but it still used mechanical parts along the image path. His patent

for an "all-electronic" television, though filed in 1923, was denied because

it used a spinning disc with the transmitter.

In May 1930 Zworykin, under the pretense of licensing Farnsworth's

invention for Westinghouse, spent three days at the Green Street lab

inspecting all aspects of the technology. On his return to the East Coast,

Zworykin went straight to David Garnoff, who was about to ascend to

the directorship of RCA, and apprised him of what he had seen in San

Francisco. For years to come, Zworykin and RCA would infringe on

Farnsworth’s essential patents and obstruct those they couldn’t claim.

Philo T. Farnsworth's company, Television Inc., would remain in San

Francisco until May 1931, when it was bought by Philco and relocated

to Philadelphia. Many improvements were made in that next stage of

development, but the foundational patents for all-electronic television

were certainly conjured in the shadow of Telegraph Hill.

NOTES

1. This essay owes much to the memoir "Philo T. Farnsworth, Inventor," written by Elma "Pern"

Farnsworth for the San Francisco magazine Video 80 (Winter 1983): 28-35.

2. About thirty-five years later Nam June Paik would return to this prototypical straight line in his

manipulated television sets of the 1960s, acknowledging, perhaps unconsciously, the origins of the

televised image.

Philo T. Farnsworth holding his image dissector, c. 1928
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FOCUS

San Francisco Camera Obscura

MARINA MCDOUGALL

T
he Camera Obscura at Ocean Beach is one of San Francisco's great

hidden destinations. Perched behind the Cliff House at the edge of

the Pacific, the camera is housed inside a canary yellow building

resembling a 35mm camera. Its signage reads, "Giant Camera."

The Camera Obscura was erected in 1946 by an engineer named Floyd

Jennings with the permission of George K. Whitney Sr., former owner

of the Cliff House, Sutro Baths, and Playland at the Beach. Jennings, an

engineer with a passion for this rare optical device, wanted to start a

national franchise. Of the four he built, the San Francisco Camera Obscura

is the last one standing. It was Whitney's idea to enhance its presence as

an attraction by housing it in a structure resembling a camera.

Used as a tool by astronomers and artists, the camera obscura is

thought to have been developed in the late fifteenth century (Leonardo da

Vinci made sketches for such an instrument). The device functions simi-

larly to a single-lens reflex camera. In the San Francisco version, a rotating

mirror housed in a copper pyramid on the roof of the building slowly pans

the horizon and reflects an image through two condensing lenses mounted

horizontally below it. The simple optics project a panoramic image magni-

fied seven times onto a six-foot-diameter parabolic table inside.

The effect is staggering. On entry one beholds the startling sight

of a disembodied floating image representing the world outside. San

Francisco’s brilliant white light pours onto the parabolic dish like a film

unfurling in real time. One finds oneself marveling atthe uncanny likeness

of a lone seagull gliding past, the motion of waves, or the passage of

people ambling outside. These phenomena, seen moments before unmedi-

ated, when beamed through the Camera Obscura take on the haunting

quality of real-time memories.

I once had the luck to witness a sunset in the Camera Obscura in the

company of several dear friends. It was a sublime experience. We later

learned that our visit fell on the night of a blue moon. Though the occasion

seemed extraordinary, I find it interesting to think that the Camera Obscura

continually projects an image of the outside world even in the black of

night, whether we are there to witness it or not.

left San Francisco Camera Obscura, 2009

right Filmed inside the Camera Obscura: stills from Ernie Gehr’s

Glider (video) and Minyong Jang’s The Dark Room (film), both 2001
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Still from film footage shot in San Francisco’s North Beach
by Dion Vigne, 1957-60

OPPOSITE

Production still from Sidney Peterson, The Petrified Dog, 1948

Sara K. Arledge, glass slide transparency, 1947-50
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Art in Cinema:
Creating an Audience
for Experimental Film
SCOTT MACDONALD

In fall 1946 the San Francisco Museum ofArt offered the public a

subscription film series focusing on “avant-garde films in modern art

forms—surrealist, non-objective, abstract, fantastic.” The series, which

was sponsored by the museum, the California School of Fine Arts (now

the San Francisco Art Institute), and Circle magazine, was the brain-

child of Frank Stauffacher, a young commercial artist who was hungry

to see and to show a broader spectrum of cinema than was available in

the Bay Area at the time. The response to the series, known from the

beginning as Art in Cinema, was enthusiastic, so enthusiastic that on

the announcement of a second series the museum indicated that it had

made Art in Cinema “a permanent part of the Museum’s functions.” 1

Although Art in Cinema did not turn out to be permanent, it did

become, for a time, a more or less regular part of the museum’s activities

and one of the centers of artistic excitement in the Bay Area. The fall

1946 series flyer lists ten events; spring 1947, five events; fall 1947, five;

fall 1948, five; fall 1949, five; spring 1950, four; spring 1951, five; fall 1952,

four; fall 1953, five; spring 1954, seven; and fall 1954, six. From time to

time a special event was added to the announced schedule. Beginning

in April 1947, Art in Cinema offered similar programs in Berkeley, under

the auspices of the University Extension of the University of California.

George Leite was the program manager for the Berkeley series.

For a museum to present sixty-odd film events over a period of

nine years doesn’t sound that elaborate to modern viewers (currently

the Pacific Film Archive offers this many events on each bimonthly

calendar). But the presentations of Art in Cinema had an impact well

beyond anything suggested by the number of events offered to the

public. This impact was simultaneously an accident of history and the

result of a remarkable commitment on the part of Stauffacher, with

the timely collaboration of several individuals—Richard Foster during

the first year, Harry Smith in 1947, and Barbara Stauffacher (now

Solomon) during the last years—along with the consistent support of

the museum’s director, Grace L. McCann Morley.

Like others interested in expanded opportunities to see the broadest

range of cinema during the postwar years, Stauffacher understood that,

for whatever reasons, some audiences, especially in urban areas, were

ready for alternatives. Of course, even the most successful ventures into

independent exhibition could hardly compare with the popular success

of Hollywood movies at commercial movie houses; but in our era, when

an audience of one hundred for an experimental film seems compara-

tively successful, Art in Cinema’s ability to attract five hundred for San

Francisco screenings and more than that in Berkeley seems remarkable,

as does Amos Vogel’s even greater success in attracting thousands of

members to presentations of New York’s Cinema 16 Film Society, the

other preeminent American film society of the era, which from the

outset counted on Stauffacher for advice and support. 2

Of course, while Stauffacher’s initiative resulted in something new

for the Bay Area, it was not without precedents, especially in Europe.

Indeed, the intermingling of Europeans and Americans during and

after World War II probably helped some Americans become aware

of the cine-club movement that had spread across Europe and the

United Kingdom in the 1920s and 1930s. 3 In the case of Art in Cinema,

this European influence seems apparent in Stauffacher’s tendency,

throughout the years he programmed the series, to combine a feature-

length narrative film (usually either an American or a European

classic) with several short avant-garde films, and/or animations, and/

or documentaries. The London Film Society programs, for example,

reveal a similar programming strategy, using some of the same films

Stauffacher presented at Art in Cinema.4

But if a new interest in alternative forms of cinema was in the air in

San Francisco, in New York, and elsewhere during the postwar years,

the particular impact of Art in Cinema was a function of Stauffacher’s

skill as an artist-exhibitor. From the earliest planning stages, it was

obvious that Stauffacher was committed not only to a thoroughly pro-

fessional presentation of events to an audience with a serious interest

in the arts but also to the ongoing education of this audience and to the

development of the potential of what he tended to call “experimental”

film. That Stauffacher assumed a serious audience was evident in the

wording of Art in Cinema’s first series announcement:

We hope that this series will accomplish several purposes: that it will

show the relation between the film and the other art media—sculpture,

painting, poetry; that it will stimulate interest in the film as a creative
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ART

IN

CINEMA

Art in Cinema program handout (front and back), 1953

San Francisco Museum of Art

War Memorial, Civic Center, San Francisco 2, California
ART IN CINEMA

Seventh Year—Ninth Series

The ART IN CINEMA showings were established to present a more vigorous and liberated atti-

tude towards the film medium. Now, in its seventh year, and with an international reputation, this

stimulating experience in film-going has broadened its original objective, and deepened it as well.

Friday, October 2 t S3
Art in Cinema is honored to present the distinguished director GEORGE STEVENS in an informal talk, with

sections from three of his most outstanding films: "I Remember Mama” (RKO), "A Place in the Sun,” and
"Shane” (Paramount).

The Way of the Experimental Film
MASQUF.RAGE by Max de Haas (Netherlands, 1951). A vivid interpretation of primitive expression that has won acclaim and
awards. (Cannes, Venice, Edinburgh Festivals. 1952, and first prize Robert J. Flaherty Award.)
PALLE ALONE IN THE WORLD by Astrid Ilenning-Jcnsen (Danish, 1952). Premier showing in the United States of this remark-

able rendition of the famous Danish children s story about the dream world of a small boy.

BELLS OF ATLANTIS by Ian Hugo (U.S., 1952). Western premiere. The imaginary realism of Hugo's photography, abstractions

by Lf.n Lye, poetry written, spoken, & acted by Anais Nln, electronic music by Louise & Beebe Barron. (Venice Film Festival, 1952 )

GO SLOW ON THE BRIGHTON LINE, a recent BBC television film, in which the London to Brighton Express train makes the

51 mile trip in 4 minutes.

Afasters of Mood: Duvivier Friday, October 9

POIL DE CAROTTE by Julien Duvivier (French, 1932). It led the caravan of the French revival, and it was Harry Baur's first

outstanding film performance.

The Poetry of Attack
A PROPOS DE NICE by Jean Vigo (French, 1928). The first film by the brilliant but short lived white-hope of the French cinema.
PLAGUE SUMMER by Charles Kessler (U. S., 1952). From Kenneth Patchbn’s "Journal of Albion Moonlight." Both Kessler and
Patchen will be present to speak briefly about the film

SONG OF THE PRAIRIE by Jiri Trnka (Czeck, 1950). A xelendcss, satirical wit in the form of marionettes, by this master.

Three Women Behind Cameras Friday, October 16

OLYMPIAD by Leni Riefenstahl (German, 1936-38). The rouch-praiscd spectacle, shot by an army of cameramen under her direction,

of the poetry of the human body at the Berlin Olympics
OBNAJRU by Pat Marks (U. S., 1953). Premiere showing of an accomplished abstract work, accompanied by LIVE sound, to consist

of a combo including Gerald Wilson, Teddy Edwards, and other well-known musicians.

WAITING by Flora Mock (U. S., 1952). Produced as a thesis for UCLA's Theatre Arts Department.

The Avant-Garde in France Today Friday, October 23
PREVIEW of an astounding use of the film medium . . .

TRAITE DE BAVE ET D’ETERNITE (VENON AND ETERNITY). Produced by Marc-Gilbert Guiilaumin; directed by Jcan-
Isidore Isou (France, 1952). Sponsored by Jean Cocteau. With Cocteau, Jean-Louis Barrault, Blaise Cendrars, Danielle Delorme,
Marcel Achard, Daniel Gelin, Andre Maurois, Edouard Dhermite. Armand Salacrou. At once a history, a revolt, an example in the form
of love story, and a cinematic manifesto of the "Lettrist" poets. Speaker Alan W. Watts.

From Object to Non-Object Friday, October 30

LES CH.ARMES DE ^EXISTENCE (CHARM OF LIFE) by Jean Gremillon and Pierre Kast (France, 1950). Some Prix de
Rome winners of the 1890s, and the "objects'’ of their meditation. (Venice and Edinburgh Film Festivals, 1951)
ADVENTURES OF PRINCE ACHMED produced by Cominius, and made by Lotte Reiniger (German, 1926). Constant trans-

formation of realistic design into abstraction.

ANALOGIES NO. 1 by James E. Davis (U. S-, 1953). Further development of Mr. Davis' scintillating color and light, with
analogies in nature.

ON THE EDGE by Curtis Harrington (U. S.. 1949). A short but astonishing essay in pure cinematic poerty. (Cannes and Venice
Film Festivals, 1952).
BLACKTOP AND PARADE by Charles Eames (U. S., 1952). The well-known designer turns to the film and produces these two out-
standing experiments.

HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID by Wheaton Galcntine (U.S., 1951). Geometry in movement.

An Experiment and an Experience in 3-D
HY HIRSH and his three-dimensional, non-representational film.

"No one is more willing, eager, and, to tell the truth, able to take advantage of Hollywood's new devices than the experimenters of the
cinematographic avant-garde . . . Hirsh’s 3-D abstract film has added a new resource to non-objective art.” Alfred FRANKENSTEIN
in the S. F. Chronicle.

These programs arranged and annotated by Frank Staufiacher

COMMITTEE
Dr. Grace L. McCann Morley. Director, San Francisco Museum of Art Lewij Jacobs, author "Rise of the American Film"
Margarets Akcrmark, Museum of Modern Art Film Library Rosalind Konoff. Director. A. F. Films. Inc.

and with special acknowledgment to Robert Grecnsfclder. Director of Kinesis and Robert Katz, film authority and teacher.

ART IN CINEMA hat been a copyright name unce 1947. Il rt no! to be confuted with other ihowingi in the Bay Area or elsewhere, tare than in
collaboration with the University of California Extemion Divitton.

(TEAR HERE) ORDER BLANK Ninth Scries

TO: ART IN CINEMA SOCIETY
San Francisco Museum of Art (CHECK ONE) Museum Member Public
Civic Center. San Francisco

Please send me series tickets at $5.00 each (scries) including tax ($4.00 for Museum Members) lot the aeries of 5 nights of ART IN CINEMA
film scries. October 2 through October 30, at 8:00 P.M. Friday evenings.

NAME. ADDRESS:

I OTA t. AMOUNT ENCLOSED
useum of Art, and enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of tickets.)(Make check or money order payable to the San Francisco Mu



opposite Graphic mock-up by Frank Stauffacher and order form (detail) for Art in Cinema catalog, 1947

art medium in itself, requiring more of an effort of participation on the

part of the audience than the Hollywood fantasies, before which an

audience sits passively and uncreatively; and that it will give assistance

to those contemporary artists who labor in obscurity in America with no

distribution channels for their work .

5

For Stauffacher and his colleagues, the relationship between

experimental film and modern art was crucial, as they made clear

in their announcement for the second series: “The Avantgarde and

experimental cinema embraces all attitudes of the so-called ‘temper

of modern art’—including such forms of expression as surrealism,

abstraction, realism, symbolism, non-objective form, etc. The cinema

as an art form has undergone—and is undergoing still— all of the

exploratory phases that characterize the history of other modern art

forms.”6 The first two series were programmed to provide a historical

review of the accomplishments of what has come to be known as the

first film avant-garde: films produced primarily by European artists

who were interested not so much in beingfilmmakers as in using

cinema as an alternative medium for artistic experiment. Several

Americans were included in the first Art in Cinema series—Mary

Ellen Bute, Maya Deren, the Whitney brothers—but the majority

of filmmakers were Europeans. The second series also emphasized

Europeans but included a larger percentage of Americans. By the

third series American filmmakers were in the majority.

The pedagogical dimension of Stauffacher’s programming and

his commitment to the idea of film as a fine art were evident in the

decision to produce a catalog to accompany the first Art in Cinema

series. While the logistics of assembling the contributions of a dozen

or so writers and designing the catalog postponed publication until

after the first two series had ended, Art in Cinema: A Symposium on

the Avantgarde Film, edited by Stauffacher, became the first substan-

tial attempt, at least in this country, to assess the history of alternative

cinema. Art in Cinema (available originally in late May 1947 and

reprinted by Arno Press in 1968) includes the programs and program

notes for the first season; an introduction by Foster and Stauffacher,

another by Henry Miller; essays by Luis Bunuel, Maya Deren, Elie

Faure, Oskar Fischinger, George Leite, Erich Pommer, Man Ray, Hans

Richter, Paul Velguth, and James and John Whitney; and a bibliog-

raphy and a listing of sources for films. The catalog was illustrated

with stills, filmstrips, and drawings. One can only conjecture what the

impact ofArt in Cinema was on the Art in Cinema audience, but since

Stauffacher’s book was the only guidebook to what for many readers

was a new field, its publication must have convinced many in the

audience that the Art in Cinema screenings were at the forefront of

developments—were the avant-garde.

For Stauffacher, the curatorial mission of Art in Cinema was first

to educate his audience about the history of alternative film and

then to provide a space where American film artists could present

their newest contributions to the tradition of film as modern art. By

the late 1940s Art in Cinema had become, along with Cinema 16, the

premier American showcase for new avant-garde film, including a

good many films made in the Bay Area. Filmmakers who premiered

work at Art in Cinema (or for whom Art in Cinema screenings were of

considerable importance) include Dorsey Alexander, Kenneth Anger,

Sara Kathryn Arledge, Jordan Belson, James Broughton, Douglas

Crockwell, Jim Davis, Elwood Decker, Wheaton Galentine, Curtis

Harrington, Ian Hugo, Jean Isadore Isou, Norman McLaren, Martin

Metal, Sidney Peterson, Harry Smith, and John and James Whitney.

It should be noted that Stauffacher was organizing regular

programs at a time when few independent films were in distribution.

Unlike modern programmers, who can use the Internet to find their

way to thousands of alternative films in a few moments, Stauffacher’s

work required him to search for each new film and to make contact

with filmmakers who had no experience distributing or exhibiting

their work. And when he had decided to show a particular film,

he often needed to work with the maker to arrange for musical

accompaniment (most independent films were silent; “sound tracks”

were assembled for particular presentations) and at times deal with a

maker’s resistances and insecurities.

Of course, Stauffacher hoped that Art in Cinema might do more

than exhibit the newest and most interesting contributions to film

art; he hoped its existence might instigate American contributions to

this ongoing international history. That this aspect of his mission was

successful is clear in the correspondence between Stauffacher and the

many filmmakers who were in touch with him during the making of

their films. Jordan Belson claims that both he and Harry Smith began

to make films as a result of their excitement about films they saw at Art

in Cinema: “Quite a number of artists got turned on by Art in Cinema,

not just Harry and me. Frank did show new artists’ work, especially if

they were local and serious [I]f that outlet had not been there, there

wouldn’t have been any incentive to make films. Might as well paint.”
7

Stauffacher’s efforts were successful enough to simultaneously

frustrate and reward his own creative efforts. In a letter to Hans

Richter, written sometime after the special presentation of two

programs of films by American experimental filmmakers in spring

1949, Stauffacher lamented that there was no one who could take over

Art in Cinema: “It is developing into a full-time job . . . and I want

to get away from it so that I can make'films myself—which was the

reason I came to it at first. We wanted to establish an outlet for this

type of film, and then make the films. But the job of presenting them

has grown into a huge task.” 8 Stauffacher had begun including films

he was involved with—James Broughton’s Mother’s Day (1948), for

example, for which Stauffacher did the cinematography—and his own

films, starting with Zigzag (1948) in the fall 1948 series.

One distinctive dimension of Stauffacher’s attitude toward cinema

that had an important impact on his programming is evident in

the program note for Jim Davis’s Plastics (1946-47). Not only was

Plastics a film using unusual procedures for recording imagery, but it
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art in cinema

The San Francisco Museum of Art and The Art in Cinema Society

announce the publication of

A catalogue concerning (lie advantgardc and experimental film, AKT IN CINEMA present* the motion-picture

as a truly independent art form. Now printing, the work will be published early this Spring. The catalogue

was originally conceived os a compilation of program notes for the Series One showing of experimental film*

at the San Francisco Museum of Art in the fall of 1946 (Scries One, and the Society were jointly sponsored by

the Museum, The California School of Fine Arts, and Circle Magazine). However, both the interest shown by

the audience comprising the Art in Cinema Society and the lock of a single publication devoted exclusively

to this manifestation of the cinema, demonstrated the need for amplifying the note* with background material

difficult for the layman to obtain. The result has been a catalogue unique in that it constitutes the only puhli

cation in English dealing exclusively with the cinema as an independent art form.

The museum hopes that the catalogue will provide a bosis for organising similar scries in other cities. Other

museums, universities, art schools, film societies and other interested groups will find the information in the cat-

alogue about the sources for the films, the program notes, and the bibliography valuable nub in organizing a

non commercial, non-profit Art In Cinema Series.

CONTENTS..
Introduction by HENRY MILLER

Foreword by DR. GRACE L. McCANN MORLEY

HANS RICHTER: A History of The Avantgarde

LUIS BUNUEL: Notes On The Realization of Un Chien Andalou

MAN RAY: Sentiments regarding the Art of The Film

ERICH POMMER: The Beginning of Dr. Caligari

OSKAR FISCHINCER: Essay on a conception of the abstract film

MAYA DEREN: A discussion of the camera as a creative medium

JOHN AND JAMES WHITNEY: Audio-visual music

ELIE FAURE: Excerpts from The Art of Cineplaslics

GEORGE LF.ITF.: The Creative Arts and The Collective Film

was described as part of a work in progress: “At present he [Davis] is

making further cinematic experiments which, he says, ‘begin where

this leaves off.’”
9 A similar comment is included in the program notes

for the Whitney brothers’ Five Film Exercises (1943-44): “These

revolutionary film studies are the result of a film technique— still

imperfect—whereby sound and image may be created simultaneously.

The Whitneys do not consider these results as works of art. Thus they

have called them ‘exercises.’” 10 Stauffacher certainly recognized that

avant-garde filmmakers sometimes made remarkable finished works,

but he was also drawn to work that was “experimental” in the sense

that it was an interim report on a cinematic investigation still under

way. Indeed, for Stauffacher, the advantage of working outside the

industry and its commercial pressures was precisely the opportunity

to play with cinema, to make films just to see, and share, what the

results might look like. This attitude accounts for Stauffacher’s

commitment to presenting “imperfect” films and is evident in his own

filmmaking as well. In reference to his Sausalito (1948), Stauffacher

wrote to Amos Vogel, “I feel an experimental film carried to a point of

perfection can really no longer be called experimental,” and “I felt it

legitimate to let it go as a truly experimental piece with the good and

bad left as they were; in the nature of a ‘sketch.’” 11

If one compares Stauffacher’s programming with Vogel’s at

Cinema 16, additional dimensions of both programmers’ approaches,

goals, and strategies become more obvious. Of course, Stauffacher

and Vogel saw their missions as ideologically similar and practically

related: each was an important resource for the other. But the realities

they needed to deal with and the senses of the film history they

wanted their series to reflect were different. The most crucial distinc-

tion is probably that Vogel made Cinema 16 his livelihood and the sole

focus of his attention, whereas for Stauffacher, Art in Cinema was a

labor of love, something he did in addition to supporting himself as a

commercial artist, which he seems to have hated, and in addition to

working on his own films. Indeed, he was forced to stop working as

a commercial artist so that he could make his own films; he and his

wife, Barbara, struggled financially for some of the years when Art in

Cinema was functioning.

Insofar as programming was concerned, Vogel’s particular commit-

ment to film history led him to present a variety of forms of filmmaking

that seem to have held no special interest for Stauffacher: scientific

films from a variety of fields, for example. In general, Cinema 16 was at

least as committed to documentary as to avant-garde film, and Vogel’s

balance of these two cinematic arenas created the particular Cinema 16

audience dynamic. At Art in Cinema art and artistic experiment were

the foci; the documentaries Stauffacher showed tended to be those

traditionally identified with both documentary and avant-garde history,

such as the European city symphonies.

Further, Vogel was interested not just in the artistic or the experi-

mentally innovative but in the forbidden as well. Early on, Cinema 16

became a membership society specifically in order to avoid the New York

censors. For Vogel, the presentations of such outrageous films as Georges

Franju’s The Blood ofthe Beasts (Sang des Betes, 1949), Kenneth Anger’s

Fireworks (1947), and the virulent Nazi propaganda film The Eternal

Jew (1940) were Cinema 16 high points. Indeed, Vogel’s predilection for

the edgy, the bizarre, even the horrific seems to have been an important

audience lure at Cinema 16—and, at least in a few cases, a cause for

rebellion. P. Adams Sitney has explained that for some filmmakers (and

for himself), Cinema 16 had the aura of a circus sideshow. 12 Stauffacher,

as the Art in Cinema moniker suggests, was less inclined to focus on the

forbidden, though he certainly didn’t hesitate to show films that might

be expected to offend the sensibilities of some members of his audience.

Sidney Peterson’s description of the 1947 premiere of his and James

Broughton’s The Potted Psalm (1946) is a case in point:
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James and I stood in the rear of the hall. There were roars of silence. It

was as though people had forgotten to breathe. There seemed only one

way to interpret such absolute involvement. Without intending to, we

had, inadvertently, by sheer chance . .
.

produced a hit. As the lights came

up, James had to dash off to the country. He missed the grim faces of the

acutely disturbed filing out. There was no eye contact. No one exclaimed,

“How dare you!” One solitary couple, looking as though they had just

stepped out of Dostoyevsky’s Poor Folk, identified me and confided, “That

was the greatest film we’ve ever seen.” They were unique

When James returned to San Francisco, his friends wouldn’t speak to

him. Then, strangely, the Ait in Cinema Society put it on again and this

time the audience came prepared. The Sanity in Ait Society, otherwise

known as the Western Art Association, attended in a body, all four hundred

odd of it. Two minutes into the film they rose, ert masse, and filed out. 13

Art in Cinema privileged forms of cinema made outside contem-

porary Hollywood, but Stauffacher, like Vogel, was not simplistically

doctrinaire. His commitment at Art in Cinema was to provide

opportunities for seeing films more challenging than “the Hollywood

fantasies,” but this did not keep him from recognizing that filmmakers

working in the industry in his own era were also capable of levels of

creative expression that were as fully ignored by the mass audience,

and even by the industry itself, as any of the obscure experiments that

found their way into Art in Cinema programs. On October 2, 1953,

Art in Cinema hosted the director George Stevens, who presented an

illustrated talk about his work. The success of this event led to the

final major experiment of Stauffacher’s career as programmer.

A two-part series called Aspects ofthe American Film: The Work

ofFifteen Directors was organized for spring and fall 1954. Films by

major Hollywood directors (and by non-Hollywood makers whose

work had been widely seen) were presented and represented, either

by the directors themselves or by other director-producers close to

their work. Fred Zinnemann, Vincente Minnelli, Gene Kelly, William

Wellman, and Frank Capra represented their own work; Rouben

Mamoulian presented D. W. Griffith’s Intolerance (1916); Willard Van

Dyke presented Pare Lorentz’s work, as well as his own; Merian C.

Cooper presented Robert Flaherty’s Man ofAran (1934) and excerpts

from his own Grass (1925) and Chang (1927); Mitchell Leisen pre-

sented Cecil B. DeMille’s The Crusades (1935) and an excerpt from

Reap the Wild Wind (1942); and Stephen Bosustow discussed anima-

tions by the UPA Studio, which he had founded.

Stauffacher recognized that some in his audience might see his

attention to accomplished Hollywood directors as an abandonment of

his commitment to the avant-garde. But in an early description of what

would become Aspects ofthe American Film, he argued that during

“these nine years of outstanding programs, no stringent policy has

existed but that of being concerned with what is worth your [the Art in

Cinema audience’s] interest in the film. True, our programs grew out

of the avant-garde, but there is only so much avant-garde available.”
14

From Stauffacher’s point of view, recognizing the artistry of the com-

mercial directors he showed was not only part of his mission but also

related to his avant-garde sensibility, since even the best Hollywood

directors were rarely, in the mid-1950s, accorded the status of artists.

Indeed, judging from some of the directors’ comments, Stauffacher’s

presentation of them and their films at Art in Cinema felt risky.

Barbara Stauffacher Solomon, who worked closely with her husband

on Aspects ofthe American Film, remembers Fred Zinnemann saying,

“God forbid my producers ever hear I’m doing something that has

anything to do with the word art! They’ll fire me!” 15

Aspects ofthe American Film was the concluding chapter in

Stauffacher’s career as a curator, and its considerable success

obscured the fact of Stauffacher’s fast-failing health as a result of a

brain tumor and two brain surgeries in 1953 and 1954. In Stauffacher’s

Art in Cinema correspondence, there is virtually no mention of these

surgeries; it is never, even implicitly, used as an explanation for slow

responses to letters. Until near the end Stauffacher carried on in

his public role at the Art in Cinema screenings, despite the obvious

impact of the tumor. Barbara Stauffacher recalls an incident after

Frank Capra’s presentation on October 22, 1954:

After his talk, Capra, his wife, Frank, and I went for a drink to Tosca’s on

Columbus Avenue. They were staying at the Fairmont Hotel. We were

walking across the lobby when Frank had a seizure Frank lay on the

ground shaking. We kneeled around him. Then, Frank Capra picked

Frank up in his arms as he might a sick child, carried him outside, and

put him into the green Mercury I’d bought for $250. 16

By August 1955 Stauffacher was dead; and although there were

various Bay Area film series in the following years that used the Art

in Cinema name, the energy Stauffacher brought to his Art in Cinema

programs would not be revived in the area until the 1960s. 17 In a letter

to Barbara Stauffacher soon after her husband’s death, Amos Vogel

sang Stauffacher’s praises, focusing on what may have been his most

remarkable quality as a programmer, his diplomacy:

Those of us who knew Frank intimately have lost a true and rare friend, a

true and rare human being. In an industry with more than the usual share

of cut-throats and slick businessmen, he was the one and only person I

knew who had no enemies; the only person, in fact, about whom nothing

bad or negative or unpleasant was said behind his back. His integrity,

devotion to his life’s work and his sincerity were too transparent to be

misunderstood by even the most narrow-minded. He pioneered in this

field and set standards for all of us, Cinema 16 included. 18
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FOCUS

Mother's Day

Tames Broughton, 1948

P. ADAMS SITNEY

A fter an initial collaboration with Sidney Peterson to make The

Potted Psalm ( 1946), the poet and dramatist James Broughton

made his first solo film in 1948. Mother's Day is, in its author's

phrase, "a nostalgic comedy" in six sections. It was shot in San Francisco

on city streets and in Victorian houses that were at the time disappearing

or undergoing transformation. Early in the film the nearly demolished

facade of a house tropes the pride and pretense of the central character:

Mother. The titles of this wordless film (with music by Howard Brubeck)

ironically tell us that "Mother was the loveliest woman in the world. And

Mother wanted everything to be lovely." Unusual camera angles, rotating

symbolical objects, a play of foreground and depth, mechanically repeated

gestures, and stop-motion photography reveal the vacuity and failure of

the mother's illusion and aspirations.

Later titles inform us, "Mother always said she could have had her

pick [of men] And she picked father." Then, "Mother always said she

wanted little boys and girls to be lovely. . . . And so we learned how to be

lovely, too." In wonderfully inventive, elliptical scenes Broughton shows

the mother haughtily surveying the gifts presented by each of her suitors

until she finds "father" reflected in her hand mirror, the narcissistic tool

that renders him irresistible.

The father immediately becomes a metonymic dispersal of his superfi-

cial attributes: a beard, a cane, a straw hat, a framed picture. Broughton,

in his most interesting collapsing of time, represents the children as

adults. They quickly run through the gestures and rituals of sibling rivalry,

aggression, and adolescent rebellion and exploration, as if caught in the

perspective of adults who can no longer picture themselves as children.

While the sons Oedipally appropriate and destroy the symbolic para-

phernalia of their father, the daughters attempt to mimic the serial amours

they have reconstructed from their mother's "lovely" stories. Behind the

playfulness of the film lie the filmmaker's fierce denunciation of maternal

neglect and his rejection of Victorian manners.

Still from Mother’s Day
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REMINISCENCE

Bay Area
Cultural Memories
YVONNE RAINER

A
round 1950 1 was a moody, solitary, unsocialized sixteen-year-old

who sought frequent respite at the Clay and the Larkin, the only

commercial theaters in San Francisco that showed foreign films,

I had long been familiar with the breed. From the early forties my father,

an Italian-born, French- and Italian-speaking emigre, would take me to

the Sunday afternoon screenings at the Palace of the Legion of Honor out

near the beach. I still get the chills by invoking images of Maria Falconetti's

huge face and shaven head in Carl Theodor Dreyer's The Passion ofJoan of

Arc (1928), which I saw there around 1944 at the age of nine. I can only

speculate that my fascination, then totally unconscious, with Falconetti's,

or Joan's, suffering originated in my own early childhood deprivations.

The setting itself was magical. Before the lights faded in the baroque,

perfectly round basement theater gilded like a jewel box, I craned my neck

to study the swirling panorama of cupids, angels, nymphs, and horses

that cavorted and plunged on the ceiling. The low murmur of voices, of

adults and children alike, matched the subdued lighting emanating from

the wall sconces to create an ambience of pleasurable anticipation.

One summer afternoon in 1950 1 sat by myself in the Clay's soothing

gloom and watched (devoured is more apt) Cocteau's Orpheus (1949).

Afterward I walked down Fillmore Street in a state of rapture-my brain

on fire, so it seemed-suddenly unburdened of the adolescent dread that

habitually engulfed me. Reaching the end of Fillmore, 1 turned in at Waller

and rang the doorbell of Dave Koven and Audrey Goodfriend, anarchist

friends (in their early thirties) of my older brother, Ivan. I needed someone

to bear witness to my trancelike state, I remember Dave saying, "You really

liked it, huh?" I saw the film three more times the following week and

haven't seen it since. I doubt if hearing "The Bird Sings with Its Fingers”

would now have the same effect. At the time, however, this recasting of

the Orpheus myth in modern dress opened a door to possibilities of imagi-

nation that, unbeknownst to me, marked a new chapter in my internal

image archive. I was simply swept away by the dissolving mirrors and

abrupt transitions from sun-drenched everyday life to the slow-motion

agonizing of the turbid underworld. I would not have been able to tell to

whom I was more attracted, Maria Casares or jean Marais.

It may be of interest to note here that during an earlier period of my

life Hollywood films were a source of entertainment during Saturday

afternoon family "outings." 1 saw How Green Was My Valley in 1941

while sitting on my father's lap in a packed downtown theater. Nearby

spectators repeatedly shushed me as I plied my father with questions

about the plot and characters ("Why is the man lying under that rock?").

We used to go to the Golden Gate Theater and see a cartoon, a newsreel,

a short, and a feature, all followed by a stage show. The one that stayed

with me was a Loie Fuller-like concoction of nymphs swirling swaths of

diaphanous material under colored lights while a live orchestra played,

perhaps Debussy's La Mer or Ravel's Bolero. After the show we sometimes

walked farther down Market Street to Foster's Cafeteria, where I would be

allowed to choose a big slab of lime jello with peas embedded in it.

Still later, with friends or my brother, 1 would traipse eight or nine

blocks to the local movie theater (the Irving on Irving Street and Fifteenth
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opposite Yvonne Rainer returns to San Francisco to

perform the autobiographical Ordinary Dance in the KQED
studios in August 1962

below Still from film footage shot in San Francisco’s North

Beach by Dion Vigne, 1957-60

Avenue, now a supermarket) and pay a dime and a penny to see a serial

or cliff-hanger and a double feature. Here 1 must have been exposed to

innumerable Hollywood melodramas, images from which were undoubt-

edly stored in the "archive" until I was to immerse myself in the same

films forty years later for ostensibly more grandiloquent purposes. (My

fifth feature, The Mart Who Envied Women [1985], deployed clips from a

number of Hollywood noirs like Double Indemnity, In a Lonely Place, and

Clash by Night to stand for my male protagonist's cultural unconscious.)

If my father introduced me to art movies, it was my mother who

introduced me to opera and ballet at a very early age. Born in Brooklyn

to Jewish immigrants from Warsaw, she had working-class aspirations

to cultural refinement-or, as she put it, "the finer things"-which had

already led her to enroll me as a reluctant student in several "tap and

acrobatic" schools from the age of five to eight, until I finally prevailed on

her to allow me to stop. She took me to the San Francisco Opera to see old

chestnuts like Carmen and La Traviata and La Boheme. We also regularly

attended the crowded outdoor Sunday events at Sigmund Stern Grove,

where we saw excerpts from Swan Lake. Around 1950 1 bought a single

ticket to Roland Petit's Ballet de l'Opera de Paris at the Curran Theater.

Jean Babilee and Zizi Jeanmaire were performing in LeJeune Homme et

la mort, but I was most impressed by a female dancer dressed in bright

yellow, shod in matching yellow ballet slippers, who "promenaded," or

turned very slowly on one leg, unassisted, in a complete circle in a flat-out

arabesque, arms stretched wide. That I could and would one day enter this

field, that is, become a professional postmodern dancer and choreogra-

pher, did not for one second cross my mind.

From my early childhood my parents had taken Ivan and me to the

Italian anarchist picnics and "festas," one purpose of which was to

raise money for anarchist periodicals like the British Freedom and for

persecuted and imprisoned comrades in Italy Every year the September

picnic took place on a farm owned by Joe and Augusta Piagentino near

Pleasanton. It was a jolly all-day affair, with much barbecue and pasta

and red wine laid out on long tables under trellised grape arbors; much

dancing to polkas and fox-trots accompanied by banjo, fiddle, and guitar;

much bocce ball and roaming around the farm to look at cows and

vineyards. My most vivid memory is of wandering forlornly in the Indian

summer torpor among the tombstones in the cemetery across the road.

From the age of twelve I had also been exposed to the heady com-

mingling of poets, painters, writers, and Italian anarchists who gathered

at the Workman's Circle in the Fillmore district every Friday night to hear

the likes of Kenneth Rexroth, Kenneth Patchen, Herbert Read, and George

Woodcock read poetry and socially critical essays. Although they were all

nominally anarchists, heated exchanges would sometimes erupt between

the more freethinking speakers and the Italians, who were, for the most

part, older and more conservative. (Emma Goldman, with her doctrine of

free love, was not a popular figure among the latter.)
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By the early fifties I was working as a figure clerk for the Hartford

Fire Insurance Company on California Street and starting to socialize in

enclaves in which 1 was totally out of my cultural depth, For instance, one

evening 1 found myself in the company of culturati who were discussing

someone named Merce Cunningham, Thinking they were talking about a

woman, I naively betrayed my ignorance. They looked at me in disbelief.

The date who brought me there never called again.

In 1953 the late Michael Grieg, then in his early thirties, started the

San Francisco Cinema Guild. A native New Yorker who had lit out for San

Francisco after World War II with fellow anarchists Goodfriend and Koven,

Grieg was to become a well-known Bay Area poet, novelist, and journalist.

He modeled the San Francisco Cinema Guild after the Berkeley Cinema

Guild started by Ed Landberg (then married to Pauline Kael) and installed

it on weekends in the Green Street Theater, a former live burlesque house

in North Beach where half-naked female caryatids still supported the

proscenium arch. I was hired as the ticket vendor. (I remember reading

Ernest Jones's The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud between sales in the

outdoor booth.) After selling my last ticket, I would go upstairs and watch

the films. It was here that I first saw the films of Renoir, Vigo, and Keaton.

Mike always accompanied the silent films with music he chose from his

record collection. Thus The General was accompanied by an orchestral

version of The Threepenny Opera and was projected in this way three or

four times on one weekend. I sat through every screening, mesmerized.

To this day I cannot look at The General without hearing the Kurt Weill

themes in my head.

Through Mike Grieg I was introduced to the Art in Cinema programs

at the San Francisco Museum of Art, where I saw Maya Deren's Meshes

of the Afternoon (1943) and At Land (1944). The impact of these films

was not apparent to me until 1960, when they were screened at the

Living Theater in New York. It was there that 1 absorbed them for real,

especially At Land, the editing techniques of which would affect the way

1 cut segments of my third film, Kristina Talking Pictures, sixteen years

later, in 1976. Mike also took me to a private screening of Kenneth Anger's

Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome (1954). Despite my familiarity with

bohemian lifestyles and political radicalism, I was a bit shocked by the

go-for-broke decadence of all those people lying around eating jewels.

I also remember meeting Frank Stauffacher, director of Art in Cinema,

and his beautiful wife, Barbara, who was wearing a camel-colored wool

skirt and creamy silk blouse (don't ask why this sticks in my memory

fifty years later). Stauffacher, about to endure the throes of terminal

cancer, was gauntly handsome. For an unsophisticated and extremely shy

nineteen-year-old, these people represented the height of cosmopolitan

elan. I also met Mike's friend Weldon Kees, the poet and painter, who

disappeared off the Golden Gate Bridge several years later. Mike reported

to me that Kees was incredulous that I didn't know what a "heavy" was.

Though I had seen any number of Hollywood noirs, 1 obviously hadn't read

many film reviews or criticism.

In 1954 Kees and Grieg produced an event called the Poets' Follies at

the Theater Arts Colony on Washington Street, since torn down. (It was

there in 1946 that my father, brother, and I had been the sole audience

for Maxwell Anderson's Winterset.) The sensation of the evening was the

appearance of a professional stripper from Oakland who read her favorite

poetry by Edna St. Vincent Millay. She was a statuesque platinum blonde

with milky skin, dressed in a strapless black gown and long, dripping stole

of white fox. 1 remember Kees and Grieg fawning all over her, Once again I

was the ticket vendor.

Probably as a result of seeing all the films Mike screened at the

Cinema Guild, I took a course in 16mm filmmaking at the San Francisco

Art Institute. The instructor showed us how to load a Bolex, and 1 wrote a

short treatment for a documentary, replete with detailed descriptions of

shots, dissolves, and framing, about Crystal Palace Market. This was one of

my favorite places in San Francisco, a cavernous structure on Market and

Eighth Streets with a great arched glass roof housing innumerable stalls

selling everything from produce to meat to steam beer. One of the treats

of my childhood was accompanying my father on a Saturday afternoon to

Joe's lunch counter for spaghetti and meatballs and listening to them talk

in Italian, joe's was an oasis of calm amid the smells and clamor of that

vast expanse, It was criminal that it was torn down in 1959 to be replaced

by an apartment block,

When the Cellar opened around 1955 in North Beach, it became a

popular hangout for bohemians of all stripes to hear Rexroth, Patchen,

Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and others intone, rant, and declaim their poetry

to the accompaniment of cool jazz. As it was a short walk from my small

three-room house above the Broadway tunnel, I could be found there

several times a week. Even then the atmosphere seemed somewhat

overblown in its macho self-importance, but it was a great place to get

drunk and pick up men. It was there that 1 met the painter A1 Held, with

whom I lived from 1956 to 1959. In 1955 A1 was working as a carpenter on

the San Francisco freeways, and I was working during the day as a figure

clerk-typist for a wholesale shoe company south of Market and studying

acting at the Theater Arts Colony in the evenings. I introduced A1 to the

painter (and later sculptor) Ronald Bladen, and he introduced me to the

artists Ernest Briggs, Milton Resnick, and Ed and Edie Dugmore, all New

York natives who, like Al, were living for the time being in San Francisco.

Ed Dugmore and Briggs were disciples of Clyfford Still; Resnick, an abstract

expressionist working in the style of de Kooning, was temporarily

teaching at UC Berkeley. Edie was a warm, maternal woman who was

supporting her teenage daughter, Linda, and not-yet-successful husband.

The model of devoted artist's moll was one that I would inadvertently

emulate in the next few years before striking out on my own. All of us had

just read Waiting for Godot and had a great time summoning the title as we

lolled on a North Beach bench on a warm weekend afternoon.

In October 1955 Al, Ronnie Bladen, and I attended what would become

one of the epochal cultural events of the decade: a poetry reading at

the Six Gallery on Fillmore and Union. It is interesting to note that of all

the poets who read that evening-Michael McClure, Gary Snyder, Philip

Lamantia, Allen Ginsberg, and Phil Whalen, with Kenneth Rexroth playing

the emcee-it is only Ginsberg's performance of Howl (more than a reading,

it was indeed a performance) that made a lasting impression on me,

Wearing a black suit and white open-necked shirt and brandishing a half-

empty gallon of rotgut red, he chanted and howled out the haunting lines:

"I saw the best minds of my generation ..." It was a little too bombastic for

my aestheticized sensibilities of the moment. I remember being critical in

a subsequent conversation with Audrey Goodfriend, who had been there

with Ivan. She had loved it.

In August 1956 1 followed Al to New York to begin another life, I was

not quite twenty-two years old. What is striking as I reread this saga is

the paucity of women in roles other than wives, mothers, or performers

and the total absence of gay culture and people of color. It was indeed a

different world, one that was about to undergo vast changes, or at least

make a great many of us painfully aware that it should.
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Since World War II generations of Bay Area experimental

film- and videomakers have found inspiration and been

nurtured in production programs affiliated with local

colleges and universities. The relationship between Bay Area

colleges and experimental filmmaking is especially close.

No other urban area has been so directly affected by the

creative energies of its experimental filmmaking programs,

whose long-standing vitality is itself a singular feature of

the region. These programs were established during the

1960s and the years immediately following, but two seminal

college programs from the post-World War II and Cold

War years—a pioneering workshop and a screening series-

anticipated an unending array of related future efforts

happening not just in the Bay Area but all over the country.

The first experimental filmmaking course, perhaps

anywhere, was Workshop 20, which had a brief life at the

California School of Fine Arts in the late 1940s; the films

made in that course are landmark works that remain vital

and challenging. Art Movies, the first American college

art film series that was experimental in its programming

strategy and that prominently featured contemporary avant-

garde films, thrived at San Francisco State College from 1949

through the mid-1960s.
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DOUGLAS MACAGY, SIDNEY PETERSON, AND WORKSHOP 20

It is fitting that the first avant-garde filmmaking course emerged from

the radical visual arts curriculum of the California School of Fine Arts

(renamed the San Francisco Art Institute in 1961) between 1945 and

1950. CSFA established several programs that were new to college

campuses. One of the most innovative, a workshop for painters in the

generally overlooked film medium, created an approach to teaching

filmmaking that anticipated countless later efforts. CSFA director

Douglas MacAgy was the visionary behind the school’s curriculum;

the filmmaker and writer Sidney Peterson invented the filmmaking

course. This workshop and the curriculum that produced it can be

seen as paradigms of how art can be taught in an institution. 1

The California School of Fine Arts was poised for revolution when

the Canadian-born MacAgy became director in June 1945. Founded in

1874, CSFA was one of America’s oldest art schools, but its curriculum

was conservative and viewed by many as dull. MacAgy, a champion of

contemporary art who at thirty-two was younger than many students,

was given a mandate to make sweeping changes; enrollment had plum-

meted during the war, and most of the faculty had left. Legend has it

that one of MacAgy’s first actions was to block the Diego Rivera mural

from view in the gallery, symbolizing a departure from old-fashioned

realism. 2 He then hired several dynamic instructors, revamped the cur-

riculum, and launched ambitious visiting artist and summer programs

that brought leading cultural figures to campus. The result was an

emphasis on the creative act, rather than on history or theory, and on

contemporary art that reflected the reenergizing society.

The new curriculum offered a three-year program “calculated

to prepare the student ... to meet with confidence the professional

demands of the post-war period of expansion.” 3 Although applied and

traditional arts were still taught, the focus was on subjective explora-

tion. MacAgy’s novel idea was for the arts to coexist equally and for

students to work with various materials, including some not associated

with the visual arts. He believed that “the idea of liberty provoked

by the war created a bond of sympathy between the artist and the

community.” 4 Students needed to respect but also rebel against the past

to achieve genuine self-expression. The pent-up energy of many war

veterans who enrolled through the GI Bill and hungered for personal

expression added to an edgy and unpredictable atmosphere.
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pages 39 and 40 Cover and interior for attendance records from

Sidney Peterson’s first Workshop 20 class, SFAI, spring 1947

During MacAgy’s tenure, from 1945 to 1950, CSFA became the center

ofWest Coast abstraction (while still supporting figurative work) and a

laboratory for mingling new and traditional media. In addition to inviting

guest poets, jazz musicians, dancers, and critics, MacAgy hired extraor-

dinary but relatively unknown artists, including the painters Clay Spohn,

Mark Rothko, Hassel Smith, and Ad Reinhardt and the former CSFA

students Elmer Bischoff and Richard Diebenkorn, to join a few returning

teachers such as David Park. The group included Clyfford Still, whose

challenging individualism would galvanize the institution. 5 MacAgy

also began the nation’s first fine arts college photography department in

1946, designed by a new appointee, Ansel Adams, and within a few years

including Minor White, Dorothea Lange, Lisette Model, Edward Weston,

and Imogen Cunningham as instructors.

In the view of Sidney Peterson, MacAgy and his wife, Jermayne,

an influential curator at San Francisco’s Palace of the Legion of Honor,

challenged, energized, and broadened the local culture. “The MacAgys

introduced a different set of rules: they were playing New York rules,”

said Peterson in a 1974 San Francisco magazine article.
6 As at other

times in San Francisco’s history, the introduction of an outside perspec-

tive forcibly displaced one that had been comfortably regional.

Film, dismissed as nonart in most quarters, was on MacAgy’s mind

from the beginning. In 1944 he had shown Man Ray’s films in conjunction

with a retrospective of the artist’s paintings, and soon after his appoint-

ment MacAgy invited Man Ray, who declined, to teach a course on

anything, including film or photography.7 Undeterred, toward the end of

his first year as director, MacAgy had CSFA cosponsor the San Francisco

Museum of Art’s new avant-garde program, Art in Cinema (AIC). When

AIC’s first series of mostly avant-garde classics was announced for fall

1946, one program, “Contemporary American Film in America,” was

incomplete, and the curators felt it was “so far our weakest program.” 8

One of the titles finally added was James Broughton and Sidney Peterson’s

initial filmmaking effort, The Potted Psalm (1946), which likely became

the most controversial film of the series.
9 Intrigued by the outrage the film

provoked, MacAgy approached Peterson about teaching an artistically

daring filmmaking course for his new CSFA curriculum.

Peterson’s brainchild, Workshop 20, was named for the studio in

which the class first met and continued in night or summer sessions for

two and a half years. Peterson’s concept was clear from the beginning:

Workshop 20 is an experiment in film production for students of paint-

ing. It is intended to furnish an opportunity for a collaborative effort on

a sustained imaginative level in an unfamiliar medium. The discipline of

“another language” is an important part of the experiment. 10

Methods of developing ideas, exploring material etc. will be discussed

and a strong effort will be made to involve all students in this creative

aspect of the production. During the shooting the camera will be used

for the discovery and examination of significant imagery in the everyday

appearance of things. 11

Workshop 20’s required group participation and $10 lab fee (it was

one of two courses without a budget) limited the average class size

to fewer than a dozen. Students would learn just enough production

to give them “collaborative experience in a medium with which they

were familiar only in the ordinary way; a medium, moreover, peculiarly

free of the aborting influence of styles and periods of painting too

often serving as points of departure for rather unfresh experience.” 12

Peterson never intended to teach technique. Instead he focused on a

new freedom in conceiving and organizing provocative moving images.

In his aesthetic aims and process, Peterson anticipated many later

avant-garde filmmakers and teachers at a time when there was little

experimental film tradition and no precedent for teaching such art.
13

The initial Workshop 20 in spring 1947 established the working

method. Peterson began with ideas and motifs, some suggested by his

students but most originating from his imagination. With an encyclo-

pedic knowledge of art and literature, Peterson’s mind flitted tirelessly

between inventive associations and upending perspectives, and he was

effortlessly capable of creating powerful visual symbols. 14 After intensive

preparatory discussion one half day each week, the group wandered

through the city on another day spontaneously filming whatever struck

their fancies, in addition to preplanned ideas. Peterson maintained

creative control, rarely communicating an encompassing rationale. The

students gained few skills or opportunities for self-expression; they did,

however, participate in the creative process of a brilliant mentor who

was opening up cinema to new possibilities. Students didn’t learn to be

filmmakers, but they were thinking in radical ways and working with a

medium none had approached creatively.

William Heick, a photography student and cinematographer on

later Workshop 20 productions, recalls Peterson’s spontaneity:

Down on Market Street shooting Petrified Dog, some gal was putting lip-

stick on, and Pete [Peterson] got the idea, “Why don’t you take a bite of

your lipstick?” So she sits there, eating her lipstick on camera. Later Pete

set up a big picture frame in Golden Gate Park, with someone looking

through the empty frame from behind. People were gawking and asked,

“What the hell’s going on? This looks crazy!” And we’d say, “It’s just a

film.” Most of this wasn’t planned or rehearsed, things just occurred to

Peterson and unfolded in front of the camera. He had all these refer-

ences in his brain and that would be a motivation for shooting. 15

Students acted and helped set up shots and prepare sets. One

hundred feet (about three minutes) were filmed each week, then

screened and discussed the following week. Responses and new ideas

fed into future filming, and Peterson concluded each semester by

editing the material into a final form. The four films made over these

years bore the stamp of a single auteur; Peterson credited himself as

director, even though he considered the films products of a specific

group process. The critic and scholar P. Adams Sitney notes in his

seminal analysis of the Workshop 20 films, “Looking at the whole of

his work, we can see how he challenges his own aesthetic by provid-

ing himself with radically different components to synthesize. This

becomes more obvious in the later films.” 16 Peterson thought that

Workshop 20 productions were “ad hoc, which is a form of bricolage,”

and called himself a “bricoleur.”
17
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The first completed Workshop 20 film, The Cage, premiered on

October 10, 1947, in the third Art in Cinema series, accompanied by

other local work (including first films by Harry Smith and Jordan

Belson). The film follows a painting student chasing his own eyeball

and almost seamlessly combines themes such as teenage angst,

witticisms on art, glimpses of period street life, and a parody of chase

films. Two of the film’s strongest elements are its volatile, expressive

camerawork and its narrative ellipses, techniques that at a glance

seem reminiscent of surrealism. Though not filmed by Peterson (it

was photographed by Hy Hirsh, an experienced filmmaker Peterson

enlisted because of his own technical inexperience), the imagery is, as

Sitney notes, largely a product of his eye. 18 In subsequent productions

Peterson was principal cinematographer.

The Cage made an immediate impact and had many screenings,

including at the Museum of Modern Art. The film received national

attention, though critics were divided. The San Francisco Chronicle

called the film a “weird psychological study using photographic symbols

and states ofmind dug up by psychoanalysis.” 19 For U.S. Camera , it was

one of the most influential films that had come out of San Francisco.

“This is the first time America has had anything to compare with the

Avant-Garde and Kino-Eye movements so active in Europe after the first

war. . . . The idea behind the classes was in itself novel.” 20

In his Art in Cinema program note, Peterson made sure The Cage

couldn’t be easily pigeonholed.

The suggestion of a rationale . . . may be easily mistaken for surrealist

or even psychiatric, not to say psychotic. ... It has about as much to do

with Bunuel-Dali as the eggcase of a female cockroach has to do with

Hieronymus Bosch. It may look like, act like, but it’s not .

21

Or, as he later said, “These images are meant to play not on our

rational senses but on the infinite universe of ambiguity within us.”
22

With the success of The Cage

,

Peterson used the upstart film

medium to help MacAgy begin making CSFA a force in the larger art

world. Subsequent Workshop 20 productions included The Petrified

Dog (1948), a fantasy on “the Dream World as a Place. The point of

reference is the mind of an eight-year- old girl.”
23 The film’s jarring

brutiste musical track, including untrained musicians creating a

melange of jarring sounds, so captivated Still that he financed the

optical negative in return for a copy of the recording. Mr. Frerihofer

and the Minotaur (1949) was based on Balzac’s The Unknown

Masterpiece and an engraving by Picasso and blended Joycean

wordplay with fantastical visual symbols.

The Workshop 20 of summer 1949 yielded the project’s most stun-

ning achievement, The Lead Shoes (1949). Here Peterson achieved a

synthesis of free-associative strands that in its comical and horrifying

elemental power has the irrational coherence of a dream. Choosing

themes drawn from two Scottish ballads suggested by the students,

“Edward” and “The Three Ravens,” Peterson and company again took

to the streets (and for this, the beach). The emerging work is a dark,

acerbically witty, and richly ambiguous cinematic labyrinth dealing

with patricide and incest, set against a backdrop of mysterious actions

and distorted landscapes. The Lead Shoes was Peterson’s coup de

grace and a suitable prelude to the approaching era of paranoia and

conformity. The sound track, a collage of ballad fragments chanted or

shouted by the students and abrasive music provided by the faculty

band of MacAgy, Smith, Bischoff, and Park,24
is one of the most

unsettling in cinema. As with earlier Workshop 20 productions, The

Lead Shoes premiered at Art in Cinema and was even more widely

shown. 25 At the Venice Biennale the film was awarded an honorable

mention, even though the audience threw chairs at the screen. 26

Over the course of Workshop 20 Peterson clearly gained confi-

dence in filmmaking and in teaching, and the films became more and

more intricate and challenging. Each was shown to an appreciative

campus audience before moving on to AIC. Reception at the museum

was another matter. There, according to Heick, Workshop 20 films

met with hostility.

They would stand up in the audience and shout, “Turn it off! Turn it off!”

objecting to the whole thing. A few liked it, but most hated it. There was

no middle ground. And that’s what Pete liked. He said, “Ifyou don’t stir up

an emotion, either for or against, you haven’t done anything.” He believed

if the film got the extreme emotion of dislike, it must be a good film .

27

By this point, critics, artists, and educators well beyond San

Francisco were acknowledging the new California School of Fine

Art curriculum.28 Enrollment had more than tripled, well surpassing

its historic high in 1929. The school’s parent organization, the San

Francisco Art Association, was enthusiastic, and its newsletter echoed

the critical praise that the program was receiving:

Personally, we feel mightily proud that San Francisco has developed in

two years the art school that is considered the most progressive straight

across the country from Atlantic to Pacific. . . . No other art school of

formal curricula can offer either the purpose or scope of the California

School of Fine Arts. Its faculty has been drawn from every part of the

U.S. to bring the finest in each subject. And it has developed fields of

allied arts not even attempted by other large schools. . . . The work in the

motion picture realm is one unusual feature. We understand no other

art school, including Hollywood, offers such a course of art expression

through the medium of the motion picture camera .

29

Film remained important to MacAgy throughout his tenure

as CSFA director, and nothing like Workshop 20 was happening

anywhere else. In a 1948 letter MacAgy, proudly citing the production

of The Cage and “other movies . . . now in progress,” stated “our inten-

tion to develop the course to the point where it may take its place

beside the School’s Department of Photography.” 30

Toward the end of his fourth year as CSFA director, in April 1949,

and continuing through his final year, MacAgy produced several

memorable events. One was a nationally covered conference, the

Western Round Table on Modern Art, with Marcel Duchamp, Frank

Lloyd Wright, Darius Milhaud, and Gregory Bateson. Another was a

conference in response to a local museum show, Illusionism and Trompe

I’Oeil, that appraised the West’s preoccupation with the mimicry of

nature. Peterson was moderator and infused the proceedings with

characteristic erudition and eloquence. MacAgy also produced Clay

Spohn’s Museum ofUnknown and Little Known Objects, a precursor

of assemblage art that combined discarded materials into conceptual

sculptures. In some quarters MacAgy was viewed as stiff and bureau-

cratic, but his ideas and activism—whether championing abstraction,

bringing outsiders to campus, or passionately defending artistic

freedom—helped create a model school that, for Peterson, surpassed

the cool rationalism of the better-known Bauhaus.31

Despite these successes, discontent was spreading in the CSFA

community, and this would affect its relationship to film. By 1949

MacAgy was threatened by conservative interests and embroiled in a
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Production stills from Sidney Peterson,

The Petrified Dog, 1948 (arrows on bottom

point to Les Turner and Carl Austen)
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controversy concerning the school’s direction. Some faculty members

and trustees were upset by MacAgy’s focus on abstraction and

experimentation, and several new faculty members he had hired, led

by Clyfford Still, were arousing considerable hostility. Antagonistic to

theory and a focus on artistic tradition or movement, Still had become

the program’s most polarizing figure.
32 After losing several insti-

tutional battles, MacAgy resigned in May 1950. Still and the artists

MacAgy hired lasted briefly into the tenure of the next president,

Ernest Mundt, but were finally fired or quit in solidarity. 33

For Peterson, this turn of events was timely. After completing four

group films, each with growing mastery, he may have sensed that the

experiment had run its course (An Adagiofor Election Day, the final

Workshop 20 film, was never released; it is in the Anthology Film

Archive collection). In true curmudgeon fashion, he later called The Lead

Shoes the “slickest” of the Workshop films.
34 Peterson believed that San

Francisco’s uncharacteristically open postwar' atmosphere had been due

in part to the 1930s exodus ofmuch of the city’s overbearing upper class,

and he noted with dismay that many ofthe well heeled were returning.

Peterson also knew that the climate was generally becoming conservative,

making it harder for artists to act freely in an institutional environment.

Peterson’s most compelling reason to leave San Francisco in early

1950 may have been a new challenge, the formation of Orbit Films

with Peterson’s brother-in-law, the young ethnographer Robert

Gardner, to produce films exploring the indigenous cultures of the

Pacific Northwest. Soon MacAgy, and later Bill Heick, joined them.

What followed must be one of the stranger, if short-lived, partner-

ships in film history (and a venture also deserving attention).35

Following MacAgy’s departure, the Bauhaus-trained Mundt

refocused CSFA’s curriculum on rationalist theory and utilitarian pro-

duction.36 In 1951 Mundt hired Robert Katz, a documentary maker for

Voice of America and KQED-TV, to reinstate a filmmaking workshop.

Katz taught production and analysis courses through the decade and

organized screenings of art house filmmakers such as Carl Theodor

Dreyer, Alberto Cavalcanti, Vittorio De Sica, Basil Wright, and Willard

Van Dyke. Avant-garde classics by Joris Ivens, Paul Rotha, and Ralph

Steiner were also shown.37

Katz’s approach was more practically oriented, inverting the relation-

ship Peterson had with his students. Katz wanted them to learn every

aspect of professional filmmaking, and he took a backseat with group

productions. During the early 1950s his classes produced well-distrib-

uted industrial films and television spots likeA City Looks at Art (1952),

Medical Research (1953), and Let’s Go to Art School (1953). The contrast

between Peterson’s objectives and Katz’s are obvious: Let’s Go to Art

School is a lively but straightforward educational film, whereas The Lead

Shoes still has as much bite and creative energy (and remains as difficult

to categorize) as the day it was completed. However, Katz was a devoted

advocate—perhaps the only one at the time—for teaching independent

filmmaking. Among his students were Stan Brakhage (who had hoped to

participate in Workshop 20), Yvonne Rainer, and Jane Belson, as well as

several who went on to successful careers in the film industry. Decades

later Peterson’s and Katz’s early visions continue to define opposing

objectives between and sometimes within film programs.38

Few other CSFA film activities occurred in the 1950s, and the

renamed San Francisco Art Institute sponsored no workshops from

1961 until 1966, when Robert Nelson began to teach film production.

From that point through the rest of the century, the Art Institute

would remain one of the primary centers of personal, avant-garde film

education. Sidney Peterson had only a brief stint teaching filmmaking,

but he created a collaborative method that prefigured innumerable

later variations by artist-teachers as diverse as James Broughton,

Peggy Ahwesh, Scott Bartlett, Nathaniel Dorsky, J. J. Murphy, and

Nicholas Ray. Fittingly, George Kuchar’s subversive workshop in

student-produced, poverty row melodrama has continued for several

decades at the institution that gave birth to Workshop 20.

JOHN GUTMANN AND ART MOVIES

Experimental film activity was sporadic in the 1950s up until the early

1960s. UC Berkeley flirted with avant-garde film when Art in Cinema

presented programs through the UC Extension, largely from the San

Francisco series—five programs in 1947 and four programs each in

1950, 1951, and 1953. They drew substantial crowds.39 The teacher

and scholar Albert Johnson curated “The Beat Cinema and Other

Diversions” at UC’s Wheeler Auditorium in April and May 1960, includ-

ing John Cassavetes’s Shadows, Willard Van Dyke and Shirley Clarke’s

Skyscraper, John Hubley’s Moon-Bird, Alfred Leslie and Robert Frank’s

Pull My Daisy, and Sam Fuller’s The Crimson Kimono. 40 UC Extension

briefly offered a motion picture program in 1961 that included two

courses of now unknown content: Experimental Films and Film as an

Art Form.41 During Canyon Cinema’s vagabond days of 1962 and 1963,

the young organization screened at UC’s Stiles Hall and the California

College of Arts and Crafts. In a 1963 Sight and Sound article, Albert

Johnson heralded this burst of East Bay activity:

The small but energetic group of San Francisco film-makers has recently

undergone a renaissance. Berkeley, the University town across the bay, is

the centre of activity, and the film programs presented by the University

itself (including first showings of such works as Le Amiche, Paris Nous

Appartient and Los Golfos) are indicative of the growing recognition in

academic circles of the importance of international as well as domestic

works. In addition, a sort of film-makers’ club called Canyon Cinema,

launched by Ernest Callenbach, the editor of Film Quarterly, and Bruce

Baillie, a local cineaste, has enjoyed a lively success with weekly show-

ings of silent classics and new experimental films .

42

The largely forgotten biweekly series Art Movies at San Francisco

State College (now University) was a beacon that kept experimental

film visible to a diverse population throughout the 1950s. This

ongoing series, an early example of its kind on a college campus,

experimented with a wildly eclectic mix of films that included classic

and current experimental titles. The photographer and professor

John Gutmann began Art Movies in 1949 and programmed it through

spring 1963. His tenacious artistic character was essential in sustain-

ing the complex and esoteric series.43

Gutmann emigrated from Germany in 1933 after learning he had

no future there as a Jewish artist and teacher. At the age of twenty-

nine, having arrived in the United States with only a suitcase and

a still camera, Gutmann found his way to San Francisco. His San

Francisco street portraits of the 1930s and 1940s became renowned in

the years before his death in 1998. Sandra Phillips writes:

Gutmann entered a city that still had some of the wildness and openness

it had inherited from the Gold Rush. San Francisco was a lively port city

with ties to the Orient and a diverse and growing population, in a country

that was deep in the Depression. Yet to Gutmann, a refugee from political
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and social unrest in Germany, there were few signs of real destitution

here. In fact, the exuberance and vitality of his pictures are remarkable .
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Gutmann was hired by San Francisco State in 1936 and became a

powerful campus force, teaching modern art history, life drawing, and

(beginning in 1946) photography. Mark Johnson, professor of art at

SFSU, describes the artist as instructor:

Gutmann was a demanding and intimidating critic of student work.

Rupert Garcia remembers Gutmann walking up from behind and pointing

to the corner of a canvas, inquiring, “What is that detail for?” This remark

put Garcia into a quandary for days as he considered the question on many

levels. I recall Gutmann once asking me to pause with him on campus so

he could stare at some exposed institutional plumbing, after which he

told me, “This is my favorite surrealist sculpture.” Gutmann embodied the

artist/scholar, integrating art history and art practice .
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According to Johnson, the San Francisco State activity Gutmann

was proudest of was Art Movies, and he devoted an increasing

amount of time to these screenings over fourteen years. Gutmann felt

it was imperative to keep film as art alive in the Bay Area, especially

since Art in Cinema rarely showed experimental work after 1953. Art

Movies became his personal mission. The series began in 1949 on the

Old Campus at Market and Laguna Streets, using a science classroom

as a makeshift screening room. When San Francisco State relocated to

its new outer Sunset District campus in 1953, Art Movies moved into

the Fine Arts Building’s Art History Room and then, as its popular-

ity grew, into the 750-seat Main Theater. Two free programs were

offered every month of the school year. Each was presented in a short

version during the afternoon for student and faculty drop-ins and

repeated that evening in a longer version for a more serious campus

and public audience.
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Gutmann described the excitement and difficulties of running

the series:

We had many faculty coming ... as well as people who would come from

50 or 100 miles away. We screened only experimental and avant-garde

film, very good films on art, very good documentary, and some clas-

sical stuff. ... I got very little money from the administration. It was

ridiculous. I had to get donations. I would pester all the consulates, the

German, the French, the Italian, the Belgian consulate. We obtained

many films for free by playing the consulates off one another when we

asked for donations.46

Minimal support and objections to content had to be endured, but the

series was also challenged by its increasing success. In 1959, before the

series relocated to the theater, the campus newspaper expressed concern

that the movies were playing to overflow crowds and that many people

were turned away because of lack of space. In the evenings many people

from the community came to the screenings but were unable to get in.

In later years Art Movies attracted crowds of more than a thousand for

its matinees and evening showings, including rowdy children and dogs

(barred in 1960) and students who picnicked in the aisles.
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At the time people had access only to current commercial films

and very limited television, so adventurous souls went great lengths

to see anything unusual and provocative. Art Movies promised

an exciting mix of unpredictable and otherwise unavailable films.

Lineups leaped between early cinema, forgotten cartoons, classic

slapsticks, sensitively made industrials, independent documentaries,

and one or more intriguing avant-garde films. Although several genres

were always included, Gutmann highlighted such hard-to-see auteurs

as Melies, Eisenstein, Man Ray, Bunuel, Leger, Keaton, Max and

Dave Fleischer, Renoir, Richter, Laurel and Hardy, Ivens, Truffaut,

Sjostrom, Leacock, and Marcel Ophuls, as well as student films by

Polanski and Russell.

Because experimental cinema was unknown to almost everyone,

each program was resonant and exotic. The one for April 22, 1959,

was typical: Glory ofPratisthan (director unknown), “a color film on

the folk art of Southern India”; Eaux d’artifice, by Kenneth Anger;

Dream ofa Rarebit Fiend, by Edwin S. Porter; New Age ofArchitecture,

produced by Architectural Forum magazine; The Very Eye ofNight,

“the latest film by Maya Deren, pioneer filmmaker”; Howard Street,

by Leslie Turner, a “social documentary film exploring S.F.’s skid

row by candid camera and tape”; Time Out ofWar, an Academy

Award-winning short; and Color, Texture and Finish, “a most interest-

ing industrial film showing the incredible variety' of color and finish

effects that can be achieved in industrial design and architecture

through the use of aluminum.”48

Programs usually included at least one new experimental work.

Mark Johnson recalls:

I was struck by the fact that many local experimental filmmakers were

in dialog with Gutmann, who programmed Conner’s A Movie and

Cosmic Ray when they were fresh, as well as work by Brakhage, Jordan,

Anger, Broughton, and Jane and Jordan Belson. Belson once asked if he

could premiere a new film instead of one Gutmann had seen elsewhere-

promising to deliver the print personally and at no cost.
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Art Movies locally premiered films by Robert Breer, Marie

Menken, Stan Vanderbeek, Shirley Clarke, Ian Hugo, Dion Vigne, Jane

Belson Conger, Willard Maas, Gregory Markopoulos, John Whitney,

Jim Davis, and Len Lye. Films such as Brakhage ’s Sirius Remembered,

Vanderbeek’s Breathdeath, and Leacock’s Primary were shown soon

after premiering in New York. Gutmann followed the East Coast

press and frequently quoted Jonas Mekas’s Village Voice columns

in program notes. Locating such a variety of films for each program

often required time-consuming detective work, and experimental

films usually had to be obtained directly from the artists.

Many artists and budding filmmakers trekked to San Francisco

State’s campus to see something new. Robert Nelson recalled that

in the 1950s he watched “everything from European short films to

newsreels or documentaries—and everything that Stan Brakhage

had out at that point. ... I got my real film education going to all of

Professor Gutmann’s shows.” 50 Fred Padula said that he “probably

would never have attempted to explore film without Gutmann’s influ-

ence.” 51 Others who had been making experimental films for years

welcomed the possibility of again being able to see new work. In 1961

Jordan Belson wrote to Gutmann:

I must say that I now look to your series in order to see the latest experi-

mental films that I have heard of but have not been able [to] see. ... In

fact, I feel your programs fulfill a major purpose in the educational and

creative life of this area. I hope you will continue along the lines you

have been going.52

Art Movies became widely known and was praised by Pauline Kael

and others. The series expanded to bring Fritz Lang and Josef von

Sternberg, as well as Arthur Knight (who lectured on the topic “Film

Festivals and the International Film Situation” in 1958), to campus.

Gutmann’s artist-teacher sensibility encouraged dialogues with

filmmakers.53 After previewing young Bruce Baillie’s then 37-minute,

in-progress first film, On Sundays (1960-61), Gutmann wrote:

I believe that the strongest part ofyour film is the latter halfwhere you

really have some very fine camera work and where the mood and the

content of the film come into focus very effectively. However, the film

seems to me in the first part rather weak because of a confusing dissipa-

tion of mood and non-essential ideas. Also, I thought that the photography

and acting were not as effective as in the last part. I believe that by cutting

out about 25% of the footage your film would gain a great deal.54

Gutmann had correspondences with Lye, Breer, and David Brooks, as

well as Belson and other local filmmakers. Brakhage generated a list

of current and classic avant-garde films he considered essential, and

Gutmann exchanged information with the fledgling Canyon Cinema.

Gutmann, depending on a heavily used and impersonal university

facility, was limited in terms of how his programs could be presented.

After offering Lawrence Jordan a one-man show, Gutmann received

Jordan’s manifesto on the poetics of film exhibition in which the

young filmmaker argued for a sensitivity to exhibition that is still

rarely encountered:

I have some very distinct feelings on the subject of making an evening’s

showing more than a mechanical run-through of a number of short

films. I have had many private showings where the atmosphere was

infused with a connected enchantment—thru music, brief darknesses,

and the ordering of the films—of the world I photograph

I would like to try a showing on a large scale, such as in the main

auditorium of State, which would be well rehearsed and personally

supervised so that the maximum chance of communicating be given the

works Once worked out to the artist’s own satisfaction, there is also no

reason why the program could not withstand more than one performance

over a period of time, depending on the schedule of events at the college.55
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Gutmann had begun Art Movies in 1949 during Art in Cinema’s

golden experimental period, and he kept it going until local venues

such as Canyon Cinema and Mel Novikoff’s theaters began showing

all kinds of independent film. Over the years Gutmann requested

some release from teaching to run the complex series but was repeat-

edly denied. He produced Art Movies in his free time through spring

1963 while it still had a huge following, then handed it to the SFSU

professor and film historian John Fell.
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Art Movies thrived years before college film societies proliferated

and well before any regularly embraced current avant-garde work.

For Gutmann, it was a labor of love. It sought a broad audience that

included laymen, intellectuals, students, and artists. Art Movies

sustained a high level of creative programming and made it possible

for the public to view obscure and often risky films during a generally

conservative era. It didn’t have as direct an impact on local filmmak-

ing as AIC had in its early years, but many young artists discovered

film as art at these programs, and several screened new work in front

of broad and unassuming audiences.

For Gutmann, curating and education went hand in hand, and his

passionate programming made an impact that endured many years

after the last images hit the screen. “Even now,” he said, “people stop

me sometimes, older people now, that are really pretty old already,

they stop me and say, ‘You turned me on to film and I remember your

Art Movies. I remember your introductory remarks.’” 57
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A Period of Invention:

Looking Back at Workshop 20
AN INTERVIEW WITH SIDNEY PETERSON BY KATHY GERITZ

I interviewed Sidney “Pete” Peterson at his home in New York City in

June 1999. He died on April 24, 2000, at the age ofninety-four. Peterson

was described by the film critic Parker Tyler in 1959 as “one ofthe most

intellectual—or maybe I should say conceptual—Experimentalists.”' The

improvisation process he developed at the California School ofFine Arts

(the future San Francisco Art Institute) in his film workshop classes

led to fourfilms that are still powerful and startling today: The Cage

(spring 1947 class), The Petrified Dog (fall 1948 class), Mr. Frenhofer

and the Minotaur (spring 1949 class), and The Lead Shoes (summer

1949 class). The Workshop 20 course took its namefrom the room in

which the class first met, Studio 20. Peterson wrote a memoir about his

filmmaking, The Dark of the Screen, in 1980.—Kathy Geritz
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Sidney Peterson (right) and William Heick (left) during Workshop 20 production, c. 1949

San Francisco is a make-believe town. Forget its early Spanish history,

although there’s a lovely church there. San Francisco really began in

1849, when it was populated by a vast number of men from every spot

in the world—which meant that they didn’t speak the same language—

who were looking for gold. At that moment in San Francisco’s history,

everybody was able to achieve his own identity. If you looked like a

doctor, you hung out a shingle, and by god you were a doctor. People

were free to become whatever. It was a made-up society, totally

uncertified, with this craziness, this kind of imagination. I don’t think

there ever was a town that was quite so identified with the idea of

inventing oneself. That conspicuously was part of the crazy story of

the Gold Rush. Later, local people were able to manipulate the mild

craziness that was left over from this period of invention. 2

My father was on the tail end of this. His father would have

participated, if he’d happened to be there. So it’s all very close. It all

took place in a half a century.

I was born in Oakland in 1905, and I grew up there, before World

War I—which I call the semi-Victorian period. Devoid of television,

radio. I went to movies like everybody else, but I have no particular

recollection of them. When movies began to make some kind of a dent

on me was when I lived in France in the thirties—the surrealists, Dali

and Bunuel, and people like that. In a way that’s where my films came

from, although without a direct relationship.

When I was sixteen I was put to bed for a year. My heart was too

large for my anatomy. I was supposed to grow up to it. When I got up

from that year in bed, they sent me out with a small bottle of some-

thing in case I had a heart attack. Not much of a guarantee that you’re

going to have a long life. I had no expectations at all. The last thing

in the world I dreamed of was reaching this advanced age. I stopped

high school and went to art school [1921-25],3 including classes at

California College of Arts and Crafts. Then I decided that I might as

well take the Grand Tour. In those days it was possible to do that by

getting work on a ship. I got a job as a storekeeper and sold bottles

of Johnny Walker to the passengers for thirty dollars a bottle, which

was the bar price for sixteen drinks. By the time I got to Naples, I

was loaded and able to leave the ship and go to Rome, Florence, Paris,

and stay around for quite a while. That was in the twenties.4
1 saw

Hemingway and the crowd at the Dome Cafe, but I was too young

to be lost and not old enough to join them. That all became part of

my life, and somehow I started chasing art around. I did go back to

college at UC Berkeley for a few years [1925-27] with the idea of

pre-med but I wasn’t serious enough about it.

When the war came along, I was 4-F because my first wife had

just died [in June 1940],
5 and I had a fast pulse. Then the American

Heart Association came along and volunteered to go over us with a

fine-tooth comb looking for cannon fodder; so they recertified me. I

was working for a naval architect as a draftsman, designing ammuni-

tion dumps on ships and things like that. It was not uninteresting

work, and it taught me something I otherwise wouldn’t have known.

It was right after all the disasters in the Pacific, and we were in

dreadful shape. It was a tense situation, and time was of the essence,

so there wasn’t time to do all the usual things like making blueprints

and sending them to the yards. Doing the drawings was a chore on

the ship itself, and a guy would be right behind you with a blowtorch,

cutting it all out. If you made a mistake, that was that. It taught me

something about taking chances in terms of designing things. It was

useful later in relation to the kind of thing we did for Workshop 20.

Workshop 20 happened because James Broughton and I put

together a movie. We were writing a play together, and it got to be too

well talked out. James didn’t know anything at all about movies, so I

probably suggested that we make a movie. (Jimmy Broughton didn’t

shoot his films. Frank Stauffacher, who started it all, shot Broughton’s

early films [Mother’s Day (1948) and Adventures ofJimmy (1950)].)

We bought some film at a drugstore and got a camera. They were

excavating and getting rid of the bodies in a cemetery, and I spotted a

guy who was sort of wandering around the place and shot a picture of

him. We added a few other things and made The Potted Psalm [1946].

Stauffacher was doing screenings at the San Francisco Museum of

Modern Art, and when he heard that a film had been made in San

Francisco, he showed it at the museum and it outraged everybody.

The Sanity in Art Society came out shaking their fists, and when it

was screened again they showed up in a body just in order to walk

out.6 The influence of the museum was taste making. I’ve always

assumed they were interested in tastier movies.

Workshop 20 had a very specific time period, postwar, from about

1946 up to 1950. It was just for that brief period that Douglas MacAgy

and his wife, Jermayne, had charge of things.7 All the teachers at

the School of Fine Arts abandoned figurative painting, but at the

same moment they inherited a lot of guys who were older whom
the government was paying for a reeducation. They caught on very

quickly, just imitating the teachers. But the teachers were outraged

at the students’ imitations. That wasn’t what it was all about. What it

was about had to do with the imagination and ideas.

Douglas had the idea that it might be useful to take some of these

older students and, with film, a medium that they were not familiar

with, have fun. My students were painters and one photographer,

Bill Heick. Heick had a role in The Petrified Dog, and in Mr. Frenhofer

and the Minotaur he played the minotaur.8 He didn’t shoot any of the

films, but he took still shots of the productions.9 They could be used

for publicity. He went on to make films. So did my students James

Johnston and his wife [Becky],

Film was being taught down in Hollywood, at UCLA, I guess.

People would show up at our place in San Francisco because they

heard it was a wilder place, more exciting. People who wanted to do

something different—not just make movies and get a movie job. My
students put together a number of movies. Some of them turned out

to make some kind of sense, and some didn’t. There’d be maybe ten,

twelve students 10—ten bucks apiece studio fee. That bought film at
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the drugstore. Up to that time 16mm filmmaking had been strictly

amateur—just what you could buy in the local pharmacy, so far as the

basic material of the filmmaking was concerned.

There was the question, “We’re gonna make a movie—what will

we make it about? You got any ideas?” Someone would suggest, “How

about this ballad? . . . How about another ballad? We’ll put two of

them together and try to make sense out of them.” One guy would say,

“Well, I’ve got a friend who’s got a deep-sea diver costume. We could

borrow that.” It’s an old comedian’s trick on TV—put some improb-

able things together and make a joke out of them. In a way, that was

what was done. Milking material for maximum use in ways that

explored ideas, mostly by associations of ideas. A lot of semi-Freudian

type of interpretation. We weren’t analyzing any individuals but using

it as a matter of technique. It was an easy way to talk about everything

under the sun.

Each time we’d shoot something, we’d bring it back, and everybody

would see himself doing something. We could use the school’s screen

and projector to check the way the film worked on a big screen. That

kept the spirits high; everybody was interested in what was going

to happen next. With the collegial support of Hy Hirsh, who was

a photographer at the De Young Museum, I shot them all myself. 11

There was no reason not to.

The editing, though, was strictly personal. You can’t just shoot a

film, you have to remake it; you don’t just write a book, you rewrite

it. What many didn’t do is make the last connections—you have to

make prints and cut them. There was an old guy at one of the labs in

San Francisco who was interested in our films. He made it possible

to make them, otherwise they would have just died in their tracks.

I edited at home. I chopped the film up, hung it up, put it together,

scrambled it. I knew by that time what I wanted, how I wanted to

put it together. That’s why P. Adams Sitney recognized so much of it

as symbolic material. For instance, when The Cage opens, a top hat

is coupled with knives and forks on top of it, cutlery just animated. 12

That was intended to suggest the position of the artist when he

belonged to an academy and had to wear a top hat and a stick coat—

the awkwardness, the social situation. It imprisons the artist at a time

when artists were trying to break out of precisely that kind of thing.

Much of this material could be interpreted in one way or another if

you were so inclined.

These films had a remarkable capacity to arouse anger. When they

took some of the school stuff to Italy to show it at their biennale, the
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Sidney Peterson and Hy Hirsh, Horror Dream, 1947, film still

audience threw chairs at the screen. As the films got a little smoother,

and easier to take, they had different qualities. I always thought Lead

Shoes, the one with a deep-sea diver in it, was one of the first really

feminist films.
13 The woman’s role had certainly changed with the

war. The film portrays the situation of the mother. The poor woman

loses her support, the provider for her family. She gets nothing but

trouble from her adolescent son. It starts out with another of those

symbolic things: she takes a fall out of her window and lands in the

lap of a gardener. The assumption here is that having a lover is part of

a woman’s life. The deep-sea diver in the film represents the husband,

the dead father of the adolescent character. There is a kind of story

that attaches to it, but you can make it up as you go along. There was

a workshop film I didn’t release, An Adagio for Election Day [1950].
14

I was sick, and a very aggressive student took over and finished off the

story with some gunplay. It wasn’t in line with what we were doing at

all. So I just forgot about it.

Hy Hirsh and I were friends, largely because we both liked to

cook, and both our families liked to cook. His particular passion was

folk music, and he had a large collection of it. He also accumulated

negatives. He never bothered to print nine-tenths of the photographs

he shot. Ah Nurture [1948] was a film Hy Hirsh and I shot together

about an egg falling out of the sky. We dashed around trying to catch

it. I don’t know what happened to the film, but somewhere there’s

some footage of crazy guys chasing an egg.

We made some dance films of Marian Van Tuyl, who was in charge

of the dance department at Mills College [Horror Dream (1947) and

Clinic ofStumble (1947)].
15 My second wife [Bernice Van Gelder] was

in charge of the dance department at San Francisco State, so we were

together frequently. Hirsh and I also did a film of my wife’s dance

work. The White Rocker [1949]; it was released through San Francisco

State. One of the [Van Tuyl] films was interesting because we shot

it from a distance and then rewound it, shooting close up, so it was

double exposed, or even triple. It worked; it did something to the

space in which the movement occurred, which you miss when you

just shoot a picture of dance stuff happening on the stage. Douglas,

Marian’s husband, was a psychiatrist; he was the source of the

camera. John Cage played piano for Marian for her dance pieces to

earn an extra buck [a music score he composed for the dance can be

heard in Horror Dream], He became more celebrated with time and

better known than he was then.

For the rest, I think Hy picked up, at some store, a little lens that

distorted things. It wasn’t even made for that— it was made for an

8mm camera. We glued it on, and lo and behold, it worked. It had

a nice quality. We were the only ones who used this remarkable

distortion. It was strictly for the purpose of making it a little more

unrealistic. It made the actors look a little less amateurish.

There was no dedication to “change moviemaking.” It was

something entirely different. Some strange contributions were made;

this is undoubtedly true. The setup I had— I owned the pictures. And

they made money for quite a few decades. In those days these films

aroused sufficient curiosity that there was what amounted to a lecture

circuit in the colleges around the country. It seemed like a nice idea-

let people make film, crazy film just for the hell of it, and tell how they

do it. I used to get five hundred bucks a shot for showing the films and

discussing them, which was pretty good pay for those days. English

departments liked it, because it showed an extension of interest into

filmmaking, but they were not interested in “movie appreciation”—

showing movies that critics approved of and discussing them. They

didn’t want movies to be taken that seriously.

I can remember back there in the fifties, I wanted to take over

a nickelodeon, a nickel theater, as a way of compelling us to make

more material—just go out and shoot the hell out of the town. The

first nickelodeon in the country opened in Pittsburgh the year I was

born, so I felt this connection. That would have brought us together

somewhat. But there really weren’t enough people making films

around at that time.

Those of us who were making films then came from so many dif-

ferent places, and had so many different motivations. Our films were

experiments, but they were in all different directions.

NOTES

1. Parker Tyler, "Sidney Peterson," Film Culture 19 (1959): 38.

2. A copy of Peterson's unpublished manuscript on the history of San Francisco, "The Great American

Hill Town," is at Anthology Film Archives' Jerome Hill Library.

3. Dates taken from a California School of Fine Arts Personnel Data form Peterson filled out. It

also lists his work experience as reporting for the Oakland Tribune from 1927 to 1928 and for the

Monterey Herald from 1928 to 1931 and architectural drafting for White and Kosmak from 1946 to

1948. San Francisco Art Institute Archives.

4. According to a letter, dated December 18, 1946, from Peterson to Douglas MacAgy outlining his

ideas for a cinematographic workshop: "Four years, on and off, in Europe, mostly in Paris, may, I

suppose, be included as schooling. First cinematic experience was collaborating on a documentary

of Nice in 1936." San Francisco Art Institute Archives.

5. Date of Ruth Peterson’s death taken from USGenWeb Archives records for El Carmelo Cemetery,

Pacific Grove, Monterey County, California.

6. The Potted Psalm screened on November 1, 1946, in the sixth program of Series One, titled

"Contemporary Experimental Films in America." It was shown again in the ninth program, "The Sur-

realists," on November 29, 1946. The program note indicates, "This is the final revision of the first

San Francisco produced experimental film. Due to the alterations, the score by Francean Campbell

previously played with the film has been omitted—since there was not time for similar revisions to

it." Art in Cinema collection at the Pacific Film Archive Library.

7. Douglas MacAgy was director of the California School of Fine Arts from 1945 to 1950. Jermayne

MacAgy was acting director of the California Palace of the Legion of Honor from 1943 to 1946 and

assistant director from 1946 to 1955.

8. The Petrified Dog screened at a special added Art in Cinema program titled "Contemporary

Experimental Films of Importance" on February 11, 1949.

9. Heick is listed as assistant cameraman on An Adagio for Election Day.

10. According to attendance records at the San Francisco Art Institute Archives, enrollment in the

workshops ranged from six to eleven students.

11. According to the credits for The Cage, Hy Hirsh was the cinematographer for this film, the first of

the Workshop 20 films.

12. The Cage screened at Art in Cinema on October 10, 1947.

13. The Lead Shoes screened at Art in Cinema on October 14, 1949. Mr. Frenhofer and the Minotaur

screened the week before, on October 7.

14. This film was made in the fall 1949 workshop class.

15. Horror Dream screened at Art in Cinema on October 24, 1947; Clinic of Stumble, on September 24,

1948. Peterson and Van Tuyl wrote an article, "The Slowing Down of the Subject: A Medium for

Choreographers," which was published in Impulse, Annual of Contemporary Dance (1952): 39-44,
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FOCUS

The Lead Shoes

Sidney Peterson, 1949

P. ADAMS SITNEY

hen Douglas MacAgy invited Sidney Peterson to join the

California School of Fine Arts faculty following the succes de

scandale of Peterson's first film, The Potted Psalm [ 1946, a

collaboration with James Broughton), he hoped the erudite, intellectu-

ally eccentric filmmaker would inspire his students with an excitement

for contemporary art, which, at the time, was largely represented by

abstract expressionism as practiced by fellow faculty members Clyfford

Still and Mark Rothko. Peterson was attuned to currents in late surreal-

ism, psychoanalysis, collage techniques, and stream of consciousness

literature—with ironic detachment. He met the challenge of incorporating

whatever the students wanted to throw into a film. Eventually he came

to think that visual anamorphosis synthesized all the material he (or they)

shot, creating a spatial analog to what some of the painters in the school

were doing. The films he made in his Workshop 20 classes were, for the

most part, allegories of artistic vision and creation.

In successive workshop productions, the students assisted Peterson

and acted in his films The Cage (1947), The Petrified Dog ( 1948), Mr.

Frenhofer and the Minotaur ( 1949), and The Lead Shoes ( 1949), as well as

a few projects that never reached completion and distribution. The Cage

records the symbolic chase after an eyeball through San Francisco. In

The Petrified Dog a modern Alice (in Wonderland) encounters the mad

antics of erotically and artistically obsessed adults. To make Mr. Frenhofer

and the Minotaur, Peterson fused the plot of Balzac’s short novel The

Unknown Masterpiece (about a baroque painter named Frenhofer who so

overpainted his idealized female subject that he lost her image in a welter

of color) with Picasso's etching Minotauromachie, and wrote a monologue

for a dozing model and art student in the manner of James Joyce’s

Finnegans l/l/a/re for the sound track.

In 1949 two students came to the school specifically to make films under

Peterson's guidance. He returned the compliment when he made The Lead

Shoes by showing how their previous study of the transformation of British

folk ballads in Appalachia could generate an uncanny film. Mixing "The

Three Ravens" and "Edward," Peterson created a Bacchic chorus for the

sound track and incorporated props the students brought to class—a diving

suit, pet rats, kilts—into a trance film of sibling rivalry and Oedipal violence.

Throughout his filmmaking career Peterson explored anamorphic

imagery to emphasize the symbolic resonance of the actions he filmed. In

The Lead Shoes the consistent employment of an anamorphic lens twists

the scenes of San Francisco streets and shoreline into a cinematic analog

to abstract expressionist space. Slow and reverse motion, along with

loop printing, does the equivalent to cinematic time; for example, reverse

motion transforms a mundane scene of burying the diving suit in beach

sand into a symbolic drama of monstrous birth, while the reversed chalking

of a hopscotch grid, framing the film, suggests that the balancing of affec-

tions within the nuclear family is a dangerous, unraveling game. The lesson

of Peterson's filmmaking was that the spontaneous exploration of psychic

conflicts was a route to the revelation of cinema’s Dionysiac powers.

Still from The Lead Shoes
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FOCUS

The End

Christopher Maclaine, 1953

J. HOBERMAN

T
he poet Christopher Maclaine's first movie, produced when

American soldiers were fighting in Korea and illuminated by the

baleful glare of the hydrogen bomb (first tested by the United

States in November 1952 and by the Soviet Union nine months later), is a

thirty-five-minute doom show bracketed by mushroom clouds and filled

with assertions that "the world no longer exists after this day." The End is

most simply described as the final hours, shown in fragmentary flashback,

of a half dozen vaguely bohemian San Franciscans. It also develops

and embodies a self-conscious form of anticinema: Maclaine makes

extensive use of disjunctive editing, absurd or paranoid coincidences, and

a prolonged blank screen accompanied by a ranting direct address that

continually reminds the audience that the characters they are watching

are all condemned to die.

Jordan Belson, who shot The End, recalled Maclaine as driven by a

messianic conviction. 1 The movie is profoundly and purposefully alienating.

Fred Camper notes Maclaine's use of "'destructive' cutting in which the

cut pulls two shots away from each other and pulls the viewer away from

both." 2 While culture is repudiated throughout—the Venus de Milo is

characterized as a "hideous leper" (as is "the person next to you")—the

late, parodic scene of lovers on the beach collapsing as they approach

each other suggests the pathetic apocalypse of T. S. Eliot's "The Hollow

Men." Given its rhetoric, it seems appropriate that, as P. Adams Sitney

observed, The End "terminated the highly productive period of filmmaking

in San Francisco that had begun with The Potted Psalm." 3

Despite The End's self-willed marginality, it has points of contact

with contemporary films. The existential motifs suggest an underground

equivalent to the 1949 noir D.O.A., which features a similar image of its

doomed protagonist running madly through heedless Market Street; the

theme and nonchronological circular structure anticipate Alain Resnais's

1959 Hiroshima mon amour; and the blank-screen harangues recall Jean-

Isidore Isou's 1951 Venom and Eternity, of which Maclaine may have heard

but which he likely had not seen.

NOTES

1. Jordan Belson, cited in J. J. Murphy, "Christopher Maclaine—Approaching The End/" Film Culture,

no. 70-71 (1983): 91.

2. Fred Camper, "Mad Genius," Chicago Reader, June 4, 1999.

3. P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: the American Avant-Garde (New York: Oxford University Press,

1974), 344.

Still from The End
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Stills from film footage of Christopher Maclaine shot by Dion Vigne, 1957-60
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Christopher Maclaine and the

San Francisco Film Scene in the 1950s
AN INTERVIEW WITH STAN BRAKHAGE BY BRECHT ANDERSCH AND TIMOLEON WILKINS

I first saw Christopher Maclaine’s The End (1953) and Scotch

Hop (1959) in early 1986, in a class taught by Stan Brakhage at Rice

University in Houston. This encounter with the great Beat filmmaker’s

work
,
occurring in that period oflate-Cold War hysteria, sparked a

shock ofrecognition. The wounded nihilists and dreamers populating

the proto-apocalyptic world o/The End were all too familiar analogs

to the traumatized members ofthe postpunk scene, on the periphery

ofwhich I dwelled. Within a short time and after repeated viewings,

they would become less film characters than people I knew, identified

with, and felt great sympathy for, people whose lives and worldviews

were intimately intertwined with mine arid those ofmy friends. In short

order I developed an obsession to find out more about Maclaine and his

work, which includes just two otherfilms, Beat (1958) and The Man

Who Invented Gold (1957). Finding that very little information was out

there, I eventually set my sights on talking with the original source of

the fascination, film maestro Brakhage, whom I knew had been a friend,

ofsorts, ofMaclaine’s.

Following a jam-packed three-day retrospective ofBrakhage’s work

in August 1999 at Denver’s Bug theater-art space, Tim Wilkins and I

joined Brakhage’s Sunday evening Salon at the University ofColorado

in Boulder. Tim, a regular at the Salon and a friend ofBrakhage’s, set up

an interview in the midst ofthe festive round-robin conversation. Salon

members freely joined in as we drew the subject awayfrom the films just

screened to Maclaine.

The conversation touched on Brakhage’s development and gives details

ofhis encounters with thefilm/art scene in San Francisco, where he lived

for different periods during the fifties and sixties.—Brecht Andersch

BRECHT ANDERSCH: What do you know about Christopher Maclaine’s

childhood?

STAN BRAKHAGE: Really, practically nothing except that he told me

once that at some point in his childhood he fell out of a tree on his

head. He was very young, like eight or nine is my sense of it. He felt it

had damaged his brain. He didn’t tell me any more than that, and he

told it very obliquely, offhandedly. Jordan Belson, who worked with

him, repeated it; he told me Maclaine was dropped on his head.

I think that’s got to be the most extraordinary collaboration ever,

that Belson was the photographer of Maclaine’s The End. Belson, with

his meticulous, extremely fussy, almost purity of Zen photography of

the cosmos, was the photographer, under the direction of, trying to be

responsive to, Chris Maclaine! He said it was crazy working with him.

Maclaine would show up at four o’clock in the morning. He’d stumble

in dead drunk or drugged with this crumpled piece of paper in his

hand. For anyone to stumble into Jordan Belson’s life at four o’clock

in the morning seems inconceivable. But he would, and he would say,

“Here are your photographic directions for the shoot today,” and then

throw them down on Belson’s immaculate Japanese mat and stagger

out. Belson said it was only because he had the sense of being true to

whatever he committed to that he could see it through.

BA: Do you know where Maclaine was from? Was it San Francisco?

SB: No idea. 1

1 know he grew up with a strong sense of being Scotch.

He had a very strong sense of being of the Maclaines, rather than

the MacLeans, and of the centuries-old antagonisms between the

MacLeans and Maclaines, which were carried on in San Francisco the

same as they had been in Scotland. Other than that, I know nothing.

I remember even asking him at one time about his parents and

getting no kind of a reply. I think the closest you can touch what his
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childhood roots were is in Scotch Hop

,

because I think that with it he

was making the full circuit, going back to touching his deepest roots.

That’s him playing the bagpipes.

TIMOLEON WILKINS: In Film at Wit’s End 2 and elsewhere, you talk

about the influence of World War II on the formation of the Beat

generation. Do you know if Maclaine was in the war?

SB: I don’t. I can’t imagine it, but I don’t know. I know that the earliest

he was heard of, and became at all a figure, would be before my

time, in the Beat period in San Francisco. He was then known as the

Antonin Artaud of North Beach. To get such an appellation in such a

town at such a time, he had to have been already far gone in [perform-

ing] disturbing antics.

BA: Speaking ofArtaud, and possible literary influences, did he ever

talk, when he was younger, about how he got interested in writing, in

poetry, in filmmaking?

SB: No. Maclaine was like a refutation of John Donne’s “No man is an

island.” I’m sure he did read other people, but he wouldn’t have been

interested in conversing literarily. He was very fixated on the self. It

wasn’t for lack of my wanting to know things about him as much as

that, when I did know him [in the mid-1960s, when Brakhage moved

back to San Francisco for a third time], he was within six months of

going over the edge completely. He was then essentially institutional-

ized for the rest of his life. It was that close.

TW: Can you describe the premiere of his first film, The End?

SB: I was there for the premiere [October 23, 1953], which was

quite amazing. It was a pretty good crowd because it was Frank

Stauffacher’s Art in Cinema series. Art in Cinema was really very

well attended. Ordinarily he would show things like Poil de carotte.

Maybe the most shocking thing would be the San Francisco premiere

ofAndalusian Dog or something like that. He was [mostly] showing

things that were not at all as disturbed and weird as, for instance,

Potted Psalm [Sidney Peterson and Janies Broughton, 1946], which

caused a riot there. There was a riot! And poor Jimmy Broughton,

who wants people to love him more than anything else in the world,

burst into tears and ran from the auditorium. Peterson stood there

taking all this rage from a middle-class San Francisco audience that

had come for sweet art. Ahh . .

.

Anyway, this night [when The End screened] there was a riot also.

Chairs were thrown, and people screamed and carried on; they walked

out, and came back, and screamed some more: “Boo!” and “Take it off

the screen!” I just sat there. I remember chairs began disappearing

on all sides of me. I sat there because I was fascinated. I wanted to see

every frame! I mean, when something like that white dog in overex-

posure on a beach comes in slow motion across the screen, coupled

with the ecstatic text, the top of my head was blowing off! Meanwhile,

all around me, people were throwing things at the screen, and at each

other, and at the floor. I was just trying to pay no attention to the riot.

Just keep glued to the screen, so that I could see—

BA: What percentage of the audience was doing this?

SB: A good third.

TW: Was Maclaine there at the screening?

SB: I don’t think so. If he was there, I did not meet him. I had just come

to see another Art in Cinema program, and so suddenly this extraordi-

nary thing happened. It certainly changed my whole life. By the way,

I want to say this: Stauffacher, bravely, went right on showing the film

clear through to the end, whatever was happening in the auditorium.

They had folding chairs that they brought in and set up, like museums

often do. There was the screen up on a little stage or a little platform.

When it was over, the chairs were all this way and that way, and some

on their sides and on the floor [laughs] and whatnot, and I had this

sense only about maybe half the audience was left. And they were

yelling still, and grumbling, but he showed it all the way through.

BA: You had just come to San Francisco at that point? 3

SB: I hadn’t been there very long.

BA: Is this when you first saw Peterson’s and Broughton’s films?

SB: I didn’t see Peterson’s films until much later in New York, actually.

Broughton’s I saw, because I was living in Broughton’s old room at

1724 Baker Street. I was living where all his things were stored while

he was in Europe, and rather than pay rent on this basement room,

I did cleaning for Robert Duncan and Jess Collins,4 and then they

would give me, oh, usually I got two meals a day out of it. I had my

little hot plate downstairs. Broughton had stored all his things in that

room, including his films and his work prints. I could study his notes,

and so I made a thorough study of Broughton at that time.

I put Broughton and Peterson together again about fifteen years

ago, and they had a wonderful time. They’re both such wits, of such

different orders. It’s amazing that they ever could have made a film

together. It’s quite to our advantage that they separated, and each

went his own way. 5

SALON MEMBER: What had they done before Potted Psalm, do

you know?

SB: Peterson was a consciously surrealist writer. Broughton wrote a

number of plays and nursery rhymes for anxious adults and things

of that sort—psychological semicomic parodies of Mother Goose.

He also published a number of books. He was the first to publish

Lawrence Durrell in this country, and Robert Duncan, and himself.

BA: You’ve said that you didn’t know much about Maclaine’s influences,

but considering that there was this hotbed of filmmaking activity going

on at that time in San Francisco, did he ever mention Peterson? I saw

Frank Stauffacher’s film Sausalito [1948] recently, which seemed to be a

pretty direct influence, on some level, on The End.

SB: Maclaine would have been aware of Sausalito. That was a very

much respected and appreciated film. In fact, I still do appreciate it. I

had no sooner got to know Stauffacher than he got brain cancer. They

operated, and we all hoped he’d recover; he didn’t, and that was it. He

was dead within a year [1955], Stauffacher commissioned Maclaine

to do The End, in fact, and said, “I’ll show it if you’ll do it.” He helped

raise the money.

BA: How would that have come about?
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Attendance records from Robert Katz’s Film Workshop, SFAI, winter 1953
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SB: I don’t know. It was kind of a loose San Francisco-type thing.

People more or less passed the hat. It didn’t cost that much in those

days to make a film like it would now. Now that’s a $10,000 film. But

then you had a wire recorder. If you can imagine this, Kodachrome,

which The End is mostly shot on, was costing $8 a roll, with process-

ing $12 at the outside. There were always some rich people who hung

around whom Stauffacher knew, and they would put some money

into it. So he really commissioned it— I don’t know if you could say it

just like that, but in fact he was the one who caused it to be made.

BA: You think it was because Maclaine was talking about wanting to

make a movie?

SB: Yes, and because he was such a character in North Beach.

Stauffacher said, “Well, let him make a movie. Yes.” In the same spirit

that Willard Morrison [of the 16mm distribution company Audio Film

Center] would just cough up a couple hundred dollars for Baillie to

finish one of his films or for me to put a sound track on Blue Moses

[1962], Morrison was unique and wondrous for film in that way, but

there was a lot of easygoing patronage in those days in Frisco. On

the other hand, there were really no galleries. There was no real art

scene in San Francisco except behind the scenes. People dropped in

to each other’s homes. Even Jordan Belson’s in those days, apparently.

They looked at whatever was on the walls or listened to their poetry,

so it wasn’t surprising that that town would be a fulcrum for reading

poetry in bars, for example, with jazz or without, and so forth. That

milieu had an easygoing ambience.

BA: I want to ask you about Maclaine’s interest in mysticism. Like a lot

of other Beat artists, there was clearly a religious nature to his work.

It certainly goes toward that at the end of The End—

SB: With [Beethoven’s] “Ode to Joy.” He’s so mystical, he can’t

even use the word God. The camera pans up to the sky to “a power

greater than ...”

BA: Do you know anything about the actors in any of the films? The

End and The Man Who Invented Gold [1957], and so on?

SB: Larry Jordan is in Man Who Invented Gold, and, of course, I went

to high school with Jordan in Denver. He was very affected by Chris

Maclaine in his workings. I wouldn’t say that Maclaine was a major

mentor for him, but he certainly was very moved by Maclaine.

BA: I have a question about your work in relation to The End. I believe

you had just made Interim [1952]; was The End a crucial element in

the evolution from that to Desistfilm [1954]?

SB: Before making Desistfilm, I had made Interim and then Unglassed

Windows Cast a Terrible Reflection [1953], But you see, I had a very

first time living in San Francisco [briefly, in early 1953], and I don’t

think I saw Maclaine’s film then. I studied at the Art Institute, and

then, along with Mildred Brock, ran off with the camera.6 The school

threatened us a bit: “Bring back the camera.” And we said, “Look, we

paid a lot of money for this course. It’s six weeks into it, and you’re

still trying to teach people how to splice, which I already knew before

I came here, so I’m going to use the camera. Believe me, you’ll get

it back before you’ve got to where you need it, and I’ll have learned

how to run it.” Literally, that’s how 1 had to teach myself how to run

the camera, because they just couldn’t seem to get to it. I then went

and made Unglassed Windows Cast a Terrible Reflection in Central

City [Colorado], where I had camera in hand and photographed

myself. I ran a theater that summer [1953], and then I went back to

San Francisco. This is when I saw Maclaine’s The End. In that period

I was working; then I came back to Denver and made Desistfilm. That

would show the effect Maclaine had—freeing me to make Desistfilm,

and then of course, on and on . .

.

When I went [back again] to San Francisco and met Maclaine, that

was a very much later period, after I had three children. 1 think I turned

thirty [January 1963] about the time I met Maclaine.7
1 was with my

family in San Francisco, and that was a disaster except that I finished Dog

Star Man, Part 1 [1962] and Blue Moses in this period and saved the films

of Maclaine. The strangest and the most extraordinary beneficence was

getting to know Maclaine when he was just pitching off the earth.

I snatched his films from certain oblivion. If I had gone to San

Francisco the next year, it would have been too late. When I found

his films they were just stacked—the originals and the prints— in a hot

closet on the dusty floor. The lids weren’t even on all the cans. They

were in there with well-shined doorknobs and sharp objects that

were intrinsic to speed.

BA: This is when you first met him?

SB: Yes. I said, “My God! We have to get these printed and saved.”

But he wasn’t interested in doing that at all. It was only due to my

persistence—and, I think, because of guilt that he later felt. He had

betrayed my trust in him in my home by throwing knives at the cat,

for example, and threatening the children, and finally by insisting on

taking some kind of speed at the table. That was the one rule. We said,

“We have kids here, and I’m responsible for them, so no drugs here

in the apartment. Otherwise do what you want with your life, but not

here.” Well, he betrayed that. I put up with a lot, including that he

entirely decimated the whole backyard where we were living in some

mad pruning effort. [Laughter in Salon] But that was it. I gathered

all his stuff, and I said, “Here are your things. I’m going to drive you

home, and that’s it; you’re not welcome back anymore.”

On the way home, at some point, he just said, “You’re a great man.

You’re right. You’re a great man.” It was like he was respecting my

sternness with him. “I’ll give the films to you because they’re no good

with me. They’ll just get lost with me.” I said, “Well, I don’t want the

responsibility of having them, but if you will meet me at—” I forget

the film company’s name; it was a film company in Frisco. . . . Anyway,

Willard Morrison was the man whom I contacted. A very good man;

the man who was most responsible for the best quality, fullest ver-

sions of foreign film classics for all of that era. Willard agreed to take

on Chris Maclaine and distribute the work sight unseen.

TW: Oh, it was Brandon. [At that time, the company was called Audio

Film Center.]

SB: Right. The company later became Audio-Brandon. Anyway,

Morrison had enough power there to effect that. I didn’t really

imagine that Maclaine would show up on the appointed day, but

he did! And there was Willard, and Willard had contracts all set

out, and Maclaine signed them. He toyed with us a little, but then

he signed them and handed the films over. Willard said, “I will get
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anthology

Dear P Adam,

James Broughton asked me to supply you with fragmentary data re

Chris Maclaine.

Poet, film-maker, stand-up comic, bagpiper, chaser of mysteries.

1st book of poems: THE AUTOMATIC WOUND published by the Golden Goose

Press in Columbus, Ohio, 1949.

2nd fc last book: THE TIME CAPSULE, which he hand-set, bound sold

in the streets in 1960.

In the late 40's he co-edited with his 1st wife Norma, CGNTOUR, a

periodical which included works by Patchen, Rexroth, Levertov, etc. I

think the magazine lasted for 3 issues.

Work of his appeared in various periodicals of the 40's S- 50’s

including, to my knowledge, NEUROTICA, BEAUTITUDE, CIRCLE -- but I’m

afraid I can’t tell you any more without extensive researching. (You

might ask Andreas Brown at Gotham Book Mart.)

Was involved with the San Francisco Renaissance, the so-called Beat

movement, fc read poetry with jazz at The Cellar during the early 60's;

was also associated with many of the film-makers of that time including

Jane fc Jordan Belson.
m

In the mid^fjO-’ S ' sacrif iced his nervous-system to methadrine. At

the outset it was a source of great creative output for him, but the

drug backfired & literally blew

his mind apart.

He was a charming, sensitive, gracious man tormented by self-doubt

& the pain of lonliness. He always felt that his works were never given

the proper appreciation they deserved. It is ironic that his films
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pg 2 --

have recently been relegated to the category of Classic that regular

film-rental royalty checks are addressed to him. It makes no difference

now. Chris Maclaine is shut-off from the world of creation --

i ritj
a world he so agonzingly wxilt’bm to serve which, at the time, hardly

acknowledged his efforts.

The last time I saw him he was in slippers, scraping down Columbus

Avenue. The light out of his eyes. An old man slammed thru the wall of

amphetamine, sense-circuits scrambled, neither dead or alive, existing

as a state-owned vegetable.

I prefer to remember the last time I saw him '’alive'*, standing in

a North Beach doorway blowing his bag-pipe reed in the middle of a bright

afternoon.

Hope this is of some help.

Best

,

David Meltzer
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internegs made of these, and when that’s been paid off. I’ll start

sending you checks as they rent.” Eventually it ended up that Willard

had acquired, I don’t know, several thousand dollars in rentals. But

Chris Maclaine couldn’t be located. It was through David MeltzeC

that I finally located Maclaine. Morrison said he was “non compos

mentis” and in an asylum. Meltzer said, “Well, you can see him if you

want. He won’t recognize you, but meet me tomorrow at City Lights

Bookstore.” And so I did. He said, “He’s institutionalized in the same

block as City Lights, and about every noon or so, they let him out to

walk around the block.” Sure enough, he came down the block with

bathrobe tied at the waist, and slippers, walking down the block in his

pajamas. I walked up and said, “Hello, Chris. How are you?” And he

said nothing, just kind of moved slightly away and kept on going.

BA: And did he ever say anything at that point in his life? Was he mute?

SB: He never said anything to Willard Morrison when Morrison came

and lavished all these gifts, these earnings, on him. I remember asking

Willard about it, and he said, “No. He doesn’t talk. He doesn’t say

anything.” Just burned out on speed. That’s all.

What Willard had done was highly illegal but so wonderfully

moral. He cashed in that rental money. I don’t know how he did it;

maybe he forged Chris Maclaine’s signature, or maybe got him to

sign something. He bought him a really nice bathrobe and a color

television. Willard even bought him things like really nice toothbrush

sets—anything that he could think of that Maclaine would be permit-

ted to have. Such a lovely gesture. Morrison spent all that money just

lavishing it on him, and then Chris was dead six months later.

9

BA: The house where he did all the pruning—where were you living?

SB: It was in the Mission District. It’s hard for me to remember the

street .

10 He came to the window, where he’d often sit, and we’d talk

into the wee hours of the night. Often Jane would go to bed, and I

would even fall asleep in the chair and then wake up, and then say

something, and he’d be, “Bah-de-bah-bah-bah,” on the speed thing.

One night he brought over the bagpipes, and at about four o’clock

in the morning he decided to play them. I said, “No. No, you can’t do

this. This is a working-class neighborhood, you know?” But he cut

loose with them and woke up all the children. They followed him

around; I swear I had the sense of the Pied Piper of Hamlin. If he’d

have walked out into the street, I think they’d have all walked out

after him. It was very entrancing music, and also terrifying in a way,

particularly at four thirty in the morning. He threw open the front

window and blasted it straight out onto the street, and windows

started going up everywhere, but it was the kind of a neighborhood

that people took it in good spirit. Like okay, this is the night when

the bagpipes cut loose and wake everybody up at four thirty in the

morning. [Laughter] After he’d done his little concert, he packed it

up, and some people applauded even, and yelled and closed their

windows, and the children went back to bed. It was lovely.

But you know it wasn’t always lovely like that. Remember he

would also throw knives. All of that he has in The End. “This man—do
you really want this man to enter your house? He’s been hurt, and

now he’s going to ... ” What does he say in The End’s voice-over?

“He’s got his ego back, and now he’s going to assert himself.” You

know that passage?

previous pages Letter from David Meltzer, undated

below Stills from film footage shot in San Francisco

by Dion Vigne, 1957-60 (Canyon Cinema screened at

the Coffee Gallery in the early 1960s; Jordan Belson

painted the facade of City Lights Books)
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BA: “Why is he going into the house? Now he will enter, and destroy,

perhaps?”

SB: It was years later than when he made the film, but that was very

much his relationship with me in my house. I don’t know if you know

this, hut the text of the track of The End is extemporized on a wire

tape recorder. Those sounds you hear in the background, which often

seem so appropriate, like, “There are big men playing with their toys

all around us,” and then you hear “beep, beep” in the background,

this is all a magic of coincidence, because he’s riffing in his apartment

while the film is running. Maybe he riffed several times and then

chose. I don’t know that, but I do know that’s how it was made.

BA: So he wasn’t actually scripting all this—

SB: No, nothing scripted. Nothing more than that he’d come with

these crumpled, illegible sheets of paper and say to Belson, “There’s

your shooting schedule for the afternoon.”

BA: I was really shocked to go back and read Film at Wit’s End after

seeing Jean-Isidore Isou’s Venom and Eternity [1951] for the first

time. You say the [San Francisco] premiere of that film was the week

following The End. When I first saw it, I just assumed Maclaine must

have seen this film.

SB: No. That was another riot, by the way. [Laughter] Though that

riot, interestingly enough, was quite a different riot. The Venom and

Eternity riot was really against the speaker [Alan Watts], They were

frightened because of the previous week[’s screening of The End], And

now they were going to show this weird scratched and gouged French

masterpiece, which insults the audience constantly and tells them

that at the world premiere of it they had to turn fire hoses on the

audience. Isou has this line in Venom and Eternity. Fie says, “It’s okay

by me, because I don’t own the seats, or the auditorium.” [Laughter]

They were so frightened that the museum insisted on bringing in

an academician with a lot of credentials. I mean, he almost showed

up in a gown with a cap and tassel. It was just amazing! He was there

representing the “voice of reason.” He was telling everyone that this

was decadence. “We bring it so you can have a picture of decadence,”

and “the decadence of the arts” and so on in Europe, and “the

decadence of Europe,” and he went on and on, and suddenly poets

like Robert Duncan, Jack Spicer, and other people in the auditorium

began to feel attacked. They’d been called decadent for most of their

lives, so they suddenly booed, and they started a riot before the film

even went on. [Laughter] They made this man stop talking, and then

the film went on. It kind of diffused things, so you could just sit and

watch that film, although there were then little flurries of disturbance

about the film, too, while it was on. 11

BA: Do you think also in terms of the Maclaine-Isou connection

that the scratching on film may have later influenced The Man Who

Invented Gold?

SB: No. People haven’t been very fair to the Beat movement academi-

cally, but there Maclaine was [in San Francisco]—the center of it. I

think what Maclaine’s done in film is just giant. Nothing else that he

did really was that World Important.

Then you get a man like Stauffacher. Where could you find

somebody today who would commission somebody to do something?

Where could you find an audience that would riot over anything?

Other than football or hockey? Who’s rioting these days? Who has

enough passion to give a shit what happens in the arts? You don’t have

an audience big enough for a riot anymore. You have to have an audi-

ence with people having passions and caring about the arts for people

to be against something, and then it has to he something pretty good

that people are against. In other words, what Isou’s rebelling against

is some of the greatest cinema in the history of the world, you know?

He’s saying, “Merde! Now it’s finished! Done! Spittle!” But he’s not

saying that about Hollywood movies, like Boston Blackie Meets Bud

Abbott and Lou Costello. He’s saying that against serious, great films.

You have to have that kind of polemic in order to produce a riot or any

kind of public involvement.

NOTES

Kathy Geritz edited the interview and added footnotes in 2008. Stan Brakhage died in 2003 and

did not review the manuscript.

1. According to J. J. Murphy, Maclaine was born in Oklahoma in 1923 and graduated from the

University of California, Berkeley, in 1946. J, J. Murphy, "Christopher Maclaine—Approaching 'The

End,'" Film Culture, no. 70-71 (1983): 89.

2. Stan Brakhage, Film at Wit's End (New York: McPherson, 1989).

3. According to Gerald R Barret and Wendy Brabner's Stan Brakhage: A Guide to References and

Resources (Boston: G. K. Hall, 1983), Brakhage first came to San Francisco in January 1952 to take

classes at the California School of Fine Arts (forerunner of the San Francisco Art Institute). He was

back in Colorado by summer 1952 and returned to San Francisco in fall of that year, at which time

he lived with Robert Duncan and Jess Collins. Marilyn Brakhage verifies that these dates are early

by one year. The Boy and the Sea (1953, lost), The Extraordinary Child (1954), The Way to Shadow

Garden! 1954), and In Between! 1955) were shot in San Francisco. During a later visit to the area,

Brakhage shot Silent Sound Sense Stars Subotnick and Sender (1962), Oh Life, A Woe Story, and

The A-Test News (1963), and Two: Creeley/McLure (1965), as well as sections of a few films from his

Songs cycle

4. Robert Duncan, a noted Bay Area poet, and Jess Collins, a Bay Area collagist and painter, were a

longtime couple.

5. Brakhage has recounted that Sidney Peterson gave him the anamorphic lens he had used for The

Cage and The Lead Shoes, probably in 1956 when they both were in Los Angeles.

6. According to attendance records at the San Francisco Art Institute Archives, Brakhage and Mildred

Brock were enrolled in Robert Katz's film seminar, which ran from February through June 1953.

7. In fall 1962 Brakhage wrote a series of letters to Jonas Mekas from San Francisco. The letters begin

on September 22. In an October 22 letter he writes of locating Maclaine. The letters are reprinted

in Film Culture, no. 29 (Summer 1962): 76-81. The fall 1962 Canyon Cinema program flyers include

a September 20 screening of Prelude: Dog Star Man and a note indicating that Brakhage had just

moved to San Francisco. The winter 1963 flyers include a screening of films by Maclaine, thanking

Brakhage for uncovering them, as well as a screening of Blue Moses, with the note, "We thank

Stan Brakhage for the work he accomplished during his short stay—the connection he established

with Audio Films, San Francisco, and the hidden film activity he uncovered, the outdated gun

camera film he gave, his advice and so on."

8. David Meltzer, San Francisco poet and author, was affiliated with the Beat movement.

9. Maclaine died in a state mental hospital in 1975.

10. In the December 1962 issue of Canyon Cinemanews, Brakhage's address is given as 650 Shotwell.

11 . The speaker is identified as Alan Watts in letters in the Art in Cinema collection in the Pacific Film

Archive Library. They are reprinted in Scott MacDonald, Art in Cinema: Documents toward a History

of the Film Society (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006): "Letter to Raymond Rohauer from

Frank Stauffacher, 8/31/53," 250-51: "Letter to Raymond Rohauer from Frank Stauffacher, 1 1/10/53,"

265-66.
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THE SAN FRANCISCO MUSEUM OF * R T

ART IN CINEMA - SERIES NINE

A STATEMENT TO THE AUDIENCE

The editors of Art In Cinema would seem presumptuous im making the statement that
their audience constitutes one of the best, if not the best, audience in thjs country,
except for the fact that the statement has not been made by the editors of Art In

Cinema (although they believe it to be true), but by visitors to these showings -

visitors directly concerned with the art or the business of the film.

With this in mind, arrangements are being made with the Screen Director's Guild in
Hollywood to make a yearly award to the director of the best American film of the
year, as judged entirely by this audience. You will be further notified when this
function has been organized.

In the meanwhile, it would be of great interest to have a reaction from you on the
subject of the American film as expressed in a particular film you have liked in,

say, the past eight months, in any theatre. (Remember though, we are speaking of
American films). It would be appreciated if you would put the title below.

What, in your estimation, has
been the best American film you
have seen this year?

Kit*

In addition, your judgements and comments on the films shown on Series Nine would be
of considerable help in organizing future series.

A STATEMENT FROM THE AUDIENCE

Below is a list of films shown on Series Nine. Please indicate your preference in
the following manner: X for approval, / for those you considered adequate or fair,
ard 0 for those you thought poor. A space is provided for comments. We would ap-
preciate your either leaving the completed list at the desk tonight, or mailing it to
the San Francisco Museum of Art; Attention: Art In Cinema.

CHECK
Oct. 2 PALLE ALONE IN THE WORLD (H_Jensen)

MASKERAGE (Max de Haas)
BELLS OF ATLANTIS (Ian Hugo)
GO SLOW ON THE BRIGHTON LINE (BBC)
I REMEMBER MAMi ) sections
A PLACE IN THE SUN ) GEORGE
SHANE ) STEVENS

Oct. 9 A PROPOS DE NICE (Jean Vigo)
PLAGUE SUMMER (Chester Kessler)
SONG OF THE PRAIRIE (Jiri Trnka)
POLL DE CAROTTE (Julien Duvivier)

Oct.16 WAITING (Flora Mock)
UBNARU & THINGS TO COME (P. Marx)
OLYMPIAD (Leni Riefenstahl)

Oct .23 CHARM OF LIFE (Jean Gremillon)
PRINCE ACHMED (Lotte Reiniger)
BLACKTOP (Charles Eames

)

PARADE (Charles Eames)
WATERS OF TIME (Basil Wright)
THE END (Christopher McLaine)

Oct. 30 CURTAIN-RAISER (Denver Sutton) X
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID (W. Galentine) X-
ON THE EDGE (Curtis Harrington) X
COME CLOSER (Hy Hirsh)
TRAITE DE BAVE ET D'ETERNITE (Isou) /

COMMENTS // _

JZr? X?-

/JjrrtAy

GENERAL REMARKS



ADDENDUM

Two Premieres at Art in Cinema:

The End and Venom and Eternity

KATHY GERITZ

On a number of occasions, including that of the preceding interview,

Stan Brakhage recounted seeing Christopher Maclaine’s The End

(1953) in San Francisco as part of a riotous Art in Cinema screening. It

is a wonderful story, rich in visual detail, but it has been impossible to

verify, as none of the Art in Cinema program flyers lists the film. Did

Brakhage misremember? Did the screening take place somewhere

else? Brakhage also recalled the evening he saw the Lettrist film

Venom and Eternity (1951) by Jean-Isidore Isou, also at an Art in

Cinema screening, also with audience insurrection. This has led some

people to ponder whether the film influenced Maclaine, who was

living in San Francisco, in part because both films contain a disturbing

voice-over that addresses the audience directly.

Long after the interview with Brakhage took place, when perusing

the Art in Cinema collection at the Pacific Film Archive, I came across

a file of audience evaluations for Series Nine that indicated that The

End was shown on October 23, 1953 (see p. 63). This is contradicted

by the flyer for Series Nine, which lists Isou’s Venom and Eternity

as screening that night, with Alan W. Watts as a speaker (see p. 31).

Further searching turned up a copy of the program that was handed

out that evening. It reveals that the scheduled film had not yet

arrived— it was being subtitled and had been delayed—and a substi-

tute program was screened. That program included the premiere

of The End. A newly English-subtitled print of Venom and Eternity

premiered one week later, in the October 30 program.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1953: THE END (1953)

When Brakhage reminisces, “I had just come to see another Art in

Cinema program, and so suddenly this extraordinary thing happened,” he

refers to having gone to the San Francisco Museum ofModern Art, where

the Art in Cinema screenings were held, to see Venom and Eternity but

instead encountering The End. Fie saw the following substitute program.

Charm ofLife by Jean Gremillon*

Adventures ofPrince Achmed by Lotte Reiniger*

Blacktop by Charles Eames*

Parade by Charles Eames*

Waters ofTime by Basil Wright

The End by Christopher Maclaine

The films marked with an asterisk were originally scheduled to show

on October 30 but were moved forward to fill the void left by the

postponement of Venom and Eternity. The October 23 program handout

states, “The End: a film by Christopher McLaine [sic]. No program notes

have been prepared due to its last minute appearance.” The distributor

is listed as the local company Kinesis. Brakhage’s recollection that the

audience rebelled against the film is substantiated by the end-of-series

evaluations. The End received significantly more low ratings than any

other film in the series.
1 Comments on forms handed in by audience

members range from “O, feeble philosopher!” and “Only bad one so

far” to “Please don’t let the McLaine fiasco kill your patronage of local

experiments” and “I think it very unfair to subject a paying audience

to a film of this mediocrity. I feel this film was an insult to any follower

of film development, amateur or not.” The kindest comment allowed,

“Some day he may do something, but this isn’t it. Some beautiful film,

some strong words, but they don’t go together.”

Conversely, no other film received such a low number of approv-

als; three people indicated on the evaluation forms that they approved

of the film. Among the audience, only Brakhage and perhaps a couple

of others were deeply affected by this haunting, apocalyptic film that

Brakhage has said changed his life. The evaluations also substantiate

Brakhage’s memory that Maclaine hadn’t seen Venom and Eternity

until after his film premiered. The End’s radical, fragmentary form

and disturbing imagery are Maclaine’s own.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1953: VENOM AND ETERNITY (TRAITE DE

BAVE ET D'ETERNITE, 1951)

On October 30 the film distributor Raymond Rohauer sent Frank

Stauffacher a telegram stating that the subtitled print of Venom and

Eternity had been shipped the night before. It was shown that evening

as part of the following reconfigured program.

Curtain-Raiser by Denver Sutton

Hyperbolic Paraboloid by Wheaton Galentine*

On the Edge by Curtis Harrington*

Come Closer by Hy Hirsh*

Venom and Eternity by Isidore Isou 2

The titles with an asterisk were scheduled to screen that evening; the

Hirsh film was listed without a title, as a “3-D abstract film.” When

Brakhage recounts returning to the museum for this screening, he

makes the assumption that the speaker, whom he doesn’t name,

was added to the program to avoid the type of hostile reception

The End received the week before. However, correspondence from

Stauffacher to Rohauer prior to the screening reveals that by August

31 Stauffacher had invited Watts, whom he described as “a world-

renown [sic] authority on Zen from the University,” as a means of

making the premiere more prestigious and to “send [the film] off with

a brilliant and expressive kick.” Watts is also listed on the series flyer,

which was sent out in advance of the screening.

Audience evaluations from this evening were split almost evenly

between approvals and poor ratings.
3 Brakhage recalls that some of

the audience was antagonistic to Watts. Yet in a letter to Rohauer

dated November 10 Stauffacher reports, “Alan Watts couldn’t say very

much in his talk about the film . . . since he hadn’t seen it. . . . But he

held forth in general about movements of destruction in the arts, and

got the biggest hand yet given at Art In Cinema—possibly because he

is such a brilliant speaker, and of amazing delivery. He talked only

briefly.” We are left to wonder whether Brakhage misremembered or

Stauffacher downplayed the audience reaction—which might have

been seen to tarnish the film’s premiere—to its distributor.

NOTES

1 . It received 31 poor ratings. Films by the local filmmaker Patricia Marx, Ubnaru and Things to Come,

received 28, followed by 16 each for Ian Hugo's Bells of Atlantis and Isou's Venom and Eternity. By

comparison, the highest approval rating was 39 for Jin Trnka's Song of the Prairie, one of six films to

receive 30 or higher.

2. The lists of films screened for both programs are taken from the Art in Cinema evaluation forms for

Series Nine, in the Art in Cinema collection in the Pacific Film Archive Library. The letters quoted

are also in this collection and are reprinted in Scott MacDonald, Art in Cinema: Documents toward

a History of the Film Soc/efy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006), 250, 265.

3. There were 15 approvals and 16 poor ratings.
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FOCUS

The Glass Slide Transparencies of

Sara Kathryn Arledge

TERRY CANNON

S
ince her abstract dance film. Introspection, premiered in the Art

in Cinema series in San Francisco in May 1947, the films of Sara

Kathryn Arledge (1911-98) have received some public and critical

recognition; however, her other artworks remain largely unknown. Her

most distinctive, albeit archaic, medium of artistic expression was the

glass slide transparency. Between 1947 and 1950, while teaching painting

at the California College of Arts and Crafts in Oakland, Arledge adapted

3 1/4-by-4-inch glass slides, previously used to document scientific

specimens, as "visual aids" for students. Arledge began by cutting the

multicolored stage-light gelatins that she had been using for her film

experiments into small pieces, layering them on the glass surface, and

then baking the glass "canvas" in the oven. Once the gels had melted, she

created abstract and semiabstract images by drawing on the surface with

a variety of objects, including toothpicks, Q-tips, crumpled napkins, toilet

paper, and Sharpie pens. When Arledge was satisfied with the results

and the materials had dried, she affixed another glass slide on top and

sealed the four sides with tape, making, in essence, a glass sandwich.

The transparency was then ready to insert into a lantern slide projector

designed to enlarge the image on a screen. Capturing some of the excite-

ment of the early magic lanterns, Arledge's slides, when illuminated, had

an extraordinary three-dimensional quality and produced an undulating,

sparkling effect as the light source traveled through the layers of gels

sandwiched in glass. The experience was akin to viewing a shimmering

stained-glass window.

In 1950 Arledge ceased working on her glass slides, and for more

than twenty-five years she focused exclusively on her films and oil and

watercolor paintings. When her eyesight began to fail, she returned to the

glass slides, using a magnifying device connected to a lamp to both illu-

minate and make visible the glass surface. Between 1976 and 1978, while

living in Pasadena, California, Arledge produced approximately forty new

transparencies that were quite different from her earlier works. Rather

than colored gels, the new slides used India ink and soot from candles and

matches drawn and scratched onto the glass with pens, toothpicks, Q-tips,

and the like. The resulting slides were again predominantly abstract, many

of them resembling black-and-white and sepia-toned constellations and

nightscapes.

By now realizing the inherently fragile nature of her glass slides and the

difficulty of projecting them in public venues, Arledge produced several

16mm films—she called them "stabile color films"—that documented the

slides and incorporated a variety of sounds from nature, including rainfall

and crickets, to accompany the images. Made between 1978 and 1980,

these films

—

Tender Images, Interior Garden I and II, and Iridum Sinus

ICave of the Rainbows\—were exquisite in their own right, but the inherent

"flatness" of the movie image did not effectively reproduce the three-

dimensional quality of the slides as originally projected.

It is believed that during her lifetime Arledge created approximately one

hundred glass slide transparencies, most of which are still in existence

[in the Pacific Film Archive's collection]. Although some of the slides now

date back more than half a century, they continue to awe and mesmerize

contemporary audiences on the occasions when they are projected.

Sara K. Arledge’s glass slide transparencies, 1947-50
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CUTAWAYS

Art Movies graphic (detail), San Francisco

State College, date not known

Art Movies program flyer, San Francisco

State College, 1959

OPPOSITE

Scrapbook cover for John Gutmann’s

Art Movies series, 1962

son francisco stole college campus

arts and industries building—room 109

Wednesdays

from 12:00 to 1:00

4:00 to 5:00

and

7:30 ^
to 9:15

an invitation

to attend art movies —
a program

to present the cinema as

a creative medium through the showing

of outstanding documentary, experimental

and art films. w

w sponsored by the

creative arts division,

the art club,

and the associated students

of son francisco

state college

admission complimentary

citv without wheels
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bhorafa natyam st. louis blues

ellen in wonderland / walkabout

april 2.1

glory of pratisthan

dream of o rorebit fiend

howard street

a time out of war

eaux d'artifice

the very eye of night

may 20 V
a study of crystals / the knockout

a smattering of spots / coming shortly

new age of architecture etoile de mer

anaemi

february 25
c cinema / in the street

mage in

silk / zapotecan vi 1 lage

the snow o'dreamland

a chai ry tale
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Lang Island Sound by Moonlight.—From a Painting by M. F. H. De Haas.
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Bruce Baillie
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Part-Time Artists:

Amateur and Industrial

Filmmaking in the Bay Area
RICK PRELINGER AND MELINDA STONE IN CONVERSATION

Many Bay Area filmmakers rightfully claim “artist” as their profes-

sion, but it’s no secret that many, by necessity, are part-time artists,

teaching and makingfilms or working severaljobs and squeezing in

time for their art. Historically, the reverse is also true: people in other

professions have madefilms in their spare time, as a hobby. Melinda

Stone has researched the amateur film clubs that thrived in the Bay

Area in the 1950s and 1960s and has curated programs ofamateurfilms

for many years. Rick Prelinger’s collection ofindustrial, educational,

and advertisingfilms, now in the Library ofCongress, teaches us in the

most entertaining way that among professionalfilmmakers who made

films for hire, many were able to bring a personal aesthetic to sponsored

projects, and conversely, experimentalfilmmakers have been known

to work part-time for corporate film production companies. Stone and

Prelinger talked about the culture ofpart-time artists one afternoon in

December 2004.—Kathy Geritz

RICK PRELINGER: Among the different strains that come together to

make the Bay Area filmmaking community unusual, there’s a collec-

tive ethic; people work in groups in the Bay Area very much unlike

other parts of the country, I think. There’s the idea of people as

part-time artists. There’s the engagement with hobbies and amateur

pursuits; this affluent area is the world capital of model railroading

and all kinds of other things as well. Another strain is technology.

This has always been a technically sophisticated part of the world.

Before anyone called it Silicon Valley, people were inventing down

there. The universities, especially Berkeley, were centers for scientific

research. In the field of cinema there was really advanced tinkering

and scientifically based work-people doing experimental sound work

in the thirties, for example, and alternative experimental work in

color cinematography. Then there’s fusion with political and social

movements, and a history of activism. I think these strains relate to

the character of local amateur and industrial filmmaking.
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Dorothy Orr and Ott Goff, Tuneful Wings, 1962, film stills

Melinda, you’ve said that amateur film clubs are a kind of flower-

ing of an alternative film culture, but they’re also a real challenge to

film culture and art as it’s generally conceived.

MELINDA STONE: At the root of the word amateur is the word love.

An amateur is someone who pursues an endeavor out of love, not for

monetary gain. Amateur film clubs were started back in the 1920s by

individuals who loved making films and desired the camaraderie of

like-minded folk. My approach to the clubs is based on the primary

documents that they’ve generated. I looked at these documents and

realized, “These are collectives.” They may not have thought of them-

selves as collectives, but the clubs really are about communal ways of

coming together—sharing workloads so everyone can make and screen

their films. To me, they represent a utopian vision of what a film com-

munity can be. They survived because they had agreed-on by-laws that

they adhered to, knowing that the membership might change but the

vision would persist. They’re an interesting mix of bureaucracy and

idealism, in a way. One of the things that really impressed me when

getting into the history of the cinema clubs and looking back at their

founding charters is that some of them have the same meeting times

that they established in the twenties and thirties. Once a month. And

can you think of any other organization that has that?

RP: The church.

MS: Exactly. Many art movements and different kinds of organiza-

tions come into being through a charismatic figure, a particular

foundation, or even a wealthy patron. Amateur film clubs, on the

other hand, have a solid base. Members could be engineers, chem-

ists, or accountants during the day, but as long as they paid their

dues and pulled their weight at the club, at a meeting they were all

considered filmmakers. Critics always point out that these types

of hobby clubs were primarily white, male, and middle class, and I

can’t argue with the general validity of their claims. But I do know

that there were some very active women in the clubs who were

never discriminated against based on their sex, and I get the distinct

feeling that clubs would not turn someone away if they lacked funds

but had a strong desire to participate.

The clubs had a highly structured set of internal competitions and

deadlines. There were also international amateur film festivals, and

the size of the audiences for those events was on a par with any kind

of art house screening you know of. In the heyday of amateur film

clubs, in the fifties and sixties, there were a number of clubs in the

Bay Area—Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, and Redwood City each

had a club. Some of the clubs were so popular, with memberships

of over one hundred, they had to turn away new members. The San

Francisco, San Jose, and Redwood City clubs are still active but need

an infusion of new members or they will wither away. 1 The last time I

went to an amateur film club meeting here, there were three people.

The meetings take place in a retirement community now.

When you think, “What are some of the institutions in San Francisco

that resemble the film clubs?”—where you pay minimum dues, put in

a little bit of time, and maybe crew for one another, share the cost of

certain more expensive equipment, and then screen some ofyour work,

kind of an all-in-one—there really isn’t an equivalent in the art world.

RP: In the early days of Canyon Cinema, there was a sense that in addi-

tion to work being shown, work was produced, equipment was shared,

and personal relationships and their changing permutations were very

much a part of it, so there was that kind of community going on. ATA

and Other Cinema aren’t so different either. They provide a mix of

screenings, production, workshops, and, more recently, distribution.

MS: Other Cinema is Craig Baldwin. If Craig Baldwin weren’t at the helm

of that, it wouldn’t work. And then I think of Brace Baillie and Chick

Strand and that dynamism that they infused into Canyon. I do feel like

artists really resist saying, “These are our by-laws. This is what we’re

going to do,” because doing so somehow impinges on individual freedom.

RP: Do you think that amateur filmmakers self-differentiate from the

art world, or do you think the art world holds them in less respect?

MS: The few times that I’ve had the amateurs come to an avant-garde

screening, they don’t like what they see and are very suspicious of

the filmmaker’s artistic intentions. I feel there’s mutual animosity.

In comparison to the intentionality that comes with being a self-

described artist, the amateurs seem to be humble.

RP: I have run into many industrial and educational films that people

could conceive of as “art” films, but they’re not positioned that way

at all. It’s all in the packaging. Audiences are really influenced by

those categories.

MS: I’ve found that a lot of the articles in the amateur film magazines

are about technique. Many of the techniques that I want to teach my

film students are in these old magazines. You see headlines that say,

“Look! You can make this at home!” It’s kind of a geeky, tinkerer thing,

which artists share as well. The joie de vivre of the amateur is that

they get so excited that they’ve figured something out, they just want

to share it. Because they’re technology fetishist types, they want to

use whatever’s new—the newest of the new. They’re eighty years old

now, and they’re experimenting with Final Cut Pro, and even iMovie.

Amateurs are doing what technologically minded artists are doing.

RP: Lately I’ve been thinking a lot more about original intention. That’s

where I think there is common ground, beyond surface similarities

or differences, between people who are making film for money and

those who are doing it for art. I think there are commonalities to the

process—lining everything up so that it fits in that glowing rectangle-

no matter where you come from or what your intentions are.

A lot of people who made industrial films tried to look at their

subjects in very different ways. They tried to make art. People came out

of the arts to make industrial films, especially people who were leftists

and couldn’t get conventional work anymore. Making industrials, they
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Bay Area Amateur Film and Video Clubs

cpeqjqSulaSMorre Peninsula Video Makers
c Meets: 2nd and 4th Friday of each month, 8:00pm

Place: Veterans Memorial Senior Center, 1455 Madison St., Redwood City

Contact: Mary L. Maslak, 650/322-0525

&&W 0©m s$woi CUD© Foo™j«d San Jose Movie/Video Makers
1838

Meets: 1st Friday of each month, except July and December, 7:30pm

Workshops: 4th Monday of each month, except July and December, 7:30pm

Place: Room 15, Kirk Community Center, 1601 Foxworthy Ave., San Jose

Contact: Bob Dalrymple, 408/227-3123

WESTWOOD WOKE CLUB «f i»
Westwood Video/Film Club of San Francisco
Meets: 3rd Friday of each month, 7:30pm

Place: Forest Hill Christian Church, 250 Laguna Honda Blvd., San Francisco

Contact: Bill and Mavis Navin, 415/585-4586

Club information from the SAVAC Monitor, July-August 1998. Logos from back issues of SACMovie & Video News.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA COUNCIL OF
AMATEUR MOVIE CLUBS.

San Jose Movie Club
i

Movie CraSeTs of Oakland

Bay Empire 8mm Movie Club of Oakland

Westwood Movie Club of San Francisco -

Richmond Movie Club

Eden Movie Makers of Hayward

Berkeley Movie Club

ptfs/vsi't-r Viptt A/f

Sacramento Movie Forum

The Golden Gate Cinematographers

Palo Alto Movie Makers

Oakland Camera Club

Petaluma Cinema Club
above From For the Love ofIt: Amateur Film

Clubs ofCalifornia, 1998

left From San Jose Movie Club booklet

***********************•**********«*****«•" opposite Exhibitors’ bulletin from

Association Films, late 1940s



could fly below the radar. There are just a lot of incredibly thoughtful,

wonderful films. Some of the industrial films are so internally contra-

dictory that you can’t believe the sponsor paid for them. The Alfred P.

Sloan Foundation—started by the chairman of General Motors—paid

for Willard Van Dyke’s Valley Town. That was an amazing film from

1940 about how technology is leading to unemployment. It’s deeply

critical of industry and the American economy.

MS: Artists arise from all cultures. There’s the “hippie-on-the-

weekend” phenomenon, like Burning Man, and I was thinking of

Joseph Beuys talking about “everyone an artist.” Art making seems so

ingrained in San Francisco.

R P : Makers of all kinds seem to want to combine into groups that become

more than the sum of their parts. People who made industrials were no

exception. They had festivals, they met in groups, they had awards as a

means of recognizing and appreciating one another and their work.

The Bay Area has always been a place where people make artwork

that won’t necessarily make it to prime time, but will be highly

appreciated in a community context. When I started going through

the collections of Palmer’s and Leo Diner, two longtime Bay Area labs,

I spotted many names of people who were more or less recognized

independents—for example, people who had distributed their work

through Canyon or Film-Makers’ Co-op—but I also found a huge

amount of self-financed work, and I had no idea who these individu-

als were. Some of the films were obviously made by students, but most

appeared to be deeply independent, personal films that were just

totally off the radar. I’d say there were many hundreds of individuals

whose work had never been documented.

Part-time artists have always interested me. There’s the stereotypi-

cal person working in advertising in the fifties and sixties, who’s

leading a wild life and making an art film on the side. You have the

1951 film Notes on the Port ofSt. Francis, by Frank Stauffacher, who

was a graphic designer and fine printer and who made a film that

actually is also paper based, since it contains a great deal of two-

dimensional art and text. There are tons of people who’ve worked in

the film or television industry and who on the side make work that

ends up coming into the Canyon collection. A lot of it is lost, and we

don’t know a lot about it. It’s not really taken seriously because the

maker didn’t live the life of an artist. But I think all that work really

needs to be taken seriously. It’s part of kind of a hidden independent

film culture.

MS: I hear that at Lucas they have internal screenings—competitions

within the company, such as “Let’s all make a one-minute movie,” and

they’ll get an enormous number of entries. All this creative activity is

going on in these traditionally professional production worlds. These

screenings that happen outside of the art world but represent artistic

practice by professionals are one-offs; there isn’t a tradition that you

can go to the same space every week. It would be great to tap into

these networks and have a screening once a year at a local showcase.

Somehow these turn universes, the film art world and the professional

production company world, have always been parallel. I’ve wanted to

see them converge because there is so much they can offer each other.

RP: As far as we know, industrial-style independent film in the Bay

Area goes back to the teens. Every American city of any size, including

San Francisco and Oakland, had a bunch of small entrepreneurial film

companies that got business wherever they could, shooting films for

corporations, documenting the lives of wealthy families, sometimes

making educational films or doing municipal projects. The Duhem

Company shot a lot around the Panama-Pacific Exposition, made a lot

of films for the Oakland Tribune, and in fact the Oakland Tribune itself

had a film production unit. In addition, there were people making

personal work, and others who were making films for the educational

market, often on spec. There were people making films sponsored by

and for corporations, institutions, and let’s not forget government agen-

cies, and then people within organizations making films to be shown

in-house and out-of-house, and a lot of these are the same people.

One of the things that’s always interested me about the produc-

tion world in New York and San Francisco is that if you look at the

credits for industrial films, you find so many people who were part

of the experimental film world in some capacity, and you also find

people who should have been doing experimental film work. People

like Robert and Virginia Bell, partners in On Film, a company in

Princeton, New Jersey, that made near-avant-garde films for clients

like Redbook, the New York Stock Exchange, and Johnson & Johnson.

Stan Brakhage and Stan Vanderbeek are said to have worked there.

It’s easy to speculate that many film producers like this socialized

with a bohemian crowd. It has often been said of San Francisco, and it

is a kind of cliche, that it has always been a meeting place for people

from different walks of life. You could go to a party and run into a

Communist, a nuclear scientist, a longshoreman, and an avant-garde

artist. There’s a lot of crossover between subcultures. I think film

has tended to embody that. I think people went into film when they

couldn’t find another means to exercise their skills and express

themselves. Film has always been the great meeting place for people

who don’t feel at home anywhere else.

There’s a wonderful example of a maker who crosses genres but

is hardly known. I was interested in a man called Ray Bainbridge

because I was told he made the first film I ever collected, When You

Are a Pedestrian from 1948, by a mysterious Oakland company called

Progressive Pictures. Progressive Pictures made many traffic and

pedestrian safety films that are extremely unusual. They have a very

odd visual feel. They incorporate the urban landscape, and they have

a sort of noirish and outsider point of view. They’re beautifully photo-

graphed from an alienated perspective. One might see them as crude,

workaday, ordinary traffic safety films, but there’s something special

about them. You feel that they’ve been attached to the wrong genre.

1 had been told that there was a Mr. Bainbridge behind them, and I

even found and spoke to his widow, who was very elderly—this was

over twenty years ago. Just recently the filmmaker Kerry Laitala lent

the Cinematheque a short musical film. Old Man Atom, which was

a 1945ish performance film featuring Vern Partlow, the songwriter.

Suddenly it became clear to me that this film was made by fellow trav-

elers and people who were close to the Communist Party or perhaps

the Progressive Party. Ray Bainbridge is credited for sound. I realized,

“Oh, that’s why he called it Progressive Pictures”—because he was

a political progressive, part of the leftist community at that time.

There’s already a link with this person who’s part of the progressive

art movement, and potentially has an avant-garde sensibility, who’s

making educational/industrial films.
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top Tribune-American Dream Picture, c. 1924, film stills

bottom Progressive Pictures, When You Are a Pedestrian, 1948, film stills

MS: Do you get a sense that the availability of many of these wonder-

ful films through the Internet Archive—where two thousand of them

are available for free downloading and reuse—and their use by many

younger people is instigating any sort of interest in finding out the

history of the films?

RP: Some. There’s a wonderful film available on-line at the Internet

Archive, called the Tribune-American Dream Picture. It’s an interest-

ing artifact. In 1924 the Oakland Tribune put on a promotion with the

American Theater chain. Every week they’d sponsor a contest for the

best dream, and then a film would be made of one that someone has

sent in, and it would star the people in the dream—the person who

dreamed it—and it would show at the American Theaters in Oakland

as a draw, to bring people in. This one, like so many dreams, is about

a baby in jeopardy. A mother in Oakland dreams that she and her

husband are traveling on the ferry across the Bay with the baby, and

by the time they get to San Francisco the baby has disappeared from

its basket. So they find a rowboat, row back across the bay at high

speed, and find their baby at the wheel of a car holding a fish. It’s

quite a bizarre film. It’s very much like a French surrealist film of the

twenties, but it was made locally by an unknown maker. It’s a very

popular film on-line. One of the viewers actually went to the house in

Oakland—the film gives the address of the woman who won—to see if

it was still there. That’s kind of an embryonic investigation, to try to

pin this surrealist art down to real times and places.

In general, though, people’s sense of nontheatrical film history and

culture hasn't yet gone much beyond the level of fanlike appreciation.

That’s a good start, though, as fandom generally runs a few years

(sometimes more than a few) ahead of scholarship. Somebody’s really

got to plumb that industrial film heritage and see who was making

what when, because there will be great discoveries.

There are two thematic preoccupations related to local filmmaking

that I’ve been getting quite interested in. One of them is visions of the

city. It would be wonderful to look at a slice of “recognized” experi-

mental and avant-garde work and then do a slice of other work that

looks at the city in similar ways, to try to figure out who’s doing it and

what, if any, commonalities there are. The other thing that is really

Bay Area-specific is the thematic preoccupation with the nature-

culture interface. You showed a transcendent amateur club film, with

the woman in her backyard working with the hummingbird feeders,

under that incredible audio of the hummingbirds.

MS: It’s Tuneful Wings by Dorothy Orr and Ott Goff [1962]. This

unusual nature documentary was filmed in their backyard in

Diamond Heights and has a breathtaking panoramic vista of the Bay

Area. It begins with an omniscient style of narration and a steady

stream of hummingbird facts; just when one is almost lulled by the

staid voice-over, Orr and Goff explode convention by inserting a

playful sequence between an avian enthusiast and a hummingbird. It’s

a peculiar slapstick routine with a homemade quality: the woman you
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mentioned, who I believe to be Orr, shakes a parental finger at a hum-

mingbird—which has been placed, through trick photography, right in

front of her nose—and tells the small winged creature to “behave.”

RP: Wonderful. There’s a third commonality, which is social and

political activism. I love living in a city where the newspaper

machines have stickers on them that say “Forest Dispenser.” Here

activism is very deeply integrated with ordinary life. One of the things

that was great about moving back from New York to the Bay Area was

that artists aren’t over here and activists over there in two distant

groups. Those cultures have very much merged in the Bay Area, and

I think that’s expressed especially strongly in film. And that goes

back— it doesn’t begin in the sixties. It goes way back.

MS: One of the things I’ve always tried to look for in the amateur film

world is socially engaged filmmaking, because I see the club members

as civic-minded types of people. There is a great group of guys down

in San Jose who went out and shot and edited community documen-

taries like the 25th Annual Special Olympics, the Junior Olympic

Tryouts, and interviews with noted local figures, all of which were

featured on KCAT, San Jose’s cable access station. Of course, the ama-

teurs did not set parameters on the type of films that could be made

by members. These gentlemen [Floyd White, Ed Leary, and Bob Peck,

who produce as Fledbo Productions] enjoyed making community-ori-

ented videos, while other members excelled at nature documentaries

and travelogues, and still others pursued animation. The clubs also

made group productions. One that sticks in my memory is Redwood

City Movie Club’s Tour de Pants [1991], which offers a subtle critique

of society’s overreliance on automobile transportation through a

humorous chronicling of a South Peninsula bicycle commuter’s race

to catch the Amtrak train to his job in San Francisco.

RP: The Bay Area has also always been a technically progressive

region. There have been many who have tried to combine technical

and social progress by using technology in a socially conscious way.

That is true of the Newsreel collective, and then of the early video

experimenters and the video collectives in the Bay Area in the sixties

and seventies. All of these groups, plus today’s video activists, have

employed emerging media technologies as part of social movements.

It’s interesting how the representational style of work by, for instance,

the Whispered Media collective and the Indymedia makers 2 has a lot

of similarities with work by Newsreel almost forty years ago.

Similarly, much of what’s important about this work has to do with

the conditions under which it’s made and seen. It’s made on a really

quick turnaround. It’s amazing when new work is shown at screen-

ings in Dolores Park, work that may be just a day, week, or month old.

You’ll be with five hundred or a thousand people gathering in the park

to see new video, with the police helicopters flying overhead. People

aren’t sitting for months working on their editing and aesthetic

decisions, yet there is a convergence of media and everyday life that

is very, very cool. I also think that some of this work, like Whispered

Media’s We Interrupt This Empire [2003] and Otto Nomous’s The

Fellowship ofthe Ring ofFree Trade [2002], is carefully thought out

and beautifully done.

MS: The number of people in San Francisco and elsewhere who

either gave footage to We Interrupt This Empire or worked on or

edited it is impressive.

RP: This is not a city of individualists like New York, where people

tend to work privately and show finished work rather than work in

process. Here in San Francisco, people tend to take part in a shared

production process, to work together and in groups. This isn’t just a

tradition in the so-called art world but also in aggregations of people

working in similar occupations— Serious Business Company, for

example. That was a company that distributed work by primarily

women makers that was deeply independent, experimental work but

also was really focused on the educational market. It was sort of an

attempt to take visionary work and mainstream it, as women began to

re-vision themselves. Especially in the sixties and seventies, with the

second wave of feminism, films were made to show in schools so as to

influence the younger generation. That’s a kind of amazing synthesis.

San Francisco is a union town; it was a town where people who

are involved in the organized left weren’t necessarily considered

weirdos and marginalized. The left wasn’t isolated; it was part of

major institutions. We had a union, the ILWU, that was very close

to the Communist Party for many years. I don’t want to idealize San

Francisco—there’s plenty of competition and plenty of ego-tripping

that flourishes around here. On the other hand, there really are a lot

of communitarian and radical traditions that come out of the city’s

activist heritage.

Another aspect of Bay Area film history—and I’m not the most

competent person to talk about this— is erotica. San Francisco is

one of the centers of erotic film production, and there’s an erotic

component to much independent and educational film production

that’s occurred here. Many explicitly erotic films, for example,

were produced hv film artists and distributed for educational use

by the Multi-Media Resource Center. 3 And, as in other places, many

experimental and independent makers also worked in the erotic film

industry. If you imagine the amount of media that’s gone through

cameras here that has some kind of erotic quality, it’s really high.

MS: There’s one thing that I’ve found to be true across all of the

different amateur film clubs that I’ve talked with. It’s that they all rely

on the notion of “appropriate.” And often what “appropriate” means is

“No nudity, no sexual content at all.”

RP: In sum, there’s a convergence but also a strong sense of boundaries.

Interesting, because in many ways much of the amateur work may be

seen as visionary or “naive.” And when an arts-oriented audience is

exposed to amateur material, they tend to lock onto those attributes.

Contemporary artwork has fully absorbed the “visionary,” the “outside,”

and it’s hard to get a firm fix on the boundaries. So when we look at the

trajectory from past to present, we’re seeing artists trying to assimilate

what amateurs are doing and amateurs resisting assimilation.

NOTES

1. Since this conversation took place, each of these clubs has ceased meeting. The Viewfinders

Digital Video Club, which meets in Cupertino, is the last amateur movie club in the Bay Area.

2. Whispered Media is a video activist collective. Indymedia (Independent Media Center! is a global

collective of independent media organizations and journalists that originated during the 1999

anti-WTO protests. There is a San Francisco Bay Area Independent Media Center.

3. The Multi-Media Resource Center was part of the National Sex Forum, which is addressed briefly

elsewhere in this volume.
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The Venue Vanguard:
Artists as Exhibitors, 1955-1965
AN INTERVIEW WITH LAWRENCE JORDAN BY KATHY GERITZ

Steve Anker and I talked with Lawrence Jordan

in his garden in Petaluma on March 23, 2001.

1

conducted afollow-up interview in March 2009.

Jordan has been makingfilms for more than fifty

years, including collage animations and lyrical films

as well as a number featuring noted Bay Area artists.

After a briefstint at California College ofArts and

Crafts, Jordan taught at San Francisco Art Institute

from 1968 until his retirement in 1999.—Kathy Geritz

I came out here to the Bay Area in 1955. Several

other people whom I was close with in high school

in Denver, Colorado, did as well. Stan Brakhage

had come first, then I came, followed by Walter

Newcomb, Yvonne Fair, and Robert Benson, all of

whom appeared in either my or Brakhage’s early

fifties films (and I was in Brakhage’s, and he was in

mine). We moved here because we’d heard about

poets and painters in the Bay Area. That was the

main attraction; we hadn’t yet heard of filmmakers.

When we got to the Bay Area we somehow

learned that Charlie Chaplin had had a studio at

Niles Canyon, and so, on a romantic notion, we

thought we’d start a tour of our films there. We had

a Bell & Howell projector and a few films of Stan’s

and mine. We drove there in my old Chevrolet and

a trailer with camping equipment, rented a gymna-

sium at a school, and, at the appointed time, set up

the projector. Not one person came! We went and

asked a farmer ifwe could camp in his eucalyptus

grove and then sat around the campfire and read

H. P. Lovecraft. We came back to San Francisco. I

guess you’d call that a reality check.
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1 soon became aware of what [the commercial artist and filmmaker]

Frank Stauffacher had done at the San Francisco Art Museum—the Art

in Cinema series. That was all over, but there were still a few remnants

around. I remember that several of us went to Hy Hirsh’s 1

in 1955. He

had a flat in North Beach, I believe, with an entire wall of floor-to-

ceiling shelves filled with LP vinyl records. He must have had a good

portion of all the LPs that had been published at that time—classical,

folk. He made 3-D films, and my memory is that you could look at them

without glasses, but I’m not sure. He had two Bell & Howell projectors

that were linked mechanically frame for frame by a rod between them

as he showed the two parts of the film. When you looked at the screen

you saw rings turning in three-dimensional space. It looked perfect. All

this business about how to get 3-D— I never quite understood the huge

difficulty, because in 1955 I saw perfect 3-D in his flat in San Francisco.

Today there are dozens of places you can go any weekend to see

cultural events. Then, when anything was happening, a lot of people

came. They’d hear by the grapevine that it was happening. No press.

There would be fair audiences, between forty and maybe even a

couple hundred at times. I showed all the films I had completed to

date in 1955 at the Six Gallery. I remember handing a leaflet around

and calling a few people; everybody just showed up—painters, poets,

and a few filmmakers. A lot of us grouped around the Six Gallery

because it was completely owned and operated by artists.
2 And

Madame Labaudt had a nice, small gallery on Gough Street that she

rented for $10. Probably about 1957, 1 showed the first version of
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opposite Cinema Guild Theater, Berkeley, 1957

page 79 Lawrence Jordan, Poetry Is Jazz (variant), c. 1957, with

Lawrence Jordan (left), Michael McClure, and Philip Lamantia

Visions ofa City [1979, begun 1957] there; it was fifteen minutes long

and had no sound track. As we showed the film, Michael McLure

[who is in the film] and Philip Lamantia read their poetry. George

Herms came; it was one of the first times I met him.

The art scene in San Francisco was quite small. Everybody got

to know everybody else—anybody who was doing much that was

creative—except that separate scene around the Art Institute, Nathan

Oliveira, Diebenkorn, and those people. They were out on another

trajectory. The people I ran into were Christopher Maclaine, Jordan

Belson, Patricia Marx, and Dion Vigne. Vigne made a few films, hut

he was making the scene of being a filmmaker more than he was

making films, and he was setting up some showings. At that time

the main person arranging film screenings, believe it or not, was

Jordan Belson. I went to several of their screenings; maybe twenty

people would come. Vigne and Belson would show their own films,

Chris Maclaine’s, Pat Marx’s, and other local filmmakers, Belson and

Maclaine were the most active—and the most brilliant—filmmakers.

I think I went to one screening on [the poet and artist] Gerd Stern’s

houseboat in Sausalito and one at the Fugazi Hall in North Beach,

which became a place where poets read. When Allen Ginsberg read

Howl there, I decorated the hall with a hunch of stuff I had.

All through the period between 1955 and 1960, 1 was addicted to

going over to the Berkeley Cinema Guild, and Pauline Kael, who pro-

grammed it, was very important to me. She would let me in free. I got

quite an education in early and classic foreign films. Other filmmakers

didn’t connect with her, but she was showing dramatic features I

loved. That’s why I started in film, after I saw Eisenstein, Cocteau,

Rene Clair at Harvard. I remember over in Oakland somebody at one

of the colleges, maybe Mills, had a tiny film society for one semester,

and I saw early motion films like Man Ray’s. It was totally mind

blowing. I didn’t know you could do that with film. I didn’t know you

could just plasticize the screen. That made me aware of something

very different from what I'd seen in Cocteau and Eisenstein.

I took one summer and went to New York, and then came back

to San Francisco. Around 1957 I met Bruce Conner, but I had already

been corresponding with him. He came from the same hometown as

Michael McClure; they were early friends. I’d met Michael and Joanna,

and I used to go to their place a lot. Michael said, “There’s somebody

you should get to know, Bruce Conner, who is at the University of

Colorado finishing his master’s degree in painting. He’s showing films

like you’re making—experimental films—at the University of Colorado,

and it’s immensely successful. They’re getting, like, six hundred people

coming for these showings.” Bruce Conner is evidently one of the

people who started the phenomenon of experimental showings being

big-time in colleges all across the country.

The idea developed that when Bruce got to San Francisco we would

start some kind of exhibition, because there was none here. We had

to make our own venues to show film. What Jordan Belson and Dion

Vigne did was very spotty. Bruce and I started Camera Obscura Film

Society soon after he got here in 1957.3 Bruce did the artwork for the

programs. We had a place in a church on Washington Street near Van

Ness where we showed the films. A lot of the films didn’t have sound

tracks. Bruce was an absolute genius at picking records to go with the

films. (I’ve learned since that the first wave of the avant-garde—Richter,

Man Ray, and all those people who made films in the early twenties,

which are known mostly as silent films—never wanted those films to

be silent. There’s no purism of the silent film.) We ran that film society

for maybe a year and a half. We got little announcements in the paper,

and we had a small following, maybe fifty people. I think there was

a membership. We showed Kenneth Anger films, Maya Deren, . .

.

Broughton, and the earlier experimental films, the twenties stuff from

MoMA—Man Ray, Rene Clair, as well as Keaton and Chaplin. Who

was making films? Brakhage, Belson, me. Then Bruce and I got tired of

running a film society because we wanted to make films. We got some

core members of the audience involved in running it after we left.

What drove me for many, many years was the desire to start a

movement of independent film like they had going a little bit in New

York with Maya Deren and Willard Maas. Stan had left the Bay Area.

He didn’t really like it. I think he thought nothing was happening, or

was going to. But I thought something could be done commercially

for experimental film. When you’re young, you think you can do

things, and you just do them. I had this strong model of the Berkeley

Cinema Guild that showed you could possibly be successful showing

16mm films. A lot of stuff happened in a three-year period; it’s hard to

sort out the time line. My memory is that when I started to remodel

an after-hours joint into a theater, the film society was over and there

was again no place to show our films, but they may have overlapped.

Chris Maclaine and I tried to start a theater together, but he got

paranoid before it even got going. We knew we needed to raise money,

and he had a kind of girlfriend with a trust fund or something. Chris

and I went down to L.A. to talk to the lawyer in charge of it. It seemed

to me that the lawyer asked perfectly reasonable questions. I was

shocked when Chris dubbed this guy an enemy and then turned on

me. I saw that it was rampant paranoia, so I said, “We can’t do this

together.” But I still wanted to open a theater, so I got a lease on a

place on Kearny Street, off of Broadway; I got a couple of partners. It

was 1958. Bruce Conner would come over and help until he broke his

ankle pretty badly. I got a 16mm theater built and installed, incredibly

enough. It was the hardest thing I’ve ever done in my life. I was living

upstairs, because I had the lease on the whole building, $250 a month,

and it included two apartments. The owner thought having a theater

in there was going to be a good thing. It was pretty primitive. About

ninety to a hundred seats. It was called The Movie.

Before it opened I was exhausted. I knew I could never run the

place and make films, so for a few hundred dollars I sold my share to

the partners. They didn’t really know what to do with it, but Bill Rainey

and his wife, Joanne, somehow came along and picked it up, and for a

number of years they ran it as an experimental film theater. 4
1 was in

my mid-twenties, and they were probably late thirties. They did some

remodeling. Then, as it became a foreign film/experimental theater, the

decor got better; and then when they got out, the decor became very

fancy as it became a porno house. They showed Hamfat Asar [1965]
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Flyer for Canyon Cinema screening at Intersection, 1966

there after I finished it. But during that period the program wasn’t pure

experimental; they were probably showing mostly foreign films, clas-

sics. They were very loyal to Kenneth Anger, and he lived in one of the

apartments for a while, the place where I had lived while I was making

the theater. I’d go and visit him there, and he’d be painting the fan on a

print ofEaux d’artifice [Kenneth Anger, 1953] in emerald green.

Doing that theater had burned me out on film showings. But it hadn’t

burned me out too much; I made a basement theater. I lived on Prentiss

Street, near where San Francisco’s Farmers’ Market used to be, and had

a whole house, my first garden. The basement was a full basement, so I

had a film studio there, and every once in a while we showed films. We

had the first showing ofAnticipation ofthe Night [1958] by Brakhage and

we showed Yantra [1957] by James Whitney. Jordan Belson came, but by

that time he had no use for these films. I was just finishing working for

Brandon Films, so I could take home all those great films.

The jobs that I had at that time were maintaining the 16mm film

library at SFMOMA—they had part of the big New York MoMA
collection—and working at Brandon Films, maintaining their 16mm

distribution prints. Part of my job was to inspect the films and cut out

sections that had been damaged and order replacement footage. The

opening of Circus Savage [2009], the twelve-hour autobiographical

film I’ve just completed, is footage I cut out of Cocteau’s Beauty and

the Beast. As I remember, I was very generous with what I cut out

because 1 knew where it would go.

The first footage I shot had been at Harvard in the winter of 1951

to 1952. It ended up in One Romantic Adventure ofEdward [1956, with

Brakhage playing Edward]. I began working with graphic layouts

in 1960, and then in 1961 1 woke up from a nap with a vision that all

these Max Ernst collages that [the artist] Jess had been showing me

were like a kind of slow-motion movie. I thought, “I can make these

things move.” I started to collect books of engravings. A whole book of

engravings was fifty cents if the binding of the book was no good; if it

was good, it would be $10. Now engravings sell for $10 apiece. I started

shooting my first collage film. Duo Concertantes [1964], in 1961, but

I had experimented a bit the previous year, moving things around in

front of the camera, including a monkey who shows up in later films.

In 1960 Bruce Baillie came on the scene and was showing over in

Canyon. The other artist-organized screenings were well over by the

time he started Canyon Cinema. Bruce had a one-person show for me,

one ofmy first. I didn’t go to it, but he said it went very well. I didn’t get

over to the town of Canyon until I was a judge on an early traveling Ann

Arbor Film Festival. 5
It was a bash; it was lively. It was very, very loose

and freewheeling. And marvelously, he had a speaker behind the audi-

ence as well as in front of it—that worked well outdoors. There were

a lot of people there, a lot of people. Films came on with a rush and a

bang. People were left to make of it what they could or would. In those

days there was incredible electric excitement about these showings.

By 1960, and from then on, some showings started to get raucous.

People would scream down a film if they didn’t like it, or they would

scream up a film. Today we’d be appalled if audiences were like that,

but then the filmmakers didn’t care. They were out to make such a

reaction in many cases. I wasn’t particularly, but many were. In the

years 1961 to 1964 the scene was gearing up. The explosion came after

1965. Films were outstripping the imagination of the people who were

coming to see them, and that’s why people were coming to see them.

Everyone understood in those years that social change was the greatest

thing going on in this country. They weren’t coming for art; they were

coming to the films because they were part of a blow-your-mind social

change. In the same way that the surrealists were interested in subvert-

ing the bourgeois mentality, it was understood that these underground

films would upset the status quo. In fact they were not directly political

or social, but the issues were flying around your head in the images. In

a Robert Nelson film like Oh Dem Watermelons [1965] the issues were

going on, but the filmmakers weren’t reading you a lecture or giving

you a subtext of some kind; the issues were just out there blowing.

There was a very liberal guy who had the Cedar Alley Coffeehouse.

Around this time, 1965, 1 convinced him to let me show movies on

the weekends in the back room and charge admission. I could make a

little money. Nobody knew we were in Vietnam, and we’d been there

several years tearing the hell out of it. I would make speeches about

this, and the guy who ran the cafe liked this. I showed Hamfat Asar

and a number of films that didn’t have sound tracks yet. One ofthem

was Duo Concertantes, which had already won a prize at Ann Arbor

as a silent film. I would show it and improvise with music on the

radio. On came this Viotti sonata, and it played perfectly from the first

note with the opening of the film right to the end. I called the station

and found out what it was, and that was the sound track after that.

Later I found out Kenneth Anger had done the same thing. You say,

“Whatever comes on the radio will be my sound track.” You force the

universe into compliance.

By then Robert Nelson, Ben Van Meter, and I were full bore into

making films. Having to send them out ourselves was a drag. Our films

were being screened in showcases opening up all over the country, and

we needed someone to do the work of sending the films out. We wanted

a place where the films could be stored and shipped from. With the

Film-Makers’ Co-op in New York as a model, in August 1966 we founded

a distribution company run by artists, the Canyon Cinema Co-op.

NOTES

1. Hy Hirsh had shown in the Art in Cinema screenings. He was a photographer and cameraman who

worked for the DeYoung Museum from 1937 to 1954. He shot several films for Sidney Peterson and

provided Jordan Belson, Harry Smith, and other filmmakers with technical knowledge and access

to his equipment, including an optical printer he built. His own films include abstract animations and

explorations of stereo vision and oscilloscope patterns.

2. The Six Gallery was originally founded by Jess [Collins], Robert Duncan, and Harry Jacobus as King

Ubu Gallery in 1952. Two years later it reopened as the Six Gallery, founded by Jack Spicer, John

Allen Ryan, Deborah Remington, David Simpson, Hayward King, and Wally Hedrick.

3. The first screening listed in the San Francisco Chronicle tor Camera Obscura Film Society is

December 8, 1957, "Georges Melies: Magician and Film Pioneer," at 1725 Washington Street.

The listings continue through January 25, 1959.

4. The first screening listed in the San Francisco Chronicle for The Movie is January 19, 1958, at 1034

Kearny Street.

5. In May 1964 selections from the first Ann Arbor Film Festival tour were screened in the town of

Canyon. The filmmaker Gunvor Nelson remembers attending and Robert Nelson screening Plastic

Haircuti 19631 and Baillie showing Mass for the Dakota S/oux(1963-64).
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CUTAWAYS

Sun. Feb. 12 7pra WINSOR McGAY TRIBUTE (Gertie the Dinosatrr, Little Nemo, etc.)
8pm MGM RETROSPECTIVE (directors Iwerks

,
Avery, Harman- Ising , etc.)

9:30 COLUMBIA RETROSPECTIVE (early Disney, Mintr, Screen Gems, UPA

)

Sun. Feb. 19 7pm PARAMOUNT RETROSPECTIVE (Fleischer, Geo. Pal & Famous Studios)
9:45 JAY WARD TRIBUTE (first made for TV animation. Crusader Rabbit...

Sun. Feb. 26 7pra WARNER BROS. MARATHON 3 wild hours of fun--bts of rare stuff

INTERSECTION=”

ANIMATION FESTIVAL]

1

CLASSICS BY
BAY AREA ANIMATORS 7PM

THE BEST SHOW OF THE YEAR’ WONDERFUL NEW WORKS, OLD CLASSICS & SURPRISES

Premiere of LING TING TONG by Julie Glantz & Kevin Moseley. Rare screening

of MALICE IN WONDERLAND by Vince Collins. Video reels from BOYINGTON PROD.

& COLOSSAL including Paul Boyington's Wizard of Oz special effects ad &

Colossal's work for Atari, MTV, Levi & others. Plus Sally Cruickshank'

8

QUASI, Kirk Henderson's VENUS (music by Art Tatum), Vinton & Gardiner's

MOUNTAIN MUSIC, Jordan Belson's MUSIC OF THE SPHERES, Sam Comstock's

DREAM DOODLE plus some really great surprises! If you enjoy animation,

this is the show to see "NO WHERE ELSE A SHOW LIKE THIS"

8:45 INDEPENDENT CLASSICS Oskar Fischinger, Norman McLaren, etc.)

SUN. FEB.

4

LIFE AND DEATH

BY! DORSEY P. ALEXANDER
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BELOW
Larry Reed, Wayang Bali, 1973, shadow

theater production

Harry Smith at Jimbo’s Bop City, with

his murals on the back wall, c. 1952

OPPOSITE

Intersection flyer for animation series

curated by Karl Cohen, 1979

Dorsey Alexander, Life and Death of

a Sphere, 1948, film stills



THE BERKELEY FILM SOCIETY
This new art

,
(vaster than the plain art of words), in which

,
like conductors of an

orchestra of unbelievable scope , they will have at their disposition the entire world

,

its noises and its appearances, the thought and languages of man, song, dance, and

all the arts, with which to compose the visible and unfolded book of nature.

Guillaume Apollinaire, 1918.

The cinema is not another form of this or that, nor is it a synthetic form all the other

this-and-thats. The cinema is the cinema and nothing but. And it is quite enough

.

In fact, it is magnificent. Henry Miller.

An art from which youth is barred from practicing freely is sentenced to death in

advance. The moving picture camera should be like a pen, which any one may use

to translate his sold onto paper. The 16mm. film presents the only solution , and
in this l think America should take the iniative It offers an opportunity of trying

for miracles. Jean Cocteau.

©A NOTE
ON KINESIS

The five Film Societies of the Bay Region: Berkeley, Marin, San Francisco, the Peninsula,

Carmel, have joined together as the KINESIS Group to secure films not available in

this country. The commercial and institutional sources of film offer only a small pro-

portion of the great number of fine films made by individual directors in all parts of the

world. For the first time, new work is being obtained directly from abroad. With the

classic films never before imported, sustained programs can develop an audience

capable of supporting individually made work.

The British Film Institute is supplying copies of a choice made from their vast collections.

The Centro Spcrimentale di Cinematografia in Rome lias become interested in exchang-

ing the superb Italian experimental for those from San Francisco, the major achievement

in the American field. Films originating here have won honors at the Film Festivals of

Edinburgh, Cannes and Venice. Eight new San Francisco works will be shown on
this Spring Series.

FIRST
'

PROGRAM
MARCH 16th

MAMBO. By Jordan Belson, San Francisco, 1952. The first abstract film to embody
the quality of the abstract painting which dominates present-day art. Jordan Belson, a

painter working in film the last five years, has in this made an integrated work of

shattering force. This will be shown at Cannes in April.

MUSCLE BEACH. A witty and surprising exercise on the Santa Monica beach.

Joseph Strick’s “relaxed documentary” with a ballad by Earl Robinson.

HOWARD STREET. Leslie Turner, 1951. A unique film, accepting and transcend-

ing the vestiges of the American dream.

REGARDS SUR LA BELGE ANTIQUE, de Keukeleire, Brussels, 1937. This is the

film whose vigorous animation of the paintings and monuments of medieval times

inspired the flood of films on art.

Landscape in ATLANTIS. Leslie Turner, San Francisco, 1952. A sustained lyric com-
position, defining a new relationship between plastic imagery and personal

experience.
1a, c

J H -S < C i. £ \ J

Intermission + *

CHALK RIVER BALLET. An abstract collage in colored paper

by Norman MacLaren.

The Train. By Gdsta Werner, Sweden, 1946. An example of Werner's style, the

“visionary film,” in his only work to reach this country.

FIRES WERE STARTED. Humphrey Jennings. The Crown Film Unit. The work of

Jennings, since Iris death in Greece in 195 1, is becoming increasingly recognised as

the most vital usage of film reality yet developed. His awareness of the essential

situation, caught in the midst of life, is expressed wholly by the shapes and recorded

sounds of actuality. The night of fire beginning in Station-house 1 29, Stepney,

September 23, 1940.

FILMS to be shown on this Series:

t THE WATERS OF TIME. By Basil Wright, the creator of
Song of Ceylon. 1951. An ode to the ships and the conflu-
ence of waters in mouth of the Thames.

The Charms of Existence. Henri Storck. A satire on films

about painting using the winners of the Prix de Rome,
i860 to 1900.

BEARHUNT. By Arne Sucksdorff, Sweden, 1948. A brilliant

allegory of man’s relation to necessity, implicit in an un-
successful hunt.

Miroirs d’Hollande. A marvelous, fresh use of the camera,
entirely composed of reflections on the surface of the water
in an imaginative frame.

t La Cite Engloutie. Angkor Wat, Indo-Chino. A classic film of
the vast remains of the jungle-drowned capitol of a lost

civilization.

1 04th Street. By Helen Levitt. The maker of “The Quiet One”
in an untempered study of life in the street, the human
situation in the brick jungles of the lower third.

t THE CURTAIN GOES UP. Blasetti, Leghorn, Italy. 1951.
In minute detail, the fifteen minutes before the curtain goes
up in a famous theater. A bold work, done with Blasetti's

unique sharpness of personal observation.

I KARAKORAM. By Marcel Ichac. One of the classics of film,

the upper reaches of 28,000 foot Mt. Kanchenjunga. An
unfailing film sense realises the full power of the cinema.

+ North or Northwest. An abstract color film by MacLaren’s
preceptor, Lcn Lye. London, 1941.

t THEMES D’INSPIRATION. DE KEUKELEIRE. Medieval
portraits shift from stone to the living types of the undying
personalities and substance of the human life that persists

unchanged, beyond time.

TRANSPORTS URBAINS. By Yannick Bellon. 1949. A
hilarious satire on the official documentary film, concerned
with the proper mode of disembarking from a streetcar.

* First Showing

t First Showing in America

THE BERKELEY FILM SOCIETY,

45 Ell Camino Real, Berkeley 5, Calif.

Please send series tickets to the Berkeley Film Society

series of five programs at the Berkeley Little Theater.

Series tickets are $4.50.

March 16, April 6, April 27, May 18, June 8.

To

Total Elnclosed-

Kinesis program flyer, 1952

Kinesis film distribution catalog, 1953

OPPOSITE Kinesis program handout, 1952

(Kinesis was founded in 1952 by Bart Sloan,

who was soon joined by Bob Greensfelder.

They exhibited and distributed films. Their

last supplement to their distribution catalog

was dated 1955.)
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Let l's Speak About the Nose. Produced by G. Taparelli, Rome, 1952.

Another of the springhtly examinations of a specific point,, by the maker of

the earlier Geometry and Cubism.

The first showing of an accomplished exercise in photographic values.

The camera study familiar in gallery exhibitions is here carried into

motion. The ceaseless panning of the hand-held camera is remarkable
for its even pace and emphasis, the curious eye attracted only by the

objects seen. It is perhaps the first motion picture which has not a trace

of any attempt to animate its material,, rather than to really see it.

Waverly Steps, By John Eldridge, 1949.

A look at Edinburgh inspired by Arne Sucksdorff“s ’’Rhythm of a City".

En Passant par la Lorraine. By Georges Franju, 1951.

Brief sketches of fetes and forges in the industrial North of France.
Franju® s penchant for dark* overcast skies will be noted again.

The first film made by these means, an amazing display of completely
controlled colors,, lines and shapes. An unlimited wealth of design and
color relationships is staked out in this spirited exploration of new
possibilities. One can feel that here at last is the means of translating

music into light and color that is capable of sustained development and
variation. First showing.

An entirely new sort of film.

Brilliant cutting has in this been stepped up to a usage of pattern and
object approximating the animated film. Going beyond this „ the camera
itself has become activated, elliptical and rhythmic. First showing.

Directed by John Huston for the Army Signal Corps, 1943.
Certainly the outstanding American film produced by the Second War,
this straight 8 sober account of the reach of life and death incurred
during a simple military operation carries a power going far beyond
the isolated and now nearly forgotten battle. Awareness of the character
of the individuals in combat is rarely to be seen in the official film of

record. The last sequence, the women and children emerging from the

ruins, transmutes the unbearable crush of war to full emotional catharsis
in a masterful way.

Hotel Apex. By Weldon Kees, San Francisco, 1952.

Divertissement Rococo, By Hy Hirsh, San Francisco, 1952.

INTERMISSION

Bop Scotch. By Jordan Belson, San Francisco, 1952

THE BATTLE OF SAN PIETRO.
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* * * * featuring
«Jt A In addition to the 10 film programs you will receive FREE

I . One evening of outstanding experimental films 'jfk

: on the Dance to be held Nov . 2, 1958 . FgN

BONUS 2 . One admission to BACKSTAGE 420 Bay St
.

|t

3. One performance of the CONTEMPORARY

5 OFFER DANCERS COMPANY

.

4. A complimentary guest ticket good for one

CAMERA OBSC URA program .

5. Special discount to Camera Obscura members

j
at the following Art Theaters: CLAY, RIO,

LARKIN, and the BRIDGE . on

ADMISSION: because this organization must maintain Its status as a

film society and due to restrictions on public showing of

many of its films admission Is by membership only.

MEMBERSHIP: Limited to 200 adults . $5 .00 when two or more member-

ships are purchased; $6.00 single (tax exempt non-profit

organization. Includes 10 showings plus 5 bonus offerings.

TICKETS: CONTEMPORARY DANCERS CENTER, 1725 Washington St.

Phone OR 3-9980 for reservations; and LION BOOK SHOP

& ART GALLERY 1415 Polk St. Phone GR 4 5522.

POTEMPKIN -Eisensteln

Reputed one of the 10 greatest films of all time.

A HISTORY OF ANIMATION
The fascination of the animated film from its early beginnings

to the present day .

AN EVENING OF THE WEIRD AND THE SUPERNATURAL
Created especially for Camera Obscura.

From Callgari to present day: Chaney, Legosl, Frankenstein,

-excerpts from a bevy of films that trace the development of a

theme which has fascinated man throughout the centuries.

BAY AREA FILM MAKERS
Present Two World Premiers . First time shown anywhere.

TRIUMPH OF TIME -Dorsey Alexander

YACHTS -Bill Heick

plus; CITY OF THE PORT OF ST. FRANCIS, ODD FELLOWS HALL,

and many others

FILM AND THE MIND -A Camera Obscura First

Obtained by special permission -restricted medical-psychiatric

studies to be presented by a prominent guest psychiatrist.

DREAMS THAT MONEY CAN BUY -Richter

A daring feature-length avant guarde film. Seven dreams shaped

after the visions of great contemporary artists -Colder, Duchamp,

Ernst, Leger, Ray.

CITIZEN KANE - Orson Welles's vivid, electric masterpiece on the

theme of power and Its abuse.

ThU
'v^s'it'tO PICASSO, A WORLD IS BORN, FARREBIQUE, A TRIP TO THE MOON,

POWER OF PLANTS, AUTUMN FIRE, MESHES OF THE AFTERNOON and others

.

PRESENTS film socieff

PROGRAMS OF

UNUSUAL

ANTIQUE &

EXPERIMENTAL FILMS#^^™
• hj^ihi'ii

*

Presented at the CONTEMPORARY DANCERS CENTER, 1725 Washington St. Res. OR 3-9980

SERIES

oStarts^^F
Sept. 7, 1958

!
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THE Camera Obscura Film

Society was conceived

by a group of young men
who are intensely interested

in cinema; they use the word

in hushed tones of respect

which indicates that when
they speak of cinema, they

do not mean only the big,

expensive commercial crea-

• tions in celluloid,

i Just at the time when
these young men were con-

templating their society, Jay

Marks, one of the primary

forces of the Contemporary
Dancers Foundation, was

t looking fora group who
could enrich his varied pro-

gram of assorted arts by a

;i program devoted to the mo-

; tion picture.

The result of the meeting

of two elements has been

a program, on Sunday eve-

nings at the Contemporary
i Dancers Center, 1725 Wash-

ington street. Last year the

;

program was divided into

two series. Now the third

series of the Camera Ob-

scura Film Society under

the auspices of the Contem-

f
porary Dancers Foundation

; will open on September 7.

Roger Ferragallo, the so-

ciety’s chairman, pays trib-

ute to Bruce Connor, who
really initiated the group;

to Larry Jordan and Ben
Payne, who are film pro-

ducers.

“A few years ago there

was an active group in the

Bay Area making films. But

since the death of Frank

Stauffacher, interest seems

to have died down. James

Broughton has made no new
films lately. We think cine-

ma is an enormously impor-

tant art form, and. what we
have designed our program
for is to stir up that latent

interest,” Ferragallo told
me.
While he was a student at

the School of the Art Insti-

tute in Chicago, he became
excited about films, and
^nade

,
on a shoestring, his

poetic documentary entitled

“63rd Street— Chicago.” It

has been shown at the San
Francisco Museum of Art,

and will be repeated during

this third series. Dorsey

Alexander is working on
another, “The Triumph of

Time,” which requires more
than 3000 small drawings

before it can be completed.

Stauffacher’s “Notes on the

Port of St. Francis,’’narrated

by Vincent Price and taken

from a descriptive essay

written by Robert Louis Ste-

venson, is also on the pro-

gram.

“But the series has much
more variety than these sug-

gest. For instance, on Octo-

ber 5, we have assembled a

history of the animated film,

beginning with the work of

WinsorMcCay and continu-

ing up through a UPA film

called ‘The Emperor’s New
Clothes.’

”

Another program, this
scheduled in November, is

entitled “Exploring the
Mind” and includes, with

two films from the library

of New York University that

are rarely shown to the pub-

lic, an explanatory lecture

by a prominent psychiatrist.

Several historic films will

be shown.
Tickets will not be sold

individually for particular

showings, because of agree-

ments with the distributors

of the unusual films. Instead,

one is invited to become a

member of the society. For

further information one may
write to the society or call

OR 3-9980.
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REMINISCENCE

How I Invented Electricity

BRUCE CONNER

T
he environment for experimental and independent films flowered

in the Bay Area as nowhere else during the last half of the 1960s.

There were many individuals dedicating their limited personal

incomes and their energies with a religious-like fervor. Public interest in

these films had more to do with social change and rebellion than love of film,

Not much was said about Art with a capital A. Filmmakers loaded their films

and movie projectors into beat-up cars and barnstormed across the country

to show on any wall that would accommodate them. There was a home-

grown movement in all the arts led by the individual artists themselves, who

developed a community, communications, distribution, and audience that

were totally outside the established structures of American society.

In the Bay Area, where filmmakers organized the Canyon Cinema

Cooperative of independent film, Canyon Cinemanews was a prominent

publication for anyone interested in experimental film, and Canyon

Cinematheque was the primary venue for new avant-garde films;

filmmaking was totally under the control of filmmakers themselves. This

was a contemporary phenomenon that made independent filmmaking

feasible for many people. It would have been absurd to believe that the

term independent could be co-opted and distorted to describe the type of

monolithic multimillion-dollar productions we see today.

Ultimately, the experimental film movement became so successful

that government and nonprofit entities were attracted to the power and
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felt the need to "help" the artists by controlling their activity. The artists

appear, in retrospect, to have retained their independence and freedom

throughout the 1960s, before the institution of arts grants, funding, and

jobs created a new dependence on the establishment.

The film scene that we witnessed when my wife, Jean, and I moved

to San Francisco in 1957 was very different. While still in Boulder, we

had heard of the first organized series of experimental film programs in

America, Art in Cinema, presented at the San Francisco Museum of Art,

and this had inspired us in 1956 to start the Experimental Cinema Group

at the University of Colorado with four other students, We had a success-

ful series of ten programs on the art of film. Stan Brakhage presented

his films in person. Historical and contemporary experimental films were

shown to 350 members in a university lecture hall.

We rented 16mm film prints from the Audio Film Center in San

Francisco, under the management of Willard Morrison. It had a library of

American mainstream movies, classic comedies, foreign, documentary,

experimental, silent, and other films. When we arrived in San Francisco,

there were seven film labs printing and processing film, and there was

obviously enough film activity in 16mm (home movies, commercials,

sponsored films, etc.) to support them all. I assumed that there would

be a great wealth of film activity-classes and screenings of short and

experimental films-but we were surprised and disappointed to find that

there were no filmmaking classes, no functional association of filmmak-

ers, and no advocacy for film at the California School of Fine Arts or the

art museums. The Art in Cinema series had disappeared after the death of

its curator and director, Frank Stauffacher.

A few commercial theaters (like the Vogue) specialized in showing

35mm commercial foreign films; other venues presented the same

Hollywood films that could be seen in any midsize city. The photographer

John Gutmann curated four series of short films each year while teaching

in the art department at San Francisco State; his programs filled a need for

films related to academic subjects and included some experimental films.

There was not a single film society in the entire Bay Area.

It was possible, through diligent search, to see films, but filmmakers

were disheartened, dispersed, or reclusive. There were occasional show-

ings in such places as apartments, artists' studios, artist-run galleries,

rented halls, and North Beach bars. Most of the active San Francisco film-

makers I met at that time, such as Jane Belson, Jordan Belson, Hy Hirsh,

Patricia Marx, Christopher Maclaine, and Dion Vigne, had a mystical bent

to their work. Their intent was not to produce art films but to use film as

just another tool, along with other graphic arts, the written word, music,

and so on, They were definitely underground.

In order to view films that couldn't be seen otherwise, a new film

venue was needed in San Francisco. In 1957 Larry Jordan and his business

partner were converting a small brick store in North Beach into a theater

to be called The Movie, 1 where Larry planned to show 16mm prints of

classic films, documentaries, and short films, including what were then

called "experimental films." Over the years these films have been called

"underground," "personal," "abstract," "surreal," "independent." The film-

makers usually knew what they wanted to do, so they weren't exactly

"experiments." I preferred to call my films "home movies."

I got a job reconditioning theater seats and assisting in the construc-

tion of The Movie. One day I stepped off the end of a truck with my arms

full of theater seats and landed on my ankle. That was the end of my

job. Larry soon realized he couldn't make movies and run a theater at

the same time and quit the project. He and I decided we could duplicate

the success of the Experimental Cinema Group and in 1958 started the

Camera Obscura Film Society as a membership film series. 2
It was the only

film society in the city in 1958, We didn't get the necessary thirty-five

memberships to pay for film rentals, so we paid the costs out of our own

pockets. Some of the members became involved in programming the next

series, and Camera Obscura continued for several years. 3

I was fascinated by all the images, letters, numbers, and words in the

unseen and hidden film leaders at the beginning and end of films-the

part known only to the people who handle film presentation, like a

censorship of secret messages, coded and private. I thought about another

forbidden image: a filmstrip of a nude woman in profile taking off the last

of her clothes, I was visiting Lee Streiff at his home in Wichita, Kansas, in

1950 when he found it hidden in a relative's bedroom dresser. He knew I

had a 16mm movie projector, and he gave the film to me.

I told Larry Jordan that I wanted to put a filmstrip of a nude woman

in the middle of the countdown leader of one of the films at a Camera

Obscura program. He disapproved and said he would quit the film society

if I did such a thing. I decided the only way I could create that sequence

would be to put it in my own movie. I didn't have a camera or editing

equipment, and 1 didn't know how to put a film together.

I had been waiting for ten years to see a movie that I was sure

someone would make sooner or later, I envisioned that it would comprise

pictures and sound tracks taken from many different movies. Every time

I saw another movie I added another element to the vision I created in my

mind. My involvement in film groups was to explore and discover obscure

movies with the expectation that I would see this concept in a movie.

Although I wasn't planning to be a filmmaker, by 1957 it had become

apparent that there was no one but me to do the job.

Since there were no film classes available at the time, the process of how

to make movies was conveyed from person to person. Larry Jordan gave me

one hour of splicing and editing instruction, and he let me use his editing

equipment for two weeks. I made the ultimate poverty film production.

I found two-and-a-half-minute condensations of feature films, docu-

mentaries, and newsreels at a photo store that were cheaper than shooting

and processing my own footage. I edited the original film, spliced it on one

reel, and ran it on a projector with whatever music was on the radio.

The original footage premiered on June 10, 1958, at the reception

for my first solo art show in San Francisco, with the music supplied by

a record player. The fuses at the gallery were overloaded by the movie

projector and blew out three times before I finished showing A Movie. Mrs.

Leonard "Etya" Gechtoff's East and West Gallery would have been totally

dark if it hadn't been for the searchlight I rented and parked in front. It

rotated and projected an intense light into the dense night fog. People

came in thinking it was a new bar that was opening on Fillmore Street.

NOTES

1. [Editors' note; We were unable to verify if Jordan began working on The Movie in 1957 or 1958.]

2. The series of programs Larry Jordan and I selected included the following titles and filmmakers:

contemporary experimental films by Stan Brakhage, Jordan Belson
( Bop-Scotch and others],

Norman McLaren (Neighbours, Fiddle-de-dee}, James Broughton (Mother's Day), and Larry

Jordan (Triptych in Four Parts); Intolerance (D. W. Griffith], Nosferatu the Vampire (F. W. Murnau),

Beauty and the Beast (Jean Cocteau), Land without Bread and An Andalusian Dog (Luis Bunuel),

Emak-Bakia (Man Ray), Entr'acte (Rene Clair), Menilmontant (Dimitri Kirsanoff), The Cabinet of Dr.

Caligari (Robert Wiene), Ballet mecanique (Fernand Leger), The Fall of the House of Usher (James

Sibley Watson and Melville Webber), and Meshes of the Afternoon (Maya Deren). [Editors' note:

The screening of many of these films was announced in the Camera Obscura movie listings in the

San Francisco Chronicle ]

3. Donald and Willy Werby and Malcolm Brown were among those who came to run Camera Obscura

after the first series of films selected by Larry Jordan and me. [Editors' note: Roger Ferragallo ran

this series for a number of years
]

opposite Bruce Conner, collage for “A Tribute to Bruce Conner” flyer, 1995
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FOCUS

A Movie

Bruce Conner, 1958

J. HOBERMAN

T
he proliferating ironies in A Movie by Bruce Conner begin with its

title. Every image is secondhand, drawn from 16mm newsreels

and travelogues, as well as stag films, academy leader, and

a Hopalong Cassidy western. Like its great (and, at that time, almost

entirely unknown) precursor, Joseph Cornell's Rose Hobart( 1936),

Conner’s stock-footage montage is essentially sculptural—and thus of a

piece with the fetishistic found-object assemblages the artist was then

making. Indeed, A Movie was initially conceived as an endless loop that

might be exhibited as a gallery installation.

Barely twelve minutes long, A Movie is at once a self-reflexive exercise

in academic montage, a deconstructive anti-narrative, a materialist joke

on the power of background music, a Pop Art masterpiece avantia lettre,

an alienated disaster film, a parody of imperial conquest, and the ultimate

example of what Tom Gunning has called the "cinema of attractions."

In every sense one of the most economical movies ever made, it is a

landmark of world cinema. As Umberto Eco wrote of Casablanca, Bruce

Conner's A Movie "is not one movie. It is 'movies.'" 1

NOTE

1 . Umberto Eco, "Casablanca: Cult Movies and Intertextual Collage," in Travels in Hyperreality

(San Diego, CA: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986), 208.

Still from A Movie
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From Junk to Funk to Punk to Link
CRAIG BALDWIN

Among the rich and richly varied filmways of the Bay Area can be

found that rather special practice known as the found-footage film.

There can he little doubt that this mode of making has enjoyed a

particularly prominent place in the local tradition. But why, exactly?

As a found-footage practitioner myself, I would like to float a

few possible contributing factors and then sketch out a (necessarily

partial) chronology of this curious activity in these here parts.

Even curiouser, how could the overt use of prefabricated industrial

images flourish in a regional film culture that so vigorously valorizes

“the personal”?

NORCAL AVENGERS

Well, at the risk of oversimplification, I would summon up that sense of

artistic identity that Northern California makers might host vis-a-vis the

commercial film establishment, especially regarding our competing film

center to the south. In fact, those Hollywood studios are a major source

of our found footage! Now, a Frisco maker just might see herself as an

antagonist to the assembly lines of the Southland and her repurposing

of the material as a redemptive gesture of “personal” creative agency.

We can at least agree that it is a “contrarian” impulse—the artist and

audience know that the footage came with a different intention, and

much of the later delight derives from its witty preemption. The result

is not your standard compilation doc, in which the archival images are

homologues in service to the narration! Au contraire, mon frere!

MULTIPLE EFFECTS AT MULTIPLE LEVELS

At base, the materiality of the celluloid itself can be reclaimed as

plastic-art material—the laughably ephemeral human forms easily

enough canceled with a sufficiently sharp object (best if serrated),

or stripped off that photochemical platform in an emulsion-erasing

Clorox swipe. Cinema concrete techniques such as these could be

called “structural,” sure, though they were in use long before the

seventies, when that term came into parlance. And anyway, I’d argue

that the Bay Area is not nearly so driven by formal concerns as, say, the

Buffalo of Hollis Frampton and Paul Sharits (though we still pour a bit

of beer on the ground for them, RIP). Our “soft structuralism” has it

both ways: Instead of absolute refusal, or deconstruction to null-point,

much of our work might be understood as a playful semiotic engage-

ment with the “original” authors. Marshall McLuhan advanced the

model of the “Menippian satire,” after Menippus of classical Greek

rhetoric (ah, already Frampton comes alive!), which is the mimicking

of modes of speech to parody mannered patterns.

The image can be read two ways. We see the initial expression of

the producer—as cliched and ideologically overdetermined as that
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previous page Jay Rosenblatt, Short ofBreath, 1990, film still

opposite San Francisco Cinematheque poster, designed by Scott Stark, 1989

might be—and at the same time, like Schroedinger’s Cat, we read

it in its new context—a split or schizophrenic sign. Art historical

graphic processes such as the palimpsest (old-school tracing pad)

or pentimento (painting over an earlier image in an artwork) come

to mind—more mixed metaphors for “reinscription” that certainly

anticipate our contemporary obsession with digital “versions.”

MORE RHETORICAL QUESTIONS/QUESTIONS OF RHETORIC

So against what sort of register might we consider the varieties of the

found-footage experience? Well, for this briefargument at least, let’s

take a page from Saussure; let’s consider an array (but not a hierarchy) of

“meaning” . . . that semantic denominator that cannot be killed, even at

the extreme of Schwitters’s most splintered collage. The dadaists tried to

grind letter-forms down into pure non-sense, while the Beats (on them,

more later) wanted to get past intentionality with their I Ching. But

you and I have been through that, and that is not our fate. For this here

semiological guerrilla, during wartime (never stops), the crucial work is at

the level of the symbolic—exposing intentions, harnessing meanings, and

then the redeployment onto the, ahem, metacinematic plane. That is what

hopefully elevates our projects beyond Altoids ads, beyond VJ wallpaper,

beyond the facile pastiche that’s passed off as . .
.
you know, the p-word . .

.

SLIPPING AND SLIDING

Though of course the “liberated” signifiers can always be absorbed

as “figuratively” (as opposed to literally) as desired. At one end of our

spectrum, they can be abstracted into the broadest sort of all-purpose

gesture, often enacted through extraordinary studio/lab techniques.

Perhaps this pole comes closest to painting and printmaking. If maybe

a little language is added (or even if it isn’t), the spectre of metaphor

may be invoked, maybe even the tentative tendrils of allegory.

And/or the found-footage artist can choose to work the more indexical

end of the axis, picking up more stitches of the Real and self-consciously

threading them through the warp and woof of the new quilt. The shots

retain their specificity, be it film historical or sociopolitical. This enter-

prise I call the “collage-essay.” It springs from what Eisenstein named

intellectual montage and then extends toward a kind of conceptual art.

To better plot these different uses, and to frame the following folk

history, let’s first stake out those abiding (sub)cultural conditions that

served as ground for the genre’s growth.

BASES OF BAY AREA BRICOLAGE

1. A general sense of regional humor and heterodox play that could

flourish in a more casual West Coast culture, outside of the Atlantic

axis of academies and museums.

2. The legacy of dada and surrealism, kept alive by local art schools,

the gallery scene, and practicing visual artists.

3. The influence of the Beats, with their existential, Zen-tinged apprecia-

tion for the “is-ness” of the lived world, for humble objects and “stressed”

materials. And their embrace of poverty—coping through ingenuity (and

masochism) rather than buying one’s way out of problems.

4. A distinctly San Fran transcendental impulse, certainly related to

Buddhism but also to Native American religions, to the Kaballah, and

to the New Age “vision quest”—the Jungian journey through psycho-

logical symbolism, the pilgrim recomposing herself as she shuffles

among the new configurations of meaning. Also, the communitarian,

collaborative practices that are woven deep into the social fabric,

especially since the hippie era.

5. A powerful affinity with a pop-art aesthetic, driven not by poverty

this time hut by California wealth, with its attendant self-conscious-

ness of commercial imagery and movie-cult quotation.

6. Hell yeah, an aggressive and deeply ingrained punk-rock attitude

that has not been quashed even yet, that opposes the precious with

a perverse appetite for violent collisions between compositional

elements, for shredding the store-bought, and for noise.

NEO-DADA

Now, most surveys of Bay Area found-footage film would start with Bruce

Conner, who had already established himself as a painter and assemblage

artist before producing any films. Some familiarity with the 1950s Funk

sculpture scene helps to understand how the junk constructions of the

Beat years influenced an allied bricolage practice in the cinema.

Eisenhower-era dropouts from around the country had migrated

to the City, finding cheap rent in the Fillmore District and in North

Beach, where many connected with the California School of Fine Arts

(renamed the San Francisco Art Institute in 1961). A sense of commu-

nity and a regional—and temporal—aesthetic identity developed. The

visual collagist Jess (Collins) started the King Ubu Gallery in 1952

with Robert Duncan and Harry Jacobus. A year later, Wally “Funk

Daddy” Hedrick initiated the Six Gallery. Then James Newman and

Robert Alexander’s Dilexi Gallery opened in Alexander’s loft above

the Jazz Workshop on Broadway. These alternative venues were

dedicated to presenting the new breed of interdisciplinary artists,

mixing painting, sculpture, music, and spoken word.

After the Los Angeles Police Department closed down his Ferus

Gallery group show in 1957, multimedia artist-curator Wallace

Berman left, in disgust, for San Francisco (actually Larkspur), joined

by the sculptor George Herms. This was the same year that Conner

arrived from Colorado on a tip from the poet Michael McClure, a high

school and college friend from the University of Nebraska. The new

immigrants accelerated this very exciting breakdown of the barriers

between the disciplines and, well, between art and life generally. In

this freewheeling atmosphere, Conner became affiliated with a group

that included McClure, Hedrick, Manuel Neri, and the painters Jay

DeFeo and Joan Brown (both to later figure in Conner’s movies). The

Rat Bastard Protective Association, “the first funky art religion,” was

the name that Conner coined to self-parody the outsider status of these

pessimistic bohemians, scraping by in the crumbling Victorians of the

Fillmore. For materials, they scavenged in the dumpsters for discarded

architectural “gingerbread” from demolition projects: urban renewal

was remaking the neighborhood into the “Western Addition.” After
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dark, they jammed the jazz clubs and late-night cafes for bebop and

the spontaneous poetry of Kerouac, Ginsberg, Ferlinghetti, Corso, et al.

Eventually, their scrap-collaged, pigment- and wax-encrusted

paintings grew off the walls and into the gallery space, free standing.

Conner produced several of these assemblages before hitting on the

idea of incorporating a running motion picture projector into the

ensemble. In time, this twelve-minute black-and-white film took on a

life of its own, crossing into the world of cinema as A Movie (1958).

“I stopped gluing it down,” said Conner.

Black-comic, and with a giddily ambiguous embrace of pop-cult

imagery, A Movie is a meticulously measured montage of 16mm

midcentury newsreel shots. Off-the-shelf prints of news digests were

readily available on 100-foot and 400-foot silent (and sound) spools,

produced for the amateur market by Castle Films and the like. These

screen reports, like the trailers and comedies they often accompanied,

had been familiarized through the regime of the neighborhood

theater, and the pastime of home projection, before the domestic

viewing of 16mm (and later, regular and Super 8mm) was eclipsed by

television. As well, many of these documentary and human interest

shorts were re-presented on TV in the 1950s as the networks were

padding out their sparse programming. Conner has acknowledged his

debt to these B shorts, remembering an early stock-footage compila-

tion cut to the “Beetlebaum” song of Spike Jones, who had his own

TV show at the time.

The sexual metaphors ofA Movie reemerge in Conner’s Cosmic Ray

(1961), a dazzling succession of superimpositions cut to Ray Charles’s

“What’d I Say.” Conner combined dancing girls with fireworks, Disney

animation, Academy leader, and other celluloid detritus in an ener-

gized prefiguring of the rock ’n’ roll euphoria that would shake the

City (and the world) a few years hence. And it was the prototype for

the “music video” form that emerged two decades after that.

Between 1963 and 1967 Conner cobbled together Report, using

countdown leader, extraneous snippets, and news footage taken of

John F. Kennedy in Dallas that was available through mail-order

catalogs and local camera stores. Versions of Report were issued in

both 16mm and 8mm, the latter for home use. Flarkingback to his

original kinetic sculpture inspiration, Conner occasionally displayed

the small-gauge edition as a film-installation—a gun-metal gray Bolex

projector focused on the white-painted screen of a period TV set.

SIXTIES MIXMASTERS

Also on the North Beach scene were Robert and Gunvor Nelson.

Both joined the faculty at the Art Institute, and both undertook

active collaborations with area artists (Steve Reich, R. G. Davis of

the Mime Troupe, and William and Dorothy Wiley). Robert’s zany

film collages (Confessions ofa Black Mother Succuba, 1964-65;

The Great Blondino, with William T. Wiley, 1967) mix found and

live-action footage in neo-dada burlesques. War Is Hell (1968), with

stock war-movie shots, was produced for San Francisco’s public

television station, KQED, in 1968; Bleu Shut (with Wiley, 1970) is

(among other things) a hilarious quiz on names for recreational

boats, their “found” still photos held for self-consciously extended

lengths of time. Gunvor Nelson and Dorothy Wiley’s Schmeerguntz

(1966) is a mad montage of real-world motherly chores, juxtaposed

with the media’s idealized depictions of womanhood.

The godmother of the area’s experimental film scene and a

cofounder of Canyon Cinema, Chick Strand, is another prolific

maker who often used found footage. Her second work, Angel Blue

Sweet Wings (1966), made after she relocated to Los Angeles, folded

preexisting imagery into the montage, as did her 1967 Waterfall. Her

1979 Cartoon le Mousse prompted Gene Youngblood to declare, “If

poetry is the art of making evocative connections between dissimilar

phenomena, then Chick Strand is a great poet, transcending her

material to create a surreal and sublime universe beyond reason.”

Her found-footage masterwork is Loose Ends (1979), a quirky skein of

midcentury miscellany that in fact manages a “compilation narrative.”

Among this first wave of cine-collagists could also be included

these two special cases: Lawrence Jordan and Jordan Belson. An

early member of the Canyon Co-op, Mr. Jordan came to the city from

Colorado in 1955, also garnering a position at SFAI. Having appren-

ticed with Joseph Cornell, arguably the first American found-footage

maker (Rose Hobart. 1936), Jordan received from the elder auteur the

commission to complete his last six nearly finished found-footage

pieces. Though Jordan is generally known as a cutout animation

artist, the illustrations in his whimsical works are for the most part

archival (e.g., Gustave Dore’s engravings). Duo Concertantes (1964)

and Our Lady ofthe Sphere (1969) are among his most memorable.

The work ofJordan Belson, another Bay Area visionary whose

filmography begins in the fifties, is also generally classed as animation

rather than compilation, but a certain kind of collage it surely is, and

stock—though perhaps not “found”—images often figure in his gaseous

miasmas. Belson’s 1957-59 Vortex Concerts (with the sound artist Henry

Jacobs) in Morrison Planetarium were a crucial watershed. Their radical

advances in the projection arts set the stage for the sixties psychedelic

light show scene (in which Conner was deeply involved, not coinciden-

tally), an “expanded cinema” form that drew heavily on hypnotic loops

and phantasmic, freely circulating clips from the populist surrealism of

Max Fleischer, Busby Berkeley, Flash Gordon, and other antecedents.

The expansive displays of Belson, and of Jordan and Jerry

Abrams and Anne Severson and many others, reached broader

audiences in the seventies with the stabilization of screening series

like the Cinematheque, eye music (at 80 Langton), and Karl Cohen’s

Intersection showcase, as well as the maturation of cinema depart-

ments at SFAI, San Francisco State, and the California College of Arts

and Crafts and the establishment of Film Arts Foundation (FAF). Scott

Bartlett, one of FAF’s founding members, is remembered for bridging

gaps, both between formats—experimental film and (then emerging)

video art—and between private and public imagery (as in Moon 1969,

1969). William Farley, also instrumental in the FAF project, was able

to probe profound philosophical issues, paradoxically enough, in a

tour-de-force fusion of pop-cult ephemera, Being (1974-75).

SUTURES OF THE SEVENTIES

Collage chronicles of the period should also include Doug Wendt

(and his appropriately titled Dub Film, 1979), Lyle Pearson (Funk,

1979), and Rock Ross, Michael Rudnik, Ed Jones, and Dean Snider—

the latter four closely associated with No Nothing Cinema in San

Francisco’s South of Market area, signaling a shift of the artistic

epicenter out of by-then-tourist-infested North Beach. The heady

freedom of the seventies and early eighties produced not only a
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Graphic designed by Craig Baldwin to promote his

Sonic Outlaws, 1995 (the eye patch is modeled on

Oakland Raiders’ logo)

Bruce Conner, Valse Triste, 1979, film still

Thad Povey, A Different Kind ofGreen, 1989, film still
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proliferation of cine-socials like Curt McDowell’s weekly salons and

No Nothing’s BYO-BBQs but also the fuzzy outlines of a Bay Area

beachcomber style (No Nothing was “dock o’ the bay,” just as Berman

had been twenty years earlier): hang-loose shorts pieced together

with out-of-date raw stock, hand-held/available-light camerawork,

and felt-penned found footage, playfully patched and scratched on

like mad, then exuberantly unspooled with double-system sound,

to the favorite tango tune (or children’s song) of the moment. These

were among the most joyful, most unselfconscious moments in the

Bay Area’s found-footage saga, treating original and secondhand shots

as equally serviceable surfaces for Exacto knife noodlings, direct

animation appliques, and rhythmic editing patterns.

AGENDAS OF THE EIGHTIES

But in the eighties, alas, everybody got a haircut. The mood changed,

studios and labs closed, and of course, SoMa fell to gentrification

(the original No Nothing site is now home plate in the SF Giants’

ballpark). McDowell died, and Bartlett died, and Snider (somewhat

later, in 1994) died. (Another dram to the ground, dear Reader.)

What had been a beatnik, then hippie, then punk dismissal of the

Academy came back as “appropriation art.” The period’s gravitas

freighted—and did enrich—the assemblage mode with more serious

agendas: gender, identity issues, postcolonialism, media theory,

psychological dysfunction, et al. Michael Wallin’s Decodings (1988)

synched up an uncanny skein of pictures to a parallel narration

and an elegiac Shostakovich score in a cosmic-goof coup de grace

that went on to the Whitney Biennial. Scott Stark, a long-legged

pillar of the area’s avant-garde scene, unceasingly released a slew

of short formal works (including some on video) that incorporated

estate sale and otherwise orphaned imagery, leading all the way up

to his latter-day dazzlers Noema (1998), Angel Beach (2001), and

Speechless (2009).

To keep this chronology complete, the Author himself is obliged

to list his own obsessive-compulsive concoction, RocketKitKongoKit

(1986), a postcolonial political consciousness-raiser, as well as a

subversive upending of genres, both fiction and documentary, so as

to expose their ideological bases. Shortly after, fellow San Francisco

State graduate Jay Rosenblatt crafted a careful slo-mo style in

support of his depth-psychology excavations (Short ofBreath, 1990).

Another State alumnus, Greta Snider, also used optical printing

(and hand-processing and “photo-gramming” and superimposition

and intertitles and subtitles and direct address, and a dozen other

methods) in a series of zine-inspired, fearlessly honest personal

essays (Futility, 1989; Our Gay Brothers, 1993; Flight, 1997).

During his Cali days, the now NY-based Mark Street devel-

oped a distinctive cinema concrete style that foregrounded the

film-as-material. His scratching, tinting, optical printing, and direct-

animation techniques wrought alchemical miracles from the outre

emulsion of educational and porn artifacts (Winter Wheat, 1989;

Blue Movie, 1994). Meanwhile, Lynne Sachs was cobbling together

her feminist essay, House ofScience (1991). And Julie Murray, now

also lost (to the Midwest), was developing an assiduous collage

practice (in her visual art as well), setting up her own homemade

Super 8 optical printer in her (now-razed) Clarion Alley studio, for

her fiercely idiosyncratic small-format works (Fuckface, 1986).

MILLENNIAL MILLIMETERS

If anything, the pace picked up in the nineties, with an increasing

emphasis on rephotography and intense emulsion mucking. Alfonso

Alvarez (Film For . . .

,

1989; Quixote Dreams, 1990-91) demonstrated a

bold graphic style, while Steve Dye’s animation sense apprehended the

found frame as a fragile miniature (Lun

,

1990; Zero, 1996). A trained

architect, Thad Povey galvanized the scene with his Tesla-esque

wizardry with light, projection apparati, and filmstrip (be it original

or found). His mastery over film’s material aspects led to surface work

akin to the attacks of the abstract expressionists. Carrying on the

potlatch generosity of No Nothing from his studio days there, Povey

has in fact organized a regular gathering for found-footage “quilting

bees,” where amateurs (the Scratch Film Junkies) can freely experi-

ment on editing room outs with fingernail polish, acetate inks, and

whatnot. Povey’s own portfolio is prodigious (A Different Kind ofGreen,

1989; Thine Inward-Looking Eyes, 1993), and by century’s end he had

branched out into installations (WrappedAround the Screw, 2001) and

collaborations with musicians in live performance (Nightsoil, 2002, also

with Alvarez). And apropos of projector-performance, also noteworthy

is Wet Gate— Steve Dye, Peter Conheim, Owen O’Toole (and sometimes

Gibbs Chapman, who has made more than a few found-footage films

of his own). Surfing the wave of obsolescence, this resourceful “Graflex

group” plays industrial film loops arranged like audiovisual songs.

The scene is busy indeed in the current millennium. David Sherman

(Revolver
; 1993; To Re-Edit the World, 2002) took his Tuning the Sleeping

Machine (1996) to the Whitney Biennial, while Kerry Laitala’s mesmer-

izing gothic reveries (Hallowed, 2002) brought her back to Black Forest

audiences three times on her tours of Europe. And the archivist Rick

Prelinger put a thousand plus public domain films on-line for a new

generation of media archaeologists.

THE NEW MAGNETIC WAVE

Yes, though it isn’t the focus of this review, respect is also due to that

rank of found-footage makers who work in video. Jeanne C. Finley (often

with John Muse) has drawn equally from the archives as from her own

doc footage to engender electronic essays that work the space between

public and private systems of signification and behavior (So You Want

to Be Popular? 1988; Involuntary Conversion, 1991). Phil Patiris (Iraq

Campaign, 1991) has distilled a wickedly satirical videography out of the

relentless flow of corporate logos, government propaganda, and sci-fi

escapism that is broadcast television. Bryan Boyce (America’s Biggest

Dick, 2005) rocketed up from Chip Lord’s tutelage at UC Santa Cruz

to an ascendant position in the video-appropriation heavens, sampling

smartly from the duplicitous double-talk of the multinational media

moguls, to finally bring the wrath of McLuhan’s global(ized) village right

back to the heart of the beast. Sick media chickens coming home to roost.

This is perhaps the promise of an electronic folk culture that Bay

Area found-footage makers hold forth: Concomitant with a caution-

ary acknowledgment of—and negotiation with—image overload, ours

is a refreshing affirmation of relative autonomy, personal ingenuity,

and creative agency to discover and share our own uses for things.

The radical imagination can still find its way through this bewildering

forest of signs. THIS is what is Beat-ific, what is supremely ironic,

and what is powerfully redemptive about this activity. Saint Francis

returns as Emperor Norton: the holy fool found his captain’s hat in a

free bin, and now he’s calling the shots.
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FOCUS

Schmeerguntz

Gunvor Nelson and Dorothy Wiley, 1966

ERNEST CALLENBACH

H
omemade in the best sense, Schmeerguntz is one long, raucous

belch in the face of the "American home." A pioneer feminist

document from 1966, it's put together from elements that are

unprepossessing—in fact, often revolting. Items plucked from the public,

sanitized, ad-glamorized American scene are thrown rapid-fire against

shots of the unmentionable side of home life: the guck in the kitchen sink,

the mountain of dirty clothes, squalling infants, filthy rumps, used tampons.

Even motherhood gets its knocks: a romantic organ prelude with shots of

the moon gives way to images of an incredibly distended belly, a painful

problem with dressing, then doleful pregnancy exercises and recurrent

urps in the toilet.

In the film’s nonstop counterpoint of the Ideal versus the Real, both

suffer cruelly comic critiques: the latter makes the former look cheap and

grotesque; the former makes the latter appear intolerably grubby. The

technique is simple and slapdash but effective. Much of the iconography

is, of course, not new in this satiric genre—the roller derby women, the

Miss America pageants, the endless commercial advertisements—but the

Schmeerguntz combination is brash enough, brazen enough, and funny

enough to purge the soul of every harried married American woman.

Film strip from Schmeerguntz
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FOCUS

Duo Concertantes

Larry Iordan, 1964

STACEY STEERS

L
awrence Jordan's animated collage work draws on romantically

charged objects and illustrations taken from Victorian-era engrav-

ings, which he juxtaposes in myriad combinations to suggest a

dreamscape rich with provocation. An heir to the surrealist impulse of Max

Ernst and Harry Smith, Jordan began working with cutouts in the early

sixties. The first of his many animated films, Duo Concertantes ( 1964) is a

lyrical and poetic meditation on the artistic impulse. The film is a reverie of

contrasting images exploring the interplay of creativity and chaos: grand

architecture and nineteenth-century landscapes, scientific tools and

galactic musings, classical sculpture and biology. The human desire to

control and communicate is present from the opening image of the impos-

ing and beautiful Glass Palace, home of the 1900 Centennial Exposition,

wherein we see a bird captured in a cage, and is further symbolized by a

man with his camera and various tools. The natural world's unmitigated

life force challenges that effort when classical sculptures and a printing

press fall into the sea and atoms spin randomly through space. The film

employs telling combinations of images to signify the quest of a young man

to understand the changing world and of a young woman to dream art and

cosmic forces into illuminating, uneasy connections.

Collage animation can be an inspiring vehicle for presenting multi-

faceted concepts through apparently simple interactions. It allows for a

compression of narrative and visual ideas not possible in all cinematic

forms. Duo Concertantes inspires deep levels of connective interpretation

that expand with each viewing of the film, due in partto Jordan’s use

of found materials and his expansion of their content, using motion and

proximity to suggest new meanings. A man stands knee-deep in water

performing simple acts of magic. A sphere takes on transformative power.

A pensive woman gazes out to see an egg with butterfly wings ascend.

Jordan's palette, inspired by his early association with Joseph Cornell,

pulls images from a source of mystery and lost innocence. The animation is

brought to life through skillful handwork and delicate manipulation.

Jordan's collage films are an early example of animation that steadfastly

moves beyond the pigeonhole of entertainment to explore experimental

animation as an art form. In this way his work has served as an inspiration

to the fine-art animators who followed. A thread of his intentions can be

seen in the work of Lewis Klahr, Janie Geiser, Martha Colburn, and Joshua

Mosley, as well as my own work, to mention only a few. The truly whimsical

yet serious nature of Jordan's work creates a legacy of real power.

Stills from Duo Concertantes



FOCUS

Allures

Iordan Belson, 1961

KERRY BROUGHER

T
he conventional history of abstraction outlines a path that leads

from the work of Wassily Kandinsky and Kazimir Malevich through

the byways of constructivism and surrealism and eventually to New

York and the action-prone, self-signifying paintings of Jackson Pollock and

others. There is, however, an alternative trajectory—one that starts with

Kandinsky but culminates not with painting on the East Coast but with film

and light shows on the West Coast. Motivated by ideas of "visual music"

—

the desire to find within painting an analog to the abstract condition of

music—many artists embraced new technologies and displayed a willing-

ness to blur distinctions between high art and popular culture. Ranging from

the "color organs" of Stanton Macdonald-Wright and Thomas Wilfred to

the abstract animated films of Oskar Fischinger, Harry Smith, and John and

James Whitney, these artists' works injected the musical elements of time,

rhythm, and "color hearing” into visual art. This loosely knit lineage of artists

inspired Jordan Belson's own mind-expanding, cosmic films. Influenced

by the Whitneys' use of complex mandalic patterns, Belson eschewed the

materiality of thick impasto in favor of the ethereal colored light of cinema.

The Vortex Concerts on which Belson collaborated with the composer

Henry Jacobs between 1957 and 1959 pushed the concept of visual music

beyond the two-dimensional screen and monaural sound into a three-

dimensional, immersive visual and aural environment. The film frame had

been dissolved, leaving, in Belson's words, an "uncanny effect: not only was

the image free of the frame, but [it was] free of space somehow." 1 Belson's

own film footage, including some material that would be incorporated into

his seminal work, Allures [ 1961), was blended into these concerts. Returning

afterward to Allures, the filmmaker was able to convey multidimensionality

using swirling vortices, solar imagery, sacred geometric forms, and shifting

colored light. These experiments were expanded in such works as Re-entry

(1964), Samadhii 1966-67), and, most recently, Epilogue (2005).

The films create, as Belson suggested, not space as we know it but

spaces of the mind. Simultaneously intimate and microcosmic, expansive

and universal, they plunge us headfirst into a constantly swirling, shifting,

transforming cosmos. Belson's work is a vortex itself, a place for the fusion

of painting, film, light projection, and environmental art that both harks back

to the spiritual journeys of the Theosophists and early-twentieth-century

abstract painters and looks forward to today's digital installation work and

virtual reality "caves." Perhaps no other work in the history of art has come

closer to shifting visual art into the realm of the music of the spheres.

NOTE

1. Jordan Belson, quoted in Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema (New York: E. P. Dutton, 19701, 389.

Still from Allures
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A Legacy of Light
TONY REVEAUX

Only by accepting light as autonomous, as plastic luminosity that can be

molded
, shaped, and formed with the same limitless plasticity as the clay

in which sculptors model, could the artist hope to find a valid correspon-

dence between his new scale ofexperience and his artistic expression ofit.

—Gyorgy Kepes, The Nature and Art ofMotion

The California Gold Rush beckoned Yankee tinkerers; some shaped

watercraft, cable cars, and carnival rides, and others helped establish

a new frontier in publishing, photography, and film. In the days before

movies meant Hollywood, fully functional production companies

made silent films in and around the San Francisco Bay Area, including

such works as Hobart Bosworth’s The Valley ofthe Moon (1914) and

Charlie Chaplin’s The Tramp (1915).

For Bay Area mediamakers, photographic imagery has been but a

portal for an ever-evolving audiovisual ecosystem that supports and

extends personal expression. As he tracked the Bay Area’s post-World

War II artistic community of painters, potters, and sculptors through the

1960s and 1970s, the critic Thomas Albright also included filmmakers in

his analysis. Many of these independent filmmakers, inspired to expand

their creations, combined their films with projections, video, electronics,

and computers. This was not, however, because of an attraction to the

mechanistic qualities of these devices alone. As the artist Jordan Belson

said, “I reached the point that what I was able to produce externally, with

the equipment, was what I was seeing internally. . . . I’ve always consid-

ered image-producing equipment as extensions of the mind.”1
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Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), a national movement

merging the actions of artists and engineers, made a brief touchdown

in the Bay Area with three performances in 1968. E.A.T. Bay Area, a

chapter that was active for about a year and was led by Merlin Stone

and Richard Feldman, produced The Machine as Seen at the End ofthe

Mechanical Age, a multiroom video and sound environment, at the

San Francisco Museum of Art in 1969. Loren Sears, who organized

the video portion, described the event as “educated play with the toys

and effects.”
2 According to Albright, however, “the art-and-technology

movement failed to generate the enthusiasm in the Bay Area that

it did in Los Angeles or on the East Coast. The expressionistic and

individualistic traditions of Bay Area art worked against wholehearted

acceptance of the detached, ‘objective’ attitude that was integral to the

art-and-technology esthetic.” 3

Early Bay Area filmmakers such as Belson and Harry Smith (both

making films by the 1940s) and Bruce Conner (whose first film was in

1958) were integral participants in these expressionistic and indi-

vidualistic traditions, producing what Albright viewed as “Visionary

art.” Imaginative and idiosyncratic risk takers, they seized equally

upon old and new technologies as workable means to personal ends

rather than idealizing them as conceptual paradigms, as did their

E.A.T. peers. To realize in film the “painter’s dream” of designed

composition, they sought to combine eclectic imagery, variable scale,

graduated densities, reassigned color, and temporal control. This was

multiplied and extended in the coextensive embraces of the figurative

and abstract, the objective and the nonobjective.

Their works were stimulated by the metaphysical currents of the

day. Reflecting the rampant pantheism of the sixties and seventies,

there was no received artistic religiosity. Free to meld different beliefs

and philosophies, as well as hallucinogens, no two film artists shared

the same spiritual signature. There were the Buddhisms of Belson and

Bruce Baillie and the Hinduisms of Smith and Stephen Beck, but no

observant traditional practitioner would recognize these prayers of

light as “true” to their own proven faith. Some of their films can be seen

as transcendent—opening up far vistas to infinite universes and even

elevated states of consciousness. Others can be viewed as devotional—

a

concentrated, radial centering of meditative movement reaching to and

unifying one’s inner being. Many may be seen as both. Or neither. Or

as a unique, indeterminate vision. This vibrant dynamic, open to and

encouraging personal interpretation, exemplifies the intimacies bonding

Bay Area filmmakers of this period to their sympathetic audiences.

FROM SEA TO SHINING SKY: PUBLIC ILLUMINATIONS

The San Francisco Bay has long been noted for its Mediterranean

“painter’s light.” From pioneer days to the present, the region has also

had its nighttime renderings of light, in celebratory fireworks displays

from the Italian and Chinese neighborhoods and in their torchlit

churches and lanterned parades. Three separate events—the 1915

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, the Vortex Concert series

of the late 1950s, and the light shows in the 1960s—continued and

underscored the local appreciation for expanded media.

“I have tonight seen the greatest revelation of beauty that was ever

seen on the earth . . . the courts and buildings of the Panama-Pacific

Exposition illuminated at night,” exclaimed the poet Edwin Markham

one February evening in 1915. 4 This celebration of San Francisco’s

recovery from the 1906 earthquake and fire is the Bay Area’s enduring

metaphor for the flame of destruction becoming the creativity of light.

The exposition attracted an eager public through wondrous

stagings of pageants, panoramas, performances, films, projections,

and demonstrations. The popularity of electric light—only twenty-

five years old at the time—was expressed by innovative displays and

installations designed by Walter D’Arcy Ryan, director of General

Electric’s Illuminating Engineering Laboratory. His proposals for

concealed lighting illuminating most of the buildings, floodlighting,

and light shows “seemed so fantastic that there was scarcely a detail

which was not opposed.” 5

Ryan had the exposition’s 435-foot-high Tower of Jewels fes-

tooned with thousands of pieces of faceted and mirrored Austrian

glass “Novagems,” which reflected and amplified the sunlight. At

night the beams from fifty-four searchlights played on the shim-

mering crystals, their luminous shafts fracturing the atmosphere

into countless colored shards like an ethereal kaleidoscope. Ryan’s

Scintillator was a guided array of forty-eight searchlights that could

be lensed to changing colors. Their total capacity was equal to 2.6

million candles.6 The one-hour light show played across the clouds of

steam generated from a captive locomotive stationed on a pier and the

fog banks over the Bay. The patterns it created were said to resemble

the aurora borealis. All this was climaxed by a tremendous fireworks

display, visible from miles away and front ships at sea. Millions of

people shared this pioneering visionary experience.

From 1957 to 1959 Jordan Belson, as visual coordinator, and Henry

Jacobs, as audio coordinator, presented a series of sixty-two Vortex

Concerts in the Morrison Planetarium at the California Academy of

Sciences in San Francisco. For fifty minutes within the rarefied realm

of the velvet-black void, forty stereophonic surround-sound sources

radiated electronic music. Belson’s cosmic abstract imagery was

driven and illuminated throughout the theater by as many as seventy

slide, film, strobe, and other projection devices. Later concerts in

the series included film footage by Belson, James Whitney, and Hy

Hirsh. Each hand-controlled performance was slightly different from

every other one. So, too, were the subjective reports from those who

remember them; descriptions ranged from being inside a moving

abstract painting to witnessing an exploding universe. 7

Bruce Conner recalled, “It was really kind of a presentation of the

mechanics of the planetarium in ways that were not traditional and

that exploited all of those mechanics. There just wasn’t anything quite

like that kind of presentation that I knew of at the time, and I was

quite taken with electronic music back then.” 8

In addition to his own compositions, Jacobs invited works by

Karlheinz Stockhausen, Toru Takemitsu, Pieter Van Deusen, Gyorgi

Ligeti, and Luciano Berio. A special rotary console allowed him to

shift the sound around the planetarium’s spherical space to pace

Belson’s lights, intensifying the immersive multimedia experience for

the enraptured audiences of up to five hundred. Vortex traveled to the

Brussels World’s Fair in 1958.

The Bay Area was also a center for innovative multi-image projec-

tion light shows that captivated audiences, especially at concerts.

Emerging in the early sixties, the movement peaked in the mid-

seventies. Instead of the focused, central continuity of a movie, or the

otherworldly abstractions of Vortex, the typical San Francisco light
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MAGNETIC TAPE
In an age characterized by revolutionary technological changes, magnetic tape recording has emerged as

a highly efficient means of storing information. Beyond this, tape presents a new opportunity to musicians:
composer, performer and sound engineer can unite their functions into one artistic expression. The field of

tape composed music is relatively new, having developed in France (“musique concrete”), Germany
(“Elektronische Mnsik”) and the United States (John Cage, Ussachcsvsky and Luening) in the last decade.
The challenge of the possibilities of magnetic tape is compelling.

VORTEX
The loudspeaker system of the Morrison Planetarium as used for Vortex consists of 36 speaker units

evenly spaced around the perimeter of the dome, with 2 additional bass speakers diametrically opposed to

each other. All speakers may be switched on and off at either the main control or the Vortex console.
(The form of switches on the Vortex console is such that they may be played on like a piano.) All speakers
may be switched on instantaneously from either point. A rotary switch provides the Vortex Effect, fn

addition the overall volume and the volume of the bass speakers may be controlled at the main desk.
While Vortex is effective in the darkened auditorium a few of the optical or ‘video’ effects will be used as
provided by the projectors on the central platform.

The name — Vortex — is derived from the ability to move the sound around the dome in either clockwise
or counterclockwise rotation, at any speed. Since a single program source is used this is not stereophonic
sound but an entirely new aural experience.

The Planetarium employs a 75-watt Langevin amplification system. Speakers are Jensen, University
and Bell & Howell. Bass speakers ore Jim Lansing, driven by a custom 100-watt amplifier. Tape playback
is provided by the new model professional Magnecord. All tape travels at 15 inches per second in this

demonstration. Most of the original Vortex tapes were made on Ampex 600 and 350 recording machines.

MUSIC OR SOUND OR NOISE?
The Vortex idea came about quite naturally as a byproduct of the Era of New Sounds. While we are

accustomed to thinking of music as some ephemeral thing emanating from musical instruments, in reality,

we most frequently experience music os it emanates from a loudspeaker. While ideally the high fidelity

recording and reproduction of music aims at the closest substitution for a live musical performance, the

aims of musique concrete do not. There is no such attempt at recreating the original sound image. Thus
with the parameters of the loudspeaker(s) primarily in mind, the composer experiments. His tools and
instruments are tape recorders, sound distorting networks, and even musical instruments.

At this point, definitions are loose. Few composers care to indulge in justifying their product as music,
or sound, or noise. They have created something to be listened to: how it is described or defined is up to

the listener. And fortunately in the Bay Area, there exist two institutions whoBe combined facilities provide
ideal conditions for the expression of this endeavor.

FM Station KPFA, in its eight years of broadcasting, has maintained an active policy of encouraging the

unique expression of the individual artist. As a non-commercial, cultural radio station its facilities and

air time have been used to realize the most amazing experiment in American radio. The Morrison Plane-
tarium of the California Academy of Sciences bad already installed a unique multi-directional sound system,
when Vortex was first conceived. Viewing this as a legitimate technical endeavor in sound composition
and reproduction, the Planetarium administration cooperated in providing one of the finest playback facili-

ties in the world. In addition, their technical staff has devoted its time to designing the Vortex console
as well as numerous other components.

Vortex, as a completely new conception of the relations between the listener and space, makes its bid

for a place in the Bay Area cultural scene.
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page 104 The Tower of Jewels, from The Blue Book, souvenir book of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 1915

opposite Vortex concert program, January 1958, and Flight to the Future, light show by Karl Cohen with music by George Mundy, 1972

following page Loren Sears’s design for an optical printer. Canyon Cinemanews, July 1967, and Kinesis film catalog supplement, 1955

show was a shifting, borderless, and immersive environment of visual

improvisation complementing live or recorded rock music, often spilling

colors and patterns over the joyful dancing crowds.

According to Thomas Albright:

Bill Hamm and Elias Romero were the first to develop . . . the light show.

(Paul Beattie and Warner Jepson had already collaborated in independent

experiments with light projections in 1960, working in the dancer Ann

Halprin’s studio.) Hamm, a painter, and Romero, a painter and poet[J . .

.

began working together on primitive light projections in a former Mission

district church. By floating colored emulsions on water, they projected

globular, changing images onto a large screen, creating fluid, abstract color

fields. They soon explored the possibilities of incorporating more explicit

imagery and symbols, adding rotating color discs and slide projections.9

Hamm and Romero were given the opportunity to contribute their

light visions on a grander canvas in the memorable San Francisco Trips

Festival, held in 1966 at the Longshoremen’s Hall. Their illuminations

were joined by Donald Buchla’s Sound-Light Console, performed with

Buchla, Charles MacDermod, and Ramon Sender and sponsored by the

Tape Music Center and Canyon Cinema. Backing the driving music of Big

Brother and the Holding Company were the films and loops ofAnthony

Martin and Bruce Baillie. Bruce Conner provided the graphically arresting

poster. Coproduced by Ken Kesey and Stewart Brand, the event posi-

tioned and revealed the character of a new counterculture, preceding and

leading to the Summer of Love, Haight-Ashbury, and Burning Man.

Whatever It Is (1966) was as much a monumental happening as

an architectural masterpiece of a light show, created by Scott Bartlett

and Tom DeWitt in the cafeteria at San Francisco State College, where

they were students. Stewart Brand, enjoying a temporary residency at

the school, was the producer. Bartlett designed a large three-screen

island of muslin sheeting on wooden frames arched over the band stage.

Illuminated by multiple projectors, the structure could be viewed like a

theater in the round. On one screen were projected portions of Bartlett’s

Metanomen (1966), DeWitt’s AtmosFear (1966), and loops collected

from their other film work. Another screen displayed the animated and

cybernetic works of brothers John Whitney Sr. and James Whitney.

Gary Ewing lit the third island from a battery of liquid projections.

The bands playing for the performance included the Grateful Dead

and Jefferson Airplane. Ken Kesey’s Merry Pranksters drove up to

the door in their painted bus. Led by Prankster Carolyn Adams, who

had been dubbed “Mountain Girl” by Neal Cassady, the motley group

descended to the floor to join in the action. In an agreement with

Brand, the artists’ payment for the light show was to be in the form of

the screen materials. But around six in the morning, after the show

had finally ended, DeWitt recounts, “the Merry Pranksters, under the

tutelage of Neal Cassady, thought it would be funny to tear the thing

down.” Bartlett “went ballistic” at the thoughtless attack and was barely

mollified when DeWitt was able to put it all back together again in their

Harriet Alley studio. Thereafter Bartlett and DeWitt produced a series

of light shows at the Fillmore and the Avalon Ballroom under the aegis

of the filmmaker Ben Van Meter.

In 1967 Van Meter had formed the North American Ibis

Alchemical Light Company, which performed light shows at the

Avalon Ballroom. The five-person crew ran a system of four overhead

projectors for patterns, liquid projections, a focus spot, a strobe

downlight for the dance floor, a high-intensity wide-angle strobe,

thirteen slide projectors, and two 16mm film projectors. This rainbow

barrage of immersive imagery was received on a 180-degree screen

that wrapped around the L-shaped room, with the bandstand in the

angle of the L accented with a diagonal key screen.

When Van Meter took a six-month leave of absence, Bruce Conner

stepped in to manage the company’s performances. He also ran

slide projections and his own 8mm projector. Said Conner, “I had

film loops that I had made and others made by Ben, hand-drawn

abstractions and more, cannibalized from sources like educational

series and Betty Boop cartoons and my own films such as Lookingfor

Mushrooms (1961-67) and Breakaway (1966).” 10

With three bands a night, sometimes including the Doors and Big

Brother and the Holding Company, artist and filmmaker Conner’s signal

contribution was guiding the group to perform and improvise like a col-

laborative multimedia jazz combo. “We would work out certain patterns

so there was a generic format we might use filling all those walls with

patterns,” he said. “This was probably the best consistent weekly light

show anywhere in the country. We had it, and New York didn’t.”

After Van Meter’s return the North American Ibis Alchemical Light

Company met its fiery finale while fulfilling a commission from the

composer Patrick Gleeson for a music and poetry presentation at the

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Van Meter insisted on rejecting

the group’s signature multimedia immersion, instead confining them to

one rear projection screen framing a rock band and nude dancers. An

indignant Conner forcibly dismounted these stage settings in midper-

formance. It all concluded in a tumultuous melange of opposing visual

styles, after which Van Meter dissolved the cooperative.

Jerry Abrams, who made bright and frenzied shorts like Be-In

(1967) and Eyetoon (1968), shared a brief partnership in the Head

Lights company with the photographer and painter Glenn McKay

before going off to present his own light shows, which included film

components. McKay extended his aesthetic into abstract and figurative

multi-image productions. He directed a crew engaging two-inch-

square glass superslides, 16mm film, overhead projectors, and various

assemblages combining photographic, painted, and liquid media. “It

was like painting with three or four hands,” he recalled.
11 Backing such

bands as Jefferson Airplane, his projections did their part to propel the

hallucinatory rhythms of the San Francisco Sound of the late sixties.

In 1969 the sculptor Mel Henderson set up fifteen klieg lights along

Market Street and up to Twin Peaks. Operators controlled the beams

to paint dynamic streaks of light on the low-lying fog over downtown

San Francisco. In the mid-1970s Karl F. Cohen, partnering with the

electronic composer George Mundy, produced Nova and Flight to the

Future, continuity-driven light shows that combined film, projects, and
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Canyon Cinema Research and Development Division: OPTICAL PRINTING STAND

i -Base board has length-wise groove for camera mount to slide for focusing and
changing magnification. Another, cross-wise, for projector horizontal alignment.

(Zj -Camera mount raises and lowers camera by thumbscrew adjustment on threaded
shafts, stilt-like, stuck into slide base.

(5)
-Extension bellows allows magnification range from 1:1 up to 1:2, or 16mm to

16mm up to 8mm to 16mm. We use 75mm C-mount lens.

(i^ -Currently using GE 250 watt photoflood with screw base as light source, a

light gathering lens and a collimating lens to direct light beam onto film.

DIVERTISSEMENT ROCOCO

A FILM BY Hy Hirsh, SAN FRANCISCO, I9S2.

This is an abstract film composed entirely of oscilliscope and other mov-

ing, artificial PATTERNS, AND INTENDED FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT OF THE VIEWER.

TO MAKE THE FILM MR. HIRSH CONSTRUCTED A UNIQUE OPTICAL PRINTER WHICH AL-

LOWED HIM A GREAT RANGE OF EXPERIMENT IN SU PE R I M POS I T I ON OF IMAGES AND COL-

ORS. HE DID NOT ATTEMPT A CLOSE SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE PICTURES TO THE AC-

COMPANYING MUSIC, SELECTING INSTEAD COMPOSITIONS WHICH SEEMED TO CORRES-

POND WITH THE TEXTURE AND MOOD OF EACH SECTION OF THE FILM,* MUSIC, VISUALS

AND PURPOSE ALL COMBINING TO SUGGEST THE TITLE.

The film was selected for showing at the Edinburgh film festival, I9S2.

Color, sound, ii minutes

EXPERIMENTAL NARRATIVE DOCUMENTARY

Rental $ 7. 50

Sale $ 120. 00

566 COMMERCIAL

kinesis,

ST., SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
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liquid media. They were presented in venues that included schools and

museums. “In the sixties,” said Cohen, “there were as many as fifty' light

show groups working in the Bay Area, but most ofthem didn’t use film.”
12

OPTICAL PRINTING

A professional optical printer looks like a cross between a studio ani-

mation stand and a machinist’s lathe; by the late 1970s the availability

of the $5,000 JK Optical Printer drew hundreds of experimental film-

makers to craft their own special effects. But in the fifties and sixties

Bay Area filmmakers like Jordan Belson, Hy Hirsh, Loren Sears, and

Will Hindle improvised their own tabletop light-bending rigs.

Hirsh, who had been a Hollywood cinematographer in the 1930s,

focused on his own distinctively independent work while in San

Francisco in the early fifties. A signature Afro-Caribbean and jazz-

driven noir sensibility infused his short films with a sophisticated

rhythmic assurance driven by confident improvisation as in the

stereoscopic film Come Closer (1952) and the pioneer oscilloscope films

Divertissement Rococo (1951) and Eneri (1953). Hirsh used an early

magnetic wire recorder to create sound tracks and built a 16mm optical

printer to produce matting, distortion, and color control, seen in films

like Gyromorphosis (1954), Autumn Spectrum (1957), Scratch Pad (1961),

and La Couleur de laforme (1961). In these works he leverages the

rephotography of his optical printing to choreograph multiple super-

impositions of abstract patterns and of images such as a woman, racing

cars, a cityscape, or a kitten in elliptical and surrealistic arrays.

An accomplished abstract painter, Belson was inspired by the San

Francisco Museum of Art’s Art in Cinema series in the late forties

to begin what would become a cine-spiritual life search. In the late

fifties he built an ingeniously versatile yet economical optical printing

assembly. His 16mm Bolex camera was mounted on an optical bench

comprising a plywood frame around an old X-ray stand with rotating

tables, variable speed motors, and variable-intensity lights. It allowed

him to interpose filters, lenses, prisms, and mirrors and to rephoto-

graph imagery. He painstakingly produced real-time mixings and

overlays of shapes and colors and some video processing. This has

been the technological basis for more than twenty of his films.

Holistically centered works such as Cosmos (1969), World (1970),

and Chakra (1972) express a visionary sense of scale that leaps

between and unifies the micro and the macro. Belson integrated his

personal studies of yoga and Eastern religions into his visual expres-

sion. In Re-entry (1964) he balances, combines, and counterpoints the

flaming leap of John Glenn’s space flight and celestial events, both

naturalistic and abstractly metaphysical. Phenomena (1965), Samadhi

(1967), and Momentum (1968) are luminously radiating abstractions of

compelling purity, mystery, and beauty.

While serving as a film lab technician at Leo Diner’s in San

Francisco, Loren Sears mated an old Kodak 16mm projector and a

35mm bellows to a 75mm lens on a Pathe camera. He recalled, “I

wound up building an optical bench that I could slide the camera

around on. I could photograph sequences backwards, freeze, move, and

bipack scenes, then rewind and do multiple exposures. The camera

was mounted on thumbscrews to pan across or position the rephoto-

graphed image anywhere within the 16mm camera frame that I liked.”
13

Working in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood, Sears shot reveal-

ing footage of the sociopolitical aspects of everyday life. There were

Digger gatherings and people in communes and in the Grateful Dead’s

house. “My intention,” he said, “was to take documentary footage and

then, with the optical printer, turn it into visual music.” His Be-In

(1967) and Tribal Home Movie #2 (1967) are lively and playful kinetic

compositions that often share the graphic freedom of the psychedelic

posters that were part of that atmosphere. “I was composing, not just

for eyes and ears, but also kinesthetically, with the ways your breath

and body sympathetically respond to what you’re watching.” 14

Will Hindle, another Bay Area film artist whose vision went far

beyond the familiar, used a 16mm optical printer of his own design to

rephotograph and reshape moving images with a compositional freedom

and craftsmanship that was at once expressionistic, graceful, and heroic.

With its idealistic leitmotiv of a flame igniting within an eye, FFFTCM

(1967) was, he said, “a Promethean awakening, de-bonding of the human

spirit.”
15 Produced in a friend’s studio in San Francisco, Hindle’s Chinese

Firedrill (1968) remains a classic of experimental dream-narrative

visualization. In this wordless abstract psychodrama the artist is seen

confined in a small white room. As he reaches out, flashes of light melt

the walls and then expand, telescoping time and space, revealing child-

hood images, erotic meldings, and inner consciousness.

EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN VIDEO, ELECTRONICS, AND COMPUTERS

In 1967 San Francisco’s public television station, KQED, featured

a series on Bay Area arts. Bruce Conner was invited to direct a live

session of Michael McClure performing one of his poems. “I was told

it was the first time the station had allowed anybody outside of their

staff to direct anything,” Conner said. Until that time viewers would

not have witnessed such a Brechtian turn on television as his proved

to be. “I worked with the obvious characteristics of the material,” he

said, “and tried to use its electronic character to make it obvious that

there were cameras there that might be moving to Michael, and you

might see two cameras moving back, a close-up of him might become

a negative, or might go out of focus.” McClure was seen reading the

poem to his own image on the set screen, sometimes multiplied in

the process of feedback going into the monitors. “So,” Conner said,

“it was a lot of visual effects, and it also functioned very well with

his poem.”16 A five-minute segment of that performance resulted in

Conner’s film Liberty Crown (1967).

KQED’s emerging National Center for Experiments in Television

(NCET), which is elsewhere described in this book, cultivated a number

of interdisciplinary projects with filmmakers, artists, and composers.

KQED hosted another experimental project, the Dilexi Series, funded by

the gallery owner Jim Newman. About a dozen highly innovative works,

among them The Empire ofThings, by Phil Makanna, and Music with

Balls, by the composer Terry Riley with Arlo Acton, were completed in

1969. They used Hi-Band Color VTRs and strategies such as keying and

debeaming the gun of the film chain. These works exploited radical and

often rhapsodic shifts of vivid color exchange, patterning, and texture

that can be triggered by letting good video “go bad.”

It was just this quality of “bad” video that inspired filmmakers like

Jordan Belson and Scott Bartlett to incorporate sequences of processed

video in their works. They liked the glowing graininess, psychedelic

phosphorescence, dramatic flaring and streaming, and pop-art poster-

ization that were relatively easy to invoke on videotape compared to

optical printing. Belson collaborated with the NCET resident Stephen
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Beck on Cycles (1975), created with the custom-built Beck Direct

Video Synthesizer, yielding shimmering, chromatic atmospheres.

With original music by Belson, Anima (1974) led the figure of a woman

dancer through an abstracted and colorized aura of meditation.

Scott Bartlett’s OFFON (1968) stands as a turning point between

a summa of analog film and video and the digital media yet to come.

According to his San Francisco State classmate Tom DeWitt, the

title refers both to yin-yang philosophical duality and the binary

logic of electronics. While an industrial design student, DeWitt was

building his own animation stands and optical printers. Rising from

the collaborative labors of Bartlett, DeWitt, Michael MacNamee, and

Glenn McKay, OFFON was born in a complex process that combined

many different media. Live and prestructured light-show projections

and photographed video were switched, processed, keyed and fed

back, and optically printed. Bartlett even hand-dyed film loops taken

from the overhead projectors in light shows in tubs of food coloring.

OFFON 's driving and exploding “electrovideographics” still glows

and pulses w ith a life of its own. Said DeWitt, “OFFON was the fruit

of a year and a half of working together. Scott edited it. And in editing

it, he did a brilliant job of putting it all together.” 17

Bartlett continued to combine and fuse natural, electronic, and

video imagery in films like Moon 1969 (1969) and Serpent (1971). DeWitt

made The Leap (1969) using electrovideographics created collabora-

tively with Bartlett at San Francisco State in 1968, the year he graduated

and returned to New York. DeWitt continued to migrate to the Bay

Area,18 editing in Berkeley and using Palmer Film Lab for Fall (1971).

When computers were still unobtainably remote and abstruse,

some abstract filmmaking was aided by another kind of electronic

imaging. The oscilloscope is an analog test and measurement

instrument that produces a visual record of an oscillating current that

can be shaped by numerical values, electrical signals, or audio input

such as music. In the Bay Area Hy Hirsh incorporated vertical and

wavelike scrolling oscilloscope patterns printed and superimposed

Stephen Beck wiring the Beck Direct Video Synthesizer, c. 1971

through color filters. These effects were seen in such films as Eneri

(1953), which was driven by a sound track of African drumming, and

Scratch Pad (1961), made after he moved to Paris. In contrast, Belson

adjusted the x-y coordinates of an oscilloscope for grid texturing

and then radial, concentric, and center-weighted patterning for the

meditative effects he sought for Allures (1961).

With the tool building and creativity of Stephen Beck, we see the

fulfillment of the transition from analog to digital for expanded media,

though it was still the very early age of analog computing. As soon as

he arrived at KQED in 1970 as an NCET resident, Beck, in collabora-

tion with the composer Richard Felciano, began to build a prototype

video synthesizer. The Beck Direct Video Synthesizer is “an analog

hybrid computer,” he said, “a visual computer. I didn’t really build the

synthesizer for the technology per se. It was a way of being able to work

with color and imagery.” 19 In 1974 the Direct Video Synthesizer was fol-

lowed by the development of his Beck Video Weaver system, a real-time

digital image generation technique modeled after the warp-and-weft

systems of traditional textile looms. Video Weavings (1976), a continu-

ous interplay of beguiling, chromatically geometric progressions, is a

classic work created with this instrument. Union (1975), a synthesis of

film and video techniques elevated with Hindu music, depicts the astral

journey of the self seeking union with itself, culminating with the figure

of a yogi accepting the expanse of an ocean.

And thus this pioneering era of enterprising analog originality is

bridged to the digital future we inhabit today. Desktop computers,

graphic software, and video editing programs are now affordable and

widely accessible. But innovation, creativity, and spiritual drive are no

less elusive and unique through pixels than they are through sprockets.
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AN UNDERGROUND T HEATER

Printed in the U.S.A. I.W.W. PRESS April 10, 1963

Anyone particularly interested in film who has an idea on the

following, please send us a card.

Canyon Cinema: The Early Years
INTERVIEWS WITH BRUCE BAILLIE, ERNEST CALLENBACH, CHICK STRAND, AND EMORY MENEFEE BY KATHY GERITZ

For overfour decades San Francisco’s experimental film culture has

been supported by two small organizations: Canyon Cinema, a distribu-

tor ofartist-made films, and San Francisco Cinematheque, an exhibitor.

Go back far enough, and one discovers that they were part ofthe same

endeavor, arisingfrom Bruce Baillie’s quixotic vision ofa neighbor-

hoodfilm community and morphing and expanding as artists and

film enthusiasts responded to changing times and practical necessity.

Although this history is not yet fifty years old, legends more than details

about Canyon Cinema have circulated.' Before we began interviewing

some ofthe foundingparticipants, we knew little beyond the compel-

ling image ofa projector on a kitchen windowsill and an army surplus

screen (some remember a sheet) in Baillie’s backyard in the small town

ofCanyon, just east ofOakland; even the dates ofthese early screenings

were in question. We were startled to discover that the first Canyon

Cinema screenings rnixed narrative features, cartoons, and silent serials

with experimental films and that the legendary audiences ofthe 1960s

usually amounted to fifteen to fifty people— not very differentfrom

today’s audience numbers.

We were struck, too, by the fact that most ofthe early innovators

were involvedfor only a handful ofyears. Yet their engagement figured

prominently in their lives, even though burnout or disillusionment

eventually took its toll. The shifting array ofparticipants learned as

they worked, sharing know-how and honing their vision, so that Canyon

Cinema and San Francisco Cinematheque havefunctioned as evolving

groups oflike-mindedfriends, colleagues, and artists. Canyon’s early

days echo the fertile interplay offilm exhibition andfilmmaking that

arose around Frank Stauffacher’s Art in Cinema programs in the late

1940s and early 1950s, when Hy Flirsh, Harry Smith, Sidney Peterson,

Jordan Belson, James Broughton, Stan Brakhage, and others attended

screenings and madefilms, at times with one another’s artistic and

financial support.

Canyon has survived almost fifty years because there was always

someone who would step in to passionately tend to the screenings or, later,

thefilm distribution operations. At its most expansive, Canyon Cinema

was a varying mix offilm screenings, workshops, newsletters, andfilm

distribution. Thefour interviews thatfollowfocus on Canyon’s early

years. The interviewees—Bruce Baillie, Chick Strand, Ernest Callenbach,

and Emory Menefee— recall the times more as a gestalt than a sequence of

events, but though there are inevitably gaps in the chronology, the spirit of

the times is vividly detailed in their overlapping accounts.

Bringingpeople together to view eclecticfilms and encouraging the

making ofcreative cinema were radical endeavors. Thefounding vision of

this intensely independent, largely underground and nomadic community

organization has had a lasting impact in the Bay Area.—Kathy Geritz
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Bruce Baillie

Bruce Baillie, founding spirit ofCanyon Cinema, organized the first

informal, free screenings in summer 1961 in the town ofCanyon, where

he lived.
2 Steve Anker and Kathy Geritz visited Baillie at his home

on Camano Island, Washington, in March 2001. Although he was

ailing and often needed to rest, Bruce was remarkably generous with

his time and personal collections. He pulled out numerous boxes of

memorabilia—filled with articles on his films, flyers listing screenings,

and other documents on Canyon Cinema. These materials formed the

nucleus ofour early research.

THE VISION

We learned fairly early by observing other small cinema venues

in the area that seemed implicitly bound to identifying personally

with their programming, in terms of “taste,” etcetera. Unnecessary

criteria, we thought, thus establishing Canyon as (uncritically) open

to all films and filmmakers, a distinguishing precept that continues

to this day, some fifty years later.

At the very beginning of Canyon Cinema, we were not infre-

quently criticized for various policies or lack of same: “Why

program this, and that, and why not this . . . and why the serial

scheduled before the featured film?” And “What, by the way, is the

purpose of the free bananas or the Finnish sauna bath tickets, as a

door prize?” Or “Why on earth did you show this?!” To which one

might have replied, “Because it is here.” I recall one of our old-timer

Canyon residents, having to leave early one evening, requested

— to be shown before
,
to which I felt obliged to say, “No.”

An unlikely response, given the politic of the era. (In a more literal

sense of politics, it is interesting, I think, to observe that Canyon

Cinema, along with San Francisco Tape Music Center and Ronnie

Davis’s commedia dell’arte, anticipated in truly revolutionary terms

the more proletarian, yet dramatic events of an era to come.)

We learned by working, just as an artist, a filmmaker learns

through her or his work— discovering working principles. Jean

Cocteau, for example—recalling some of his notes regarding

Theater as being above all else locus! Intimate knowledge of locale,

physically, aesthetically, socially, etcetera. The space, the audi-

ence-culture and geology of theater, so to speak. Specific details

regarding lighting, air circulation within the space, sound environ-

ment, seating, not to mention technical details of careful projection,

amplification, and so on.

WHAT ELSE?

Paul Tulley3 and our “Blackberry Tarts Division,” when Canyon

Cinema in that period of the mid-sixties flourished in Mendocino-

Caspar-Fort Bragg, as well as in Berkeley and San Francisco.

Blackberry pies and kite flying along the cliffs of Mendocino and

Caspar, recipes and flight reports in our Canyon Cinemanews. One of

our “devices,” as P. T. and Chicky Strand would have it, for keeping

the audience honest—that is, not too serious about “Art.” Years of

fun, work, and thoughtful exchange, covering perhaps everything

under the sun! Our Chair in the Sun, we called it.

Ernest (Chick) Callenbach
Founder and longtime editor of Film Quarterly, Chick Callenbach

was an early supporter ofthe nascent Canyon Cinema. Callenbach

was instrumental in founding the News, later called Canyon Cinema

News or Canyon Cinemanews, 4
in December 1962. Early screenings

were held in his backyard and the fledgling, irregular workshops in his

basement. Steve Anker, Kathy Geritz, and Irina Leimbacher interviewed

Callenbach in February 2001 at his home in Berkeley.

THE SCREENINGS

Bruce was living in the town of Canyon and showing films on a sheet

hung between two trees. 1 never attended these screenings, and

didn’t know about them, but he called me sometime in early 1962

and asked if he could come down and talk to me. I think the main

practical motive of his visit was to see whether I could help him find

a place for showings here in Berkeley because Canyon was pretty

inaccessible, and he realized that not many people were going to

come out there. His mother and father lived in Kensington, so he

was looking around the Berkeley area to see if he could find places

to show these unwelcome films. I guess I was a semiofficial sort of

person, with a job at the University of California Press and an office.

I had never heard of Bruce and didn’t know much about under-

ground films either. He was just this nice young guy with shortish

hair and very bright eyes and pink cheeks. He was wearing that ratty

old T-shirt that he wore most of the time. We had a really nice chat,

and I decided to try and help out if I could.

In the beginning Canyon Cinema was Bruce and Chicky [Chick

Strand]. Gradually it spread out to include three or four other

people. You know how organizations are. They are the friends of

somebody. And Canyon Cinema was the friend of Bruce and Chicky.

She was a central figure, and a very warmhearted person. They

seemed to be old friends when I met them. Bruce is kind of absent-

minded, and he drifts off. You look around, “Where’s Bruce?” He’s

gone. Chicky was a much more solid, socially responsible person; so

they made a good team. They were the heart of the thing. Bruce by

himself probably would not have been interested in or able to keep it

going terribly long.

Bruce was doing Canyon Cinema full-time. I had my job at UC

Press— I was editing books, doing Film Quarterly—and I had a kid I

was bringing up, so I had some energy for it, but not anything like

full-time. But Bruce had lots of energy to put into it. He was talking

to people, making things happen, collecting films for the showings.

He began to get contacts with people around here who were doing

things, and then in the rest of the country. Bruce always had a pretty

active correspondence. His letters are weird and wonderful: there

are drawings and little poems and strange collected snatches of

“realia,” little tidbits of reality that you can’t believe ever existed.

I have a good memory of the screenings in my backyard on Acton

Street in Berkeley. The things we did to try to find venues didn’t

work very well, despite a very active search. I think it must have

been summertime 1962, 5 and we must have thought, well, in despair,

“We’ll just show them in Chick’s backyard.” I had a sort of patio

shaped in such a way that you could put a projector in one corner

and a screen in the other corner. When we had screenings we would

pull up the garage door, and you’d walk through to the yard. It was
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at Stiles Hall, 2400 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, California

We hope every SUiJBAY evening, 8:

3

(

'

)P!n

Opr theater Began in the Backyard, of a Beautiful lady in Canyon, California,

summer, 1961. If there are to Be new films there must Be theaters, this was

the reason for Beginning.

So far, the independnet film artist has had little .
distribution of his work,

a situation partly the result of the Business man's arrangement of our popular

theaters according to his idea of our taste. A development of this arrange-
ment has Been the double feature Bill. Shorts, the natural training ground

for new film-makers, have almost disappeared. Currantly, the. few young men

in our country working as artists in film have their work shown sometimes on

university programs, sometimes through the film societies. San Francisco State

College and Contemporary Dancers Center in San Francisco are two periodic
sources of exhibition on, the West Coast-th© Charles Theater in Hew York is

a regular theater for new work, as is Canyon Cinema in Berkeley, I can think
of no other. The rental on these films rarely pays for the cost of production;
there is as yet no known way to support film art nor to develop as an artist
in the field.

Most of this work is in loMM, the same gauge utilized in television trans-
mission and in those great quantities of terrible informational films. 35®
is the standard for the entertainment feature—some of the American extrava-
ganzas are done in 65MM and 70MM, e.g, CISOPATBA, for which we are attempting
to gain rights to have the Berkeley premiere. l6MM films can sometimes Be
satisfactorily enlarged to a matter for consideration in entering cer-
tain foreign festivals or, in the event of one, of our projects coming through,
domestic circulation in the large theaters.

Our scheduling will continue in quarterly edition with showings in Berkeley
once each week. We' will Be working on showings in San Francisco, along with
the establishment of a studio available to film makers on that side of the
Bay. Any profit from showings has gone into our growing production studio
in Berkeley. This summer, equipment was donated By film-makers while Canyon
Cinema purchased a pair of rewinds and a splicer. Four films, to Be shown
in the next three months, have come out of the' summer’ s work.

Some of the films will be Bad. This is new work in a difficult medium; we
intend to give it a chance if you continue for a while with so much tolerance.
As new film work matures we will become more selective. Programming is still
done in terms of newly completed film rather than a selection of proven fav-
orites. There should Be no feeling of restriction concerning the opposite ex-
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pression to applause: absolutely lousy work, accepted, in silence, is liable to

be mistaken for something magically beyond comprehension. Some will return home

doubting their ability to evaluate what the eyes have seen.

Thank you for uncovering our theater as we moved through the summer ahead of the

authorities. From a meeting with "the committee" - a combination of officials
representing public health, safety, etc., who first came down Upon us at the

Bistro San Martin - it would seem under the new building code there exists no

known building in Berkeley in which it Is legal to assemble, for any purpose:
There must be a certain space between one building and the next, a certain dis-
tance from the entrance to the front, steel window sash, certain type walls,
certain placement of exits', two toilets, and so oik With - one exception we re-

ceived an astute interpretation of the book of codes from the building inspector,
whom we must certainly thank for his interest. I>: happened that we had been
categorized under a code dealing with inflammable nitrate film which hasn't been
used since the day of Charlie Chaplin. Three days, of telepnoning and conferr-
ing were required for clarification. Outside city jurisdiction there are audi-
toriums in the public schools fer which, for us, rental is exorbitant. It was
not, possible, we learned, to rent a lecture hall for ahy price lower than that
arbitrarily fixed by the assistant superin cendent of business of the Berkeley
Board of Eduction. who concluded our interview by telling us it might be that
our kind of showings would not be suitable anyway. Finally, the day before the
printing of this urogram, a sympathetic student president, of Stiles Hall, Jeff
Chandler, voted their rules be altered to allow us to book bi-weekly showings
in advance. The alternate Sundays will be booked at Stiles one at a time in
hopes that the hall is not already rented.

Speakers known to film audiences will appear at Canyon Cinema this year.
* invite persons interested in discussion of the films presented

to remain after the showings.
* Anyone who will make a quantity of popcorn - probably requiring

several people - will be admitted free and paid for the popcorn.
Bags should be free at supermarkets.

* The Mew York Film-makers Co-op is the country's one large repre-
sentative body of independent film artists. Work particularly
associated with this group will be so designated.

* Ihe theater is open to showing anyone's work
Wr. are grateful for a good audience.,

Bruce Baillie Chick Strand

September 13 (Thursday)

FILMS OF CHABLIE CHAFLIK

(Already shown) Turns out to be a bad mixture -
oarts of different, films thrown together in a
peculiar way, some with ridiculous pasted-on
sound. (If anyone has word on "The Great- •

-Dictator", please let us know.)

FILMS OF LA3FY JOHDM
Vvest Coast film-maker.. ("The Cne Bomantic Overture
of Edward" , "A, Trumpit", "Undertow" Three color
Portraits"

)

WaTEKLIGHT approx. 9 minutes, color

SEASONS CHANGE, TO COMTEMPLATE approx. 8 minute 3
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along Strawberry Creek, which is above ground for a short block

there. Chicky Strand, who liked to dress dramatically, would put

on a long velveteen dress with a cloak and put candles on the table,

and she would sit there taking money looking like Mrs. Addams or

something—a very beautiful woman. People would come in, and most

people probably would have been hard put to scrape up the dollar, so

they would just come in, bringing, very often, sleeping bags and a jug

of wine to share. People would lounge all around on the patio. This

would all start happening after nightfall—about eight o’clock. People

would socialize, then after a while we’d show the films.

Bruce would be there, and everybody knew he was the bonding

spirit of it. Sometimes he had something of his own to show. He might

say a few words, but very few. This went on most of the summer. Later

we screened at smaller places, including the Berkeley campus YMCA,

but people didn’t really like the Y’s Stiles Hall. It wasn’t that they

tried to Christianize us, and it was good ofthem to be tolerant of us

showing these films that had nakedness and dirty words and irreverent

attitudes. People didn’t like it because it was such an antiseptic kind

of a place. Also, students didn’t turn out to be interested, and that was

really disappointing. We thought students would naturally be inter-

ested in unusual artistic works. It was a big miscalculation.

A lot of the films we screened were short, irreverent looks at

American culture— satirical documentaries or would-be satirical

documentaries. A lot of them were terrible, made by people who’d

never gotten hold of a camera before and didn’t know what they were

doing. There was a certain amount of—you wouldn’t call it exactly

porn— it was all very noble explorations of sexuality, but there would

be people doing sexual things with each other. Those were usually

made by people with a pronouncedly romantic view of life. And there

were a very few that were attempting to be funny, such as my little

Varoom [c. 1963-64]. There were painterly films like Bruce’s, where

people were trying to do things that were really visually extraordi-

nary and where there was a small story component, if any, but where

the point of the film was to look at the world in a different way.

Bruce, at a garage sale or something, bought a bunch of old prints

that had been discarded by the Blackhawk distribution company.

They would show those. In fact, that was a routine thing—there was

always one. Bruce had his projector, a Bell & Howell, which we used

for the screenings.

It was important that people brought their friends to the pro-

grams. It was that kind of thing. It was not just a showing; it was also

a little tribal assemblage. I don’t think it ever attracted regular film

people who were interested in film art in a larger critical sense, and

I don’t know quite why that was. Maybe because not many of the

filmmakers we screened had names. Everything about Canyon was

very hit-or-miss. It was all just what people felt like doing. There

was never any plan, never any constitution. If Canyon Cinema had

a motto it would have been “Play by ear,” because it just flowed. It

was like a little family of kindred souls. That’s my theory now, at

least. You know that wonderful thing Margaret Mead said: “If you

ask yourself whether three or four dedicated people can change the

world, my answer is that that’s the only thing that ever has.” I guess

that’s what we thought we were doing.

THE NEWSLETTER

I was kind of the godfather of Cinemanews. I’d gotten the newsletter

started, but as time went on I was less involved. It was basically some-

thing that Bruce and I decided would be a nice thing to do—probably

within six months of my getting involved. The first issue came out

in December 1962, although it is the next issue, which came out in

January, that is dated volume 1, number 1. Chicky Strand was in on it,

too, to begin with. Probably we thought it would be an organizing tool

for Canyon Cinema, that it would make Canyon’s screenings a little

more visible. People are very tempted—they always have been—to do

a publication. You have a bunch of people doing something together,

and they say, “Well, let’s spread the word.” I think that was the

impulse behind this, too—to make it all a little more visible.

I typed the News on mimeograph stencil at my office at Film

Quarterly, because I had a good typewriter down there. People would

send a lot of press releases to Film Quarterly about events. But Film

Quarterly has a very long lag time, and it wasn’t reasonable for news-

type material to go in it. The newsletter seemed like a way to get this

information out quick and dirty. And underground filmmakers being

a very spread out and disorganized mob, we thought it would be good

to have this stuff all in one place, a couple of pieces of paper that they

could look at. I don’t know whether we managed it, but our goal was

to do it every month.6 We used to get together and sit around on the

floor of my house drinking beer and stapling the issues together— it

was about two hundred copies. I think it got up to three hundred at

one point, but it was never a mass magazine.

What would happen was that the various editors would bring those

thin little three-by-five cards with information on them, and I would

throw them in a drawer in my office, and then maybe the editor would

say, “Hey, it’s time for an issue,” or I’d just realize that there was quite

a pile there and I’d start typing them. Mrs. Baillie, who had access to a

church mimeograph machine, would mimeograph the sheets— I hope

without reading them, because she was, not an enormously devout

woman, but a proper person. I imagine if she had really looked at some

of the stuff, she might not have liked it very well. But she loved her son

dearly, and probably anything he did was all right.

It was basically, I think, a word-of-mouth thing. People would

say, “Hey, if you want to know about weird stuff going on among

independent filmmakers, here’s ...” And it was only two bucks, so

people would send in their $2 and get it. I think the main audience

was would-be or actual filmmakers. Some of them were also involved

in showings, of course, because when you’re a filmmaker and can’t

find a commercial place to show your films you’ll probably become

an exhibitor. That was one of the basic mechanisms behind what

happened all over the country, I think.

Did I tell you the CIA story? We discovered that we had a subscription

from the library of the CIA in Langley, Virginia. They had sent in their

$2, and we were not going to censor them, so we sent them their issues.

Then it came time to renew. There was some kind of a system where

you’d get a stamp on your last issue, and ifyou didn’t send the two bucks

you didn’t get an issue. So they sent us $1.60 or something—some kind of

discounted renewal. I remember we sat around trying to decide what to

do about this, and I guess two or three beers later we decided we would

send them a cryptographic message, encoded in a simple substitution

cipher that probably a good cryptographer could just read off. It was
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« FILMSOF STAN BRAKHAGE
1 AND 3:10 TO YUMA

2 THE FILMS OF LARRY JORDAN

- THE KID
* FILMS OF MAYA DEREN

ja RASHOMON
* TO PARSIFAL

THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY
5 KNIGHT OF THE TRAIL

HIGH NOON

BROTHER ORCHID
6 CHRISTMAS CAROL COMMUN. SING

ALL WET

_ DREAM OF THE WILD HORSES
1 OLD CARTOONS

NEW EAST COAST SHORT FILMS

a BLOOD AND SAND
MUD AND SAND

something to the effect, “CIA cheapskates impermissibly took a discount

for their subscription.” And damn if a check didn’t come back for the

remaining amount. We were astounded. First of all, we were terrified,

because if Canyon Cinema with Cinemanews, a two-hundred-circulation

publication, was being watched by the CIA it meant everybody was being

watched. I mean, that was really, really shocking—and flattering, in a way,

that they thought we were worth watching.

THE WORKSHOPS

I had forgotten that in the first News we announced that a workshop

was available. There must have been some kind of a table or bench in

my Acton Street garage; maybe I found a way to make a little workshop

in there. Later I had some editing stuff in the basement ofmy next

home, on Bonita Street. I think Bruce Baillie was using it, but we didn’t

open it up to other people for a while. I remember there was one of

those Craig viewers that I may have bought at a secondhand store.

And a couple of splicers and some rewinds. After a while I had that old

RCA projector that is now up at the Pacific Film Archive. People began

to think of doing better sound, actual edited sounds, instead ofjust

playing old music on the sound tracks. This required some recording

and editing equipment. It was always very primitive, though—all in

one room down in the basement, which was just high enough to stand

up in. Two people could work there together if they didn’t mind each

other’s noise. The interference and conflict about the use of equipment

came later, because, being a fundamentally anarchist group, Canyon

took the view that other people ought to be able to come in and use this

equipment—and who owns anything, after all? So we would all make

whatever equipment we had available for other good souls to use. And

a couple of good souls turned up and did, in fact, do some nice things.

But then a couple of other people came in who were kind of equipment

hogs, and very difficult personally. In those days underground film was

considered pretty deviant, and some of the people who were interested

in it were fairly tough characters. Some of the people who would come

to our show were innocent, totally hippie persons. But some ofthem—

I remember Chicky once used a phrase that really shocked me—she

called somebody a “killer hippie.”

Bruce edited To Parsifal [1963] in my basement on Bonita Street. He

would come upstairs for tea quite a lot, but he never asked me to come

down, except on one occasion when he asked me to look at something.
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Canyon Cinema program flyer depicting Canyon Cinema’s first logo, the Exothematic Man,

1963 (films screened at the Cabale in Berkeley and the Tape Music Center in San Francisco)

He was not the kind of artist who seeks collaboration. I don’t think

many of these underground people are. Commercial filmmakers,

documentary filmmakers, they like to do things jointly, but I don’t

think that’s true of an independent filmmaker. Bruce and I got to be

very close friends during that period, despite the fact that Mama Dog

had a terrible episode with our cat. It was fun to have Bruce working

there, although I got thoroughly sick of the parts of Parsifal he was

using, because the sound would come up through the floorboards.

Chick Strand
Together with Bruce Baillie, Chick Strand organized the early Canyon

Cinema screenings in Berkeley and North Oakland and, initially, those

in San Francisco. She moved to the Los Angeles area in 1965 to study

ethnographic film at UCLA and began her long career ofmaking experi-

mental films and teaching at Occidental College in Los Angeles. Steve

Anker and Kathy Geritz interviewed Strand at her home in Tujunga,

California, in August 1999. Anker returned to speak with her again in

August 2005. Strand died on July 11, 2009, at her home and is remem-

beredfor herjoyful and inspirational spirit and her beautifulfilms.

THE BEGINNINGS

I was born in 1931, in San Francisco. 1 stayed in the San Francisco

area until 1965, but I was actually raised in Berkeley. We moved there

before I was two. I always loved film, always. When I was a kid, it was

Abbott and Costello, Stagecoach. But there was no place that we knew

of in the early fifties to see unusual or foreign films, and I’m sure

we didn’t even know about such things. We were more interested in

going dancing to Stan Kenton.

I met Bruce Baillie in the mid-fifties. We were both going to UC

Berkeley. I was in anthropology [B.A. 1961] and was a little bit older

than most of the students there because I had been married and had

a child in 1951. 1 had a little apartment with my little girl. Within a

couple of days I became roommates with this lovely woman because

we both looked like beatniks. I had a huge turtleneck, and it was all

striped, black, red, green, blue, and a little gray jumper, and leotards,

and sandals. She met a Mexican guy in medical school who knew a

Peruvian who was involved in film. Pretty soon Bruce was involved

in this whole gang of people. This was before he went to film school.

It was a great time. Scientists, artists, students—we all hung out, had

parties. We had Afro-Cuban parties in support of fair play for Cuba.

Then we got involved in SANE, the antibomb peace movement.

Bruce used to take me on his motorcycle to Oakland to see horror

films. My mother would baby-sit. Pauline Kael was married to a guy

[Ed Landberg] who had some art houses in Berkeley,7 and they showed

wonderful films. They had three theaters at one time, two of them in

a storefront on Telegraph, on the south side of campus. By then we

weren’t going to regular movies, hut we’d go to these three theaters

whenever they changed programs. I remember seeing Triumph ofthe

Will. I met my second husband, Paul, and we moved to Canyon, just

over the Oakland hills. It was a place we all wanted to live because it’s

absolutely beautiful, full of redwoods. There were cabins there, and

a one-room schoolhouse where my daughter went to school. A lot of

very strange people lived there. We got kicked out because the person

who owned our house sold it to the water company, which wanted all

of the land as a watershed. But this little hamlet still exists.

Bruce went off to film school in London in the late fifties. When he

finally came home he started making movies. On Sundays [1960-61]

was his first. But there was no place to show it. Bruce thought, “Since

nobody’ll show my films, I’ll start showing films.” He’d heard of James

Broughton, Sidney Peterson, and ruth weiss, who’d made a film in

San Francisco, and I think he had become aware of Bruce Conner and

Brakhage, who was a friend of Broughton’s. It was like the under-

ground of 8mm people. It used to be that there were 8mm filmmakers

who nobody knew about, but they were there. They knew each other,

they had clubs, and were very enthusiastic.

Bruce wanted to live out in Canyon. He found a house there and

decided to show films in his backyard. In the early sixties he began

showing films he made, as well as films by others. He’d invite the

neighbors, serve wine. I never went to any of those first screenings. By

then we had moved back to Berkeley to the house where I had lived

as a little girl, and I had my son in 1958. There wasn’t much contact

between Bruce and me when he was beginning his Canyon Cinema

thing. I was finishing school; I had two kids. We were Wobblies at

the time, and far to the left, but that’s another story. Then, somehow,

Bruce’s and my friends merged again.

I believe the only time I went to a show in Canyon was when

Bruce was going to have a little film festival there.8 Somehow we were

partners in doing the festival. By then Bruce didn’t have the house in

Canyon, and we held it in the yard of a sculptor named David Lynn.

We all sat out in his field on kitchen chairs. This was the last showing

out in Canyon, I think. I remember we showed a Robert Breer piece, a

Stan Vanderbeek. We showed one of Bruce’s. It was just rather sweet

to have all these friends in the backyard and show films.

THE SCREENINGS

All the early screenings Bruce and I did together were in Berkeley.

By then we were partners in it. We committed ourselves to a regular

season. He needed—we all needed—a place to show this work. We
wanted the screenings to be a neighborhood thing. The audience was

all friends, artists, academics, crazies. It was a party but very quiet, very

joyful. Kids would certainly come, my own kids included; pets, too.

Bruce and I chose the films. We went and saw Pauline Kael for

advice. She said, “In a year, you’ll be experts.” We’d plan a season,

a couple of months or maybe just a month. We’d show a cartoon,

a newsreel, then slip in some experimental films. We showed

features—one of De Palma’s first films, Cassavetes’s Shadows, as well

as Pull My Daisy, films by Brakhage, who came a couple of times.

Every week we’d begin with a chapter of a serial to get more youth to
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come—Captain Midnight, Captain America, and one that Bela Lugosi

starred in, maybe Dr. Fu Manchu, where Bela played the straight guy,

the hero named Uncle Frank. From then on, some of us called Bruce

“Uncle Frank.” There was a Princess Naja involved. My daughter

legally took that name, because of Canyon Cinema!

Bruce traveled a lot and met people. We wrote letters asking about

films, heard about films made at universities—not necessarily all

experimental films. We showed people like Broughton and Peterson,

who were involved in showing films in the late forties in San Francisco.

We showed Canyon Cinema newsreels; Bruce might make one for a

show—Mr. Hayashi was one; another was about some sort of liniment

you could put on. It was so silly. God, we were nuts. I’ll never forget the

night when we first played Bruce Conner’s Cosmic Ray [1962] at the

YMCA in Berkeley. The audience would not let us stop showing it. The

place was rocking; they were all pretty stoned. And Jordan Belson was

doing those very interesting films. At the time he wasn’t seeing anyone

or appearing anywhere. He had a little place set up with about a half

dozen movie seats, and people would come and look at his work. We
showed his films at Canyon, and a lot of films by odd people that have

since disappeared from the whole scene, who did one or two films and

then were gone. We showed whatever was around, especially what was

being made in the Bay Area. Not many women. There weren’t many

women doing it—Marie Menken, Maya Deren, one film by Ruth Weiss,

The Brink [1961], It wasn’t until I was down here in L.A. that I met Sara

Arledge. We didn’t know about her then; she was a little earlier.

Usually we rented films. We were friends with Willard Morrison

at Audio Film Center. They had a lot of features you could rent for

$15. He told us about one of Ron Rice’s films with Taylor Mead, The

Flower Thief [I960], He distributed some of Bruce’s films and I think

my Eric and the Monsters [1964]—Bruce had taught me to film. There

was Cinema 16 in New York; we’d rent from the New York Film-

Makers’ Cooperative, Contemporary Films, Creative Film Society, and

Murray Glass at Em Gee Films.

Brakhage, for one, hated that we showed a mix of feature films

and experimental shorts on the same program. For Bruce and me,

the whole thing was, this is theater, this is magic, this is some sort of

craziness that we do. We just loved movies. We had begun with more

mixed programs, partly to build audience and partly because of our

experiences as children going to the matinees, where you had a double

feature, a short, the Movietone News, a cartoon, and a door prize. So

we gave away door prizes every week. Not at tire beginning, but [by

early 1963] once we were at the Y, we would always have a door prize.

Bruce and I would make a pie, for instance, or one time we gave away

two tickets to the steam bath, one for a woman and one for a man. We
called it the “Happy Meeting,” since we made a couple, by the drawing.

I would dress in costume. I had a long, velvety purple dress that I

would wear. I had a little sewing basket for the donations—“Donations

$1, please.” Somebody would put the dollar in, and I’d snap it closed and

say, “Thank you, thank you.” Then we gave them a little ticket, and we’d

have this big ritual of drawing names for the door prize.

It seemed like a whole bunch of friends getting together and

showing work. Will Hindle, who was making films, acted as our shill

a lot because he was so elegant, talking. He’d give a little lecture. I’m

sure he did it in Berkeley, maybe in San Francisco, too, where he lived.

Albert Johnson, who was a film lecturer at the University of California,

had a huge collection of music for silent films. We showed Griffith’s

Way Down East, and he came and played the music for it and talked.

Albert would sometimes come from campus just because he was inter-

ested in film; he was very supportive of us. By then Pauline Kael got

into the act.
9 She would come to our showings and support us, although

she hated experimental film. She just couldn’t get into it, but she

would come and speak for nothing, to bring people in. “Pauline Kael in

person!” She’d make a speech that didn’t have anything to do with the

films. She would say that she really didn’t understand this stuff.

We were a really fly-by-night, by-the-seat-of-our-pants kind of thing. It

was all volunteer. We didn’t make money. Sometimes money came out of

our pockets to rent the films. What we showed was called underground,

New American, avant-garde, but the idea was that you could go out and

make a film. We thought we’d be finished with the whole array of all the

films we could possibly show in six months. Well, it’s still going on.

SCREENING SPACES

Chick Callenbach got into the picture [around spring 1962], With

Chick’s help we would do the weekly screenings. They moved from

place to place. Bruce and I would go on the prowl for a place to show.

We’d get dressed up in our middle-class costumes. Bruce always

dressed in Levi’s and a V-neck sweater. I’d be in black. Bruce worked

for Safeway as a bagger, and with this money bought a projector—

a

16mm Bell & Howell—and a camera, screen, and recorder. So we had

equipment but needed a space.

We begged people for places to show. We wanted to show at Anna

Head high school, which was a private school. But they wouldn’t let

us show because they didn’t like the name “underground.” We were

an underground theater; we were completely illegal. There was the

Bistro run by the Wobblies in Berkeley. They let us show there for

quite a long time; it was a lot of fun. But one night the fire depart-

ment came and said, “You can’t show here because your screen is

covering the exit door.” They had also shut us down at the Masonic

Hall. When we moved the screenings to my house—we had a big

Berkeley shingled house—we used a refrigerator carton as a projector

booth. We had a nice throw—thirty feet. By then the audience was

getting big, and everybody was drinking wine and eating popcorn.

Truman Mortuary loaned us chairs; we picked them up weekly in a

van or truck. We screened at my place until we got caught. “You can’t

advertise publicly and on telephone poles for a private thing in a

private house,” they told us.

By the time we showed in Chick Callenbach’s backyard in Berkeley

[in fall 1962], we were really advertising. We had all the shows planned

out for a couple months in advance, maybe three months. We’d send

out calendars with program notes mainly on a semester system. Bruce

and I would write the film notes in my backyard, a sentence or so

for each film. We took the trouble to go to San Francisco, to the King

Paper Company, and pick outrageous colors. We used David Reich’s

mimeograph machine at Wobbly Press to copy the program notes.

Because Chick worked for the University of California Press, we could

have an on-campus club, which allowed us to also put them in the

stands on campus. We had them at Sather Gate and North Gate. That’s

how I met my husband Marty [Muller], He was an artist, and made

Canyon’s posters using disposable butcher paper and poster paint. We

had a consistent audience; sometimes there were fifty to sixty' people.
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<trpep,«Rpapi> cdov^'s
11 o’clock^

EVEZY FWDAY AND SATURDAY

cate theater
(Bridgeway) SAUSALITO

$1.50 ADMISSION (Including refreshments)

magicians admitted free

Presented in Cooperation with
S.F. MIME TROUPE and
CANYON CINEMA

M0.

January 14-15 (No Sunday Show)
Films by Larry Jordan and the North Richmond
Neighborhood House

January 21-22-23

Films by Mike Kuchar and Gregory Markopoulos

January 28-29-30
Films by Richard Meyers and Hollywood

February 4-5-6
Films by Kenneth Anger, Man Ray, and Georges
Melies.

February 11-12-13

(All shows begin at 8:30)

THE ART OF VISION, by Stan Brakhage

February 18-19-20
Films by Sidney Peterson and Charlie Chaplin

February 25-26-27
7. Films by Jose Rodriguez-Soltero, David Brooks

and Robert Spring

March 4-5-6
Films by James Broughton and Carlos Toussaint

March 11-12-13

Films by William Hindlc, Robert Feldman, Paul
Beattie, and Bruce Balllie

-IT
I'fi' v

3 5 ?
jj f . S 51 M

Sundays at S:30

<Jntersectior)
150 Ellis St., S.F.

$1.25 ADMISSION

O

Poster for series presented by Canyon Cinema and San Francisco Mime Troupe, 1966
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Probably by 1963 10 we were showing at the Coffee Gallery on

Grant Street in San Francisco every week and still showing in the East

Bay, a total of two or three programs a week. The coffeehouse was

in the heart of Beatnikville. All the San Francisco people came; they

didn’t want to go over to Berkeley. We had to cross the Bay Bridge

with my little boy’s bureau drawers to have something high enough

to put Bruce’s projector on. One time going over the bridge, we lost

the screen; I had to drive back to Berkeley to get a sheet so we could

show the program. By then we were showing complete programs of

experimental work or independent short films. We’d show the Maya

Deren stuff, Brakhage, Conner, Vanderbeek, you name it.

We showed the same kinds of films in Berkeley. By now we were

showing at the YMCA and the California College of Arts and Crafts

at the same time. We didn’t like paying rent at the Y, although at

the time we were showing there, the Socialist Youth group was in

charge. Sometimes they’d forget to open the place for us, but we’d

climb up and break in. We were getting to be pros at it.

Toward the end of Bruce’s and my involvement, we were

showing in San Francisco at a place on Divisadero Street. This

whole new thing, the Tape Music Center, had opened up where all

these subversive groups got together and had a space. It was a build-

ing jointly used by the Ann Halprin Dance Group, San Francisco

Tape Music Center, San Francisco Mime Troupe, and Canyon

Cinema. This was late 1963, 1964. 1 remember the local premiere of

Brakhage’s Dog Star Man—

a

big gala and potluck—was held there. It

was a very wonderful time. I don’t remember if Brakhage was there.

All I remember is that I made this huge pot of beans.

THE END

By the end of my involvement we became aware of more people

making experimental films, and we wanted to see as many as we

could. And the audiences kept coming back.

There was an ethical issue because we didn’t have any money.

The donation was a dollar, and sometimes money came out of pocket.

So when we showed movies three times we only paid for it once,

something I would never, never recommend doing. But we weren’t

making money. We didn’t have a kind of anarchism in mind, but we

were introducing a lot of people to this kind of work. Anything we got

from it was supporting the movement—toward the end we saw it as a

movement, because by then it had become apparent there was some-

thing happening in New York. We were aware that something was

growing, but we never in our wildest dreams thought that it would

become some sort of an institutionalized art form. It started taking

the fun out of it. Bruce and I ushered Canyon into its next phase. It

became more institutionalized, and then we were gone by 1964."

Except there was one last thing called the Trips Festival. It must

have been late 1965. 12 Stewart Brand got that together; he rented

Longshoremen’s Hall and invited the Tape Music Center, the Ann

Halprin Dance Group, and Canyon Cinema, as well as Janis Joplin,

the beginnings of Quicksilver, Ken Kesey. Kesey was handing out

LSD; it was about to be made illegal. We were showing one of the

first light shows. Bruce and I were up on the balcony showing films.

Bruce Conner was up there, too; that’s when I met him. We were

showing films while Janis or Grace [Slick] was singing, or maybe

it was in between. They thought two hundred or three hundred

people would come; it was packed with two thousand people for

three nights. Nothing but rock ’n’ roll and acid hits and films.

Film, or being an artist, was not the main thing in my life. My
main thing was my little family. But those early days at Canyon

Cinema were quite formative, for me. I never thought I would

become a filmmaker, ever. It was great going to the Museum of

Modern Art, and it was interesting to see my films on the big screen.

I had a lot more fun, though, in funky places where we were strug-

gling to do it and doing it because we loved it.

Emory Menefee
Keenly interested in film, Emory Menefee worked as a research scientist

at a local laboratory while volunteering at Canyon Cinema in the early

and mid-1960s. When Bruce Baillie pulled back from his role in organiz-

ing the film screenings, Menefee took over the programming, as well as

publishing Cinemanews for several years. Steve Anker, Kathy Geritz,

and Irina Leimbacher interviewed Menefee at Cinematheque’s offices

at Hunters Point on February 22, 2001. He brought to the interview a

small, worn booklet filled with details regarding the shows he had put

together. Menefee institutionalized regular Canyon film programs in

San Francisco at Intersection, in a building on Ellis Street owned by

Glide Memorial Church, and also arranged screenings at other loca-

tions, including the Open Theater in the Elmwood District and a folk

music club on San Pablo Avenue, both in Berkeley, and the Gate Theater

in Sausalito. He also organized a highly successful festival ofthe Kuchar

brothers’films in May 1966— ifnot the first, certainly an early retrospec-

tive ofan experimentalfilmmaker.

THE SCREENINGS

I started out helping a little bit at Canyon in the early days. I got into

it gradually, from going to the films— I was a minor fixture at Stiles

Hall—and getting acquainted with people. Before coming out here,

I had started the Evergreen Film Society in 1958 in Wilmington,

Delaware, with a friend, and that stimulated my interest. At first I was

mainly helping with the News. Bruce Baillie and I would go over to

the lab where I was working and type Cinemanews on the Selectric

typewriter, which was very modern for the day. I was a research

chemist for twenty- five years, and I shouldn’t say this, but my job gave

me some free time to do such things. The Canyon Man that you see in

so many of the issues became sort of the mascot or logo around that

time. Bruce found it, I think in an old acupuncture text; it’s a medical

illustration. I think it was in May 1966 that I took over editing the

News. I didn’t stop doing the News until issue 70-1 [vol. 70, no. 1]. No

wonder I got burned out!

It would have been earlier, probably 1965, that the first showings

that I put together were held. I ran the programs until July 1967. We

did them in various places, mostly in Berkeley. I did several shows in

a place down on San Pablo Avenue near University Avenue that was

next door to a gospel church [probably the Cabale Creamery]. It was

kind of a bar, where they had folk music. I think Mario Savio tended

bar there for a while. The place had a little back section where you

could set up chairs. We had probably ten or twelve showings there,

but I don’t have those on record. I didn’t really start keeping my

miserable little record book until we moved to Glide in 1965.
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It got a little more organized, and we made contact with Glide

Memorial Church, which became our regular screening space. 13
It

was free. That was the great thing; the gate could go to the artists. The

representative from Glide, Laird Sutton, 14
a most untypical Methodist,

would usually be there during the showings, but it mostly fell to me to

find the filmmakers and run the showing. That’s probably one reason

I burned out after about two years— it got a little overwhelming.

There were screenings once a week. Occasionally I missed a week,

but the dates were pretty regular, and it was amazing considering how

easy it would have been to stop.

As much as I could, I showed experimental film. Larry Jordan

sometimes would be in person, George Kuchar, Myron Ort. Bruce

Baillie showed his work— it was where he usually would premiere

his films. Peter Nicolopoulos showed a couple of times. I don’t know

what happened to him. Bob Giorgio was another one who showed

quite a bit, but I don’t think he’s in the Canyon catalog. At those

one-man shows—and in this case, they all were men—generally

there’d be some discussion. I would project; I got pretty good.

I did very little prescreening. I would take everybody’s work on faith.

The usual complaint was that I hadn’t advertised it properly. I’d get it in

the News when possible. And sometimes I’d make up these little posters

that I’d take around, walking up and down Haight Street. Most of the

time the attendance wasn’t all that great, as you might imagine. We
might have fifteen to twenty people, or sometimes fewer. The audience

included a lot of filmmakers. They would tend to come fairly regularly.

There were some pretty volatile characters—Lenny Lipton, Bruce

Conner. They had definite ideas about what they thought, and they often

differed. And then there were people you never saw again.

Fred Padula was teaching at San Francisco State, and sometimes that

group would come. Our biggest hit was the four-day Kuchar festival in

May 1966. George was interviewed by the Chronicle the day before, so

we had a jammed house. It was just wonderful. I would guess seventy-

five people or so. The theater only held a little over a hundred.

I got interested in the little film program they were trying to do

over at the Richmond Neighborhood House in North Richmond. The

person doing it had about five or six kids he was trying to teach some-

thing about filmmaking to. I said, “Well, we’ll give you a showing when

you get everything finished up.” They did a film called Dream Blowers.

It was a neat, personal statement of their lives. They’d take cameras

into places most of us wouldn’t likely get to. Very interesting, and it

wasn’t too long. I’d combine it with something else usually. I showed it

at the Gate Theater in Sausalito with films by Larry Jordan.

THE CO-OP

Part of the idea of forming a co-op was that more and more people

needed a place to keep their films so they wouldn’t have to ship them

from home. The earlier Canyon Cinemanews issues had people getting

in touch with filmmakers at their own addresses and renting directly

from them. Clearly this was not a very desirable situation. Filmmakers’

Cinematheque in New York was running a co-op already—a kind of

co-op, with slightly different ground rules, I think, but it was going.

So there were models for what to do.

The first meeting about the possibility of setting up a film coopera-

tive that I recall was at the Straight Theater on Haight Street in San

Francisco. That’s when the board was first formed. Let me see the little

book . . . August 16, 1966. 15 Bob Nelson was certainly there. Ben Van

Meter, possibly Roy Ramsing, who later on took over the Cinematheque

for a while. Bruce Conner came to the first meeting. I remember it as

quite an exciting time. Everyone was very enthusiastic.

Initially the Canyon Co-op and Cinematheque were the same. At

least people didn’t distinguish between the two organizations. Earl

Bodien probably became the director of the Co-op after the August

meeting. He ran the Co-op out of his house off Third Street in San

Francisco until he resigned in 1967. He made some interesting films,

manipulating the inputs on a TV set. We worked together on organiz-

ing shows. If he heard ofsomebody who wanted to have a screening

he’d pass it on to me. But I was pretty much autonomous in what I was

showing during this period after the Co-op officially formed. It was a

sort of catch-as-catch-can thing. When filmmakers came with their

films they’d get the proceeds of whatever we took in. I didn’t rent films

from the Co-op at that time. I tried to make working directly with film-

makers my policy. If possible, I’d have them present or, if not, arrange

with them to send their films. I liked the films. I can’t say I liked all of

them, but for me the reward was the excitement of seeing these brand-

new things that often were never shown anywhere else.

THE END

I was kind of glad to get out. There were several factors— it was cumu-

lative, including my wife being a little unhappy, because we had three

small daughters. I needed to find the kind of guy I was when Bruce

Baillie was trying to get out. They don’t come around that often.

NOTES

1. Scott MacDonald, Canyon Cinema: The Life and Times of an Independent Film Distributor
( Berkeley:

University of California Press, 2008), is an excellent source for further information.

2. Both the winter 1962 Canyon program flyer and the May 1963 Canyon Cinemanews addendum,

"What Is Canyon Cinema???" indicate that screenings began in summer 1961 . An undated resume

of Baillie's that appears to be from 1963 lists Canyon Cinema as established in 1960.

3. Paul Tulley was a longtime friend of Bruce Baillie's. They edited the News for a period and made

films and audiotapes together.

4. The newsletter was referred to as the News on the masthead of the first issue, December 1962,

through September 1964 and Canyon Cinema A/ewsfrom October 1964 through May 1967. Beginning

in July 1967, the masthead reads Canyon Cinemanews, which is the spelling we use. However,

throughout its history there are inconsistencies in how the name is listed in articles, on the

masthead, and on the cover. Callenbach donated his collection of the newsletter to the Pacific Film

Archive Library.

5. According to San Francisco Chronicle listings, screenings were at Callenbach’s house for the

month of September 1962.

6. The News was published on an irregular schedule. For example, there is a February 1963 issue, but

the next issue is March-June, and there is no July issue.

7. "A Petaluma native and UC Berkeley graduate in philosophy (1940), from 1955 to 1960 Kael was

programmer and theater manager of the Berkeley Cinema Guild, an art house at the corner of

Telegraph and Haste owned by Edward Landberg, to whom Kael was briefly married. The Cinema

Guild was so successful, a second screen was added in 1955, making it the Berkeley Cinema Guild

and Studio (the first twin cinema in the U S.!)." PFA Film Notes, 2001.

8. The May 1964 festival was a local screening of films selected from the 2nd Annual Ann Arbor Film

Festival, the first year it toured.

9. On October 7, 1962, Pauline Kael introduced a program that featured films by Bruce Baillie, as well

as Language of Faces (John Korty) and Wedlock (Ed Spiegel and L. C. Stoumen).

10. Flyers and newspaper listings indicate that screenings at the Coffee Gallery began in August 1962.

11 . In a resume from 1972 Chick Strand indicates that she was director of Canyon Cinema with Baillie

from 1961 to 1965, was editor of Canyon Cinemanews from 1962 to 1964, and directed the West

Coast Independent Film Tour of Europe with Baillie in 1965.

12. It took place over three days in 1966: January 21, 22, and 23.

13. Canyon held screenings at Intersection, which functioned under the auspices of Glide Memorial

Church, until May 1 967, when it relocated to the church's Fellowship Hall. After Menefee stopped

running the screenings in July 1967, they didn't resume until November 1967, at Intersection’s new
location on Union Street.

14. Laird Sutton: "artist, formerly a Glide minister, director of Intersection and maker of educational sex

films for the National Sex Forum." Jesse Hamlin, San Francisco Chronicle, June 13, 2005.

15. In the August 1966 Canyon Cinemanews the meeting, which followed some initial meetings in July,

is announced as scheduled for August 16, but the formation of the Cooperative is listed as August

14, 1966, in the November issue, which includes the Co-op’s first catalog.
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FOCUS

Castro Street

Bruce Bail lie, 1966

ERNEST CALLENBACH

T
his visually exquisite masterpiece of minimal-budget, low-tech film-

making has nothing to do with the Castro Street of San Francisco's

gay district, or with Fidel Castro of Cuba. Named for a Spanish land

grantee, Castro Street, in Richmond, California, is a gritty industrial byway

lined with refinery structures, railroad switchyards, omnipresent power

lines, and the general detritus of modern heavy industry. Bruce Baillie, with

his magical eye, has taken these unpromising materials and constructed

a flowing lyric poem. Its steady rhythm of pans and dissolves is set by

the ponderous motion of trains over a sound track bass line of industrial

noises: bangs, regular beats, whirrs, clangs, toots. Baillie makes iris effects

in the camera; he softens and blurs the imagery, perhaps with Vaseline on

the lens; he distorts images, perhaps with mirrors; he catches a gorgeous

palette of colors in the wasteland; he twists human voices into abstract

sounds; he runs some images in negative color. This elegant playfulness

combines the half-recognizable, the luminously abstracted, and occasional

flashes of ordinary vision: train wheels, yellow earth-moving machinery,

flowering lupines glowing purple, corrugated iron. Yet everything is carried

along with the flow, the dance of exploration and perception: this is what

we can see, if our inner eyes are open. Castro Street is a meditation on the

reality of our industrial condition, not redeeming it, but transcending it.

Still from Castro Street
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FOCUS

The Great Blondino

Robert Nelson and William T. Wiley, 1967

J. HOBERMAN

R
obert Nelson's most ambitious film, made in collaboration with

the artist William T. Wiley, was inspired by the nineteenth-century

French funambulist Charles Blondin—the Philippe Petit of his day

—

who famously crossed the gorge of Niagara Falls on a high wire, blindfolded

and pushing a wheelbarrow. Here, the naif Blondino—played by Chuck

Wiley, dressed as medieval varlet—wanders the streets of San Francisco,

followed by a character identified as "The Cop" (the poet Lew Welch).

Blondino's inconclusive adventures are densely interwoven with what

seem to be his dreams and fantasies—often represented by newsreel

and television commercial footage that has been submerged in superim-

positions or overworked with all manner of homemade special effects.

Narrative is scarcely more than a series of digressions. Circus motifs are

ubiquitous; sight gags abound; seemingly arbitrary shifts in film stock or

camera speed are common. Accompanied by intermittent drone music, the

eccentric spectacle evokes a media-saturated world, even as it recalls the

playful quality of Wiley's funk art paintings and constructions. The action

builds to a climax in which Blondino falls from his tightrope, only to be

resurrected in a brief postscript.

Although The Flower Thief ( Ron Rice, 1960) is The Great Blondino's

major precursor, the Nelson-Wiley film—shot in 1966, just before the full

flowering of Haight-Ashbury hippiedom—can be seen as the culmination

of a twenty-year cycle in San Francisco filmmaking. P. Adams Sitney has

observed that ever since Sidney Peterson and James Broughton's 1947

The Potted Psalm, the city's filmmakers have portrayed it as "a paradise of

fools," using an indigenous "picaresque" style based on optical distor-

tion, contrived effects, and free-associative montage. 1 As developed by

Peterson, Broughton, Christopher Maclaine, and Ron Rice, this mode

reached its nostalgic apogee in The Great Blondino and, thus exhausted,

was eclipsed by a style of psychedelic abstraction.

NOTE

1. P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde (New York: Oxford University Press,

1974 ), 50-51 .

Production still from The Great Blondino with Robert Nelson (on left, with camera),

William Wiley (behind Nelson), and Chuck Wiley
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CUTAWAYS

BRUCE BMW IF loft, and Chick Stand, co-ape,-ators of Canyon Cinema, edit one of Balllie's films, gelling it ready for the sound track process. Canyon

Cinema has regular showings in Berkeley and weekly screenings in San Francisco, which feature the latest in experimental and avant-garde commcrcai films.

Bailiie L Dorkitey Info Cinema Spotlight

Short Subject Making a Comeback
*‘I want to discover true Ameri-

can themes, the images that lay

closest to the hearts of our citi-

zens.”

Film maker Bruce Bailiie ad-

mits that working toward the ful-

fillment of these ideals is a slow

and arduous process. But with

the establishment and evolution of

the Canyon Cinema, he has cre-

ated the means that could, carry

him through to his goal.

CANYON CINEMA has been the

only film group in Berkeley to

show the experimental productions

of amateur film makers on both

coasts. It mingles the creative

commercial with the work of the

enlightened amateur.

Bailiie. 31, or 263. Colgate Ave..

Kensington, established Canyon

Cinema in the summer of 1961

when he started showing films,

including his own, in the back-

yard of his former residence in

Canyon, just over the Berkeley

Hills.

He developed his interest in

amateur movies on his second

trip to Europe. While leisurely

touring the continent, he noted

the differences between the Amer-

ican and European attitude toward

the creative personality. It was

then the idea of film production

even if on a small scale, was

born.

He completed his tour, and

started his project, with studies

at the London School of Film

Technique.

Bailiie admits he came to film

making quite late in life, after

FRAMES from Bruce Bailee’s

film, “Mr. Hayachi,” a study of a

Japanese immigrant In America.

an “unproductive youth." He be-

lieves he speaks for himself and

many others when he said, “You

can loaf and bum around until

you're 30, but after that you’ve

either got to work or die.“ Bailiie

has found his work in films.

TO DATE, he has about seven

films to his credit, had one shown

at the Playhous summer film pro-

gram in San Francisco, and has

another entered in the “Film as

Communication” competition in

this year’s San Francisco Inter-

national Film Festival.

“If 1 Should Wake," Baillie’s

entry is a study of mentally dis-

turbed children, their life, and

their relation to the community.

Three of his most recent films.

“The Gymnast, ” “Have You

Thought of Talking to the Direc-

tor” and “Mr. Hayashi” all focus

on an individual pitted against a

society growing ever more com-

plex.

The means of financing his film

productions has come from the

showings at Canyon Cinema, as he

has used its slight profit margin

to invest in equipment and pay

processing costs.

Starting last September in the

now defunct Bistro San Martin,

and moving to the North Gate

Cafe, Canyon Cinema has had a

hectic existence. As many other

dramatic and film groups have

found, the city is most strict in

enforcing codes, and the group has

had to move frequently. Canyon

Cinema is still looking for a per-

manent home, and has had to

schedule recent showings on a

clandestine basis.

BADLL1E BELIEVES that many

creative activities, such as Can-

yon Cinema are forced out of

existence by antiquated city cedes,

and the result of this failure to

provide a means for individual

and group expression is a direct

A SEQUENCE from Baillie’s

film, “Have You Thought of

Talking tc the Director?” a

Kafkacsquc commentary on the

effects of today’s fast, complex

living.

cause of the violence so much in

Berkeley headlines today.

But the future is looking bright-

er. Bailiie is negotiating now with

the University of California, hop-

ing to win an off-campus activity

status for the group.

At present, Canyon Cinema

shows the films of the few Berke-

ley movie makers, including Earn-

est W. Callcnbaeh, an editor of the

University of California publica-

tion, Film Quarterly.

It is Baillie s hope that Canyon

Cinema can be made prosperous

enough to support film making

classes, purchase needed equip-

ment and finance other more

ambitious projects.

He has contracted several com-

mercial film distributers in an

effort to interest them in h«s

short films, and has sent his work

to the Charles Theater in New
York, the official theater of east

coast experimental film makers.

AS A FILM producer, Bailiie

believes in the scripted, planned

method of shooting, but he con-

fesses many of his films have had

germinal beginnings, starting from

the suggestion of scene and en-

vironment.

While amateur film makers

haven’t the means of mounting

major productions, Bailiie believes

they can contribute to the Ameri-

can film scene through inclusion

in the main feature plus a short

or short-type program which again

is becoming popular in the art

houses. —FRED GARDNER

VISTA—Berkeley Doily Gazette. Saturday, Sept. 29, 1962
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INTERMISSION

LITTLE STABS OF HAPPINESS

by Kenneth Jacobs
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by Allen Downs
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£ by Gregory Markopoulos
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3 by Bruce Baillie

X
1- WOTAN’S WAKE

by Brian De Palma

INTERMISSION

DESISTFILM

by Stan Btakhage

HARO SWING

by Michael Putnam

LANGUAGE OF FACES

by John Korty

SEASONS CHANGES (silent)

by Larry Jordan

A MOVIE

by Bruce Conner

BEAT

by Christopher Maclaine

THE T CROSS

by Paul Beattie

HAVE YOU SOLD YOUR DOZEN

ROSES? by Irving Saraf
,
Phil

Green, Allen Willis Dave Myers

A HURRAH FOR SOLDIERS

by Bruce Bail lie

INTERMISSION

OPUS 5

by Lloyd Williams

JABBERWOCK

by Lloyd Williams

THE GYMNASTS

by Bruce Baillie

KAERAZARU KAWA

by Marvin Becker

SENSELESS

by Ron Rice

TWO SHORT FILMS

by George Manupelli

COSMIC RAY

by Bruce Conner

BRUCE MOSES

by Stan Brakhage

TO PARSIFAL

by Bruce Baillie

INTERMISSION

FLAMING CREATURES

by Jack Smith

PASTORALE D’ETE

by William Hindle

NEW AMERICAN CINEMA

We have no way of knowing what is

being done to extend the film into new
areas of knowledge, communication and

art unless we expose ourselves to it,

unless we give ourselves a chance to

absorb it.

Among the films in this collection

you will see intentional over-exposure,

images moving too quickly to be exactly

identified, unconventional sound-i mage
connections, and so on. From experience

in showing new work in cinema we rec-

ommend seeing these films more than

once

.

New American Cinema, Underground

Cinema, these filmrights by any collec-

tive name represent a challenge to the

established film traditions and techniques

with their conviction that the limits of

their form are not fixed at the documen-
tary and the photoplay. But to the cher-

ished ideas and sacrosanct opinions

audiences have about what a film should

be they are the greater threat because it

is from moviegoers and not the movie
industry that the most resistance comes

to their "tampering” with the familiar

and comfortable entertainment media
called the motion picture.

Not everything done to date, nor all

the films presented in this exhibition, is

art or even very palatable experimenta-

tion. But these film-makers are the new
generation of cinematographers, and it is

what they are doing that will determine

whether the film ex per ience becomes
more meaningful in the future.

Witnessing this collection of shorter

16mm works will be a joyous occasion
if there is joy in observing the new and

the experimental, if there is joy in seeing

the individual challenging, searching and

taking the risk of asserting a point of

view. It will also be a painful experience

as there is pain in stretching old frames

of reference and developing new ways
of seeing, as there is pain in being ex-

posed to the sometimes technically

rough and premature.

— Bruce Baillie

R. Martin Silver
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VORTEX 4 MAY 12, 13, 19 & 20 8:00 & 9:15 P.M.

Morrison Planetarium, San Francisco

Fantastica Russ Garcia'

A collage of sound patterns from one of the more imaginative "music of outer space” LP

recordings. Effects by Ted Keep.

Symphony of the Birds ... Jim Fassett

The Mysterioso Movement from Fassett's experimental symphony composed of bird sounds,

which have been manipulated to simulate tonal and harmonic values.

Three-Fifty Dash Two Gordon Longfellow

An experiment in middle and high frequency sounds designed for rotational playback.

Song of the Holy Children Karlheinz Stockhausen

Excerpt? from this well-known Cologne Studio work which is constructed from vocally intoned

phonemes and pure sinus tones.

The Awakening ......... L. K. Dunham

"I think of this simply as a rather charming Afro-sonic gestalt." LKD

Aoi-No-Ue Toshiro Mayuzumi

Excerpts from the Japanese No play, Princess Hollyhock, in an electronically stylized simula-

tion of actual No narration and music. Produced at the Electronic Studios of Radio NHK,
Tokyo, Japan.

Space Race Effects by Jose Duarte'

A provocative application of synthetic sound to popular culture.

Intermission

Piano and Piano David L. Talcott

A new work exploiting the modifications possible to the natural piano sound.

Rhythmology Henry Jacobs

A trilogic study in polyrhythmic intensity. Vocal intonations by Tagore Swingington.

Plight Pieter Van Deusen

Composed for Dancer Ann Halprin, this work exploits the musical possibilities of natural

sounds through looped repetitions.
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above Bruce Conner for Supervisor poster, 1967

right The Movie program flyer, 1964

OPPOSITE

Vortex concert program, 1958

Storyboard drawing by Robert Nelson for

Oiley Peloso the Pumph Man, 1965

~
' UNDERGROUND
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Though Japanese commercial cinema is fairly well known outside the country, Japanese experimental film is not. One
of the reasons is the usual lack of distribution. Another, however, is the oddity of the films themselves. Japan is the
country of the haiku, that terse and inner statement the meaning of which must be inferred — communication is less im-
portant than consideration. The Japanese experimental film -in evidence since the late 1 920’s — is traditionally in-
tended for no audience at all. It is an object, like ikebana: something to admire, something to disregard. Sometimes
these objects are curiously interesting, sometimes dull, sometimes shocking. All are distinguished in their refusal to
make compromises, in their fidelity to their makers’ vision. For this reason these films are rarely seen in Japan itself—
fidelity in haiku is one thing, fidelity on film is another; there is indeed no audience. This scries of showings then is
not only the first in the Western Hemisphere, it is also the first performance anywhere of such a sizeable and repre-
entauve slice of Japanese experimental cinema.
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This is a 1962 film by a director to become notorious for his

1963 feature, THE HOLELESS VAGINA, a picture only re-

cently released by the Japanese authorities and never com-

mercially shown Born in 1940, Adachi studied at Nippon

University’s Film School and graduated the year after RU I.

HOWL was made. It is near allegory about shame (if not sin]

and death and futility
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Production still from Curt McDowell, Thundercrack, 1975, with

McDowell (left) and George Kuchar

The Newsreel Collective, Black Panther, 1967-69, film still

Joanne Kyger, Descartes, 1968, video still
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PART 4

Thinking Outside the Box
1967-1976



Poster for Don Hallock's Videola, 1973

Videospace: The National Center
for Experiments in Television
STEVE SEID

We are nearly blind to the real, human implications oftelevision in its

many forms. Television which serves the worst in us has come rather

easily. Hopefitlly, there is a new television which awaits us—one that

maturely expresses our complex sense ofthings. Because images influ-

ence personal reality and social structure, the task ofevolving this new

television is an urgent and very practical matter.

—NCET informational brochure, 1971

Lost to the white noise of media history, the National Center for

Experiments in Television (NCET) was an unusual artists’ research

center tenuously aligned with San Francisco’s public television

station, KQED. Initiated in 1967, the NCET sought an answer to a

simple but hitherto overlooked question: Can artists work with the

medium of television?

It began with a bigger question. Dismayed by the sorry state of

broadcast television, the Rockefeller Foundation challenged several

treethinking administrators at KQED to consider new possibilities for

the medium. The initial discussion asked what public television—then

in its infancy—could do to “strengthen other cultural institutions in

the community.” 1 After several months of inquiry it was determined-

in strikingly lucid terms—that “culture could only be strengthened by

giving opportunities to those who create culture.”2 But their reasoning

went further, concluding that television attracted few creative artists

because it was not treated as a medium of expression in its own right

but merely as an apish conduit for other forms.

A Rockefeller grant was secured to plumb the creative depths of the

television medium. By August 1967 Brice Howard, executive producer of

cultural programs with National Educational Television, had accepted

the directorship at KQED of what was then called the Experimental

Project. Five cross-disciplinary artists were selected for a yearlong

residency housed in a garage near the station. With regular access to

the studio facilities at KQED, the Experimental Project artists set to

work in an atmosphere of pure invention. Unlike later television labs at

public stations WNET and WGBH, there was no mandate to transform

research into televised programming, not that this didn’t occur.

Aided by talented personnel from the station, the resident artists—

the painter William Allan, the novelist William Brown, the composer

Richard Felciano, the poet Joanne Kyger, and the filmmaker Loren

Sears—set about exploring the inherent properties of the medium in

pursuit of an alternative visual language. The circumstance alone could

have been deemed radical; never had a station provided this kind of

access to its studio facilities, much less allowed improvisational use.

Before any tape rolled, the artists and Howard conducted several

months of “rap sessions” in which they discussed in refracted detail

every philosophical, political, and aesthetic variation the medium

might bear. These sessions survive as a stack of free-form transcrip-

tions, the product of 160 hours of audiotape. Between this rambling

record and Howard’s personal chronicling of those early days, a

manuscript was developed, later to be titled Videospace and published

formally in 1972. This book was a poetic condensation of the intense

questioning that characterized the Experimental Project’s initial

inquiry. It still stands as a provocative, uncompromising, and utopian

view of television as a creative medium.

A primary objective for many of these first experiments was the

integration of acknowledged art disciplines— dance, music, poetry—

and the video medium. Cross-disciplinary explorations seemed like a

logical direction because there was no indigenous video language as

yet, no sense that video could offer its own specificity. Thus the union

of art forms—typically given short shrift in their avant-garde manifes-

tations—offered an immediately comprehensible direction.
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Videola
A video sculpture by Don Hallock

San Francisco Museum of Art
September 21—November 4, 1973

Programs hourlyTuesday— Friday11am—9pm
Saturday—Sunday 11am—4pm
Admission free

Live sound/image concert

November6—7 7:30pm
Admission

Produced at the National Centerfor Experiments

in Television, an affiliate of KQED Inc.,

through a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation,

with synthesized image by Stephen Beck.

Photoxjraph/M d'Hanier Dcsign/Ross

Much-prized studio time was not an unregulated resource at the

station; rather, it was doled out in shares to the artists, who were asked

to produce one representative work by residency’s end. An immediate

limitation was the lack of available image-processing equipment. The

KQED studios had basic mixers, keyers, and colorizers but little else.
3

Under the artistic guidance of studio staff, primarily Robert Zagone,

technical protocols were abandoned, allowing for experimental

colorization, feedback, and tape-delay techniques. Seminal examples

from those first efforts are Joanne Kyger’s feminist-inflected Descartes

(1968), a rousing poem illustrated with brilliant feedback flourishes;

William Stewart Jones’s high-contrast Graham Tape Delay (1968), in

which John Graham dances with his electronically cloned likeness;4

and Richard Felciano’s impeccable Linearity (1968), an innovative

composition for harp, live electronics, and multiple-pass video.

With the Experimental Project nearing its one-year termination,

additional funds were sought to continue the residencies. On April 1,

1969, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting announced a grant to

KQED for the establishment of a program to be known thereafter as the

National Center for Experiments in Television. An emphasis on train-

ing and research was added to artistic production through initiatives

designed to provide internships to public television employees, develop

university programs, construct original video tools, and publish papers

on the social, psychological, and ethical impact of television imagery. Of

the resident artists, only Felciano remained. But those pioneering ranks

were soon replenished by the company of Stephen Beck, William Gwin,

Don Hallock, Willard Rosenquist, and, in time, David Dowe, Warner

Jepson, and William Roarty.

A medium is available. . . . It is dumb, inarticulate, contains no magic.

It is available and manageable and probably stunningly beautiful when

managed by graceful people who are bent on acts ofexpression. . . . This

newer medium is swift in nature. It demands a new kind ofperception.

It moves like light sparked into life as through a nervous prism. It is

another paint, another dance, another music ofsound. Another message

meant to catch the quick vision ofthe inner eye.

—Brice Howard, Videospace, 1972

In its purest expression the work at the NCET was guided by the

concept “videospace,” a term coined by Center director Howard.

This was a conceptual space, free from the conventions of theater,

radio, and film that dominated mainstream television. Videospace

was an electronic realm of pulses and waves, a dimension of electron

flows and voltage amplitudes. More an indigenous domain than a

constructed proscenium, videospace finally was the medium itself.

To the concept of videospace was added a second creative notion,

that of “the mix,” an aesthetic linked to a political initiative. The mix

favored real-time, improvisational creation that captured the intensity

of the moment. Disruptive edits would be replaced by seamless

dissolves, overlays, and long takes. Rather than montage, the mix sup-

ported the continuity of video flow. In its unalloyed form, the mix also

altered the hierarchical style of television production. The director

and crew were replaced by a cooperative assembly of artists, much

like a jazz band, extemporizing with image sources.

Only in rare instances do the concepts of videospace and the

mix exist in unadulterated form. But the informing aesthetic can be

found throughout the works created by NCET artists: Philip Greene’s
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Golden Gate (1968), a sly antiwar statement, reinvents the bridge as

a fluid structure; IHeimskringla!, a videoplay combining the talents

of the La MaMa Experimental Theatre, director Tom O’Horgan, and

playwright Paul Foster, places the action in a netherworld of floating

graphics and color; William Gwin’s painterly landscape, Pt. Lobos

State Reserve (1973), unfolds with subtle tonal shifts; and William

Roarty’s equally subtle work, Awakening (1975), transforms a body

into a landscape of light and volume.

Perhaps truest to the videospace ethos was Willard Rosenquist,

professor of design at the University of California, Berkeley. His

investigations led him not into the heart of circuitry but outward to

the realm of pure light. By building tabletop Mylar constructions,

what he called “lightforms,” Rosenquist produced multiform staging

areas for the play of light. Different lighting sources were then trained

on the Mylar forms and their colors, intensities, and angles of refrac-

tion manipulated. The effect, most beautifully achieved in Lostine

(1973), is of an aqueous surface of rare pigment, ever mutable, ever

impalpable. Within the parameters of tabletop and studio hardware,

Rosenquist didn’t direct these illuminated works so much as intercept

their immaterial passage on a recording medium.

Recognizing that experimental work in television could not

proceed without new tools to expand the medium’s visual palette, the

NCET made the development of processing instruments an integral

activity. In 1971 Stephen Beck completed his groundbreaking image

processor, the Direct Video Synthesizer #1, in which the electronic

circuitry generates images without the use of an external camera

or tape source. By plumbing the chaos of random voltages, the Beck

Direct could compose intricately plotted geometries, hues, and pat-

terns that sinuously unfold in time. Beck’s synthesizer was very much

a personal instrument, requiring elaborate patching, an intuitive

sense of dimensional space, and something akin to musical acuity.

Beck was one of the most prolific of the NCET artists, and his

synthesized videoworks are graceful compositions, confidently

abstract and rhythmically nuanced. His style evolved along with the

complexity of his instrument design: an early work, Cosmic Portal

(1971), melds organic globules and angular forms in molten fields of

saturated color, whereas Methods (1972), like Mondrians in motion,

employs color blocks and surprising fragmentation in a work of

elegant symmetries. A five-part series, Illuminated Music (1972-73),

disperses undulating shapes in startling sequence, cadenced to

the music of in-house composer Warner Jepson. The first of the

series, Illuminated Music #1, was presented in a groundbreaking

performance: in May 1972 Beck improvised this early version of his

synthesized work, transmitting live from the KQED studios.

A second device, the Templeton Mixer (1971), designed by

Lawrence Templeton, supported sophisticated keying, colorization,

and overlays. This image-processing station grew as specialized

circuits were built to meet artistic yearnings and as additional

processing modules were scavenged or borrowed. For its time, the

Templeton Mixer was quite exceptional, allowing individual images

to be broken down into multiple values and then processed via quali-

ties such as color, opacity, edge, 5 and luminance.

The outcome ofsuch instrument design was a large body of distinctly

abstract works, counterpointed by sound tracks composed, generally by

Jepson, on the Buchla synthesizer. Rigorous image processing, as in Don

Hallock’s Kiss with No Up (1972), William Gwin’s Irving Bridge (1972),

and William Roarty and Don Hallock’s Untitled (1972), illustrated the

synaesthesia ofmovement and light as a play of phosphors.

Expanding on videospace, Don Hallock’s 1973 installation, Videola,

pushed the cathode ray surface toward a new form of virtuality.

Originally exhibited at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,

Videola is a large horizontal cone made of reflecting Mylar. When a

monitor is placed at the small end of the cone, the image emitted is

transformed into a luminous orb. The kaleidoscopic effect is height-

ened by Videola’s size: the depth of the cone is eight feet, the large

aperture approximately five feet across. What the viewer encounters

is a prismatic, ever-changing sphere. Videola emphasized an impor-

tant aspect of the NCET’s electronic explorations, that of encouraging

visual pleasure from the primal materials of the medium.

The NCET’s greatest asset was perhaps also cause for its demise:

the mandate to innovate without end, or end product. Unlike other

TV labs, where the culmination of a residency led to program-

ming, NCET residents had no such prerequisite. This resulted in

an estrangement with KQED, which as a broadcast institution still

obeyed the logic of insatiable time slots. In late 1972 the Center

moved into its own digs on Seventh Street in San Francisco. Without

access to studio resources, priorities were turned toward nonbroad-

cast technologies. The works from this later period tended to be more

painterly and time based as the NCET’s video synthesis, feedback, and

keying resources expanded.

The NCET’s impact cannot be assessed solely on the basis of

the works created there. The internship program initiated in 1969

brought dozens of public television station personnel to the San

Francisco facility, encouraging them to expand their conceptions of

broadcast practice and to learn to create unfettered by entrenched

conventions. As stated in the NCET literature:

Television professionals are invited to assess their medium from a new

perspective: to make their own individual and evocative videotapes; to

consider the nature of responsibility in broadcasting and the relation-

ship of programming to public television’s political and economic

structure; and to review the history of television forms and practice in

relation to the medium’s potential .

6

Interns at the Center were immediately exposed to Brice Howard’s

190-page handbook, with an introductory epigraph that read, “The mass

of an electron is l/1835th the mass of a hydrogen atom. It is here. It is

material with which we can make.” The intern process was like a form

of regression therapy, stripping away inherited assumptions so that

rematuration could occur along a different path. The questions What is

television? and What is a television program? could then be answered

either as institutional queries, with all their political and cultural ramifi-

cations, or as inquiries into the veiy particulate nature of the medium.

Another pedagogical project began in 1972 with the first of the

Videospace Electronic Notebooks, a series of innovative tapes aimed at

elucidating the Center’s aesthetic and philosophical research. Of special

note are Howard’s five episodes, each turning on a particular issue of

reception and design, and David Dowe’sA Visit to the Center, in which

the process of feedback is explained in rousing, psychedelic illustration.

Staff at the Center also disseminated their new approach to television

through lecture and performance tours to college campuses across the

country. This developed a network of satellite programs at universities,
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previous page NCET internship program announcement, 1969

right William Stewart Jones, Graham Tape Delay (with John

Graham and Richard Felciano), 1968, video still, and Stephen Beck,

Illuminated Music U4, 1973, video still

including Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Rhode Island

School of Design, and Southern Methodist University (SMU) in Dallas.

A highlight of these exchanges was the Electric Concert, first staged

at SMU in November 1972, a “live symphony of videospace light and

sound” 7 employing dancers and real-time video and music synthesis.

With Brice Howard’s departure in 1974, Paul Kaufman, who had

been hired in 1970 as executive director, assumed command, if such a

thing could exist at the Center. As Kaufman recalled, “The Center was

never really an ‘institution’ but rather a loosely woven fabric of very

diverse personalities, affections, and interests, initially attracted to

Brice’s enthusiasm, mission, and aesthetics. But that ‘center’ couldn’t

really hold ... for everybody.” 8

However, it wasn’t just the “center” that was fracturing; pressure

also came from the periphery. By the mid-seventies the NCET was

growing moribund as funding drastically diminished. Though the

concept of the NCET was much lauded in its earliest days, the epony-

mous “experiment” was finally of little interest or relevance to the

broadcast-oriented affiliations they had tried to cultivate. One influen-

tial visitor had reported back to her colleagues that the Center was little

more than “an electronic sandbox”— child’s play next to the frightful

parent, television. A final move to a small storefront in Berkeley

signaled the end. By mid-1975 the grand experiment was over.

For the next quarter century, the artifacts of the NCET lay molder-

ing until a preservation project at the Pacific Film Archive retrieved

them from obscurity. Dozens of videotapes—some from overlooked

personal stashes, others from uncataloged collections—have been

transferred to archival media, and newly accumulated documentation

(posters, brochures, essays) is slowly being annotated.

In this first reappraisal, 9 the videoworks, installation, and elec-

tronic tools from the National Center for Experiments in Television

offer an unusual glimpse of some of the earliest efforts to turn

television technologies toward more artful ends. They represent not

just the creative output of individuals but the concerted labors of an

innovative institution to promote a new breed of television.

And so, assuming our artistfriends continue to be interested in applying

their visions to this medium—where can they go? That is, perhaps, as

central as any question our explorations raised. Can an artist create in

this medium? Ofcourse he can. But where?

—NCET Intern Handbook

NOTES

This essay was written with the assistance of Maria Troy.

1. NCET documents collection in the Pacific Film Archive (PFA) Library.

2. NCET documents collection, PFA Library.

3. Mixers support the use of fades, wipes, and cuts between more than one video source. Keyers are

electronic devices that allow one to designate a part of an image and replace it with a different

video source; chroma-key is one example of such a technique. Colorizers allow you to select color

values in an image and then radically change them. The effect can be quite painterly.

4. John Graham, a longtime veteran of the Ann Halprin Dance Company, had earlier collaborated with

the San Francisco Tape Music Center.

5. The Templeton Mixer had a module that allowed the user to determine an edge within an image by

looking at distinct changes in chrominance or other frame values. The "edge," thus defined, could

be manipulated by altering chroma saturation. This would appear as more precise colorization

6. NCET documents collection at PFA.

7. Poster for the event. NCET documents collection at PFA.

8. Steve Seid and Maria Troy interview with Paul Kaufman, spring 2000.

9. This essay was originally written for a catalog accompanying the gallery exhibition Videospace at

the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, fall 2000.
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“You Can’t Do That”:

Portraits of Three Feminists in Film
INTERVIEWS WITH ALICE ANNE PARKER (ANNE SEVERSON), FREUDE, AND JANET BERGSTROM BY KATHY GERITZ

Alice Anne Parker, Freude Bartlett, and Janet Bergstrom were active in

the Bay Area in the late 1960s or the 1970s, and each made a significant

contribution to one ofthefour pillars ofcinema: production, distribu-

tion, exhibition, and criticism. I had the pleasure ofinterviewing Freude

Bartlett in late 2003 and Alice Anne Parker and Janet Bergstrom in

early 2005, with follow-ups by e-mail correspondence

AliceAnne Parker, then known asAnne Severson, taught in the

humanities department at the San Francisco Art Institute, where she

made herfirst film in 1969. She was immersed in the localfilm community

and provided intermission entertainment at many Canyon Cinematheque

screenings. Her notorious Near the Big Chakra (1972), composed entirely

ofclose-ups ofvaginas, vividly announced a new objective in filmmak-

ing— to break through the silence and taboos shieldinghuman sexuality.

Freude Bartlett, who eventually chose to call herselfsimply Freude, also

a filmmaker, started Serious Business Company in 1972; it was the first

distribution company specializing in avant-garde and women’sfilms to

attempt to operate on a commercial, rather than nonprofit, basis. For

eleven years, she ran it out ofher home, first in San Francisco and then in

Berkeley and Oakland. Janet Bergstrom was a member ofthe collective

thatformed in 1974 in Berkeley to start thefilm journal Camera Obscura.

Thejournal grew out ofvibrant discussion groups that arose aroundfilm

screenings at the Pacific Film Archive. Immediately successful, it helped

define the emergingfield offeminism andfilm.

Before this periodfew women were making experimentalfilms, and little

was known ofthe history ofwomen’sfilmmaking. Perhaps the most signifi-

cant precursor, Maya Deren, had come to the BayArea in 1951 to lecture on

avant-gardefilm.
2 Assuming this talk was similar to others she gave across

the country, she would have enthusiastically encouragedpeople to make

and see experimentalfilms, though she probably wouldn’t have mentioned

womenfilmmakers specifically.
3
Fifteen years later Gunvor Nelson and

Dorothy Wiley began makingfilms in San Francisco, and by the early

1970s Severson, Freude, Constance Beeson, Barbara Hammer, and Barbara

Linkevitch were doing so, too. Many ofthese artists’firstfilms drew on their

experiences as women—being in relationships with men or women; having

babies, homes, andjobs; or exploringhow women view their bodies.

Just as Deren had done, Freude, Severson, and Bergstrom and other

members ofthe Camera Obscura collective toured the country lecturing

and advocatingfor avant-garde arid women’sfilms. Questions such as

whether there was a particularity to women’sfilmmaking and what

constituted a woman’s voice began to be raised. The pioneeringfilm

journals Women and Film, begun in 1972, and Camera Obscura: Journal

of Feminism and Film Theory, 4 inauguratedfour years later, attempted

in different ways to fill in the history ofwomen’sfilmmaking and analyze

contemporary work. The difference in the two publications’ titles indicates

some ofthe shifts that occurred in the culture within just a few years. As

women’sfilm festivals were established and morefilms by women were

distributed, the need to construct a history ofwomen’sfilmmaking was

supplemented by the desire to analyze filmsfrom a theoretical perspective.

In other words, there was a shiftfrom speaking about who made a film to

thinking about how thefilm itselfwas speaking.

While many groundbreaking women avant-garde filmmakers, includ-

ingNelson and Hammer, continue to makefilms and digital videos today,

Severson and Freude turned to other pursuits. After a surge ofinterest

and support, nontheatrical commitment to avant-garde and women’s

films receded, and Serious Business closed in 1983. Camera Obscura

gradually ceased being run as a collective and became more aligned with

academic institutions. Nevertheless, scores ofwomen filmmakers have

made avant-gardefilms while in the Bay Area (some influenced by the

emergence offeminism andfilm theory, others not), and now, more than

twenty years after the pioneering endeavors ofAlice Anne Parker, Freude,

and Janet Bergstrom, a new generation has extended the efforts ofthese

precursors. MadCat Women’s International Film Festival, established in

San Francisco in 1996, and Women ofColor Film Festival, which show-

casedfilms at the Pacific Film Archive beginning in 1995, found both films

and audiencesfor their inventive programming, giving new life to the

cliche “A woman’s work is never done.”—Kathy Geritz
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Alice Anne Parker a.k.a. Anne Severson
I started teaching at the San Francisco Art Institute in 1966 when I

was working on my doctorate at Cal in medieval English literature. I’d

come from Columbia in New York, where I did my master’s degree.

I'd been teaching at the School of Visual Arts in New York while I was

in grad school, and when I decided to go to Cal, I got in touch with

Ken Lash, chairman of humanities at the Art Institute. He hired me to

teach two freshman English classes.

Then two weeks before I was going to take my orals, Lash fired one

of the humanities teachers and offered me a full-time teaching position.

I went to see my adviser at Berkeley, an extraordinary man I deeply

admired, and I asked, “What do you think I should do?” He said, “You'll

finish your Ph.D. this year, and you’ll have a good degree from a first-rate

school, and there’ll be two thousand people just like you looking for

teaching jobs. The Art Institute is a remarkable place; it is an incredibly

stimulating environment. You can design your own courses; you can

lecture on what you’re interested in. I don’t think there’s any question.”

My attention had already shifted from Cal to the Art Institute. It was

more fun, more interesting; the people there—faculty', students—were

incredibly exciting. The truth is I was bored with academia. I had seen

Robert Nelson’s Oh Dem Watermelons [1965] prior to this and was

blown away by the wit and joy of that movie. Nelson was chairman of

the film department at the Art Institute. The filmmaking department

was where the action was; it was hotter than printmaking or sculpture.

Shortly after I started teaching full-time there, I started living with

a graduate student, Shelby Kennedy, who had been a sculptor and

then had started making movies. He had filmmaking equipment lying

around, so I made I Change IAm the Same [1969]. I’d seen a photo in

a gallery of the classic nineteenth-century couple, rigidly posing, the

woman sitting, her man next to her with his hand on her shoulder,

displayed next to a photo of a modern couple in the same pose. It

occurred to me that a revisiting of the image, using quick clothes-

switching and seminudity, would create an amusing commentary on

contemporary gender roles. I didn’t think in those terms, of course—

“contemporary gender roles”—that all came later. I also thought it

would be interesting to play with the idea of “who wears the pants

in this family,” or “the shorts,” or “the bra and panties.” Seemed like

a very simple, quick (47-second) little movie could have a lot to say

about what was happening in male-female relationships. My then-

eight-year-old daughter, April, was the cameraman because Shelby

and I were both in it. We filmed it on our deck in Corte Madera. I

got Shelby to edit it for me; I didn’t know how to do anything with

filmmaking equipment. It got shown around a little bit, including at

the New York Film Festival. It cost maybe thirty bucks and has been

one of the best little moneymakers I ever produced.

In the meantime I had met Scott and Freude Bartlett, who had come

to a show at the Art Institute. I had seen OFFON [Scott Bartlett, 1968],

and everyone was talking about Scott and what a phenomenon he was.

A loose group of filmmakers started hanging out together: Scott and
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Anne Severson, I Change IAm the Same, 1969, film still

Freude, Shelby and me, David Boatwright (who was the person I lived

with after Shelby), John Knoop and Sharon Hennessey, Ken Hodgetts

sometimes. John Knoop had done work with Scott. Ken Hodgetts

was also a graduate student at SFAI, primarily a sculptor, but he made

exquisite movies. They weren’t at Canyon Co-op and were hardly ever

shown. Initially, Bob Nelson was still married to Gunvor Nelson, who

was a filmmaker, but sometime in the middle of this period he and

Gunvor split up, and he and Diane Martin got married.

They were a very interesting group of people. My long friendship

with Freude dates from this time. It was one of those golden periods

you look back on and long to have in your life again. We were in

couples, but each man and each woman was equally interesting,

equally creative. We were making good art, having intense conversa-

tions, eating lots of good food. We were all competitive, god knows,

but there was amazing support as well.

A few years ago I was with Adam (now Elon) Bartlett, Scott and

Freude’s son, at a party where someone asked him what it was like

growing up in that environment. Elon said, “Well, I’d go with my folks

to someone’s house, and everyone would take off their clothes, and

they’d make a movie.” I thought, “Yes, that’s pretty close to it.” We

were all embracing a level of self-exposure, not in a provocative way,

but in an attempt to be transparent.

This was during the very first throes of feminism. Diane Nelson was

finishing her graduate degree in psychology, and we created a graduate

seminar at SFAI with the provocative title “Woman Is the Nigger of

the World,” a line ofYoko Ono’s. We were actually raided by radical

feminists from Berkeley because we included men in the seminar and

our T.A. was a guy. I also invited the famous hooker Margo St. James as

a guest speaker. She became a female guru for a lot of us.

Then I had an idea: I wanted to make a movie that was a continuous

dissolve of nude bodies. I went to talk to somebody at one of the labs,

because I couldn’t figure out how to do it, and they said, “No, no, no, you

can’t do that; the machines here can’t do a continuous dissolve.” I figured

out that if I used four gang synchronizers it might work. My ignorance

about the mechanics of editing was a real advantage. I filmed Riverbody

[1970] at the Art Institute in the big gallery. If I’m present when it’s

being shown, which has only happened twice in the last twenty years, I

usually identify the people in it. I did that at the 1998 Pacific Film Archive

screening. I don’t know the names of everybody anymore, but I know

which were my students and who was teaching in the photography

department. David Boatwright, who I had just fallen in love with, is

in it. Freude is there, pregnant with Adam; the custodian from the Art

Institute is there; Fred Martin, who was the director of the Art Institute,

is in it. He and Bob Nelson are the only two guys who kept their watches

on. The year I made it, Riverbody and one of Scott’s movies tied for first

place at the Ann Arbor Film Festival. I had sent it off in a kind of casual

way because I didn’t think of myself as an artist. I’ve actually never

thought of myself as an artist; I still don’t.

When I made Riverbody, it was my idea, my movie. I was a faculty

member at the Art Institute, and Shelby was a graduate student. He

had edited it for me, and on the film titles my name was first and then

Shelby Kennedy, below. When it was first shown at the Art Institute,

it was advertised as “Riverbody by Shelby Kennedy.” At that point

there were only two women faculty members—me and that wonderful

painter Jay DeFeo. I went into the office and threw a fit until it was

changed on the marquee. In many ways I had more status than Shelby

did, yet he was the guy, so he was automatically given credit for the

piece. SFAI was such a macho place then.

For my films I used Art Institute equipment. Filmmakers could check

out equipment. I made three or four movies before I even knew how to

load a camera. And because I was on the faculty, I could also get very

competent people to help me, like Roy Ramsing, the equipment person at

the Art Institute. I think Roy was the cameraman for Riverbody.

Remember when Glide Church had the Human Sexuality

Institute 5 in the basement? They bought all my movies and sold

hundreds of copies. They also produced Near the Big Chakra [1972],

I went to them with the idea, and I thought, “This is going to be

a vagina movie produced by the Methodist Church,” which really

tickled me because my family in Oregon were all Methodists. When

my daughter was maybe ten or eleven, she was sunbathing nude on

our deck one day. Casual nudity was very common. I saw her vagina,

and I went over to look, and she said, “Mom, what are you doing?”

It was amazing to me; I had never seen any vaginas. I started asking

women friends, “Have you ever seen any vaginas?” This was before

Betty Fuller pioneered the workshops at Esalen Institute where

women looked at each other’s vaginas and at their own with mirrors.

Women didn’t know what vaginas looked like. They just didn’t

know. I thought, “Damn, that needs to be rectified. I’m going to make a

movie of vaginas.” I started telling people about it, and they were horri-

fied. Almost every filmmaker said, “You’re crazy, don’t do that.” I know

enough about the history of art to know that if someone says something

is a terrible idea, it’s something you definitely want to do. So I went to

Glide, and I talked to the couple who were the directors. I asked, “Will

you produce this? I don’t have enough money to do it.” By that time I

had filmmaking equipment. I think it cost $1,000 to make it.

The Glide couple invited people from their sexuality classes, but as

it turned out, almost everyone in the film came from the Art Institute or

were friends of mine. I made a flyer, with a red rose on it, coyly inviting

women to be in a movie about women’s parts. I announced it in all my

classes, and I told all my friends. I had a student who didn’t want to be

in the film but who agreed to greet people when they came. She had a

wonderful ability to produce a feeling of being well cared for. I shot it in

the room where I held my English classes. She was in an anteroom, and

when someone came to be filmed, she would tell her what was going

to happen, how it was going to be shot. Then there were other women

who had already been filmed who hung around. I was the only person

in the room while it was being shot. It was a very private, comfortable

space—warm, with good light. It was just fascinating to me. I thought,

“Wow, I had no idea there was that much variation in vaginas.”

One of the people who turned up the day I was shooting was the

sixty-seven-year-old mother of a friend of mine. She said, “My daughter

told me you were making a movie about vaginas and she was going to

be in it; well, I thought, I’m going to show my pee-pee hole, too.” That

was her line. She’d had uterine cancer and almost all her pubic hair was
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gone from radiation or chemo. I was so touched by that. Several other

women brought their babies to be in the movie as well. I couldn’t find

anyone to be in the film who was in early puberty. I tried really hard,

but it’s such a sensitive phase. I could not convince my daughter to be

in it; by that time she was twelve, and she said, “No way, Ma.”

The film was silent; ifyou put music with it, you influence how people

see it. I wanted it to be a tabula rasa. “What do you think and how do you

feel about this incredibly powerful subject?” You know, vaginas are taboo

in a way that penises have never been. The associations are profound and

essentially spiritual in most cultures, but not in ours.

Chakra was first shown at Canyon Cinematheque. 6 There wasn’t

much response to it, as far as I know. Back then it was distributed by

Glide. It was shown around a few places: at San Francisco State, the

San Francisco Erotic Film Festival. It showed at the Ann Arbor Film

Festival, and there was a riot. I didn’t know about the screenings

because I was living in England, and I was completely out of the loop.

It wasn’t included in the Ann Arbor tour that year—they thought

it was too controversial—but they showed it as the last film in the

festival, a position traditionally reserved for exciting new movies.

To get to the projectionist’s booth at Ann Arbor, you had to go up a

ladder. A man climbed up it during the screening and was trying to

pull the film out of the projector. He and Peter Wilde, the projection-

ist, were wrestling. Other people were yelling and walking out, and a

woman stood at the door hitting people over the head with her purse

and telling them to go back in!

I was quite relieved I wasn’t there, to tell the truth. But when

David Boatwright and I took a whole program of films to Europe

to tour, I learned to be very matter-of-fact about the movie when I

talked before it and to explain what people were going to see. We had

done a screening at an art school in Devon, and a woman came up

to me afterward and said, “You’ve ruined my life.” She believed that

because her husband had been exposed to these shocking images he

would never desire her again. Her reaction to seeing vaginas was that

they were terrifying. And I thought, “I can’t be responsible for this;

I need to give people fair warning and let them know what they’re

getting into here.” After that, I would say, “You’re going to be seeing a

movie of thirty-seven cunts of all ages, qualities, and kinds.” I used the

word cunt then, which was another feminist attitude thing; other-

wise, I would talk about the movie in a way that would make people

comfortable enough to watch it.

I had made Introduction to Humanities [1972] at the same time as

Near the Big Chakra. I made it because I wanted to see if I could do

sound synchronization. I managed to do it pretty well, but it’s a funky

little movie. Sound synch was not easy to do at that point; no one had

big flatbed editing tables. The people in the film were all students

in my humanities class. At screenings I always showed it right after

Chakra as an antidote. I thought after looking at vaginas, it’s time to

see people’s faces and hear their names, to have identities attached to

them. I liked it as a kind of chaser, a balance to that movie that is not

exactly clinical but certainly very detached and impersonal.

Just before the tour I had a reading from a psychic, and she said to

me, “You’ve always thought you were so smart. You’re not, but you’re

really psychic.” This turned my life inside out. I had no idea what I

was going to do. I knew that I needed to find a teacher, and I knew

that the teacher was in England. So there was a kind of hidden agenda

in the European film tour I did with David. I assumed I wasn’t going

to make movies anymore, but in fact I did. I made three more while I

was there. I found a teacher, and I stayed in England for ten years.

After I finished the film tour I was offered the chairmanship of

the humanities department at the San Francisco Art Institute, which

would have made me the first woman chairman, which I felt could be

an important thing. I debated it for a month, but in the meantime they

selected someone else. I was flat broke, and I was a single mother, and

I was not a legal resident in England, so I couldn’t work there. Then I

met Sidney Lanier, who became my patron. He gave me a grant from

his private foundation that was enough money for me to live on for

a year and to make Animals Running [1974], In exchange, I made a

movie for him about his growth center in Spain, a European Esalen

Institute. I cut Struggle ofthe Meat [1974] there, but I did the optical

printing with John Knoop in San Francisco when I was there for the

summer. He helped me with the sound.

I made one other movie in England, with John DuCane, a film-

maker and editor at Time Out. We shot it at Lanier’s house in 1975. We
were both in it. John took the film to the lab to be printed, and they

lost it! It was the strangest thing. I think it was called The Necklace. It

just disappeared.

I left the Bay Area in 1973 and never moved back, but it is one of

the places that is always home to me. Around the Bay Area there had

always been a profoundly supportive, engaging, stimulating creative

community; that was as important for me as making those movies.

The filmmaking community in England wasn’t compelling to me.

My interests had shifted radically into a whole new world that I was

attempting to master; I was training as a psychic, and I was starting to

do readings. Still, I continued showing movies for a while. Then I was

doing a film show at an art school, and the projector chewed up every

film, and I thought, “There’s definitely a message to me here—one

movie disappears, never to be found again, and the projector chews

up my prints. I understand; it’s over for me.”

However, now it’s thirty-some years later, and I’m interested in

making movies again. My second screenplay, Go Ask Alice, has been

optioned by two producers. It’s been rewritten five or six times, and

now it’s gone out to stars and agents and studios. So who knows?

Freude Bartlett

I was born in New York. My parents moved to the Bay Area when

I was nineteen months old. When I was sixteen, I ran away from

home, back to New York, where I ingested copious amounts of sex,

drugs, and rock and roll. One night there was a sign in a storefront

window announcing a film; I went. They were showing Bruce

Conner’s A Movie [1958], It resonated; I thought, “Okay, that’s it.

That’s what I want to do.” I understood instantly that what Conner

was doing was the best and highest use of film.

In 1966, when my daughter Samantha was almost five years old,

I came back to California. I got a horrible job as a bookkeeper with a

Chinese toy importer. I quit and walked directly to the welfare office

and said, “Take me.” They said, “Well, what do you want to do?” I said,

“I want to go to San Francisco State and study film.” I got a job as depart-

ment secretary on work-study, so I was both a student and helping run

the department. So, from the get-go, I was in the catbird seat.
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I loved film, and I loved watching film. Many of the same people

who taught me when I was there forty years ago are still there now.

John Fell was the department chair. I sat in on his seminars and

learned critical thinking about film. It was a great time at State. There

is a story that people tell, which is true, that one time for a faculty

meeting I made hashish brownies. I didn’t tell them; I just said, “I

have some brownies for the meeting. Who would like one?”

Another student, Judy Wardwell, also a filmmaker, and I decided to

publish Filmagazine. There was only one issue. May 1968. The depart-

ment assigned a faculty adviser, and then there was a tremendous

to-do. I made up this joke. Bresson says, “I saw eternity last night,” and

Bunuel says, “Well, did you get to fuck her?” This was just before Mario

Savio’s time in Berkeley; that was the social milieu. The faculty adviser

said, “We can’t allow you to use the word fuck.” And I said, “You’re

out of your mind! We’re all adults here.” He said, “You can’t, Freude. It

won’t do.” So I said, “Well, I quit.” I gave notice, and everyone thought

I was out ofmy mind. I was crazy. Here’s what I did do. I ran the joke,

only I had Bresson say his line in English and Bunuel say his in Spanish.

But it was time for me to go on and do something else, to actually,

literally, make film and not be a student anymore.

I married Scott Bartlett in 1969 and became his business manager.

It meant doing everything from grant writing to entertaining art

collectors, but it also meant figuring the production budget and a lot

of the support services that are needed for independent films, like

arranging travel, setting up shoots, and then ultimately marketing and

distributing the films. The money to pay me came from grants or from

private investors. It always went toward the film or equipment; we

weren’t living high on the hog. The grants didn’t represent vast sums

of money. It was the sales of films that kept us afloat.

I had been making films all along, but I hadn't been showing them to

anyone. Most women filmmakers were a lot more serious, and they were

out there screening their work. I left Scott in the early seventies and halle-

lujah! the women’s movement showed up on my doorstep. After receiving

a favorable review in Ms. magazine,7
1 was invited to a lot of places to

show my films. Some ofthe films are very funny. I once had the pleasure

of hearing three thousand people laugh straight through one of them.

There were filmmakers such as Jordan Belson and Scott Bartlett

who were making movies that reveal the “mysteries of the cosmos,”

as opposed to the films I made, like Promise Her Anything but Give

Her the Kitchen Sink [1969] and Women and Children at Large [1972],

which I thought of as glorified home movies—and, when you get

right down to it, that’s what they are. In a certain way that is what the

women’s movement was all about—getting rid of those distinctions.

And so, while I would credit myself with being somewhat of a pioneer

as a distributor, I certainly wouldn’t as a filmmaker. I simply didn’t

take it seriously enough. I stopped making films once I started Serious
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Business Company. The reason I always gave, and it’s true enough,

was that I had children to raise and a business to run, and there

wasn’t any time. Another bit of self-delusion. But be that as it may.

When I worked for Scott, people were always asking me, “Would

you represent my films, too?” And Scott would say, “No, you can’t

represent anyone else.” When I started Serious Business I called just

about every person I had said no to and said, “The answer is now

yes.” The first catalog came out in 1972, or 1973 at the latest, with

forty-seven avant-garde films including, besides Scott’s and mine,

films by Tom DeWitt, John Knoop, Gunvor and Robert Nelson, and

Chick Strand. 8 There was never a problem finding films. The problem

was rejecting them. There was an enormous amount of film activity

in the Bay Area at that time. Canyon was renting films, but they

weren’t selling them. No one else was actively selling them. There

was money to be spent and interest in this kind of film. Still, Serious

Business Company was maybe two best-sellers and a hundred acts

of love. I would take films because I loved them or I thought they

were important, not necessarily because they were sellable. I was

delusional enough to believe that it would be a livelihood.

My motto was a quote from Oscar Wilde. He said, “One must be

serious about something if one is to have any amusement in life.” I

began Serious Business because of my interest in the avant-garde, but

it was the women’s movement that had the most impact and influence

on me. There was no one else specializing in women’s films, which

made up a large portion of the Serious Business catalog. The catalog

wasn’t all avant-garde. It eventually grew to over two hundred titles,

including social and anthropological documentaries, subjects that

would fit into a university curriculum. Distributing nonmainstream

work—be it antinuclear, alternative health, or avant-garde—was a

way of connecting to and spreading the word about various social

movements. For the most part, the later catalogs were post-Disney

independent animation, films by Robert Breer, Sally Cruickshank,

George Griffin, Suzan Pitt, Pat O’Neill, and Kathy Rose.

When I traveled to show my films, I would lug everyone else’s

films along with me. I’d do the show, and then I would stay in town

for a couple of days and go to public libraries to do screenings and

talk about the films. I would invite the librarians and discuss the

nature of film and its uses for their patrons or for students. Librarians

are the most open and curious of people. And public libraries and

universities had the money to spend on nonprint media. I also used to

write articles trying to build a market for these films. 9 Something that

interested me a lot was using avant-garde film with children, because

I thought they could understand it better than adults.

The world of feminism and film at that time was small. I published

an article about distribution in Camera Obscura in 1979. 10 Around that

time came the beginnings of my disenchantment. The honeymoon

was over when the British structuralists marched in and the academi-

cians took over. It could be simply a lack of flexibility or resilience on

my part, but I thought the lust for theory was boring. The film world

was both growing and becoming smaller at the same time. Somehow

the vision became—“smaller” is not the word—more specialized.

People found niches to be in, and schools would teach film theory,

history, and appreciation, but with the exception of a handful of

universities, they didn’t teach production. It became an academic

major. What seemed to happen—and it happened in both independent

film and feature films— is that people who could, made movies, but

they had virtually nothing to say. That’s how it is historically; there’ll

be moments of great creativity and genius and then plateaus.

Around this time there were 2.5 people working at Serious

Business. The .5 was my young son. He used to clean films after

school. So we did okay. We had a good time; we did some good. And

then it went bye-bye. After Proposition 13, the 1978 tax reduction

measure, was passed in California, the rest of the states followed.

Libraries, schools stopped buying. “We don’t have enough to spend

on books and periodicals. We can’t buy any more films.” I was truly

heartbroken on multiple levels at the closure of Serious Business in

1983. It was the end of an era.

I talked to filmmakers about the dilemma, and they would say,

“Don’t worry. Video is coming soon and the market will grow.” I

kept saying, “Even when it comes, it’s not going to save you. You’re

going to get the same number of sales you do now in film. Don’t

delude yourself.” They were convinced; I was not. They wanted to be

revolutionary and outsiders, but they also wanted the fruits of playing

the game. It’s impossible. It’s a rigged game. Distribution of films that

not many want to see is a roller-coaster ride. Whatever the thrills and

chills along the way, I felt appreciated, supported, and honored. 11

I did what I could to find other distributors for the films, and I also

had a referral list that I would circulate, because most of those films

couldn’t find other distributors. I mourned the death of short films

in a feature film world. I felt sad in other ways. You hurt if any harm

comes to your children, your friends, your kittens, whatever. And I

felt bad for myself. I thought, “I’ve been doing this for eleven years.

What am I going to do now?”

I decided, like lots of other people, including the film and art critic

Tony Reveaux [author ofHow to Do Everything with iMovie, 2002], to

try my hand at computers. I went to UC Berkeley to learn about comput-

ers, but the personal lesson was about marketing. I wrote a book about

marketing, 12 because the principles are the same no matter what the field.

An affluent economy lends itself to creative growth and risk-

taking. Just ask Thorstein Veblen. The 1960s and early 1970s were

heady days for the avant-garde and personal documentaries. Artistic

endeavors flourished alongside a booming economy. Things changed

during the eighties, the “Just Say No” decade of constraint whose con-

servative culture annihilated marginal artistic and political concerns.

The trend is our friend again. The early years of this new century

give us an inkling of hope. Feature-length documentaries have gained

popularity in theaters and on college campuses in the face of vapid
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media onslaughts. And new technologies are giving artists a global

audience, something unimaginable a few decades ago.

It’s easier than ever to reach the public but harder than ever to break

through the glut with a worthwhile film. Communicating, connecting,

entertaining, and breaking down barriers are glorious goals. I wish

there were a guarantee that truth, beauty, and justice will win out.

Janet Bergstrom
The Camera Obscura collective was formed in December 1974 for

the purpose of creating the journal Camera Obscura. It was Connie

Penley, Liz Lyon, Sandy Flitterman, and me. Three of us—Connie,

Sandy, and I—had worked on the journal Women and Film before

that. The Women and Film group seemed huge and sprawling, with an

ever-changing number of people—maybe ten, sometimes as many as

sixteen. Women and Film was started—as I understand it—by Saunie

[now Saundra] Salyer and Siew-Hwa Beh in Los Angeles. Saunie

moved to Berkeley, and eventually she wanted to bring more people

into the magazine to help her and to expand the project. As I recall,

the expanded group evolved out of a general discussion group that

met once a week at the Pacific Film Archive to discuss “women and

film” issues. It was one of many really exciting, provocative discussion

groups that grew up around PFA. [PFA director and film curator] Tom

Luddy provided space; he thrived on bringing people together around

film, and groups met in or around PFA practically every night of the

week. Tom to some extent programmed films and series specifically

for them, or more or less in response to the needs of the hour.

The biggest group was Politics and Film. It was very confrontational,

and if you weren’t used to it, which many of us were not, it took courage

to intervene, since whatever you said was bound to be attacked; and it

took persistence, since many people (especially loud men) were trying

to get the floor at the same time. These were not polite reading groups.

The Politics and Film group was freewheeling. Anyone could come;

there was no stable membership. Berkeley was a vital area for film

journals, and Tom contributed a lot to that, as did Bertrand Augst, who

was teaching in the comparative literature department. Three or four

journals either started or were encouraged by that environment. There

was a lot of interchange. It was so easy to meet people.

The Women and Film group was pretty freewheeling, too, but as I

recall we did meet once a week, and we tried to have a reading group.

We did some interviews. We tried to write collectively. When people are
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working for free, especially a large group, even if the group is commit-

ted to the idea of nonhierarchical decision making, it’s not possible that

everybody will operate with the same idea about what the project is.

We were almost all inexperienced, writing and editing for publication

for the first time, and trying to work collectively within a very polemical

arena. Feminist issues were extremely hot, touchy topics at that time;

every little thing was argued about—how things were phrased, what

words were used. It was very exciting and engaging; it was also anxiety

producing, because people were getting into fights constantly.

It wasn’t a situation where you report to work, you get paid, you go

home. Everybody was friends and trying to figure out something that

nobody had ever really done before. A lot of people in the Women and

Film group felt that men should not be involved, that men could not be

feminists, that men should not be writing for a magazine called Women

and Film, nor should men be interviewed for a magazine called Women

and Film, nor should men be read, for instance, in our reading group.

This made no sense to us. Those of us who were going to the Politics

and Film reading group were discussing Freud and Marx and a lot of

political writers. Some of them were women, but a lot were men.

Another thing with Women and Film was that—according to a

prevailing view among some feminists at the time—you should not

prevent women from speaking or writing anything. For some people

on Women and Film, that could translate into, “You should publish

anything any woman wants to write.” Those of us who started Camera

Obscura didn’t want to do that. We wanted to do something that was

specifically theoretical. Theory was not well viewed in the Women
and Film group. So in 1974 the three of us pulled out and decided that

at that point we had enough skills—which wasn’t very much—that

we could create our own magazine. When Liz came back to Berkeley

some months later, the four of us were meeting constantly.

It took two years to put out the first issue because we were trying to

do it all collectively. When you’re tiyingto write collectively, with four

people trying to learn and express themselves, and you are supposed to

somehow reach consensus—well, it was better than Women and Film

when you could have thirteen, but still, practically speaking, it wasn’t

a very workable situation. It was a big experiment. We got out an issue

that we were pretty happy with, but then we decided we couldn’t

continue writing collectively. We continued as a collective, but we

proposed our own articles, or interview subjects, or issues on special

topics. Some interviews and projects we still decided to do collectively,

and all the main decisions were still made jointly. We wanted to publish

important French essays in translation and to provide them with a

context, especially textual analysis—close analyses of films with frame

enlargements. We all put a lot ofwork into those. Bertrand Augst was

our number one adviser in this area. He did a lot of the translations

himself, and he was really fun and enthusiastic to work with. He was

constantly giving us things to read, suggestions.

Women and Film died in 1976, shortly after we left the magazine.

Unlike the general orientation of that magazine, we intended Camera

Obscura to have a special focus; it would be oriented toward film

theory and feminism, and we wanted it to serve as a kind of bridge

between Continental writing and American writing. All of us, by a

certain point, had studied film theory in Paris. There were a lot of

people in Paris writing film theory and doing textual analysis in a way

that we thought was really exciting.

To understand our vision for the journal, you can go back to the days

of the Women and Film group, or maybe even before it had been formal-

ized, when a large number ofwomen organized a huge conference, a

really big event, through PFA in 1974. 13 Discussions after film screenings

were held outdoors in the sunshine of the old PFA garden. It was really

fun. We programmed, thanks to Tom, two or three days of film. Freude,

who ran Serious Business, was involved with that; in fact, I think she

helped us get a lot of movies. The objective was pretty basic: to show as

many films by women as possible and talk about them. In the Women
and Film group, the question arose very early on, Can we make any

general statements about women directors? And if so, what? And then a

related question, for those of us interested in theory, one that is still very

much alive today: What about enunciation? Is there such a thing as a

female voice in film? It became obvious to us, practically instantly, that

we hadn’t seen enough films to be able to have an opinion.

It was very hard to see films made by women, but Tom Luddy

searched them out. We helped create an audience for those films, but

it worked both ways: without him, we couldn’t have generated the

interest. We were able to see films made in different countries, time

periods, avant-garde, mainstream. We just saw everything that we

could see—everything.

We were trying to interview women directors when we could,

which is how I met Shirley Clarke— in L.A., as it happened—and for

some reason, we never did do an interview with her. I regret that; she

was a real friend and another big inspiration. Of the old guard, Shirley

was one of the few successful women directors who was willing to say

she was a feminist and that her films were feminist films. But many

women filmmakers of her generation didn’t want to be identified in

that way or have their films shown as part of feminist events. They

felt it took away from their achievement that had been won before

the feminist fanfare. The first long interview we did was with Yvonne

Rainer. She was a good example of somebody who had gone through a

lot to earn the reputation that she had in avant-garde dance and then

as a filmmaker. You have to realize that this was the very beginning of

retrospectives of films devoted to women directors. This was totally

new. But some directors worried that it might seem that the only

reason their films were being shown was because they were made

by women, and they didn’t want to be absorbed into that context.

They felt their films were worthy of being shown on their own. With

Yvonne, the irony is that she didn’t want to be called a feminist film-

maker to begin with, but our interview process was so long—we went

through umpteen drafts back and forth, more and more questions

and revisions before it was finalized and published, like our typical

byzantine copyediting process for articles at the time—that eventually,

the next time she came to Berkeley, she was talking about how she

was a feminist director. I’m not saying we were responsible, but the

interview process played its part.

One aspect of what we started with Women and Film was trying

to see as many films made by women as we could, and we never

stopped doing that. But we did become more interested in seeing

films by directors like Chantal Akerman, for instance. She was our

age, meaning that she was of the generation for whom it was perfectly

natural to say that you were a feminist and discuss it, to realize that it

could mean a lot of different things in film or writing. Where we were

successful was in bringing attention to the directors we did write
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about or did do interviews with, because we provided a way to think

about their films. For some people, the articles we published were dif-

ficult to read because of the way they were written, but the interviews

were not difficult. That was something we liked about interviews.

Some of the articles were pitched at people who were either writing

or reading the same kinds of theoretical writings we were, but the

interviews were accessible to everybody. They should bridge the gap

and make the theoretical essays more appealing. We believed in the

idea of building an audience. Of course, that was completely in synch

with PFA—under Tom, under Edith Kramer, and still to this day.

With the avant-garde, it was the same thing. Tom was bringing

in a lot of avant-garde film directors to present their films, and for a

long time, I think, one night a week was avant-garde night. All these

avant-garde filmmakers were coming through, like Ernie Gehr and Paul

Sharits, and the local people came in—Bruce Conner, for instance. Pat

O’Neill was there, Chick Strand, very different kinds of filmmakers. We
were able to see practically everything that was available. The Art in

Cinema series had been started up again at the San Francisco Museum

of Modern Art; Edith Kramer was programming it. I remember seeing

Michael Snow’s films at the San Francisco Art Institute, programmed

by Canyon Cinematheque. We tried to go to whatever was playing.

Avant-garde film teaches you how to look at film, no two ways

about it. It’s like taking a film editing class. You learn to see in a differ-

ent way. If you see a lot of different avant-garde filmmakers, especially

from the minimal school, you can see how they depart from each

other in subtle ways—they are all problem solvers or questioners. This

was the trend in minimal art, too: “This is the formal problem; this

is how I’m addressing the problem,” and then discussion or fighting

about it by the audience. That just seemed natural; it all went together

well. Even though the input—particularly considering all the other

kinds of films and directors coming through, from the Straubs to

Werner Schroeter to Chantal Akerman to Nick Ray to Douglas Sirk—

might have seemed chaotic, I think it led to a lot.

We were really diligent, I must say. We went to all the same movies,

maybe four nights a week. We were going to movies all the time; we were

talking or arguing about movies all the time. We were going to these

discussion groups where people were reading semiotics and Marxism,

ideology and feminism—and not in a classroom situation. We weren’t

reading in any particular order, nor did we have anybody present who

necessarily knew that much about what we were reading. But they

provoked very wide-ranging, polemical discussions. And we had the

input of all these films we hadn’t seen before, and they made the films

we had seen before look different. You know how it is: if you’ve just seen

Snow’s La Region Centrale [1971] for the first time, and then you see

Barbara Loden’s Wanda [1970] for the first time, they look equally strange

and amazing. Seeing films entirely out of context can be very stimulating.

We were really trying to understand—that’s the best way I can

put it; we were really curious, and we really wanted to know. So, for
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us, it was strange when very soon after our first issue came out, we

were attacked for, among other things, being dogmatic. I think the

magazine appeared dogmatic to certain people because of the style

of writing, particularly in the beginning. It was modeled too much

on the British film theory journal Screen, which now seems almost

hermetic, writing for people with shared interests, but that group of

people was very small at the beginning. Today— I know from teaching

at UCLA—you have to explain the theoretical background and the

polemical context those essays were speaking to, or they can’t be

understood. The presuppositions weren’t written into the articles.

They worked for the target audience because such a small community

was really interested in politics and film theory, and those people

were talking to each other through a number of journals then. But a

lot of other people didn’t like the language; they didn’t like the kind of

theory; they didn’t see why it should be feminist; they didn’t like the

directors; they didn’t like the emphasis on the avant-garde.

When the first issue of Camera Obscura came out in 1976, it was

distributed everywhere. “Feminism and film theory” was the perfect

subject for that time. And we were invited all over the globe. It was

amazing—right time, right place, right subject. It was the first maga-

zine like that in the world. We were invited to present a panel about

the journal at a big Edinburgh Film Festival event on women and film

theory in spring 1978. We also organized a big event in London during

the same trip—two or three days with a lot of people at the London

Film Co-op. We could program films as well as organize panels; we

had never done anything like that, so it was a great experience for us.

It was funny that we went to London having read Screen back-

wards and forwards and being very inspired by it, right down to

imitating its spare design in Camera Obscura’s layout. When we finally

got to see their office, we saw a kind of closet with almost no light.

They didn’t have any more money than we did, although at least they

had one paid assistant, which was better than we had. They assumed

we were more experienced than we were, and we assumed that they

represented a kind of establishment. Of course, they were vastly more

experienced in writing and publishing and translating. That trip was

very good in terms of making contacts that still last.

I have to say that, looking back, the reason the journals were

so important in the 1970s was that a lot of them were shoestring

publications with strong editorial positions. You knew what Jump

Cut stood for; you knew what Camera Obscura stood for; you knew

what Screen stood for; you knew what Cineaste stood for; you knew

what m/fstood for, and lots of others, too. Now we have academic

film journals, including Camera Obscura. Once you got that shift,

when journals became a place for academic publishing and for the

anonymous, refereed articles that are preferred by certain institu-

tions, it was impossible to have editorial positions. It was defined out.

It’s no accident that nobody reads the journals anymore. But in those

days everybody looked forward to the next issue of all those journals.

It might take half a year for the next issue of Camera Obscura to come

out, but people would still look forward to it.

Our first grant was from the city of Berkeley for $200. 1 always like

to say that, because it can help inspire people who think they need

a lot of money to do something. Today you don’t even need that; you

can go on-line and create a magazine for nothing. It was surprising

what a morale booster that $200 was. And if you get funded once, no

matter how small the amount, you’re much more likely to be funded

by somebody else. After we received small grants from UC Berkeley,

we applied for and got an NEA grant.

There was no one point when we stopped being a collective. Sandy

left the collective rather early; then it was the three of us. Things

started getting more complicated when we got teaching jobs in

different places. It got much harder to arrive at decisions that seemed

like they were really joint decisions and that weren’t horribly laden

with controversy or disagreements. It is hard for people today to

realize how important e-mail is, especially if you’re trying to do a joint

project, much less a collective one. If you’re calling your editorial

committee a collective, then every single thing becomes a political

decision. With e-mail, you can copy everybody on the same message,

whereas in the olden days of long-distance phone calls, you talk to

one person, and then that person calls up the next person and says,

“So and so said this or that.” There were a lot of misunderstandings

just because we couldn’t communicate equally in an easy way. And

add to that that none of us was paid, and we all had full-time aca-

demic responsibilities and not a lot of extra time for anything.

Was the Bay Area important for Camera Obscura? Camera Obscura

wouldn’t have happened without the Bay Area. It’s that simple. It was

the right place, the right time. We didn’t need much money. There

were so many people there to give us suggestions. They helped out

practically anybody who tried to do something creative. It was the

most stimulating, encouraging environment you could imagine for

what we then called “alternative.” The tough thing was keeping going.

That’s where a lot of people didn’t make it. Keeping going meant you

had to be committed to doing the day-to-day nonfun work and not get

into permanent fights with your friends. We managed to figure out

how to keep it going for quite a while. Other people did, too.

NOTES

1. Freude died on November 19, 2008, at her home in Oakland. Alice Anne Parker lives in Hawaii, and

Janet Bergstrom is a professor in the Department of Film, Television, and Digital Media at UCLA.

2. Maya Deren lectured at a screening of her films at Art in Cinema on April 27, 1951. She may also

have spoken at the Berkeley Cinema Circle, run by Hank Krivetsky.

3. In 1973 a group of women in Berkeley—VeVe Clark, Millicent Hodson, Catrina Neiman, and Francine

Bailey—began The Legend of Maya Deren project, drawing on a collection of Deren's documents

housed at Boston University, supplemented by interviews with Deren's friends and family. It was

conceived of as a documentary biography to acknowledge Deren's groundbreaking work and to

ensure that her contributions were remembered.

4. The name was changed in 1994 to Camera Obscura: Feminism, Culture, and Media Studies.

5. The National Sex Forum became part of the Glide Urban Center in October 1968. In 1976 it changed

its name to the Institute for Advanced Study of Human Sexuality.

6. August 17, 1972.

7. Women and Children at Large was reviewed in "Reel Life at Last—Women and Film," ed.

Susan Brady, Ms. 2, no. 2 (August 1973): 95-98.

8. Freude had copies of her catalogs and a large scrapbook filled with articles, posters, and other

ephemera spread out on her kitchen table as we talked. She referred to these materials often to get

specific information.

9. Freude Bartlett, "Film as Business," Independent Gazette {July 1976): 15; "Experimental Films and

Children," Sightliness, no. 1 (fall 1974): 9-10.

10. Freude Bartlett, "Notes on Distribution," Camera Obscura, no. 3-4 (summer 1979): 151-56

11. In a 1979 report of the National Conference of Media Art Centers, the founding of Serious Business

is listed as a landmark in the independent film field. "A Year by Year Survey of the Growth of

Film/Video Institutions and Related Developments in the Media Arts Field in the United States

1966-1978," Report: The 1979 National Conference of Media Arts Centers (New York: Foundation of

Independent Video and Film, 1979), 12-13.

12. Freude Bartlett, A Handbook on Marketing (Chico, CA: Jian Publishing, 1998).

13. The Berkeley Women and Media Conference was organized by the Women in Media Collective—com-

posed of women employees at the UC Berkeley Art Museum (then University Art Museum) and

Pacific Film Archive and graduate students—and was cosponsored by the museum. It took place

on March 16 and 17, 1974; more than four hundred Bay Area women participated. It included

workshops on video as an art form; a film workshop led by Dorothy Wiley; a screening followed by

a discussion on Serious Business Company led by Freude; and screenings at PFA of films by Ida

Lupino, Nelly Kaplan, Esther Shub, Olga Preobrazenskaya, Leontine Sagan, and Barbara Loden.
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FOCUS

Black Panther

The Newsreel Collective, 1967-69

JESSE DREW

T
he insurgent movements of the sixties demanded new institutions,

new ways of doing things, and new outlets for creative expression.

The counterculture that "the Movement" spawned created under-

ground newspapers, free-form radio stations, alternative music venues,

and radical film and video collectives. The "Film at Eleven" newscast

that the big three broadcasting empires, CBS, NBC, and ABC, piped into

American living rooms nightly was often scorned as establishment propa-

ganda or a diversion from the real issues of the day. In 1967 the Newsreel

Collective was formed in New York City by a diverse group of filmmakers,

ranging from experimental artists to commercial producers to military

photographers, who all wanted to confront the conservative hegemony of

film and television. Traditionally, a newsreel was a short, informational film

about important current events projected for audiences at public venues

such as movie theaters; the newsreel became popular during World War

II as a means to keep Americans informed on the war effort and the public

vigilant and alert. The Newsreel Collective of the sixties wanted to provide

a similar informational wakeup call to the American public.

In the San Francisco Bay Area one of the most profound and influential

political movements in the history of the United States was moving to the fore-

front of current events—the Black Panther Party. Started as the Black Panther

Party for Self-Defense in Oakland, California, in 1966, the group emerged into

a full-fledged revolutionary movement that soon found itself face to face with

extreme repression from local, state, and federal authorities. Panther offices

were frequently raided by police, and Panther members were often physically

threatened, abused, and even killed by law enforcement officers. Radical

filmmakers in the Bay Area were determined to counter what they saw as

the ignorant and fearful mass media representation of the Panthers with their

own, more sympathetic view of the Panther movement. A collaboration arose

between Newsreel members in New York and a group of Bay Area filmmakers

and activists, and thus San Francisco Newsreel was born.

SF Newsreel's first task was to film the growing power of the Black Panther

Party. The group produced two films on the Black Panther movement, Off

the Pig and Mayday, each approximately fifteen minutes. Today they are

better known collectively as Black Panther. Off the Pig was shot in 1967 and

focused on the goals of the Black Panther Party. The film is a collage of images

of police violence, political protest, and scenes of life in Oakland's black

community woven around interviews with leading figures in the Party. Mayday

was shot in 1969 and centers on a Free Fluey Newton rally the Panthers held

on May 1 in front of the Federal Building in San Francisco. Both films display

the power and discipline of the Panthers, as well as what concrete steps the

Party was taking to help their community survive, from fighting police brutality

to providing breakfast for poor children. A third film with the Black Panthers,

Repression { 1970), was produced by Los Angeles Newsreel.

Off the Pig opens with a montage of shattered plate-glass windows

with Black Panther posters torn by police bullets. The film reflects the

immediacy of low-budget filmmaking—black-and-white, high contrast,

grainy, tattered with wear, frames missing, the vestiges of a cinema of

poverty. African drums keep the beat over hand-held shots of Panthers

marching in military formation, carrying their flags and symbols. Scenes of

the Oakland ghetto are cut together with the poster art of the Panther artist

Emory Douglas, whose artwork once kept the streets of Oakland covered

with slogans and wheatpaste. Candid, spontaneous, and uncensored inter-

views with Fluey Newton, Eldridge Cleaver, and other leaders bring out the

heart and soul of the Black Panther Party ten-point program, in contrast

to the mass media depiction of the Panthers as violent black nationalists.

Mayday's footage of the large Free Huey rally is interspersed with footage

of police brutality in the black community and set to a jazz sound track. One

scene captures the Panthers passing out boxes of Mao Zedong's "Little

Red Book" while the speaker on bullhorn advocates revolution.

These films, though by now ragged, faded, and perhaps crude, are strik-

ing in contrast to today's packaged and commercialized rebellion that seeks

to capitalize on consumers' desire to be perceived as rugged individualists.

The histrionics of gangsta rap and bad-boy rock seem almost comical in

comparison, as the Black Panther films capture real rebellion in dangerous

times, not a public image strategy. The verite "style" of much of the footage

and the simplicity of the films' structure still give these films an honest

quality, despite their unequivocal stance in favor of the Panther movement.

The organizational mission of the Newsreel Collective was not just to

make and distribute films but to actively exhibit them as well. Newsreel

members would set up their projectors in community centers, backyards,

and churches and even project off the backs of trucks onto public walls, in

an effortto get their vision out into the public. A Newsreel screening would

often include other revolutionary cinema, such as work by the Cuban direc-

tor Santiago Alvarez or films from Vietnam or Africa. Screenings typically

involved a collective member showing up in person in order to stimulate a

conversation about the films and to promote an active audience.

Newsreel films were created to urge people to action. The rat-a-tat-tat

of the Newsreel logo, the letters machine-gunning in rapid staccato on

the screen, was testament to that desire. The Black Panther and other

Newsreel films were created to be participatory, advocacy media, not

detached observations with the classic omniscient voice of authority.

Thus they had more in common with cinema verite, or the work of Emile

de Antonio or the contemporary Cuban cinema, than with traditional U.S.

newsreels. In Black Pantherthe audience is given a privileged position

among the Panthers, as part of the movement, rather than lurking from

behind police lines, as most establishment media positioned themselves. In

taking such a stand, Newsreel was an important contributor to contempo-

rary advocacy and participatory film- and videomaking.

NOTE

I would like to thank Roz Payne for sharing her archives on the Black Panthers.

Still from Black Panther
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Don’t Call Them Video Freaks!: Video
Artists and Activists in the Seventies
DEIRDRE BOYLE

The utopian conception of technological progress held out by vision-

aries more than thirty years ago—by media theorists like Marshall

McLuhan, cybertheorists like Norbert Weiner and Gregory Bateson,

designers like Buckminster Fuller, and futurists like Alvin Toffler—

influenced a generation’s belief that the future could be different and

far better than the past. We have had time to measure the truth of

their predictions and the impact of new communications tools such as

photocopiers, portable video, cable television, satellites, and personal

computers. Living now in the digital information age of the Internet,

it is easy to understand the excitement new technology once inspired

but difficult to explain the impulse toward collective action. But

suddenly, given recent mass protests against the policies of the World

Bank and a U.S.-waged war against Iraq, the merits of group action

and media critique have snapped back into focus and become relevant

again. Today’s volatile political climate may offer the missing link

needed to explain what helped fuel the collective efforts of Ant Farm,

T. R. Uthco, Optic Nerve, TVTV, and Video Free America, some of the

notable Bay Area video art and activist collectives of the early 1970s.

At that time the Bay Area was a hotbed of creativity and activism.

Local papers proudly announced “a quiet revolution” 1 was under

way, and San Francisco “video freaks” 2 were playing a pivotal role in

launching this media revolution. Most of the groups that made San

Francisco a seventies media mecca have disbanded, leaving behind an

unparalleled legacy. Each group contributed something different to

the cultural vitality made possible by the arrival of the first portable

video equipment available for consumer purchase in the late sixties.

Probably the best known of San Francisco’s collectives was Ant

Farm, an art and architecture group founded in 1968 by Chip Lord, Doug

Michels, and Curtis Schreier and later joined by Hudson Marquez.

The first three were architects dedicated to creating populist, cheap,
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Ant Farm, Media Burn performance, July 4, 1975

and ecologically sound structures; Marquez was a painter. Since an

actual ant farm can he seen as underground architecture, a workers’

collaborative, and a child’s educational toy, these renegades borrowed

the term for their own underground alternatives to the edifices of

the elite. In 1970 they bought a video Portapak and began taping the

communal life at the Warehouse, a vast studio complex created in

a renovated San Francisco warehouse on Tenth Street. The camera

became, according to Ant Farm, “a process tool for the group’s

interaction” and “the next logical step” in imaging and feedback in

their art.
3 In 1972 Ant Farm traveled to Florida to participate in a

groundbreaking experiment in video, producing alternative coverage

of the presidential nominating conventions as part of a new collective,

TVTV, or Top Value Television (more later).

Early on, groups converged to work collectively on each other’s

projects. For example, Chip Lord learned how to edit video while

working with TVTV on the convention tapes. And Ant Farm’s Doug

Michels contributed to the graphic design of the video movement’s

Guerrilla Television (1971), a video manifesto written by Michael

Shamberg and other members of Raindance, the New York collective

that published Radical Software, the chief networking tool of the

portapakers. Expertise, equipment, and expenses were shared, and

a spirit of camaraderie characterized these early days of collective

video effort. Group membership was fluid, and individuals from

across the country often came together to produce some of the

hallmark works of the era. But within a few years’ time, it became

clear that groups had divergent interests, and joint memberships

ultimately did not work. Eventually, Ant Farm decided to pursue

their spectacular artmaking while TVTV hewed to another course,

attempting to create an alternative to broadcast television.

Following the convention tapes, Ant Farm went on to produce

two spectacles that would secure their place in the iconography

of the era: Cadillac Ranch (1974) and Media Burn (1975).
4 Cadillac

Ranch, their most abiding sculpture, is a stunning earthwork sited in

Amarillo, Texas, featuring a row of ten upended Cadillacs embedded

in the earth at a forty-five-degree angle, a fitting homage to the

American West and car culture. The next year, Ant Farm staged a

spectacular media event, documented by an ad hoc collective of

videomakers from New York’s VideoFreex, TVTV, and the California

Video Resources Project of the San Francisco Public Library, among

others. Media Burn featured a daredevil performance in which a

speeding car crashes into a pyramid of burning TV sets, kicking

off the American bicentennial celebration by kicking the TV habit

and challenging everything sacred in American culture from the

space race to political speechifying. Doug Hall of T. R. Uthco played

the artist-president John F. Kennedy, who spoke to the assembled

audience about the absurdity and unreliability of American media

culture. The tape later edited from the event included network news

coverage of it, in which one reporter was shown scratching his head

and stating, “Well, presumably, the message is for the media, get

it?” To which the anchor replies, “I don’t think I want to get it.” The

viewer, of course, does get Ant Farm’s savage and silly send-up of

media events staged for maximum media coverage. 5

Ant Farm again teamed with T. R. Uthco, a multimedia perfor-

mance collective that critiqued cultural myths and mass media

images using theater and spectacle. 6 The two groups produced

what was arguably the most confrontational and irreverent media

appraisal of the time, a reenactment in Dallas of the motorcade and

assassination of John F. Kennedy. Disappointing conspiracy theorists,

Ant Farm and T. R. Uthco were interested in probing the limits of

representation and the uses of media as history. Doug Hall revived

his portrayal of Kennedy, the first president elected, killed, and

buried on television—a death captured by an amateur cameraman

named Abraham Zapruder. The Dallas tourists who witnessed this

reenactment of the Zapruder footage responded in different ways,

but many were eager to photograph the event, itself a representa-

tion of a primary image that remains unknowable and forever lost.

With The Eternal Frame (1976) Ant Farm and T. R. Uthco achieved

a new level of critical media discourse that would challenge artists,

scholars, and media critics for years. By the time Ant Farm disbanded

in 1978, after a fire destroyed their studio, they had helped chart the

experimental fringe in architecture, design, and the media arts.
7

Elsewhere at the Warehouse, a group of photographers was

involved in forming its own collective in 1970. Lynn Adler, who

had been active in the antiwar movement and also worked with the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (Martin Luther King Jr.’s

organization) in Alabama, had moved to California after a stint as a

community organizer in Chicago. Once she was introduced to her

first Portapak by Bill Bradbury, a friend interning at San Francisco’s

public television station, KQED, Adler and her partners, Jules

Backus and Sherrie Rabinowitz, decided to switch gears and focus

on video, adopting the new name Optic Nerve. 8 Like Ant Farm, Optic

Nerve began by making tapes of the Warehouse but then went on to

produce Fifty Wonderful Years: The Miss California Beauty Pageant

(1973), a groundbreaking half-hour documentary that examined

the American ritual of the beauty pageant from the inside out. The

only local video collective where women were equal partners with

the men, Optic Nerve provided a feminist view of the proceedings

without demeaning the contestants. With the help of a press pass

from KQED, their crew of eleven gained access to the pageant, and

their nuanced view of the participants and organizers preceded the

seventies wave of protests against the exploitation ofwomen. Fifty

Wonderful Years started with a budget of $400 and no guarantee

of broadcast. The only half-inch videotape broadcast before this

was an interview with Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers, 9 so it came as

a surprise when KQED agreed to air the tape over the protests of

union engineers who balked at the idea. Much encouraged by their
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below Gathering of TVTV in Miami to document Democratic Convention, July 1972

opposite Ant Farm flyer, 1971, sent to Video Free America

unexpected success, the group produced another documentary in

1973, Psychological Bullrider, about rodeo cowboys. Surviving on grants

from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Comprehensive

Educational Training Act, Optic Nerve continued working until

mid-decade, struggling to juggle two often-conflicting roles—produc-

ers and distributors of their own work. Unlike the collectives that

opted to make art, not activism, Optic Nerve had little support, and

they recognized how limited their future options for funding and

distribution would be without an existing infrastructure providing

distribution for video documentaries and ongoing broadcast interest.

Optic Nerve produced a few more documentaries— including Pushed

Out for Profit, Dead Action, and On the Boulevard—before it folded,

around 1975. There was no animosity; more a sense of wonder at

what they had been able to do against all odds.

Like so many groups in the Bay Area, Optic Nerve contributed

to the ongoing organizing efforts to create a postproduction facil-

ity for independent videomakers. Thanks to funding and creative

support from the Rockefeller Foundation, local efforts to create a

facility to support the productions of independent videomakers were

realized; the outcome, the Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC), became

a national model, providing state-of-the-art tools and training to

produce and ultimately preserve independent videowork.

If Ant Farm was San Francisco’s best-known video art group,

TVTV was the city’s most successful guerrilla TV group. TVTV was

founded by Raindance member Michael Shamberg and his wife,

Megan Williams. In 1972 the couple moved from New York to San

Francisco and joined forces with Shamberg’s college roommate,

Allen Rucker, who was then a member of the Portola Institute. The

trio took the name Top Value Television, or TVTV, and began to plot

their coverage of the upcoming presidential nominating conventions.

Shamberg’s idea was to gather everyone with a Portapak in Miami,

where Richard Nixon was about to be renominated and George

McGovern promised to be the Democrats’ best hope. The two tapes

TVTV produced—thanks to the collective energies of about thirty

portapakers—transformed the way the world viewed portable video

and television. TVTV’s iconoclastic coverage of the events—brash

interviews with the media and politicians alike, cameraman-

interviewers, stylish graphics, and no voice-overs, in sum, their own
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video version of verite—garnered praise from jaded journalists and

hipster critics alike. Most important, it attracted the attention of the

networks and spurred the development of electronic news gathering.

Four More Years (1972) and The World’s Largest TV Studio (1972) were

first cablecast and later broadcast over public television, but their

experimental TV tactics proved that a new style and energy had swept

away the known world of network TV news, replacing film with video

and a style that would soon be called “eyewitness news” but was

then known as “guerrilla television.” TVTV’s radicalism had more in

common with Ant Farm’s clever media criticism than Optic Nerve’s

social conscience. TVTV focused on the politics of television rather

than social politics. Like so many media “revolutionaries” at the time,

their political education was negligible, making the changes they

clamored for superficially conceived and thus evanescent at best.

When New York’s public television affiliate, WNET, champi-

oned TVTV’s work, their hourlong documentaries began to reach

a national audience, establishing a fresh style and production

standard that would influence video groups all across the country.

During the three years TVTV had its base in San Francisco, 10 they

produced most of their best tapes—including Adland (1974), Lord

of the Universe (1974), and Gerald Ford’s America (1975). Although

TVTV enjoyed life in the Bay Area, their inability to acquire any

local sponsorship had a chilling effect on their enthusiasm for the

place and helped propel the move to Los Angeles in 1975. Why
TVTV’s efforts to establish ties with the local media community

proved so unsuccessful remains a mystery, but in the end the inter-

lopers from the East moved on, leaving media history in their wake. 11

In 1968 Skip Sweeney was one of the founders of Electric Eye,

an early media collective involved with video performance and

experimentation. He became one of the most gifted practitioners

of video feedback, a poetic style of analog video special effects that

approximated a Zenlike harmony between man and machine. In 1970

Sweeney joined with Arthur Ginsberg to found Video Free America,

a media arts center and communications nexus that exists today in

revised form. Then dedicated to creating an exhibition environment

for videowork, its loft space mirrored similar environments in New
York, where audiences came to see video presented not as film or

television but in a sculptural-theatrical environment with banks of

monitors stacked so that the electronic image took on a monolithic

presence. Like so many other groups at the time, Video Free America

collaborated with artists, designers, and theater directors, and their

video designs for experimental plays won them critical notice. But

when Video Free America turned to producing documentaries,

their experimental and interactive style put them on the map. Carel

and Ferd was a three-channel, eight-monitor video documentary

about an unlikely media couple, a porn actress and a bisexual junkie.

Their life, including their marriage and “on the road” trip to middle

America, was shot in a video verite style that featured close-ups on

details, unnerving perspectives of what was happening beyond the

focal frame, and a live feed of the viewing audience watching the

performance. Taped and edited between 1970 and 1972, Carel and Ferd

was produced before An American Family, the landmark portrait of

the Loud family, reached national audiences over public television in

1973. In fact, Carel and Ferd made An American Family look conserva-

tive by comparison. Carel and Ferd were remarkably articulate and

perceptive observers, 12 providing a “feedback loop” of self-scrutiny

and media analysis in their wildly disordered twin portrait. In 1975

WNET in New York produced a half-hour program about the tape

with interviews of Carel, Ferd, and Arthur Ginsberg, and the tape

remains the only available artifact of this remarkable experimental

documentary work. 13 What is perhaps most interesting about the

concept today is the way Ginsberg and Video Free America revealed

the impact of being the object of a media extravaganza via the

subjects themselves.

Threading through all the diverse work of San Francisco’s

pioneering video collectives was a bold, fresh, critical view of the

mass media and popular culture that made their work powerful and

enduring. The context of American television has changed dramati-

cally in the past thirty years, spurred on in part by the adversarial

nature of independent media, which challenged the broadcasting

monoliths by being a much-needed gadfly to their complacency and

conventionality. The Bay Area video revolution played an important

role in redesigning the map of American media culture. Whether it

was through their theatrical spectacles, experimental visions, gritty

realism, or tongue-in-cheek sarcasm, Bay Area video artists and

activists were a collective force for change and San Francisco,

a pivotal center for early video art, activism, and collective efforts.

NOTES

The author acknowledges the help of many Bay Area video pioneers who provided interviews

about this history when she was researching her book on guerrilla television in 1983, notably,

Lynn Adler, Bonnie Engel, Chip Lord, Sherrie Rabinowitz, Allen Rucker, Michael Shamberg,

Skip Sweeney, Morrie Warshawski, and Megan Williams, among others.

1. Alan Goldfarb, "Don't Call Them Video Freaks," California Living Magazine, November 10, 1974.

2. Susan Berman, "The Video Freaks—TV Set Free," San Francisco Examiner, June 22, 1972, 23.

3. Anne Hoy, "Video Feature: Ant Farm, 1971-77," gallery brochure for exhibition, January 15-February

4, 1988 (International Center of Photography, New York, 1988), unpaginated (4, 3).

4. Cadillac Ranch and Media Burn were both events and tapes produced by Ant Farm. Most of the

tapes mentioned in this essay are available for purchase or rental from the major video art distribu-

tors in the United States: Electronic Arts Intermix and Video Data Bank.

5. Media Burn, the videotape of the event, was released in 1975 and reedited in 1984; it is a classic

critigue of the American media and popular culture.

6. T. R. Uthco included Doug Hall, Jody Procter, and Dianne Hall

7. For more on Ant Farm, consult Architecture Today, by Charles Jencks and William Chaitkin (New

York: Harry N. Abrams, 1982), and Ant Farm: 1968-1978, by Constance M. Lewallen and Steve Seid

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003)

8. For the next five years Optic Nerve worked together with Mya Shone, John Rogers, Jim Meyer,

Steve Christiansen, and Bill Bradbury, producing tapes distinctive for their freewheeling narrative

style.

9. This was probably a videotape made by Bill Stephens, founder of the Revolutionary People's

Communication Network; it was broadcast in 1971 on the CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite

("Time Scan," Televisions 4, no. 2 [summer 1976]: 6). Lynn Adler recalled this tape being the only

precedent known to local videomakers interested in finding a broadcast outlet for their work.

10. In San Francisco, TVTV acquired new members—Ant Farm's Hudson Marquez, the filmmakers

Wendy Appel and Paul Goldsmith, and Elon Soltes. Many others had a role in shaping TVTVs

identity and direction, but these were major participants.

11. For more on TVTV, consult my Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1997).

12. In an odd parallel, Ferd Eggan—like Lance Loud—continued to appear off and on in video docu-

mentaries through the 1990s; in them Eggan is revealed as a gay activist organizing demonstrations

around AIDS and gay rights issues, wearing his media celebrity well, along with the years.

13. Video Free America's Skip Sweeney collaborated with others, notably, Joanne Kelly, with whom

he produced a number of dance and documentary tapes. Sweeney's autobiographical tapes in the

eighties

—

My Father Sold Studebakers (1983) and My Mother Married Wilbur Stump (1985)—may be

his most enduring documentary work after his collaboration with Arthur Ginsberg on Carel and Ferd.
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FOCUS

The Eternal Frame

Ant Farm/T. R. Uthco, 1976

MARITA STURKEN

I

t has been more than forty-five years since John F. Kennedy

was assassinated on November 22, 1963, in Dallas, and almost

thirty-five years since Ant Farm and T. R. Uthco created The

Eternal Frame, a video reenactment of the famous image produced

by the assassination. The work's prescience, as well as its

incisive, yet humorous, commentary on the role of images in both

creating and obscuring history, seems only to strengthen as time

passes. When, in the video, the artist Doug Hall, playing JFK as

the "artist-president," announces, "Like all presidents in recent

years, I am in reality nothing more than another image on your

television sets. . . . Like my elected predecessors, the content of

the image I present is no different than the image itself," it is an

uncanny reference to the blueprint of political image management

and postmodern unreality of the decades that followed. Forthis

reason alone, The Eternal Frame is a powerful commentary on the

meanings of American culture in the late twentieth century.

Key to the video's meaning is the artists' strategy of reenact-

ment. In 1976 the Ant Farm and T. R. Uthco art collectives went

to Dallas to reenact the assassination in Dealey Plaza, with one

member dressed in drag as Jackie. However, the event they were

reenacting was not the assassination but the famous Zapruder

film. The artists redid the scene numerous times and then played

their recorded version repeatedly, in order to reference the way

that the image itself has become the event in American history. It

is the image that makes history, the image that makes the memory,

if not the meaning, of the event.

The Eternal Frame was a deliberate act of "bad taste"

perpetrated in order to confront the politics of this image culture.

Ironically, it had a cathartic effect on the Dallas tourists who

watched the artists' live reenactment: they reminisced, wept,

and took their own photographs of the reenactment of the image.

Thus, despite its humor and cynicism, The Eternal Frame is also a

mournful tape, reminding us of a time when naivete could seem

benign and when bad taste could be a political act.

Stills from The Eternal Frame
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Art Institute
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Radicalizing Vision:

Film and Video in the Schools
STEVE ANKER

During the 1960s and 1970s experimental film and video artists took key

positions in many production departments being established at American

colleges. A large number of these programs stressed independent produc-

tion, and the daring ones sought radical practitioners as instructors. The

most avant-garde— at Bard College, the California Institute of the Arts,

the Massachusetts College ofAlt, the San Francisco Art Institute, the

School of the Art Institute of Chicago, SUNY Binghamton, and SUNY
Buffalo—became artistic communities rather than traditional academic

departments. Their success from the late 1960s on is undeniable: the large

majority of significant experimental film- and videomakers who emerged

since then attended or taught in these and other college programs.

Much of the sixties revolutionary energy gravitated toward the Bay

Area colleges at the end of the decade, and several new departments

developed their own approaches to independent filmmaking. These

programs offered different and sometimes conflicting philosophies,

and as students and faculty' moved between programs each was

constantly revitalized through new perspectives. Developed and

sustained by working artists, they have been of pivotal importance to

the greater community.

This essay, dealing primarily with the period between 1963 and

1980, portrays the programs at the Bay Area’s two premier centers

of avant-garde film and video production, the San Francisco Art

Institute and San Francisco State University (the California College

of Arts would become a center of experimental media activity in the

eighties and nineties). The Art Institute developed one of the nation’s

first and most distinctive programs devoted to personal experimental

filmmaking between 1966 and 1969 and in 1979 added a dynamic

program in video and performance art. San Francisco State University

(formerly San Francisco State College) began one of the earliest

ongoing independent filmmaking programs in 1963, teaching docu-

mentary, narrative, animation, and experimental forms. A pioneering

interdisciplinary studio program began in 1962 at San Francisco State

and increasingly included new media in the sixties and seventies.

Both emphasized theory and practice equally.

This was an era of idealistic optimism and a blossoming of start-up

nonprofit arts projects and organizations—an exciting time when

artists felt they could change the world. That the artist-faculty had

a key role in creating and sustaining these programs helped give

students a sense of empowerment; they could create change if they

didn’t like what had been planned.

The years between 1980 and 2000, though a cultural era marked

more by pragmatism than by the activism of the sixties, witnessed these

programs’ growth and survival and are beyond the scope of this essay.

In brief codas I touch on recent histories of these programs to offer a
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Ad in Artforum, 1971

bracing illustration of how earlier idealism has been sustained in the

face of shifting trends and an increasingly conservative environment.

San Francisco Art Institute

FILMMAKING: 1966-1980

(established 1969, originally within Photography)

So I go out with an 8mm camera to a tiny park with a beach And

I shoot, and I shoot. The deadline’s approaching, and there I am with

my little 8mm viewer, but I can’t make it work. No matter how I put it

together, it’s terrible. And I go back to the park to do more shooting and

find something that can anchor this boring film. I’m depressed and shoot

my feet walking, but then I shoot with the camera in a regular position.

When I get the roll back, I think, “God, somehow I superimposed the

shots of my walking on top of the regular shots of the park. But here is a

complete film without any editing. I mean, it works.” And I’m thinking,

“This is cheating. This is an accident.” And when the class saw it, they

applauded. (Edith Kramer, student in Robert Nelson’s class, later Pacific

Film Archive director and film curator) 1

SFAI was already in a period of renewal when the sixties hit. Gurdon

Woods became director in 1955 and again made fine art and experi-

mentation the heart of the curriculum, as it had been under Douglas

MacAgy’s leadership in the late forties. When Fred Martin became

dean in 1966 counterculture energy was erupting, and Martin

responded with new ideas. One idea was to hire Robert Nelson to

teach experimental filmmaking. Though he had only recently begun

making films, Nelson’s 1965 Oh Dem Watermelons was a national

sensation. Nelson had just helped Canyon begin its distribution co-op,

and he embodied the communal spirit of the moment. Not concerned

with established techniques, he approached his classes with spontane-

ity and lack of pretension. As he put it:

The main thing was to allow people to do whatever the hell they wanted,

including making mistakes. I’d say, “You have permission to run film

through this camera. Go shoot something. After you finish, we’ll see if

there’s anything worth pursuing. Or, if the whole thing’s a failure, we’ll

see if we can learn something—whatever happens, it’s okay.”

Nelson sought to unlock the creativity within each student.

Roy Ramsing, who was in Nelson’s first class, became the technical

manager. He remembers:

We had almost no equipment. Everyone bought an 8mm camera, and

someone found a splicer. We were amazed that we could actually make

films. People did what they wanted to, according to their taste. Once

someone shot a film in low light and there was hardly any image, and

Nelson said, “That was the best grain film I’ve ever seen.” We would explore

putting images together with any music just to experience synchronicity.

In his first film, Red Radar (c. 1967), Ramsing recorded the “sinister-

looking” radar domes at the top of Mount Tamalpais, intermittently

using a red filter, and accompanied the film with one of his poems.

Discussions offered honest feedback, and Nelson surprised

students with offhand but astute criticisms. Mike Henderson, one of

the first MFA students, recalled that Nelson was “easy to talk to and

didn’t have an agenda. He was always willing to help, even by coming

over to your house. He could be very critical, challenging students

to defend how they used certain shots. But he loved to help people

work.” Nelson’s workshop became wildly popular.

Whereas at this time San Francisco State supported all independent

filmmaking equally, experimentation and self-expression were primary

at SFAI. Ramsing remembers, “It was still called underground: anti-

establishment and renegade. There were many good shows in Studio

8 and projections by the pond or on the building itself.” In September

1967, as general interest in experimental, or underground, film peaked,

Nelson submitted a proposal supported by a diverse group of local

filmmakers for a unique SFAI filmmaking department:

Individual artists have been using the motion picture medium as a

personal creative tool ever since the earliest development of the movies,

usually with little recognition or appreciation. Today there is an explo-

sion of artists whose canvas is a reflective surface and whose pigments

are pure light. ... A decade ago, most of the same people would have

been painters or sculptors or writers. Today they paint, write and sculpt

with light and sound. (Robert Nelson, “Statement,” SFAI Filmmaking

Proposal, September 1, 1967)
2

Nelson’s understanding of filmmakers as “artists,” unusual for the

time, made sense given his background as a painter.

The proposal includes a ten-page description of needed facili-

ties and a statement of purpose. The curriculum’s objective was

reminiscent of the egalitarian spirit that underlay the creation of

Canyon Cinema’s distribution co-op: “If the equipment listed in this

proposal were obtained, the San Francisco Art Institute would be in

the unique position of offering to local filmmakers the opportunity

of using equipment that they cannot possibly use anywhere else in the

country.” Almost no one had access to filmmaking equipment then,

and this proposal, made when tuition was still low, was a big step in

democratizing filmmaking.

As the program incubated, SFAI-related film programs became

increasingly popular. The library hosted Canyon Cinema screenings

in March 1967, including films by George Kuchar, Ben Van Meter,

Steve Arnold, Tom DeWitt, Charles Levine, and others. A year later

the Art Institute announced its first New Cinema Festival:

A nominating committee of seven outstanding filmmakers—Robert Nelson,

Stan Brakhage, Shirley Clarke, Peter Kubelka, Bruce Conner, Jonas Mekas

and Larry Jordan—have been asked to propose films which they have

seen in this past year and which they believe to be of major quality and

importance. (San Francisco Art Institute News, March-April 1968)

Prizes were awarded to Will Hindle’s Chinese Firedrill, Peter

Kubelka’s Unsere Afrikareise, and Scott Bartlett and DeWitt’s

OFFON. Michael Snow’s Wavelength, Bruce Baillie’s Valentin

de las Sierras, and Nelson’s The Gratefi.il Dead were runners-up.

Both programs turned hundreds away.

The filmmaking department was approved in late 1968:

The new filmmaking department at the SFAI will be fully underway . .

.

after the new building opens in June [Ajccording to Chair Robert

Nelson “[students] will be encouraged to pursue their own creativity and

expression through film Many film departments tend to conceptual-

ize forms—abstract ideas and then teach them. Although ... we learn to

recognize these forms, we choose not to impose any ... on a filmmaker.”

(SFAI’s Front. January 1969)
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The new department had a broad curriculum, and the faculty

soon included Nelson, Van Meter, James Broughton, John Vieira,

Lawrence Jordan, Lenny Lipton, Don Lloyd, and Al Wong. Van Meter

taught documentary and created light shows in the Rivera Gallery;

Broughton taught narrative filmmaking and “poetic film history” to a

packed auditorium; animation became Jordan’s specialty; and Nelson

inspired free-form, poetic photographed films. Anne Severson was

teaching in the humanities department and active as a filmmaker and

host of Canyon screenings.

Nelson also found a home for San Francisco Cinematheque

screenings once the new 250-seat theater was finished in fall 1969.

This relationship lasted for thirty-five years. Students ran their

own festivals as well, sometimes in unstated competition with the

Cinematheque.

Nelson, like Bruce Baillie, had a knack for discovering people

who could help actualize his ideas. He understood that practical

skills were necessary to keep projects alive, a rare insight in this

anti-institutional era. Within one year after beginning the program,

the peripatetic Nelson asked Lawrence Jordan to replace him. “There

were others around— artist types—but it seemed too much to hand the

whole program over to somebody who couldn’t take care of the nuts

and bolts,” Nelson explained.

Jordan added as key faculty members Gunvor Nelson and George

Kuchar, so that, with Broughton, the decade’s core faculty were great

artists who represented an extraordinary spectrum of approaches to

personal filmmaking. Jordan also realized Nelson’s original vision

by prodding administrators to fund a full range of equipment and

gaining access to several rooms after the new building opened (the

former cafeteria became the screening classroom). Artist residencies

increased, bringing Phil Greene, Mike Kuchar, Rosa Von Praunheim,

Chantal Akerman, Malcolm LeGrice, Hollis Frampton, Carolee

Schneemann, Larry Gottheim, and others. Students followed teach-

ers’ interests, and courses were not subject based. The program

maintained an inclusive view of cinema:

Cinema, for us, includes all kinds of films; from the masterpieces of the

great directors to the accidental revelations of your Aunt Edith’s home

movies. If it moves, it’s a movie. If it moves an audience aesthetically,

emotionally, intellectually or spiritually, it is cinema. (Larry Jordan,

The Reel Thing, November 15, 1977 or 1978)

Although Jordan was chair for the better part of the decade, the

program had no real hierarchy, and Van Meter, Lloyd, and Gunvor

Nelson took turns as chair. The euphoric pioneering spirit continued,

as Jordan notes:

The energy and enthusiasm was like nothing else I’ve experienced.

Everyone plowed ahead and knew what everyone else was doing. Films

were being shown everywhere, and it all seemed to be good work. It was

like being on a ship, full steam ahead, without an iceberg in sight. Later

things became institutionalized.

The Art Institute became a focal point of bohemian subculture

during the 1970s, and while the country was enduring a recession

with a reviving conservative climate, SFAI—through its filmmaking

and, by decade’s end, performance/video departments— defiantly

promoted uninhibited self-expression. George Kuchar recalls:

Rosa Von Praunheim brought his gay lover to class for a love scene

and asked the students to get naked so that the situation wouldn’t feel

lopsided. Another time, Curt McDowell made a film utilizing many of

the institution’s staff and students in a nude variety show that featured

bellowing butt holes and twittering twats.

SFAI Catalogue descriptions convey the irreverent energy. James

Broughton, significant poet, filmmaker, and colorful gay activist,

declared his “Pledge”:

I swear to abstain from all ready-made ideas and from all critical

assumptions.

I swear to refrain from falling in love with my own footage.

I swear to be precise, ruthless and articulate.

I swear to delight the eye and ear of all creatures.

I swear to attempt the impossible, to exceed myself (no one else), and to

venture where no one has ever pushed a button before.

(Excerpt, “The Brotherhood of Light,” SFAI Catalogue, 1976)

Broughton invented many courses, such as “Soul-Making: Androgyny

in Art and Life,” described in the 1979 SFAI Catalogue as follows:

Each student is expected to take the risk of discovering himself, of record-

ing and living out his imaginal world, and ofsharing it creatively with

other students. To assist in this exploration there will be group rituals,

secret field trips, and seasonal celebrations, as well as individual confer-

ences with the instructor. . . . Prerequisite: hermaphroditic consciousness.

Even Walter Murch, editor of The Conversation and sound mixer

of The Godfather and American Graffiti, taught a 1975 sound track

seminar. Its catalog description: “Plink bzzz ka-pow squish, bonk

blam ding clunk? Rat-a-tat . . . blooie!”

Everything was adamantly self-expressive, often subversive,

and always celebrating artistic freedom. The midwesterner Curt

McDowell, a brilliant early student, exploded with dozens of films

that luxuriated in pan-sexuality and ribald self-confession. Others

also made daring, uninhibited films: Mike Henderson’s orgiastic

parables blended documentation and fiction; Barbara Linkevitch

made lush, erotic noirs from a female viewpoint; Rock Ross made

short improvisational films expressing San Francisco’s rebellious

spirit with disarming immediacy; and Doug Haynes’s elegiac collage

animations reflected on his past through personal objects. Steve

Arnold, Babeth VanLoo, Vince Collins, Ed Jones, and Toney Merritt

all made spirited, iconoclastic work.

An introverted and self-critical energy also appeared mid-decade,

encouraged by Broughton, Gunvor Nelson, and visitors from the East

Coast and Europe. Joel Singer, a student from 1975 to 1978, recalls:

There was a very small group (Janis [Crystal Lipzin], Henry Hills, and

myself) doing work that wasn’t understood or of interest to anyone but

us and a small number of teachers, namely James, Gunvor, and perhaps

Larry. Nonetheless, many of my heroes were artists in residence:

Michael Snow, Stan Brakhage, and Hollis Frampton, to name a few.

For Gunvor Nelson, the program’s democratic organization

ultimately lacked structure and rigor. Works that contradicted lyrical

or spontaneous and fun-loving expectations elicited hostility, and

challenging avant-garde films were reviled. This attitude dominated

classes through the late seventies punk era and into the eighties,

when Broughton quit after belligerent reactions to films students

found difficult, such as Michael Snow’s Wavelength. Janis Crystal

Lipzin remembers that time:

At Cinematheque screenings, silent films would sometimes be accom-

panied by obscene conversations from the projection booth over the

loudspeakers. The audience frequently talked back to the films, threw

things at the screen, or started fistfights. Hollis Frampton refused to
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appear out of fear of being attacked. This gradually began to change

when Carmen [Vigil] increased the Cinematheque’s visiting artists.

These students and others found their voices opposing the often

raucous and uncritical environment: Peter Hutton developed a quiet,

observational relation to composition; Vincent Grenier adopted

careful structures to choreograph interplays of light; Lipzin’s

conceptually based, sensual films and installations often had underly-

ing social themes; Hills’s formal strategies created mesmerizing

dances of patterns within the frame; Sandra Davis crafted meticulous

film-poems with haunting symbolic motifs; and Joel Singer devised

a single-frame aesthetic revealing splendors of light and nature.

Student-turned-instructor Al Wong, who began by making raunchy

narratives, developed a refined aesthetic combining minimalism with

Eastern thought. Diane Kitchen, Lynn Marie Kirby, Caroline Savage,

and Stephanie Beroes were among those whose work took a more

contemplative and sometimes theoretical and feminist turn.

As in any good school, influences crisscrossed unpredictably,

reflecting the lack of hierarchy of a fluid community rather than a

structured institution.

Gunvor was a gifted teacher because she was able to grasp what was

unique and promising in your work. Her own aesthetics and exacting

practice never entered the discussion. Instead, she found aspects to

follow that would bear fruit for your own development as an artist.

My work isn’t anything like George Kuchar’s, but I took his classes,

even though I was mortified by their subjects. I learned as much from

that experience as I did from hearing Brakhage speak about his work.

(Sandra Davis)

Hutton was a student in my class. I knew he was an artist the first time.

He was almost scary. Every time he pressed the button on the camera it

came out astounding or beautiful. . . . Very quiet and reserved, and very

reluctant about whether he even liked the medium as far as I could tell.

There are a few people like that. (Robert Nelson)

CODA: 1980s-1990s

SFAI’s filmmaking department remained committed to avant-garde and

underground film during the eighties and nineties. Though video was

increasingly used (Kuchar led the way, making a revitalizing transition

to 8mm video in the mid-eighties), most students were still excited by

the sensuality of celluloid. In a program that originated in sixties ideal-

ism, regular and visiting faculty embraced a spectrum of contemporary

concerns; multimedia installation, nontraditional presentation, and

formal exploration coexisted with experiments in documentary, anima-

tion, and dramatic narrative. Here was a base for a vanishing approach

to filmmaking practiced in few other schools, and it was one of the Art

Institute’s larger departments during these years.

New faculty members included the renowned filmmaker Ernie

Gehr, the interdisciplinary artist Tony Sinden, and myself as

Cinematheque director, and new staff members included Jacalyn

White, Jan Doyle, Michael Rosas-Walsh, Paul Lundahl, and Rebecca

Barten. A steady stream of visiting artists had a crucial presence,

as variations in aesthetics, generation, and background broadened

the curriculum. Peggy Ahwesh, Martin Arnold, Nathaniel Dorsky,

Marjorie Keller, Keith Sanborn, Guy Sherwin, Jeffrey Skoller, Greta

Snider, Mary Tsiongas, and many others had inspiring residencies.

A sampling of graduates from these years includes Dominic

Angerame, urban landscape portraitist and director of Canyon Cinema;

Su-Chen Hung, conceptual Taiwanese installation artist whose work

has been widely exhibited; Jeffrey Skoller, personal-political essayist

and scholar at UC Berkeley; Scott Stark, material-based formalist who

works with an array of media; Kerry Laitala, filmmaker-sculptor who

incorporates para-cinematic devices into her work; Luis Recoder,

whose minimalist, multi-image performances have shown in museums

and festivals; David Sherman, whose films investigate and revitalize

film history and who was cofounder (with Rebecca Barten) of Total

Mobile Home microCINEMA; and Tony Wu, whose Super 8 films deal

with sexuality and perception and who began an avant-garde showcase

in Taipei. Experimental cinema was virtually unknown in Asia, and

an increasing number of SFAI students from Korea, Japan, Thailand,

Taiwan, the Philippines, and Hong Kong began making an impact on

their home cultures in the early nineties.

Dramatic and documentary filmmaking was a small but important

corollary activity over the decades. Lance Accord, Kathryn Bigelow,

Christopher Coppola, Jennifer Montgomery, and Lourdes Portillo

took what they learned from faculty members such as Kuchar and

Ahwesh into narrative forms—but with a personal and idiosyncratic

Art Institute touch.

Unfortunately, lack of administration support in the nineties

undermined the program. Exciting visitors could have broadened

the curriculum had they become regular faculty members, especially

since the classes and student production remained at a remarkable

level. Instead the program atrophied, as core faculty left, and was

finally threatened with extinction. Future generations will wonder

how a lineup of internationally known artists, comparable to the

celebrated photography faculty of the forties, could remain largely

unappreciated by the school culture. As intriguing is the question

ofwhy this and the Art Institute’s other remarkable media faculty,

New Genres, rarely intermingled.

PERFORMANCE/VIDEO: 1968-1980

(established 1979, originally within Sculpture)

From its beginning, video was entwined with performance art and

gallery installation, having grown out of sculptural practices, as

opposed to film. Video added the fourth dimension, time. In spring

1970 the Art Institute’s Arts in the Now presented a lecture by Brice

Howard on his NCET project, and visiting artists using early video

technology occasionally appeared. Jim Pomeroy of the sculpture

department, an expert in contemporary art and theory, moved between

static and time-based media. In 1975 Tom Marioni headed an ambitious

project to “lease a store-front ofwarehouse space ... to present a series

of 52 weekly events. SFAI’s Annual Committee will act as curators”

(SFAI Catalogue, 1975-76). However, it wasn’t until Howard Fried, a

1968 BFA graduate, began teaching in the sculpture department in 1970

that video and performance found a devoted advocate.

Fried, an early new-media artist who had shown at SFMOMA and

the de Saisset Museum, was part of the San Francisco conceptual

movement. His role as pioneer and radical—a counterinstitutional

provocateur, he favored individuals and ideas over objects as art—in

ways paralleled Robert Nelson’s from the previous decade. Fried

taught video and performance in a preexisting SFAI department

but helped develop an autonomous program by 1979. Like film in

the mid-sixties, these media represented a jarring break from older,
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Production still from Howard Fried, Sustenance, 1974 (left to right: Tom Marioni, Paul

Kagawa, Maurice Deshane, Barney Bailey, Edmund Shea, Joel Classman, Paul Hoffman:

far back: Terry Fox)

more entrenched disciplines. Fried took a combative stance, seen in a

1978-79 course description:

class defies description

teacher defies description

teacher defies class description

teacher defies convention

students defy conventions

students defy conventions teacher

art defies authority

revolution defies authority

art defies revolutionary authority

Video and performance were seen as intrusions into the life of

the institution. To the consternation of many, cameras appeared

anywhere on campus, often integrated with performances and

disruptions. Resistance to the equipment (considered crude and

insubstantial) and aesthetics (considered rude and invasive) was so

deep that students using video, such as Tony Labat or Karen Finley,

were denied access to sculpture tools. Many questioned video and

performance as legitimate art media, and the sculpture department’s

survival was threatened if additional video equipment was purchased.

Fried asked Labat to record the 1977-78 Faculty Senate meetings,

hoping that the camera presence would defuse the hostility that

exploded whenever video and performance expansion was discussed.

Labat, a Cuban exile and perennial outsider, was drawn to

video’s lack of history and relative freedom, and courses such as

“Deconstruction of the Self” (1976). He and his peers realized that

something was inherently powerful in tools and subjects others found

threatening, and as resistance increased, he said, “we knew we were

on the right track.” The group remained resolute, and in 1978 a small

studio was secured that would become essential to the young program.

By 1977-79 “Video” had separated from the sculpture department

and become an “area of study.” The catalog articulated its mission:

The video and performance areas enable students to deal directly with

themselves, their most malleable and resilient material. Here at the Art

Institute progress is our most important object. Students are encouraged

to develop their capacity to formulate and share critical feedback

Video facilities enable documentation of activities and events as well as

other standard single channel production and video installation work.

The sculpture faculty now included Paul Kos, a rigorous concep-

tual installation and performance artist, and a stream of prominent

visitors. An MFA program also began that year, and the small entering

class included Labat, Finley, performance artist Bruce Pollock, and

Deborah Iyall, from the punk band Romeo Void.

Performance and video events flourished during the late seventies,

invading classrooms, studios, and unlikely locales with guerilla-style

suddenness. Some spontaneously confronted students and faculty, and

others were meticulously constructed, elegant installations involving live

actions. A dynamic, unpredictable physical energy was palpable. Sixties

idealism and romanticism had morphed into tough-minded asceticism

and street-smart boldness. Kos remembers, “I knew I was in a very' dif-

ferent place when, during my first class, [graduate student] Karen Finley

came up and asked, ‘Are you the new teach?’ and unzipped my fly.”

The performance/video department began in fall 1979, achieved

with the support of SFAI president, Stephen Goldstine. Goldstine

was a passionate champion of new media, and he feels that it was the

school’s most groundbreaking activity. When prints by Eadweard

Muybridge (one of the first trustees in the 1870s) were discovered

in the building, Goldstine sold them to fund the new department.

Courses by several prominent artists were featured. Linda Montano

taught performance, in which “participants explore their mind’s fan-

tasies, dreams and personal material and incorporate this information

into actions.” David Ross taught “History of Video and Performance

Art,” Kos taught “Beginning Performance/Video,” Sharon Grace

taught “Video Art and Health,” and Julia Heyward, Tom Marioni, and

Fried taught advanced seminars.

The department’s first facility was barebones, and worn cameras

and editing equipment were the primary tools. This emphasized

an outsider, do-it-yourself character. Fall 1979 classes were held in

Studio 9 (and soon neighboring Studio 10), a makeshift area near

the rear parking lot. For some older faculty members, performance/

video was the most vibrant part of the institution, despite, or perhaps

because of, its low-end equipment and broken chairs.

We decided in the seventies that we wouldn’t be craft based, so we didn’t

teach how to make work or how to use equipment. There wasn’t a video

course. Students learned skills and craft on a need-to-know basis. The

art of thinking on one’s feet was the only craft taught. (Paul Kos)

Weaving through the curriculum was a critique about corporate

incursions into individual consciousness, how consumer-driven culture

corrodes consciousness since it’s always about the latest product. We
educated students to use whatever materials are at hand. (Sharon Grace)

Studios 9 and 10 offered pivotal benefits. Separation from the main

building gave faculty and students autonomy otherwise unimaginable.

Once the doors were closed, an open but challenging environment

encouraged students to manifest (and document) uninhibited

fantasies and impulses, even while receiving intense criticism. The

classroom became a laboratory; one could say or do anything, but

students accepted full responsibility. Many worked into the night in

tight quarters and without distraction.

Some of the work produced was shocking and reflected seventies

punk energy. Phillip Huyser stunned his classmates by having large X’s

carved in his buttocks. After being rushed to an emergency room, Huyser

returned, continued his performance, and received a critique. Some

students attracted by the program’s reputation joined with an intention

only to shock, but most had deeper exploration in mind. One student

handcuffed himself from behind and, sitting atop a skateboard, pulled

himself across the room by swallowing mouthfuls of torn bedsheet after

which the unlevel floor returned him to where he had started.

Doug Hall, who joined the faculty in 1980, says:

The mechanism in the classroom was one in which the students’ work

became the impetus for critique and discussion. Studio classes were

a place to establish a critical relationship to this irreverent energy;

transgression was seen in the context of inquiry and critique. We had

to learn to transcend our narcissism, our hyper-individuality, in order

to develop a conceptual or philosophical basis for the work. Only then
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could it take its place within the broader social and political discourses

ofwhich art is a part.

Students explored off-site locations in these and later years.

She-power was witnessed when, dressed in an executive, three-piece,

pinstriped, business suit, she [student Jennifer Nelson] baited us to

follow her to THE marketplace—Market Street. Then on her belly,

elbows, and knees, reptile-like, she crawled its entire length to the

consternation and admiration of locals and tourists alike. (Paul Kos,

SFAI MFA Catalogue, 2002)

In another performance a student filled three large balloons with

helium and had the class convene on the ramparts outside, where

he released them. Three minutes after they ascended, a nuclear

submarine surfaced between Alcatraz Island and the group’s position,

directly signaled the student, and returned to the depths.

The young department experimented with newer media. Sharon

Grace, who began using video while at CalArts working with Nam
Jun Paik and Shuya Abe in 1970, brought long-distance telecom-

munication to the school and city when the idea was unknown. Grace

predated the Internet by many years by setting up video connections

between SFAI and locations around the world, including Australia

and the remote Cook Islands. One performance on September 11, 1977,

Send/Receive, piped live, wireless color images into the Lecture Hall,

joining the school with Syracuse University, CalArts, and the Venice

Biennale. Provocative visitors kept everyone thinking in new ways,

among them, Chris Burden, Frank Gillette, Joan Jonas, Suzanne Lacy,

George Manupelli, Martha Rosier, and William Wegman.

Kos considers his installation courses the highlights of his years at

SFAI. Contrary to recent trends, critiques were aesthetically rather

than theoretically based.

Each Friday six students presented installations within or outside the

building. The bar was high since students wanted to top each other.

The presenting artist couldn’t speak or defend him- or herself verbally

until everyone else described what each saw. We talked about the work

only; it spoke for itself and its intentions, not what the artist said about

his or her work.

The performance/video department was deeply enmeshed with

seventies radical culture, allying with conceptual and punk art in ways

that echoed filmmaking’s embrace of the sixties counterculture. In

this way P/V helped create a California video culture. By emphasizing

performance and representations of self and the body, it “focused

more on what was in front of the camera and less on postproduction or

formal inquiry, in the manner of Paik or the Vasulkas” (Labat).

CODA: 1980s-1990s

The name change from Performance/Video to New Genres in 1986

reinforced the focus on a dynamic, creative process that resists

definition. New Genres didn’t reference a medium or aesthetic; every

work was a clean slate that incorporated any substance necessary.

The ethos was to learn through direct experience, whether with

action, material, theory, or imagination. A critique of media was

fundamental, but New Genres remained nonacademic, though rooted

in postmodern theory, and often controversial.

Sharon Grace, Doug Hall, and Tony Labat, all ofwhom joined

the faculty in the early eighties, and Paul Kos rotated as chair after
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Howard Fried’s departure. A sole staff member, including Mark

Boswell, Chris Force, and Jordan Biren, taught and maintained equip-

ment. As with the filmmaking department, visitors—Vito Acconci,

Kathy Acker, Terry Fox, Paul McCarthy, Pat Olesko, Hans Winkler,

and a dozen others of equal stature—made a huge impact. Classes

were experimental and eclectic, merging classical philosophy with

postmodern theory, or video with architecture. Doug Hall notes:

The danger was that student work could easily devolve into mannerism

(simply drawing from the Grumbacher kit of avant-garde art moves),

resulting in self-indulgent, self-congratulatory, even reactionary work.

In order to counter this tendency I became more interested in theory as

a way to understand my own motivations and those of the students.

Dozens of important artists and teachers emerged: Jordan Biren’s

videos weave reminiscences and evocative images into essays about

family; Rebeca Bollinger’s large-scale installations were among the

first to cull imagery from cyberspace; Felipe Dulzaides’s interna-

tionally exhibited installations deal with home and displacement;

Michelle Handelman makes work that viscerally questions sensuality

and sexuality7

; Tom Leeser was an early Internet artist; Paula Levine’s

videos investigate time through urban and rural landscapes; and Gail

Wight’s museum and gallery installations blend dreamlike imagery

with suggestive texts and textural material. As Doug Hall recalls:

I was struck by the sense of urgency and seriousness that surrounded

the activities in Studios 9 and 10. Among the students and faculty' alike

there was the sense that we were in this together— that something was

being worked out. Part of the challenge was to figure out what that

“something” was. To give it form.

San Francisco State University

FILM: 1963-1980

(Film added to Radio and Television in 1963; established in 1969)

San Francisco State is a community-based school that draws from

all sectors of the population and has one of the largest international

student bodies of any American university. A swarming metropolis for

the everyman and everywoman, State has long been a center of activ-

ism. The film program is a model of democratic education that supports

all forms of independent filmmaking, and its early history was deeply

intertwined with the turmoil that embroiled the country through the

sixties. Here I want to focus on those parts of the program that were

most instrumental for avant-garde and experimental filmmaking.

San Francisco State’s Department of Radio and Television (RTV)

specialized in broadcasting and management during the fifties. In the

art department John Gutmann, Jack Welpott, Herb Zettl, and, later,

Fred Padula were also teaching Cinematography and Film as Art (much

of it with an interest in the experimental), but by the early sixties this

couldn’t satisfy the growing interest in film production and history. In

1963 RTV hired the UCLA-trained filmmaker Jim Goldner to join John

Fell and Joan Reynertson, already on the program’s faculty, as coordina-

tor of a new film area, and the department became RTVF.

Goldner wanted to bring the new spirit of independent filmmak-

ing, as exemplified by Ricky Leacock and John Cassavetes, to campus.

One of his first decisions was to purchase lightweight 16mm equip-

ment, which was met with hostility by the studio-based broadcast

faculty (who accepted 16mm only after Los Angeles colleagues

supported the validity of hand-held camerawork). The broadcast and

film faculties continued to clash. Goldner recollects one meeting in

which a news production faculty' member asked, “Jim, why are film

students so dirty? There’s film all over everything.” Goldner replied,

“That is the nature of filmmaking.” The new film courses proved

immensely popular and helped convince the administration to build

a media arts center, yet the schism deepened as students increasingly

chose to specialize in film. Film students felt that the broadcast

curriculum was conservative, and provocation permeated the staid

broadcast studio environment. Goldner recalls:

A film student, David Wescott, did a television show in 1964-65 in which

Jesus Christ comes off the cross and buggers Santa Claus. Now, we have

two broadcasting faculty who are very religious, and I get called in to

chair Stuart Hyde’s office. He says, “Jim, from now on, all student work

has to be pre-scripted and approved before it can be produced.” I told

him, “This film was improvisational and couldn’t have had a script.

That would be ‘prior restraint,’ and film faculty and students will have

nothing to do with reviewing scripts.”

Though their backgrounds were largely in documentary and

dramatic narrative, the film faculty wanted to support all kinds of

filmmaking. In 1965 they hired Fred Padula, whose hand-processed

documentary, Ephesus (1965), portraying an African American church

in Oakland, was winning awards. Padula, who first became excited

about cinema after attending John Gutmann’s Art Movies screening

series (1949-63), found “the surprises and chaos coming from students

who were experimenting exciting.” Padula complemented another

newcomer, the KQED-TV filmmaker Irving Saraf. Padula focused on

experimental work and Saraf on documentary, but their classes often

overlapped. Padula stressed untutored, intuitive technique:

I did not have a preplanned curriculum, a set notion ofwhat film should

be. These students came from many backgrounds: art, music, anthropology,

and architecture. They were all uninhibited and highly motivated, and

had no patience for anything that stood in their way.

Short, silent, black-and-white experimental exercises led to final

productions with sound that students were expected to finish each

semester. Tim Blaskovich, student (1966-69) and later staff technician

(1982-92), recalls, “You might photograph things like popcorn. We

put the camera on the stove with a pot of popcorn on it and let it run.

In the earliest classes you didn’t know any rules—you were learning

film grammar, exposure, and hand-held movement, in a sense, and

everyone would critique these rolls.”

Students could use small 8mm or 16mm cameras and make films

for $10 or $20, or they could opt for more sophisticated equipment for

larger documentaries and narratives. This led to a stream ofuncensored

and idiosyncratic films. Some had no story and seemed crudely made;

others were documentaries dealing with hot issues. A head-on colli-

sion with the RTVF faculty was inevitable. “They didn’t see the point,”

Padula recalls. “They didn’t see experimental film as legitimate.” When

Hyde asked students to abandon personal projects and make a group

instructional broadcasting film, “the students started a rebellion, really

raised hell,” Padula remembers. “They had a clear idea of what they

wanted to pursue and felt like they were not able to within the Radio/

Television environment. Then RTVF chairman Hyde fired me.”

This act was short lived. That 1966 spring semester concluded

with San Francisco State’s second annual (and continuing) Film
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Finals show, several hours of films interspersed with rock perfor-

mances and hundreds of cheering students. Most were, to everyone’s

surprise, experimental and had been made in Padula’s classes. Chair

Hyde, dumbfounded but impressed, asked Goldner to notify the

students that Padula would be reinstated. Hyde could no longer deny

the excitement this new cinema was generating and began to realize

the value of keeping it within RTVF.

Radical impulses were cutting across all aesthetics by now, and Padula

and Goldner produced nontraditional projection events offcampus.

In 1965-66 the San Francisco Mime Troupe, led by Ronnie Davis and

Peter Coyote, performed a scathing agitprop that led to Davis’s arrest.

Troupe producer Bill Graham decided to sponsor benefits at Fillmore

Auditorium to raise money for Davis’s defense and asked me to partici-

pate. One student, Jerry Slick, had a band (Great Society) in which his

wife, Grace, was lead singer, and they and other rock groups were added.

The first night we were stunned when thousands of people showed up.

Bands were playing downstairs, people were dancing, and the lights

went out. Then my students and I turned on hand-held 16mm projec-

tors from the mezzanine, projecting abstract loops, and those became

the only light. After the second night, Graham came up to me excited,

saying, “This was amazing. Should we put on more of these?” and soon

Graham began his concerts and light shows. (Goldner)

During the 1968 student antiwar strike, the film and radio and

television faculties found themselves opposed to each other. The

film faculty had reinforced its left-leaning sympathies by hiring the

blacklisted writer Lester Cole and the animator David Hilberman,

a leader of the acrimonious Disney strike, and there was general

support from student activists. The campus had become a laboratory

for spontaneous documentation, and portable cameras permitted

on-the-spot, independent reporting for the first time. Records of

numerous off-campus meetings include the riveting account of a

student who was arrested and brutally treated in a paddy wagon.

The campus was sequestered for days. Hayakawa was the president.

There were cops on campus, helicopters overhead. People with

nightsticks were trying to smash your skull and there were German

shepherds, so people began documenting what happened. You’d grab

a Bolex or Bell & Howell in case there was a riot or sit-in or your

classroom building was chained and locked that day. Experimental

filmmaking certainly incorporated political awareness then. (Blaskovich)

My students believed in the strike, and many were out attempting to grab

shots of the chaos. But most experimental class students wanted to con-

tinue to work on their own productions, and this led to my classes meeting

off campus until strike issues were no longer a distraction. (Padula)

One outcome of that tumult was the final split between film and

RTV, brought to a head after the revolt of irate film students, with the

faculty encouragement of Fell and Goldner. When the film depart-

ment was finally formed in 1969, Fell was its chair.

Filmmaking at San Francisco State was itself enmeshed with the

radicalized climate. On one occasion Warren Haack (who later joined

the staff) was asked by another student to record the latter’s protest

after he was drafted. This formerly conservative student then shot

himself in the foot, enduring an agonizing and blood-drenched wait

for an ambulance. Haack filmed this with verite immediacy, and

the resulting film, Selective Service (1969-70), became a mainstay of

national screenings that still horrifies viewers. Haack recalls that at

its Film Finals premiere, one viewer left the theater and “fainted flat

on her face. The administration considered it my fault.”

In another incident, Ben Van Meter, a San Francisco State student,

barely escaped arrest when he tried to retrieve his film from the

Multichrome lab. Having filmed a female friend dancing nude, Van

Meter was greeted by the lab owner, who—after stating, “You can’t

show the pussy hair; you do that, they take away my lab and put us

both in San Quentin”—called the FBI. An agent soon arrived and

confiscated the film. The film was returned only after Van Meter

wrote a letter to J. Edgar Hoover in which he explained that he had

never sent this material through the mail and that the film was an art

project in which the body parts would be covered over. After getting

his material back from the FBI, Van Meter blotted out the objection-

able parts frame by frame, and The Poon-Tang Trilogy (1965) became a

celebrated critique of censorship.
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Christine Tamblyn, Mistaken Identities, 1995, CD-ROM still

showing Tamblyn's face morphed with Frida Kahlo’s

previous page California Newsreel, San Francisco State:

On Strike, 1969, film still

Scott Bartlett and Tom DeWitt are two other students invariably

mentioned by contemporaries as pivotal forces in the experimental

scene. Each premiered first films during that 1966 Film Finals show,

DeWitt with AtmosFear and Bartlett with Metanomen. Their visible

drive set them apart from other undergraduates. “Bartlett was

usually serious and intense, while DeWitt played the clown in ways

that disguised his genius” (Padula). DeWitt had worked with Stan

Vanderbeek in New York and is credited with inventing the printing

techniques central to their work. Their next film, OFFON (1967), was

collaboratively made and received exceptional acclaim for a student

film. OFFON uses pulsating light, complex reworkings of film loops,

multiple special effects, different film stocks, and sounds from a

Buchla 100 synthesizer to create an extraordinary sensory experience.

Other faculty members expanded the presence of experimental

film in the new department. Janies Broughton showed contemporary

and historical work, focusing on archetypal imagery and dream

interpretation; Gunvor Nelson taught filmmaking for a few influential

semesters; John Fell, primarily a narrative film historian, focused on

pioneers Maya Deren and Germaine Dulac; and Ron Levaco advo-

cated alternative and experimental film in a global context. Robert

Bell was a pivotal figure in keeping avant-garde film alive at San

Francisco State from the seventies through the following decades by

bringing key visitors to campus and through courses that focused on

important classic and contemporary experimental work.

As at the Art Institute, the division between teacher and student

frequently blurred since so many were learning or unlearning how the

medium could be used. Blaskovich recalls, “A lot of students were older

than the faculty, so students were teaching students and students were

teaching teachers. Some students were born artists, like Scott Bartlett

. .
.
you would hardly know he was a student.” San Francisco State had

gained a national reputation as one of the hotbeds of radicalism by the

late sixties, and Look magazine covered what was rumored to be an

especially provocative course created by Bartlett. Warren Haack:

Scott taught a class where everyone got nude and filmed each other

(in four locations), then the next semester a huge “sensorium” was

constructed with fifteen movie projectors going at once, projecting all

these images. The class was called Experimental Film, and we got three

units each semester. Can you believe that?

Bartlett later shared his thoughts about filmmaking and art

education at a 1970s conference, a utopian vision reflecting his

sixties San Francisco State experience:

The filmmaker teachers gathered to this assembly are similar in one

respect: their work is self-generated; born of an internal necessity to

communicate that which requires the development of new modes of

expression, new manipulations of the mediums available. (Scott Bartlett,

“Teaching Making,” unpublished paper, SFAI Archive’s)

Bartlett proposed an idealized “personal program for creative explo-

ration” organized around “the old craftsman-apprentice approach,” an

unrestrictive, nonhierarchical system in which “the student would be

allowed to transfer any time from one affiliated institution to another

as his needs dictate.” Bartlett’s fantasy echoed an idealism and energy

from a fading era. Padula recalls that by the mid-seventies students at

San Francisco State were demanding traditional technical training that

could help them get employment in that recession era, and the earlier

experimental approach had become “irrelevant.” By contrast, at SFAI,

where he also taught briefly, students remained more interested in

self-expression than in looking for ways to make a living.

Despite the changing cultural climate, there were reminders of

the politicized recent past. By 1974 gay liberation was in the air, and

some lesbian and gay filmmakers, such as activists Barbara Hammer

and Michael Wallin, were boldly exploring their sexuality on film.

Hammer “came out” at San Francisco State when she premiered the

openly sexual Dyketactics (1974) during Film Finals, and though she

generally felt unsupported there as a student, this film was greeted

enthusiastically. A year later, Wallin’s thesis film, The Place Between

Our Bodies, also depicted sex, this time between the filmmaker

and his lover. At its premiere in that year’s Film Finals, it elicited
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fascination and horror. Padula recalls that screening, one of his last

experiences before leaving:

Wallin’s film was very graphic and personal, and there he was, sitting

next to me. The department secretary was also sitting nearby, a middle-

aged woman who knew him, since she dealt with all of the students.

After five minutes she stood up, gasping, and walked out, totally

horrified. Many other faculty and students couldn’t take it and also left,

but for me the film was fascinating.

Although a number of important avant-garde artists and scholars

visited—among them Stan Brakhage, Bruce Conner, Peter Kubelka,

Stephen Dwoskin, Annette Michelson, and P. Adams Sitney—they were

exceptions to the dominant focus on documentary and dramatic nar-

rative. Karen Holmes was one of the few students during those years

who found the support needed to make experimental, visually oriented

films. “Ifyou were an experimental filmmaker at State in the 1970s,”

she recalls, “you were on your own. My thesis advisers were from the

art department as well as from film. I had more of a kinship with art.”

Reflecting the influences of Kubelka and Gunvor Nelson, Holmes’s

work was concentrated and elegant, carrying some of her concerns

with painting over to film. On graduation she was hired to teach part

time and wasn’t discouraged by the program’s marginalization of

experimental filmmaking:

The philosophy within the cinema department has always included

support for all genres. So despite my experimental bent, I have to be

able to critique narrative as well as documentary. My impulse may be to

encourage students to fragment narrative patterns, make the structure a

bit more oblique so one has to work harder to see it, to move us away from

conventions that we all know and are comfortable with so that we can ask

the viewer to discover and reflect on each film for its unique nature.

In 1981 Holmes became a tenured member of the faculty, with a

specialty on the optical printer as a creative tool. She helped usher in

an experimental rebirth during the 1980s.

CODA: 1 980s— 1 990s

Film at San Francisco State (the department name changed to Cinema

in the early 1980s) exploded with experimental film activity during

the eighties by hiring artists and scholars with strong avant-garde

sensibilities and by initiating an ambitious guest artist and scholar

program. Exciting and challenging new faculty members arrived,

including experimental, theory-based essayists Trinh T. Minh-ha

and Steve Fagin, formal iconoclast Leslie Thornton, and, later,

creative scholar Akira Lippit, personal filmmaker Greta Snider, and

new narrative maker Britta Sjogren. Bill Nichols, a historian and

theorist, edited a book on Maya Deren, reinforcing this focus. Among

an impressive range of visiting artists and scholars were narrative

deconstructivist Mark Rappaport, autobiographical ethnographer

Kidlat Tahimik, seminal theorist Peter Wollen, feminist multimedia

artist Valie Export, and experimental filmmakers and former students

Craig Baldwin and Jay Rosenblatt.

Staying true to the department’s origins, avant-garde forms

coexisted with other forms of independent filmmaking, especially

documentary. But when support for the guest artist program ended in

the late eighties, emphasis again shifted toward traditional forms. The

nineties saw the validity of avant-garde or experimental work chal-

lenged, often bitterly, in the face of an inevitable generational shift,

continuing drops in budget that underscored the differences between

film and digital technologies, and the realities of the job market,

exemplified by an increased interest in Hollywood filmmaking. Films

without an overt social or political message often had little support,

and some filmmakers and scholars found themselves embattled with

culture-based or skill-focused teachers and students.

Beginning in 1994, Cinema initiated an MFA track to further

emphasize creativity and more deeply integrate current theory, and this

program, along with the BA and MA programs, emphasized more of an

experimental bent. Strong filmmaking that emerged from San Francisco

State included a significant vein by students of color, especially African

Americans. Cauleen Smith made assertive films and installations that

probed her sense of herself as a young black artist; Portia Cobh and

Ulysses Jenkins confronted social injustice as African Americans living

in the aftermath of sixties activism; and Anita Chang used her experi-

ences growing up as a Chinese American to consider Asian American

identity. Queer filmmaking was embraced, and Ray Rea and Cathy

Lee Crane playfully tested traditional comfort zones between sex and

gender. Kathy Geritz and Irina Leimbacher, later significant curator-

critics, studied in the program, as did the autobiographical essayist and

future independent producer Jack Walsh, the found-footage psychodra-

matist Jay Rosenblatt, and the cross-cultural personal essayist Lynne

Sachs. Early in the new century another experimental rebirth seems

under way, keeping the spirit of adventure and radical discovery alive in

one of the nation’s most pluralist academic cultures.

CREATIVE ARTS INTERDISCIPLINARY AND ITS SUCCESSORS: 1962-2002

San Francisco State housed the nation’s first university interdisciplinary

studio art program. Developing as part of an arts education department

successively named Creative Arts Interdisciplinary (CAI, 1962-79),

Center for Experimental and Interdisciplinary Arts (CEIA, 1979-86),

and Inter-Arts Center (IAC, 1986-2002), this program joined artists and

students from music, dance, theater, literature, and the visual arts with

a fluidity that remains a benchmark. As a creative laboratory it can be

compared with Black Mountain College, and although film and video

were never the primary focus, media became increasingly prominent

during the last three quarters of its life. An overview of this influential

program’s existence, especially given its success with integrating film

and new media, is essential to conveying the extraordinary range and

contributions of the area’s distinctive college programs.

“Interdisciplinary art” was understood as work that synthesizes

theory and practice and combines two or more media into a new

hybrid, such as video and computer art, artist books, gallery-based

and site-specific multimedia installations, and performance work.

Central to the program’s mission was connecting art and society and

training artists to be innovators in creating community-based institu-

tions that supported their work and reached new audiences.

One of the program’s distinctive early strengths, as well as liabili-

ties, was amorphousness: it had no set limits but also no physical base

within the university. Its curriculum and faculty were dependent on

the programs in which the core faculty was primarily based. This

allowed composers, painters, and dancers to collaborate on projects,

but CAI students had no place to meet, and the faculty couldn’t make

primary commitments to its students. This situation was partially

solved when Bill Kleb, who was theater trained, became CAI’s first

full-time faculty member. Kleb then added two dynamic personalities,
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Pat Ferrero, in 1972, and Jock Reynolds, in 1973. CAI aligned with the

film department to give itself an umbrella and a sympathetic base, and

in return Kleb agreed to be joint chair for the next four years, linking

it directly with the moving image. By default Ferrero became the only

woman filmmaker on the film department faculty during those years.

Ferrero, who attended San Francisco State (CAI) and UC Berkeley

(medical anthropology), made experimental films and with her

husband, Loren Sears, ran Canyon Cinematheque in the late sixties.

In the seventies she began to make documentaries that focused on

art, the creative process, and women’s history. Reynolds, who ran the

graduate program from 1976 to 1983, studied sculpture and theater

with William T. Wiley and Manuel Neri at UC Davis and Fluxus

artist Robert Watts at UC Santa Cruz. Reynolds thus learned that any

material and subject might yield art and that unusual combinations

led to surprising experiences. The CAI/CEIA curriculum, beginning

with its core faculty, fanned out and encompassed Kathleen Fraser’s

Poetry Center, James Broughton’s and Edith Kramer’s film classes,

and music courses at San Francisco State and Mills College, as well as

courses in dance, theater, and visual art. Part-time faculty members,

such as David Ireland, Bill Morrison, and Jim Goldberg, prominent

artists, and filmmakers (some brought by Ferrero), including Chantal

Akerman, Frederick Wiseman, Morley Markson, and Peter Kubelka,

expanded the boundaries of the joint program.

CAI, an orphan within the university, was given windowless class-

rooms as studios, and Reynolds, Ferrero, and Kleb were compelled

to move into any location, however unlikely, in which students could

produce installations and performances. These unexpected situations

allowed new possibilities for combining time-based and static media,

a potential for hybridization reminiscent of earlier combinations of

the traditional arts and cinema.

Reynolds recalls that many of the graduate students were more

experienced artists: “I decided to treat myself as their peer, to make

work right along with them.” For Renny Pritikin, a poet who joined

CAI in 1973. Reynolds’s sensibility was remarkable and timely: “Jock

was an incredible teacher, full of energy and ideas, who gave outra-

geous assignments that he did as well. We learned to think as artists.”

Classes met at unexpected locales and critiqued them as installations:

a Levitt’s furniture showroom, a pedigree dog show, abandoned

military bunkers, skid row hotel rooms, and city streets were locations

for art installations. One semester Ferrero and Reynolds convened

at the Colma Pet Cemetery. Ferrero recalls, “The subject was art and

daily life, and here we studied ways in which people mourn when

hidden from view and removed from public restraints. We looked at

the plots as installations, and this was visual anthropology—sacred

space, ritual, and ways ordinary people structure time and space.”

Kleb, Ferrero, and Reynolds worked with students to select a site for

the semester and integrate classes into that space. Sites included Fort

Funston Beach, Fort Point at the base of the Golden Gate Bridge, and a

room in the seedy Dante Hotel at Broadway and Columbus. Once the

class rented a cheap downtown office complex to produce installations.

For his piece, Reynolds located antique linoleum tiles and placed them

atop some that had been on the floor since the building opened. The new

ones were subtly different from the old, and the installation created a

minimalist study that dealt with commercial design as well as perception.

A number of faculty members felt driven to get “into the meat

of the city, to deal with things that were redolent with history”

(Reynolds). Two ambitious projects involved the abandoned World

War II bunker at Kirby Cove and Fort Point, a Civil War landmark,

each perched directly under opposite ends of the Golden Gate Bridge.

The group spent a year investigating these haunting buildings, redo-

lent with somber and evocative American history. Fort Point is three

stories high and houses dozens of small stone chambers, each with a

small window-hole revealing a glimpse of the Bay. The bridge looms

imposingly overhead, and moving from room to room is in itself a

cinematic treat. The concluding exhibition of CAI work included

several installations and performances. One, Peter dAgostino’s

Passage: video performance (1974), was composed of live and recorded

images and sounds juxtaposing his walks with those of participants

walking through the arched corridor of rooms around the fort.

Monitors displayed varied and sometimes mysterious movements

while temporarily lighting the darkness of each space.

CAI separated from Film in 1979, becoming the Center for

Experimental and Interdisciplinary Arts (CEIA). Reynolds and

Ferrero then seized the chance to occupy an SFSU-owned surplus

World War II submarine base on the Tiburon shoreline where an

Interdisciplinary Science program was studying the ecology of

the Bay. This unlikely spot gave artists proximity to a continuing

engagement with military history and the ecology of Bay marine life.

Reynolds converted the officers’ quarters into galleries and one of

the three-story barracks into studios. This became the inspiration

for the Headlands art center, which David Ireland, along with Mark

Thompson and others from CEIA, helped create a few years later.

When Reynolds encountered new Arts dean August Coppola in

1983, he realized that interdisciplinary art wasn’t high on the dean’s

agenda. On being offered a yearlong artist residency at MIT, Reynolds

left SFSU. Ferrero became chair and ran the Tiburon studio program

for the next two years while she pushed to hire a new core faculty.

Ferrero intensified visiting artist input, bringing filmmaker-

performance artist Carolee Schneemann, composers Bill Fontana

and Remko Sha, sculptor Frances Butler, and others to Tiburon.

Architect-sculptor David Ireland, performance-video installation

artist Ellen Zweig, theorist Constance Penley, and photographer

Ann Chamberlain strengthened the core of the faculty. Many

artists worked with film and video, including Susan Banyas, Louise

Steinman, and Zweig. Ferrero had Don Adams and Arlene Goldbard

teach Cultural Democracy and hired the video and installation artist

Lynn Hershman to teach New Interactive Media.

Coppola then pulled his support by forcing the program to return

to campus, refusing to fill tenure-track positions, and reducing the

already meager budget. After a town hall meeting in which hundreds

of artists, curators, and activists failed to change the dean’s mind,

Ferrero and Zweig resigned. Hershman took over the peripatetic

program and with remarkable drive managed to maintain the mission

and expand the curriculum. Under Hershman’s guidance from 1985

to 1989, the renamed Inter-Arts Center (IAC) retained its cross-dis-

ciplinary character but with a greater focus on media and interactive

installation. It became an educational showcase with a national

reputation. Pioneering artists such as Valie Export, Peter Weibel,

Beth B, Culture Clash, and Laurie Anderson had residencies.
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Hershman produced conferences on virtuality and expanded cinema

and sound art, and Sara Roberts, Christine Tamblyn, Douglas Kahn,

Jeanne C. Finley, and Valerie Soe became part-time faculty members.

Jesse Drew, who was a student in 1987, became a faculty member in

1990. Drew had formed a West Coast branch of the activist group Paper

Tiger Television and decided to enter San Francisco State’s broadcasting

communication arts department. “My appointment with the broadcast-

ing adviser quickly went downhill when he said everything I was doing

was unprofessional ‘crap,’” Drew recalled. “Using video to critique

television was not their idea ofwhat was professionally worthwhile.”

Drew was ready to drop out, when he ran into the mysterious,

black-clad Christine Tamblyn, who pulled him into her office (a

parking lot trailer) and convinced him to join IAC. Drew feels that

IAC was in many ways revolutionary. It was the first San Francisco

State department to offer courses in computers and the arts and for

many years was the only place to encounter new media:

When I came there was a lot of excitement about video and other electronic

moviemaking, including computers and electronic devices. IAC pushed

boundaries and gave students access to these tools. This contrasted with

more traditional departments that fetishized these objects, restricting their

use to only the most “worthy.” In my years IAC was overwhelmingly female,

which blows away the myth that women are intimidated by technology.

Hershman became embroiled in many disheartening battles

within the school, despite the program’s evident success, including

the ambiguity of never having been officially designated as chair. She

finally stepped down (though she continued to teach), and Jim Davis

assumed the leadership, keeping IAC alive through the efforts of

dozens of interesting visiting artists, until it was phased out in 2002,

over the heated protest of many in the campus community.

San Francisco State’s Inter-Arts program made an indelible impact.

Its early nomadic existence fostered self-reliance and thrust students

into community interaction. Scores of alumni became distinguished

artists, curators, and originators of public spaces that highlighted

media. Jock Reynolds, along with artists, patrons, and students,

converted a casket factory into the multimedia artists’ space, 80

Langton Street; Renny Pritikin, Langton’s original codirector (with

CEIA graduate Judy Moran) later became Yerba Buena Center for the

Arts’ first visual arts curator. Many ran or started key programs: Ann

Chamberlain was program director of Headlands Center for the Arts,

Mary Ceruti was program director of the Capp Street Project, and Pam

Winfrey initiated performance art programs at the Exploratorium.

Marshall Weber started a new space, ATA (Artists’ Television Access),

as did Laura Brun (The Lab), Jon Winet (Southern Exposure Gallery),

and Lise Swenson (TILT). Through San Francisco State’s vision-

ary interdisciplinary, intermedia program, art and society became

intertwined in ways never before seen in the Bay Area.

CODA: CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF ARTS AND CRAFTS, 1980-2000

CCAC developed a unique interdisciplinary media program during

the eighties and nineties. With Lynn Marie Kirby and Jeanne C.

Finley joining David Heintz in the eighties, the program aggressively

advocated hybrid forms and interdisciplinary thinking. Dialogues

between performance, painting, architecture, sculpture, literature,

and critical theory were encouraged. Barney Haynes joined the faculty

in the late nineties, enhancing digital computer-based approaches to

media making earlier championed by Don Day, and a vigorous visiting

artist program was developed. Student work is often experiential while

maintaining a conceptual foundation and a relation to community and

embracing myriad idiosyncratic forms. Among the many important

alumni are Alfonso Alvarez, Tommy Becker, Suzanne Cockrell, Kevin

Deal, Tony Discenza, Steve Dye, Harrell Fletcher, Etienne Kallos,

Dana Plays, Sara Roberts, Ritu Sarin, and Mary Tsiongas.

APPENDIX: SELECTED STUDENTS

The following lists highlight some of the many students enrolled in the cinema and new

media programs at the San Francisco Art Institute and San Francisco State University who did

significant experimental work while there or in later years. Hardly exhaustive, they suggest the

depth and variety of work being made within the different cultures.

SAN FRANCISCO ART INSTITUTE

Filmmaking: 1966-1980

Dominic Angerame, Steve Arnold, Jerry Barrisb, Stephanie Beroes, Tim Blaskovich, Vincent Collins,

Sandra Davis, Susan Desaritz, Joe Gibbons, Kathryn Golden, Vincent Grenier, Ed Guerrero, Doug

Haynes, Mike Henderson, Henry Hills, Michael Hinton, Peter Hutton, Ashley James, Ed Jones, Lynn

Kirby, Diane Kitchen, Edith Kramer, Barbara Linkevitch, Janis Crystal Lipzin, Curt McDowell, Mark

McGowan, Toney Merritt, Rock Ross, Michael Rudnick, Caroline Savage, Joel Singer, Dean Snider,

Barry Spinello, Babeth VanLoo, Margaret White, Michael Wiese, David Weisman, Al Wong

Filmmaking: 1980s and 1990s

Claire Bain, Gregg Biermann, Jerome Carolfi, Kurt Easterwood, Medora Ebersole, Michael Emory,

Hrayr Eulmessekian, Jennifer Fieber, Nina Fonoroff, Robert Fox, Brian Frye, Ruth Gumnit, Denise

Hawrysio, Peter Herwitz, Su-Chen Hung, Elise Hurwitz. Jun Jalbuena, Minyong Jang, Tim Kennedy,

Thomas Korschil, Kerry Laitala, Stephanie Maxwell, Jennifer Montgomery, Chika Ogura, Sanghee

Park, Laura Poitras, Steve Polta, Lourdes Portillo, Luis Recoder, Emily Richardson, Ken Paul Rosenthal,

Lynne Sachs, Erin Sax, David Sherman, Jeffrey Skoller, Stom Sogo, Scott Stark, Mark Street,

Curt Thomas, Marian Wallace, Jacalyn White, Mark Wilson, John Writer, Tony Wu, Minsu Yang

Performance/Video: 1968-1980

Richard Alpert, Karen Finley, Deborah Iyall, Tony Labat, Sharon Lockhart, Paul McCarthy,

Mike Osterhout, Bruce Pollock

New Genres: 1980s and 1990s

Margo Adams, Lawrence Andrews, Jordan Biren, Rebeca Bollinger, Mark Brest Van Kempen,

Torsten Zenas Burns, Peter D’Auria, Anthony Discenza, Cecilia Dougherty, Felipe Dulzaides,

Didi Dunphy, Dawn Fryling, Charles Gute, Michelle Handelman, Mara Haseltine, Dale Hoyt,

Andy Huestis, Su Chen Hung, Mattias Jaramillo, Gina Lamb, Tom Leeser, Paula Levine, Bob

Linder, Lynn Lu, Kurt Lundblatt, mads lynnerup, Andrea Mancuso, Aline Mare, Darrin Martin,

Anne McGuire, Azian Narudin, Oona Nelson, Jason Rhodes, Rigo, Will Rogan, John Slepian,

Ivar Smedstad, Dan Tiffany, Ulay, Gail Wight, Aaron Young

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

Film: 1963-1980

Yasha Aginsky, Patricia Amlin, Ralph Arlyck, Craig Baldwin, Scott Bartlett, Tim Blaskovich,

Glen Denney, Tom DeWitt, Arthur Dong, Pat Ferrero, Joe Gibbons, Warren Haack, Barbara

Hammer, Karen Holmes, Liz Keim, Gary Meyer, Andrew Moore, Steven Okazaki, Emiko Omori,

Myron Ort, Marcy Page, Jim Seaman, Greg Schiffner, Jerry Slick, Ben Van Meter, Michael Wallin,

Wayne Wang, Judith Wardwell

Film and Cinema: 1980s and 1990s

Leslie Alperin, Craig Baldwin, Tina Bastajian, Christian Bruno, Brien Burroughs, Cade Bursell,

Anita Chang, Portia Cobb, Cathy Lee Crane, Rick Danielson, Keith Evans, Suzanne Fairfax,

Christian Farrell, Jim Flannery, Daven Gee, Kathy Geritz, Ulysses Jenkins, Liz Kotz, Barbara

Klutinis, Irina Leimbacher, Wendy Levy, Danny Plotnick, Ray Rea, Chris Robins, Jay Rosenblatt,

Lynne Sachs, Cauleen Smith, Greta Snider, Mark Taylor, John Turk, Jack Walsh, Jeff Warrin,

Michael Wilson

Creative Arts Interdisciplinary and Its Successors: 1972-2002

Charles Amirkanian, Susan Banyas, Lori Baraha, Jane Benitz, Julie Betts, Laura Brun, Mary

Ceruti, Ann Chamberlain, Laurie Collyer, Trevelyn Cox, Peter d’Agostino, Susana Donovan,

Jesse Drew, Glenda Egan, Pat Ferrero, Michael Franti, Susan Greene, Suzanne Hellmuth,

John Hubbard, Nancy Karp, Allie Light, Scott MacLeod, Judy Moran, Jeff Norman, Ed Osborne,

Renny Pritikin, Louise Steinman, Rob Stephenson, Kathleen Sweeny, Lise Swenson, Bill Talen,

Marsha Vdovin, Marshall Weber, Jon Winet, Pam Winfrey

NOTES

1. Much of the information used in this essay is based on recollections by the following individuals

via interviews and e-mail exchanges between 2007 and 2009: Craig Baldwin, Jordan Biren, Tim

Blaskovich, Karl Cohen, Peter d'Agostino, Jim Davis, Sandra Davis, Tom DeWitt Ditto, Cecilia

Dougherty, Jesse Drew, Christian Farrell, Pat Ferrero, Howard Fried, Jim Goldner, Stephen

Goldstine, Sharon Grace, Warren Haack, Doug Hall, Barbara Hammer, Mike Henderson, Karen

Holmes, Jun Jalbuena, Lawrence Jordan, Paul Kos, Edith Kramer, George Kuchar, Tony Labat, Lynn

Hershman Leeson, Akira Lippit, Janis Crystal Lipzin, Anne McGuire, Gunvor Nelson, Robert Nelson,

Jeff Norman, Fred Padula, Renny Pritikin, Roy Ramsing, Luis Recoder, Jock Reynolds, Lynne Sachs,

Joel Singer, Jeffrey Skoller, Cauleen Smith, Mark Street, Ben Van Meter, Michael Wallin, Minyong

Yang, and Ellen Zweig. Quotations are from these exchanges unless otherwise noted.

2. All catalogs and documents are from the San Francisco Art Institute Archives.
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FOCUS

The Children's Tapes

Terry Fox, 1974

MARISA S. OLSON

erry Fox was a core member of that cadre of West Coast artists

fusing performance, video, and sculptural installation in the 1960s

and 1970s. His first videoworks were born as documentation of his

actions and became artworks in their own right through the intervention

of editing and the validatory powers of the "conceptual art" moniker.

Fox’s performances were concerned primarily with everydayness—with

the rituals and discourses associated with a vernacular material culture.

Indeed, the detritus of this culture became the building blocks in a number

of beautiful sculptures that, in practical terms, may have been secondary

to the performances but were actually profound in their simplicity and

poetic in their composition.

Fox's concern for the everyday and certainly his proclivity for handi-

work were translated directly into his creation of The Children's Tapes.

In this classic video Fox created a series of intensely dramatic vignettes.

Exploiting the very intimate scale of the video camera and its frame,

ordinary household objects took center stage in black-and-white clips

demonstrating the wonders of natural science: the attraction of flies to

fruit, the melting of ice. Fox said that he was motivated in this work to use

(and, indeed, critique) the television formatto speak to kids used to staring

at screens. One wonders if these kids knew that Fox was making history as

one of the first artists to successfully question the notion of "real time" in

a work of video art before such temporal distinctions emerged in visual art.

Under the gaze of Fox's wide-angle lens, his inanimate subjects became

actors in a phenomenology of the domestic and early pacesetters in a

discussion about the evolution of televisual media.

Still from The Children’s Tapes
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Thinking Inside the Box:
Conceptual Video in the Seventies
STEVE SEID

A still image, coyly called Self-Portrait ofthe Artist as a Fountain,

pictures a thin, overexposed male figure spurting water from his

mouth. The year is 1966; the artist, Bruce Nauman. It was with this

simple photograph that Nauman formalized the notion that the artist

could be the object of art as well as its subject. 1 This straightforward

gesture—not just the spurting of water but also its pictorial represen-

tation-led to a geyser of activity that, in essence, washed away the

very need for a medium: the artist as chipped and hewn substance,

the artist as surface, stretched and marked.

The single act of considering the artist as medium (and message)

grew into a dynamic action as Nauman explored the physical attitudes

of the body made possible by movements of balance, stress, and

repose. Some of these actions were “performed” in public, but for the

most part Nauman stayed close to his studio, recording many of these

fleshy, time-based sculptures on 16mm film.2 The series Art Makeup, 3

begun in 1968, literalized the body as canvas as the artist applied

white makeup to his face and torso. But the ritualized aspect of the

work, presented serially with four identically staged repetitions, also

points to a gestural vocabulary, reproducible markings bound by a

specific medium.

In 1969 Nauman made a quartet of films that further incorporate

the specificities of the apparatus, not just to document the action,

but to isolate it as a heightened cinematic occurrence. Two of these

films, Bouncing Balls and Black Balls, in which the artist manipulates

his testicles, monumentalize the gesture through the use of close-

up, then extend the temporality of the action with extreme slow

motion. Known collectively as the “Slo Mo” films,4 they employed

a high-speed 16mm camera capable of speeds up to two thousand

frames per second. Each eight- to nine-minute work represents an

action that in actuality has a duration of less than thirty seconds.

The body is now a landscape of immense detail, carried forth in a

glacial temporality. Ironically, the minimal action—the scrotal sac



bounced—excruciatingly prolonged over time takes on a painterly

aspect, each minuscule bodily alteration like a lingering brush stroke.

To further complicate Nauman’s relationship to the moving

image, a recently rediscovered set of films from 1965 demonstrates

a sly (and remarkably early) interest in the specifics of the medium. 5

Manipulating the T Bar depicts Nauman in his studio positioning

and repositioning a six-foot metal object in the shape of a “T”; his

own actions are integral to the piece as he alters the orientation of

his minimal sculpture with rehearsed and systematic movements. A

companion film titled Film ofan actor pretending to be myselfmaking

a tape ofthe sound effects for the film “Manipulating the T Bar” raises

not only the notion of performing one’s self but also the filmic nature

of the act itself. The action within the T Bar is clearly entangled with

the cinematic apparatus and requires additional elements, such as

the construction of a sound track, for its completion. Artificiality

aside, the “effects” rely on an absurd twist: Nauman creates his Foley

track using small slabs of metal that he beats against his studio floor.

Though minute in scale, these slabs become activated sculptures in

themselves. In this way, the sonic authenticity of the T Bar is mocked

by its dwarfish counterparts generating facsimile sounds.

Certainly the reference to “an actor” who is clearly Nauman

reinforces the otherness, the distanciating properties of the

film. Manipulating the T Bar, the film, is distinctly different from

Manipulating the T Bar, the expanded sculpture, in that it is ruled by

the transforming characteristics of a time-based medium. Within the

film medium, the artist is counterfeited as actor, and the totality of the

experience is dependent on ancillary components such as the sound

effects. Nauman, in this case, was surely “making” a self-conscious

film rather than merely documenting a performance.

When Bruce Nauman left the Bay Area in late fall 1968, he had never

made a videowork. His most famous early efforts, such as Bouncing in

the Corner (1968), Revolving Upside Down (1969), Lip Sync (1969), and

Violin Tuned D.E.A.D. (1969), would have to wait until he took up resi-

dence outside ofNew York City and had access to the hardware. 6 What

Nauman did leave behind was a novel but incipient sense of how a

conceptual practice could be interlaced with a medium whose intrinsic

characteristics played havoc with the notion of an art object, especially

one fixed in time. His exploration of the film as opposed to the video

medium was not a paramount distinction, but his interest in merging

conceptual activity with a temporally inflected substructure was. In the

next few years this merger would take on notable weight (and conse-

quence) as Nauman and his ilk ventured deeper into videospace.

Nauman’s departure was keenly felt, but his absence didn’t signal

a decline in Bay Area conceptual activity. A number of other artists,

some of Nauman’s generation, were rallying around the antiaesthetic

stance of performance and non-object-oriented art. This ensuing

practice took many forms, among them, ritualized and provocative

performance, often requiring endurance, abandon, and an extraordi-

nary pain threshold; dematerialized artworks in which the proposed

object’s theoretical formulation was its consummation; unexpected

collisions of ephemeral media that challenged the hegemony of the

gallery space; and orchestrations of objects and actions in theatrical-

ized scenarios often imbued with private symbologies.

Bay Area conceptualists were aplenty. Those with a nascent procliv-

ity for the moving image included Paul Kos, Terry Fox, Howard Fried,

Joel Glassman, Peter dAgostino, and Daryl Sapien, among others. 7

Though the conceptual field was dominated by men, a few women

entered the fray, most notably, Bonnie Sherk, Lynn Hershman, Linda

Montano, Sharon Grace, and, eventually, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha. 8

As early as 1965 artists on the East Coast were merging their

ingenious and far-reaching activities with video technology. These

vanguard efforts were led by the Korean transplant Nam June Paik, who

predicted that “as collage technique replaced oil paint, the cathode ray

tube will replace the canvas.” 9 As implied by Paik’s declaration, such

artistic gestures were implicitly oppositional, claiming that a culturally

maligned medium with no aesthetic legacy would displace the reigning

art form. This was the intrinsic (but useful) irony of the technology: after

all, the video image, with its utter immateriality, was the perfect anti-

medium, producing no unique object to be co-opted by the art market.

Furthermore, video’s implicit association with its “frightful parent,” 10

broadcast television, gave it the pop imprimatur of the illegitimate.

These first aesthetic manifestations were starkly primitive,

yet highly inventive, realized as low-res black-and-white images

displayed on bulky TV sets. From phosphorescent screens appeared

everything from psychedelic images generated by feedback loops to

socially engaged street theater charged with critical issues ignored by

mainstream media. Between these two poles, image processing and

guerrilla activism, lay rich and varied ground for experimentation. This

artful acreage soon nurtured works that unsettled narrative, reshuffled

semiological order, detourned the excess of cultural imagery, and, with

much flair and deviation, generally confounded expectation.

Contiguous to this activity was that of an enterprising group of

conceptual artists who found video technology a forceful conduit

for their performative processes. Artists like Frank Gillette, Ira

Schneider, and Dan Graham explored structures of time and inter-

activity while foregrounding the notion of presence within the video

image. Vito Acconci, Joan Jonas, Charlemagne Palestine, Lynda

Benglis, and others looked at the formation of self, often relying on

the body electric to intensify the intimate nature of their acts."

That was the East Coast. But the use of small-format video was

also emerging among Bay Area artists during this same period. 12
All

this was to accelerate when, in 1969, Lydia Modi Vitale, the adventur-

ous curator at the de Saisset Museum in Santa Clara, purchased a

half-inch reel-to-reel Sony Portapak to document the performance

work being staged in the galleries. Stewardship of the hardware was

soon given over to George Bolling, who became the Bay Area’s first

designated video curator. Initially, Bolling guided selected de Saisset

artists in the documentation of gallery projects, but with the concep-

tion of Fish, Fox, Kos, an exhibition that opened in February 1971,

video confidently rose beyond the status of simple record.

This momentous exhibition included performances by Terry Fox

(Pisces) and Allan Fish a.k.a. Tom Marioni (Untitled) and video documen-

tation and artifacts from rEVOLUTION, Paul Kos’s performance in which

he fired 375 rounds of shotgun ammunition at a plywood target, accom-

plishing what he called “an invisible weight exchange.” The “exchange”

was enacted at the di Rosa Preserve; when patrons entered the de Saisset

gallery, they encountered a TV monitor and residue from the perfor-

mance, that is, spent shell casings and the scales used to weigh the target.

This artifactual displacement reconstituted the moment of performance,

distilling its process into a crystalline experience. The shock of proximity
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PAGE 165 Howard Fried, Fuck You Purdue, 1971, video still

right Paul Kos, rEVOLUTION—Notes for the Invasion—Mar Mar March, 1972-73,

video installation (details)

to the actual shotgun blasts may have been lost, but the outcome (and its

not-so-veiled antiwar message) was still loud and clear.

The following year Kos created a de facto sequel called

rEVOLUTION—Notesfor the Invasion—Mar Mar March (1972-73).

In its most elaborate of many versions, one would encounter a room

in which some twenty wood two-by-fours symmetrically divided the

gallery floor. At the far end of this room a small monitor could be seen,

but more important, a staccato, drumlike sound track beckoned the

viewer forward. When one was within viewing distance, the videowork

revealed itself as a bifurcated image offering a typewriter continually

tapping out “mar mar march,” punctuated only by the carriage return,

in the lower half of the screen, while above a woman marched back

and forth timed to the typing. To reach the monitor the gallery-goer

had to step briskly across the room of two-by-fours, thus mimicking

the behavioral beat of the videotape. Kos proved his point: social

regimentation was subtly reinforced within the space of the gallery.

Though seductively sonic and deceptively complex, rEVOLUTION

was very deliberate in its commentary about what Constance Lewallen

called “a necessary ingredient for collective action.” 13

Throughout the 1970s Kos continued to make pristine, beautifully

contained, and poetical videoworks that were more concerned with

landscape, phenomenology, and, of course, performative engagement

than with the overtly political as seen in the installations mentioned

above. These included Death Valley Zoom (1971), with its eponymous

camera move finding great affinity between the weathered hills around

Zabriskie Point and the artist’s own furrowed brow; Pilot Butte, Pilot

Light (1974), in which Kos fashions a lens from ice, starts a fire, and then

has the lens consumed by its own blazing product; Riley, Roily River

(1975), in which the artist and his wife, Marlene, heatedly exchange

descriptions of a roaring creek, until their exchange takes on the quality

of an auditory cascade; and Sirens (1977), a setting of casually strewn

stones that suddenly stirs to reveal the face of Marlene Kos hidden

among them. When exposed, she lets out a shrill and frightening cackle.

These works and others allowed Kos to relocate his conceptualist’s

study of nature from the site of engagement to the site of reception.

In 1978 Judith Van Baron wrote that Terry Fox “took the [video]

medium for granted.” 14 The ephemeral nature of Fox’s art required a

“document” to retain it in time; video was a convenient, economical

medium and little else. Be that as it may, the early “documents” that

survive, all executed by George Bolling, do more than capture the

conceptual actions: they encapsulate and resolve them. Works such as

Clutch and Turgescent Sex (both 1971) 15 afford an intimacy that would

not have been experienced by a live audience.

In the case of Turgescent Sex, a mix of camera positions, the isola-

tion of detail, and even the beauty of natural light as it passes across

Fox’s studio16 converge to heighten the forty-minute performance.

This action has Fox, blindfolded, tending to a dead fish wrapped

in a rope with countless knots. The studied and careful gestures,

the thorny problem of untying the knots, and the final staging of a
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Space: The Conceptual Frontier

With the body as a principal focus of conceptual art, space, the physical

arena of the work itself, became a subject for study. Artists would address

the markings left by their passage, survey the body’s trace over time, and, by

extension, turn their critical gaze toward a topography, a terrain of action.

In Rattling Outside, Banging Inside (1972), Joel Glassman, a perfor-

mance artist who resided in the Bay Area throughout the seventies, takes

physical and auditory inventory of his home and its surroundings. He rattles

objects in his yard—the chain-link fence, shrubbery, a birdbath—then

proceeds indoors to bang with his hand doorways, a desk, a couch, a

carpet. The materiality of the everyday is no longer taken for granted but

becomes a field of potential sonic objects ready to be activated by the

artist. Glassman's presence, his own mass moving through space, transfers

the possibility of the unexpected to his surrounds. 24

An itinerant survey of seemingly nondescript locales can be observed

in Peter d'Agostino's The Walk Series [ 1973-74). This triptych has the artist

marking off three sites: a rooftop in Potrero Hill, a fence along Highway 101,

and an entrance to the beach beyond Golden Gate Park. A hand-held camera

records a detailed, choppy, ground-level perception of the landscape, both

natural and man-made. A delineated symmetry is immediately apparent: these

walks play out as a square, tracing the edge of the gravel roof, a line running

north-south along the fence, and yet another line now running east-west to

the beach. But this symmetry, this need for form, really serves to redefine

the landscape as a projection of the artist. The Walk Series is not a stab at

colonizing terrain but rather a way to exert a sense of presence, aestheticized

and otherwise, on an indifferent urban expanse. 25

By 1978 d'Agostino had literally taken his practice underground; Comings

and Goings: San Francisco IBART) records an "installation-in-motion," a

performance event on a Bay Area Rapid Transit train traveling from San

Francisco to Berkeley. Here the indifferent control systems and surveillance

technology that guide mass transit are contrasted with the hectic passage

of human beings. For d'Agostino, soon to depart the Bay Area, urban space

was no longer the simple residue of human habitation but a cold landscape

of dystopian management.

A more ritualized sense of space can be seen in the work of Darryl

Sapien (and his frequent partner Michael Hinton). Throughout much of

the seventies Sapien engineered ambitious, theatrical performances

that involved allegory and endurance. Splitting the Axis, performed at the

Berkeley Art Museum in 1975, required the erection of an enormous pole in

the central gallery. Using linemen's metal spurs, Sapien and Hinton climbed

the pole, then, in a slow, rotating descent, began driving wedges into the

pole to split the axis. Though the architecture of the museum afforded

many vantages for viewing the performance, Sapien arranged for three live

cameras to capture it, along with four monitors to redistribute the images.

Three of the monitors were placed equidistant from the pole and displayed

a televised view of the climb that was skewed 180 degrees from the

monitor's actual position.

"Even as the performers are busily splitting the grain of the pole,"

Sapien wrote in his original proposal, "the electronic hardware will function

to simultaneously disassemble the performers." The extra monitor, the

fourth, displayed a live mix of the three closed-circuit sources, creating a

compressed record that effaced spatiality in favor of a cinematic rendering.

As the artists descend the pole in a helical path, their images are thrown

out like centrifugal particles tracing an expanded orbit. Sapiens prescient

Splitting the Axis saw a coming state in which the body and its virtual foil

would part for places unknown. 26

metaphorical pyre as Fox blows smoke over the lifeless fish accumu-

late into a striking and restrained ritual about war.

A recently rediscovered videowork, Untitled (dated May 13, 1971),

illustrates Fox’s thriving interest in the characteristics of the medium. 17

Not a finished work but a rehearsal tape, it finds Fox first establishing

a camera setup through which he will eventually be shot performing

before a freestanding pane of glass. The resulting image, reflected off

a mirror, shows him coating the pane, by hand, with a translucent,

greasy substance. Fie thus creates the effect of the entire visible frame,

edge to edge, being coated in a manner almost the reverse of Vito

Acconci’s Openings, made the previous year. This tape of the grease

application is then played back on a TV monitor to whose glass screen

the same substance has already been applied. The finale is this: As Fox

is adding the “taped” grease to the screen, he is seen removing the

second grease application “live” with a small towel. 18

The doubling of the artist’s presence, the confusing of temporali-

ties, and the further complication of the screen as canvas place Fox’s

untitled work within a conceptual continuum that included such

artists as Richard Serra, Joan Jonas, and Lynda Benglis, artists who,

however unwittingly, explored what Rosalind Krauss called the “aes-

thetics of narcissism,” an aesthetic mechanism with “the immediacy

of a mirror” that could only be observed through the video medium. 19

The artist, the body as object, the ritual actions are all refracted

through a self-referential electronic prism that embodies the psychic

substance of the work, a narcissism always relishing itself.
20

For his best-known videowork, Fox would leave all this behind in

favor of a pristine, witty, and minimalist composition, affectionately

called Children’s Tapes (1974). The motive was to make a homemade

brand of television, a la William Wegman, for his son, who had

acquired a taste for the moving image. Ordinary household objects—

a spoon, a candle, a bowl, a piece of fruit—were used to illustrate

everyday physical phenomena. Shot in handsomely lit close-up, Fox’s

domestic assemblages take on the form of monumental sculpture as

spoons topple, fluids run over, and flames extinguish, each with a

stirring flourish. With Children’s Tapes, Fox worked within a vernacu-

lar aesthetic that recognized the formalities of minimalist sculpture

and the ability of the video medium to intensify perception by eliding

scale and offering privileged vantages of the unfolding events.

If Terry Fox and Paul Kos follow a controlled and deliberate

aesthetic, Howard Fried, their contemporary, is the feral genius,

pursuing a wild and often paradoxical practice. Several Super 8 films

predate Fried’s use of video, 21 but he was quick to enlist the technology

as a collaborative mechanism in his performances. Some performances

were restaged as a second iteration for the video medium; others were

conceived in their entirety as televisual experiments.

Later works by Fried, such as Condom (1979-80) and Making a Paid

Political Announcement (1981-82), were distinct models of behavior

designed to address “conflict/resolution.” Circumstances were

managed so that direct audience response modified the outcome of

the work. Earlier entries were concerned with “approach/avoidance”

and were typically self-contained, requiring observation but not

intercession by the audience.22

In Fuck You Purdue (1971), Fried turned his basement studio into

a postapocalyptic stomping ground in which he paces, hangs from
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previous page Terry Fox, Turgescent Sex, 1971, contact sheet of video stills

support beams, hastily lies on a cot, and so forth. His anxiety-ridden

movements are punctuated by the guttural and insistent declaration,

“Fuck you Purdue,” and occasionally, “Fuck you Ward.” Purdue and

Ward, we discover, are the Marine drill instructors at that time over-

seeing the military conversion of Fried’s brother Billy. Their verbal

exchanges when off duty were limited to the eponymous curses.

Playing both his brother and the drill sergeant, Fried established the

tension between oppositional but overlapping belief systems. 23

Performed before an audience but considerably altered when

viewed as a videowork, Sea Sell Sea Sick at Saw/Sea Sea Soar (1971)

is a perfectly conceived tableau of frustration and inconclusiveness.

Sitting at a small table set for a meal, Fried poses as a patron at a

restaurant who seems incapable of ordering while his two waiters

impatiently cope with the waffling and indecision. This aggravation is

metaphorically amplified by the staging: Fried’s table and chair are on a

suspended platform that swings back and forth throughout the aborted

meal. The camera (standing in for the viewer’s gaze) is also mounted

on a separate swing and sways in the opposite direction. In this way the

vacillation of patron, table, and camera suggests an approach/avoidance

without end, as conflicting needs and points ofview never align.

In 1975 Fried perfected the dissonant behavioral model with the

16mm film The Burghers ofFort Worth. At first glance this work is

merely about a golf lesson for a student (played by Fried) staged on

a course in Texas. Four golf pros surround the neophyte and give

him often-contradictory advice each time he completes a drive. This

instructional model, illustrating the need to assimilate diverse sources

of conflicting information, is complicated by Fried’s elaborate record-

ing scheme. The 16mm camera, attached to a crane, revolves around

the golf pros, with the virtual axis being the student. Capturing the

trajectory of the student’s shot, then swinging around to inspect the

faces and responses of the instructors, the camera always remains

in motion. Like a Brian De Palma camera move for duffers, the

whirling effect of Fried’s camera conjures a sense of communication

that verges on the hallucinatory. The Burghers ofFort Worth offers a

behavioral model illustrating that even a seemingly simple golf swing

requires reconciling a wild surfeit of information.

If video was originally limited to an evidentiary medium, in the

work of the conceptualists—Kos, Fox, Fried, and the moving-image

forays of other Bay Area notables such as Richard Alpert, Stephen Laub,

Tom Marioni, and Irv Tepper—a video history of substance emerges.

Video became an expressive and dynamic platform that recontextual-

ized, heightened, and outright transformed their explorations. By the

mid- to late 1970s broader artistic practices saw this same technology

readily deployed for guerrilla activism, experimental narrative, image

processing, and other hybrid applications. Finally, what became known

as video art shed the rigidity of its titular medium, seeking instead a

situational practice that favored efficacy over materials and enunciation

over means, ironically returning to its conceptual roots.

NOTES

1. It would be appropriate to think of this blatant declaration as the outcome of an accumulation of

Nauman's thinking about the body as palette.

2. At the time of these activities Nauman was an art student at the University of California, Davis.

After graduating in 1966, he lived in San Francisco, teaching part-time at the Art Institute; he moved

to the East Coast in late 1968. Prior to his move, he performed Flour Arrangements in a videotape,

dated October 1967, by William Allan, a painter who was in residence at the National Center for

Experiments in Television at KQED. This is his only known Bay Area-based videowork.

3. Art Makeup No. 1, White, was followed by No. 2, Pink; No. 3, Green; and No. 4, Black, all 1969, 16mm.

4. These films also include Pulling Mouth and Gauze, both 1969, 16mm.

5. Constance Lewallen, adjunct curator and former senior curator for exhibitions at the Berkeley Art

Museum, must be acknowledged for directing my attention to these works.

6. The black-and-white Sony Portapak used for his early tapes was borrowed from Leo Castelli Gallery

in the last months of 1968.

7. Though there is a danger in compiling lists, no self-respecting roster of conceptual artists would be com-

plete without Richard Alpert, Paul Cotton, Mel Henderson, David Ireland, Stephen Laub, Tom Marioni,

James Melchert, Jim Pomeroy, and Irv Tepper. In 1976 Marioni, founder of the Museum of Conceptual

Art, and Henry Rosenthal commissioned A Tight Thirteen Minutes, which stands as a sampler of Bay

Area conceptual videowork. In addition to several of those just mentioned, the artists included were

Dianne Biel, Kevin Costello, Terry Fox, Howard Fried, Paul Kos, Masashi Matsumoto, and Suzanne Spater.

8. Much has been written about Hershman's and Cha's late-seventies work, which is briefly addressed

elsewhere in this volume. The sparse videowork of Sherk, Montano, and Grace will have to wait for

another essay.

9. Nam June Paik, "The Video Synthesizer and Beyond," in The New Television: A Public/Private Art

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1977), 41. Paik's earliest efforts predate small-format video technology.

His Electronic TV, prepared television sets with distorted broadcast images, dates to 1963.

10. From David Antin's essay "Television; Video's Frightful Parent," Artforum (December 1975): 36-45.

11. The majority of these artists began working with video between 1969 and 1972.

12. For example, Skip Sweeney, residing in the South Bay, acquired a Sony Portapak in spring 1967. His

guerrilla TV group of the time was called Electric Eye, later to be re-formed as Video Free America

in San Francisco. Allen Rucker, also living in the South Bay, acquired a Portapak in 1970 for his work

with Stewart Brand's Portola Institute. He would soon be a principal member of Top Value Television

(TVTV). Last, Ant Farm, via its affiliated member Joe Hall, purchased their first Portapak in 1970.

Their earliest released videowork, Dirty Dishes, is dated 1970.

13. Constance M. Lewallen, Everything Matters: Paul Kos, a Retrospective [Berkeley. University of

California, Berkeley Art Museum, and Pacific Film Archive, 2003), 36.

14. Judith Van Baron, "A Means Toward an End," in New Artist Video, ed. Gregory Battcock (New York:

E.P Dutton, 1978), 172.

15. Tonguing (1970) is said to be Fox's first work forvideo. Shot in New York City, the tape is a close-up

of Fox’s tongue, surely a point of view an audience could not have held, much less desired.

16. Fox's studio was located in a small building at 16 Rose Street, near Market. Howard Fried also resided

at this address. In the late seventies Judith Barry would take up residence in this same brick building.

17. This work, extant in several takes, is in the collection of the Pacific Film Archive, preserved from the

original open-reel tapes. The site for this exercise seems to be an office at the de Saisset. George

Bolling is operating the camera; Lydia Modi Vitale is seen briefly on the sidelines.

18. In this, the work also anticipates Peter Campus's seminal Three Transitions (1973).

19. Rosalind Krauss, "Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism," October 1 ,
no. 1 (spring 1976): 51. To elaborate,

Krauss stated, "In that image of self-regard is configured a narcissism so endemic to works of video

that I find myself wanting to generalize it as the condition of the entire genre. Yet, what would it mean to

say, 'The medium of video is narcissism?' " (51 ). And further: "The body is therefore as it were centered

between two machines that are the opening and closing of a parenthesis. The first of these is the camera;

the second is the monitor which reprojects the performer's image with the immediacy of a mirror" (52).

20. Continuing to trace a lineage, we can find Tony Labat nearby, a generation younger, presenting his

face live on a TV monitor via closed-circuit video, then tracing the outline of his face on the screen

with a marker. This appears in Solo Flight (1977).

21. Fried's Super 8 work includes 1970, an installation that used an 8mm cartridge projector mounted

in the gallery, its film projected onto a freestanding column. The film image is the first 1,970 names

from a baby name book animated to resemble a flip book.

22. The "conflict/avoidance" concept has been stated in numerous writings. My source, however, is an

interview with Fried by Robin White conducted at Crown Point Press, Oakland, published in View 2,

no. 7 (December 1979): 2-3, in particular.

23. Fuck You Purdue was remade as an homage in 1988 by Cecilia Dougherty, Fried's former student.

24. By the late seventies Glassman had become a fanatical bodybuilder, turning his torso into a literal

piece of sculpture-

25. The Walk Series was installed at 80 Langton Street (now known as New Langton Arts) as its

inaugural exhibition in 1975 The work consisted of three monitors displaying the walks, as well

as artifacts gathered along the way, e.g., gravel, a small section of fence, sand. The Walk Series

continues to this day as short portraits that place the artist in a particular locale. They appear to

function as placeholders as he configures a larger work in that or a related setting.

26. Sapien's Split-Man Bisects the Pacific (1974) and Within the Nucleus! 1976) nicely bookend Splitting

the Axis with their examinations of symbolic space through physical ordeal and ritual actions.
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CUTAWAYS

TVTV postcard, 1972

Video Free America logo

Loren Sears in his Video Van, Bolinas, spring 1973

Ant Farm’s Media Burn logo, designed by Curtis Schreier, 1975

Anne Severson and Shelby Kennedy in Bruce Nauman’s studio, c. 1968
(Kennedy directed The Bruce Nauruan Story, 1968)



David Boatwright, Peter Bloch, Freude,

Anne Severson, and Sharon Hennessey
with children Elon Bartlett and
Hennessey Knoop at Reno Hotel,

San Francisco, c. 1973

Curt McDowell directing cast for his

Thundercrack, 1975

Warren Sonbert and Nathaniel Dorsky
(top row), Jerry Hiler (middle), Carla Liss

and others (bottom), c. 1975

Letter from Robert Nelson, 1968

Every time I've been fired from a job I've been surprised. .. I thot I was
doin good.

I think that the world is the best of all possible worlds and I can't imagine

a better place.
Sincerely yours,
Robert Nelson

Also: Last year I worked on Oh Dem Watermelons, Oiley Peloso, Confessions,
and Thick Puoker all at onoe and I finished them all in the same week.

I may try writing after my film oareer because I think writing isa dead art.

Still sincere
Robert.

Dear Andrew Noren;

All my films, so far, that are finished, are available from
Co-Op. This year I'll probably finish a number of short films. ..these movies
will be the last short movies that I'll ever make. ..as long as I live. They
may be the last movies I'll ever make. If I do any other movies I'll do a
feature movie. But that remains to be seen. (How the present movies look after
their release. . .How much energy I have etc. etc.). I have made two movies that
are on my shelf and that I will never show to anyone.

I recently started to move into "expanded cinema" stuff
(light shows at RandR dances etc) but I changed my mind and backed off.

I am a stone-hippy (a hippy over 30 yrs old) so I have to
danoe fast or leave a husk.

You ask what I do for a living. I teach film-making at S.F.
Art Institute (just started) and I scuffle for the rest but I've worked various
jobs. ..to list a few: (in no particular order)

1. shill at Reno

2. Eounoer at a Night Club
3. Teacher of art at San Quentin Prison
4. Carpenter
5. Encyclopedia salesman
6. Car salesman
7. Freezer salesman
8. hotel olerk

9. pimp
10. peeler (logging operation - one who peeels bark off of

redwood trees)
11. Jack-hammer operator
12. basket-man (in a fish canery)

13 . asrvioe station attendant

14 . high sbhool teacher
15. social worker
16. dish washer
17. garbage man
18. day laborer on a construction job
19. sawyer
20. barrel maker
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BUT STRAIGHT!

LUCIFER GONE;
ANGER OFFERS

REWARD
by Lenny Lipton

Keneth Anger stands alone like that the film would be perfectly

Job, wondering why. safe locked in the trunk, which also

Last Thursday evening, Sept- contained tapes that would have
ember 21, 1,600 feet of original been used for the film’s sound
Ektachrome EF, original camera track, props, banners and lights

film, and printing master, for with rotating colored gels. How-
Anger’s film, LUCIFER RISING, ever the management of the thea-

stolen from a locked trunk ter would assume no responsibilitywas
in the Straight Theater.

This is only one in a series of
robberies which has plagued the
theater in recent days.
The film is valued at nearly

j

$200. However, this is only the cost

[

of stock and processing. It’s ac-
I
tual value is inestimable. It was

for the loss.

The film, which was on four reels

of four hundred feet each, was
shown earlier that evening in con-
junction with a program designed to

raise funds for LUCIFER RISING.
The benefit, called The Equinox
of the Gods, featured the Mime

half of the original footage, from Troup, the Congress of Wonders,
which all future prints of LUCI- and others. *

|

FER would have been made.
Anger believes that the robbery

was, in his words, “an inside
I job.” He said that no onehadbrok-
en into the theater that evening,

j

therefore it had to be the work of

|

an insider.

Anger says that he was assured

Cinema Psychedelica program flyer, 1968 (John
Schofill curated this weekly series at UC Berkeley)

Berkeley Barb, September 29-October 5, 1967

(Lenny Lipton was this underground weekly’s film

reviewer)

A specially trustworthy projec-

tor had been checked out by Anger
with which to project the film.

It is not entirely unusual for in-

dependent filmmakers to project

original film, because of the great

cost of making a workprint, or a

cutting copy.

LUCIFER had been budgeted at

$20,000, but Anger was only able

to raise $8,000.
If he is unable to recover the

film, LUCIFER will not be com-
pleted, Anger stated. It would be
impossible to restage the scenes
since so many of the actors have

split.

Anger is offering a reward of

$100 for the return of the film,

$50 for the return of the tapes,

and $25 for the return of the props.
If the film, tapes, or props are

left at the BARB office, 2886 Tel-
egraph Avenue in Berkeley, Anger
pledges that cash will be left there

the next day for the party to pick

up, no questions asked, or strings

attached, and naturally no law.

Sunday night at the Straight, Mal-
achi, the well known guitarist, had
his priceless handmade twelve
string guitar stolenfrom back stage

of the theater, before he was to have
begun his performance. The same
evening, the flute belonging to a

female musician on the program
was stolen.

Anger’s troubles did not end with

the theft of Thursday night, how-
ever. Saturday night, his home on
the corner of Scott and Fulton was •

burgled, and his camera, a Kodak
Cine Special, and other articles

and props for LUCIFER were
stolen. The camera when new was
valued at at least $1200.

Anger does n 't believe that there
is a relationship between the two
robberies. He believes the second
theft to be an act of personal
vengeance, the first the act of

someone seeking “dirty” footage.

There is some nudity in the film.
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A Tour With Brakhage

Underground Movies Are

Alive Along the Pacific

Page Fifty-three

by P Adams Sitney

After 15 months in Europe, 1

had lost contact with the most
recent aspects of American

avant-garde film-making. For our

own education and as part of a

project for a soon-to -be-an-

nounced center of non-narrative

cinema, Stan Brakhage and I took

a film-seeing tour of San

Francisco. There we discovered at

least half a dozen good and

relatively new film-makers and

two old masters, both of whom
seldom, if ever, show their work in

New York.

To begin with the best, the

masters are Jordan Belson and

Larry Jordan: each showed us at

least one masterpiece, that is, a

film to be numbered among the

fluctuating score, at most, of

works of high art ever made with

film. Belson’s latest film,

“Samadhi,” is truly the pinnacle

of the abstract film. Harry Smith’s

“Early Abstractions,” some of Jim
Davis’s work, the best of Breer,

perhaps something of the Whitney
Brothers, approach this class, but

certainly more insight, more depth

of spirit has never been captured in

a non-objective film. Samadhi
means Union, the Great Coming
Together which is death. I am
hesitant to describe the film

because any effort would suggest

images much cruder than the

film-maker wrought under the

severe discipline of filming only

those configurations he had seen

in what might loosely be called

yogic meditation The film truly

is, as Belson described it, a picture

of the soul.

His other work of these last

years, “Allures,” “Re-Entry,” and

“Phenomenon” would merit

extensive praise if he had not so

surpassed himself in “Samadhi.”

We saw the film twice while

visiting Belson, but I must see it

many more times before 1 would
dare to do it justice in print.

Unfortunately the film, and

“Phenomenon” with it, is

available only in a package called

something like “The Kinetic Art,”

which I’m told holds the record

for a high priced program of

independent films. Still any talk of

price is ludicrous before a film like

“Samadhi.”
Larry Jordan

:

s great film can be

discussed more easily, though it is

enigmatic to the core. It seems

that a few years ago he wanted to

film a ghost story and shot a

feature’s worth of material. The
film failed. Months later under
new inspiration he returned to his

footage, abandoned plot, and
created “The Old House Passing.”

It is not at all a literary film, but its

tradition is surely that of

Strindberg in his dream plays,

George MacDonald, and
Hawthorne. Time seems folded in

this film, so that two families

might simultaneously and without

sharing occupy the old house.

Somewhere in the dark of the film

is a crime, an infanticide, a curse,

or a murder which is healed by
love and by the extraordinary

delicacy of a scene of blowing
bubbles in a graveyard. Now that I

have mentioned this last scene I

am all the more amazed at how
Jordan manages to get away with

such potentially dangerous

material.

Although his work is little

known here, Jordan is one of the

most prolific film artists around.
We saw at least 20 of his films

while in San Francisco without

exhausting the oeuvre. He wasn’t

always the master of the delicate.

His early films were often blatant

failures and many of his more
recent works are clearly

experimental, provisional. Perhaps

his apprenticeship to Jess Collins

and Joseph Cornell helped him to

master so the tact of cinema. (I

should add here in passing that

Jordan showed us 'a film of

Cornell’s not included in his great

and only film show here six years

ago—“The Midnight Party”—

a

collage of children at a birthday

party, probably the “east side

kids," and a circus film—which is

Cornell’s finest film and Cornell is

surely the great unknown
film-maker.) Jordan’s other

important films are dreamy cut-

out animations—“Hamfat Asar,”

“Patricia Gives Birth to a Dream
by a Doorway,” “Gymnope-
dies"- studies—specifically one on

Rodia’s mosaic work—and

portraits—“Johnny,” “Big Sur:

11th SMASH WEEK — UNIQUE

A FILM LIKE NO OTHER IN NEW YQR

NewANDYWARHOL 6AJUUCRTHEATRE
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The Ladies.” In “The Old House I

Passing” he brings the sub.’ fv of

these tiny and perfected

into the shape of a L to*,

makes the reai, at least. I

phenomenal world of actual
,

photography exude the spi

Max Ernst or August Sfriml .g.

While we were at his house

Jordan also showed us a tiny film,

perhaps even an excerpt, from the

film “Craz; ’ rse,” by Dean
Stockwell 1 iad heard from

Kubelka and Brakhage for a few

years that Stockwell was a major

unseen film-maker If the

fra- nent I saw is indicative of the

whole of his work, then he is

among the most talented new
film-makers in the country. The
screen jumps with oval colored

forms as this fragment begins; then

there is a landscape with colored

flying saucers hovering about; the

ovals return and the section ends.

From what I have been able to

uncover there are three Stockwell

films completed, “Crazy Horse,” a

short film about Bruce Conner
making "Breakaway,” and a long

film with George Herms in it.

Unfortunately Stockwell was in

England when I went to Los

Angeles, where he lives, and so I

couldn’t even try to see his films.

James Broughton plans to have

three more films finished within a

year, including a beautiful record

of his wedding which he showed us

workprint.

Neither Bruce Conner nor
Robert Nelson has new films to

show. Conner is about to begin a

new collage film and Nelson is in

the middle of what he considers

his best film, a long work about

hunting deer. Likewise, Bruce

Baillie seems to be between films.

He showed us an amusing black

and white western parody, but it

cannot compare with his recent

works “Still Life,” “Valentin des

las Sierras,” and "Castro Street.”

He is still trying to recover from a

bad case of hepatitis and to finish

his film about death, “Feet Fear.”

Will Hindle has been making
films for several years, but he has

just come into his stride with

“Chinese Firedrill,” “29: Merci,

Merci,” and “Billabong,” which

recently won some prizes at the

Yale Film Festival. It is inevitable

that Hindle will have a degree of

success, especially at festivals. He
has a sure technical polish, learned

from years of tv commercial work.

Yet he triumphs over it, unlike

Scott Bartlett who has made
perhaps the three most
overpraised banalities since the

avant-garde film became popular.

“Billabong” shows Hindle’s ability

to control the textures, tones, and

colors of his film. My favorite of

his films, though, is the ambiguous
“29: Merci, Merci.” One-third of it

is nothing but credits, then war,

and parody of a sly and sneaky

sort. In black and white Hindle

lacks the technical spectrum to

lullaby his images across, and

therefore must rely on form and

the interplay of ideas. Besides, a

complex intellectual film like “29:

Merci, Merci” is especially

refreshing on the West Coast

where, with the exception of

Belson, intellectual implications

are severely rooted out of films.

For both Brakhage and myself,

Michael Stewart was the most

interesting discovery of the trip.

He works in 8mm, and his best

films are stop motion, filmed off

the screen. He showed us

“Freeform,” his latest, during a

nightlong screenathon. The next

morning we went to his house,

basically a garage in Berkeley, and

saw it again. When he admitted

that he was screening original

footage rather than a print,

Brakhage laid out about $25 so he

could make a copy and save the

film. It is an open-air dance, seen

again and again; its rhythm comes

from an extreme slow-motion

frenzy breaking suddenly into its

natural time at various intervals in

’ His other films, “The

y Unnamable,”
‘ 0

'>nsequenees,” and “In the

ind’s Eye,” become
progress !y more and more
exciting, but Freeform” is the

film to see.

Brakhage found the roots of

genius in the three distributed

films of JohnSchofill: “Filmpiece

for Sunshine,” a kind of

sub-“Scorpio Rising” of the

college masturbation scene,

“X-Film," a breathtaking
flashframe film, and “Die,” the

purest of canonical LSD films, as

far as I’ve seen. I find an

undeniable virtuosity in Schofill’s

camera work and editing. Yet
there remains very very much
work for him to do upon or with-

in himself before he can be
counted among the important

film artists of the avant-garde.

Even excluding these figures,

an extraordinary program could be

made of such films as Ben Van
Meter’s “Garden of Persephone”
(I missed his three screen “Acid
Mantra”), Lenny Lipton’s “Show
and Tell,” Lauren Sears’ “Tribal

Home Movie,” Shelby Kennedy’s
“The Bruce Nauman Story,” and
Steve Arnold’s “Liberation of

Monique Mechanique” (the only

film I’ve ever seen to pick up on
the black and white imagery of

Jack Smith, a bleached Art

Nouveau).

Michael Stewart is not the only

film-maker of note in California

working in 8mm. Myron Ort has

made “Love Must Love,” a highly

sensual, well executed film in the

tradition of Stan Brakhage’s

“Anticipation of the Night.” His

earlier film, “The Awakener,” a

kaleidoscopic paean to Meher
Baba, is a little too overstuffed

with superimpositions for my
eyes. In Los Angeles the one

revealing afternoon I spent was in

watching two very short 8mm
films, one in fact only an excerpt.

Russel Tamblyn’s little black and

white film of Japanese calligraphy

floating across the screen

interrupted by glimpses of a nun,

then two nuns, in what must be a

mixture of a Kabuki dance, a strip,

and a ravaging of one another, is

unlike any film I’ve ever seen

before. The poet Michael McClure
had praised Tamblyn’s films to us

while we were in San Francisco. I

was able to see only two of them,

the other being a more
conventional home movie of Rio
de Janeiro, and look forward to a

chance to see the rest. This is also

the case with a tiny preview of

Wallace Berman’s 24-part
Kaballistic film—what I did see, an

incompleted version of one of the

parts makes me very anxious to see

the whole. Berman, who presently

has a show at the Jewish Museum
here (which he says will be his last

show), is well-known in California

for his photographic collages. His

film, like the collages, is very

dense, worked over, painted,

scratched, printed upon, with

recurring images out of his still

work, primarily a hand holding a

portable radio in which there is an

image, and visions from his home,
his son, a naked woman. Much
more than Tamblyn’s Japanese

film, Berman’s movie seems an 9

enlightened home movie, as are

Brakhage’s “Songs.” He has been
working and reworking the film

for seven years and seems in no
rush to finish it.

Doors at Garden
The Doors will give a concert

on January 24 at 8.30 p. m. at

Madison Sqare Garden

Extremely Important

Meeting for all

Members of

Millenium Film

Workshop and

Interested ~Panles7
Friday, Dec. 6. 8:30 P. M.
53 Pitt St. 228-4725

opens December 5.

CHANNEL ONE (THE WORLD'S FIRST TELEVISION THEATRE).

$2.00 Thursday A Sunday, 8:30 $3.00 fri.4 Sat, 8:00, 10:00, 1200

second smashed year

r

Channel One Underground Television
62 E 4th Street, New York, Telephone OR4 1010
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Dec. 21, 1968
5639 San Diego Street
El Cerrito, Calif. 9^530

vuuo T

P. Adams Sitney
Film-makers*! Cooperative
175 Lexington Ave.
Hew 10016

Dear P.»

I have several things to tell you. When you and Stan confronted
us at Canyon Cinema (u® equals the board members present)
you implied that you thought, I should say you said outright,
that you thought that we of the West Coast felt ignored by
the ^ast Coast. I so uld like to point out that you flatter
yourself. Although at one time this attitude existed, as I
stated to Jonas in a ttter some time ago, this is no longer
true. As a matter of fact, it is the East Coast that is ignored
by the West Coast. It is. the East "ay-SF scene that is flourishing,
not the New York scene a;s far as I am able to determine. It
may well be that my fellow filmmakers and I are not aware
of what is going on with the younger filmmakers in New York,
but we were able to come up with a list of only half a dozen
filmmakers of any stature residing in New York, and a third
of them will' be moving here by the spring.

Do you think you could list as may interesting filmmakeBS in
a piece about Ne« York as you did in your unfortunate piece
in the Dec. 5 Village Voice dealing with the SF film scene?

Your attitude is preposterously provincial, to say the least.
Yes, filmmaking of great achievement existj, along the

racific t
but you have been the last to discover it.

Concerning yot* planned film archive. As it stands now, not
only villi you not obtain my cooperation, for what that is worth,
but I will use whatever influence I have to dissuade local
filmmakers from cooperating with you. If you think this is
an idle threat, I full well plan to present my case to each and
every one of them unless you change your organizational plans.
As I understand it, you have five or six board members selected
so far, fopr of whom are on the board of director of the

Filmmakers Coop—if I am not mistaken. Even Kubelka, who is

from Europe, and Brakhage from Colorado, are on the board.
And you seek to give us representation with one West Coast
member, of your choosing no less. I put it too you this way,

if Canyon Cinema doesn't have an equal share in the board
of your archive, if we don't have as many members on the board

as: FMC has, I will actively attempt to prevent cooperation

with the archive with all CCC members.

Your article in the Voice. If you should have occassion in
the future to be tempted to list me or any of my films please
think twice. I would prefer to be ignored. What especially '

irks me is the impression that the article gives that you are
speaking not only for yourself, but more or less for Brakhage.
I think you should let Brakhage speak for himself. While
Brakhage found "roots of genius,'' in Schofills work, and I
share you estimation of him (and Bartlett~but it isn't hisfault that festivals are so shitty), I ask you to rememberStan s impression of my work. While Schofill may be a buddinggenius, I am a genius, and prefer not to be ignored.

You make an unfortunate equation between "intellectural" andliterary", if I am not mistaken. I don't think that "29: Herd,Merely" is any more a complex Intellectual film . than for
example, my own SHOW AND xEtt . jfs the film^fliy "especially

+ T
>D

4
th

? 4
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f?
Coast where, then exception of Belson,intellectual implications are severely rooted out of film?"You seem to like the word roots more than it warrents, butdespite this your most obvious shortcomming, era more stupidappraisal of the film scene here would be hard to fifcd (unlessyouJe

,

wittdn any other articles about the scene I haven't
read),. Were you just being glib, or do you really think wego along tearing out every intellectual shread we can grasp?

I have nothing else to say to you.

Letter from Lenny Lipton, 1968

opposite Village Voice, December 5, 1968



Canyon Cinema:
Ideals and Institution
INTERVIEWS WITH ROBERT NELSON. EDITH KRAMER, DIANE KITCHEN, AND DOMINIC ANGERAME BY STEVE ANKER
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The years after Canyon Cinema moved its screenings to San Francisco

witnessed rapid changes in what had been spirited, unpredictable, and

frequently improvisational activities, usually the result ofthe efforts

ofa small number ofindividuals. In the next decade, 1966 to 1976,

Canyon would begin a formidable film distribution operation, expand

Cinemanews, regularize thefrequency ofscreenings at three successive

locations, expand these screenings to include numerous visiting artists,

and divide itselfso that a new nonprofit organization, the Foundation

for Art in Cinema, could receive support beyond that ofmembership.

The challenge was to retain the passion, responsiveness, and idealism

that drove thefounders and to ensure that each activity would maintain

its responsibility to artists whose work was being shown or distributed.

This was accomplished through the efforts ofdozens who offered their

creative and pragmatic energies in every phase ofthe operation, some

for a year or two, others for a decade or more.— Steve Anker

Robert Nelson
A San Francisco native, Robert Nelson studiedpainting at several Bay Area

colleges. Several ofhis earlyfilms were made with the painter William T.

Wiley and with R. G. Davis and other members ofthe San Francisco Mime

Troupe. Nelson was a keyfigure in theformation ofthe Canyon Cinema

Cooperative and the San Francisco Art Institutefilmmaking department.

Steve Anker, Kathy Geritz, and Scott MacDonald interviewed Nelson in

June 2001 at his remote home on 120 acres in Laytonville, California.

Recent paintings were leaning against the railing ofhis porch.

I felt different from other filmmakers because I was more aligned

with painters. Most of my friends were painters or two-dimensional

artists, and there’s an inarticulateness and passion there that appealed

to me. Filmmaking often tended more toward the literary when I was

starting. For that reason, whenever I met filmmakers, 1 thought of

myself as a painter who was playing with film. So I had a distance—

not from Bruce Conner, whom I knew first as a painter. But he made

me want to be a filmmaker. His films looked so easy to make and

poetically powerful, so sure-footed. That convinced me that you could

make films in the basement.

There wasn’t much of a distinction between poetry readings,

film shows, art shows, dances, or whatever. There was a sense of

community; you’d see people at various places. But in terms ofmy iden-

tification, it took a long time for me to think of myself as a filmmaker.

I like working collaboratively. Working on drawings with William

Wiley, Robert Hudson, Mike Henderson, and Bill Allan, when it’s your

turn you are 100 percent free, including wiping out what they just did,

attacking it, or going somewhere else. You do preserve it when some-

thing really is good. I learned that freedom of collaboration from Wiley.

When I made the film Oh Dem Watermelons [1965], Steve Reich did the

music. Ron Davis had asked me if I would make an entr’acte piece for The

Minstrel Show. I said yes but didn’t want to know anything more about

the show; I was eager to make my own films at that point and wanted

to have a piece that would function on its own. We shot it in a couple of

weekends. Reich wrote the watermelon song that was sung live at the

show by the same people he later recorded. Reich hands me this little

gem of a piece, and it’s serendipity. I edited a bit to his music, but the

music works by itself. You just listen, and it will hypnotize you. Oh Dem

Watermelons certainly would not be anything like it is without that.

In terms of Canyon distribution, I was the most eager to get it going;

I was already tired of mailing out films and wanted to have something

here like New York’s Film-Makers’ Cooperative where I could put my

films. Who was involved? Whoever we could get! Certainly, the first

board of directors—Larry Jordan, Ben Van Meter, Earl Bodien, Bruce

Conner, and others. Bruce Baillie was already distant. Our first discus-

sions were based on a perhaps naive but basic trust. They were very

free and open, and I don’t remember many difficult times.

Earl Bodien had written an article in Film Culture about a film I

had made. He was a friendly, intellectual type, and a writer. I talked

him into putting the new Co-op in his house in 1966. He was living

on Third Street near Market. It was an awful imposition. Canyon was

already starting to be a big task—mailing out films and answering the

phone. It was in his house, but he didn’t get a salary.

We had made a little catalog at that point. Before that everybody

was sending films on their own or was connected with New York’s

Film-Makers’ Co-op, then the great model. New York seemed very

far away, more than now, and very exotic. If you got a little write-up

there, that was exciting. At first it seemed like the real energy was

only going on in New York, but that energy was also cooking out

here—true independent film in the real sense of the word.

The co-ops were open to everybody. There was no censorship, no

prejudging, and no selection committee. This was very radical in the

sixties; it’s still radical. The thing I was adamant about was to always

keep the filmmakers’ accounts completely separate. No matter how

much we were struggling, any money that was owed to a filmmaker

stayed in the bank until he or she collected it. We always tried to favor

the filmmakers and keep the Co-op bureaucracy poor—to allow it to

just barely function. Another principle I liked was that nothing was

ever hidden. How much money was taken in, how much was spent-

all that was public information. Rental information was, too, but

without names. The fact that a few people were getting all the rentals

was known early on; some films rented, and some didn’t.

When the Co-op was formed there were only a few people making

films in the Bay Area—Ben Van Meter, Larry Jordan, Bruce Baillie,

Bruce Conner, Fred Padula, James Broughten, me, and a few others.

It started spreading once we got the catalog mailed [November

1966], We were already getting requests for films. Mekas was writing

in the Village Voice about films that no one could see, so there was

excitement about films that were largely unavailable. Even though,

relatively speaking, a small number of people were interested, it was

enough to keep us busy mailing films.

This is what Earl took care of. Then he split, and Edith Kramer

took over. Shoot, I found her in my class. You can spot people who

seem particularly responsible and reliable—somebody like Edith or

Roy Ramsing, another student, who I got to be the equipment manager

at the Art Institute. Right from the beginning Edith seemed wise,

informed, knowledgeable. That was one time when my intuition was

100 percent on. Edith took care of business and never complained.

[Laughter] She’s like the mother of Canyon Cinema. She was the

first to establish continuity, and what she presented to the world was

dependable, friendly, and intelligent, without fail. Plus, she brought

honest, careful bookkeeping.
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Then Canyon could never have worked as a business model. Bell &

Howell came in July 1967 and made a pitch: distribution, processing,

printing. They were going to get Canyon Cinema to he part of the

company. I was a complete sucker. Conner had all the good questions.

The B&H rep met with all of us beatniks and hippies. I thought,

“Wow, this is great. Let’s sign it over.” But Conner took the rep’s pitch

apart like somebody cutting fillets, and it took him about forty-five

minutes. Bell & Howell was probably on its last legs, and if it weren’t

for Conner, Canyon Cinema might not be here today.

The Co-op was formed to take care of distribution as efficiently

as possible, by corresponding and talking to anybody who phoned.

Drawing attention to certain films would have been another responsi-

bility, which may be the thing to do now but never used to be allowed.

I don’t know which way to go. There’s a negative and a positive, like

everything else in our dualistic world. It’s frustrating that no one can

promote or suggest films at Canyon, but it’s also deeply important.

You have to look for something else—the writing, the description—to

decide which films to take a risk on. But you’re not judging it by four

stars, or what someone said.

I went to Canyon meetings and raised hell a couple of times. I

don’t remember the issues, but a lot were covered in Cinemanews. To

whatever extent people could get it into words, their ideas could be

out there. In a certain way Cinemanews was private, and very intimate

and small. But it wasn’t lost in a million publications as it would be

now. The News was unique at that point. There were even recipes;

I think Baillie started that. This is part of the distinction between

California and New York, the folksiness. That’s a conceit of California

artists, and it’s the place where they can sniff at New Yorkers. Here

community is still integrated into rarefied levels of art.

Then there was the Intersection Canyon screenings period with

Emory Menefee, down on Ellis Street, off of Market. 1

It was a lousy

place to show films, a basement. The walls were white, in a bad,

airless space with a flat floor. Menefee was solid and a hero to keep

it going, but I never liked the place. That was one reason I wanted

to separate the Co-op from the screenings. Lousy space, not a lousy

show. I remember some intense audiences, but for me, it didn’t take

care of the fact that this was the wrong place to show films. It was

not dark enough when you turned out the light, and the chairs were

uncomfortable.

Some Canyon screenings were at the San Francisco Mime Troupe’s

headquarters, too, the abandoned church on Twenty-second and

Capp Streets. Ron Davis and Saul Landau of the Mime Troupe put

their bodies on the line and took a political stance. Not many people

were doing that in those days; I really admired them. Especially Davis,

since he was not only an intellectual but also an artist. Saul went to

jail and lost his job for a film he showed, Genet’s Un chant d’amour

[1950]. The cops came. This wasn’t a Canyon screening, but affilia-

tions were so loose and new that it wasn’t separate either, especially

since I was also working with the Mime Troupe and giving Saul

programming suggestions. We called the series “Midnight Movies at

the Mime Troupe.”

Later, in November 1965, Bill Graham and I showed films in

Sausalito, and that was through the Mime Troupe, too. Ron and Saul

had hired Graham as an agent when they put together The Minstrel

Show. To have a business agent was inconceivable, a shocking

concept. [Laughter] Graham knew how to raise money, that’s for sure.

I liked him right away because I like tough people. And Graham was

tough. So the Mime Troupe leased the Gate Theater in Sausalito, but

they needed something else since they had completed the run of the

show and the theater stood empty. Graham asked me, “What about

films?” I think we programmed twelve weeks of film shows there. We
had standing room only for every show. It was just the right moment.

There was a Playboy article about this West Coast film scene, a peak

of interest so intense it almost broke into the mainstream.

I programmed Warhol, and all the New York films I’d seen that

were enticing, all the Conner films, all the films I liked best. I tried

to make the poster funny and appealing. Jeanne Brechan played the

piano and sang a few songs up front. She belted ’em out so this little

theater just rang. Everybody knew it was okay to let loose. They

would drink a couple of free glasses of wine in the lobby, see Brechan

do her number, and bam! the show would go on and everybody had a

good time. It was amazing.

A big break was getting the new Art Institute auditorium as a free

theater in 1969. That was key, because where do you get free space?

This new school was being built, and I went into Dean Fred Martin’s

office, saying, “This school ought to give a free night to Canyon

Cinema, so they can have a theater they can use forever.” I was totally

surprised when he said, “Okay. Canyon Cinema can have it.” And I

said, “Once a week? No rent?” ‘Teah, that’s okay.” Fred Martin blew

my mind.

When the theater opened it seemed classy. It was brand-new,

with cushy seats. And the size of it—small but not that small—seemed

like a dream come true. Peter Kubelka didn’t like the fact that you

were looking down at the screen, and I think to some extent it is a

disadvantage. But it was such a plush spot. And free. In the early years

it was mostly pretty full, with quite a lively audience. The theater

feels better when it’s full. Everybody has a better time and is more

forgiving and more patient.

There’s less freedom now to invest one’s full energy in art. Our

culture produces so much stuff—entertainment, music, films, videos,

everything—that it diminishes the importance of everything. I mean,

should we add to that huge pile of shit? Art loses its specialness when

it’s so pervasive and when there’s so much competition for people

trying to make a career.

When I was a kid going to the movies, I went every Saturday night.

There was no TV, you know? Movies were big things—people’s faces

thirty feet high, and the most beautiful women in the world. I mean

you’d fall in love with them. This was fantastic stuff.
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Edith Kramer
Edith Kramer became Canyon Cinema’s first paid employee soon after

relocating to San Francisco from Oregon in 1966. Kramer stabilized

the new Co-op financially, upgraded its functions, reinstituted regular

screenings, and saw the organization through several transitions. 2

Kramer later (1970-73) curated a highly successful film series at

SFMOMA, then began a twenty-eight-year tenure as curator and

director ofthe Pacific Film Archive. Steve Anker interviewed her on

May 29, 2005, in Berkeley.

I first became aware of what was happening with avant-garde film in

San Francisco when I was teaching in Eugene, Oregon, from 1962 to

1966. During that time I got involved with a film society, along with

other faculty, and we were bringing films and sometimes filmmakers

to campus. I remember carrying Jack Smith’s Flaming Creatures in a

brown paper bag. If somebody found we were showing anything with

that kind of sexual, graphic imagery, not only could we be shut down,

but they could grab the film. There were very strict laws and watch-

dogs in Eugene at that time. An organization called the Oregon Moms

had burned Ginsberg’s Howl on the steps of one of the big campus

buildings. Some of us in Eugene were very liberal and interested in

what was going on in California and New York, and we were trying to

change things. There was an atmosphere of revolt but also one that

was very, very conservative.

So I do remember renting films from the Film-Makers’

Cooperative and showing them publicly as well as in class. Chick

Callenbach and Bruce Baillie also visited and presented Castro Street

[1966] or an earlier Baillie film, as well as other Bay Area films. A

small number of people showed up, but that was my first awareness

of a group of filmmakers working in Canyon, Berkeley, and San

Francisco. It was before the Co-op started.

Before moving to Eugene I had been living in the Cambridge-

Boston area. I got my master’s at Harvard in 1960 and stayed there

until 1962. A classmate, Henry Geldzahler, was introducing Warhol

to Cambridge coffeehouses and showing experimental films at the

Brattle Theater, and we were talking about these films. We were

art history graduates who were more interested in film, so we

had endless discussions on film history and on the early experi-

mental period. I already knew about James Broughton and Frank

Stauffacher; I knew about Jonas Mekas and the New American

Cinema and what was going on in New York.

I was excited about film all my life and was a film nut from the

time I was a kid. 1 knew documentaries, and I knew international

fiction. I grew up on cinema, was passionate about cinema. As soon

as World War II was over I started looking at—ate up—foreign films.

So when I was seeing all those films from the Janus Collection in

Cambridge—remember that the Brattle Theater was connected to

Janus— I already knew the French experimental filmmakers of the

twenties. 1 knew the Germans, and Rene Clair, Marcel Duchamp

In fact, I met Duchamp at the Yale Art Gallery before graduate school.

So it is in Eugene that I first learn about what’s going on in San

Francisco, and in December 1966 I decide to drive down to see what’s

happening. Well, a lot is happening. I was aware of some of it, but

I didn’t know how much was going on. There’s film, there’s poetry,

there’s music, there’s the hippies. Everything. I mean, all of this is

bursting forth. I realize I need to attach myself to something, not just

wander the streets. So I enroll at the Art Institute, in a cinema course

taught by Robert Nelson. I am the oldest, and in that class are Roy

Ramsing, Ken DeRoux, Michael Wiese, . . . and I immediately meet

the whole San Francisco crew: Broughton, Bruce Conner, Ben Van

Meter, Larry Jordan, Lenny Lipton.

They had already had a benefit at the Strand in November to start

the Canyon Co-op. I can’t remember whether they had incorporated,

but Earl Bodien and his wife lived in a building south of Market that

housed the official first offices of the Co-op. I was job hunting while

taking Nelson’s course and was hired by UC Extension to teach art

history. Nelson said, “While you’re looking for jobs, do you have any

time to volunteer? The Canyon Co-op office that was just set up needs

somebody who can type, answer the phone, and keep some books.” So

I started going over on the afternoons I didn’t have a class to help Earl

and his wife. Then Earl moved back to the Midwest, leaving me in the

office. That summer of 1967, the board, including Bob, Bruce, Larry,

Lenny, and Emory Menefee, officially hired me to be the manager and

gave me a salary, something like $70 a week. There were many weeks I

didn’t pay myself. I’d wait till rentals came in, but first I’d pay the bills.

My job was to manage the Co-op and book the films; I didn’t reac-

tivate the Cinematheque until we moved into Union Street in summer

1967. When the Co-op had to leave Earl’s apartment, we subleased a

space from Intersection, which had recently vacated Glide Memorial

Methodist Church at 150 Ellis Street and was now at 756 Union, also a

church. Bob Johnson was in charge of Intersection, and he offered us

their basement space if we could turn it into an office. So everybody

comes in with the hammer and nails and sheetrock, and in a day we

have an office in the basement that becomes the new address for the

Co-op. The films are there, we collate the newsletter there, and I

continue handling the film rentals. But upstairs on the ground floor

the church is empty— I mean the pews, the altar, the furnishings, the

lighting are there, but it is no longer a church.

Emory Menefee had done screenings at Glide before the move,

and we’d also had other screenings at light shows in the Fillmore and

the Avalon, but they had stopped before I joined the staff. After we

moved to 756 Union, I kept looking at the empty church and thinking,

“This would make a great cinematheque.” So I said to Bob Johnson, “If

the board approves, would you object to us showing films?” He said,

“Absolutely not.” We wouldn’t be offending any religious groups, and

we had rented the whole building. So I proposed to the board, “Why

don’t we start having our own cinematheque again? I mean, we’ve got

the space . . . even if the pews are a little hard to sit on, people can bring

their own cushions. We can stick a 16mm projector in the back, put up a

screen ...” So we did it. Screenings resumed in November 1967. People

volunteered to set things up and project, most notably Roy Ramsing and

Loren Sears. We pulled films off the shelf; I wasn’t allowed to choose.

But for visiting filmmakers we could do one-person shows. Ifsomebody

came with films in their hag, we’d say, “Show your films.”

We made paper flyers and used Cinemanews to announce a sched-

ule. Later, Payne Knickerbocker, the Chronicle’s film critic and a great

gentleman, was sympathetic and gave us short reviews. But mostly

people heard through flyers, the newsletter, and word of mouth. We

were packed—absolutely packed. The idea was to run a basic series

of regular programs, but the number quickly increased. This was a
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time— listen, you could get audiences for anything alternative. We

handed out free popcorn, did door prizes. Everybody brought stuff.

Bruce Conner would bring all kinds of things.

There were no introductions. There was a printed program. We’d

introduce the filmmakers if they were there. Very informal. Get every-

body in, start the show, and there’d be an intermission. Then you’d go

downstairs for the giveaways, the door prizes. Do a little performance

with Anne Severson, make a big deal about giving things out, and then

we’d go up for the rest of the screening.

It was a time when a lot of people needed a place to roll out their

sleeping bags, and they knew about Canyon. Everybody’s apartment

had bodies all over. We didn’t know these people. Were they filmmak-

ers? Whatever. I’m sure this was happening all over Europe. One time

someone named Carl Jacobs shows up and has some films. He just

shows up at one of the programs. He hasn’t come into the office first

and needs a place to stay. So I say to Anne, “We have a special door

prize tonight. You get a filmmaker for the night.” We actually gave

him away to somebody, and they had to put him up. He said it was the

most embarrassing moment of his life.

Then there were the midnight screenings at the Presidio, part of

a chain owned by Mike Getz, who now lives in the foothills of the

Sierras. He has all the records, I think. And this was a huge rental

income for people like Conner and Kuchar and Nelson during the

time I ran the Co-op.

One of the funnier stories had to do with Bell & Howell, whose

Autoloads had come into wide use, even though they had a terrible

reputation for damaging films. At Canyon board meetings members

would talk about problems facing filmmakers. They would write

“Beware of” articles in Cinemanews and had warned people, “God,

watch out for these Bell & Howell Autoloads—they tear up your film.”

I would warn renters against using them, even though most schools,

our biggest renters, were buying Autoloads because they were easy

to use. At one point the guys said, “Let’s give Bell & Howell a non-

achievement award. We’ll create an award, put it in the newsletter,

and send them a letter saying they are the recipients of Canyon

Cinema’s Non-Achievement Award for the Autoload Projector.” Since

I was the only one who typed, I had to type the thing up, put it in the

newsletter, and send it to Bell & Howell in Chicago. So I got either a

phone call or a letter from somebody in Bell & Howell’s PR depart-

ment, saying, “We’re very excited to have received an award. How can

we pick it up?” And I said, “You want this award?” to which he said,

“Well, we’re very excited that we received an award from Canyon

Cinema.” I said, “It’s a Non-Achievement Award,” and he still didn’t

understand. I had to explain to him: “This is an attack. This is a nega-

tive. This is our way of saying you have a terrible piece of equipment

and you’re destroying film!” So he hung up. [Laughter]

In 1968 we had to leave 756 Union Street, so Robert Nelson arranged

to move the screenings to the new theater in the Art Institute by 1969.

Everybody was excited about this theater. But no office was available

there, so I was in charge of finding a cheap space to house the films

and operate the Co-op. We couldn’t find anything in the city, and much

to everybody’s disgruntlement I found an incredibly cheap space in

Sausalito. But we now had an address in Sausalito, not San Francisco.

People thought it would be a disaster to run a rental business from

there, but it worked—and we were paying $20 a month. It turned out

that everyone was so happy they stayed for many years after I left.

I hadn’t been doing any serious programming at Canyon since I was

just pulling films off the shelves. I was a serious programmer in Eugene;

I was a programmer at Harvard, but not during my Canyon years.

Soon after I left Canyon at the end of 1969, someone in the SFMOMA
education department called. The department was doing occasional

screenings that were programmed by committee, and that is very hard

to do. They asked if I would be interested in a regular film program. For

me, programming was a form of teaching; I always thought it was very

much the same thing. That was 1970, and there had been only irregular

screenings at the museum in the late 1950s and the 1960s.

I thought to myself, “I’d like to restart the Art in Cinema Series.”

I knew film history; I was self-taught, and, granted, the books I read

you’d throw away now. I read Kracauer, of course, and histories of

documentaries, and I knew about Art in Cinema. Well, they had the

files there, sitting in a drawer, relatively untouched. That was a gift.

I just read the files, all of Stauffacher’s correspondence, and began

to learn about Art in Cinema. Broughton remembered it. Peterson

remembered it. Kenneth Anger remembered it.

And so SFMOMA gave me the job, and I can’t remember how

many programs I did a month, but of course I increased the number.

I didn’t get paid more, but I went in and said, seriously, “Now I’ve got

a screen, now I’ve got an audience, and now I’ve got a theater.” I built

a regular, huge audience of about four hundred. And it was the worst

screening facility in the world. It was so embarrassing.

I showed classic, international, experimental films and had

filmmakers appear. I did themes, German cinema, programs reviving

Art in Cinema with an exhibition of the documents. Broughton would

lecture. I had all kinds of stuff going on there. We did our own box

office, our own publicity, and I had a book people signed to get on

our mailing list. After each movie a bunch of us would go out and

have coffee and talk movies, a small group. I did that for about three

years—until we built a huge following.

Diane Kitchen
Diane Kitchen joined the Canyon staffafter completing her BFA at

the San Francisco Art Institute and servedfrom 1973 to 19767 Kitchen

helped revitalize the film distribution and Cinemanews (which she

editedfor a couple ofyears) after a period ofstagnation and uncer-

tainty. Kitchen, along with the board, ushered in a new era ofCanyon

Cinematheque screenings by hiring new leadership. She also helped

develop the strategy for dividing the organization into the Foundation

for Art in Cinema and Canyon Cinema. In 2005 she wrote the following

history ofCanyon Cinema in the seventies.

Canyon Cinema Cooperative was formed in 1966 by a handful of

filmmakers who decided to pool resources in order to distribute

their films on their own terms. Several months later the first catalog

listed seventy-six titles by thirty-one filmmakers. Anyone who paid

the annual dues could place one or more films into distribution. By

1973, when I joined the staff, there were almost a thousand films by a

couple of hundred members in Canyon.
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To look through the latest catalog was to see a freewheeling

collection of descriptions and graphics by member filmmakers. It

was unabashedly lewd and bawdy. This aspect of some underground

films had caught the attention of the media back in the 1960s and had

helped stoke people’s curiosity and bring out audiences. By the early

seventies, the excitement of the sixties was over. “Underground” was

still used to describe this kind of filmmaking, but Canyon—funky,

anticorporate, and resistant to demands of the establishment—had

morphed into a distribution business with a large catalog of films,

a printed calendar of weekly Cinematheque screenings, and a

bimonthly newsletter, Canyon Cinemanews.

Rentals to schools made up the bulk of the business, and Canyon

had come to depend on institutional dollars; these in turn depended

on the national economy. Some films had become emblematic of the

rich churn of excitement and innovation that marked the sixties and

went out frequently, but most institutions were not taking chances

on new filmmakers or even new films by established artists. The

economy of the seventies has since been described as “stagflation,”

and the stagnant economy coupled with inflation started taking a toll.

Rentals at Canyon plummeted.

In 1973, for the first time, Canyon had to look outside of its circle

of filmmakers and friends for a new manager. Rene Fuentes-Chao

answered the call. Soon after that I was hired to take orders for

film rentals and type invoices, working part-time. Neither of us

knew anything about Canyon until I realized I had attended various

Cinematheque screenings that had been held at Intersection, the

former church turned into a community center. It had been surprising

to go down into the basement and see Anne Severson, my humanities

teacher at the San Francisco Art Institute, introducing the programs

with her witty banter.

Rene’s first calendar as new programmer for the Cinematheque

paired classic features, including Mars Attacks the World and

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, with a couple of shorts from the Co-op. The

approach was more like a conventional movie house, in part because

Rene wanted to establish himself as an exhibitor and distributor of

independent features. But it was also an effort to fund-raise—Rene

found himself with a steeply reduced budget and debt from publish-

ing the 1972 catalog; he was unsure what to do with the inventory

of experimental films. Canyon had always championed unorthodox

work by individual artists, and the board wanted to continue this

tradition. After about a year Rene left.

The people who then made up the Canyon Cinema Board—Freude

Bartlett, Scott Bartlett, Ken DeRoux, Don Lloyd, Bob Nelson, Gunvor

Nelson, and Fred Padula—had been keeping things going for years.

They were concerned about the stagnation in the film scene and

wondered if there was much of a future for this offbeat style of

filmmaking. But Canyon’s eccentricity, its down-home feel, and its

history and cast of characters, had a distinct appeal. Younger film-

makers routinely contacted the office and films continued to come in.

The personality of Canyon had grown into something larger than any

member-filmmaker or staff person. When correspondence came in, it

was addressed, “Dear Canyon ...”

The board soon hired Diane Levine, recommended by Larry

Jordan, to help me in the office. Finances were worse than we

expected. As Canyon’s belt tightened, Diane taped the small

pencil stub she was using to the wall as a motto for what was

necessary. There were stacks of films that needed inspecting. Wolf

Zimmermann, an Art Institute student, was hired to inspect and

ship films. He started cleaning them and keeping a log. He got an old

film-cleaning machine working that someone said had been used

on an aircraft carrier. In 1974 Vincent Grenier, a recent Art Institute

graduate, was brought in to program the Cinematheque. His desire

was to broaden the screenings and show more films by East Coast

filmmakers. We hunkered down into the mundane details of getting

Canyon into shape. We listened to Watergate judiciary hearings on

the radio.

Q: What were you trying to do in this film?

A: Get people to ask questions.

Q: Do you stick to a script?

A: I hate to get stuck with anything.

[“How to Cope with the Question Period,” by James Broughton, Canyon

Cinemanews, no. 75-4]

New films were continually coming in. There was increased need

for an updated catalog by the time the 1972 catalog was paid off in late

1974. A large turnover in the board occurred in December 1974, and

at a meeting of old and new members the catalog was the main topic.

This in turn led to a lengthy discussion of nonprofit status.

The word nonprofit had been thick in the air since the formation

of the National Endowment for the Arts in 1965. Arts groups of all

kinds were springing up. Grants were available, tailor-made for what

Canyon was doing and wanted to expand on, primarily with the

Cinematheque: Grenier was eager to bring in more visiting filmmak-

ers and offer them a decent honorarium; the Canyon board imagined

the screenings becoming international in scope. Both were difficult

with the meager earnings from Cinematheque shows.

Canyon had recently received an unsolicited donation of $25

from Jonas Mekas, and we put this gift toward the purchase of a

badly needed projector. Mekas had been the impetus behind the

formation of New York’s Film-Makers’ Cooperative and Film-Makers’

Cinematheque in the early 1960s and later of Film Culture Non Profit

Corp. Thoughts turned to him as we tried to figure out how to print a

new catalog without going into debt again. When asked, he agreed to

handle grants and donations for Canyon’s catalog. With relative ease

an application to the NEA for a matching grant came through.

In earlier years the Co-op had applied for nonprofit status

several times without success, so the board understood that Canyon

could never become nonprofit because members made a profit

from rentals. The situation might be different, however, for the

Cinematheque and Cinemanews.

Canyon Cinemanews was sent six times a year to Canyon members

and a hundred or so subscribers—university libraries and people

around the country. Cinemanews printed board meeting minutes,

filmmaker letters, and miscellanies. People sent in notes and news.

Peter Hutton was somewhere in the Far East working as a merchant

seaman and filming. Gunvor Nelson’s Moons Pool [1973] won Grand

Prize at Bellevue Film Festival. Stan Lawder received an American

Film Institute grant to experiment with 70mm stereoscopic cinema-

tography. And Lenny Lipton was championing Super 8 as affordable

and accessible. Twenty Four Frames, the London-based distributor of

short films, had to close—“Things have just become too tough”—while
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a new filmmakers’ cooperative was forming in Philadelphia. Both

James Broughton and Lyle Pearson became steady contributors to

Cinemanews in the 1970s. Pearson reported on different areas of the

world of cinema: “Waiting for Godard at the Front: The Palestinian

Cinema Institution” (Canyon Cinemanews, no. 75-3) and “The Film

and Television Institute of India” (Canyon Cinemanews, no. 75-6).

One day in 1974 a letter from Will Hindle arrived, postmarked

from the mountains of Alabama. His letter to “Canyon Cinema” had

a tone and personality unlike anything else. He wrote for the young

person coming to film in an institutional setting.

Things have changed and not all for the good . . . and a lot of people can’t

see it or won’t. The teaching of films, the personal film, is a new phenom-

enon. The avant garde of this genre went “into” film from the hip or heart

or soul. Few had rigid, formal schoolized “training.” The personal film was

very personal. Poverty of equipment was the natural state of things and we

improvised and from the improvisations (our mistakes, even, if you will)

came a vast splay of individual approaches and insights and expressions.

Things have changed [Ojnce you embrace “popularity” and seek

“acclaim” and recognition as motivation, you have turned your back on the

only love film and you can know. . . . Some departments actually feel like

folding if they don’t have a [Steenbeck] editing table! And other schools

pride themselves on having at least three for the new filmer’s use. . . . The

student should, must be told that as with any other fine arts student, there

is no waiting, hands-out-to-accept-him world out there. He and she must

make that world themselves. [Canyon Cinemanews, no. 74-6]

At the time, Hindle had begun establishing the film program at the

University of South Florida. In the Bay Area, departments had formed

at the San Francisco Art Institute and San Francisco State University,

and the number of filmmakers was surging. Young filmmakers in

San Francisco who were not being shown at the Cinematheque

began to voice dissatisfaction. They considered the once-a-week

Cinematheque a kind of “people’s cinematheque” where everything

should be seen, and the firebrands saw the Cinematheque as part of

the establishment in need of battering. In an effort to balance the

increasing needs of the community with his desire to expand the

scope of programming, Grenier set up Open Screenings to show

anyone’s film following scheduled programs.

In 1975 Grenier moved to New York, and Carmen Vigil and Charles

Wright were hired to codirect the Cinematheque. After a couple of

years Charles also moved to New York, while Carmen stayed until

1982. It was a period of relative stability' for the Cinematheque.

Programs continued to hit the screen every Thursday night, twelve

months a year, no summer breaks. An increased number of one-

person shows and visiting artists was costly, but rent-free access to

the SFAI Lecture Hall as well as frequent collaboration and sharing of

expenses with the film department helped out. The faculty there all

worked to foster a progressive and “alive art” atmosphere. Their focus

was on risk-taking and was less academically oriented.

Curt McDowell was the very first student I saw when I entered the San

Francisco Art Institute as a teacher one summer several years ago Curt

would screen his footage to us and it certainly seemed like the prolific

regurgitations of an “enfant terrible.” . . . Boggy Depot was born one night

when the sync-sound equipment was available that evening and it was a

shame not to use it. Music and lyrics were concocted by Curt and Mark

Ellinger with amazing rapidity and the cast was called up out of the blue

(no advance notice on this one). Why not, when you have some film and

11,000 dollars worth of borrowed equipment, why not make a musical?

[“Reflections,” by George Kuchar, Canyon Cinemanews, no. 74-1]

The Cinematheque screened a mix of local and nonlocal one-

person shows in 1975, including Bruce Baillie, Stan Brakhage, Robert

Breer, James Broughton, Jim Davis, Herbert Jean DeGrasse, Morgan

Fisher (in person), Walter Gutman (in person), Jon Jost, George

Kuchar (in person), Mike Kuchar, Danny Lyon (in person), Curt

McDowell (in person), J. J. Murphy (in person), Richard Myers (in

person), Michael Snow, Warren Sonbert, Barry Spinello, Michael

Stewart (in person), and Andy Warhol (with Ondine in person).

Many had never shown in the Bay Area.

By 1976 the Cinematheque was operating at a deepening loss.

Programs were often characterized as “difficult,” and audiences of

fifteen to twenty people were not unusual. Higher-profile programs

such as Andy Warhol films, the Ann Arbor tour, or a visit from Stan

Brakhage attracted larger audiences and helped with the growing

deficit. Meanwhile film rentals remained slumped in stagflation

while the Co-op’s operating expenses kept increasing. Finances were

so tentative that Carmen and Charles gave up taking paychecks.

The refrain increasingly heard at board meetings was that if the

Cinematheque could gain nonprofit status, funds could be raised that

would potentially help all of Canyon’s activities.

The rent has seen three raises since 1970—beginning at $50, now $120.

New films and years of records have made the office cramped. All the

board members agreed to individually investigate the possibility of a

larger space, lower rent, a lease, running water. $100 for 800 sq. ft. might

work within our budget. [Canyon Cinema Board Meeting Minutes,

February 11, 1976, Canyon Cinemanews, no. 76-2]

In 1976, after a two-year discussion by the board and in Cinemanews,

Canyon initiated plans to restructure the Cinematheque and

Cinemanews into a nonprofit, the Foundation for Art in Cinema. It

was hoped that a sister organization would expand the scope of pro-

gramming, rent more films from the Co-op, and bring a higher profile

to experimental filmmaking in the Bay Area. Canyon’s board antici-

pated maintaining a close link to the new organization and its board.

Jonas Mekas offered his By-Laws and Articles of Incorporation as

a guide, and longtime Canyon stalwarts were asked to join the new

organization’s board of directors: Janies Broughton (later replaced by

Robert Nelson), Edith Kramer, Gunvor Nelson, and Willard Morrison,

the well-respected owner of Audio Brandon film distribution

company. Henry Hills, an Art Institute graduate student who showed

a serious interest in avant-garde film, was also asked.

The Canyon Cinema Board invited the Foundation for Art in

Cinema Board to discuss the relationship between the two groups

should nonprofit status come through.

Then discussion turned to the general yet important question of the

theoretical relationship between Canyon Co-op and its new baby, the

Foundation for Art in Cinema. Robert Nelson stated that the law says it’s

an entirely new organization without any legal obligation to the co-op

and Gunvor [Nelson] added that it’s legally set up to not conflict with

the law, but at the same time we must have Canyon at our heart and

understand the connection of where the new organization came from—

its roots. Karen [Holmes] said that Canyon formed the new organization

in order to help the co-op even though it would function separately.

Diane [Kitchen] added that there has to be an understanding between

the two groups that one is there in order to help the other and that true

autonomy does not result from a legalistically necessary separation. Bob

Nelson maintained that the new organization is in fact autonomous as a

result of its legal autonomy. . .

.
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Gunvor and Edith [Kramer] expressed a commitment to the co-op

as the main thrust of the new organization. Robert agreed that Canyon

was the most logical place for the new organization to support but he

seemed just as interested in being able to free the new organization from

Canyon’s woes and thus put some fresh stimulus into the independent

film scene. . . . Lenny [Lipton] said, “For years we’ve wanted a nonprofit

organization that would help Canyon, and obviously the reality is just

going to be different than what we envisioned. That’s the way it is when

you start something; you just don't know what will come of it. We can be

stuck with the same problems we’ve always had or we can go on to brand

new problems.” [Canyon Cinema Board Meeting Minutes, May 11, 1977]

The Franchise Tax Board of California responded skeptically.

They knew the film distribution place was applying again and

questioned the proposed activities of the new organization. After

receiving a detailed explanation of the functions of each group, the

state of California decided to approve nonprofit status for the new

Foundation for Art in Cinema. The papers next went to the Internal

Revenue Service. Federal recognition came soon after.

The changes did not make much of a splash, but the Co-op office

was able to stabilize, no longer having to bail out the Cinematheque’s

budget and workload. The newly independent Cinematheque

immediately received an NEA grant, and a level of calm arrived.

Programming expanded to two nights a week. The programmers

began to pay themselves for the first time in over a year. New people

came forward to edit Cinemanews: Mark McGowan, Henry Hills, and

Abigail Child. Throughout the seventies working part-time at Canyon

was like doing community service work. Young people, many from the

Art Institute, did their stint, curious to see what this local place with a

colorful presence was about.

When times are low and tough there is always a conundrum

attached to a group’s process: stay open and struggle, hoping for the

best, or close down. At the time it seemed obvious that finding a way

to stay open was the only option for Canyon, but there was good

reason to consider the opposite, and the board did discuss closing

down. When Canyon was struggling there was not much participa-

tion from its members. The public was paying scant attention to the

latest generation of filmic approaches, and there were fewer dollars

available to cinematheques and schools for rentals. This lull led a

couple of Canyon’s longtime board members to question the future

of experimental film. Groups form out of necessity, urgency, and

personal desire. Had the Co-op and Cinematheque closed down,

one can well imagine that a Canyon-like group would come together

when the time was ripe.

Dominic Angerame
Dominic Angerame relocated to San Franciscofrom Chicago in 1978

to attend the San Francisco Art Institute and was hired by Canyon

Cinema in 1980, joining Michael Wallin as codirector.* Angerame,

a prolific experimental filmmaker, continues to direct Canyon as of

2009, helping maintain it as one of the world’s foremost distributors of

independent films. Since 1986 Angerame has worked in succession with

assistants Wendy Blair, David Sherman, Mark Toscano, Steve Polta,

Michelle Silva, and Lauren Sorensen. A passionate advocate for avant-

garde and experimental cinema, Angerame is devoted to preserving

the celluloid experience. Steve Anker interviewed him on August 26,

2006, in a North Beach cafe.

Canyon had moved to Third Street in January 1978. The new office was

designed to be an artist’s live/work space like the one in Sausalito. A
filmmaker was living in the space with his dog, and he was supposed

to clean, answer the phones, and deal with business when staff wasn’t

there. Well, business was not good when I was hired in May 1980.

So one day I arrive at 9:00 a.m., and he’s sleeping, with the phones

unplugged. As soon as I plugged them in they began ringing, with many

calls coming from the East Coast. I then realized that business was

failing because the place wasn’t being run professionally.

Canyon depended on part-time student staff. Films were being

delivered on time, but nobody wanted to deal with the nuts and

bolts of the operation. The worst thing was that it was impossible

for anyone to know all the films available since a catalog hadn’t been

produced in over four years. I decided to write an NEA grant and was

surprised when we quickly got it. After a new catalog was published,

business turned around. We were the first distributor to publish a

catalog in umpteen years.

Canyon isn’t a co-op but a corporation. It never really was a

co-op in the legal meaning of the word; filmmakers of the sixties

used the term, but we dropped its use when we realized we were

being confused with the Film-Makers’ Cooperative in New York,

or Berkeley’s food co-op. The original articles of incorporation

call it a nonprofit corporation (Canyon Cinema, Inc.). The state of

California actually recognized Canyon Cinema as a nonprofit in 1967

[before the Cinematheque split off as a nonprofit exhibitor under the

Foundation for Art in Cinema], but the federal government denied

it. I did manage to get a few NEA grants using the Cinematheque as

an umbrella organization. About ten years ago we realized this was a

confused state since we were a nonprofit group with the state but not

with the Feds. The staff and board then issued new by-laws to make

Canyon a for-profit corporation.

There haven’t been any major changes since Canyon officially

became for-profit in the late nineties, and it has been run pretty much

the same since 1967. Filmmakers now get 50 percent of film rentals.

(Of a typical year’s budget of $200,000, almost $90,000 is returned

to the filmmakers.) The democratic process is still in place; we have

a yearly open meeting where everyone’s invited to initiate changes

and participate. The organization’s responsibility is the care of the

filmmakers’ property. We disclose all financial transactions; the

filmmakers’ monies are segregated in separate accounts, and we don’t

spend it. We communicate regularly and really are a membership

organization; our members are like family.

Keeping the operation running day to day is like being an air

traffic controller because people depend on your materials for

public exhibitions, for classrooms, for research. Canyon has always

operated close to the edge, with very little money to support opera-

tions. Our income is entirely earned, mostly from film rentals, and

totally unpredictable. One year everybody wants James Broughton;

the next year nobody wants to rent his films. Maybe 25 percent of

Canyon’s income comes from obscure filmmakers who get an occa-

sional rental. This year the board and staff sent a letter out asking

members who haven’t rented in ten years to voluntarily remove

their films. Some people did; others got angry.

In a good year, such as 2005, we had about $136,000 in rental fees

as well as income from membership dues, interest, and handling fees.
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Even though the total is nearly a quarter of a million dollars, less than

half goes to operating expenses, which average about $140,000 a year.

We recently built up a $50,000 surplus, but last year we lost $15,000,

and at some point we’ll run out.

We’re one of the strongest distributors today because we have a

reputation for being dependable. The question is, if Canyon has to cut

its staff in half, can we maintain a professional operation? It’s getting

harder to maintain standards with such a small budget. In the last

year, for example, we’ve had more and more damage to films because

people don’t know how to handle film or thread a projector anymore.

There have been many controversies, but the last one in 1997

involved two issues that could have changed the nature of the organi-

zation. The first and most controversial was whether we should start

distributing tapes from videomakers who hadn’t made films, and the

second again questioned whether we should try to become nonprofit.

Bruce Conner held strong opinions that he lobbied for by calling

friends and members. Then we decided to have an open directors’

meeting for debate. Just before this Brakhage called and said, “Every

time I hear Bruce’s voice on the telephone, my whole soul shudders.”

Bruce was being fanatic; he was obsessed with these issues.

About fifty or sixty people showed up at the meeting. The board

had a lawyer who agreed to pursue the nonprofit status. Bruce also

had a lawyer, and being pragmatic and against grants, he was totally

opposed to becoming nonprofit, and he was also against video. Bruce

insisted on following Robert’s Rules of Order, and things became very

belligerent, with a lot of yelling. Then David Gerstein did a brilliant

thing; he yelled a motion to adjourn. This was immediately seconded,

and a large majority agreed. We ended up having an unofficial

meeting in which everyone was free to speak without legal repercus-

sions. Canyon easily could have come apart then.

On the question of becoming nonprofit, a committee met every

Saturday for six months. The cons greatly outweighed the pros. For

one, the democratic process through which the board is elected by

(and composed entirely of) shareholder-members would be threat-

ened. Then we were already getting the few grants still available

through fiscal agents. Another negative was that we had tried it twice

before and failed, and the Feds notoriously never change. The com-

mittee then decided to restructure the by-laws, telling the world that

we had been a for-profit all these years. The members overwhelm-

ingly approved. It was also decided that Canyon was not going to

distribute videos by nonfilmmakers, but we’d sell any video material

by filmmaker members. Our fear was that with the proliferation of

digital technologies we could never maintain the volume. Now it is

clear that Canyon stands for motion pictures.5

One of the most difficult issues has always been our relationship

to curating shows of members’ work, since our mission states that

we should not promote the work of any members more than others.

Recently we’ve begun exhibiting our films about four times a year.

When the staff initiates such a project, the board makes the final

decision. A members screening committee, including Bruce Conner,

George Kuchar, Julie Murray, and Greta Snider, programmed the first

series. Many, but not all, of the films were local, and all were from the

collection. I think that most of the members approve, but it’s a given

that some will be unhappy. We don’t have a venue; we’re not set up

for it and don’t want to compete with the Cinematheque. The two

organizations really are very different, and some of our members still

don’t understand that. Canyon’s main focus remains motion picture

film, whereas the Cinematheque includes all forms of performance,

installation, and digital media. Canyon’s number one focus is our

membership. It goes back to being a democracy; Cinematheque

members don’t have a say in the operation.

When I got on board there were 225, maybe 250 filmmakers, and

we had about fifteen hundred prints. It took a number of years to gain

the trust and build a wide circle of filmmakers; when I came in, Bruce

Conner, Nathaniel Dorsky, Ernie Gehr, Warren Sonbert, and a lot of

others weren’t members. It was important to grow beyond the Bay

Area, and today about 25 percent come from California. We have a lot

of international members now—our Web site, at three thousand titles,

is like an encyclopedia and can seem unwieldy—and our distribution

has expanded around the world. We just sent a huge shipment of

Bruce Baillie films to Korea. Last year The Journey [Peter Watkins,

1984-85], a fourteen-hour movie, was rented in Argentina and

Flaming Creatures [Jack Smith, 1963] went to the Sao Paulo festival

in Brazil. People from all over also come for research. Someone from

Vancouver just previewed films dealing with cityscapes for a particu-

lar screening. We had people coming in from German television who

want to license films for a documentary about the sixties. We don’t

send prints for preview anymore; they are too valuable.

You know, people can put their films in Canyon and forget about

them. About 10 percent of our members are in this category. I think

about whether Canyon should become another operation that would

allow for, say, seventy-five filmmakers and be more profitable for

everyone involved. The top twenty-five renters, such as Brakhage or

Anger, would still do enough business to justify the other fifty and

help represent the full range of experimental filmmaking.

The future may be in downloading film. You digitize the work

and pay per view. Museums are a new market we can expand into.

The paradigm is that if a museum wants a piece for three months,

they pay for the transfer. The artist oversees the process and ensures

the quality. If a film is exhibited eight times a day, you charge for

each screening. These institutions are not going to show 16mm; they

don’t have the facilities, and most never did. Some things look fine

when transferred, and some things look awful. The artist must make

that decision.

NOTES

1. Screenings were held at Glide Memorial Church from October 1965 to May 1967, when they

relocated to the church's Fellowship Hall on Union Street. After Menefee stopped running the

screenings in July, they didn't resume until November, at the Union Street location.

2. Loren Sears and Pat Ferrero continued to produce Canyon screenings following Kramer's departure

in late 1969.

3. Kitchen and other new staff replaced Ken DeRoux, Susan O'Neill, and Caly Colt.

4. Angerame was the latest in a succession of staff members that included Shelley Diekman, Janet

Pierson, and Margaret White. Pierson, along with recent hire Michael Wallin, had helped Canyon

move from Sausalito back to San Francisco in 1978.

5. In recent interviews former Canyon board members Jeffrey Skoller and Claire Bain explained the

concerns they had at the time. Sixteen millimeter and 8mm film were becoming expensive and

difficult to work with, and an increasing number of established filmmakers as well as younger

makers were working in video. Many on the board felt that it was imperative not to exclude a large

segment of this younger generation of moving-image artists. The board also realized that various

video formats were becoming the primary means of distribution of independent cinema, including

classic 16mm films.
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George Kuchar directing students for his 1979 film Symphony for a Sinner



REMINISCENCE

Movie Factory
GEORGE KUCHAR

I

n the early 1970s I moved out to California from the Bronx, New York,

to teach at the San Francisco Art Institute. 1 got the job because the

students seemed to want outside blood to infuse the film department

with new vitality (at least that's what Curt McDowell said-although other

bodily fluids may have been higher on his agenda). Curt, who had taken a

summer course I taught there on a temporary basis, felt that a permanent

position should be maintained for my gangling frame. In those days I was

a lot thinner and closer to the age of the enrollees.

At that time in history the school had drinking on the campus and

dogs sniffed the halls unleashed. Some female teachers wore floor-length

prairie dresses that hid their combat boots. The male faculty appeared

casual and muscular beneath frequently unshaven jaws. As for the

appealing student body: long, scraggly tresses on both boys and girls

failed to hide bedroom eyes, and hand-rolled cigarettes dangled from

lips that frequently puckered and puffed on more potent pleasures. The

campus was a pleasant, sun-drenched environment, with any hint of

tears and sweat kept to a minimum. At least on the surface. But like

the earth beneath our feet, the California experience was riddled with

potentially violent cracks that could shake one up pretty bad.

Making films was a way for me to sidestep the physical and psychologi-

cal angst inherent to that place. When my colleagues decided that the film

students were fed up with theory and wanted action instead, I was only

too happy to oblige them by volunteering to shoot movies in the classroom.

My group was to lens the dramas, while another class, run by one of the

other instructors, was to edit the results. It did not turn out that way, as my

students didn't want alien digits diddling with their doings.

We were going to grind the productions out from start to finish, and

so the student-teacher movie factory opened for business: the business

of education, art, entertainment, and creative expression on a shoestring

budget; a kind of trash cinema that used actual trash for sets and strived

to elevate the garbage into excrements of excellence. We aimed high and

plopped all over the place, but only time will tell if the stench was worth it.

Our first picture was black-and-white with no sound track. I narrated

the thing whenever it happened to be screened (which wasn't often).

Instead of starting out modestly in terms of plot and overall conception,

the movie was about an ill-fated rocket voyage to Saturn (a planet

populated by badly choreographed humanoids). One of the students

played the captain of a spaceship whose cohorts on Earth were involved

in buffalo stampedes, robot assaults, Indian massacres, and a tornado

disaster, It all ends in a violent showdown between lovers at the Academy

Awards in Hollywood, where one of the stars is knifed in the back and the

other machine-gunned in front of a mortified crowd. The rest of the plot

involved gangsters, a man-eating plant, and asteroid bombardment. The

budget for Destination Damnation (1972) was $200,

I recall one girl in the class who was rather sweet, yet somewhat ebbing

in brain waves, A story circulated that one night she had returned home to

find a stranger in her pad. She was startled and inquired as to his motivation,

asking what he wanted: "Do you want to rob me?" No response. She rattled

off a couple of other possibilities and then asked the tongue-tied intruder if

he wanted to rape her: "Is that it? Do you want to rape me?" At this sugges-

tion he seemed to respond in the affirmative, and so she proceeded to bring to

fruition the act that her probing pinpointed. This episode eventually found its

way into the plot of another production I made about a decade later.

We shot these movies in 16mm using the school's Bolex camera. On the

next picture it was decided that color was needed to render a story of lovers

lost in time travel. The heroine of this production winds up in a prehistoric

jungle while her boyfriend inadvertently transports a cavegirl into the

twentieth century, The movie's Tyrannosaurus rex was drawn on paper and

had a slit cut in the area of the lower jaw so that another sheet of paper,

representing his bottom teeth, could slide up and down, making it look like

the thing was chewing. A cone of black paper stood in for the inevitable

erupting volcano, and this construction was filmed upside down so that we

could spill glitter and red paint through the opening, which looked effective

when spliced into the film right side up, The string of firecrackers the

crew decided to ignite for the final convulsion blasted the prop apart and

leapt into full view as the paper shredded. The students made real flaming

torches for a sacrificial dance routine and held them high in the classroom

studio (which today forbids even the striking of match to cigarette).

What seemed odd to me was that while we were engaged in this

somewhat childlike endeavor, behind the scenes my student teaching

assistant was taking the principal players, his colleagues from the student

body, and showcasing them in filmed sex acts for his own movie. I got to see

some of the students in a whole new light, and I didn't quite know how to

switch gears to deal with the detour. This was a facet of the San Francisco

film scene in the early seventies that was both disconcerting and enticing.

Since we had attempted color on The Carnal Bipeds (1973) it was now

time to tackle a sync-sound movie. The Art Institute had a nice big 16mm

sound camera that was pulled out to make I Married a Heathen (1974). The

idea for this plot was generated by a student whose relatives had owned a

lucrative hamburger business. He was nice-looking and had a hunky brother

who was in the class, too. His girlfriend was also enrolled, and she had her

sights set on an acting career, They were all in cahoots with my teaching

assistant, who was starring them in his tawdry epics. It was quite a hotbed

of inbred talent, and the picture was chock-full of talking heads spouting

endless monologues about sexual frustration and marital woes.

Rents in the neighborhood of the school were cheaper then, and so

we shot on location in some of the students' apartments. They enjoyed

placing huge, artificial turds in their toilets and splashing fake vomit on

the bathroom fixtures. This film was a sprawling talkie and led to our col-

laborating on other sync-sound movies. In those days the film-devouring

sound camera and tape recorder were in great demand as film stock was

as cheap as the trashy plots we lensed. Many of the heavily made-up

talking heads appeared in films I made outside of the classroom; these

energetic students helped me create The Devil's Cleavage (1973) and other

obscure potboilers. This was always a great tradition in the film depart-

ment of the San Francisco Art Institute: students formed close-knit crews

to help each other out in the various chores of moviemaking both behind

and in front of the camera. It is a custom that continues today, although
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George Kuchar (left) and Marion Eaton in production still from Curt McDowell,

Thundercrack, 1975

maybe it is not as inbred and laced with hanky-panky as before. Many

more rules of conduct have descended upon the academic environment

that have frozen spontaneous actions. But that may be easing up of late

as new generations mutate.

Well, that was the 1970s. In the 1980s the students and 1 continued

to grind out two films a year even while in the grip of unwholesome

addictions that were sweeping the nation. Perhaps the films were more

like therapy sessions than anything else, as tawdry deeds of the week

were reconstituted in psychedelic displays of chiaroscuro lighting and

grotesque staging that had us all in stitches. There was plenty of personal

material to mine for these sordid tales of spiritual upheaval and sexual

abandonment. Once, when I had brought in a real-life psychotherapist to

portray a character in one of our dramas, a female student approached

the woman after class and broke down in tears. She needed advice on

the road to womanhood and sought her expertise (not realizing that the

therapist herself was a nut case). Nuts, it seemed, were welcome in these

classes because making a movie is crazy anyway, and everyone appears

normal in such a setting. Mental anguish and emotional immaturity are

the hallmarks of superstardom, as the camera sometimes reads these

flaws as electrifying magnetism.

The 1980s were also a time of transition from film to video. Although

the new medium was looked upon as a threat to the throne of celluloid, 1

actually welcomed its entrance into our low-budget world. You couldn't get

any lower than that in the eyes of my peers, and so it helped ostracize the

class to the Friday boondocks (a time slot devoid of any interaction with

fellow colleagues in my department), the day of the week noted for burnt-

out students and noisy parties. The class was quarantined like a sick sibling

who drooled bile. Our bile splashed onto the screen after each semester, as a

picture started should always become a picture finished. The movie was the

main impetus for being there, no matter how rotten the circumstances. And

some of them were pretty rotten: political intrigue and anal attentiveness

would occasionally smear my name with a litany of the usual slurs deemed

damning for the times. These only helped inflame our so-called transgres-

sions with extra passion and more exposed rear ends to pay attention to!

In the 1990s mini-DV came into prominence, and the computer joined

our list of gadgets to mold these collaborative concoctions. The actual stock

we worked on had shrunk, but the pictures got bigger in scope. Character

development and plot took a backseat to digitally manipulated sequences

designed to please the graphic sensibilities of our editor, Dr. Butcher, Since

usually no one understood our pictures anyway (being that the original

cast sometimes didn't show up for shooting sessions, and the plots had to

mirror who or what was available at the time), no tears were shed over this

new development. I, by the way, was Dr. Butcher. Somebody had to try and

save those monstrosities from being complete disasters, and I took it upon

my shoulders to carry these world-weary visions to a place of rejuvenation

via the technology of tomorrow. Yesterday and today were fine, too, but we

were supposed to be the avant-garde-so why the big stink about electronic

experimentation? The videos certainly didn't stink any more than the films!

Let me finish up with this brief exposition: Making pictures with

students at the San Francisco Art Institute was an adventure in terror

with some moments of horror thrown in. It was also a hell of a lot of

fun-with HELL in capital letters! Thinking of plot development and lines

of dialogue on the spot will hopefully be a factor in warding off the onset

of Alzheimer's as I inexorably age, and maybe the close proximity of the

young will rub off onto my crinkling flesh like a Revlon elixir. These class

productions stand as moving yearbooks that should be delivered in plain

brown wrappers. We put our hearts and souls into these movies, along

with the rotten acting and inept direction. Without all these elements

we would not be human, and even though puppets and dummies were

used when the humans refused to show up for class, we forged ahead

and didn't look back. For if we had we would have been depressed at the

mess we made of the studio (it was just about impossible to keep things

neat and clean). 1 rationalized the disorder by saying that we made junk

art and therefore needed a trashed environment for aesthetic sustenance.

But the truth is that junk and trash are both garbage, and only time can

sanitize all three. So I wait with bated breath, as the stench is too pungent

to inhale right now.
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Open Your Golden Gates:

Sexually Oriented Film and Video
ERIC SCHAEFER AND EITHNE JOHNSON

San Francisco’s reputation as America’s most sexually liberated city

extends back to the mid-nineteenth century and the days of the

Barbary Coast. It was strengthened in the post-World War II years by

the Bay Area’s relative tolerance of gays and lesbians and reaffirmed

in the 1960s with the topless dance craze in North Beach and the free

love elements of the hippie culture that flourished in Haight-Ashbury.

But if these phenomena remained largely local, they became potent

symbols beyond the Bay Area as Americans grew fascinated with new

theories of sexual behavior and with innovative representations of

sex acts. Bay Area artists, entrepreneurs, and sex educators produced

increasingly explicit movies from the mid-1960s into the 1970s, and

these spread across the nation like wildfire.

Among the reasons why sexually explicit films found audiences

around the country at this time was the popularization ofnew research

on sexual behavior. The press made much of the fact that Masters

and Johnson produced sexually explicit films for the advancement of

scientific knowledge but refused to show their films to the general public.

At the same time as sexual scientists were focused on naked bodies

engaged in sex acts, nudity and the representation of sexual behavior

became synonymous with avant-garde filmmaking of the 1960s. The San

Francisco Beat poet and experimental filmmaker James Broughton made

several movies featuring full-frontal nudity. In his whimsical 1968 film,

The Bed, Broughton presided over a cast of naked actors and artists who

staged moments of birth, life, polymorphous love, and death. Broughton’s

The Golden Positions (1970) featured anatomical tableaux that celebrated
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previous page Steven Arnold, Luminous Procuress, 1971, film still

human positions, from the mundane to the sexual. For Hungry Eye (1971),

Karl Cohen combined hand-painted footage with glimpses of found

hard-core film donated by the Beat poet Ed “Big Daddy” Nord. Cohen’s

Love Letters (1971-72) was a lighthearted spoof featuring hand-drawn

porn footage and material that Nord shot at a nude beach.

The avant-garde and Beat communities served as spaces for the

expression of gay, bisexual, and transvestite sexualities. The Bay Area

experimental filmmaker Curt McDowell was characterized as a hard-

edged successor to Jack Smith’s queer aesthetic. McDowell studied

with George Kuchar at the San Francisco Art Institute in the early

1970s, producing films that often display Kuchar’s influence. Among

his short films were Pornografollies (1970), a thirty-minute “bisexual

scatological revue” with surreal overtones, and Nudes (A Sketchbook)

(1975), in which McDowell’s closest friends bared their bodies and

their personalities. His most notorious film is the feature-length

Thundercrack (1975), described as an underground porno horror

movie. In a cliched old-dark-house plot, several groups of travelers

find themselves stranded in an intense storm at Prairie Blossom, the

isolated mansion of Mrs. Gert Hammond. They engage in a night of

hard-core sexual adventures and soul-baring catharsis, while escaped

circus animals rampage outside in the storm. The result is low-budget

high camp, combining elements of Ed Wood, John Waters, and Jack

Smith by way of Tennessee Williams.

Bay Area audiences not only saw movies but also attended other the-

atrical events that promised to break taboos. The light show artist and

entrepreneur Jerry Abrams at times mixed pornographic footage with

liquids and slides in his light shows for concerts and other happenings.

In their live late-night spoofs, San Francisco’s drag-comedy troupe the

Cockettes toyed with sex and gender roles. They also appeared with

Divine in Steven Arnold’s feature film Luminous Procuress, considered

a major critical success for the avant-garde when it was released in 1971

and dubbed a “West coast Satyricon" by the critic Molly Haskell. Here

the journey of two young men through a variety of strange locations,

both bizarre and erotic, served as a metaphor for personal liberation.

Street theater was also an important means for raising the visibility

ofgay and lesbian subcultures at this time. Building on this form, the

lesbian filmmaker Barbara Hammer, shooting Superdyke (1975) in San

Francisco, featured women wearing “Superdyke” T-shirts drawing

attention to themselves in the cityscape.

Among critics, audiences, filmmakers, and censors, there was

debate about how to categorize sexually explicit films, especially

when they contained avant-garde or documentary elements. The

term undergroundfilm served as a catchall, and a convenient

way of avoiding the prickly semantic debates that pitted “erotic”

against “pornographic.” It was no accident that what would now

be considered run-of-the-mill porn movies were intermingled with

experimental films and documentaries in Amos Vogel’s ground-

breaking 1974 survey, Film as a Subversive Art, a virtual bible of

underground cinema. San Francisco was at the center of pornogra-

phy’s emergence from the underground onto the streets.

Several early “nudie” films were shot in the Bay Area, including The

Saucy Aussie (1963) and sexploitation pioneer Russ Meyer’s Mondo

Topless (1966). Although New York and Los Angeles were the center

of soft-core sexploitation production during the 1960s, San Francisco

served as home base for some small production-distribution outfits

such as I.R.M.I. (Oddo, 1967; Sappho ‘68, 1968). But it was in the

developing hard-core market that San Francisco really made its mark.

In 1967 the first “beaver films” were exhibited at the Roxie Cinema

in the Mission District. These short, silent films initially featured a

single woman exposing her genitals to the camera. The blatant genital

exposure coupled with pelvic gyrations and seductive facial expres-

sions made beaver films unlike anything else publicly exhibited at the

time. The Gay Paree and Peerless theaters soon began programming

beaver films, and small storefront theaters popped up across the city

to capitalize on the craze. Jerry Abrams, who had experimented with

double exposures and stroboscopic effects on bodies making love in

his 1968 film, Eyetoon, and made a feature-length documentary on

San Francisco’s sexual scene called Sub Rosa Rising (1971), was one

of the filmmakers who supplemented his income by making beaver

films. Beaver films must be considered experimental in nature. The

combination of licit venues, explicit content, and the direct gaze of the

subjects at the camera invited a unique degree of intimacy between

the spectator and the subject on the screen. So closely were the beaver

films identified with the city' that spawned them that they were usually

advertised as “San Francisco Beaver Films” or “Frisco Beaver Gals” on

marquees when they began to appear in theaters in other cities.

The earliest porn films, whether shorts or features, in general had

affinities with “regular” experimental films: use of 16mm, artisanal

production practices with just one or two individuals serving as a

crew, and efforts to expand the vocabulary of filmic expression. The

casual verite style, minimal, often improvised dialogue and action,

and explicit sexual activity resulted in movies that would have been

unimaginable on public screens just a few years earlier.

The young operators of San Francisco beaver theaters soon started

to crank out films to display on their own screens: Alex de Renzy

for the Screening Room, Lowell Pickett for the Sutter Cinema, and

Jim and Art Mitchell for their O’Farrell Theater. Students from

local colleges took up positions behind and in front of the camera to

service the theaters. Along with cash-strapped students, hippies, and

runaways, sexual experimenters and liberationists provided a steady

stream of “talent” for the films. The San Francisco theaters were in

direct competition with each other, not only for talent and box office

dollars, but in terms of how far they would go in the depiction of

sexual activity. Color soon became the norm, and synchronized sound

was added to the short films. Variations on the beaver film developed

rapidly, including masturbation, two girls together, and then, probably

in early 1970, men and women engaging in hard-core, nonsimulated

sex. In order to compete, producers and theaters quickly fell in line

with the latest trends. During this time theaters were often busted,

but they continued to operate as court cases made their way through
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the legal system. In spring 1970 de Renzy released Pornography in

Denmark (a.k.a. Censorship in Denmark), a feature-length documen-

tary that included scenes of intercourse. It became San Francisco’s

top-grossing film for a number of weeks and gradually reached a

sizable nationwide audience.

In San Francisco sex educators and feminists took note of this new

commercial hard-core pornography. The National Sex Forum (NSF)

was organized in San Francisco in 1968 to educate people about the

variety of human sex practices and to promote the use of media for

that purpose. The NSF’s unique contribution to sex education was the

multimedia Sexual Attitude Restructuring (SAR) program. Similar to

light shows and other multimedia events popular at the time, the SAR

was designed to bombard audiences’ senses with audiovisual mate-

rial, which in this case was sexually explicit.

In search of more content for the SAR program, the principals of

the NSF began to produce sexually explicit films. The NSF’s approach

to filming sexual activity was based on its theory that lovers follow

their own natural patterns to achieve pleasure. Therefore, the NSF

films privileged a documentary style designed to display and confirm

each body’s responsiveness to sexual pleasures. Playing on California’s

reputation for being freer about nudity and sensuality, the films often

took place against a natural backdrop. One of the first films produced

by the NSF was Unfolding (1969), directed by Constance Beeson, which

superimposed landscape shots with shots of heterosexual couplings.

Beeson’s Holding (1971) depicted lesbian sexual patterns. Many NSF

films were directed by Reverend Laird Sutton, including Rich and Judy

(1971), which portrayed a married couple riding motorcycles in the

country, where they stop for swimming and sex. Sensitive to minority

representation, the NSF and Sutton also produced Free (1971) to show

an African American couple having sex in a pastoral setting.

Concerned about the accurate portrayal of female sexuality, the

NSF principals produced a number of films designed to show women

masturbating or making love with their partners according to their

natural patterns for achieving sexual pleasure. From 1971 to 1972 the

NSF made Susan, Margo, and Shirley— all featuring the eponymous

women touching their bodies and masturbating to orgasm. Unlike the

beaver films, with their teasing style, these works aimed to demystify

female sexual responsiveness. The NSF produced Anne Severson’s

Near the Big Chakra, featuring extreme close-up shots of the vulvas

of thirty-seven women and girls, in 1972. Art house and academic

audiences reacted strongly to this film, some calling it pornographic,

although its director’s intention was to document the appearance of

vulvas in a natural state and in opposition to the theatrical poses of

the new pornography.

The local Canyon Cinema Cooperative often served as a national

distributor for Bay Area films that had erotic content. The NSF

formed its own distribution company, the Multi-Media Resource

Center, to distribute films that it made, as well as similar movies that

could be used for educational purposes. Indeed, some films, such

as The Bed, were distributed through both companies, and many of

these were featured in the growing number of erotic film festivals

that appeared in the 1970s. Arlene Elster and Lowell Pickett, partners

in the Sutter Cinema, sponsored the First International Erotic Film

Festival in San Francisco in December 1970. The six-night festival

was held at the Presidio Theater. First place was shared by four films,

including Broughton’s Golden Positions; Karen Johnson’s three-

minute Orange (1970), in which a navel orange is peeled and eaten in

sensuous close-up; and Scott Bartlett’s thirteen-minute Lovemaking

(1971), which was considered an artistic, nonclinical depiction of

a couple engaging in sexual intercourse and became a mainstay at

erotic film festivals. Although San Francisco’s First International

Erotic Film Festival also turned out to be its last, it was the subject of

international press coverage.

While many of the explicit films produced in the Bay Area found

their way into classrooms, therapy sessions, and festivals, it remained

the overt pornography that had the most dramatic social impact in

the early 1970s. The hard-core revolution spawned in San Francisco

expanded rapidly. By the end of 1971 most major cities in the United

States had at least several theaters showing such films on a regular

basis, and prosecutors found themselves scrambling to plug the

leaky dike of American obscenity law. Hard-core features, such as

de Renzy’s Sexual Encounter Group and Powder Burns (both ca. 1971),

continued to emerge from San Francisco. David Gerber’s School Girl

(1972) offered a Cook’s tour of the Bay Area sexual scene conducted

by a college girl as part of an assignment for her sociology class.

But it was the Mitchells’ hard-core feature Behind the Green Door

(1972) that, along with Deep Throat (1972), drew national attention

to the pornographic feature, attracting a demographically broad,

and curious, audience. In contrast to the extended dirty joke of

Deep Throat, Behind the Green Door operated as a dreamlike sexual

fantasy, surreal in its presentation and culminating with psychedelic,

multicolored, overlapping images of penises ejaculating in slow

motion. The sequence helped establish the “cum shot” as a hard-core

staple, and the film served as the apotheosis of the San Francisco porn

film, combining elements of experimentation, anonymity, youth, and

glamour. “Porno chic” was born.

By the mid-1970s major shifts had occurred in the Bay Area and

in the nation. “Porno chic” seemed to give way to “porno excess,”

and a growing number of cities attempted to control adult movie

theaters through zoning and other restrictions. Although de Renzy

and the Mitchells remained key figures in the porn industry well into

the 1980s, the center of the business shifted from San Francisco to

the San Fernando Valley in Southern California. Nudity and explicit

sexual representations no longer had the capacity to shock audiences

for experimental films, and most experimental filmmakers began to

explore other themes. The NSF changed its name to the Institute

for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality on its way to becoming

a more sedate, degree-granting institution. But for almost a decade

the Bay Area had been the wellspring of explicit film imagery that

changed the expectations and attitudes of the nation.
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FOCUS

Near the Big Chakra

Anne Severson, 1971

KEITH SANBORN

“The Jewel is indeed within the Lotus”

I

n the Canyon Cinema catalog, Anne Severson's Near the Big Chakra is

described as "an unhurried view of 37 human female vaginas—ranging in age

from three months to 56 years." While reasonably accurate, this hardly suggests

the impact of the work. In feminist history, it is a filmic index to the radical change

registered contemporaneously in the women's health manual and manifesto: Our

Bodies Ourselves. Severson’s film is a public celebration of the gesture performed

with a small hand mirror in health and consciousness-raising workshops in the late

60s and after by women in the process of getting to know themselves.

Near the Big Chakra has been received with a mixture of pleasure, wonder,

and nervous laughter, refracted through the varied facets of the jewel of

"gender" and "sexuality." It has the courage to speak truth to power, rejecting

the voyeuristic missionary positioning of male pornography and gynecological

science, in favor of meditative directness. Severson suggests the edginess

of the project and her own spirit in Canyon Cinemanews: "Anyway, enough

people told me it was a terrible idea which I should not pursue under any

circumstances that I definitely decided to do it."
1 She describes resistance

from male colleagues at the San Francisco Art Institute and policing by a PC

women's group from Berkeley. Her supporters were mostly her students at the

Art Institute and female friends. It was a project by women and primarily for

their benefit, though not exclusively, since not only women were in need of

raising their consciousness, as a collective and as individuals.

According to Severson, the title was "produced" by Robert Nelson, an early,

rare male supporter of the film. Severson had been taking a yoga class with her

friend Diana, who was married to Nelson. The title refers to the mapping in yoga of

energy and consciousness onto the body in centers called "chakras." In Severson's

words, "The second is the centre in which zeal for life is sexually oriented, the level

of consciousness where all psychological energy is erotic. I was jokingly calling it

the 'big chakra’ because we all seemed to be stuck at this level of development." 2

Art historically, the film recalls Courbet's L'Origine du monde, but the match is

inexact. Courbet is explicit, erotic, and disingenuously mythological. His commis-

sion was for a private fetish, though in lending his celebrated skills to the task, he

violated accepted norms. Severson's project is collective physical and spiritual

liberation. Rather than cataloging self-objectification, she projects a multi-faceted

feminine body social of integrated beings, to create a Cosmic Cunt Consciousness.

Severson herself used the word cunt deliberately and repeatedly in talking and

writing about the film to rid it of its negative connotations. She proposes visual

consciousness of the cunt as an irreducible form of higher feminine self-knowledge.

For the obscene is etymologically a function of invisibility. She makes visible what

has been made as ob-scene, that is, denied a place on the public stage. The film is

direct, miraculous and transformative. Severson strategically reveals one normally

invisible facet of feminine identity and desire, so complex of representation.

The jewel is indeed within the lotus.

© 2009 Keith Sanborn

NOTES

1. Canyon Cinemanews, no. 74-3.

2. Canyon Cinemanews, no. 74-3.

Stills from Near the Big Chakra
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FOCUS

Dyketactics

Barbara Hammer, 1974

ARIELLA BEN-DOV

I

n 1974 Barbara Hammer came outto viewers not only as a dyke but also as

a fearless experimental filmmaker who is credited by some as creating the

first-ever film by a lesbian about lesbian lovemaking for lesbian viewers.

In a mere four minutes, and a poetic and titillating montage of 110 images,

Dyketactics, which Hammer calls a "lesbian commercial," 1 reveals the plea-

sures of looking atthe female nude from a female perspective. The opening

moments of Dyketactics give viewers a fast-paced collage of women's body

parts—superimpositions of women's legs walking across fields of grass float

over a woman atthe wheel of a car caressing a vibrator and looking coyly

atthe camera. The camera glides over women as they caress each other,

dance, and splash in the water, at ease with their bodies and their actions.

While Dyketactics playfully embraces group erotic play, as well as

the intimate moments of one-on-one sex, it is Hammer’s craft—how she

frames the scenes, layers the images, and juxtaposes the shots—that

drives this film, along with an electronic sound track that Hammer

describes as a "rolling sound of beeps and whistles." As viewers we

almost participate in the sex. We look over the shoulder of one woman

as she makes love to her partner; moments later we are given the lovers'

perspective as they look down on their languid, postcoital bodies.

Lighting is key in this moment with its references to (or reverence for) film

noir’s extreme shadows and elegant framing; Hammer had directed her

cinematographer to "stroke us with the camera."

Dyketacticswas just the beginning for Hammer, who has gone on to

make over eighty films. As a pioneer lesbian filmmaker and dedicated

experimental artist. Hammer's love affair with celluloid has created some

of the most important images of lesbian sexuality on the screen.

NOTE

1. All quotations are from a conversation with Barbara Hammer in June 2004.

Still and production still from Dyketactics
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REM I NISC E NC E

Queer Film in the Seventies: A Personal Odyssey
MICHAEL WALLIN

I

n 1971 1 began graduate film school at San Francisco State University.

My undergraduate major had been psychology, but at Yale and UC

Berkeley 1 had been exposed to a huge range of experimental film,

everything from Stan Brakhage and Bruce Baillie (the lyrical end) to

Michael Snow and Paul Sharits (the structural end), with side trips

to Andy Warhol and Kenneth Anger. The latter two, with their frank,

intense, yet matter-of-fact portrayal of queer sexuality, were revelations.

One didn't hold back one’s feelings regarding this renegade art form, as

was made abundantly clear at two Yale screenings I remember vividly.

At one, a segment of the audience couldn't tolerate the lack of sound in

Brakhage's work and actually threw overripe tomatoes at the screen,

At another, word that the Japanese avant-garde maker Takahiko limura

would show his sexually explicit films spread so that an enormous mob

appeared, and the crush of horny, agitated (male) students led to the New

Haven police being called to prevent a riot.

But it was the work of Bruce Baillie that most moved me and initially

influenced my films. When I learned that he would be teaching filmmaking

at the Mendocino Art Center in summer 1968, 1 was thrilled. Along with a

high school crush and budding painter, Alex, 1 spent that summer enthralled

by Baillie-the man and his methods-and 1 was the class's most passionate

student. Baillie was filming Quick Billy, and I was proud to be asked to be

camera for scenes in which he appeared. Alex was an early character in my

own first films, my art fueled by erotic sublimation.
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Michael Wallin, (right) in his The Place Between Our Bodies, 1975, film still

1 was an undergraduate at UC Berkeley in 1969 when, shortly after the

Stonewall riots, I came out, along with thousands in the Bay Area. The closets

suddenly seemed empty When I arrived at San Francisco State I had little on

my mind except film and sex, and it seemed natural to bring the two together.

My exposure to personal experimental film at Yale suggested the importance

of individual expression on film in an honest and open fashion. One's intimate

life could be the subject of one's art, and what is more intimate than sex?

Up to this time (to these eyes, in any case) there had been little on the

screen of homoerotic interest. Two notable exceptions that I had seen while

in high school were made nearly a quarter century earlier: Kenneth Anger's

Fireworks (1947) and Jean Genet's Un chant d'amour (1950). I found both

films profoundly erotic and disturbing, and both strongly influenced The

Place Between Our Bodies, my 1975 thesis film. This became a marker of

sorts, being described as the first gay ("queer" hadn't emerged as the term

of choice) film to portray explicit sex/lovemaking-Mark, my lover, and I were

sensitively filmed by my straight friend Lenny Levy-without being porno-

graphic. The Place was not designed to be a solely voyeuristic experience,

its purpose simply to titillate, to provide masturbatory fodder; the film had

heart, soul, and wonder at its core. At its premiere screening at San Francisco

State in which graduates presented their thesis films, it was met with shock,

silence, and kudos. I was proud and terrified and was congratulated on my

courage. The film is raw and confessional and traverses my own sexual

odyssey: desire, fantasy, cruising/anonymous sex, and falling in love.

1 was proud of my sexuality and, being a rebel and a hippie, perfectly

happy to flaunt it. From the time I came out until I met Mark in 1973, my

sex life had mostly been a series of one-night stands, a period fueled by

fantasy, desire, and a sort of benign sexual addiction. I had also fallen in

love with Sam, who was in a relationship: we met secretly to see each other

and kiss passionately, but the lure of the unattainable was powerful. All of

these erotic phenomena became the subject matter of The Place Between

Our Bodies. The initial scenes, shot wandering the streets, suggest a furtive,

charged, yet slightly desperate search for an erotic connection. We see

many guys in their late teens or early twenties lounging around sugges-

tively or going about their lives, the camera catching faces and gestures.

These men, unaware of being filmed, have a physical and emotional

distance, suggesting my own struggle with making a real connection and

the primacy of fantasy and projection in the sexual hunt. A quick 8mm
shot of Alex finds its way into the film; Sam plays himself in an Anger-like

fantasy sequence; Mark becomes the focus in the final third, embodying

the romantic/erotic ideal, a being in whom I could invest all of my love and

sexual energy, The scenes of lovemaking seem almost too leisurely, as the

film luxuriates in the tenderness and intensity of the sex act.

These were heady and exciting times for queers of all persuasions.

For those making films, the period provided ready-made subject matter:

ourselves and the new movement of "gay liberation." Another student at

San Francisco State was Barbara Hammer, who was just starting to produce

lesbian-themed films. We became the "odd couple" of queer film, although

she soon far outpaced me in terms of output. 1 was the Bruce Baillie, she

the Stan Brakhage of this niche of experimental film, Her early Dyketactics

(1974), Women I Love (1976), and Multiple Orgasm (1977) were groundbreak-

ing statements. They not only portrayed women loving women, but women

as sensual and sexual beings, a notion that was still a rarity on-screen.

Though less plentiful than their male counterparts, other lesbian filmmakers

were making explicit work, such as Constance Beeson, with her lyrical,

bucolic film Holding (1971).

Interestingly, aside from supporting one another's work, there was not

a lot of cross-pollination between the worlds of experimental gay male and

lesbian film. I respected and encouraged Barbara, and she me, but we didn't

become involved in any creative collaboration, The cross-pollination that did

occur happened socially: we were part of a network of queer, straight (sexually,

that is), and questioning (today's term) experimental artists and hippies, bound

less by sexual orientation than our taste in drugs and music. We celebrated our

countercultural roots at parties, screenings, bars, and clubs. This was the period

of women's liberation as well, and lesbians were at the vanguard (many young

women were "choosing" to become lesbians!). Women in general didn't want

to have a lot to do with men, gay or not. So it wasn't a cohesive scene; rather

the movements developed in parallel. There was the notion that men couldn't

begin to understand female sexuality, and vice versa.

San Francisco State was hardly a hotbed of queer activity; however,

Barbara and 1 were seen as rebels and innovators, stirring up the shit in an

otherwise precious atmosphere. The French cineastes, signs versus symbols:

semiotics was the film theory du jour. I, being more of an auteurist, found

myself on the outs. Semiotics seemed too cerebral, too intellectually pristine.

The auteur stance was about the artist and how his or her stylistic "stamp"

marked each film. This made sense to me, a nascent film artist trying to

stake out territory in a crowded field, My films would reflect me: the queer

me, the sexual me, the tender me, the tortured(!) me, the ecstatic me.

Barbara held a similar perspective. But putting female and male genitalia

into the pot (never in the same pot) got us into a lot of trouble. The proposal

for The Place Between Our Bodies did not allude to the X-rated sex, hence

the stunned silence that greeted its premiere. You couldn't intellectualize

this stuff; it hit you in your heart (and loins).

Several important Bay Area queer filmmakers were working in the

early 1970s. Curt McDowell was at the San Francisco Art Institute across

town. Curt, who died tragically of AIDS in 1987, was one of a kind. His films

combined vaudeville, hard-core sex, and personal revelation. Confessions

(1971) was a coming-out letter to his parents and the world, a detailing of

his sexual escapades. Ronnie (1972) was a crude (but loving) expose of a

male hustler, ending (appropriately) with a hand job. Nudes (A Sketchbook)

(1975) was a pansexual series of self-contained vignettes portraying the

(mostly sexual) quirks of his friends, both male and female. Curt might have

been the first truly "queer" experimental filmmaker; he certainly would

have embraced the term.

Curt was unique in this respect: resisting categorization as gay or bi,

he was perhaps the first of this generation of filmmakers who celebrated

sex itself, without taking a stand or proselytizing. For Curt, sex was

another element of being completely alive. In ways he was a sexual naif,

eavesdropping on the many ways both men and women could sensually

and sexually use their bodies and enjoy themselves. A preeminent voyeur,

his last important work, Loads (1980), unabashedly explored a fetish of

his own, which in another era would have been "rough trade," The film

chronicles encounters (though, being behind the camera, Curt is a minor
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character) with (mostly) hairy, muscled, tattooed, and, importantly,

straight men, each episode ending in the act that lends the film its title, In

an era of gay liberation this could be construed as internalized homopho-

bia and self-hatred, but Curt stood outside politics.

There were, as well, representatives of the earlier generation of

experimental filmmakers whose work embodied a queer sensibility.

Primary in the Bay Area was James Broughton, whose playful, life-affirm-

ing, androgynous films took a sexual turn in the seventies, undoubtedly

due to gay liberation. Broughton was a teacher of mine at San Francisco

State and an important influence, more on my life than on my films. I took

his class Visionary Film" (which he also taught at the Art Institute). I

found his own films a bit silly and precious, but his taste was impeccable;

the course was a sort of encyclopedic history of experimental cinema,

featuring many seminal works I had not seen. The most potent for me was

Christopher Maclaine's The End
( 1953). The film, though having little to do

with sexuality per se, dealt with the ways human beings make connec-

tions and yet how intensely alone each of us really is.

Broughton was all about connection: a sensualist who brought

his notions of physicality and the polymorphously perverse into his

classroom, behavior that today would result in being fired and ostracized,

Broughton had his hands all over his students (or at least those, such as

this writer, he found attractive and sensed wouldn't reject his overtures)

but never inappropriately. He was simply happy being in physical contact

with other men. He represented something missing from the rest of the

scene at San Francisco State, a lightness and frivolity that was a refresh-

ing break from semiotics.

San Francisco State and the San Francisco Art Institute were a study

in contrasts, the former rule-bound and academic and the latter lawless,

with an anything-goes attitude. Broughton became lovers with a student

at the Art Institute, Joel Singer, another situation that today wouldn't

be tolerated. They collaborated on films such as Song of the Godbody

(1977), which featured extreme close-ups of Broughton's nude body;

Hermes Bird (1979), perhaps the ultimate ode to the phallus, Joel's that

is; and Devotions (1983), portraits of male couples. For James, Joel was a
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paragon of masculine beauty and a muse for his later work. Joel was more

a minimalist/structuralist in his work and brought cinematic discipline to

their collaborations. In films such as The Gardener of Eden (1981), filmed

in Sri Lanka and celebrating the lushness of the tropical landscape (and

the beauty of its young men), Joel's controlled camera and editing worked

beautifully with Broughton's rich sensuousness. The film is lushly green,

reflecting the tropics; out of the trees and foliage comes a succession of

beautiful, dark, somewhat androgynous young men, They throb almost

psychedelically and seem to invite us into their innocent, primal world

where pleasures of the flesh can be indulged without guilt or shame.

George Kuchar, who had been working in the Bronx, moved to San

Francisco in the early 1970s and also taught at the Art Institute. With

his unique artistic sensibility, George was another one of a kind, a

sort of child-man. Sometimes I questioned whether this was an act, a

crafted persona, but George was George and never less than genuine.

Influence and collaboration were important factors in the nascent

queer film scene. George and Curt McDowell became lovers for a time.

George had always been more circumspect in his portrayal of sex but

with Curt produced what came to be another milestone, Thundercrack

(1975), The film was an outrageous two-hour feature that combined

the camp parody of Kuchar with the sexually explicit gay/straight/bi

couplings of McDowell, starring the inimitable Marion Eaton (and her

versatile cucumber). I remember early screenings of Thundercrack (at the

Roxie Cinema and Canyon Cinematheque) as wild, untamed explosions

of hilarity and outrageous carrying on, where all of us hippie, queer

artists came together to celebrate our audacious "fuck you" attitude

toward the uptight "straights" (as in conventional). No one cared about

sexual orientation, so long as you flaunted it. These screenings were

like parties: there was no separation between the filmmakers, cast,

and audience. The artists simply gave voice to the Zeitgeist; we were

in this together. As the couplings on-screen became steamier, the

audience became more raucous, shouting at the screen, egging the

characters on, as if watching some live improvisational happening.
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page 198 Connie Beeson, Holding, 1971, film still

page 199 James Broughton, The Bed, 1968, film still

Like most vibrant fringe artistic scenes, queer experimental cinema

became more mainstream, if not exactly co-opted (since queer sex could

never be shown at the neighborhood multiplex, much less on PBS), This

happened with the advent of the San Francisco International Lesbian

and Gay Film Festival, which made its first humble appearance in 1977,

screening Super 8 films in a small auditorium to a select few. The slightly

larger 1978 version was the first of many festival screenings for The Place

Between Our Bodies. Yet these events were still underground affairs; the

press was minimal, and you learned about the screenings through the gay

papers (B.A.R., the Sentinel), flyers on telephone poles in the Castro and

South of Market, and by word of mouth. My recollections of these and other

early gay screenings are vague (keeping in mind the maxim "If you remem-

ber those days vividly you probably weren't there"). However, I was pleased

that my film had been chosen for this seminal event: I felt vindicated in

my new identity as "gay filmmaker." Also, an entire artistic movement and

powerful sexual minority had finally been given legitimacy and a voice.

Yet in a few years the Lesbian and Gay Film Festival evolved, with

a different audience and purpose in mind. Even if the agenda was not

precisely political, the goal was to broaden exposure to the general public

of gay and lesbian film, that public being, of course, other gay men and

lesbians. These were people for whom sexual orientation was a central

part of their identity but in a different way than for the disenfranchised

queers flocking to Thundercrack. The Stonewall rebellion was almost a

decade old, and the boys in their teens and men in their twenties who

came out then were settling happily into their gay identity, wearing it like

a badge. These were mostly mainstream, "straight" gay men who spent

their time at bars in the Castro dancing to disco and then meeting at the

South of Market bathhouses. Somehow we offbeat gay boys disdained

this scene, preferring to congregate at the Stud (the original on Folsom

Street) or at the crazy diner Hamburger Mary’s, which had an amazing

collection of flea-market kitsch hanging from the ceiling and walls.

But I'm getting ahead of myself. The San Francisco alternative gay

scene was already flourishing in the early seventies. It gathered steam

and gained notoriety with the appearance of the in-your-face bearded

drag troupe the Cockettes; the playful, antireligious collection of (again

bearded) nuns, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence; and finally, the outra-

geous films of John Waters, starring the one-of-a-kind creature Divine.

I vividly remember being at the Stud and going home with a beautiful

long-haired blond named David. Waking up at his place, we walked into

the kitchen and there was his roommate, Divine (sans big hair).

Ironically, it was shortly after The Place that I completely departed

from sex or queer identity as subject matter. Somehow, for me, the energy

had dissipated and become darker. Perhaps this was reflected by the shift

in the drug scene, from marijuana and psychedelics to cocaine, speed,

and heroin. I finally returned to exploring queer identity in my work

with the film Decodings (1988) over a decade later. This was a backward

look, through the lens of found footage-documentaries, newsreels,

instructional films-at growing up male and gay in the fifties and sixties.

The film reflected the alienation from one's sexuality given the sociocul-

tural repression of the period. This hauntingly paralleled the renewed

repression of the 1980s, in which sex almost retreated into the closet

with the AIDS epidemic. Decodings portrays desperate attempts to make

physical and emotional connections with other males (if only through

the discipline of the military or contact sports) to loosen the suffocating

self-constraint of rigid social controls. The narration is dark and ironic: our

un-hero only gets relief by driving into the eye of a massive storm. But

poignancy triumphs: "A heart is laid bare."

In 1995 my preoccupations came full circle with Black Sheep Boy, perhaps

a more mature, restrained version of The Place that addressed many of the

same issues. Here I was, twenty years older, again pondering the timeless

questions of longing, desire, and human connection. The film seems less

celebratory than nostalgic and sad, yet no less obsessed with its subject.

Again I examine that double-edged sword, the allure of youth. Yet here I

am more the detached observer than the involved participant. The camera

more carefully explores its subject: a series of young men, this time aware of

being filmed, not quite acting but appropriately (by degrees) awkward and

self-conscious, They are both themselves and a composite projection of what

I want them to be, shaped by the caress of the camera. The narration of tales

and allegories, some fantastic, some gritty, are united by their sexual charge

and (again) desperate need to connect, perhaps with my younger self. It is

bracketed by the story of a twelve-year-old waif wandering through bleak

underground tunnels clutching dying flowers. Black Sheep Boy is not about

being queer, but neither, really, was The Place about being gay. They are both

personal testaments that deal with sexuality, one from the vantage of a

twenty-five-year-old, the other from that of a forty-five-year-old. One could

say that Black Sheep Boy represents the more measured, internalized self 1

seem to have become. Still, the more things change . .

.

As a filmmaker and artist, I came of age with the movement. In

retrospect, my coming out in 1969 seemed representative of a certain

generation of gay men. We were too young to have inhabited the closets

for long, yet enjoyed twelve liberating, mostly joyous years before AIDS

made its tragic appearance. The newer generation of gay men would

never be able to separate sex and death, As someone who has expe-

rienced both sides of this sexual trajectory (the early open brashness

followed suddenly by the scary consequences of that hedonism). I've

grown older with the movement as well. It has been an exhilarating and

sometimes horrifying ride and has certainly provided a complex perspec-

tive on the role sex plays in my life and my relationships,

This sobering thought brings me, circuitously, to my final point: Are

we experimental filmmakers who sometimes make queer films? Or are

we queer filmmakers who make queer films, whatever the subject? Or is

this one of those academic conundrums it is futile to attempt to resolve?

In Amsterdam, that queerest of cities, there is no Lesbian and Gay Film

Festival. Perhaps that's as good an answer as we'll get.
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“Smaller Is Better”:

Bay Area Artists and
Small-Gauge Films
KATHY GERITZ

Until artists embraced the scale and unique characteristics of these

formats, regular 8mm (dating to 1932) and Super 8 (introduced in

1965) were consumer products largely used to record family life and

to mark celebrations and vacations. They measured one-fourth the

size of 35mm, the most common theatrical exhibition format, and half

the size of 16mm, the scale once used for educational, job training,

and industrial films and by most experimental and independent

filmmakers. Regular 8 and Super 8 are distinctive mediums, small and

intimate, and often aptly referred to as small-gauge film.

I interviewed a number of artists who have lived or worked in the

Bay Area and used regular 8mm or Super 8 as a means of personal

expression. Some artists talked specifically about making and exhibit-

ing work in the Bay Area, illuminating aspects of a regional history.

Others spoke about the properties they value in small-gauge film,

comments that can also inform us as viewers. For some, the inten-

tion to be filmmakers originated with their families’ home-movie

making, its amateur standing the source of their love of the medium.

For others, small-gauge film is an artistic medium with particular

qualities, particular ways of seeing—a singular language. Varied, yet

overlapping, these artists’ visions of the medium extend from its

heyday to its current endangered status. Their comments about the

history and evolution of small gauge bracket this essay; the remaining

quotations are grouped to follow the life of a film, from camerawork,

film processing, and editing to screening. 1
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EVOLUTION: FILM HISTORY WITH A SMALL F AND A SMALL H

The Bay Area has long been home—a haven even—for small-gauge artists. Lenny Lipton began to

write about Super 8 for Popular Photography in the early 1960s and went on to write primers on Super

8 filmmaking. 2 In the 1950s and 1960s Bruce Conner turned to regular 8mm as a more intimate and

home-based alternative to 16mm; Bob Branaman, in part, saw it as more economical. The first Gay

Film Festival held in San Francisco, in 1977, opened with free screenings of Super 8 films—homemade

erotica and experiments subverting the sexual and aesthetic status quo. Around the same time Joe

Gibbons was making Super 8 chronicles of his own life, as well as using his unobtrusive camera to peek

into the lives of other San Franciscans; and Sherry Milner and Ernie Larsen, more overtly political,

were filming their lives in what might be the first American situationist film, ultimately a double-

screen Super 8 projection.

While making Super 8 films, Janis Crystal Lipzin initiated teaching Super 8 production to eager

San Francisco Art Institute students in 1978. At the time it was easy to buy small-gauge film and get

it processed; some labs would even make prints. George Kuchar, who began making his lavish 8mm
films as a twelve-year-old in the Bronx, moved to San Francisco in 1971 and in 1986 began working in

8mm video, claiming that home format to explore parallels between the weather and his digestion in

his renowned Weather Diaries. Also in the 1980s, artists such as Peggy Ahwesh, Nina Fonoroff, Ellen

Gaine, Peter Herwitz, Jennifer Montgomery, Danny Plotnik, and Jacalyn White were largely identified

as Super 8 filmmakers, drawn to the medium for its particular low-end qualities, much as later artists

would turn to pixelvision or cell phone cameras. They worked with diverse aesthetics that included

abstract landscapes, on-camera confessions, and low-budget narratives.

Whether with the goal of working ecologically or exploring neglected film technologies, Scott Stark,

Owen O’Toole (a member ofWet Gate), silt (the film group consisting of Keith Evans, Christian Farrell,

Jeff Warrin), and others in the late 1980s and the 1990s began to rescue discarded small-gauge cameras

and projectors, as the medium’s demise seemed imminent. From 1998 to 2000 the Museum of Modern

Art in New York mounted an exhaustive and exhilarating survey of small-gauge filmmaking, Big as Life,

organized by San Francisco Cinematheque’s then-curator, Steve Anker, and MoMA’s Jytte Jensen, with

selected screenings in the Bay Area. Today, against all odds, as regular 8 and Super 8 film stock, labs, and

equipment are threatened with extinction, artists continue to work in small-gauge formats.

i don't see why Super 8 should be a smaller part of film history than any other kind of film,

Art is art; it's not a question of institutional validation.— Ellen Gaine

super 8's relation to film history may not be so much about film history with a capital

F and a capital H. Its relation to American culture may be better articulated in terms of

connections between the American family and travel photography, and the rise of affluent

consumer culture in the postwar years, which made it possible for many people to buy

consumer goods and appliances for their homes, including cameras of various natures. That

is really the area of exploration that I think is most fruitful—a cultural history of Super 8

rather than Super 8 as part of a grand narrative that we may call film history.— Nina Fonoroff

i'm sure there might have been people making 8mm films in the fifties, but I don't

remember seeing any of them at the occasional film showings in North Beach. When there

were film programs—Christopher Maclaine put on programs at an Italian hall—they were

all 16mm. You didn't see 8mm projected in experimental film shows,—Bruce Conner

stan brakhage had moved to San Francisco at that time— I think this was the early sixties.

He said, "All this time I've been trying to figure out how to go from 16mm to 35mm, and

there's this guy named Branaman who showed me you can go in the opposite direction."

—Bob Branaman

Filmstrips from Super 8 films by (left to right) Steve Polta, Nathaniel Dorsky, Janis Crystal Lipzin,

Jacalyn White, silt, Julie Murray, and Scott Stark
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my intention was to produce the films in a lot of different formats so they'd be seen in

a variety of ways. Between 1959 and 1965 1 did 16mm films and reduced them down to

8mm, I wanted to reach a larger audience, people who could purchase these at a cheap

price, $5.00 or $7.50, and they could run them to death.— Bruce Conner

there was a super 8 movement; it was like a religion. It was a worldwide subculture. It

was partly ethnographic, partly people making feature films. It was very similar to the

underground movement that was based on 16mm. In the late sixties and early seventies

there were thousands and thousands of people all over the world involved. It was espe-

cially attractive to people in Third World countries where the low price of the medium was

important and where there was no 16mm infrastructure, There was so much enthusiasm

and love for the medium, and I was caught up in that. I wanted to tell people what I had

learned. I felt there was a common cause. I really believed what Cocteau had said about

filmmaking becoming a democratic medium when it wasn't any more expensive to make a

film than it was to write a poem.— Lenny Lipton

in the MID-1970S there were a lot of itinerant filmmakers moving around and sharing

ideas, because it wasn't something that you would learn in school. Hardly anybody who was

teaching had done anything with Super 8. It really was a kind of guerrilla activity in a way,

strangely supported by some of the film industry at the same time—Janis Crystal Lipzin

1 know that some of my passion for 8mm film in general comes from my childhood experi-

ences with it; I think on some level that's what makes me a filmmaker. And then I guess

politically or socially, I also value the fact that the cinema apparatus was made available

to almost everybody—the fact that you could walk into a K-Mart and buy a camera and

produce movies.—Owen O'Toole

the equipment really was well constructed, especially the early equipment that came

right after regular 8mm, My first Super 8 camera is much sturdier than the equipment that

came twenty years later, even though it was less sophisticated. In the halcyon days of

Super 8, there was so much equipment available and so many facilities that could actually

take these little films. People were making them and giving them the kind of treatment

that a larger format would be given,—Janis Crystal Lipzin

for me, working in Super 8 in the early 1980s in San Francisco was a continuation of the

D1Y [do-it-yourself] ethic and aesthetic of the late 1970s punk scene that I was part of as a

teenager in Washington, D.C. I borrowed my first Super 8 camera from Klara Lusardi, who 1

was playing with in punk bands in San Francisco and Berkeley from 1983 to 1985, 1 found

Super 8 easy, gritty, poppy, expressive, and poetic, like the electric guitar. 1 loved how you

didn't need a whole band, rehearsal space, van, gas money, etc., to do it. You could get your

little three-minute spool of film (the same approximate time length of most great pop

songs), your borrowed camera, your little splicer, and really do it yourself.— Leslie Singer

when we first started considering what it meant that we were working in Super 8, it was

something political, to be the champion of the small—that we were working in this tradition

of these singular genera of film and that we were collaborating in small gauges.— Keith Evans

with super 8 there's always going to be that funky edge that gives it something more low

art and sort of avant-garde and home movie—things that turn a lot of people off, because

they are so funky, messy. That combination has worked well for me.— Peter Herwitz

it really was an inexpensive way to make work that had the power of what we would

consider mainstream movies—a way to create a sort of a bridge between the moments of one's

everyday life and the requirements of constructing a public work of art—Janis Crystal Lipzin

as an east coast outsider transient, who was generally

quite lonely out there, I experienced the Bay Area as a

rather toxic place, and the real toxicity of the chemicals

and emulsion 1 found myself working with intimately

paired inextricably with a rather paranoid vision of

Bay Area beauty. I also associated my experience there

as being, ironically, quite impoverished economically,

despite the wealth of wonderful artists and sensual

pleasures, and so Super 8 met with my constricted

means, and each roll had the value of a fetish object. So

everything there was at once very dirty and very clean

and bright. The pornographic uses of Super 8 were not

lost on me, and it helped that I experienced the visual

beauty of San Francisco as emitting a kind of porno-

graphic light,—Jennifer Montgomery

san Francisco is a deeply creative town, where artists

make the most out of scrap heaps. It was great to be

part of the film-projector performance arts during the

late nineties and early nothings; so many passionate

people salvaging projectors and turning them all on at

the same time! Cinema performance is now even some

sort of genre being discussed in graduate programs.

The moody weather of the Bay Area contributes to the

healthy skepticism of creativity, the unrest that turns

over stones and finds things. At the same time, all of

California has become too expensive to live in; I don't

know how some people survive since the economic

climate has changed so drastically. Selling projector

parts on eBay?—Owen O'Toole

in some parts producing inaccessible work in defunct

gauges would be ridiculed; around here it's just some

minor lifestyle choice, like listening to LPs or playing an

accordion or something.— Steve Polta

San Francisco Art Tnstitute poster,

designed by David Heatley, 2000
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CINEMATOGRAPHY: AN EYE ON THE END OF YOUR HAND

Small and lightweight, Super 8 and regular 8 cameras lend themselves to

particular ways of working. Some artists have a favorite camera; others

collect them at flea markets and yard sales, amassing a history of small-gauge

equipment and drawing on the strengths and peculiarities of various models.

Many filmmakers carry their cameras with them, using them in a diaristic

manner to record daily life or their own thoughts and feelings. Often their

presence can be sensed on-screen: the movement of their body, their voice

offscreen, their shadow across the landscape. Then there are the filmmakers

who stage low-tech extravaganzas with friends, providing all the glitz of a

Hollywood production at a fraction of the cost.
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you could have a camera sitting there in your pocket,

and whenever something occurred in your life—these

little epiphanies— it was available Janis Crystal Lipzin

the fact that the camera is light means one's body

can become a dolly, crane, or track. The presence of

the human body behind the camera is very visible

with Super 8 because of the way it is held or moved.

— Nina Fonoroff

my idea of the camera was something like an eye on

the end of your hand that you could stick anywhere.

— Bob Branaman

smaller IS better. —George Kuchar

it's like peripheral vision: it's really out of the

corner of my eye that I find something. It's always

something that reminds me of something else. It's

like a trigger, Once a thing becomes conscious, with a

conscious intention, it's almost dead. It's very much in

a half-awake state that things acquire something else;

it's very full of meaning. When you try to explain it, it's

completely elusive —Julie Murray

i become inspired by any number of different

things, which then turn into images, which are then

completely altered by the way 1 use the camera, The

closer I stay to the way those images are in my head,

the worse the film usually is, With Super 8 in particular,

you have to be very sensitive to what happens around

you, It’s about discovering poetic images, as opposed to

planning them.— Peter Herwitz

one of the great things about small portable media

is the ability to do self-portraiture and to perform for

the camera in ways that you wouldn't feel comfortable

doing, say, on a stage,—Owen O'Toole
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it requires my ability to be honest with myself first and to be open to what emotions I might

feel other than what I think I should feel, or plan to feel. I have to approach filming myself, my

family, and friends with openness and a willingness to show whatever comes up. People have

described my work as being raw and honest, embarrassingly so, and I think that's the reason

for that, but it's also my intention to have that kind of honesty—Jacalyn White

the home-movie aspect was a way of turning your friends into stars and not just people

in the house, you know, cleaning or something. You got your friends, and places where

they lived, but it was all done in a movie format, where they went through makeup and we

had some lighting and we put in dramatic episodes.—George Kuchar

i shot my first films to music in my headphones. I had a primitive button on top of the

Super 8 camera trigger, so that every time 1 ran the camera I also triggered the cassette

player. Yeah, 1 had this on my ears way before Walkmans came about.— Andrej Zdravic

with my work, 1 like to inhabit spaces and see what's going on in them, and part of that

involves being a little inconspicuous. Being able to capture the sound with the image— for

me, that's like magic. It really opens up the space that you're looking at to hear the image

and sound together and know that it was not doctored.— Scott Stark

ernie larsen and i made the two-screen Super 8 Disaster while living in Project Two,

on Alabama Street in San Francisco in 1975-76. It was a moment when the Bay Area

was a burgeoning outpost of oppositional culture, a lively and often contentious scene.

Influenced by situationism, 1 was interested in depicting the disjunction between

Hollywood's form of spectacular representation and what 1 regarded as the true site of

disaster: everyday life. The use of two screens to evoke that abyss seemed inevitable. Since

this was very definitely pre-VHS we started smuggling our Super 8 camera into theaters

showing The Towering Inferno— using Tri-X to shoot off the screen, We also "appropriated"

(in those days, we thought of it as theft) texts from many sources, including a story from

Time magazine imagining in properly lurid detail the destruction of the Bay Area by an

earthquake. In the midst of a deep recession, post-Vietnam, post-Watergate, the spectacle

of disaster seemed at once a diversion from and the embodiment of the malaise of

contemporary American life.— Sherry Milner

memory isn't something that goes on forever. We don't have memories in 120-minute

reveries. We have memories in little bursts. That's why a single roll of Super 8 is so

appropriate.—Owen O'Toole

there is something magical about affecting film as an artifact. This is the film that we

buried, that we glued bird feathers to; this is the film that went through a camera at a

specific place, at a particular time.— silt

back then [in the late fifties and early sixties] we didn't have any money. You could put one

of the old reversible regular 8mm rolls in, and you could just keep turning it over and over;

that way you could shoot the thing two or three times. 1 even used to hold up bits of glass

and things I found in front of the camera and make my own little filters—Bob Branaman

there are a lot of idiosyncrasies, a lot of play— error—with the [used] equipment

[we collected]. All of these eccentricities of the different kinds of equipment have

really informed the language we employ.— Keith Evans

FOR THE THREE-PROJECTOR THINGS I did, I Was taking

the cartridge out of the camera every five or ten

seconds, so it was fogging the film. Two or three times

I sent three or six cartridges at a time to get processed,

and they sent me back a letter very apologetic about

how the films were fogged, and [saying] that they

were not going to charge me for the processing, and

here were six more rolls of film. 1 made about a third

of that film for free because they were thinking it was

their mistake.— Scott Stark

a little filmo regular 8mm camera my uncle

had given me had an aura I couldn't resist. On one of

those rare warm San Francisco afternoons in 1987,

1

convinced my new boyfriend, John, to follow me to the

roof of the Art Institute to make the first movie 1 would

ever shoot in regular 8mm. My uncle had carefully

explained to me that I needed to shoot half the reel one

way, then open the camera, flip the reel and camera,

and shoot the rest. "After you shoot all three minutes,

send the film to a lab to have it processed and split

down the middle," he said. I surprised John by informing

him that we would both have to take off our clothes; I

would shoot images of him for the first one and a half

minutes of film, and he would shoot the second half of

me. When I took the roll to the lab I begged them not to

split the film as they normally would. There were our

two nude bodies on the same screen but also divided by

four equilateral frames. Within the parameters of the

image gestalt, we are dancing together without ever

touching,— Lynne Sachs

one aspect of super 8 that makes it distinct from

other mediums is the cartridge. There is something

about the fluidity, the ability to change stocks, to put a

cartridge on your shelf for a year. It creates impossible

combinations on one reel, of different places, different

cameras.— silt
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FILM PROCESSING AND EDITING: A NIGHT TABLE PRODUCTION STUDIO

The small scale of Super 8 and regular 8mm lends itself to artists working at home,

whether hand-processing the film in the bathroom or editing the work in the living room.

certainly that kind of production scale, of being able to have a tiny little table next to

your bed, like a night table-size production studio, I think that's a good starting point for

anybody in film.—Owen O'Toole

i never even looked at them as small. I just handled them as if they were big. I was

making a movie. My studio was my house, so that was small, but everything was in scale.

There was nothing out of proportion.— George Kuchar

i like to be able to use materials that I can use in a studio environment in my home. I think

every time you go to another facility or another "specialist" as an artist, you relinquish

some control over what you are doing.—Janis Crystal Lipzin

i'd acquired a couple of really good Super 8 projectors and built what amounted to a small

studio where I was living. The projector was in the center, patched into some tape recorders

and reel-to-reels. I could record sound onto my films (using the projector as a recorder). I

could project the film and see it. My little editor/splicer was right there, too. I was all set in

my home: 1 could listen to records, smoke cigarettes (quit in 2001), drink coffee, answer the

phone, all while working,— Steve Polta

i was getting so frustrated with Kodak and the wait because I was trying to develop a certain

level of immediacy. This is one of the reasons I got into hand-processing— Peter Herwitz

a lot of the information about home-processing, hand-processing of film was dissemi-

nated by really enthusiastic hobbyists in these little [amateur film club] newsletters that

were sent around among people who expressed an interest—janis Crystal Lipzin

i did all my editing in camera. I don't even think I had a splicer at that time. That's how 1

learned to use single frame, multiple exposure, and slow motion. I could shoot a film, have

it processed, and look at it for about $2,25,—Bruce Conner

i very rarely edit with splices, I have always had this philosophy that I was really docu-

menting something with 8mm and that it was somehow important that part of the process

of my recording be in there. The film is sort of a record of its own production process. And

because the choices I am making, whether to stop the camera or to keep it running, are

based on things that are happening around me, if I go into the editing room and make

different decisions, then I am removed from that space.— Scott Stark

to me there is something very lovely and very musical about the strip. I just think you have

to be involved with it as a strip. Instead of the frame, it becomes a series of images, a pattern.

In terms of a piece of material it allows itself to be manipulated easily,— Peter Herwitz

you know how people hate the fact that it is so tiny, and doing splices and stuff, but I

actually enjoy that. I am amused by its scale.—Jacalyn White

i was able to edit—not on a viewer—just looking at the little picture frame. 1 don't

think it was the reason why I got eyeglasses. My eyes were bad before I started making

movies.— George Kuchar

from peggy ahwesh, 1 learned much about the

possibilities of the internal integrity of a fifty-foot roll,

that it could be decided a whole film existed within

each plastic reel, and it was hard for me to even cut into

a roll.—Jennifer Montgomery

when i was showing originals I could make changes up to

the very last minute. That was very liberating. Once you

get it printed, then it never changes.—Janis Crystal Lipzin

you get to know your film really well in a minute

sense. 1 know every single scratch on my films. As

you edit, you're touching your final film. It very much

becomes an extension of you. There becomes an

intimacy with your film, and I think how you make

your film translates into the final project. For me, it's

trying to work very quickly, with a sense of urgency, a

sense of immediacy, and getting very personal with my

subjects.—Danny Plotnick
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THE SCREENING: LIVING ROOM SIZE

Often artists hold screenings for friends at home, bypassing more formal film exhi-

bition, which largely ignores small-gauge film in any case. Home screenings provide

a different kind of viewing, intimate and removed from the responses of a public

audience, focused on the fragile, ephemeral qualities of the medium. Whether

projected in the living room or shown publicly, the projector, placed on a table or a

stand, often shares the space with the audience, the whir of the machinery creating

a backdrop for the films, the image a fraction of the size of35mm or 16mm projec-

tions. In the case of performance pieces, it can take half a day to adapt the array of

projectors to a particular space. Some filmmakers bypass all this setup and project

on the sly or on the move, aiming film images on buildings, cars, or even clouds.

Many small-gauge filmmakers have exchanged films or snippets of film, embrac-

ing a gift or barter sensibility. As many small-gauge films were shot on reversal

stock, multiple prints could not be made without considerable expense. Therefore,

for many artists, it is a single-print medium, beautiful in its miniature scale, yet

susceptible to disappearing with the wear and tear of projection.

When speaking about viewing small-gauge film, artists seek to capture its elusive

attributes. They tend to speak about the properties of the medium rather than their

aesthetic choices as filmmakers, as if the medium itself were the auteur. There is a

distinct appreciation of its scale, its smallness in times of speed and overload.

i began shooting Looking for Mushrooms in 1959, the same time as Cosmic Ray. I would

edit it and then run it through the projector. Sometimes I'd clip out sections and mail them

to people. One thing about 8mm rolls is that people could look at them on their own, hold

them up to the light and see the patterns.— Bruce Conner

i figure they just have a life. I'll just show them until they fall apart, They look so much

better as originals that I figure that's the way 1 want to show them.— Scott Stark

it's sort of conscious and unconscious practice, You want to be able to let go; you want to

be able to accept impermanence. Yet when the next scratch comes . . . —Jeff Warrin

i didn't own a regular 8 movie projector. I got a hand-crank viewer that was made for

watching girlie movies or cheap regular 8 versions of Betty Boop cartoons; I put my films

on these machines and viewed them. It was all very private. I could go to a friend's house

and give one to them. They could run it back and forward, slow or fast. Of course, the film

would wear out.— Bruce Conner

i have enjoyed a sort of energy and excitement around the screening of film in odd spaces,

that is, spaces not specifically set up for film—a secondhand store and soup kitchen, clubs.

Generally I found that the small, intimate spaces that had an informal and almost anti-

institutional feeling were more hospitable to the reception of Super 8 films.— Nina Fonoroff

i've also done some stuff on street corners, projecting across the street out of my house or

wherever— guerrilla projections.— Scott Stark

you seldom get that chance, in film, to be improvisers, to allow your work to grow in

performance. Over the years we've started to realize the potential of a screening as a place

for creation.— silt

the other reason i went into 8mm: it made it more intimate, besides being more accessible.

People could entertain themselves, drink or smoke and watch a film, without the problems of

getting together a large paying audience. It was just the right size for your living room.

—Bruce Conner

when i began making Super 8 films I wanted them as

big as I could possibly get them. It was only much later

that I realized this element of coziness and intimacy in

the small, the smallest that you can project Super 8; it

can go down to postage size very easily.—Julie Murray

it's more realistic as a gauge. Its presence is more

felt, I think, precisely because of its smallness; and the

opposite, you can sort of get swallowed by a larger

gauge and forget you're watching a movie.

—Timoleon Wilkins

one pays attention to what is most important when

watching a Super 8 film, to the essences of things, It is

a kind of reduced image in which outlines, silhouettes,

shapes appear flattened in relation to the space around

them. It is a very painterly image, and a very beautiful

one. In terms of the physiology of perception, I find that

some perceptual niche is engaged, which is distinctly

different from watching a 16mm film.— Nina Fonoroff

when you turn on a Super 8 projector you have a

physio-emotional reaction to the sound that brings you

to a home movie memory, whereas when I turn on the

16mm projector it's like a step into a more industrial,

high school, educational film; it's a really depersonal-

ized space; it's clinical.— Jeff Warrin

with super 8 you can't even begin to pretend that

there's any depth to the image at all, Because of that,

the qualities you are dealing with are more abstract;

you're dealing with color, you're dealing with texture,

more sensual qualities, -Ellen Gaine

super 8 hides things really well. Being a much larger

grain, things disappear into it; it creates that sense of

mystery that we're all drawn to.— Keith Evans

the things you can express in Super 8 have to be on

a more metaphoric level. It provides a more intimate

view of whatever the activity or reality underneath

was. What I became interested in was how it mirrored

the activity of memory. For me, memory is like fleeting

images that are hard to distinguish but that have

emotional resonance, and even imagistic resonance,

but abstracted to their essence.— Ellen Gaine
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DE-EVOLUTION: THEN EVERYTHING CHANGES

The film world is undergoing tectonic shifts. The future of celluloid itself, much

less small-gauge film, is in question. As the possibilities of digital are revealed,

including huge cost savings, every step in film production is called into question,

from schools, labs, and production houses to theaters and archives. Will film stock

be available? The chemicals to process it? The projectors to screen it? Will film

production become a cottage industry and its exhibition a museum-bound venture

only? Will its endangered status provide for a renaissance of interest by artists?

since we began making Super 8 films [in the nineties] there's been this cloud of doom, as

if what we’re doing is going to be obsolete or worse, nonexistent, in a matter years. It's a

little like being with someone who is terminally ill and being committed to them.— silt

i often sent it out in those little yellow envelopes that I was very fond of, with three

first-class stamps on it. There were a variety of sites that Kodak used to operate. Now

1 believe there is only one place to send Super 8 cartridges.— Nina Fonoroff

i began filming in regular 8mm in '58 or '59. It was just the cheapest, littlest machine I

could get. Even at that time I knew it would become outmoded. [Eventually] 1 gave my

camera to Bob Branaman in exchange for a television— Bruce Conner

it seems to me that the threat of an entire new medium retarded the progress of Super 8.

Super 8 died an early death. It never really had a chance because of the onset, or the threat

of the onset, of videotape, —Lenny Lipton

in 1995 i found out that one of the timers in the Palmer's lab had started making prints

of Super 8 films again, just for two months. It was such an exciting opportunity for me

to be working in Super 8, because I knew I had this window of opportunity. The last film

they printed for me was probably the last film that ever came out of that lab, because 1 was

there the day they were actually closing. It was such a poignant experience, because here

we were at the end of the thirty-year life of Super 8,—Janis Crystal Lipzin

i have no idea how much longer Super 8 is going to be around. I'm not even talking about

prints, just to run the film through the camera at this point has become very, very difficult,

because the cameras break, and people don't know how to fix them.— Peter Herwitz

some of my pieces [using Super 8 loops] are owned by institutions. Now every time they go

to show these things, something else goes wrong; there's either a film stock not available or

their projectors all stopped working. It's not like these institutions are set up to conserve and

preserve this stuff the way they are for painting and sculpture.—Howard Fried

one thing that surprises me is that everyone knows what a video camera is nowadays,

but most people don't even understand what a Super 8 camera is, and that change seemed

to happen almost overnight.— Scott Stark

i just threw [my Super 8 cameras] away last night. In the dumpster. You can get rid

of furniture once a year. I don't want to go back, backtrack. That was the end. It was an

expression; it was a tool. Then everything changes,— George Kuchar

sometimes you pick up a stray book from the seventies in which there are advertise-

ments for equipment and services. You have this amazing feel of the golden years, and

you sometimes look longingly toward it. But also now there's all this used equipment

available to us; we can rummage around like archaeologists through the history of the

medium.— Christian Farrell

by the late 1990S it was apparent that an interna-

tional revival of activity was taking place in both Super

8mm and regular 8mm filmmaking and exhibition. I

was approached by a group of SFAI students in 1998

who requested a dedicated 8mm course that would

provide experience making, curating, and studying the

history of 8mm film. 1 was the only resident faculty

member in the film department who had experience

working in small-gauge formats. My colleagues had

entered filmmaking when 16mm was considered small

gauge. In response to the students' initiative, I offered

a course called "Super-8/Big as Life" in fall 1999, a title

inspired by the historic MoMA show of small-gauge

film that was occurring in New York concurrently. The

first of our two international film festivals devoted to

8mm films took place in spring 2000 at Yerba Buena

Center for the Arts; the class continued in the fall

as "Total Small Gauge Film," culminating in a second

international festival titled Small Windows— this time

exclusively made up of regular 8mm films that played

to sold-out audiences. In the face of the Art Institute's

growing emphasis on digital and electronic media, the

students' efforts are a testimonial to the determination

of the voices of the current generation of film artists to

pursue original directions regardless of current fashion

or economic pressures.—Janis Crystal Lipzin

SAN FRANCISCO'S LONG EXPERIMENTAL film history will

continue to be written largely by individual artists who

have dedicated themselves to walking the streets and

collecting material. A uniquely modern city and its pro-

gressive political base make San Francisco appear the

only civilized place in America sometimes, where you

can be yourself while not feeling alone. It's a marvelous

environment for creative activity. Unfortunately, I have

to move to L.A.—Owen O'Toole

it seems like the history of photography, and thus

moving images, has been a Silver Rush toward [ever-]

higher resolution and realistic representation. In that

rush there have been so many possible techniques that

have just been left on the shelf, That's where we can

spend the rest of our lives exploring.—Jeff Warrin

NOTES

I would like to thank all the interviewees for so generously sharing

their time and thoughts.

1. I interviewed the filmmakers in 1997 and 2005. Some of the artists'

statements included in this essay were previously published in Albert

Kilchesty, ed., Big as Life: An American History of 8mm Films (San

Francisco: Foundation for Art in Cinema, 1 998)

2. Lenny Lipton, Independent Film Making: A Complete Guide to 8mm,

Super 8, Single 8 and 16mm Moviemaking, with an introduction by Stan

Brakhage (San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1972): and Lenny

Lipton, The Super 8 BookISan Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1975).
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REMINISCEN C E

Super 8, San Francisco, and Me
JOE GIBBONS

hen I moved to San Francisco in 1976 1 had already been shoot-

ing Super 8 for several years. 1 was not one for meticulously

planning out my shots; I shot indiscriminately and exhaustively,

both diaristically and experimentally. For me, Super 8 was the videotape of

the seventies. I found a ready supply of virtually free stock and processing

at the Cala chain of supermarkets and at Sears. My colleague Gene B (name

withheld because he is now the principal of a middle school) and I went on

regular forays in his ancient Opel (which often couldn't make it up the steep

hills of San Francisco) to replenish our stock of Kodachrome, Ektachrome

160, and, as a last resort, the reviled Ektachrome "G" (ostensibly accommo-

dating all color temperatures). Processing mailers were sometimes available

at Sears, which provided Kodak processing at its nearby Palo Alto lab.

Otherwise I went to the Star Pharmacy on Castro at Twenty-fourth Street,

where the outdated chemicals the lab used turned the film odd colors, but

for only $1.49.

Perhaps there was some karmic correctness in my pilferage, for I was

never apprehended in the act of obtaining the hundreds of cartridges 1

consumed. I wasn't so lucky when it came to champagne or books.

I was enormously attracted by the light in San Francisco and filmed a

great deal outdoors. It wasn't nature that interested me but the pristine

quality of the light bouncing all over the whitewashed city. Of course, that

was thirty years ago. It’s gotten darker and dirtier since; the light has lost its

innocence. After I left San Francisco I never filmed outdoors the same way.

In Boston the light by comparison was too drab to even bother.

My early films in San Francisco were not autobiographical at all; they

were often about light and space. Optics, which I shot in 1976 and 1977,

was a major project that was concerned with light as a lens. It started in San

Francisco, and I shot additional footage as I crossed the country. Analogue

(1976) was a twenty-minute film in two parts. The first part was shot in the

AC Transit Terminal downtown, where a ceiling vent through which the

sun was filtered by a wind-generated fan provided an apt metaphor for a

projection apparatus. Time and Motion Studies (1976) was about fracturing

time using long exposures or time-lapse photography in San Francisco

locations such as the Great Highway. I shot one 16mm film in my backyard

in the Sunset District; it consisted of only one frame (I wanted to make the
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ALF Communique:

Re: The State of California vs. Joe Gibbons

The Art Liberation Front, acting in what would seem to be almost everyone's best interest, find

themselves presently in dire straits. In this memo I shall briefly relate the events leading up to

this current state of affairs, sketch out a bit of our philosophy and end with a plea.

One evening towards the middle of last October, it may or may or may not be recalled, I was
possesed in the presence of a plethora of over-inflated art of the "modernist" sensibility, to

remove one of the paintings (Scissors and Lemon, R. Diebenkorn, 1959 I3"XI0") and conceal it

rather unconvincingly under my waist-length coat. Then, well-lubricated with opening nite

champagne, I managed to slip past the 3 security guards and 20 museum officials and disappear
into the criminal darkness. The painting was sent back to the museum a few days later, though
in a circuituous fashion. Minus its frame, it was mailed to KQED in SF, accompanied by a list

of demands whose fulfillment was required before the frame would be released. Unfortunately,
the package was apprehended at the mailbox by tipped-off police, and shortly afterwards I my-
self fell into their hands.

Originally the Oakland Museum had announced that, were the painting returned there would be
no questions asked, nor charges pressed. As soon as the publicity died down after the recovery,
however (or perhaps because of the publicity), they, colluding with and hiding behind the D.A.
filed charges and I was subsequently booked for grand theft. I am due for arraignment in

Superior Court on February 21st, 1978.

It is this state of affairs whi ch constitutes the ALF's aforementioned "dire straits." Neither

Gibbons nor the ALF is ina position to afford defense funds, since they are not yet supported by

the National Endowment for the Arts, and subsist substandardly . This, then, is where we extend

a sincere plea for monetary assistance from you, kind reader, to help finance our defense. At

stake is the right of free expression and irrational behavior; the hegemony of "official" culture

vs. a form (and a content!) of expression (which the ALF is only trying to index themselves to)

which strives to be somehow meaningful, somehow more direct and more relevant to a Present

which art museums and their attendant mythologies must perforce exclude, since their ideology

consists in (and fostering the illusion of) their existing outside of Time, outside of Context,

outside of Life as we know and experience it.

Why should we let pretentious and overbearing institutions dictate the form and content of the

expressivi ty and creativity of individuals? The history of "modernist" art can be read as a series

of somehow evolving constraints, each new "movement" serving to further constrict, further

channel personal expressivity and creativity into a conjuncture where, for artists (begging the

question) practically nothing can be said of any immediacy or significance, and for those of us

so hapless as to be excluded from the ranks of the select few, the Chosen, art becomes , in

Terry Smith's words, "not somethingwe do but something they do , putting us in that role we've

become so accustomed to: that of the~consumer, the passive "spectator."

So, don't delay, send in your dollar today! For every donation over $5.00, we will bestcw

honorary membership status in the ALF, with all the priviledges accruing thereof. For every

donation of $15. or more, the donor will recieve, in addition to membership priviledges, an

official ALF t-shirt, handsomely emblazoned with the ALF insignia (scissors menacing lemon).

Give a hoot! ALF Defense Fund c/o Treuhaft & Walker, 1440 Broadway, Oakland CA 94612

Joseph Gibbons-Gibbons

ALF Minister of Information
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page 220 Joe Gibbons holding a Richard Diebenkorn painting in Gibbons’s

Confessions ofa Sociopath, 2002, video still

page 221 Art Liberation Front communique, Canyon Cinemanews, July 1977

shortest film possible). The image, shot in a mirror, was the instance of me

shooting the frame with the Bolex camera.

1 studied for a couple of semesters at the San Francisco Art Institute

but regrettably didn't take George Kuchar's class-at the time I was

interested in structural film, not ironic melodrama. Janis Crystal Lipzin had

just started a film series called "eye music" at a local gallery and put out a

call for works. I brought a bunch of my films to the SFAI library where she

worked, and soon I was participating in my first group show.

A year or two later,
1

1 had my own show at the San Francisco

Cinematheque, which was jointly programmed by Carmen Vigil and

Charles Wright, and felt that 1 was truly a part of the film community.

After screenings at the Cinematheque at the Art Institute, a bunch of

people would accompany Vigil to a North Beach bar, and a good time was

had by all (in those innocent days before hard drugs).

Over a period of a year or two (1977 and 1978) I worked on a film.

Spying, that perhaps could only have been shot in San Francisco, thanks

to the residents' remarkable lack of concern for privacy. I shared an

apartment on upper Market Street near the Castro, and the roof afforded

excellent views into several floors of an adjacent hotel for transients.

Many of the rooms lacked curtains, or the residents had removed them; in

any case, I got to know some of them pretty well. The film, which started

as a project for Ron Levaco's Cinema and Society class at SFSU, was a sort

of essay on scopophilia, inspired by Laura Mulvey's essay "Visual Pleasure

and the Narrative Cinema."

I originally planned to intercut the scenes I shot through windows

around my neighborhood with similar scenes from mainstream movies

shot off theatrical screens, but after a few nights of sneaking across

rooftops and prowling through backyards, I decided to focus on myself as

a subject-embodying and cultivating that base compulsion. After a year

and a half of shooting I'd amassed hours of footage; I was at a loss as to

how to organize and edit it all. The footage accumulated until a chance

encounter at a party led to my trying heroin, a drug that for me had no

appeal, even though William Burroughs had been a great inspiration to me

in my teenage years. I discovered that heroin allowed me to calm down

enough to sort through the mass of material and painstakingly log and

catalog, and eventually edit. Spying.

Heroin's usefulness as an aid to productivity didn't last longer than

the time it took to edit Spying, Soon all my energies were turned toward

acquiring the drug, which provided me with a fantastic opportunity to

experience other lifestyles, explore other neighborhoods and communi-

ties that I never would have had access to. Moreover, I had a subject for a

film, several of them in fact. However, much of the material shot was not

put to use until I started making Confessions of a Sociopath Parts One and

Two (2002).

It was for a group show at the Cinematheque that I made the double

transition to using a sound camera and filming myself. I had always

been a last-minute editor, usually splicing the final shot to a film in the

projection booth minutes before screening it. But the day before this show

1 had nothing at all prepared. I had just bought a used Kodak Ektasound

camera, so I set it on a tripod and started talking to it. Thirty minutes

later I had ten minutes of film that I dropped off at the Kodak lab in Palo

Alto just before closing. I got the film back the next afternoon, spliced it

together, and brought it to the home of the programmer Joegh Bullock,

whose Off-the-Wall Cinema series of Super 8 films, which ran for a season

at San Francisco City College, was doing a special presentation at the

Cinematheque.- Hurrying home, I ran a red light and hit another car, so

1 never made it to the screening. I heard it was successful, though, and I

continued to shoot with the sound camera, and myself as subject.

At Adolph Gasser Photo on Second Street I found an almost inexhaust-

ible supply of film. If 1 timed it properly I could sneak twenty-cartridge

cases of Kodachrome 40 out of the freezer and into my parka. With the

bounty of film I began shooting documentary-style footage of my room-

mates as their lives (and mine) became ever more reckless and ruined.

Of course, I got out of the house from time to time. Sometimes 1 smuggled

my camera into the Mabuhay Gardens in North Beach, where 1 filmed

Winston Tong and his band before they left for Amsterdam. I also filmed

William Burroughs reading at UC Berkeley, but the Super 8 sound camera

made such a racket that he raised his papers so as to obscure his face.

As I turned the camera increasingly on myself, my life became more

unhinged and out of control, I filmed long monologues as I explored drug

addiction
(
Going to the Dogs, 1980; Confidential 1979) and shot extended

documentary-like exchanges between various strangers and me (Alex, 1979).

The rent fell almost a year into arrears, and a notice to vacate was

nailed to the door of our building-a grand Victorian on McAllister and

Steiner with a ballroom on the fourth floor, After everyone moved out the

itinerant filmmaker Kurt Kren moved in, He stayed for several weeks until

the locks were changed.

With my camera in a pawnshop, my rental car towed away, my

girlfriend moving to Arcosanti, and my friends leaving for New York City,

not to mention an unsupportable drug habit, it was time to leave San

Francisco. The Superior Court of Alameda County made that decision easy.

This was the matter of the Richard Diebenkorn painting that I'd stolen

in 1978 from the Oakland Museum as a lark, an incident that looked like

an innocent prank at first-with my clean record-but less and less so with

each subsequent arrest and over the protracted period of court appear-

ances and continuances. Ultimately I was given a choice between a year in

Santa Rita Prison and a year in a therapeutic community in San Francisco.

My leaving California must have appealed to the judge, because he

agreed to an alternative proposal: a month in a drug treatment program

in Belmont, Massachusetts. For me, this meant the fulfillment of one of

my teenage dreams-to attend McLean Psychiatric Hospital, the finishing

school for so many renowned poets of the fifties and sixties and musi-

cians of the seventies. The only downside was that no cameras were

allowed. In order to tell that story I would have to become a scriptwriter.

NOTES

1. The date was August 19, 1976.

2. The special presentation was held on January 11, 1978.
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FOCUS

Spying

joe Gibbons, 1978

DAVID GERSTEIN

I

t's dark. It's night. We see the open window, the frame of our "story."

The camera creeps down the wall, zooms into the room. We see our

victims—the man preparing dinner, the woman reading. They are

unaware, innocent. They don't realize that someone is stealing their souls,

as preindustrialized societies would put it. Thus, Spying.

The relationship between an artist's personality and his or her work

is one of the standard questions of art history. How much of a work is

biographical; how much fiction? The question becomes especially relevant

with the films of someone like Joe Gibbons, whose work is specifically,

directly about personality. But what isn't always apparent is how much of

what we see is true.

Transgression is another term commonly associated with late-

twentieth-century art: breaking boundaries (ostensibly of bourgeois

sensibility), confronting (affronting) the viewer, refusing to accept received

values (which of course change almost daily). Gibbons's films frequently

present the self-portrait of a sociopath, a criminal artist marketing his own

transgressions. But it has never been clear to me whether Gibbons's art is

a reflection of his persona or whether he has constructed a persona as a

vehicle for his art. The Gibbons we see on the screen often goes beyond

the margins of socially acceptable behavior. But Joe—does he really play

this role of artist outlaw in his private life?

All of which brings me back to Spying, a film in which Gibbons goes

over the edge— literally. I can just imagine him with his camera taped to

the end of a broomstick, dangling over the edge of a roof, sneaking into the

homes of his "actors," capturing them in their most natural, unconscious

moments. We, in the safety of the dark theater, don't have to worry about

the pause, the quick glance out the window

—

What was that? Did I hear

something? Is somebody there? But for Joe— is there a sudden thump of

his heart, an uncontrollable tremor when his actor/victim looks right at the

camera (but notices nothing)?

Because what we're seeing (what he's doing) is, of course, illegal:

invasion of privacy, voyeurism. And we're accomplices, sharing the secret

pleasures of the scopophiliac. And this is the genius of the film, that double

edge of intimacy and distance, participation and separation that lies at the

heart of the film experience.

Experimental film (art in general) is based in large part on the idea of

self-expression, transforming the artist's vision into a revelatory experi-

ence for the rest of us. But, as I said, Joe transgresses. Not just the laws

of society but the laws of art as well. The scope of Spying isn't to represent

an objective world. It expresses a psychological reality. Not whatwe see

but why we see. And it leads us to our own secret chambers. It makes us

ask ourselves why we look, what we're looking for, what divides us from

all the "others" of the world. And it provides us with a metaphor for this

division—the screen, almost a mirror, separating us from this other, interior

world that Joe has created but that reflects our own secrets as well.

Stills from Spying
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Bay Area Punk Film/Videomaking
and the Emergence of Alternative

Gallery/Club Venues
V. VALE

In the tradition of the original nineteenth-century French bohemians,

twentieth-century dadaists/surrealists, and 1960s situationists, the

Bay Area branch of the “Punk Rock Cultural Revolution” (c. 1974 to

the present) produced its share of underdocumented, unheralded

independent films—many of which have not been cataloged, archived,

or preserved. Around 1977, a certain do-it-yourself (DIY) “punk” aes-

thetic emerged, expressing itself in film as well as (more prominently)

in music, fashion, graphics, posters, painting, and performance. In

addition, driven by the desire for more immediate showings than the

established venues could provide, many individuals founded (or used

already existing) independent venues to showcase their independent

films and videos, often in combination with live music and the newly

emerging genre of performance art.

What was this punk aesthetic? To destroy prevailing aesthetics!

Inventing a wholesale critique of society, punk sought to break

outdated rules and lampoon moribund establishments that were

perceived as part and parcel of the social “control process” that seeks

to reduce citizens to mere consumers/conformists and in the process

take away their personal creativity and expression.

A frequently used technique in the generation of punk imagery

(as manifested in posters or flyers, record covers, and films) was to

take existing images or photos “stolen” from corporate media sources

(advertisements, news broadcasts, TV dramas, movies, industrial train-

ing and promotional shorts) and recontextualize or “improve” them

with incendiary slogans or messages, destabilizing collage effects, punk

music sound tracks, and other manifestations of the spirit of creative

anarchy. Emerging as a full-fledged genre in filmmaking, found-footage

film, this detournement (a term originated by French situationists) often

flouted copyright conventions, pushing the boundaries of “fair use” and

“satire” regulations. Since (at least in the Bay Area) the dissemination of

punk media and film was so limited and financial gain to the filmmak-

ers nonexistent, the innovators escaped corporate legal harassment.

This technique was early displayed in the punk film show standard

Units TrainingFilm (1980), by Scott Ryser, who used footage supplied

by the master archivist Rick Prelinger. Found footage had been brought

to the level of fine art by Bruce Conner, was employed obsessively by

Dean Snider, and became staple media for showing behind bands such

as the Butthole Surfers.

Is there really such a thing as punk filmmaking? In an interview,

Conner said, “The problem is that punk, like a lot of terms—hippie,

Beat, or whatever—was applied to all kinds of activity. And a lot of

the filmmaking that might have been called punk sometimes didn’t

look any different from what people were doing before it was called

punk and was just called independent filmmaking, or some other

euphemism!” 1 With his historical overview (arguably, he made the

first “punk precursor” film hack in 1958, titled A Movie), Conner

claimed that “all undergrounds are the same,” adding that “intensity

and spontaneity” are punk’s chief characteristics.

In the late seventies Conner, often credited as the father of the

MTV-identified music video, began working on two short found-footage

films using music by punk-identified musicians. These were Mongoloid

with music by DEVO and America Is Waiting, using a song from My Life

in the Bush ofGhosts by David Byrne and Brian Eno (based on found

sound). Mongoloid had its world premiere at the Mabuhay Gardens on

December 7, 1977, at a Search & Destroy (V. Vale punk tabloid, 1977-79)

benefit. America Is Waiting had its world premiere at the A-Hole Gallery

on April 18, 1980. The “Fab Mab,” as the Mabuhay was affectionately

known, was run by Dirk Dirksen and was San Francisco’s most impor-

tant venue for punk during the years 1976 to 1978, finally closing its

doors in 1986. The flamboyantly titled A-Hole Gallery, administered by

the performance artist Bruce Pollock, mostly showcased performance

art ranging from the then-unknown Karen Finley to Tony Labat and

also had a film series, Movies at the A-Hole, curated by Marian Wallace,

whose experimental film Ephemerality (1983) sported an early industrial

sound track. The A-Hole “group” were all members of the San Francisco

Art Institute student body, which brings us to the grander tableau of

1977-84 San Francisco independent filmmaking, which may be viewed

through the prism of the Art Institute.

An Art Institute resident film instructor, George Kuchar, is

noteworthy for having been the inspiration for John Waters, among
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others. Over the past forty years and with budgets in the low three

figures and less, Kuchar has made literally hundreds of witty,

outrageous visual productions starring his students and friends and

featuring “appropriated” Grand Guignol musical sound tracks. During

the punk era Kuchar made La Casa de Chorizos (1977), starring Fritz

Fox, lead singer of the Mutants; One Night a Week (1978), starring

Judy Gittelsohn and Steven Wyrnore of Pink Section; and Boulevard

Kishka (1981), with Deborah Iyall of Romeo Void. Kuchar’s films were

often the cornerstones of the local punk and student film shows,

guaranteeing an audience for the lesser-known works.

Synergistically combining with the area’s music and film activity,

the performance/video department at SFAI was literally burst-

ing at the seams. To extend this energy beyond the campus, art

students (from SFAI and other academies) opened their live/work

spaces to the public as sites for an expanded brand of performance,

advertising their activities on local telephone poles and by word of

mouth. Their promotional listings would he collected and collated

monthly by punk fan Ivey on “Ivey’s Calendar,” side by side with

established film venues and more aboveground club calendars. These

often short-lived, alternative galleries included Target Video, Club

Generic, 80 Langton, Artists’ Television Access (formerly Martin/

Weber), Club Foot, the Intersection, A-Hole, Valencia Tool & Die,

Terminal Concepts, the Sears Building, No Nothing, ARE (Art Ruins

Everything), JetWave, the American Can Company building, Project

Artaud, the warehouse at Howard and Eighth Streets, and other

artists’ venues around the Bay Area. These many ephemeral artist

spaces were part of a larger constellation of punk-oriented clubs that

included the Deaf Club, Mabuhay Gardens, On Broadway, Mission

Rock Resort, Kabuki Theater, California Hall, Days Saloon, American

Indian Center, 330 Grove Street, Odd Fellows Hall, Russian Center,

Old Waldorf, 1839 Geary a.k.a. Geary Temple, Kokusai Theater, 10th

Street Hall, Roosevelt’s, Rat’s Palace, Sound of Music, the Stone

(Broadway near Montgomery), Berkeley Square, Blind Lemon, Savoy

Tivoli, I-Beam, the Pit (Tenth and Howard), and the groundbreaking

Club Nine (with motel rooms upstairs featuring art performances).

From a punk archivist’s standpoint, the major Bay Area high point

and tragedy concerns Target Video. The Academy of Art-based neon

artist/videographer Joe Rees enlisted right-hand man Sam Edwards
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previous page Joe Rees, Live at Target, 1980, video still

opposite Target flyer, 1977

and girlfriend Jill Hofmann to launch Target Video, a project docu-

menting punk rock activity, headquartered at 678 South Van Ness in

San Francisco. From 1978 to 1988 hundreds of hours of band perfor-

mances and interviews were videotaped at Target’s warehouse space

(and other venues), including an interview with this writer. Rees

collaged footage of jets, warfare, and other disasters with live punk

performance, creating compilations that were lively and enthralling.

Unfortunately, no “releases” had been signed, and after a few bands

sent lawyers in search of royalties Target disbanded and vanished.

The San Francisco “punk” lawyer Alan Korn has a standing offer to

help Joe Rees obtain permissions (should he read this), so that “lost”

Target Video footage may surface for inclusion in Bay Area historical

archives, as well as for possible commercial distribution.

After Target Video’s mammoth videography project, probably

the second most important Bay Area punk “rockumentary” was

Mindaugis Bagdon’s Louder Faster Shorter, filmed during a March 21,

1978, benefit at the Mabuhay Gardens. Tbe benefit show raised money

for striking coal miners, and the completed film is a lasting record of

the Dils, UXA, Sleepers, Mutants, and Negative Trend.

The filmmaker Richard Gaikowski, a former partner in the Roxie

Theater, was also active in archiving and curating. Well connected in the

independent film community, Gaikowski assembled reels of punk film

shorts, showed them locally, and rented them for screenings through

his One Way Films catalog. These included works by and about The

Residents, Dead Kennedys, William Burroughs, Chrome, Offs, Tuxedo

Moon, Snakefinger, Cramps, Graeme Whifler, Phil Hopper, Sal Giamonna,

and Mark Huestis, as well as his own films, for example, Deaf/Punk (1979),

shot at the Deaf Club, which pictured slow-motion pogoingto the Offs.

Another film/video archivist and curator whose vision embraced

not just punk film but also the entire continuum of “outsider” moving

images (from John Cage to the Ramones) was Stephen Parr, who

moved to San Francisco in February 1979 and immediately launched

Club Generic at 236 Leavenworth, above the basement where he

lived. Parr both shot and exhibited his video projects at Club Generic,

which always had a video monitor showing everything from the

Bachelors Even to Chris Burden. Parr also worked with the indepen-

dent filmmaker Craig Baldwin, whose programming there was known

as Generic Genre and showed offbeat sci-fi and horror films. He is

now the director of the San Francisco Media Archive (40,000 films).

Around 1978 Baldwin had started curating film shows at the

Offensive (Twenty-first and Valencia) under the moniker Film

Offensive. He continued his programming of alternative films and

“ambient visuals” (including backdrops for the band Tuxedo Moon

and Patrick Miller’s Minimal Man) with the various and sundry exhi-

bition titles (to name a few) Anti-Films, Kommotion Pictures (at Klub

Kommotion), Sub Cinema (at various locations, including Eye Gallery

and the New College),2 and Cinema Screen (ARE), finally settling

in at ATA with the name Eyes of Hell before becoming his (still-

current) Other Cinema. Other Cinema not only continues to have

weekly showings of underground films but in 1999 began to distribute

programs worldwide as well. Baldwin, under all these aliases, maybe

the longest-running punk-eclectic-experimental fusion programmer

in the Bay Area, and that’s with no grant funding.

The Roxie, Cento Cedar, Strand, York, Castro, San Francisco

Cinematheque, UC Theater (Berkeley), Pacific Film Archive, and

other art and repertory houses often also showcased films either

identified as punk or relating to punk-endorsed culture; for example,

David Lynch’s Eraserhead (1977) and Curt McDowell’s Thundercrack

(1975) became regular Saturday midnight shows at the Roxie. When

John Waters appeared at the Roxie around 1979 to promote Female

Trouble (1974), Roxie’s programmer, Peter Moore, brought him

around the corner to the Deaf Club. At the above venues live bands

often played, sometimes consciously innovating moving-image media

with their music/performance. One example directed by Patrick

Miller, Winston Tong’s Bound Feet, was especially striking.

Independent one-off underground performance art extravaganzas

included Night of Mayhem and Son of Mayhem, each featuring dozens

of acts and taking place at a large warehouse/bay at 2 Rankin Street,

and Rhythm & Noise’s “Vaudeo” video/music happenings in Hunters

Point. Mark Pauline’s Survival Research Laboratory spectaculars were

a sensation with his “Machine Mayhem” and other shows featur-

ing dangerous robotics (released on videotape by Target Video and

others). DEVO played the Old Waldorf and started off their show with

a (devolution) film of themselves projected on a large sheet of paper,

through which they subsequently burst, instruments in hand, to start

playing live. Robert Hanrahan, San Francisco State student and director

of the Deaf Club (arguably the best venue for San Francisco punk in

1979), memorably hosted one “free” night there featuring films by

Bruce Conner, a free bar, and a performance by the African American

“wild man”/one-man-band Snuky Tate, now a painter in New York

City. Conner had received a grant from a college and used the money

to throw this party. Liz Keim, Hanrahan’s fellow San Francisco State

student, joined him and Search £t Destroy’s Kamera Zie to film Mabuhay

shows with their school’s film and video (half-inch reel-to-reel!)

equipment. In 1983 Keim started a film collection and showcase at the

Exploratorium that continues to this day. Her own punk documentary

captured rare graffiti and transient punk-poster-bedecked interiors

of the day but has yet to be completed. The project was left behind in

time, as was so much of the period’s punk footage, waiting for an editor

and a legal team to get it out of the cutting room.

Of course, according to Bruce Conner, “Punk seemed to me to be

more an attitude and an event that couldn’t be captured veiy easily on

film. Most of the movies that I’ve seen of the punk bands were setups,

y’know. Whenever this happens it changes the event. Whereas my inter-

est was in the spontaneity and energy of people that were working with

their audience. It always is the case that once you turn the movie camera

on somebody, they start performing for the camera. So I think that most

of the real events in the punk scene were never documented!” 3

NOTES

1. From several interviews the author conducted with Conner during the 1 980s

2. Under the auspices of San Francisco Cinematheque.

3. From an interview the author conducted with Conner during the 1980s.
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In fall 1997 1 was a graduate student in thefilmmaking department at the

San Francisco Art Institute. Since my arrival in the Bay Area four years

earlier, I had immersed myselfincreasingly in the rich alternativefilm

culture that thrived there, religiously attending screenings at the Pacific

Film Archive, San Francisco Cinematheque, Other Cinema, Total Mobile

Home microCINEMA, and various other venues and festivals. It wasn’t

until 1997 that I became aware ofanother “underground” screening

venue, located deep in San Francisco’s South ofMarket neighborhood—30

Berry Street, to be exact— that screenedfilm in a casual environment that

encouraged social interaction andfriendship on a level equal to the appre-

ciation ofthe work. This venue was the all-volunteer-run No Nothing

Cinema. An irony ofthis discovery was that it came on the eve ofNo

Nothing’s demise; the entire neighborhood would soon be demolished to

make wayfor the San Francisco Giants’ baseball stadium, and the space

would be quickly reestablished at 16 Sherman Street as “New Nothing.”

My attention to No Nothing at this time wasfocused by some

screenings presented there in association with the San Francisco

Cinematheque. This was perhaps a deeper irony, as I quickly began

hearing stories ofNo Nothing’s origins— tales ofideological clashes

fifteen years earlier between impassioned localfilmmakers and the

“establishment” (as represented by the Cinematheque), in particular,

a spectacular “takeover” screening, in which a group ofself-named

“Emergency Filmmakers” stormed a Cinematheque screening andforced

theirfilms to be shown. I became curious about the details of this event

and recently interviewed some ofthe participants. Beyond the details of

this specific conflict, what has emerged is a fascinating picture ofBay

Area film culture at a critical moment in its continuing evolution—

a

point at which a grassroots culture ofart making and exhibiting, long

a sacred tradition in the Bay Area, came sharply into opposition with

nationwide trends toward institutionalization and professionalism.

For this essay I interviewed thefilmmaker Nathaniel Dorsky, who

was a prominent Cinematheque board member at the time; Carmen

Vigil, director ofthe Cinemathequefrom 1975 to May 1982; Susan Vigil,

at the time married to Carmen and vital to operations at what was

then a home-based organization;' thefilmmakers Mark Sterne and

Marian Wallace (interviewed together), who were central in organiz-

ing the activist uprising and to thefoundation ofNo Nothing Cinema

(Marian’s Crayfish of Doom was the first—and last—film screened in

the 30 Berry Street theater); thefilmmaker Lynn Marie Kirby, who was

also active in the uprising; and Steve Anker, who became Cinematheque

director in 1982, following the controversy, and remained there until

2002. (I worked with Stevefrom November 1998 to 2002 and continue

to work at the Cinematheque.) In addition, interviews with the Canyon

Cinema director Dominic Angerame and thefilmmaker Toney Merritt

were helpful in establishing the social context ofevents and sorting out

chronology. 2 All these interviews were conducted in spring and summer

2004. In the following collage chronology I also quotefrom various print

publications ofthe day. In this assembly ofvoices, a complex picture of

the events emerges as motivations and memories are unearthed.

—Steve Polta

NATHANIEL DORSKY: I was on the Cinematheque board for about eight

or nine years under Carmen’s reign, with Larry Jordan, Diane Kitchen,

Warren Sonbert, Shelley Diekman, and others. During this period the

Cinematheque was a one-man kitchen operation, literally; it was run out

of Carmen’s kitchen out on Head Street. Carmen and Susan’s house was

in a black neighborhood; it was rustic, very charming, with a vegetable

garden. It was where they had a child and made wine in the cellar; it was

also the “office” of the Cinematheque. It was very much in the tradition

of late sixties, early seventies counterculture reality. In a way it was an

amazing period. The Vigils hosted all these traveling filmmakers. Hollis

Frampton or Peter Kubelka would come by for a week and just stay at

their house. They were always cooking exotic dinners. It was a wonder-

fid social thing where, besides the official film shows, there were extra

films shown at the house. It was a scene. And that went on for a long time.

Carmen worked veiy hard without salary, and Susan must be given great

recognition for keeping the whole thing going financially.

It was a different world than it is today. The world was so much

less official. Sometimes I try to explain to people in their twenties

what it was really like. They don’t know how different it was from

now. The world was being redefined, and we had our own rules.

SUSAN VIGIL: I think the Cinematheque became everyone’s favorite

place to show films because it was a supportive community. There

wasn’t a lot of backbiting and trying to tear people down. People wanted

to like your films, and people wanted to come here because it was really

flourishing. Everybody just stayed on our floor or at some other house;

they were always wined and dined. A lot of attention was paid to people

and to screenings. Everything was blended: family, house, winemaking.

I had a business upstairs. I was sort of the unpaid secretary for the

Cinematheque. I’d have a kid under my arm; I’d pick up the phone and

take messages and help out at the screenings sometimes.

CARMEN VIGIL: I was director or codirector of the Cinematheque for

about nine years. I had been active arranging tours for Peter Kubelka

and Stan Brakhage (I’m from Colorado and had been friends with

Brakhage for years) when they came to California. When Vincent

Grenier, who was running Cinematheque, wanted to move back to

New York in 1975, Charles Wright and I worked together as codirec-

tors. I was good at getting filmmakers and organizing that part of it,

and he was good at making sure everything else got done, although

he got some filmmakers to come I didn’t know of, like Yervant

Giannikian and Angela Ricci-Lucchi. He also approached Ken Jacobs

and Ernie Gehr. Diane Kitchen was also involved. She was very

important in terms of the nonprofit corporation we formed in 1977;

the whole thing wouldn’t have come together if it hadn’t been for her.

We dropped the door prize and the popcorn things that Loren

Sears and others did, but we still kept up the coffee. Things were

pretty lively; we tried to turn it into a more serious film-watching

experience. From time to time some really crazy things would go on

there. Like Ondine, who had talked Warhol out of a print of Chelsea

Girls (1966) and was going around doing presentations of it.

Curt McDowell always sold out the place, as did the Kuchars.

James Broughton would, too, and Brakhage and Conner when they

were in person. On average we’d get between twenty and fifty people

at screenings.
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MARIAN WALLACE: I was a student at the Art Institute and a film-

maker; I had been one of the “emerging filmmakers” presented in

one of the Emerging Filmmakers shows.3
1 was also projecting for the

Cinematheque, a job I took over from Dean Snider. This would have

been around 1980.

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: I came to the Bay Area to study sculpture at the Art

Institute; I was doing conceptual work and performances using video.

I became interested in film, not really as a film buff, but as a materialist.

I started to go to Cinematheque screenings. I took a great film histoiy

class from James Broughton and an introduction to film class with Larry

Jordan. After graduating in sculpture and working on my own films for a

while, I went to graduate school in film at SFAI beginning in 1978. There

were a lot of dynamic people teaching at the Art Institute then: Gunvor

Nelson, George Kuchar, and George Landow (a.k.a. Owen Land). Steve

Dwoskin, Chris Welsby, Malcolm LeGrice, and Jean-Pierre Gorin came

through as visiting artists and ran graduate seminars. There were inter-

esting students in the program at the time: Jeffery Skoller, Diane Kitchen,

Sandra Davis, to name a few. Curt McDowell was there, although he had

already finished, but he was hanging around with George. Doug Haynes,

Marian Wallace, Jun Jalbuena, Dominic Angerame, and Toney Merritt

were all graduate students then, and Dean Snider, of course. We were all

working together or discussing filmmaking.

MARK STERNE: I started at the Art Institute in 1979. 1 had been working for

a commercial photographer and videographer in town, and I don’t even

remember why, but I just decided I wanted to learn more about motion

picture film. I went there for two semesters during which time I fried to

familiarize myself with all the equipment I could get my hands on. Some

of it was only for graduate students; I couldn’t use that. That was OK.

There was plenty for me to deal with, and after two semesters it was like,

“All right, I can no longer justify the tuition here and I’ve learned enough

and I can make films now.” It wasn’t that I didn’t care about film history or

the art aspect of it, but I felt that it was a medium of personal expression

and that you didn’t have to know everything about it to do it. I continued

to go to Cinematheque screenings because I was interested in film; that’s

how I met Marian. She was the projectionist, but she would also sell

tickets at the door before the show, if I’m not mistaken.

MARIAN WALLACE: Oh. that’s right, I did that. That’s how I met Dean,

I guess, because I was the ticket seller and he was the projectionist.

He had very strong ideas about how things weren’t right. He was the

ringleader of the Cinematheque takeover, right?

MARK STERNE: I think Dean had a very strong sense of injustice. I

mean we were all upset that they wouldn’t show our films, but Dean

felt that we could do something about it. So, yeah, I would give him

credit for the mobilization.

MARIAN WALLACE: By the same token, he was the one who came out

with No Nothing. He had an office there at 30 Berry Street. He was,

“Hey, there’s this empty space; let’s have a theater.”

CARMEN VIGIL: There wasn’t anything showable that didn’t get shown.

I mean Dean Snider, of all people, was one of our top locals, and we

featured his work a lot. We had a thing called Open Screening. They

were for the most part student works. Every now and then we’d save

up films that were shown on Open Screening, and we’d show a whole

evening of the best films. We didn’t call it that, but that is what it was.

MARIAN WALLACE: People from our age group felt we were always

going to be “emerging filmmakers.” That was the sort of pun of calling

ourselves the Emergency Filmmakers. I wasn’t personally complain-

ing, because I didn’t feel I’d made enough films to have a whole show,

but I knew other people who had, like Dean and Mark, and they were

wondering, why shouldn’t they have a show?

MARK STERNE: I don’t know where exactly this is stuck in my head

from, but I believe I was told, “Your films aren’t art. Make films for

another ten years, come and see me.” I mean that was the essence of

it, if those were not the exact words. I wasn’t the only person who

wanted to show his films; we ate, slept, and breathed film. All of our

money went into film; all of our time went into film. Everything we

did was centered on making films. It seemed natural to us that we

needed to show the films because that’s part of the process: to show

the films and see how they work when you have them in front of an

audience. Then you take that and make another film. This was the

kind of thing that Dean was instrumental in encouraging. So yes, we

wanted to show our films, and we were being turned away. It was as if

there were no more memberships. The club was full.

MARIAN WALLACE: “How many times could he emerge? [Dean Snider]

wondered.” 4

DEAN SNIDER: I had an active interest in what was happening at

the Cinematheque because of its tradition of avant-garde cinema

and because of the fact that it’s virtually the only place in Northern

California that shows a new kind of film. Because I was the projection-

ist, I was there for almost a year and if anybody knew what kind of

material was being shown there ... I certainly knew as much as anybody

else. The Cinematheque board members systematically ignored the

programs, the film community had become so isolated and alienated

from what was being shown at the Cinematheque that I never saw any

ofmy fellow filmmakers coming to see the shows and it was just a small

group of people sort of reinforcing themselves, patting themselves on

the back, sort of a very clique-ish thing. My real concern was with the

nature of the films being shown. I would say to Marian, “How can you

allow this stuff, don’t you get angry? . . . This is the kind of programs

we’re showing, doesn’t it make you mad?” Everyone I talked to was

concerned about what was happening, was at the same emotional level

of “upset” with the ongoing programming, so finally it was decided:

that some action had to be taken to make the Board aware of the fact

that there was a real problem. Before any action took place we sat down

with Carmen Vigil and discussed with him that there was a real problem

of programming, that local work wasn’t getting shown and HIS exact

words were, “There’s nothing happening locally.” That was to me really

offensive, not only as a misperception, but if there was nothing happen-

ing locally, then to have a showplace here didn’t make any sense. 5

MARK STERNE: We did not see why it had to all be pain and suffering.

We didn’t see why you couldn’t make films that were art and have

fun. This was frowned upon: you shouldn’t drink during shows, there

shouldn’t be sound, and you should be working to appreciate the

films. To us, this was unnecessarily Calvinistic. I mean, why does it

have to be torture? Why can’t we have fun? So obviously we were very

indulgent, but to us it was self-expression. You don’t have to go to

school for ten years to appreciate a film or to make a film. You should

feel like you can express yourself, and you should want to express
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yourself and give a point of view. To me, it was really important

that everyone should be able to do this. I was totally against it being

exclusive, elitist: “You must study and suffer for this many years to he

able to do it.” I just was against it. End of rant.

NATHANIEL DORSKY: During the seventies a number of things happened.

One was that the whole sixties mythos began to slowly sour. The

acid purity, that all began to slightly taint and collapse on itself. And

avant-garde film, the kind of lyric, open-ended, personal film, began to

be replaced by things like structuralist film. In other words, everything

shifted away from a trust in the unconscious and letting it all hang out;

the iron girders started to go up. There was all this British conceptual-

ism, and the films started to get drier. The films became awful in a new

way. There was a new aesthetic morality. The ideas driving the films

were more and more conceptual and less and less poetic as such. In

short, the shows became drier and drier, and there was an excess of

one-person shows of mediocre talents. A lot of times there’d be six or

seven people at a show. It got a little bit stodgy, and so in the last two or

three years—this is before the rebellion—we on the board started to get

irritated by the programming. The Cinematheque was getting more and

more unpleasant, pretentious. And the seats were empty.

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: For me, it was really a question of: What is a place

for experimentation? How can that develop? It didn’t seem like the

Cinematheque was open; even the SFAI film program could have

a certain rigidity. The Art Institute and the Cinematheque were

quite linked. I think a lot of us were asking ourselves, “What is an

experimental film?” Often the vocabulary of experimentation was

rather narrowly defined, and our films didn’t qualify. I remember

somebody saying to me, “What are you trying to do, make narratives

or documentaries?” There was also a huge separation between film

and video. I wasn’t alone in looking for the spaces between existing

definitions. We were clarifying our views through our work—studying

and making at the same time. I don’t remember a broad palette of

different kinds of films being shown at the Cinematheque. I think we

were struggling with finding a place for the personal, political, and

narrative aspects of cinema in an era of structuralism.

THE COUP DE MAIN: July 12 , 1981 . The Cinematheque. The films of

Ernie Gehr, Paul Sharits, George Landow forcefully ousted from

the projection booth and replaced by mostly SFAI students’ films

averaging six minutes in length. A spokeswoman charged “deliberate

and systematic lack of responsibility in representing the current work

of local filmmakers in Cinematheque programming.” 6

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: Dean had talked to several of us about an action at

the Cinematheque—an action that would call attention to the program-

ming. Dean, Marian, Susan Desaritz, and I got together to plan this

action. You asked if there is a copy ofwhat I read, but none of this was

saved for posterity. It was an era of doing things without documenting

them. I had come from a late seventies conceptual practice. It wasn’t

about “art” and how you marketed it but rather about the moment and

a performative gesture. I read the manifesto, I think, because I was not

as intimately involved as Dean or Marian; I wasn’t employed by the

Cinematheque but was an interested viewer. The main points I remem-

ber were that the Cinematheque should be a viable local institution that

would embody and reflect local work as well as show national and inter-

national work, and be a place for debate, a place where we could have
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conversations with other filmmakers. It was important that there be

room for a dialogue and not just a lecture by the filmmaker. We wanted a

contemporary, shifting film dialogue, and we wanted our work to be part

of it. Of course, in manifesto form, none of this was worded too subtly.

The night of the takeover the audience was already assembled, and

before Carmen could come up and introduce the show, I walked up and

said something like, “I’m very sorry, Carmen, but the show that you had

planned is not going to happen,” and I read the manifesto. After reading

the manifesto I went up to the projection booth.

MARIAN WALLACE: I was the projectionist on July 12, 1981. Dean and

Susan Desaritz took this tripod, which was just the right length, and

they locked the door with it and took the film down. Meanwhile,

there was another program local filmmakers put together that was

about the same length. Lynn Kirby had a program printed up explain-

ing what was going on and went around the audience and handed

them out. Then the new set of films showed. 7

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: Somebody was on the other side of the projection

booth door, trying to get in. Then someone found the circuit breaker

and shut the projector off. One of us, I don’t remember who, went out

of the booth and turned it back on. There was a struggle over the circuit

breaker. I remember a lot of anger and shouting, but I don’t remember

how the evening ended. The adrenaline of the action erased a lot of the

details. I was shaking by the end of the evening. I don’t think I realized

how much such an action would disturb people. I never felt our action

was directed personally, but some people did. It was when the electric-

ity' was turned off that I realized how angry people were. I didn’t think

the takeover was mean-spirited; it was agitprop; it was in a spirit of

change, but some people took it as mean-spirited.

CARMEN VIGIL: They just wanted to topple me, I guess, and get me out

of there. I think Dean was just that kind of person who thought the

old establishment had to go and somebody new had to do it.

SUSAN VIGIL: I thought it was exciting—something’s happening! But I

felt bad for Carmen. It was like we used to be the cutting-edge people,

and we turned into the establishment over the years. I never saw

myself or Carmen that way, but all of a sudden there were the new

people who were the rebels and we were the old fogies. I wanted to

see what would happen because I wasn’t that invested in it being one

way or the other. I just thought it was pretty exciting that people cared

enough to go to that extent. I thought that was interesting and that

there must have been a lot of feelings and antagonism toward him.

NATHANIEL DORSKY: What it comes down to is that their idea for the

solution was for it to become what they wanted it to become: a place to

show their own work whenever they wanted to. That was the problem.

What they wanted was a complete “Screw you” to the Cinematheque

tradition. And we, as a part of the board and knowing the history of the

Cinematheque, felt a responsibility' to a certain kind of lineage going

back to the Stauffacher days. We felt that there was also a tradition we

should uphold.

I wasn’t there that night. After the takeover things were rather

tense. The Cinematheque’s board had an open meeting for them to

voice their complaints and to ask them what they wanted. “What

do you believe in? What do you want?” “We want to show our films

as soon as we make them. . . . We believe in short films.” They were

against, or in reaction to, Frampton making a three-hour movie, let us

say, of a leaf turning brown. In other words there was a lot of extrem-

ism on both sides. The instant gratification was a reaction to this thing

that had become too self-serious. But from the point of view of the

board, neither one was on target. What it came down to was that there

were enough legitimate complaints. We understood them in our own

terms. The board had been trying to get Carmen to think differently

about the programming for at least two years. But, you know, Carmen

wasn’t paid, and we had to respect that also. He was very generous. But

at a certain point we said, “All right, we’re going to change things.”

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: There were meetings with the Cinematheque board

held in Studio 26 at SFAI. I remember there was a great deal of conver-

sation, some of it heated. It was very exciting because people actually

talked. Some people remained angry, and some people were open.

Actually, Carmen was quite open, I thought. He also, I think, realized

that he wasn’t the person to change the Cinematheque. I think he saw

that it was time for change. People started to talk about what cinema

meant to them, and it wound up being different for different people. I

liked the idea of people talking, debating. I thought it was positive, but I

know there was a faction of people who didn’t think there was enough

change or that we who wanted things to change were small-minded.

[Note: After this open meeting in 1981, a curatorial committee was

formed to work with the Cinematheque staff on programming. The

committee included Jeffrey Skoller, Marian Wallace, Michael Wallin,

Sharon Wood, and staff member Steve Schmidt.—Steve Polta]

STEVE ANKER: I got to town in the fall of 1980. 1 wasn’t very involved

in the experimental film community or activities in the area. I was in

Boston from 1976 to 1980 and running Boston Film/Video Foundation’s

mostly avant-garde film and video screenings from 1977 to 1980. By

1980 I was burned out, so I came here to get away and continue a long-

term relationship. In my get-togethers with Janis Crystal Lipzin (we

were co-curating a program of new Bay Area work for the Collective

for Living Cinema), she told me about a recent confrontation she’d

attended between a group of angry local filmmakers, the board of the

Cinematheque, and its director, Carmen Vigil. She was defending

Carmen and was upset. I related it to what was going on in general-

how avant-garde filmmaking was increasingly being attacked by artists

and institutions—and I thought, “Well, so what else is new?” But I also

knew that Carmen was running a somewhat funky ship. I’d been to

enough shows at that point and figured: “It’s finally happening. He’s

been getting ten people at his shows, and the shit’s hitting the fan.” But

I wasn’t involved at this point. I hadn’t been there, and I didn’t want

to get in the middle of it. Then I got a call from someone I had never

spoken with, Nick Dorsky. He had become aware of me through a small
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series I had begun with David Gerstein at the South of Market gallery

544 Natoma Street. He said, “We need help. The Cinematheque is in

danger of going under. There’s tremendous dissension, and the quality

of the programming and its presentation are at an all-time low. Will you

help by taking over?”

NATHANIEL DORSKY: It wasn’t necessarily what he wanted to do. Steve

actually did something extraordinarily noble in the sense that the

situation was such that someone with his integrity had to step in. It

was a Shakespearean moment for him. You can take it or not take it.

And he took it. I’m not saying it was the best thing for him personally.

When we had that good-bye party for Steve in fall 2003 and I said, “I

hope we didn’t ruin your life,” I meant it because I knew what he did.

CARMEN VIGIL: Steve came to town and was just involved. He

loved films. He and I decided to get an office; we had to get the

Cinematheque out ofmy house because I was no longer going to be

the director. I could have stayed on with Anker and shared it with

him, but I decided my time was over. I was burned out, and I thought

that Steve was the perfect one to give it over to, that he could deal

with the politics and everything else that was associated with it, and

he had a good academic background.

STEVE ANKER: I felt this was a pretty messy situation. I was fed up with

all the negativity and hostility. Also, in the back of my mind I knew

that I wasn’t ready to live the rest of my life in the head-in-the-sand,

avant-garde world either. I knew it couldn’t continue this way—being

externally supported and paying filmmakers a couple hundred bucks

to come all the way out here to have screenings for ten people. I

mean, there were problems in the edifice. I had been responsible for

building an audience at Boston Film/Video Foundation. I cared about

representing a community and making sure that whether it was a

local artist or a Kenneth Anger or an Ernie Gehr, we would get the

biggest and most enthusiastic audience possible. I felt that this, along

with the quality of presentation, was important.

At first I thought, “It’s no sweat off my back.” But then I thought,

“I can’t let it go,” because the whole avant-garde film scene felt like it

was on the run. The idea of so-called co-op films, of underground and

avant-garde cinema, was under attack everywhere. I couldn’t let it

go because I knew that the Cinematheque represented an important

local history and world art movement, and I felt that getting some-

thing new going would be very difficult in that post-Proposition 13

anti-tax cultural climate.

To an outsider, it must have seemed like a bunch of backbiters

infighting. After all, we were all interested in so-called experimental

film. The local protesters didn’t want to segregate and define it as

narrowly as Carmen, but basically their energy was an expression of

freedom and individuality, and they just wanted to be at the center

of things. The program committee that the board consented to did at

least represent a serious gesture toward a truly egalitarian attitude.

That did represent the community.

LYNN MARIE KIRBY: I had become involved because I wanted people

to be in public conversation about cinema. I felt that I was now in

conversation with fellow filmmakers beyond my immediate circle.

Before, the questions we were debating among ourselves, or had

talked about in seminars in school, weren’t being discussed publicly
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in San Francisco. I had also just begun to teach and wanted to be

part of a community now that I was no longer in school. The action

seemed to bring to the surface an opportunity for people to really

talk. That, to me, was the most exciting aspect. I had long talks with

filmmakers on the programming committee and local people about

work. I spent hours with Jeffrey Skoller at Cafe Mario discussing

programs. I became acquainted with Steve Anker, but I was not on

the programming committee. I had organized some shows and taken

Bay Area films on a tour in Europe; much later I would periodically

do guest programs with Steve. I think Dean and Marian felt that

things hadn’t changed enough. The change that I wanted was for the

institution to be a more contemporary, open place, viable not only for

famous filmmakers. I think that slowly started to happen.

MARK STERNE: The gist of it was that we were being placated, and

Dean was not accepting it: “We’re not going to take an occasional

show of emerging filmmakers.” That was not an answer.

MARIAN WALLACE: You hit them like this, and you expect something

extreme to happen, and it turns into a series of minor adjustments. It’s

like, well, what happened? Well, nothing. There really wasn’t a change.

There was a programming committee with three people on it. I was one

of them. What would happen was that we were each allowed to program

one show. It wasn’t really changing the vision of the Cinematheque. It

didn’t give anything a chance to develop as an alternate type of program-

ming. Not that we weren’t showing films other places. At the time it was

the heyday of punk, and I used to program at the A-Hole Gallery.

MARK STERNE: We’d show anywhere. Dean set up a show at Dante’s

Inferno, which was like a bar in North Beach, and they didn’t have a lot of

business. There were a couple of months there when we were doing the

On Broadway, 8 because at that point it was kind of the end of the punk

era and the Mabuhay had closed, and the promoters at the On Broadway

had been doing punk shows. A lot of those shows were getting shut down

by Dianne Feinstein—who was mayor then—on various noise ordinances.

Club owners who were used to having a certain amount of income were

not getting it, and they were more open. We had shows at the Chi Chi

Club as well, but we didn’t have No Nothing yet.

MARIAN WALLACE: On July 2, 1982, a tiny item appeared on page 50 of

the San Francisco Chronicle: “No-Nothing Cinema to Open.” The article

reported that “a new facility7 for screening experimental and avant-

garde films will be open at 2 pm Sunday at 30 Berry Street. Admission

is free.” A flyer distributed throughout the Bay Area at the same time

declared an “Independents Day” party on the Fourth of July “to open

San Francisco’s first emergency screening theatre,” and promised that

those who attended would “bear witness to the showing ofmany films,

including world premieres and international films, all in the spirit of

the continuing American Revolution (remember the revolution?).” The

same flyer set forth the guiding principles of the No Nothing Cinema:

“No censorship, no cross, no crown, hot barbecue, cold drinks.”

[Filmmaker and No Nothing co-founder] Rock Ross had made a

T-shirt with the universal “No” sign (a circle with a slash through it),

but with nothing in the circle.

“What’s that?” Dean asked.

“It’s ‘no nothing,’ ” Rock replied. “It means that something has to

be happening at all times.”

Thus was named the No Nothing Cinema. It had to be free: no

grants, no admission, no salaries. This made it subversive. No money

passed hands, with the exception of the time when Dean gave a dollar

to each person who came through the door. Rock sums it up: “This is

a neutral space for filmmakers, not dominated by art theorists or run

by art arbiters.”

The filmmakers are in charge of their own No Nothing shows.

They provide the films, the projectionist, the audience and any embel-

lishments they care to offer, such as live music, food, drinks, outdoor

atmospheres of film loops or slides—whatever. 9

NATHANIEL DORSKY: It was like a church: they had their own ecumeni-

cal break from the established church and opened their own protestant

reaction, protest church. Ifyou went there the whole idea was that it

was relaxed. Everyone would play basketball and drink beer.

CARMEN VIGIL: I always told them, “Let’s get some rivalry going.”

I said it to Dean and Marian. “Hey, my generation, we started our

own thing, and we got it going. Now it’s up to you to get your own

thing going. I’ll give you all the support I can.” And I did. When they

started No Nothing I made sure there was a stack of their posters at

Cinematheque events. I’d announce them at our screenings. I’d say,

“Check out this screening at No Nothing.” I didn’t hold any grudges

against them. I was disappointed in what they did, and I was pissed

off at them for doing it, but I was happy they didn’t disrupt an out-

of-town guest. I went to screenings at No Nothing. They were great.

That was a happening scene there, with those barbecues. ... I didn’t

feel any tension. I could just go and be part of the audience.

MARIAN WALLACE: Half the fun was in the courtyard before and after

the shows, where special installations would often be set up beside the

unofficial “bar.” Live bands and cookouts were the normal fare.

Specifically, No Nothing’s mission statement was that “something

was going on at all times.” No Nothing curated “Surprise” shows,

which happened several times per year and were made up of all

premieres. The curatorial directive was that anyone could put on a

show there, but no one could make any money at it.

SUSAN VIGIL: I knew there was this thing happening, and it was called

No Nothing. I actually went to it a couple times because it was interest-

ing. It felt like maybe how Artists’ Television Access feels, and it felt

like Cinematheque in the very old days. It was very folksy, and everyone

was friends, and it was very supportive. There was this young rebellious

energy. It wasn’t like the old farts, the old fogy people. It was new.

NOTES

1. Susan Vigil died on February 28, 2006, in San Francisco.

2. Rock Ross, a key figure in the history of No Nothing and New Nothing, declined to be interviewed.

Dean Snider, also an important figure in this history, died in 1994 and is represented here by

quotations from previously published interviews.

3 . Emerging Filmmakers was a series of "new works" programs, featuring many local filmmakers,

presented by the Cinematheque on an almost-seasonal basis in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

4 . Marian Wallace, "This Is Not an Obituary: No Nothing Cinema Lives On," Release Print (December-

January 1997-98): footnote, 22.

5. Dean Snider, quoted in "Four Filmmakers, an Interview with 4 Nice Guys Who Like Movies,"
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REMINISCENCE

That Little Red Dot: A Memoir of Early Video
DALE HOYT

T
he little red dot in question was a dime-sized

button that went in a hole on the back of a

three-quarter-inch U-Matic cassette. If it was

present you could record; if not, you couldn't. Like the

tabs on top of an audiocassette. Not having one in an

editing room or at a shoot inspired more Tourette's

syndrome seizures than a stubbed toe. If you didn't

have one you were pretty much fucked. I found one a

while back in an old storage trunk and kept it as a puny

touchstone of this time of my life. That and the fragility

of memory and the imminence of its erasure.

I'm sure that as I write this there are any number of

scenes going on globally and certainly in the Bay Area.

And by a "scene," I mean everything from fully anointed

movements to a bunch of friends sharing equipment.

But I came of age among what I think, natch, was the

most pivotal and vivacious rabble of young artists: the

early years of the performance/video department at the

San Francisco Art Institute .

1

My first day at the "Tute" was registration. Though I

was a film major, I felt compelled to take a video class and

found myself at that department's table face-to-face with

Tony Labat. He sported his usual natty attire and a pair of

Elvis Costello sunglasses (he now insists they were "John

Lennons”). Having just escaped from the School of Visual

Arts in New York City, I logically found myself muttering,

"Oh no, another new wave school." Labat, never my

teacher per se, would become the perfect combination of

buddy and adviser and provide invaluable help getting me

through graduate school .

2
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previous page Dale Hoyt and Debbie Parkins in Studio 9 at San Francisco Art Institute, 1985

Though nice enough, the film checkout people seemed a little removed. I

was paranoid that rumors such as those about UCLA-that you get to know

the location of the editing rooms only in your senior year-were true. When

1 finally did get a 16mm camera I forgot that I wasn't dealing with the Super

8 equipment I was used to and left the shutter closed. Realizing that I had

just spent $30 on black leader, I skulked off to that afternoon's performance

class to learn that the color Portapaks had arrived that day. The choice was

obvious, and I changed my major the next semester.

That first semester of beginning P/V was the liveliest, most dripping-

with-vigor class I was to take at the school, and indeed the rest of the

classes of the coming years paled in comparison. The ringmaster was

Paul Kos, who always sported a secret Mona Lisa smile (butch, of course)

and whose favorite thing to say at the end of a student's piece was, "Do

it again!" Every day really did feel like play. In fact, through no prompting

from Paul, the end of the semester found every student inventing a game.

It got to be such an epidemic that in a rare moment of discipline Teacher

put his foot down and kiboshed the practice,

All the action took place in Studio 9, an art school landmark that went

on to inspire an "art nightclub," along the lines of Area in New York City,

called Club 9 (appropriately on Ninth Street). There was even a fly-by-

night term, the "Studio 9 Aesthetic," which was as vague as what's now

called "the Mission school." All such movements usually mean young,

energetic, and occasionally shocking, or, to paraphrase David Hickey,

friends hanging out in a bar complaining about the shows they didn't

get into. As for Studio 9's Big "A" version, let's just say, to this day it's like

pornography: I know it when I see it.

As / remember it, the aesthetic of the time could be best summed up in

one word: "Wheeeeeeee!" There was rarely a class where someone didn't

get "nekkid." In fact, it was considered quite outlandish and heroic when

only one student stripped down to his tightie whities. The department did

flirt with what Doug Hall dubbed "institutionalized naughtiness," but in

subsequent years that has diminished as the students have gotten more

technically suave, What can I say? It was fun while it lasted.
1

The "culture" of the school was mild compared to that of our brethren

over at San Francisco State and CCAC [California College of Arts and

Crafts], whose parties actually shocked us by their, their . .

.

gasp . .

.

youthfulness! 4 We saved our chaos and transgressions for class. My

clique-there really wasn't any other word for it-consisted of Marshall

Weber, Andy Huestis, and a future lauded concept artist, Margo Adams.

I’m not proud of the fact that we made some dubious visiting artists cry.

Not regretful either. But we reprobates were dedicated in our own way.

We dreaded three-day weekends, with their Mondays seeing us ready to

kill for a class (and we would have gotten away with it!).

We were treated to a parade of impressive guest teachers. Of course, the

Kipper Kids immediately come to mind. The Kids dragged us on several payday

rampages from which I'm still detoxing. Add to that a TA named Karen Finley,

and you have one wild art school ride.
5 Then there was Julia Heyward, a video/

performer/rock star/ventriloquist who was professionally joined at the hip for

a while with a young Laurie Anderson. She went on to produce the first video

disc done by an artist of her proto-MTV films. 6 Kathy Acker was also a curious

choice, we thought, but as her class progressed her value to P/V became crystal

clear. She would come back on a permanent basis ten years later.

Linda Montano was around every couple of years, including during the

time of her chakra performance, in which she wore the color correspond-

ing to those power points for one year each for seven years. In fact, she

commissioned a student who did tattooing to denote in permanent body art

her specific chakras in full color for the benefit of the students, herself, and

history. But the evergreens were the bedrock of P/V. The avuncular Doug

Hall, whom 1 had worshiped for his work with Ant Farm, had a flinty sense

of humor that was a lifesaving relief in that hump third semester. He had

committed blasphemy by giving us a reading list! Not even the P/V history

class inflicted that on us. But nobody got hurt, and we left a little less

spooked by the dreaded printed word.

It was positively a family reunion when I realized that David Ross, a

fixture in the department until he moved to Boston and the Institute of

Contemporary Art, was teaching the P/V history class. I had known David

since I was twelve and had snuck in to the opening of his first show at New

York's Everson Museum-Yoko Ono's first one-woman retrospective. I just

wanted to see what Beatle would show up, but with exposure to this kind

of material, in spite of my tender age, I was hooked. I saw every subsequent

show David programmed as America's first full-time video curator. He still

refers to me, at forty-seven years old, affectionately as "that weird kid."

With all due respect to Bill Viola, references to Eastern mentalities

make me queasy, and yet there is no way to describe Howard Fried other

than a brooding Buddha. Laconic and a frequent crack-up, he remains

the most brilliant mutterer I've ever known. His work was infamous for

walking a tightrope between complicated and conflated, challenging

and always worth the trip. Although bearing no cosmetic similarity, the

influence of his oeuvre on students dating to the nascent days of the

department cannot be underestimated.

Sharon Grace was the female version of avuncular. Using a career-long

fascination with satellites, telecommunications, and everything that was

to become the Internet, Sharon introduced different forms and methods

of technology to a department that could be something to the left of

Luddite. She held several workshops on slow-scan video, a system that

sent images over ordinary phone lines, allowing us, in separate events,

to connect to Cal Arts (with Robin Winters) and San Francisco State (with

August Coppola). She would later do a series of interviews on video with

practically every artist to come through the Art Institute, which at the

time was every artist who came through San Francisco. She also went on

to be a contributing editor in the early days of Mondo 2000 with RU Sirius

and during that time held many seminars on virtual reality and the Net.

She still teaches at the Art Institute and off-hours can be heard bursting

into song, Cole Porter being her favorite.

Sharon was at the helm of a self-initiated restoration project of older

reel-to-reel work, titled-guess what-"Real to Reel” (there was already

the whiff of nostalgia for early seventies Portapak video), which would

become the restoration program of the Bay Area Video Coalition. BAVC was

pretty much as it sounds, a combination of industrial types who wanted

to lend a hand to local video artists and themselves. They did this with

memberships, workshop fees, and industrial jobs at a cut rate, as well as a

couple of decent cuts-only editing rooms and one of the first CMX systems

(an early computer-assisted editing system) in the Bay Area in the price

range of emerging and midcareer artists, My first glamour job as an intern
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was to record, again and again, a commercial for a dog obedience school

intended for Bay Area pet stores, It was a small price to pay, though, to get

my swollen hands on their character generator, with all of its eight fonts.

BAVC continues to this day in much more plush digs on Potrero Hill, but

one other institution of the era, in jeopardy of falling through the cracks

of history, was even more life changing: the San Francisco International

Video Festival (SFIVF). The directors of the festival were Wendy Garfield

and Steve Agetstein, a fun couple if ever there was one, who also liked to

act as the road company of Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf. The brawn of

the org was Wendy, with a heart of gold sheathed in titanium, who could

handle truant construction workers and obstreperous artists with equally

firm aplomb. The soul was arguably Steve, a bombastic but charming

dreamer and one of the only people I've ever met who was incapable of

talking about anything but art. He would later, to make ends meet, work

as a cab driver, which 1 always suspected 7 landed him the anonymous

column in the San Francisco Chronicle "Night Cabbie," a report on the

previous weekend's adventures on the road.

The yearly festival was always under scrutiny for not showing what many

felt was enough "local" artists, and the argument is still open to debate. It did

perform one of the most important functions of a festival: it let people see stuff

they wouldn't see otherwise. For those who didn't readily get to go to New

York City, Europe, or the Pacific Rim, this was an annual smorgasbord. I also

need to disclose that any attachment I had to the fest may be colored by the

fact that my inclusion in their 1981 installment led to my first public screenings

(although plenty of rejections were to follow- c'esf /'art).
8

1 was shoehorned in

by David Ross but not without the objections of Kathy Rae Huffman (director

of the Long Beach video department and future dear friend). Her exact words

were, I believe, "Over my dead body." 1 swear on Nam June Paik's grave, it was

pure coincidence that this was the title of my next tape,

Les Levine opined that there was a national magazine for bowling, so

why not one for video art? SFIVF would apply itself to this very task. Their

annual catalog, Video '80, 81, and so on, featured articles, artist pages

(mostly by local artists), and artist statements by the same thirty artists

who were represented in the festival. It was so coveted that it became a

quarterly magazine, Send. Send could boast writers such as Paik, Levine,

Juan Downey, Moira Roth, Gene Youngblood, Steve Seid, Bill Viola, Michael

Naimark, me, and Natalie Welch. Who the hell was Natalie Welch? Well, after

a fun group show of my gang and me at Video Free America (a seminal

production and screening space in the Mission), I wanted to commemorate

the event in some fashion, so I convinced Video Networks (BAVC's newslet-

ter) editor Sally Jo Fifer to let me review my show under a nom de plume. In

a stab at being a pillar of integrity, I gave us a scathing evaluation. Natalie

was born and went on to write a handful of essays for Send.

Not content with these projects, Steve and Wendy opened the San

Francisco Video Gallery down the street from BAVC at the base of Potrero

Hill, It was a polished walk-by exhibition space that presented static prints,

paintings, and sculpture by an international roster of artists (working in

another medium was a requirement then, electronic art not being enough

to be taken seriously), and of course screenings. It was run with the help of

Lise Swensen (an intern and future video activist) and lasted, sadly, a scant

three years. Among their more memorable shows was the Artist Olympics,

a miniature golf course designed by artists. Paul Kos's Glacierwas a five-ton

slab of ice that required players to wear crampons. The overarching premise

of the work was that if a player was prepared to wait three days he could

get a hole in zero as the cup diameter expanded. Another exercise in

patience was Howard Fried's Temperance, a concrete dogleg covered in

white felt that was to be played in stocking feet; there was no hole.

By my graduate years the school's enchantment had worn thin.

Marshall and Margo had graduated, Andrew had been eighty-sixed after

going on a drug binge during which he told the faculty what he really

thought of them-never a good idea. But that wasn't important, since 1

was to dedicate the next year and a half and a bucket of student loans to

my master's thesis. The Complete Anne Frank (1985).

1 always had a slight suspicion that my teachers perceived my work

as too cinematic. That was actually my intention all along-to express the

strategies I found in the conceptual, performance outlook in the language

of film. I felt that the future of video was leaning toward that anyway

and in fact always had. There wouldn't have been much early video if it

were not informed by sixties structural film. This trajectory was never

more evident than in The Complete Anne Frank. Anyone in the video field

who knew who he was at that time said the same thing on seeing this

work: "Oh, a George Kuchar student." Guilty as charged. Kuchar's class was

as rich fare as I ever got outside P/V, and his diary videos in the nineties

represented that rarest crossover between the two mediums.

I premiered The Complete Anne Frank at the Video Gallery in spring

1985. Not since the opening night of the Rite of Spring in Paris, 1917, has

a paying audience been so pissed off. It looked like shit. It wasn't really

finished and taught me a vital lesson: never book something that isn't in

the can. The last two months of school found me tweaking and wrapping

it up. I graduated that May but didn't attend my graduation. I was afraid

my ankle bracelet would go off.

The Anne Frank tape saw a happy end, It showed globally and was

acquired by the Museum of Modern Art video department, making me the

youngest artist to be bought by that institution for a while (God damn you,

Sadie Benning!). I went on to curate at The Kitchen for three years before

I was fired-but not before I quit, I now teach occasionally, including at my

alma mater, and always get a chuckle when I get an alumni letter asking for

a contribution. I also have a new body of work that I've remastered to DVD,

proving, despite what you've heard, there is life after art school.

The technology is unrecognizable, thank God. I hold no sentimental

attachment to the clunky, rusty, overpriced tools of Old,

Good-bye little red dot.

NOTES

1. Performance/Video, a department tentatively started in 1978, solidified in 1980 and changed its

name to New Genres in 1986, a year after I left.

2. During this freshman year one event stands out above all the rest of the fun. Fistfights among artists

weren't uncommon in San Francisco at that time, but when the artist Tom Chapman challenged Tony

Labatto a bout, they decided that it would be legit—and an art spectacle to remember: Challenge:

PO. V. (Tony Labat, 1981), a.k.a. "The Fight." They agreed to become licensed boxers, and soon the

whole event had spiraled into a fully aboveboard knock-down prizefight worthy of both Guy Debord

and Floward Cosell, complete with managers and promoters and held at Kezar Pavilion. Carol Doda,

local celeb stripper and the Betsy Ross of artificial silicone tits, was the ring girl. A local new wave

evergreen combo. The Units, played the National Anthem, Tony took Tom's clock apart.

3. For better or worse, I know of no one from that first class who continued with performance or video

except for the L.A. artist Gina Lamb, Marshall Weber, and me. But for the rest, I'm sure that as a

life-and-work-enriching experience it couldn't be beat.

4. Sex, Drugs, and Industrial Noise music? Sure, but probably no more than your luckier high school

senior prom. Sex between students and faculty? Well, those were very different times; it seemed

almost compulsory ("Why do you think they call it Cum Laude?" I'd say). Such indulgences are

duly a no-no now, but it's worth reporting that several flings did end in honorable wedded bliss. But

probably as many broken hearts all around.

5. Karen and Brian Kipper were one of the nuptials I referred to in my previous aside

6. I'm sure there are some who contest that status, but I stand by it.

7. Wrongly, as it turns out.

8. The tape that got in was a four-piece collection or, as The Residents would say, a four-part trilogy.

Loving and knowing pop music history, I knew that serial numbers on song copyrights at Sun

Records were never to start with number 001 but something more like 0036 to make the catalog

look more plump. I therefore titled the work The Complete Dale Hoyt, Volume 7. For you true buffs

(anyone who cares), the pieces were Who Shot M.M ?, Dancing Death Monsters, Ringo Zapruder,

and Your World Dies Screaming.
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FOCUS

N (enn-yay)

Tony Labat, 1982

MARIA-CHRISTINA VILLASENOR

S
ince the mid-1970s Tony Labat has explored language, semiotic

systems, and issues of acculturation through the mediums of video,

installation, and performance art. In his works and artistic practice

Labat is a playful provocateur, upending rules and codes of culture and

its dissemination. His linguistic play and use of repetition and rupturing

strategies recall the work of conceptual artists such as John Baldessari

and Bruce Nauman, yet the Cuban-born Labat furthers this practice with

explorations of cultural identity.

Functioning much like a cycle, five confrontational works from the early

1980s—Babalui 1980), Room Serncef 1980), N (enn-yay) ( 1982), Kikiriki

(1983), and Lost in the Translation (1984)—illustrate Labat's experiments

in iconographic narrative, as well as his preoccupation with nomadic

identities. Labat's videos from this period are predicated on cultural codes

embedded in the construction, phrasing, and delivery of language—where

pauses and shifts in cultural memory are both stored and relayed.

In N (enn-yay), the most precise and vibrant work of this cycle, Labat

offers up a multifarious exploration of language, examining its quotidian

form in informal storytelling, its construction in historical narratives, and

its codified constructions in the language of film and mass media. "N"

refers to the loss in the United States of the diacritical mark (the tilde)

above the letter n, which effectively reduces the Spanish letter nto an

anglicized, harder consonant.

Abrupt editing and other rupturing strategies mirror the loss of subtlety

and significance in the representation of Cuban issues and history in

the U.S. media. In the video a muscular body working out on a rowing

machine—cropped so that we see only a torso and no head— is intercut

with the "talking head" footage of a Cuban exile who recounts his

departure from the island by boat. The cropped shots and mixed goals of

these entwined scenes are emphasized in another scene in which Labat

poses as a reporter in front of a row of trees. In this sequence, framed so

that the viewer is denied a full view of either the forest or the trees, Labat

problematizes the simplified binary of "forest" and "trees" and the easily

articulated gains and losses implied in the popular expression.

Tony Labat continually demands a fresh consideration of the shifting

sense behind the not-so-stable sign, in its absence and presence, and in

its means and ends.

Still from N (enn-yay)
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FOCUS

Storm and Stress

Dour Hall 1986

ROBERT R. RILEY

I

n Liberal Fire, Doug Hall's segment of The Amarillo News Tapes

(1980, made with Chip Lord and Jody Procter), the artist points to the

conflation of terror and entertainment in broadcast news. In this single

artwork Hall demonstrates how the network news, using the visual lan-

guage of information delivery and a set of stylistic conventions, transforms

information about a deadly fire into a spellbinding parable. Storm and

Stress, one of several videotapes and media installations that followed

Liberal Fire, exemplifies Hall’s fascination with the video medium's ability to

affect and reflect consciousness as it renders categories of power.

Hall's research into the visual and aural representation of power led

to new ways of seeing how images stand in for ideas. Nature in Storm

and Stress is depicted as a series of concrete forces in violent eruption

that create cycles of havoc, transformation, and renewal. Through edits,

dissolves, and other transitions, Hall creates equations of cause and effect

to draw attention to machines and mechanical processes as related to

natural occurrences. Hydroelectric plants, a steel foundry, accelerators,

and wind tunnels— all harness natural processes as a means to objectify,

in Hall's view, that which is latent in nature to merchandise or distribute

power. Wind, for example, is depicted as the product of heat; heat, as the

product of friction; friction, as the producer of electricity. Hall's prescient

message about natural and man-made power is vividly transmitted through

imagery analogous to his medium: the electrical circuits, projected light,

and amplified sound of video.

Its title a direct reference to Sturm und Drang pre-Romantic German

literature, Storm and Stress emphasizes subjectivity in the observation

of nature in turmoil to underscore the unease of man in contemporary

society. Recorded when Hall was an artist-in-residence at the National

Severe Storms Laboratory, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Forest Service,

and other utility and research facilities, this work features some of the

most terrifying and awe-inspiring landscape images of contemporary

times. Violent weather conditions such as electrical storms, floods,

tornadoes, and eruptions function as emotional states, agitation, and

resolve. Hall's collection of imagery in Storm and Stress is also the source

material for The Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing Described (1987), his

three-channel synchronized video, sound, and electronic installation that

also expresses the aesthetics of the irrational and the sublime but now in

an immersive media environment.

Still from Storm and Stress



Rendering Outside the Frame: Film
Performance and Installation Art
SCOTT STARK

I landed in San Francisco in fall 1980, on the cusp of a new decade.

The affable actor-turned-politician Ronald Reagan was about to

become president of the United States, initiating an era of greed,

scandal, disinformation, soaring deficits, and high body counts in

Third World countries. A tremendous shift of wealth from the labor

and middle classes to the already rich was set in motion. The word

homeless was about to become a noun instead of merely an adjective.

My move to San Francisco came after a two-year stint in Los

Angeles, where the pop megastars of the seventies—the Bee Gees,

Peter Frampton, Linda Ronstadt, Billy Joel—had all but fizzled out,

and where the actress-turned-antiwar activist Jane Fonda (a.k.a.

Hanoi Jane) was poised to reinvent herself as an aerobics queen,

producing one of the best-selling videos of all time. The brief revolu-

tion of late seventies punk rock had not yet evolved into the new

wave, MTV, and the haircut bands of the early eighties. What was

prospering musically in San Francisco on the demi-fringe—Romeo

Void, The Residents, and others—was already bearing an interesting

resemblance to art.

The world of avant-garde cinema was at a similar juncture

between historical eras. Already in 1980 filmmakers and educators

were speaking wistfully of the “underground” movement of the 1960s,

while the “structural film” movement of the seventies was peaking

with a seemingly inexhaustible supply of demanding and provocative

works of reenvisioned cinema. The mostly male-centered avant-garde

was in its fiery prime. Hollis Frampton was well into his densest

and most idiosyncratic and unrelenting work, the Magellan Cycle.

Peter Gidal ranted; Manuel de Landa effused; Stan Brakhage held

forth. Paul Sharits blended frames, Ken Jacobs probed the moments

between them, and Ernie Gehr disassembled the basic elements of the

medium itself. James Broughton gushed his poetic love on celluloid,
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while Curt McDowell made his love more sexually explicit. The

future looked bright with possibilities, as if the framework for invent-

ing new cinematic languages had been laid down for us newcomers

to explore and extend. But by the second half of the eighties, the him

critic Fred Camper would proclaim the avant-garde him movement

dead, suffocated by a new crop of hlmmakers who were learning

hlmmaking in an academic setting. 1

Without knowing it, I was probably part of the second generation

of Camper’s “academicized” hlmmakers (the hrst generation had

mostly dissipated by that time), having come to the Bay Area to study

hne-art him at the San Francisco Art Institute. Regardless, many of the

best experimental hlmmakers from the earlier eighties and beyond

came out of newly established him schools throughout the country.

And this new poststructuralist crop was far less male centered than in

the so-called golden days of the underground, Gunvor Nelson, Joyce

Wieland, Carolee Schneemann, and others notwithstanding. These

young hlmmakers, whose work began to fully mature by the mid- to

late eighties, included Peggy Ahwesh, Craig Baldwin, Abigail Child,

Nina Fonoroff, Su Friedrich, Peter Herwitz, Henry Hills, Lewis Klahr,

Mark LaPore, Keith Sanborn, Phil Solomon, Konrad Steiner, Leslie

Thornton, Trinh T. Minh-ha, and others (myself included) who are still

active today. Many of these hlmmakers either lived and worked in San

Francisco in the eighties or passed through as visiting faculty members,

leaving indelible imprints on the local him scene.

For me, one of the liberating lessons of the avant-garde of the

sixties and seventies was that audiences could experience cinema

beyond the borders of the screen, engaging with the senses on a

para-cinematic level—beyond conventional ideas of logic, beyond the

perceived limits of the cinematic experience. We could engage with

ideas that were part of the larger art world. Thus a few of us became

interested in the possibilities of media installation and performance

art, in which light and sound could be more than a means to convey

information: they were physical substances that could be molded and

shaped sculpturally and formed into objects of art in a way that felt

livelier and more culturally relevant than traditional forms of art.

But being an installation or performance artist also meant that one

had to find a gallery, theater, or other public space willing to commit a

significant amount of its real estate for a specified period of time, with

little likelihood of financial gain. This, in turn, meant having to engage

with a highly codified power structure, which to someone groomed

on avant-garde film exhibition seemed a considerably more ambitious

task than getting a five-minute film into a group show of new work. It

also meant producing a work of art that, for good or bad, could not be

easily sold, a concept certainly familiar to avant-garde filmmakers.

Even at the Art Institute a problematic disconnect existed. The

film department paid attention to film history and film aesthetics, but

it was rare for a film teacher to talk about filmmaking in relation to

art history, painting, sculpture, and performance art. One had to go

outside the department to make those connections, and few students

took the initiative. Thus film students tended to think of themselves

as filmmakers—people who made films—rather than artists—people

who were interested in the unique properties of film, light, sound,

and projected space as tools for their artistic explorations. (Moreover,

the majority of film students were making snappy, clever films with

avant-garde flourishes such as jump cuts, light flashes, and grainy

textures that were already becoming commonplace in music videos

and advertising—cliches that, to my mind, were straying far from the

concerns of “fine art.”)

This distinction between “filmmakers” and “artists” resulted in a

curious kind of self-ostracism. Even today avant-garde filmmakers com-

plain about working in a nearly invisible juncture between commercial

filmmaking, which has no interest or respect for avant-garde film, and

the art world at large, which rarely takes film seriously as an art form. Yet

how those filmmakers define themselves and their work in relationship

to the larger art community is seldom examined, in part because their

history—academicized or not— is a film rather than an art history.

Those of us who were making films and putting together instal-

lations in San Francisco in the early eighties weren’t much worried

about the death of cinema at the hands of academia. A much more

formidable adversary loomed on the horizon: video.

The advent of the 8mm camcorder in the mid-eighties meant

that personal movies could be made much more cheaply than with

film. The first defensive reaction of many filmmakers was to observe

that the image quality was poor, and the experience of watching it

on a monitor (three-gun video projectors of the day were especially

odious) was less magical than the projected image. But what seemed

most frustrating was that many of the new video artists seemed to

have little or no concept of cinema history and often showed no

inclination to make the type of well-shaped, deep, layered artworks

local filmmakers had become accustomed to watching in films by

Brakhage, Weiland, Snow, and others.

Of course, there was a reason for the disconnect. Video evolved

out of a different history, the performance art of the seventies.

Video had long been used to document the performances at historic

San Francisco venues like 80 Langton and La Mamelle, and the

unshaped documentary feel of the videos of the early eighties was

a natural extension of the idea that what’s being photographed is

more important than the craft and process of presenting it. The

seventies magazine High Performance was still publishing its monthly

chronicles of performance art, in which the video camera was often a

key component. There were exceptions, but for the most part many of

us who had followed the history of avant-garde film felt broadsided by

this new cultural flowering.

Nevertheless, video screenings proliferated in the city: Video Free

America, Video Refuses, New American Makers, the Video Gallery,

La Mamelle, 80 Langton, Capp Street Project, all were suddenly

abuzz with sixty-cycle hums. Artists’ Television Access opened as an

alternative screening and exhibition space catering to video artists

on shoestring budgets. Video salons were springing up in bars and

art galleries, and film resources were being chewed up in the new

medium’s wake. Film labs closed or moved out of town; prices for

stock and processing went up.

Even more troubling, perhaps, was that this new art form was being

readily accepted by art galleries and museums, which had always

shown resistance to film as a fine art. Part of it was video’s kinship with

performance art, which stretched back to a common history with other

gallery-based art forms. Part of it, certainly, was the relative ease of

exhibiting video installations versus film installations. The way some

of us saw it then, the monitor as an art object was becoming ubiquitous

and thus meaningless by its overuse. At the same time filmmakers were
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forced to articulate their reasons for staying with their medium of

choice. What was it about film that was unique, and why, in the face of

rising costs and cultural indifference, were we holding on to it? Was the

projector becoming a quaint technological oddity?

Amid the convergence of these major cultural forces, a new and

highly fruitful body of work was emerging in San Francisco. Steve

Anker, with the help of executive director David Gerstein and an

active board, began to expand the San Francisco Cinematheque’s

reach beyond the frame of the screening space. Over the next several

years, the Cinematheque launched a highly visible and successful

series of collaborations with other arts organizations. A pioneering

example was the 1984 Perforated Spaces, a citywide series of instal-

lations and performances created by local film artists. Thousands

of San Franciscans attended dozens of events by the artists Jacalyn

White, Jun Jalhuena, Pat O’Neill, Curt Thomas, Al Wong, Michael

Rudnick, Janis Crystal Lipzin, and many others. The works ranged

from Jan Novello’s Cinema ofthe Inner Eye, in which with brief

bursts of light the artist etched images onto the audience’s retinas,

to Medora Ebersole and Jim Oseland’s Poisonous Plants, with film

loops depicting real and imaginary specimens, to David Wilson’s

From the Museum ofJurassic Technology, the first public incarnation

of his now-venerable Los Angeles-based museum, to my own Matt

IV, in which four Super 8 projectors created an ever-evolving matrix

of impossible abstract shapes hovering above a busy San Francisco

boulevard. The series culminated with Louis Hock’s Illuminated

Landscape, in which a giant searchlight illuminated a large block of

text on the face of one of the city’s many hills.

Alternative galleries such as Media Gallery, Artspace, Intersection

for the Arts, the Pro-Lab. Artists’ Television Access, No Nothing,

and Capp Street Project also hosted the occasional film installa-

tion or performance. The city’s Arts Commission Gallery staged

a number of light- and film-based works, and the Exploratorium

frequently unveiled a film installation as part of an exhibition. Even

San Francisco’s venerable photography gallery Camerawork began

expanding to include film and video installations, such as its pairing

of my Super-8-and-mirrors Transmission with Su-Chen Hung’s

double-monitor Face to Face, whose opening was nearly derailed by

the Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989.

Media Gallery, in particular, was an ambitious and short-lived

venture of the late 1980s, an alternative gallery that had film and

video screenings, media installations, performance art, and an impres-

sive media bookstore. In a two-part Cinematheque collaboration in

1987-88, Media staged a number of film/video installations, including

Michael Rudnick’s Monument, one of his early retooled projector

sculptures; Paul Sharits’s TirguJiu, a dazzling double-projector

piece with angled light and overlapping fields of flickering color; Bill

Grubaugh’s Cine-Saw, in which a strip of Super 8 film set up as the

blade of a table saw sliced through its own image; and Janis Crystal

Lipzin’s Remote Sensing, in which media-display-as-artifact beckoned

viewers into a maze of objects in a cabinet that was a critique of

environmental mismanagement.

Media installations even began to appear in the occasional show

at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, with video installations

by Dara Birnbaum, Doug Hall, Mary Lucier, Bill Viola, and others.

(Interestingly, the museum’s archive lists only one film installation
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in the 1980s, Michael Naimark’s Displacements, in which a revolving

16mm projector painted colorful details onto a room full of white

furniture.) And across the Bay the Berkeley Art Museum initiated its

MATRIX series in 1978, which to this day showcases all manner of

unconventional art forms. This premier gallery has staged multichan-

nel mediaworks by Mary Lucier, Lewis De Soto, Shirin Neshat, Doug

Aitken, Shigeko Kubota, Chris Marker, and many others.

As rewarding as these events were, most of the gallery venues

seldom expressed interest in exhibiting film-based art when the

Cinematheque or some other film organization was not involved as

a collaborator. It was a lot of hassle to build lightproof rooms, rent

projectors, maintain film loops, and handle equipment breakdowns.

And with some key exceptions, such as BAM’s MATRIX installations

or the Exploratorium exhibitions, it seemed they still didn’t take film

seriously as an art form.

FAST FORWARD:

The San Francisco Bay Area still enjoys a hearty hybrid of alternative

film- and video-screening spaces. The Cinematheque is as strong as

ever, as are Craig Baldwin’s Other Cinema, Artists’ Television Access,

the Pacific Film Archive, and New Nothing. For three vibrant years in

the mid-nineties Total Mobile Home microCINEMA showed alterna-

tive works that even the alternative spaces wouldn’t show.

Outside of the traditional screening spaces, a number of film and

video artists continue to push the boundaries. A 2001 Cinematheque

film performance and installation event at Hunters Point Naval

Shipyard, a former U.S. Navy base, drew more than eight hundred

people on a cold summer evening to witness works by more than a

dozen artists, including Thad Povey’s Ghostfleet in a Bottle, Kerry

Laitala and Maximillian Godino’s Save Our Souls, Bill Daniel’s

Campfire Stories, Cade Bursell and Michael Wilson’s Transformer, and

Robert Schaller’s On Earth as it is in Heaven, in which a film image

was projected onto a kite above the crowd. The projector groups Wet

Gate, Scratch Film Junkies, and Sprocket Ensemble perform regularly

around the Bay Area, often including other artists in one-night

free-for-alls of film projectors, splicers, and music. A 1998 outdoor

film and sound performance by the collaborative group silt drew

several hundred people to an abandoned army bunker atop the Marin

Headlands. Spontaneous events below the mainstream radar crop up

regularly, such as a group ofwomen bringing video projectors into a

train tunnel after hours, or Kristie Reinders’s Electric Mural Project,

where films are projected onto a wall across the street from her

Mission District apartment.

In the late 1990s and early 2000s a number of avant-garde film

artists of my generation (and later) saw their work accepted into

some highly respected art venues, including the Whitney Museum’s

Biennial and its American History series, thanks to the efforts of

the curator, Chrissie lies, and the programmers, Mark McElhatten,

Bradley Eros, and Brian Frye; and the Museum of Modern Art’s ambi-

tious celebration of small-gauge cinema, Bigas Life, pulled together

by the tireless Steve Anker and MoMA curator Jytte Jensen. The New
York Film Festival’s Views from the Avant-Garde at Lincoln Center

has become something of an institution.

In San Francisco high-profile media installations have caught the

general public’s attention. The California College of Arts inaugurated

its new San Francisco campus with an extraordinary display of

contemporary and historic film and video installations. The San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art showcased a special exhibition

honoring Pamela and Richard Kramlich, among the few collectors

who actually purchase and collect film and video installation art. The

de Young Museum did a comprehensive retrospective of the works of

Bruce Conner, which included several specially built rooms to project

some of his films. And across the Bay the Berkeley Art Museum has

toured complex retrospectives of Ant Farm, Theresa Hak Kyung

Cha, Paul Kos, and Bruce Nauman, as well as introduced Northern

California to such media artists as Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba, Eija-Liisa

Ahtila, Slater Bradley, and Tacita Dean.

Encouraging as these trends are, entry into these higher-level

institutions has the side effect of setting a new aesthetic standard,

which some argue is antithetical to the “alternative,” anti-institutional

spirit of the a-g film movement and the localized vision of venues

such as the New Nothing and Other Cinema. Everybody wants that

kind of official acceptance, but some are beginning to wonder what

kind of damage is being wrought in its wake.

Fred Camper, who has since withdrawn his claim of the death of

the avant-garde, had it partly wrong and partly right. It was true that

the filmmakers of the seventies and eighties were among the first who

attended film schools and learned about the avant-garde via academia

(although most of us learned more about it from watching and making

films than from hearing teachers tell us about it). But many of the

filmmakers of the storied sixties and early seventies were no less

academicized; they just went to art school, if not film school. Perhaps

academia is where the early disconnect between filmmaking and the

art world began to take shape. That’s not to say there isn’t validity

to the joyous fetishism that many of us have for the medium of film.

But this somewhat guilty pleasure does tend to keep filmmakers in a

separate orbit from the rest of the art world.

Video didn’t drive film into extinction (though digital media may

yet do so). And avant-garde cinema certainly survives outside the

corrupting forces of the art market. When you know that you’re

not going to get rich from your films, or that they’re not going to be

identified in Artforum as examples of some cultural trend, you can

pretty much do whatever you want. Sometimes the liveliest art really

is happening on the naked fringe, where it’s not even written about,

lighting up a screen in a warehouse where high-end museum curators

may never set foot.

Some film artists are still asking themselves why they stay married

to an anachronistic medium with dwindling services, little recognition,

and the need to work in the daunting shadow of newer, more efficient

technologies. Others don’t worry about it much, taking pleasure and

finding new life in film’s singular resonance, or carrying their distinc-

tive cinematic sensibilities into the digital realm and its panoptic range

of distribution possibilities. They are, in a sense, getting beyond their

own media fetishism and into a larger, uncharted territory, a realm

where even the elusive world of gallery art has no reach.

So the disconnect is still there, but perhaps it isn’t a bad thing.

NOTE

1. Fred Camper, "The End of Avant-Garde Film," Millennium Film Journal, nos. 16-18 (fall-winter

1986-871 : 99- 124 .
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FOCUS

Exilee

Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, 1 980

LAWRENCE RINDER

I

n 1963 Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, along with her immediate family, went

into exile from Korea. Throughout her short artistic career Cha returned

frequently to this seminal experience of physical and cultural displace-

ment. Images and sounds of Korea, as well as letters, words, and phrases

in the Korean language, became essential elements in her performances,

videos, poems, sound pieces, artist's books, and sculptures. Yet, despite

the allusive richness of her imagery and forms, Cha never suggested that

a return to her ancestral home would be simple, or even possible. On the

contrary, Korea, when it is invoked in her work, consistently eludes loca-

tion and definition. It is a destination that seems to be forever on the other

side of a divide, dreamed of, perhaps, but always ungraspable.

Exilee is Cha's most sublime expression of the dual experience of longing

and alienation. The work is formally innovative, consisting of a video monitor

embedded in a screen onto which a film is projected. The film is composed

almost entirely of a black-and-white, time-lapse image of sunlight and shadows

passing across the white wall of a room. The video, also black-and-white,

consists solely of stills that fade from one to the other, often leaving ghostly

afterimages that linger on the screen for several seconds. The video images

—

clouds seen from above, the interior of an airplane, a simple porcelain

bowl, traditional Korean shoes set in a row outside a door, the shadow of a

teapot—are accompanied by an incantatory voice-over. If the video images

suggest travel and the possibility of return, the surrounding film image is one

of profound physical stasis. Time passes slowly in the film but only within a

single room. For Cha, exile from Korea is a metaphor for a much more profound

metaphysical separation. Throughout Exilee—and in much of her other work

as well—Cha explores the distances that lie between the present and the past,

between being and nonbeing, and between self and other.

Images and language are, for Cha, one way in which separated halves

come together. Yet even signification entails separation, as the mark is

itself a "wound." The video in Exilee repeatedly shows an "X" mark, a sign

that is the most basic—and legally binding—form of a signature, as well as

the most universally recognizable symbol of negation. Cha, who frequently

quoted the films of Carl Dreyer, especially his masterpiece. The Passion

of Joan ofArc, would have been aware that "X" was the mark Joan of

Arc was forced to make on her confession, a mark that sealed her fate.

Signification and the negation of signification, being and the negation of

being: these are essential themes in Cha's art and keys to understanding

the elusive mystery of her most accomplished work, Exilee.

Still from Exilee
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REMINISCENCE

Ripe Grapefruit: Ten Years of Video Art
in San Francisco, 1985-1995
CECILIA DOUGHERTY

1

migrated to San Francisco in the mid-1970s, like thousands of other

lesbians and gay men, to join the rapidly growing queer community

By the mid-1980s we had a little political clout but were socially and

culturally segregated. When I stepped out of the protective circle of the gay

community and took up video, the art scene I stepped into seemed to have

only a superficial awareness of queer politics and feminism, which were

my passion. It was difficult, for example, to find anyone among my straight

artist friends who had ever attended the San Francisco International

Lesbian and Gay Film Festival-a ten-day feast of films and videos in every

imaginable genre.

The cultural gap was bridged by the influence of identity politics,

which had already been a strong ideological thread within liberal arts and

critical theory and was beginning to saturate the visual arts as well. The

course of political discovery that began with dialogues within the lesbian

community about every aspect of life became clear when I started to work

in video, and in my ten years of videomaking in San Francisco the two

remained inseparable elements of the same long-term project.

I had been a self-taught painter, influenced stylistically by a mixture of

Andy Warhol's screen prints and San Francisco's Mission District murals. 1

desperately needed the company of artists to give my work a little context

and wanted to create imagery of things I actually knew about. So by
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previous page Cecilia Dougherty in Leslie Singer and Cecilia Dougherty, Joe-Joe,

1993, video still

the early 1980s I was a painting student at UC Berkeley At the time my

work-study job was as cashier/usher at the Pacific Film Archive, arguably

the best student job in the world. After selling tickets and seating the

audience, I was paid to watch two programs per night of top-rate films

from all over the world, It makes sense that a sponge like me realized

that the camera is quicker than the paintbrush, providing an image that

not only moves but can talk as well! In my final semester 1 made my first

videotape, a twenty-eight-minute diatribe about the problems one has

with girlfriends, called Gay Tape: Butch and Femme (1985).

Gay Tape is a documentary about some of the regulars at Ollie's Bar, a

lesbian dive on Telegraph Avenue in Oakland. The 1970s sartorial state-

ment of flannel shirts, 501s, and Frye boots was passe and at odds with

the new eighties aesthetic-tons of makeup, big hair, and complicated

lingerie, Along with the new aesthetic came the reemergence of good old-

fashioned butch-femme role-playing. While the femmes pranced around

like Stevie Nicks, their butch girlfriends reverted to an earlier role model,

acting out the fifties- and sixties-style tough girl with brilliant aplomb. 1

asked some of the women from Ollie's to talk on camera about role-playing.

The camera instantly gave me too much control over content, so I tried

to balance it by providing a platform for the women to speak on the butch-

femme issue without overtly directing them. I relinquished authorship in

favor of revelation and avoided coming to conclusions; the speakers were

experts as well as subjects and could say whatever occurred to them.

They spoke extemporaneously about their lovers, the details of their

sexual identities, and their fantasies. My girlfriend at the time was one of

the subjects. As her story unfolded I realized from my privileged position

behind the lens that the lover she was describing in detail was not me. So

much for the power of the gaze!

Gay Tape was also my ticket to graduate school in the performance/

video department at the San Francisco Art Institute. The faculty was inspir-

ing. Doug Hall, Paul Kos, Howard Fried, Sharon Grace, and visiting artists

such as Valie Export, Dara Birnbaum, and David Ireland insisted by example

that students proceed outward in all directions, past the limits of what might

be familiar or marketable. Strangely enough, my feminist ideology fit in

well with the anarchy, chaos, and antiaesthetic of the pedagogy at the Art

Institute. Christine Tamblyn's graduate seminar in postmodernism brought

it all together and gave me the green light to explore every question of my

own life in terms of art, situation, and politics. To top it off, Steve Anker, who

was running the Cinematheque, made the venue available to new film- and

videomakers, even us students, by scheduling screenings of our work. His

practice of inviting the makers to talk to the audience made it clear to us that

audiences mattered. Dialogue was not to be only internal, nor was it chiefly

theoretical in nature. Our most salient conversations would be with the

people in the seats-our audience.

Feminism was nonetheless the project I was working on, and for me

it was always about bodies and sexuality and how sexual difference

constructs a different psychological and political space around the subject.

In 1987 1 made Claudia, a video that explored the space around lesbian sex.

I set up the camera on a tripod at the foot of my bed and pressed "record"

as my girlfriend and I had sex. We created sexual imagery that was free

of camerawork, metaphor, romance, erotica, and pornography. How far

from the mainstream were my own libidinal impulses? I wanted to look

objectively at the single activity that put us in a different place. 1 intercut

sex scenes with shots of my Potrero Hill neighborhood to provide the

everyday context of sex and used plenty of jump cuts to create an essay

rather than a story. Real sex replaced the traditional nude of art and the

erotic object of pornography. Claudia turns the subversive into the artistic

as I locate myself, however humbly, in the center of the discussion, refus-

ing altogether to speak from the sidelines. In my imagination the "Claudia"

of the title is the viewer.

Storytelling was the next step, and in 1988 1 began to work on

Grapefruit. I chose the story of John Lennon, Yoko Ono, and the Beatles

because it was a specific popular tale that would always constitute the

same story, even if it were subject to reinterpretation or misinterpretation.

The casting was more or less intuitive. Susie Bright, the "sexpert" editor of

On Our Backs, was my choice for John Lennon. I recruited the performance

and video artist Azian Nurudin to play George Harrison and the musi-

cian and videomaker Jill Garellick to play Paul McCartney. Kate Aragon,

singer and bassist for a rock band, the She Devils, plays Ringo Starr, and

the performance artist Shelley Cook took on the role of Yoko Ono. Cook's

interpretation of Yoko was the strongest, and it became apparent that she

was the main character. The title and some of the spoken exercises come

from Ono's 1964 Fluxus anthology, Grapefruit.

I asked the cast to play their characters and act out the story as

they remembered it in order to create a narrative from the blend of their

reconstructions. Toward the end of the tape the setting changes from

the studio, which had allowed for an aesthetic of pop-ish artifice, to my

apartment in Bernal Heights, where I was then shooting a home movie

demonstrating the demise of the story and the death of the subject.

Grapefruit was released in 1989 and introduced me to the world of

international film festivals, exhibitions, and distributors.

Once Grapefruit made it clear that subject and content were inseparable

from the process, I was free to create video narrative as 1 desired-and

also free to use linearity, chronology, and sequence in my storytelling.

In 1990 1 began shooting Coal Miner's Granddaughter, based on my own

family history, the family that I ran from in the first place to come to San

Francisco. I wanted a story that was already written, and I felt, however

mistakenly, that my own family would provide an easy, ready-made

narrative. Re-creating real events meant I could avoid the pitfalls of

contrivance and plot and the insertion of obvious messages or morals. It

was still a conceptual project, plotless and unrehearsed, but the narrative

ultimately became too compelling. Conceptualist conceits were trampled

and abandoned in favor of a new psychological quagmire.

1 shot Coal Miner's Granddaughter as though it were a documentary.

Craig Gilbert's An American Family, the public television series that ran in

the mid-1970s and is often termed the first reality television series, was

an enormous influence. I had been obsessed with that series for years,

and the obsession finally found an outlet. My actors-Leslie Singer, Kevin

Killian, Didi Dunphy, Glen Helfand, Amanda Hendricks, Valerie Soe, Ramon

Charruca, Claire Trepanier, and Clancy Cavnar-keyed in to the notion of
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unrehearsed documentary with a vigorous sense of commitment to the

project. When we looked at the raw footage at the end of the day we saw a

real family. The tape was released in 1991.

In the early 1990s the lesbian and gay film festival scene began

to swing away from experimental work and toward films with bigger

budgets, professional actors, large crews, and boring scripts. The gay

festival circuit was becoming mainstream and appealed to audiences with

more mainstream concepts of entertainment. The normalization of being

queer was on the rise, and activism and challenges to the status quo were

on the trash heap. Oppositional gay culture became difficult to sustain

as audiences forgot their politics when it came time to go to the movies,

preferring a formulaic love story and a bucket of popcorn.

Coal Miner's Granddaughter had a midnight screening at the Roxie

Theater as part of the San Francisco International Lesbian and Gay Film

Festival in 1991. During the first fifteen minutes of the screening, about

twenty audience members walked out of the theater, But as the tape

played on, the remaining diehards became enthusiastic, talking back to the

screen, hissing whenever Kevin Killian's character had a close-up-he was

perceived as the villain of the story-and creating an atmosphere of fun

and hilarity. It was one of my favorite screenings.

Regardless of the mainstreaming of queerness, most of what lay

beneath my work at this time was the creative climate of an oppositional

San Francisco. I had stepped into San Francisco's art and intellectual

community, and its influences entered my work. Content became more cir-

cumstantial, more private, and established a connection between everyday

life and creative exploration in almost subterranean ways. For example,

the simple yet complicated fact of falling in love with your cast can bring

a sense of urgency to production and postproduction, easily influencing

everything from camerawork to jump cuts. I cast my characters believing,

unquestioningly, that we all understood what we were working toward:

a defining expression of our specific relationships to our time and place. I

thought our individual projects, including films, videos, performances, and

written work, would infuse our reality directly into the work, It was idealis-

tic to function in this way, but it worked, enabling each piece to manifest

aspects of the sympathetic varieties of perspectives floating around the

city at the time. It also challenged the concept of authorship and the need

for uniqueness or originality.

Just after finishing Coal Miner's Granddaughter, I was given a copy of

Alice Miller's book The Drama of the Gifted Child, and I used it to make a

short tape of the same title, picking up the psychological thread from the

previous work. This tape is about the transference phenomenon, narcis-

sism, and the desire to live up to the expectations of parents and peers.

My themes were sexual love, uncertainty, pedagogy, self-help, power

within personal relationships, separation, and reunion-all in just over

five minutes. The editing is more fluid and the logic more intuitive than in

earlier work, and I use the camera, music, and special effects in a relaxed

and uninhibited way. The freed image, the relaxed approach, and the

intuitive logic of The Drama of the Gifted Child (1992) represented a small

breakthrough for me, as the process and the image were finally insepa-

rable from the content, and the video image became beautiful.

In the meantime the film- and videomaker, punk musician, and

performance artist Leslie Singer was writing a script for a tape we would

make together called ]oe-]oe (1993). Joe-Joe merges unlikely scenarios with

impossible psychologies. The psychological theme floats under the surface,

transformed by camp and caricature. Leslie and I play the same character,

the 1960s bad-boy playwright Joe Orton; we also play lovers, sisters,

and collaborators, We were to some extent faithful to Orton, our muse,

as well as to Stephen Frears's 1983 film. Prick Up Your Ears, which we

satirized. With nods to Michelangelo Antonioni, Jean Genet, Rainer Werner

Fassbinder, and Brad Davis, we created a lesbian Narcissus to reflect

creativity, self-promotion, and celebrity as though in a cracked mirror.

Leslie's script was fun to direct, though I did not always understand

where certain scenes or lines originated until I recognized bits of our own

daily banter in it. She included conversations overheard on the street as well,

and reworded them into mannered and cryptic dialogue, itself a comment

on drama and acting. The collaboration ensured that the work could not

become overdetermined, that enigma was present, and that we would create

something together that neither of us would have made on our own.

Leslie and I made several video journals during this period. These were

private works with titles such as The Temptation ofJane, The Brain That

Could Not Die, and Meet Me in St. Louis, Fuck Me in Kansas City. They were

like unselfconscious notebooks that collapsed the personae of artist and

subject and got us inside the medium more directly than stories, essays,

documentaries, and scripted work could ever do.

While editing Joe-Joe, I began shooting My Failure to Assimilate, a

twenty-minute documentary that took two years to finish. My Failure

to Assimilate (1995) is about the failure of feminist ideology to have any

appreciable, lasting, or functional effect on the lives of women as a class,

regardless of how correct a feminist analysis of any particular situation

may be. Personal alienation and the end of a relationship led me to use

psychological theory as a structuring device in the work for presenting

the real content of my personal failure and loss, As I was editing I saw my

thesis going in a downward spiral into nothingness. Before the close of the

tape the content springs back out of the darkness, however, and becomes

new content, that which exists even beyond failure.

My Failure to Assimilate is a very personal expression rather than an

experiment or investigation, and it draws conclusions about feminism,

love, situation, and sex. It completes a particular body of work within femi-

nist ideology that began in 1985 with Gay Tape: Butch and Femme, finally

allowing me to experience catharsis and to say that my ten-year project

was over. I was in my early twenties when 1 escaped to San Francisco, but

it always seems to me that 1 had grown up there. I had at least learned

about life there, beginning early on with gay liberation and leading up to a

project that, in 1995, finally pointed me in a new direction, outward
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FOCUS

Hot Dor Fat

Leslie Singer, 1987

PEGGY AHWESH

I

n many ways it's true what people say: the

formal in art lasts forever while the specifics of

a moment fade away over time. The universal

of form outlasts the particular of content. But

watching the early performance videos of Leslie

Singer, I was transported back through the glit-

tery hollow tunnel of superstardom to the plastic,

additive-laden mid-eighties with a realness that

made me queasy. The construction known as

Madonna was in her prime, television advertising

was unapologetic in its persuasive substitution

of almost anything for sex, and the soft ice cream

swirl of cock rock and consumerism was in full

swing. These media technologies function much

more subtly today and, for better or worse, are

less fun to mock. Leslie's works of the period—as

critique, homage, satire, cautionary tale, mimicry,

or mocking distortion—are her own substitutions

for the packaged illusion of the (sexual) satisfac-

tion promised by pop but never delivered. Her

videos literalize the sales pitch, the inversion of

desire, and the material excess of consumption

that defined the era.

Hot Dog Fat '\s aggressively low tech, shot in

a single take without editing, using a pathetic (in

the best sense) array of props and accessories.

Leslie poses in a brassiere and sensible briefs,

with a pig snout on her face. She smears her

abdomen with greasy hot dogs while barking

like a dog and crooning a weird repetitive rhyme

about how good "it" has been to her. The perfor-

mance is a direct address to camera (Warhol),

self-aware (Warhol), a transparently posturing

iconic figure (Warhol), acting out inappropriately

with consumer goods (Iggy), mocking (Iggy) in

trancelike repetition (Iggy).

It does make one question the American

dream. And as we know, "the pure products of

America go crazy" (William Carlos Williams).

Stills from Hot Dog Fat
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FOCUS

Leaving the 20th Century and Perfect Leader

Max Almy, 1982 and 1983

JOHN SANBORN

T
he video artist Max Almy and I were together at the Toronto

International Film Festival, and we were drunk—or at least hung

over. I had admired Max's work, which blends graphics, satire, and

style and is structured in musical form, for years, and we had exhibited

together many times. We shared the certainty that an image can be a

statement about how we see the world. Anyway, Max turned to me and

said, "We do it all." I asked for clarity, and she replied, "We plan the image,

we shoot the pictures, we process the footage, we even create electronic

systems to alter and paint and write. We are designers and directors as

much as we are artists."

Almy vaulted to the forefront by distilling artistic impulses into style.

By writing and designing she showed that style can be substance (as

form follows function) years before that fashion took hold of the art world

and a decade (or more) before the media world "discovered" style. Max

made works that were a true mirror of herself, and that made people crazy.

Because the mirror looked good.

Leaving the 20th Century was a revelation in 1982, and it defies its

age now. Driven by a distinctly 1980s Kraftwerk-esque beat and the first

uses of what were then advanced digital tools—the paintbox and the

DVE—the work is a blend of media satire and sharp-edged techno design.

The broadly handsome images of the performers, Glen Scantlebury and

Max herself (her red lips a beacon), are fodder for unexpected transitions,

telling us that more might not be more and that a world that depends on

technology is doomed to representation in lieu of participation. When it

was first shown the glossy package refuted its own theory, and seeing it

now—with its DVE feedback trails, an artifact of forgotten tools—what

remains from the shock is the structure.

Perfect Leader poses the question, Can you be cutting edge on an edge

that moves? In this case the answer is yes. We are eternally searching for

the Teflon politician, and in California in 2003 we might have found one.

But Max Almy created one in 1983. Perfect Leader is a perfect example of

the irony of the 1980s and an examination of the degradation of the dub.

Using the pop song format, Almy displays wit and an appreciation for the

production value of reality as she Warhols a model and paints him into

a manufactured product. The work is a true creation—not found object,

not document of bad acting, not insufferable cuteness or minimal thought

standing in for brilliance; it has been written, scored, designed, and, well,

created. In the timeless sense of the word.

Still from Leaving the 20th Century
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FOCUS

First Person Plural: The Electronic Diaries, 1984-96

Lynn Hershman

ROBIN HELD

F
irst Person Plural: The Electronic Diaries, 1984-96, is a compilation

of diaristic videotapes, the earliest ones produced privately with no

cameraperson present. This project both talks the autobiographical

subject, Lynn, into being and undermines, with the formal language of video,

the veracity of her account. Tales of long-kept secrets and psychological

"scars the length of this tape" are offered in the confessional mode, a

testimonial discourse with no necessary validity beyond the viewer's faith

in the authority of the text and the narrator.

Produced over a twelve-year period, The Electronic Diaries—whose

principal installments are Confessions of a Chameleon (1986), Binge [1981),

and First Person Plural (1988)—are bracketed by two statements uttered by

the autobiographical subject, Lynn. First, she makes the claim, "I always tell

the truth," a bid for a coherent, sovereign "I" who speaks. Later in the tapes

she modifies this claim: "I always told the truth ... for the person that I was.'

This qualification admits to a fractured, even plural subject who speaks.

Elsewhere Lynn calls these personae "separate personalities vying for a

place on the tape," all struggling to be heard and verified. "Their" stories,

told directly to the viewer, are interrupted with childhood photos, archival

film footage, movie clips, reenactments, and televised newscasts. They

are also subjected to electronic manipulation: montages, wipes, and split

screens prevent any secure distinction between autobiographical claims

to truth and fabrication for narrative effect.

In Confessions of a Chameleon the adult Lynn recounts tales of child

sexual abuse and the imaginary personae that the child Lynn constructed

in self-defense. Although ostensibly true, the story stretches the viewer's

capacity for suspension of disbelief. Binge documents a period of

depression following her husband's departure and an attempt by Lynn

to lose forty-five pounds. When Hershman's full body is revealed, it is

electronically distorted, slimmed, and elongated by video technology.

This dramatic evocation of the dieter's fantasy is in sharp contrast to her

voice-over, describing hunger, deprivation, and an obsession with food as

a replacement for love and sexual satisfaction.

First Person Plural returns to the story of child sexual abuse and iden-

tity crisis, now interpreting it through vampire myths and the Holocaust.

Images of the adult Lynn, superimposed over film clips of Nosferatu and

Hitler, emphasize the personal impact of violation, secrecy, and rage

while at the same time diffusing it over cultural icons of the demonic. A

memory involving child Lynn and burns received at the hand of an adult is

reenacted by a child actor and a doll. This abuse is played again and again,

further numbing and diffusing the trauma.

Hershman's The Electronic Diaries exemplifies the tradition of "new

autobiography," in which the articulation of identity is split, insecure, and

multiplied and documentary truth is freely mixed with storytelling and

performance.

Still from First Person Plural
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Dialogue in Lyric
KONRAD STEINER

The bulk of it

In air

—George Oppen, “Chartres”

Cinema was born a child of theater and photography, a hybrid that

flourished and matured through the twentieth century. Its basic

principle of montage made it an ideal medium for collecting and

arranging diverse materials and perspectives. As a composite art

form without a classical Muse of its own, cinema can serve as a field

in which the various muses may be coupled and combined. Among

filmmakers, writers, musicians, choreographers, visual artists, and

their audiences, this kind of crossbreeding begins in the meeting

places of galleries, theaters, living rooms, and bars. This conversa-

tional 1 context forms the scaffold of a kind of cinema that itself is part

of a larger discourse of the truly intermediate: dancers speak, words

creep into paintings, photos punctuate novels, videos play to songs,

and poets and musicians overdub feature films live in the theater.

The atmosphere of public exchanges, diverse critical writings, and

the intercourse among artists is like the air in George Oppen’s poem

“Chartres” 2—the ephemeral and largely invisible bulk ofwhat makes

this work alive and meaningful.

The following remarks survey experimental film in the Bay Area,

specifically, personal cinema in diaristic and ekphrastic modes—that

is, respectively, film relating to the daily flow of life and montage

visualizing or accompanying the spoken word. These forms are

themselves modes of lyric expression or song, evoking a sense of

individual, subjective experience. Just as the lyre was used as musical

accompaniment to intoned verse written by the ancient Greek poets,

many of the films discussed here incorporate poems or in other ways

open themselves to other voices and influences.

Instead of emphasizing individual movements and stylistics, I want

to focus on techniques and gestures of response. In the past century

moving-image artists have explored the medium-specific possibilities

for expression, and this has resulted in a vast diversity of voices and

genres. But there is an outward-facing aspect of cinema practice, too,
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previous page Jim Flannery, Photoheliograph, 1995, film still

opposite Susan Vigil in Warren Sonbert, A Woman’s Touch, 1983, film still

following page Nina Fonoroff, Department ofthe Interior, 1986, film still

which makes cinema open, inviting, and subject to change. I want to

look through the critical microscope from the wrong end for a wide-

angle view of personal cinema at the edges, where it engages other

arts and provides itself to those arts as a medium. The works from

the period (since roughly 1980) addressed here apply and build on

the idioms of Stan Brakhage’s lyricism, Maya Deren’s psychodrama,

and even the formalist films of the 1970s. But there are also implicit

critiques of the romantic subjectivity and materialist objectivity of

these earlier phases of the American avant-garde. Many more films

than the ones I mention incorporate a multiplicity of voices and views,

using disjunctive montage, parataxis, and synchronized or contrapuntal

illustration of texts. The shift of the expressive subject away from the

univocal/visual source of the work emphasizes the dialogic nature of

cinematic discourse at the margins of mainstream film and reasserts the

collective aspect of expression and consciousness within a community.

DIALOGUE, COMMUNITIES, AND CROSSOVERS

Cinema has found its way across the Bay Area’s various artistic

subcultures, with an emphasis on connections between the poetry and

film scenes. The filmmaker Christopher Maclaine published three

books of poetry and from 1947 to 1949 edited the magazine Contour,

which printed the poetry of Robert Duncan, Jack Spicer, and Denise

Levertov and the paintings of Jordan Belson. Fred Camper says

Maclaine’s film The End (1953) “presents the profoundest challenge

to viewer identification I know of,”
3 and in this way it is a precursor of

the genre-bending films under discussion here. The collagist Wallace

Berman, at the West Coast center of a rich subculture of artists working

in many media, spent years between San Francisco and Los Angeles

working on his constantly evolving hand-painted collage film, Aleph

(1956-66). In the circle of the Berkeley Renaissance, James Broughton

was equally distinguished as a poet and a filmmaker. Lawrence Jordan

was a cameraman and editor for Joseph Cornell and made his own

visualization of “Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” as well as a montage

accompanying H.D.’s long poem “Hermetic Definition.” Bruce Conner

made iconoclastic films with the music of Devo, David Byrne and Brian

Eno, Ray Charles, and others, and with a song by Bob Dylan in Permian

Strata skewered the homage-collage form of Cornell’s short film Rose

Hobart (1936). By the 1980s Warren Sonbert, renowned for his diarist

style, had become close with writers in the antinarrative, formalist, and

politicized L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry community, in which

the filmmaker Abigail Child, a sometime San Francisco resident, was

an active and published poet. Cecilia Dougherty, first a painter, then a

video artist, worked closely with queer writers in the Bay Area, some

ofwhom would become associated with the New Narrative movement.

Steve Anker, San Francisco Cinematheque director, was a regular at

Robert Duncan’s salons, and Nathaniel Dorsky was a close friend of

poets of the Beat and New York school legacies.

The interplay between language, performance, and cinema mani-

fested itself directly during a lecture and screening by Sonbert at the

Pacific Film Archive on July 8, 1986. First Alfred Hitchcock’s 1964

film, Mamie, was screened; then Sonbert spoke on forms of visual

narrative and abstract montage. Beginning as an exegesis of Hitchcock’s

film, the talk on narrative structure slowly transformed—through

Sonbert’s diction, wit, and delivery—increasingly assuming the form

of a sequence of discrete verbal gestures. Immediately after the talk

he showed his ownA Woman’s Touch (1983), which is an homage and

wry response to Mamie. Its silent montage took up the rhythm and

exposition of his speech exactly where it had left off, as if the talk itself

had been a long dissolve from the cinematic narrative language of

Hitchcock into expository language, then into silent abstract montage,

displaying a true blending of cinematic and verbal language.

DIGRESSION ON THE INTEGRATION OF DIVERSE SOURCES

Linked verse, or renga, a form of poetry prevalent from the thirteenth

through nineteenth centuries in Japan, grew out of two basic

influences: the imperial poetry anthology and the courtly game of

trading verses, each inherently pluralistic occasions. The develop-

ment of its structure and practice addressed the problem of how to

combine work with sometimes wildly disparate authorship. Whereas

the anthology, as a ceremonial publication, had its editors, renga, as

a fairly spontaneous form, had its referee. The basic scenario was a

group of writers each contributing short verses in turn, forming a

chain linking each writer’s stanza both with what preceded it and,

through evocations of phrasing and diction, with other poems in the

tradition. The charm of renga came from the poets’ repartee, but Earl

Miner describes a deeper aesthetic of dialogue and intertextuality:

The importance of response and sequence derives from the systematic

poetics of classical Japanese literature. If Western poetics originated

in the Greek encounter with drama, giving us a crucial interest in

mimesis or representation. Japanese poetics (like Chinese) derives

from an encounter with lyric poetry. The Japanese assumed from

lyricism that literature is distinguished from other human activities by

human response in words to something that moves one. . .
.
[They] also

felt that matters do not end there. They believed that another person

receiving the first expression would be affected and so be led to a second

expression, perhaps a poem of reply. . . . The original poem could also

lead to a poetic response centuries later, when another poet in different

circumstances recalled it .

4

In linked verse poets alternately contribute stanzas in a way that

suggests cinematic shots and cuts. (The widely practiced form of

imagistic expression, haiku, is a derivative of renga.) The large-scale

effect is a kind of plotless narrative that seems to have an affinity

with the type of montage films made by many San Francisco film-

makers working in a diarist mode. Their range of imagery is similar:

collections of glimpses, quotidian epiphanies, or diaristic reportage.

The montage forms a series of responses guided by varying modes of

linkage between shots, an abstract sequence whose desultory quality

flows more like a conversation than a story or document.

DIARIES AND SALONS

Warren Sonbert’s and Nathaniel Dorsky’s films, though miles

apart in style and mood, share a simple shot-and-cut formal style

that integrates a wide variety of diaristic footage. Their practices

follow a tradition of raw visual journals that range from the iconic
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glamour of Andy Warhol to the urban dailiness and gentle intimacy

of Rudy Burckhardt. The cinematography shows a deep sensitivity

to ephemeral beauties and telling instants. Both use the spring-

wound Bolex camera, which creates an aesthetic around the unit of

the shot, which could last no more than thirty seconds. They work

under an ethos of authenticity earned by the degree to which the

glimpse or the extended shot reveals one’s interaction with the world

on the spot. More than setting out to capture a natural scene or an

artificial staging, their shot is a unitary, spontaneous action, which

both performs and records the evolution of the triple interaction of

world, camera, and maker. When successful, such a shot results in

the directness that the San Francisco poet Oppen referred to as “an

account of the poet’s perception.”5 Whereas the multiple perspec-

tives of Brakhage’s groundbreaking lyrical film Anticipation ofthe

Night (1958) posits a first-person protagonist (however unstable), the

structure of Dorsky’s and Sonbert’s montage avoids unifying around a

specific persona but creates unity from sequence and variety.

While Sonbert’s films—especially the late silents such as The

Cup and the Lip (1986), Friendly Witness (1989), and Whiplash (1995,

1997)—tended toward musical and narrative gestures (though

eschewing character and plot), Dorsky’s films, such as Triste (1996)

and the later Variations (1998), Arbor Vitae (2000), and The Visitation

(2002), develop an even more purely visual logic, relating closely to

the paratactic montage of Brakhage’s The Riddle ofLumen (1972) and

to Yasujiro Ozu’s contemplative camera. Dorsky elevates pedestrian

imagery to an iconography of evanescence and manages to avoid the

traps of avant-garde solipsism and the illusion of objectivity in narra-

tive film. In these films his cinematography tends toward traditionally

“realistic” portrayals of people and places, while the montage

maintains a medium-tempo series of epiphanies. He renounces the

hierarchy of story, scene, and shot, found in narrative films and docu-

mentaries alike, in favor of letting each take ripen in its duration and

then treats each cut as a subtle revelation or opening out into a new

thought. This plain shot-cut-shot flow reconciles presence and loss

in the now of cinematic projection. He composed Triste during many

discussions of the poetics of linked verse around the same time he

was teaching film production at the San Francisco Art Institute. The

final project for the class was a group film, made in the environment

of a cine-renga session, with students taking turns contributing shots

to the reel and making calls on the montage by consensus, under the

tutelage of Dorsky as experienced editor and teacher. (The result is

titled Renga [1989] and is available for rent through Canyon Cinema.)

Alongside formal theatrical and curricular activities, an informal

salon culture has been sustained in various forms over many years in

San Francisco. From the beginnings ofmy own involvement in the

mid-1980s, the salons were attended by a long list of visiting filmmak-

ers, students, and local artists and friends. Anything was shown, from

home movies to flea market discoveries (which today would be eBay
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purchases), from fresh camera rolls to 1,200-foot reels of selected

shots, and from works in progress to completed films. New work

often gestated in the environment of critical dialogue that took place

during and between these evenings. One standout in this period was

Jerome Hiler, who assembled, broke down, and re-created occasional

short films from his collection of diaristic footage. He composed reels

based on the makeup of the audience, the season, and whatever he had

recently been shooting, in much the same way Joseph Cornell had done

fifty' years earlier, culling from his collection of newsreels and shorts.

We watched Hiler’s films develop through iterations as fresh camera

rolls were woven into the reels that over years culminated in the films

Gladly Given (1997) and Target Rock (2000). My own End Over End

(1987-88) developed in this setting as a response to Daniel Barnett’s

Dead End Dead End " and Maclaine’s The End. In December 1995 the San

Francisco Cinematheque recognized this practice, re-creating the inti-

macy at a public show called “Homescreening,” which included works

in progress from silt (Keith Evans, Christian Farrell, and Jeff Warrin),

Hiler, and me, as well as several short, older 8mm works by Michael

Mideke and some 16mm home movies from the 1930s and 1940s.

Barnett was one of the visiting participants in this scene during his

1985 residency at the San Francisco Art Institute. His film White Heart

(1975) influenced many of the filmmakers under discussion here. It

built on Ludwig Wittgenstein’s deconstruction of the concept “private

language” and used experimental techniques to critique first-person

cinema. With its fluctuation between precision and chaos, its recom-

binant editing scheme, and its edging between “talking to oneself”

and “starting a conversation,” the film asks, Which comes first, the

author or the meaning? Then it works back from that unanswerable

question to, Can a film hover at the cusp of a convention? Barnett’s

attempt to make such a film affects the dissolution of the lyric persona

even through the gestures of the first-person film. First, he continually

returns to the cinematic condition itself, that is, film’s physical proper-

ties of color, flicker, sync, and surface. Second, the film foregrounds its

own coding in recurrent imagery and sound, recombining elements

as if to teach the viewer how to read it. Third and most subtly, its own

archness and mystery invoke the conversations that occur around the

screening experience of any film, dialogues that elicit meaning in an

effort to make the cinematic text cohere and relate to other work.

EKPHRASTIC CINEMA

The term ekphrasis comes from an advanced exercise in rhetoric as

taught by the ancient Greeks. It means the creation of a poem that

describes a work of visual art, using all available prosodic means to bring

it before the mind’s eye. In this form one faces the gap of irreducible

difference between verbal and visual symbolic systems. From Homer

to Keats, Shelley to Wallace Stevens and on, ekphrastic writing is both

description and expression at an interface of language and image.
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Because cinema can bring picture, sound, and text together, this

simultaneity can lead to an ekphrastic reversal, in which image and

text co-effect or co-interpret each other rather than illustrate or

describe. Through the simple use of voice-over or titles to frame the

pictures, cinema can call forth alternative mental images, while the

pictures concretize the language and evoke further descriptions. The

highest success of this form depends on maximizing relations and

potentials of meaning among these elements rather than on fixing an

interpretation for the viewer. Here are a few specific approaches.

TRANSLATION. Jim Flannery’s film Photoheliograph (1995) is based on

Harry Crosby’s graphic poem of the same name. The word means (a)

a signal in code made with a mirror reflecting the sun; (b) a photo-

engraving; (c) a sun print or Rayogram; and (d) a telescope modified

for solar photography— in short, one of various devices for observing

or “writing” with the sun. The poem is a five-by-ten-inch grid of the

word black, with the central black replaced by the word sun. Flannery

transcodes this to cinema, using numeric and graphic cues from the

poem, projecting a temporal dimension where there was none, in

effect, rendering the poem in a kind of “visual voice.” Using a single

image (Saturn, esoterically one of several “black suns” or hidden

organizers of events or structure) and a single word (black recorded

forty-nine times), for ten minutes, the film is structured from sparse

flashes in the first half to a thundering, almost terrifying flicker of

marbled colors at the end.

As Flannery describes it:

I attempted to use materials/processes which would point to an allusive

reading in roughly the same directions as (I believe) Crosby’s intentions

were, but I am equally dependent upon the viewer’s participation/

previous knowledge—and I equally intended for it to be “readable” in a

closely analogous fashion as the same visual pun. Poetry, in its assump-

tion of being embodied in a speaking voice, is based upon progress

through time; but Crosby’s poem is perceived in its entirety, in a single

moment. To make a film of this poem is to (perversely) restore the

temporal dimension to it. It was important to me, first, to maintain the

two-dimensional quality of the poem, avoiding any hint of illusionistic

depth (how much more perverse it would be to add two dimensions to

the poem!) And second, to somehow maintain the all-at-once-ness of

the poem, given the constant shifting of small details, and the determi-

nate duration of the film .

7

COUNTER-ILLUSTR AT ION. A thousand words is too long for a caption.

A normal short one is just a tight verbal frame, an abbreviation for the

image. Conversely, an illustration often overdetermines its referent with

too much visual information. To put these two reciprocal disparities

to good use, one can let the text and image relate contrapuntally, as

simultaneous and independent melodies do in polyphonic music.

In Under a Broad Gray Sky (1996) Thad Povey recites the prose

poem by Baudelaire “Chacun sa chimere,”8 a description of the toil

of hope (or delusion), alongside pastoral images of the grounds of a

country house: young men and women working and resting, a win-

dowsill, a broken clock, a struggling beetle. Does the poem describe

what we’re seeing or not? Do the images belie exaggeration in the

lyric? The bold grotesqueness of the description is almost at odds

with the handsome people, the rustic scenes. Are these people not

within reach of that futility Baudelaire describes? The film is efficient

in making you wonder about these questions, using very conventional

means. There is a gentle weaving of three strands: the images shown,

the text heard, and the images in the text seen in the mind. Beneath

this is ambient sound that also plays with a sense of illustration and

diegesis, with cuts subtly shifting sounds from off to on camera. Is the

sound coming from the picture? Is the picture coming from the poem?

Is the imagery of the poem a metaphor for the people on-screen? Do

the people figured know what they signify? The meanings multiply,

suspended in this way between levels of signification.

Dorsky was the editor of the feature-length documentary What

Happened to Kerouac? (Richard Lerner and Lewis MacAdams,

1986). Between archival footage and interviews he embedded three

interludes cut to recordings of Kerouac reading his poems. The first

montage is quite illustrative of the text, as if just getting to know the

poet. Each successive interpolation reaches deeper into the source

of the poems. The final poem is a perfect example of counterpoint-

illustration. Similar to Schubert’s or Poulenc’s piano settings of lyric

poetry, Dorsky’s visual accompaniment juxtaposes street scenes of

San Francisco and Lowell, Massachusetts, Kerouac’s hometown, with

the poet reading “October on the Railroad Earth,” “Friday Afternoon

in the Universe,” and a passage from his novel Dr. Sax. The montage

floats beside the voice, together and independent, not in illustration of

the words but in response to their spirit.

My own contributions to this genre, bum series (1999), The Floating

series (2004), and Delay series (2004), were made as montage accom-

paniments to a sound track of Leslie Scalapino reading sections of her

poem “way.” The imagery was cut to work with the rhythms and topics

of the poem and chosen in a way that did not reflect but rather accom-

modated the movement insinuated by the poem’s syntax and diction.

Throughout the films the images are composed on four contrapuntal

lines: the voice of the poet, the cinematic image, the images called to

mind by the text, and the ideas brought to mind by the pictures. These

lines were intended to weave a kind of fugue as one’s attention shifts

between the voice, the picture, and the mind. Images of people in

public environments (sidewalks, restaurants, streetcars) offer a visual

setting in which to feel the poem’s sense of self-reflexive scrutiny

experienced in otherwise common social spaces. Shoppers striding

down the sidewalk, streetcars and buses trundling past, bar patrons

gesturing and flirting, autumn sun and neon light slicing through the

city: all are shown with an impassive gaze. The words and pictures

combine fluidly and ambiguously, as descriptive voice-over, or as “inner

voices,” or discretely timed against the rhythms and phrasings of the

poet’s voice. The “way” project abandons the approach of illustration

or translation by constructing a montage counterpoint to the spoken

word’s descriptive/reflexive content.

MUSICAL ABSTRACTION. Peter Herwitz spent several years in San

Francisco in the mid-1980s with a foot in all three camps: poetry,

music, and film. His film Spleen (1987) was a direct response

and evocation of Baudelaire’s Paris Spleen
, phrasing painted and

photographed images as if they were abstracted notes formed into

melodies. The Poet’s Veil (1987-88) begins with a literal image of

reading: a page from Mallarme’s “L’Azur,” then someone sitting at

a desk, writing. Fleeting, hand-colored images of mountains, trees,

water, a garden hose, and a fountain are superimposed throughout

this moment of reverie. The film tries to get at the musicality and

mystery of Mallarme in silent cinematic glimpses that cohere as visual
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melodies and motifs. The “veil” creates both the poet and the world.

The inside and outside co-emerge, a process the film renders with the

colors, textures, and rhythms of both hand-painting and photography,

using the tropes of projective vision (dreaming, closed-eye vision,

hallucination, fantasy, misidentification, mind’s eye), as well as recep-

tive vision (photography, recognition, attention). The film portrays

the veil as that separation/screen that is both site and source of the

protagonist’s identity in first-person lyric cinema.

Herwitz went on to orchestrate images to Louis Zukofsky’s poems

“As to How Much” and “With a Valentine (the 14 February)” in two

eponymous films (both 1990), this time without a veil, directly incor-

porating the author’s reading on the sound track. Herwitz writes:

[The poems] seem to me to be above all about degrees, limitations in

describing an image—tentative yet again very precise, which is what

I sought to achieve in similar possibilities for creating an image on

film. ... I find Zukofsky to be above all about music and the choice of

words almost always meant to work in terms of musical structure first

and foremost. . . . And as a filmmaker I find this kind of writing to be

truly a mirror of the way montage works—the space between Zukofsky’s

words creates the meaning as it does in montage. The challenge of a

filmmaker is both to present and attempt to answer a series of questions

raised by his/her choice of imagery and the spaces between them .

4

Another kind of space opens up in the hybrid poem-film, in which

the filmmaker and the poet negotiate and cross the gap between them

on musical terms. That is the dimension where dialogue takes place.

SECOND-PERSON CINEMA

If a film about the vision, consciousness, and therefore identity of the

filmmaker is the paradigmatic lyrical film (as defined by P. Adams

Sitney), perhaps the following films, which incorporate and respond

to discourses outside the filmmaker while often using the tropes of

the first-person film, could be called post-lyrical.

An indication of this can be found in Nina Fonoroff’s remark about

her film Department ofthe Interior (1986), completed during her

years in San Francisco: “My aim was not to ‘represent’ or ‘express’ a

particular state of mind or emotion, but to endeavor to generate a set

of possibilities for new connections between sensory experience and

the experience of meaning.”10 Her film, based on the phenomenon

of echo, portrays a psychic shock of encounter with surprising,

even grotesque reflections of and on identity. It employs dreamlike

dissolves and superimpositions of negative and positive images of

watches, suburban homes, faces, and landscapes and layers the sound

track of operatic singing with delay and repetition. These gestures

create a haunted house of mirrors. Referring to the generational

repetition between mother and daughter, the film sustains a psy-

chological (“interior”) reading about the anxieties and conflicts of

experiencing the echo of oneself in another and oneself as an echo.

But it also undermines a first-person, subjective reading of the image

as a psychic “point of view.” By emphasizing echo’s slight shift or

delay, the film becomes a reflection on the origins of mimesis. It tries

to catch that moment when an image or voice can come to represent.

The question raised by an echo is, Is there an Other? This questioning

moment prepares the ground for a communication that reaches out

to another. Such an echo reflects back only after passing through

the mind of that other, offering the possibility of real exchange.

Fonoroff is working to displace one expressive use of the image—the

psychosensual eye of interior sight—with another, using the insight

that we do not need to identify with the images we see or assume a

unified subject portrayed by a film. Subjectivity may be ephemeral

and fabricated moment to moment in a genetic and symbolic chain

that reaches beyond oneself. Echo’s message to us: What you see has

been seen before, and what you say will be heard again.

Of course, mistaking one’s echo is the danger facing any highly

refined art, that is, speaking to and hearing from only a coterie or

narrow field of connoisseurs. Yet by incorporating poetry, music,

and the events of the world itself and making works of response, a

gregarious “second-person” cinema looks outward to the sister arts

for dialogue and inspiration.

More than fifty years ago Maclaine chose a passionate direct

address in The End to tell his stories, inviting the audience to par-

ticipate, even insisting on its complicity in all it has witnessed. His

final exhortation, “Here are some pictures. Here is the most beautiful

music in the world. What is happening?” problematizes a viewer’s

relation with the characters, narrator, or filmmaker and asks for a

direct response. Authorship is not disavowed with this gesture, nor

is audience identification dispelled. It acknowledges that meaning

emerges in a dialogic atmosphere and is sustained by discrete voices

that echo, address, and contextualize one another. Cinema’s idiolects,

dialects, and artistic debates thrive in festivals, salons, cafes, clubs,

and alternative kinos, where makers and audience meet face-to-face

and cinema engages with the other arts as much as with its own

history. The work shown in these interstitial and marginal spaces

deflects the dominant discourse, resists being herded by the twin

beasts called advertising and mass entertainment, and revitalizes the

art of lyric as speaking to and not for the other.

A curious thing to note: none of these travelers seemed irritated by

the ferocious beast hanging around his neck and glued to his back; one

might have said that they considered it part of themselves. All these

tired and serious faces showed not the least sign of despair; under the

spleenful dome of the sky, their feet deep in the dust of the earth as

desolate as the sky, they continued along with the resigned physiognomy

of those who are condemned to hope forever.

—Charles Baudelaire, “Chacun sa chimere”

NOTES

1. From Latin: conversari, "to live," "to keep company with."

2. George Oppen, "Chartres," originally in The Materials, reprinted in New Collected Poems (New

York: New Directions, 2002), 77.

3. Fred Camper, "Mad Genius," Chicago Reader, June 4, 1999. Reproduced atwww.fredcamper.com/

Film/Maclaine. html.

4. Earl Miner, Japanese Linked Poetry { Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979), 5.

5. "It is possible to find a metaphor for anything, an analogue: but the image is encountered, not found;

it is an account of the poet's perception, of the act of perception; it is a test of sincerity, a test of

conviction, the rare poetic quality of truthfulness." George Oppen, "The Mind's Own Place," Kulchur

3, no. 10 (summer 1963): 3.

6. Dead End Dead End (25 mm., silent, color/B&W, 16mm), never in distribution, was a truly

underground film. The film was shown several times in the context of Barnett's classes, in home

screenings in San Francisco, and at the San Francisco Cinematheque. In e-mail correspondence

with the editors on May 9, 2006, Barnett wrote, "The film was shot mostly in and around Bingham-

ton, New York, in the early seventies and rephotographed and edited [using an optical printer) in

Boston in the mid-seventies. I never considered it a public film, or never perhaps a finished film (in

the spirit of Valery's 'a poem is never finished, it is merely abandoned’) ... too much about it seems

questionable and unclear for it to be anything but part of a dialogue."

7. From personal communications, published in SF Cinematheque Program Note Book (2000), under

screening title "Word to Image: Cinema Inspired by Poems," March 5, 2000, 15.

8. Charles Baudelaire, "Chacun sa chimere," in La spleen de Paris( 1869), trans. Armand Colin (Paris, 1958).

9. From personal communications, published in SF Cinematheque Program Note Book (2000), under

screening title "Word to Image: Cinema Inspired by Poems," March 5, 2000, 14.

10. Canyon Cinema Film/Video Catalog #8 (San Francisco: Canyon Cinema, 2000), 174.
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FOCUS

Kino Da!

Henry Hills, 1981

DAVID GERSTEIN

N
orth Beach, summer 1980. Jack Hirschman—possibly the last

Stalinist poet in America. But also translator of Artaud, connois-

seur of Vertov. Henry Hills—aspiring filmmaker, with the coastal

bipolarity of George Kuchar and Hollis Frampton under his belt. But also

hooked into Language poetry, hermetic mysticism, Jamaican cigars.

Friends—across generations, politics, aesthetics, artistic disciplines. So

what do you do on a sunny summer afternoon? Go to Washington Square

and shoot a film.

Deconstruction is very much in the air, but Hills takes the idea literally.

He physically breaks apart the poem Hirschman is reading in the film,

cutting the sync-sound tape into pieces and reassembling them according

to his own concept of communication. And in the process the film of Jack

becomes equally fragmentary, jerking along in an artificial space in which

the jump cut is precisely that, a leap from one physical instant to another, a

collision of two fragments of celluloid.

Images become syllables; phonemes become frames. The tense bond

between sound and picture starts to stretch, to rupture. A new language is

being created, a new way to shape pictorial memory and verbal communi-

cation into representations of a world on the edge of incomprehension.

One of the cliches of American experimental film was the division

between East Coast and West Coast filmmaking. East Coast was charac-

terized as cerebral, verbal; West Coast, as sensual, pictorial. Whether or

not this dichotomy ever really existed, by the late seventies it was clearly

no longer valid. Filmmakers and aspiring filmmakers began to migrate

from coast to coast and to all parts in between. The establishment of film

showcases throughout the country led to a cross-fertilization of ideas and

approaches that had a profound effect on Hills's generation of filmmakers.

Equally important was the idea of not simply deconstruction but also,

more important, reconstruction. Starting from the concept that our percep-

tion of the world is an artificial construct, how is it produced? Where are

the boundaries between comprehension and chaos? Is it possible to arrive

at the most elementary building blocks and then use them to lead us to

new ways of seeing and experiencing?

Kino Da! is a major step in this investigation. Looking backward, it

acknowledges Vertov and Eisenstein, Brakhage and Baillie. But what

artist doesn't have his or her antecedents and influences? It's what it

looks forward to that makes it important: explorations of sound and its

relation to the image; human presence and action as critiques of the

physical environment; the syntheses and attention shifts created by the

high-speed clash between sound and picture. In its modest four minutes

Kino Da! helped open the door to these new dimensions in experimental

film practice.

Stills from Kino Da!
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FOCUS

Tongues Untied

Marlon Riggs, 1989

HERMAN GRAY

M arlon Riggs consistently stretched the documentary form in new

and daring directions, innovatively combining performance,

documentation, spoken word, and dramatization. In the process

he always centered black people and black life. Despite the fact that many

of his divergent approaches to documentary film are now conventional, at

the time he developed them they were highly risky, not only because he

experimented with formal conventions, but also because he focused on

themes such as sexuality and race.

Perhaps the best illustration of his innovative style, political commit-

ment, and social critique is the classic Tongues Untied, Riggs's masterful

exploration of black masculinity and sexuality. For his most daring and

politically significant work, Riggs created a hybrid style that combined

poetic recitation, voguing, autobiographical reenactments, and powerful

first-person address, all with a musical, celebratory tempo. His attention

to issues of black masculinity, sexuality, homophobia, and sexism has

made a lasting contribution to contemporary cultural discourse. Tongues

Untied produced the recognition and appreciation of black gay voices long

ignored or vilified in the dominant cultural spaces of representation and

legitimation: university classrooms, the halls of Congress, gay and lesbian

activist organizations, among others.

With the achievements realized in Tongues Untied, Riggs showed,

insisted really, that the political act of black men loving black men without

shame is an expression of the beauty of black life and a rich source of

imaginative cultural and political possibility for living in community differ-

ently. At the same time he exposed the oppressive nexus of race, sexuality,

and gender in order to free us from the complicities and domination that

we exercise every day in the name of manhood and nation.

Riggs stuck to his guns in whatever struggle he entered, insisting on his

right to make movies, to tell his stories, and to tell them in the context of his

community. Out of this conviction he helped expand the notion of com-

munity and the meaning of the self for all of us. Marlon Riggs represented,

with respect and dignity, perhaps for the first time in cinema, black gay

men in the fullness of their lives.

Still from Tongues Untied (Marlon Riggs at left)
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FOCUS

Peggy and Fred in Hell: The Prologue

Leslie Thornton, 1985

BERENICE REYNAUD

eslie Thornton's Peggy and Fred in Hell suggests a world after the

Fall whose protagonists are not Adam and Eve but, more problemati-

cally, siblings and children-next-door. This San Francisco house

seems strangely familiar; we must have known people here.

Thornton uses her camera to discover something she couldn't

have seen otherwise. Her sets—indexical detritus of our consumer/

technological culture—are carefully composed, as if "conceived by an

older, pessimistic brother of Samuel Beckett"; 1 the screen is cluttered to

exquisite saturation, the image decentered and almost unrecognizable:

here the lower third of a TV image, there the head of a 1940s-era doll held

by a boy offscreen; here a wheel, there some unidentified debris falling

from the ceiling. However, within this "sedimentation of objects," 2 the

children are free to improvise, play, talk nonstop. And what do they do?

They mimic us, adults, not as (we think) we are, but as culture has

fashioned us in their eyes: pop, cinematic, religious, or high culture.

Bracketed on the one hand by the now-(in)famous found footage of the

"singing vulva" 3
(scientific close-up of the vocal chords of a singer) and

on the other by recordings of Yma Sumac and Handel's Flinaldo( 1711),

The Prologue is largely about gender roles and impersonation. Different

voice pitches suggest masculinity or femininity; Amy Camus from Brooklyn

masquerades as a "primitive" Inca singer called Yma Sumac; and,

traditionally, several male parts in Rinaldo are sung by female vocalists.

While many interpretations of Peggy and Fred in Hell focus on "technol-

ogy as nightmare," 4 science fiction, postapocalypse, one can decipher

a simpler—but also more disturbing—meaning. Hell for children is to be

born into a world in which history, in the form of artifacts, language, songs,

lyrics, or moving images, has accumulated, seemingly at random, before us,

imposing itself and forcing on us an inescapable division of labor between

the sexes. There is no "pure," innocent, authentic childhood: mimicry (often

as identification with the oppressor) reigns supreme. During wars children

play war games; Fred repeats songs about men killing each other, about bib-

lical tropes; and, uncannily, waiflike Peggy parrots sexist lyrics that may be

used against her, some day: "Billie Jean is not my lover ... the kid is not my

son." The violence of the nightmare created by Thornton, in its oppositional

acuity, is the one uncovered when one listens to voices the mainstream has

taught us to neglect or silence. Hailed as one of the turning points of the

avant-garde of the 1980s for its intertextuality "within and between media,"

for its reflection on "technical reproducibility,"
5 Peggy and Fred is also a

documentary masterpiece—about the sweet horror of being born.

NOTES

1. Bill Krohn, "160 cineastes d'aujourd'hui," Cahiers du Cinema (December 1992): 104.

2. Linda Peckam, "Total Indiscriminate Recall: Peggy and Fred in Hell," Motion Picture3, no. 1-2

(winter 1989-90): 16.

3. Mary Ann Doane, Femmes Fatales: Feminism, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis (New York: Routledge,

1991), 184.

4. Jonathan Rosenbaum, introduction to the screening of Peggy and Fred in Hell at the Buenos Aires

International Film Festival 2002, quoted in Fiona Villella, "The 4th Buenos Aires International Festival

of Independent Cinema—An Affair to Remember," http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/

festivals/02/20/buenos.html

5. Tom Zummer, "Leslie Thornton," http://archive.sensesofcinema.com/contents/directors/02/thornton.html.

Still from Peggy and Fred in Hell: The Prologue
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FOCUS

Reassemblage

Trinh T. Minh-ha, 1982

BERENICE REYNAUD

T
rinh T. Minh-ha's first foray into filmmaking, Reassemblage, both

seduces and unsettles viewers, elegantly striking the aesthetic and

epistemological balance that would become the author's trademark.

From 1977 to 1980 the Vietnam-born Trinh taught musical composition

at the Dakar Conservatory of Music in Senegal and traveled extensively

throughout western Africa (Senegal, Mali, and Burkina Faso). This provided

her with the inspiration for her films Reassemblage and Naked Spaces—
Living Is Round

(

1985) and seminal essays on postcolonialism, feminism,

and film aesthetics. Resisting easy categorization—as Trinh wrote, "i call

it No Art, No Experiment, No Fiction, No Documentary" 1—Reassemblage

weaves its complex argument between two opposite feelings: on the one

hand, disgust for the neocolonialist anthropological discourse; on the

other, love and respect for African culture.

Like a post-Barthesian Fragments of a Lover's Discourse, Trinh's film

embodies its subjective connotations in the grain of her voice. Unmistakably

feminine, unmistakably foreign, hesitant yet resolute, ironical yet poetic, it

even stumbles on one key word: "anthropo . . . anthropological"—subtly

conveying the feeling of a woman of color literally choking on a concept

designed to objectify her. This voice, however, does not "deliver" informa-

tion about Senegal—a conceit gently mocked at the very beginning of the

film. Instead of commenting on the image, it suggests another perspective,

another dimension, another space. Reassemblage consistently eschews

linear correspondence between image and sound track. There is no sync

sound, and the use of African music, recorded on location, is not "natural-

istic." Joola music, for instance, may be heard over images of a village of

a different ethnic group. More profoundly and beautifully disturbing is the

use of silence—moments of absolute void in which the sound track is empty

(as we rarely hear in cinema, or in music, for that matter, unless it's in John

Cage's compositions). Through these instants of radical silence Trinh allows

the work to "breathe" and inspires a nonalienating kind of gaze on the part

of the spectators, suggesting they simply "look" and admire the beauty, the

pride, the tenderness of African villagers, rather than scrutinize their bodies

to "extract" the information "concealed" there.

In Reassemblage the bodies of the "subjects" have neither names, nor

sync voices, nor translated speeches, yet they are given (back) something

more important and unsettling to mainstream anthropological discourse:

their gaze, which becomes an integral part of the texture of the film. "What

I see is life looking at me," says the sound track. "I am looking through a

circle in a circle of looks."

NOTE

1 . Trinh T. Minh-ha, "Mechanical Eye, Electronic Ear and the Lure of Authenticity," Wide Angle 6, no. 2

(summer 1984): 59.

Publicity montage of stills from Reassemblage
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Why Didn't I Work in Granite?
JANIS CRYSTAL LIPZIN

Last night I received a call from a longtime friend and filmmaker in

New York, David Robinson, during which he described his irrita-

tion with the arduous process he had recently endured in order to

make a new eight-minute, 16mm film project, Kneepoleon (2002).

He described his attempts to extract a print of suitable color and

exposure from a lab after five answer prints, and I recalled my own

experience almost thirty years ago suffering through twelve answer

prints of a Super 8(!) film called Basketball Players in the Process of

Becoming Birds (1974), hoping to replicate the green hue of early

spring grass that had been captured on my original Kodachrome

film. In 1974 A and B roll options were available even for the Super

8 format, and there were multiple color print stock choices from a

variety of manufacturers, including Agfa (Gevachrome); the palette

of possibilities suited the familiarity with color that I had acquired

previously as a painter and printmaker. Little did I know that I was

entering filmmaking at the halcyon period of reversal film printing.

The mid-1970s marked the beginning of tbe decline of the use of

reversal film stocks in favor of negative, but in 1974 filmmakers and

labs were still flashing reversal print and camera stocks to lower their

contrast in order to exercise some command over the nuances of their

medium’s capabilities for color expression. The above examples and

other experiences motivated me to accept an invitation to contribute

to this book with a discussion of the role of labs in the Bay Area’s

experimental film community during the past thirty years.

In 1974 there were approximately twelve film labs in the Bay Area,

including Monaco, Highland, Multichrome, Cinechrome, Kodak,
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previous page Back door of W. A. Palmer Films on

Tehama Street during the demolition of the building, 1992

Patterson, W. A. Palmer, and Leo Diner; only Monaco still exists today.

This is the case in most medium to large cities. According to John

Carlson, vice president and chief colorist at Monaco Labs/Video/

Digital, “San Francisco was a big film distributor before Hollywood.

The city was active in sending films to Asia, so there were more labs

than the city really needed because there was so much work gener-

ated from outside San Francisco sources passing through.”

I spoke with Gunvor Nelson, who was working with the Pacific

Film Archive on a preservation project for her film Light Years (1987).

Nine answer prints were struck, and many were sent to Gunvor in

Sweden for her inspection. Recalling when she began to make films,

when encounters with labs were rare, she said:

With Schmeerguntz [1966], Dorothy Wiley and I just had the film rolls

developed at the lab and cut the film without much knowledge of timing

or other lab work. We didn’t know such a thing as A and B rolls; we

didn’t do any mixing of the sound. By the time we made FogPumas

[1967] I knew more about timing and there were a lot more instructions

to the lab. Things like “darker here and lighter there,” as well as color

corrections. We wanted the images to float and flow. In those days many

experimental filmmakers worked with Multichrome Lab because it was

so small and approachable. Only one or two guys worked there.

Bruce Baillie also recalls important “early connections” with

Multichrome Lab on Gough Street and its owner, Herb “Mack”

MacKinney, who helped Baillie and others considerably in those

“impoverished beginnings.”

Although Light Years was the first film for which Gunvor remem-

bers taking over complete control of the timing, Trollstenen (1973-76)

was the first for which she began to do quite a bit of the timing herself.

There were so many fades in and out and A, B, C, D rolls or more, and all

that needed to be controlled. I was displeased with the color, and after

many tries I asked, “Can I look at those timing figures?” I asked, “How

do you do this?” Trollstenen was this huge long film [120 minutes], and I

think the lab was tired of it. I got the color filters at Diner’s and used the

numerical values on them to more or less figure out the formulas. The

people at the lab were pretty' nice about it.

John Carlson was working as a timer at Leo Diner Films from 1975

to 1983 and recalls that Trollstenen may in fact have been composed ofA

to F rolls and that John Bertucci at Diner’s showed Gunvor how to time.

Similarly, according to Lewis Motisher, who worked as a color timer at

W. A. Palmer Films from 1978 until that lab closed in 1996, “Nick Dorsky

was virtually doing his own timing near the end. We would make an

answer print based on his extensive notes and our best judgment, but

then he modified it by actually writing down his own printer lights.”

What some lab personnel refer to as “translation” has become an

increasingly important issue in the filmmaking process. For Carlson,

the term embraces traditional processes of making a film print from

camera original, as well as what filmmakers tend to call transfers—the

migration from one format to another, such as the making of a video

from a film or making a digital work from either film or video or both,

as well as making a DVD from any of the foregoing media. Some Bay

Area filmmakers of the sixties and seventies such as Scott Bartlett

loved to project camera original reversal film, bypassing the translation

issue entirely. For filmmakers who made film prints from their camera

footage, there was once a large variety of print stocks available,

including the unusual 9.02 and 9.03 from Agfa Gevaert that Leo Diner

Film lab made available for sharper images and a wider color palette.

Gevachrome print stock contained more silver and was especially

coveted for black leader. According to Carlson, in the 1970s labs worked

with filmmakers to “translate camera reversal film to reversal prints or

to internegatives and then to positive prints, and in the late 1970s from

negative to positive prints. In the 1980s it was film to tape, then film or

tape to digital tape, and most recently from any or all of the preceding

to DVD.” Each of these translations from format to format required

filmmakers to effectively learn a different language. The language of

color dyes, grain, and D-max developed into the language of chroma,

noise, and phosphorescence. Timers became colorists.

Although 16mm color negative movie film was introduced in 1968

by Eastman Kodak in the form of Eastman Color Negative 7254, it

wasn’t until the introduction of Eastman Color Negative II 7247 in 1976

that color negative came into wider use by film artists. With negative

film stock came more types of film, finer grain, lower contrast, and

the freedom to underexpose by one stop or overexpose by two stops,

options that allowed filmmakers to shoot under more uncontrollable

lighting situations than the less forgiving reversal film had allowed.

“Negative was also a huge pain,” Carlson says. “It was soft and

scratched easily, and dirt appeared as more visible white specs.”

However, filmmakers who had learned to make images “float and

flow” by overlapping multiple rolls in the lab’s printers (as Gunvor

Nelson did in FogPumas) were faced with the uncooperativeness

of color negative film stock, which could not achieve satisfactory

dissolves and fades in the lab but required such effects to be shot in

the camera or optical printer. Lewis Motisher recalls:

Things changed totally when negative [came into use], though not

immediately, because commercial filmmakers switched to negative really

fast, but most of the artist-filmmakers stayed with reversal. Nick Dorsky

is still shooting reversal—only Kodachrome now. He bought hundreds of

rolls when they discontinued it. If I remember correctly, Bruce Baillie’s

never-completed The Cardinal’s Visit [which was worked on in the 1980s]

may have been shot on negative, but all of his other films were shot on

reversal with multiple printing rolls, the same as Jordan Belson.

Most of the filmmakers Motisher remembers never made the switch

to negative, however.

Many of Bruce Conner’s films were made from found footage. One

who changed over was James Broughton, but he didn’t rely so much on

multiple imagery. Palmer’s tried a few multiple exposures in the printing

rolls, but it never worked well from the negative; the print became

very dark and muddy. Something about the sensitivity of positive film

causes it to block up immediately with multiple exposures. We had the

same trouble with fade-outs. When we first switched over to negative,

fade-outs all looked like crap, whereas reversal responded linearly to

exposure, and negative responded geometrically. Each increment was

like double the last, so it didn’t take much exposure for the print to block

up. We had to solve the problem mechanically; we had to change the

fader mechanism to close at a different rate. The shutter [of the printer]

closed uniformly on a reversal fade, but on a negative fade it started
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really slow and got fast or vice versa. Even now negative fades don’t look

as good as reversal fades. They’re not as smooth, and they tend to fall off

at the end; they get dark kind of quick.

Fades have changed in other ways as well. For example, the Bell &

Howell-style light valve on lah printers had faders that limited the

number of fade lengths to 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, or 96 frames, whereas

today’s video switcher can make a fade of any length.

The demise of reversal was an important factor in decreasing the

affordability of making films, Motisher emphatically believes.

Negative changed everything. Filmmakers are afraid to cut their own

original film and rely on “professionals” like me to cut their negative.

Opticals are cumbersome and expensive on negative. Multiple exposures

can’t be concocted in the A/B rolls, so must be done in camera or at great

expense at the lab. The same with superimposed titles. I used to shoot

my films on out-of-date reversal short ends, then cut them as an A roll,

and I got a timed workprint with an electroprinted sound track as my

answer print! Most of these options aren’t available anymore.

The economics of differing lab policies on the two coasts affected

the look of films of the period as well. In the sixties and seventies,

when most filmmakers worked with reversal film stocks, it was

widely assumed that the reason West Coast filmmakers used more

fades, dissolves, and superimpositions in their films than those

working on the East Coast was because labs on the West Coast did

not charge for each “effect,” whereas their East Coast counterparts

inserted a fee for each one. In addition, some East Coast labs even

charged for each shot, according to Carlson.

Today, filmmaker-lab relations are becoming more focused on

issues of the preservation and conservation of existing films and their

translation into contemporary formats. Some filmmakers who worked

on such projects with both Motisher and Carlson prefer to use current

technology to eliminate technical shortcomings in their earlier films,

while others want to retain the look of the original film. Carlson asks:

What are you really archiving? What is the filmmaker’s intention, and

what are the viewers’ expectations based on what they’ve seen before?

In some cases people have fallen in love with films and the look and

condition or quality of a film, and yet the filmmaker might come back

twenty or thirty years later and say, “That’s not really what I was after

in the first place. Now there’s something new I could do to get what I

wanted.” Do we show the dirt and scratches or not?

Options such as electronic dirt suppression, grain control, and

digital sound are available to repair what some may see as defects in

earlier films, and such choices create ongoing controversies among

filmmakers, their estates, the archivists, and the lab personnel. A

case in point was a project to make a new print of Bruce Baillie’s

film All My Life (1966) at Palmer’s. Although the film was shot on

Anscochrome, according to Motisher,

Bruce had always made prints from his reversal master ECO dupe onto

Kodak 7390 print stock. After Kodak discontinued 7390 in 1986, the

only option was 7389, a lower-contrast stock meant to give a projection

contrast print from a projection contrast original. It always looked

flat and lifeless to me; it tended to go magenta, never looked sharp,

always looked soft. In 1989 it was finally time to make an internegative

and prints on positive film. When I examined the film I discovered

that we had added a gigantic cyan correction that is used to cut the

red, something like a 50 or 60 cyan correction. I figured there must be

some reason why Anscochrome wants to print red. Still, I thought this

correction was ridiculous, so I removed it and added something like 10

cyan or 5 blue because the sky looked a little yellowish. So we made our

internegative, then a check print, and sent it to Bruce. I thought it looked

terrific, and he told me it looked the best it ever looked. It finally looked

the way it should’ve looked, but the people who had seen the film on the

Kodachrome prints with the incredibly vivid red roses didn’t like it.

Why then were some film labs more friendly than others to

artists and more willing to work with them? Motisher concludes

that in the case of Palmer’s

it was a combination of factors that started at the top with Bill Palmer.

He’d actually made films himself as a teenager, but more important, he

liked to figure out creative ways to solve problems, find new and differ-

ent ways of doing things, and a lot of the artists’ work required creative

solutions. John Corso, the general manager, hired creative people for

the lab. I’m still surprised they hired me. At the time my only experience

was making my own 16mm films.

Conversely, Carlson recalls that he was fired immediately after

being hired by Palmer’s when they found out he was a filmmaker.

Some labs, especially in the 1970s, he recalls, thought filmmakers

were not to be trusted as employees. Employers feared they would

work on their own projects and contribute to the black market in

print and raw stock. Carlson:

If you hired a filmmaker you have a built-in knowledge of film to some

degree that you wouldn’t have with somebody who wasn’t a filmmaker.

But you also have a preestablished set of prejudices, leanings, and

sympathies. Dick Monaco would bring up that some filmmaker still owes

us money or that another filmmaker paid his bills a year late or how he

timed somebody’s film nine times over and never could get it right to the

filmmaker’s satisfaction.

Even so, Carlson remembers that Diner’s hired mostly young,

less experienced filmmakers in the years between 1975 and 1982 or

1983 because the lab was going broke and it was necessary to save

money. Although Carlson understood that Leo Diner had no time for

independent filmmakers, Roy Diner did, and he even tried to promote

that fact when he was in charge. Carlson told me in conversation that

in the 1970s Curt McDowell was hired to work at Diner’s in order to

pay off a big lab bill he had incurred there. He reorganized the film

masters in the stacks to create a library.

The speed at which moving-image media becomes obsolete has

been accelerating. Each new format supersedes another electronic

or digital format, rendering one after another unviewable as the

equipment required for viewing each successive format accumulates

in landfills. Carlson enthusiastically observes that he still works with

filmmakers who continue to make and show films with equipment

that is more than fifty years old. On the other hand, videos made

thirty and fewer years ago, such as those using Sony’s half-inch

open-reel tape, are detaching from their base and are viewable only

on rare video decks that suck off the particles of deteriorating oxide

before they reach the player heads. Color film stocks fade, photo-

graphic color dyes migrate, splices dry up, and films fall apart, and it

is increasingly difficult to find 16mm film projectors at theaters and

other public venues. These conditions and challenges have led film-

and videomakers to decry the fragility of their chosen medium.

As Gunvor Nelson understandably exclaims only half-jokingly,

“Why didn’t I work in granite? At least it would last our lifetime.”

—June 2003

Note: Technical terms are explained in the glossary.
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The Bay Area as Cinematic Space
in Twenty-five Stops or Less
MICHAEL SICINSKI

I remember what Einstein said when asked to explain the theory of

relativity in 25 words or less, what time does the station get to the train,

it’s coming, Embarcadero, my writing is a scrawl, an act ofdescription,

I’m describing these people who watch me, Madras shirt, curly gray

hair, here’s the station, I get out, sit down, I can stillfeel the pulling

forces, I am about to board the slow upward path ofthe escalator, thru

the ticket gate with the wrong ticket, then back up to the street level,

earth’s surface, then home, 4:51, 9.6.76.

—Ron Silliman, BART

I’ve always had a greater appreciation for cinema than for the natural

world. I find that when I’m standing in front of a giant redwood tree, or

a breathtaking vista at the edge of a gorge, I feel an acute lack of editing.

How should I be looking at this phenomenon? From what angle? In

what sequence? This problem is, in some ways, even more pronounced

in the middle of the city. There’s a surfeit of visual and auditory data,

not to mention the bodily proxemics of other people, oncoming traffic,

and capricious weather. How do I take all this into my consciousness

without the mediation of an organizing intelligence?

In light of this notion I believe that my connection to the Bay

Area, a sense of belonging I’ve never felt in the same way in any of the

other places I’ve lived, is a concrete result of Bay Area experimental

film and video, especially those works that observe and explore the

spaces of Northern California itself. Cinema is more than a mode of

representation. In the hands of loving, strong-visioned practitioners,

film and video transform the spaces that fall under their gaze. And as

the movie screen possesses the capacity to turn an “ordinary” person
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Michael Wallin, Fearful Symmetry, 1981, film still

into a powerful locus of desire, images of the Bay Area serve to alter

those depicted spaces through care and illumination.

Despite the astonishing variety in the films and videos discussed

below, there are certain commonalities that mark Bay Area landscape

and cityscape work as unique. One, of course, is the specific lay of

the land. The urban composition of San Francisco, with its rolling

hills and densely packed clusters of two-story rectangular homes,

its relatively open but increasingly cramped downtown, and its

paradoxically distinctive neighborhoods with diffuse boundaries

between them, produces a form of internal montage, adjacent views

that can clash and play off one another formally. Surrounding the city,

along with smaller, visually differentiated urban satellites (Berkeley’s

suburban-city hybrid; Oakland’s somewhat more rigid lines of

demarcation), are the Bay itself, the fields of Napa and Sonoma,

the Pacific Coast, Muir Woods, resulting in an urban experience in

which natural forms are always close at hand. The result is that for

film- and videomakers concerned with an experience of place, the Bay

Area juxtaposes distraction and contemplation as equally available

strategies for looking. Finally, and perhaps above all, Bay Area films

are notable for the distinctive attributes of Northern California light.

The thick, even radiance that impresses itself across the landscape

and then withdraws like a breath—the shifting patterns cut by the sun

as fog collects and dissipates—is the single element that can be seen

across all the works discussed below. Given that our visual interest

in the world is physically experienced as the reflection of different

intensities of light off its many surfaces, these luminous works, in

effect, bring the Bay Area to life, cloud cover and aperture-setting

engaged in an ongoing, revelatory push and pull.

The representation of the Bay Area landscape in experimental

media is a topic too sprawling (forty BART stations wide, and then

some) for comprehensive treatment, even if my own viewing history

were adequately equipped for the task. (Of the many pertinent films

I have yet to see, a few omissions are so obvious as to compel special

mention and apology: Frank Stauffacher’s Sausalito [1948], Robert

Nelson’s Suite California Stops and Passes [1976-78], and the more

recent, ecologically oriented alchemical films of silt. Christopher

Maclaine’s The End, Bruce Baillie’s Castro Street, and Ernie Gehr’s

Side/Walk/Shuttle are discussed elsewhere in this book.) I certainly

don’t mean to suggest that the films and videos discussed here are a

definitive and final collection of Bay Area landscape and cityscape

filmmaking. There are numerous works that could fill the slots below

instead of the ones I’ve selected, and so what I’ve assembled is but a

narrow trip through the many possible mappings of this terrain.

1905: ANONYMOUS ACTUALITY FILM DOWN MARKET STREET

A geographic mapping of pre-Great Earthquake downtown, this

film is both the opening salvo and, in many ways, still the high-water

mark for Bay Area cityscape filmmaking. Of course, I’m speaking of

the trolley car “cattle-catcher” reel that Ernie Gehr refilmed, at a

respectful distance, in his 1974 Eureka. In its original form it is utterly

discombobulating, as the viewer is positioned not so much as a pas-

senger (as with the old Hale’s Tours films) but rather as the careening

streetcar itself. Wince! as you come within a hair’s breadth of

creaming oblivious pedestrians. Recoil! as your industrial-age metallic

bulk hurls itself at noble horses nearing the end of their time-honored

charge as carriage drawers. Gaze! at the recorded splendor around

you, these shadows of bustling businessmen, stores long since folded,

a panoply of human endeavor that once stood right on the spot where

you now wait for the F-line.

1947: THE POTTED PSALM (JAMES BROUGHTON AND SIDNEY PETERSON)

“The film opens with a pan from deep weeds to a hilltop view of San

Francisco,” writes R Adams Sitney. “Ever since this film San Francisco

has inspired avant-garde filmmakers to portray it as a paradise of

fools.” 1 This opening shot does in fact open the landscape like a

surrealist salvo of the imagination—from these weeds, the whole wide

world. It also serves as a slightly warped analog to the conventional

establishing shot. As Peterson and Broughton descend farther into

the jagged associational images of the unconscious, we are reminded

that San Francisco itself allows the space for these dreams and their

exploration. The film is concerned with the joyful degradation of

dilapidated holy spaces and satiates itself on a vulgar communion of

common houseplants. But remember, this psalm is potted; it is the

ideational outgrowth of a circumscribed plot of earth. From the dingy

natural interstices of vacant lots to captured reflections of two-story

walk-ups (one in shot 12 looks like the corner of Carl and Cole, but

who the hell knows?), this landscape is fertile ground; it wants you to

commune with it, to take it inside.

1958: NORTH BEACH (DION VIGNE)

This gorgeous little film is perhaps the truest landscape film in this

lineup, since it not only focuses on the life and layout of one neighbor-

hood but also assiduously avoids symbolism or metaphor. It would

be precious enough as a time capsule, serving as it does to ground

the Beats’ “San Francisco of the mind” in a particular site, implying

by extension that it really couldn’t have happened anywhere else.

But Vigne evinces a high-spirited point of view, not above deploy-

ing increasingly breakneck edits to bring the cut-up aesthetic back

home. (One viewer allegedly waved a white flag of surrender during

its first public showing.) 2 David Sherman’s marvelous documentary

on Vigne, To Re-edit the World, served to remind us of this forgotten

Beat-poet-in-space.

1965: OH DEM WATERMELONS (ROBERT NELSON)

As one of the most justifiably infamous films of the avant-garde, its

treatment of San Francisco as a locale can get lost in the shuffle.

Nelson’s film is a complicated one: right from the get-go it attempts to

combat racist stereotypes not by avoiding them or arguing explicitly

against them but by pummeling through them, attempting to emerge
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on the other side. In addition to being a key document in the history

of Bay Area experimental film, Watermelons represents a bridge to

guerrilla theater history, a filmic component of the San Francisco

Mime Troupe’s Minstrel Show.* It features R. G. Davis, Saul Landau,

and others offering a sort of performative catalog of the ways in

which a watermelon can be destroyed (a good twenty years before

David Letterman considered tossing them from a five-story tower).

In addition to supporting-role glimpses of San Francisco-specific

elements (such as a busted watermelon getting ejected from a Muni

streetcar), the final chase sequence around a ramped pavement vista

(the area around the Art Institute, perhaps?) bears a kinship with

Christopher Maclaine’s The End in its use of the hilly terrain for the

creation of supernatural menace. This is a film that rolls uphill.

1966: ALL MY LIFE (BRUCE BAILLIE)

Bruce Baillie’s lasting achievement (in this and all his films) is his

attention to the living surfaces of the physical world, the way he allows

them to disclose themselves. The images of the natural world that

Baillie generates emerge from a consciousness entirely different from

the acquisitive desire to which commercial cinema routinely subjects

the landscape. Baillie asks his audience to attend to the scenes unfold-

ing before the camera as occasions for meditative contemplation of the

rhythmic interplay of human and natural forces, the radiant beauty

found in the humblest places. In the case ofAll My Life Baillie achieves

a rare combination of offhand lyricism and rigor. Composed of a single

right-to-left tracking shot along a picket fence and timed to the exact

running length of the titular Ella Fitzgerald recording, All My Life

unwinds slowly, treating the barrier as an event, a human signal that

marks an otherwise indeterminate space as a human dwelling place.

True, the fence could well indicate that the landscape is someone’s

private property', but Baillie’s treatment of the structure, his camera’s

panoramic offering of it, makes it coextensive with the surrounding

hill, weeds, and sky, not an interruption of them. This experience is

made complete by film’s end, a departure from the linear logic that

essentially incorporates the boundless sky into the finite structure of

the fence, making it something both specific and eternal.

1971: JULY 71 IN SAN FRANCISCO, LIVING AT BEACH STREET,

WORKING AT CANYON CINEMA, SWIMMING IN THE VALLEY OF

THE MOON ( PETER HUTTON)

Hovering like a hybrid of the catchall diary filmmaking of Jonas Mekas

and the micro/macro montage relationships of Warren Sonbert (who

would begin working in his mature mode around this time), this

gloriously rambling film would surprise viewers more familiar with

Hutton’s later New York Portraits and river studies. I cannot properly

characterize July 71’s attitude as Beat, since there is a sureness

throughout his images that undergirds the exploratory spirit of the film.

And yet it evinces an openness to everything, a man using the camera

simultaneously to heighten the experience of his own body’s movement

through a particular place and time and as a tool for organizing those

sensations after the fact. It’s a slippery film, a set of concrete images

whose structure disarticulates as much as it organizes. Hutton’s light-

suffused photography is already apparent; in fact, one may wonder if

the natural challenges of “Fog City” helped shape his aesthetic of hazy

internal illumination. Though daily events are the rhythmic principle of

the piece, a subtle dialectic between hurried city life and the respite of

nature is in evidence. This combination both sets it apart from much of

Hutton’s later filmmaking and perhaps suggests another way in which

July 71 may serve as a blueprint of things to come.

1978/79: NORTH BEACH AND NORTH BEACH 2 ( HENRY HILLS)

After beginning with deceptively naturalistic shots of the midriffs of

participants in a street parade, Hills’s films turn North Beach into an

overpowering constructivist dynamo. These films are so rigorous as

to imply that their procedures could be adequately explained through

diagrams or shot tables, but their impact is bracingly visceral, a fully

physical rhythmic control. In NB1 Hills groups his shots by subject

matter, delivering specific passages that bombard the viewer with

multiple views of a given feature of the built environment, eventually

offering wide-angle vistas of residential North Beach. The high-

contrast sequence of an outdoor stairwell cuts abstract cubic figures

in rapid succession, resembling a film animation of Sol LeWitt’s

incomplete open cubes. Next we see a lamppost in an alleyway,

spatially fixed across a variety of shots in different light conditions

and from slightly different distances. In the concluding section Hills

incrementally moves the camera around rows of homes, resulting in

a high-speed accordion effect, traversed by compositionally exact

telephone wires. NB2, composed of the same material, is essentially

a “remix” of the first film, breaking up its concentrated passages

and instead jamming stair shots against long shots of the Bay, homes

against the alley. In this context the many shots of the lamppost now

serve as stable resting points for the eye distributed throughout the

running time of the entire film. It seems worth noting that in addition

to being an accomplished filmmaker, Hills is a writer associated with

the Language poets. Like their work, Hills’s North Beach films turn

vernacular imagery into stunning occasions for recontextualization

and abstraction. Commonplace elements shift their meaning inside

this unstable syntax.

1979: PACIFIC FAR EAST LINES (ABIGAIL CHILD)

Like Hills, Child is a postmodern poet, and her work in both film

and literature explores how montage can complicate signification,

rendering it problematic and enticingly opaque. Some of the work

for which she is best known does this through found footage, but like

her most recent work, Pacific Far East Lines is composed of original

cinematography. It shares certain surface similarities with Hills’s

films: repetition of urban motifs, staccato in-camera editing, and the

treatment of the built environment as a series of formal relationships.

But Child’s downtown sequences have an altogether different flavor,

using time-lapse and superimposition to condense time and space

in suggestive ways. The first shot combines the clock tower at the

Embarcadero with a night shot of the full moon, two circles of the

same size seen side by side, with the bottom of the frame anchored

by the highway. A crane arm in the middle of downtown, at a right

angle to the surrounding buildings, jerks to and fro like a beleaguered

traffic cop. A chopper hops up and down from a rooftop helipad, a

giant mosquito menacing the Financial District. Amid the curlicues

of city lights and tense zooms through clusters of buildings, Child

steadies our gaze with still shots of TV antennae (remember those?),

serving as possibly ironic punctuation. Today television is where

most images, however restless and energetic, end up.
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1981: FEARFUL SYMMETRY (MICHAEL WALLIN)

In contrast to Wallin’s 1983 Along the Way, which is a far more fun-

loving and bucolic film, Fearful Symmetry leaves the landscape shaken

and stirred. Opening on a medium long shot of a double-smokestacked

factory, Wallin begins panning, zooming in and out, opening and closing

the f-stop, and above all zipping back and forth, in frame-by-frame

increments. Using in-camera effects, he electrifies and confounds the

surrounding area, giving the viewer an uncomfortable low-gauge taste

of earthquake country. Hillside homes, lens-flare sunsets, trash pits,

and city parks all perform a skittering dance. Sharing a formal affinity

with Rose Lowder’s and Joel Singer’s films, Fearful Symmetry shifts the

natural and built environments from passive to active, vibrating against

the frame and varying in intensity of light. Many scenes are unmistak-

ably the Bay Area, but Wallin’s transformation renders them spatially

ambiguous (San Francisco Harbor or Port of Oakland? Noe Valley or

Telegraph Hill?), visible as an all-pervading energy.

1981: JUNKOPIA (CHRIS MARKER)

A 35mm evocation by a visitor acutely attuned to the ability of

detritus to speak our story, Junkopia is itself something of a castoff,

relegated to a line or two in Marker monographs and passed over

on the way to Sans Soleil (1982). Perhaps owing to its local appeal, I

discovered it in the collection of the Pacific Film Archive, where a

friend and I watched it on a viewing table. What is it? According to

Film Comment’s 2003 annotated Marker filmography, which contains

the most extensive discussion of the film in English to date, the

six-minute short consists of “a dance macabre of ‘found’ art objects”

on the Emeryville shoreline, hard by the foot of I-80.
4

1 recall these

folk art objects mostly as clunky metal forms low-angled against

the sky, suddenly brought back down to earth as Marker cuts to

another shot including the freeway and, on occasion, the Bay. The

film departs from Marker’s essayistic style, instead adopting the

rhythms of experimental cinema. Still, its status as a standard-gauge

court metrage has kept it out of dialogue with the tradition of co-op

filmmaking. Is there no place where this film could possibly belong?

1982: PANORAMA (MICHAEL RUDNICK)

Like so many city-symphony films, this one employs time-lapse

photography in order to capture the bustle of urban life through

compression. Panorama is unique, however, in its use of a stable

interior for shooting, giving the activity spied through Rudnick’s

picture windows a sort of visual control group against which San

Francisco’s motion seems even more electric. Explicitly evoking those

turn-of-the-century precinematic attractions in which a long, painted

roll of moving canvas created a proto-tracking shot for its viewers,

Rudnick’s film uses the power of the camera and the fourth-floor

perspective to play perceptual games with his audience. (Watch for

the whirling vase!) I must confess that there is little I can add to Scott

MacDonald’s careful, articulate analysis of this film. 5
1 can, however,

offer a personal note. Panorama is currently out of circulation, but

through Rudnick’s graciousness I was able to re-view the film, this

time far from where it was made, on the wall of my apartment in

Syracuse, New York. It was cold, even for March. I drew an indescrib-

able sustenance from seeing images of my former home, with its

variance of sky and shadow, a firm reminder of an environment I

found considerably more conducive to human life.

1983: BI-COASTAL (CHIP LORD)

This wry little video (just forty seconds long) pays tribute to the

rivalry between two of the major centers of experimental media-

making in the United States: New York versus San Francisco. The

polarity is as old as the American avant-garde itself. (We’ve heard it

all before. West Coasters get stoned and play the sitar; East Coasters

wear button-down shirts and construct films with an exacting sculp-

tural rigor, etc.) Wisely intervening in a potentially volatile situation,

nearly fifteen years before Biggie and Tupac, Lord declares a draw.

Why choose? New York has more places to show, but San Francisco

has the Giants, not to mention that special quality of light specific to

NoCal. The San Francisco segments are shot with Lord standing and

with the Transamerica Building in the background, the perspective

creating an image of two equals, as though Lord were describing

his best buddy. That the New York segments place the World Trade

Center in the same position adds an unintended historical poignancy.

In this context the Pyramid— often a favored symbol of moneyed

downtown interests—looks proud and friendly.

1983: A WOMAN'S TOUCH (WARREN SONBERT)

Said to be in part a working through of the spatial concepts Sonbert

gleaned from Hitchcock, 6 A Woman’s Touch builds its impact through

suggestive repetitions and gentle, anticollision montage. Part of what

is wonderful about the late Sonbert’s filmmaking is its preternatural

positioning between modernist complexity and wide-open acces-

sibility, and A Woman’s Touch is no exception. As the title indicates,

it’s a film about women and their place in the world at large, but the

title implies a movement in two directions. It calls to mind both the

stereotype of frilly femininity and its flip side, the noirish suspicion

ofwomen, the “touch of evil.” Throughout this film Sonbert plays

images of freedom, travel, and modes of transport against the confine-

ment of interiors, with women occupying both positions at different

times across the composition. Amid Sonbert’s incomparable micro-

humor—a shot of an upright clock tower followed by a skewered fish,

a woman looking into her coffee cup juxtaposed to hot bubbling mud,

a fiery mane of red hair set against a glittering chandelier—we get

an overall picture of space as open and inviting to men, sometimes

open to women and sometimes not. As usual, Sonbert traverses

multiple continents in A Woman’s Touch, but the boldest expressions

of female freedom in the film are striking images of the Bay Area.

A young woman on a bicycle speeds past a row of idle Muni buses,

her mobility an implicit rebuke. The aforementioned redhead, a

recurring “character,” zooms past City Hall in a red convertible. But,

by the same token, Sonbert reminds us that it isn’t so simple. His

other prominent actress, a dark-haired woman in a gray blazer, is

usually seen answering the telephone or standing in a department

store where she appears to work. Her moment of unfettered mobility

is sadly circumscribed: we see her moving up the escalator at the

Crocker Galleria mall. Sonbert, perhaps paying homage to Vertigo,

depicts San Francisco as an ambivalent space, one with feminist

possibility as well as potential claustrophobic constraint. (One final

note: Mirroring Sonbert’s woman-in-the-city theme, the opening title

appears to use the same font as The Mary Tyler Moore Show. This may,

of course, be completely coincidental.)
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1986: CABLE CAR MELODY (CHARLES WRIGHT)

As delightful as a latter-day Melies film and twice as precise, Cable

Car Melody strikes two real-life camera positions (looking both ways

down Hyde Street), interspersing them with “fake” views of the same

space taken from postcard photos and illustrations. Wright matches

the cable car placement perfectly from shot to shot, so suddenly the

background scenes change, or the angle switches, or Wright cuts to

color-negative, the sky going a sickly orange and the trees turning a

bismuth pink. In addition to this play with space, Wright assigns each

shot a different musical tone in the film’s sound-track composition,

a cut-up piece that toggles between jazzy riffs and minimalist drone,

eventually incorporating the clanging bells and track rattle of the

cable cars themselves. Wright’s film is a concentrated examination of a

particular Bay Area locale, but its lasting contribution may be its inten-

sive reclamation of a portion of San Francisco culture so completely

associated with tourism. We really see the cable cars again, as a sturdy,

handsome technological holdout—not unlike the cinema itself.

1987: 17 REASONS WHY (NATHANIEL DORSKY)

Using unslit regular 8 film in a variety of cameras, Dorsky conjures

a form of internal montage. Slyly proving Godard’s claim that “every

time you think of something, you are thinking of something else,” 7

17 Reasons Why doubles its individual cityscapes (each space is

shown at two stacked moments, milliseconds apart from each

other) and pairs them with two flipped images of another place. A

lived-in portrait of Bay Area life is the dominant subject here, most

notably the Mission District, whose now-displaced Seventeenth

Street rooftop sign provides the title. 17 Reasons Why is an unusually

distinct moniker for a Dorsky film. In addition to rooting the work

in a particular place, it hints at the film’s capaciousness; it contains

multitudes. While Dorsky’s work will evolve into a mode character-

ized by nonassociational editing, here he is moving through the city

and spaces in between, bringing elsewheres and elsewhens together.

Moreover, Dorsky has generated a shifting filmscape of sorts in the

space between the images. Each camera had its own gate shape,

producing irregular overlaps and intervals inside the quadruple

frame. Dorsky’s film explores exterior spaces at the same time that it

creates its own.

1995: SEASONAL FORCES, PART ONE (JAWS CRYSTAL LIPZIN)

As the title of this concentrated Super 8 landscape film suggests,

Lipzin is turning her camera on specific changes across time, viewed

against the stable backdrop of a house in Sebastopol, California. The

film is bookended by a fixed-frame, medium long shot of the brown
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Charles Wright, Cable Car Melody, 1986, film stills

OPPOSITE Cauleen Smith, Drylongso, 1999, film still

one-story home, as wind shifts the trees around it, the sun generates

an orbit of shadows, and the scene waxes and wanes in its lushness.

Change is made visible through rapt attention to one human space

nestled in nature. Lipzin interpolates other scenes that elaborate on

this theme of human interaction with the land. Of particular note is a

time-lapse barn raising following the original structure’s destruction

by fire. After presenting news clippings about the fire, Lipzin takes us

to the charred remains and shows us workers clearing off the founda-

tion. What had once been a “permanent” feature of the landscape

(like the house, a landmark to gauge nature’s movements against)

itself becomes transitory, the effort of anonymous, antlike figures

who work with and against the land. Light, wood, concrete, trees, and

flowerbeds— all these things are subject to the forces of time.

1997: IN THE COURSE OF HUMAN EVENTS (DOMINIC ANGERAME)

Angerame’s San Francisco city-symphony films, taken as a whole,

constitute a substantial total work, and selecting one over the others

is difficult and a tad arbitrary. (My personal favorite is actually 1987’s

Continuum, whose silence lends its images of day labor an air of

inviolability. Its sequences of men retarring a rooftop are especially

compelling, the coincidence of the roof space with the film frame

providing a sly metaphor for the image-making process itself.)

Nevertheless, Human Events has the most sustained documentary

quality, as it focuses on precisely one event: the destruction of the

Embarcadero Freeway after its irreparable damage in the 1989 Loma

Prieta earthquake. With an almost always static camera, Angerame

cuts architecturally sound horizontals and verticals across the screen

(the Bay Bridge, the Transamerica Building, and especially the

Embarcadero clock tower), their compositional firmness disrupted by

bulldozers and collapsing rubble. The dominant shape of the film is

the chaotic spaghetti of ripped-out concrete reinforcement, a dense

netting of the hidden guts inside every seemingly eternal human

structure. Each time a piece of equipment or a Chevron sign enters

the frame, it’s a shock because it dates the material; Angerame’s

sumptuous black-and-white photography resembles an archival

actuality from decades past.

1999: DRYLONGSO (CAULEEN SMITH)

Drylongso is a possibly surreptitious inclusion, since it is a narrative

feature, strictly speaking. But in this context it’s worthy of mention

for two important reasons. First, Smith began her career as a com-

mitted experimental filmmaker. Her dense, caustically hilarious

Chronicles ofa Lying Spirit (by Kelly Gabron) from 1992 brings the

properly low-gauge languages of collage animation, found imagery,

and looped repetition into dialogue with radical African American

image politics. In this regard Drylongso continues Smith’s interest

in wedding challenging formal procedures with personal content.

Second, and more important, Drylongso, more than any other film

I know, really examines the physical space and toughened, often-

ramshackle beauty of West Oakland. Let’s face it, even among radical
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media practitioners, Oakland tends to be treated like the Bay Area’s

“dead zone,” a conduit for transfer between San Francisco and

Berkeley and not much else. Smith thematizes the act of looking at

the various spaces of black Oakland through her protagonist, Pica

(Toby Smith), a photographer committed to the documentation

of that most endangered urban species, the black male, before his

systematic elimination. Smith takes us from the upper-middle-class

neighborhoods just off downtown to the run-down postindustrial

zones of the port. In so doing, she generates inner-cityscapes whose

rigorous depiction rivals the best work of James Benning.

2000: BUM SERIES (KONRAD STEINER)

A rich evocation of San Francisco’s downtown, bum series is at first

glance oddly disconcerting. It lacks the obvious bustle of a densely

populated city at the close of a prosperous decade. We spy people

going by here and there, glimpse the occasional car, but mostly

Steiner’s film is a registration of deep shadows, spaces between

the street and the buildings, and an all-pervasive, burnished light.

The visual field is dominated by deep browns and forest greens,

interrupted by white-and-orange Muni buses flashing through the

foreground. In time 1 realized that Steiner was depicting a delib-

erately interstitial, marginalized experience of the city streets, in

keeping with the themes of Leslie Scalapino’s poem of the same title

(“when the bums are not / alive— at this time—though / were here, not

abroad—and / not aware in being so of a / social struggle”).8 Center

and margin are a mutually defining spatial continuum, and Steiner’s

camera lends them both the continuity of light. A subtle, deceptively

simple cityscape, bum series demands and rewards multiple viewings.

2001: SLOW (SCOTT STARK)

A number of works by Stark could fill this spot, most notably 1990’s

in.side.out, in which interior and exterior views between two houses

are activated by mechanistic vertical pans until the place next door

starts coming apart at the seams. For that matter, Angel Beach , also

from 2001, could serve as a valuable pivot point (pun intended)

between Northern California beachscapes and figures of the recent

past. But SLOW both examines specific slices of Bay Area topography

and generates perceptual conundrums through video manipulation.

With a rigor worthy of Michael Snow’s camera-movement trilogy,

Stark deploys regular right-to-left optical wipes as transitions

between different times in the same space, or as transitions between

spaces. Shoppers in Union Square walk, disappear, blend into other

hapless pedestrians, only to reappear moments later. The vertically

anchored, horizontally unstable experience of riding the N-Judah

Muni train becomes an occasion for spatial play worthy of an early

1900s trick film. A revolving door is tilted onto its side like a paddle

wheel spitting out San Franciscans. Creative geography at its most

agreeably maddening, SLOW activates the city around it through

multitemporal concentration of space. It can be overwhelming at

times, but that’s because SLOW is actually a bit too fast for our slug-

gish vision. That is, Stark starts to wipe before your eyes start to work.

2004: PRECARIOUS GARDEN ( ERNIE GEHR)

Ernie Gehr’s work has consistently entailed a rigorously poetic

interrogation of his environment, from his New York City period,

which made his reputation, to the San Francisco-based explorations

that make up his midcareer output. The best-known film of this

second phase is Side/Walk/Shuttle (1991), a San Francisco cityscape

film, but one of Gehr’s more recent films has taken his acute spatial

intelligence into the private realm. A single-projector work with

double images throughout, Precarious Garden juxtaposes separate but

formally related views of a very suburban-looking backyard—white

deck, wooden fence, green lawn, brightly colored flowers. Though

Gehr has typically been an urban filmmaker, examining the structural

and perceptual undercurrents of city living, here he discovers geo-

metrical patterns and visual dissonances within the domestic arena,

resulting in surprising, gentle effects. Portions of both the fence and

the deck, with their regular slats of wood photographed at diagonals,

seem to evoke backyard-cookout versions of early Frank Stella

paintings and Sol LeWitt installations. Near the end, a boy (Gehr’s

son Daniel, I believe) meanders through the yard, popping up in the

corners of the various compositions. Gehr’s filmic articulation of this

space is striking, evincing a gaze that conveys distance as well as great

love and care. That is to say, attending to the visual world with an eye

for unexpected moments of formal rigor does not remove one from

that world, as so many people often think about “abstract” art. Rather,

it’s a way to be even more closely and intensely where you are.

2004: LENTEN LIGHT CONVERSIONS (LYNN MARIE KIRBY)

It seems fitting to conclude with a film-video hybrid, and one that rep-

resents as direct a registration of pure, unadulterated Bay Area light as

possible. Kirby begins by making a site-specific, cameraless film. In this

case she exposed raw film stock to the available light at San Francisco’s

St. Ignatius Church during the forty days between Lent and Easter.

The resulting film consists of pure fields of color, pastel hues as well as

rich, saturated frames of red and purple. Scratches, grooves, glimpses

ofhandwriting on the header and tail, as well as patches of uneven

exposure, provide concrete artifacts ofLLC's origins on film, even as we

know we are viewing them through a scrim of digital video. But Kirby’s

startling innovation is to introduce the language of digital editing into

this filmic array. In description, it’s all very simple. For instance, she

shows a red frame, then a yellowish one. Then she letterboxes the red

frame, cropping it on all sides, as if placing it on a layout table. In other

parts she bounds the video frame with a static vertical stripe of yellow,

while the remainder of the frame changes colors and exhibits the

scratches of film in motion. In less than two minutes Kirby orchestrates

her souvenirs of found light into arrangements resembling the “zip"

paintings of Barnett Newman, or the monochromatic flash-frame

works of Paul Sharits, films that exploited the projector’s frame rate

to pit opposing colors in struggle on the retina. Kirby is restaging this

battle, only this time it’s between film and video. But the truly remark-

able thing is that LLC does not feel even remotely like a combative or

argumentative work. In keeping with its origins, there is a structured

allowing-to-happen, an almost Zen receptivity permeating the work.

A specific spot in Kirby’s hometown writes itself onto the filmstrip, at

different times, in different lights. This “pure” light then reaches out

to us through multiple layers of mediation. Video enters the temple of

Cinema, and it gets converted.

There’s so much more ground left to cover, but the train is pulling into

the station now. This is my stop. Thank you for riding.
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Lynn Marie Kirby, Site Light Excavation series

(from top: Golden Gate Bridge Exposure: Poised

for Parabolas: Polk and Filbert Street Exposure:

Intersection: and St. Ignatius Church Exposure:

Lenten Light Conversions), 2004, digital video

NOTES

1. P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-

Garde, 1943-2000, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 2002), 46,

2. Program notes addendum, "Shake the Nation: San

Francisco Experimental Film," San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, March 1 2—April 18, 1999.

3. For a general introduction to the history of the Mime
Troupe, see Theodore Shank, American Alternative

Theater {New York: Grove Press, 1982), 59-73.

4. Catherine Lupton, Sam Diiorio, Min Lee, and Michael

Chaiken, with Chris Marker, "Total Recall: Film, Video

& Multimedia Works by Chris Marker," Film Comment

(July-August 2003): 41-50.

5. See Scott MacDonald, The Garden in the Machine: A

Field Guide to Independent Films about Place (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 2001), 197-200.

6. See Jon Gartenberg's notes for A Woman's Touch in

the Canyon Cinema Film/Video Catalog (San Francisco:

Canyon Cinema, 2000), 406. There is a recording of

Sonbert's July 1986 PFA lecture on Mamie In the Pacific

Film Archive Library.

7. In Praise of Love (Jean-Luc Godard, France, 2001).

8. "bum series" is a section of the book-length poem

way. Leslie Scalapino, way (San Francisco: North Point

Press, 19881,49-61.
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DEIOT-S FSU

VIDEO im AMERICA

arJ InformationCall for pt'^rm

Art in general and video as the vanguard of new art is

^reaching out in directions traditionally ignored. With

few exeptions, art has been available only through the

museum, the gallery and similar spaces. The problem has

been the limited exposure the artist finds in such en-

vironments. In the gallery, as Edio Vitaly says, one always

sees the same twelve people. This has a great deal to do
with the economic structure of the art community, the

reliance o'n grants and the select exposure of work to that

segment which influences grants.

Art has often been like this, supported and sponsored
by select segments of the community: the church, the

aristocracy, the corporate hierarchy, the government,
what have you. Now many of us feel that a supportive

structure can be found in the marketplace . . . .



First Mobius Video Festival flyer, 1974 (Mobius

existed until 1979; this rare artifact was salvaged

from its flooded archive)

University Art Museum program flyer for its first

ongoing video series, curated by David Ross, 1979

OPPOSITE

Video Refuses poster, 1985 (this multi-venue

micro-festival, created in response to the per-

ceived elitism of the San Francisco International

Video Festival, lasted until 1990)

Video 80 cover, 1980 (published occasionally by

the San Francisco International Video Festival as

both a festival catalog and freestanding periodical

on video art; both the festival and the publication

ceased in 1986)

“TV Head,” photographed by Jules Backus,

1981 (it became the logo for the San Francisco

International Video Festival)Photo from MODERN LOVE

VIDEO Weekend Programs
2625 Durant Ave.

University Art Museum
Berkeley
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April 28 & 29 2-4pm
REVOLVE (1977, 75 min. b&w)
UNDERSCAN (1974, 8 min, color )

Nancy Holt

April 21 & 22 2 -4pm
MODERN LOVE (1978, 80 min, b&w)
Colin Campbell
This work involves the relationship
between two sets of people: re- „

lationships that don't work, hence

the title. "Pay attention to your
dreams, and remember that dreaming
with your eyes open is what we
lose when we get older. It is

*

something I have found again.
Play it out and understand it.

Talk to yourself. Colin, John,
would you like to go for a ride in

the car? Come on, you two, you have

to go. It isn't so bad in the back
seat

,
each of you has your own

window. I'm glad that these win-
dows go all the way down, in-

tead of only halfway for
safety. You can reach out
and hit the dog on the

head as he sprints along
barking madly at the
wheels. You two have

brought along your di-

, and only
barking dogs would
distract you from

work."
Hindsight , Campbell

This month the Museum w:

inaugurate a series of

weekend video projects.
The program will pre-
sent a broad survey
of videotapes by

artists working with
television as a cre-
ative medium, as well
as video installations
and performances.
Admission is free.

Programs will take
place on Saturday and

Sunday afternoons from
2 to 4pm in the Museum
Theater and will often
feature appearances by
the artists. The series
is supported in part by
a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, a

Federal Agency.

Dennis Wheeler, a thirty year
old Canadian who recently died
of leukemia im the subject of
Holt's REV0L\^ : Wheeler's con-
frontation with death is the

central issue* Only his image
is seen. His intense presence
while living on the edge be-
tween life and death and his
intimate sharing of his medi-
tations on djeath and dying
involve the viewer in areas
of thought that are generally
glossed over or repressed.

m
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Wi&mmOther Cinema program calendar, 1990

Eyes of Hell program calendar, 1981

Other Cinema logo, 1981 (created by Bill Daniel

and Craig Baldwin using Baldwin’s hair, which,

per Baldwin, has “the magic Mission juju that

casts an irresistible invitation”)

San Francisco Cinematheque program flyer, 1986
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CALL IT SLEEP
These ideas are in everyone's heads.

A VIDLlOTAPS BY ISAAC CRONIN AND TfiltttSL SiiLTZiiR
to bb oiJM at the Roxie Cinera, S.F, 9/16/82 8:15 A 10:30pn Pacific Film Archive, Berk. 9/13/82 7 A 9tUSpm

Call It Sleep poster, 1982

eye music: filmworks program flyer, 1977

San Francisco Cinematheque program calendar

(front and back, details), 1988

-v ...mm
Cinematograph Vol. 3. u« s r i«*t

journal of Film, Video and Media Arts

hehbehship benefits

During the past year several major film festivals have been paying homage
to one of the Bay Area's most illustrious native sons, James Broughton, in

his seventy-fifth year. Tonight the Cinematheque will honor 8roughton's

actual 7Sth and partner Joel Singer's 40th birthdays with a celebration

involving the participation of musician friends and fellow poets, and

selections from their many film collaborations of the past ten years

(including Together. Windowmobile. Devotions and Scattered Remains).

Singer will also premiere Part One of his new work-in- progress. Exposures.

In December the two will embark on a national tour, culminating in a

January appearance at the American Film Institute, where 8roughton will

receive the 1989 A.F.I. Award for his life work in independent film.

Since his earliest works as a visual artist during the late 1960s, Vito

Acconci has become one of the most influential artists of his generation.

Acconci's work in performance, sculpture, body work, film and video have

defied taboos about institutional improprieties and sexuality. For tonight's

program Acconci will present a selection of super-8 films and videotapes

made during the early 1970s in which he acted as principal performer in

physical actions which confront the viewer. In Openings (1970), a station

ary camera records a close-up of Acconci's navel, as he deliberately pulls

out hairs surrounding it; Conversions. Part One (1971) records Acconci

manipulating parts of his naked body, testing their limits and questioning

the nature of his own sexuality.
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PART 6

The End as We Know It

1990-2000



The End of the World as We Know It:

Video Art in the 1990s
VALERIE SOE

The end of the millennium was a productive period for Bay Area video artists.

Supported by well-established exhibition venues such as Other Cinema, the San

Francisco Cinematheque, and the Pacific Film Archive, as well as numerous local film

festivals, a healthy underground art and music scene, and the constant influx of fellow

travelers, video artists flourished. Their work reflects the open-minded political climate

of the Bay Area— its diverse ethnic and queer communities and its history of labor and

antiwar activism, lefty politics, and free speech. The boom-and-bust economy, as well

as radical changes in media-making tools, made this a fertile time. Fligh-end, low-cost

technology, including “prosumer” camcorders and desktop nonlinear editing systems,

became widely accessible to consumers and artists alike.
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NEW QUEER VIDEO

The thriving gay and lesbian community in San Francisco has

attracted and nurtured many significant artists in all fields. The video

artist Cecilia Dougherty made several works in San Francisco, on her

own and in collaboration with Leslie Singer, before moving to New

York City in the mid-1990s. Coal Miner’s Granddaughter (1991), shot

primarily in black-and-white Pixelvision, was the first of Dougherty’s

long-form narratives depicting “the life of the ordinary lesbian and

her working-class family.” 1 The mostly improvised script follows

Dougherty’s alter ego Jane’s journey from her repressive home

on the East Coast to San Francisco, where her sexuality blossoms

through a series of romantic encounters. Dougherty herself appears

in Joe-Joe (1993), coproduced and codirected with Singer, in which

the two women portray the gay icon and playwright Joe Orton. Singer

and Dougherty also star in Singer’s Taking Back the Dolls (1994), a

girl-centric remake of the drug-addled cautionary melodrama Valley

ofthe Dolls (1967) that includes a cameo from fellow Pixelvision

queen Sadie Benning. Gender-bending and genre-twisting earlier

appeared in Dougherty’s Grapefruit (1989), which retold the story

of the breakup of the Beatles with an all-female cast, including the

sexologist and author Suzie Bright as John Lennon. Dougherty and

Singer’s work from this period sharply critiques assumptions of

gender, sexuality, and identity by bringing their sensibilities as queer

women front and center and making them the focus of new master

narratives, employing a droll and ironic look at pop culture as well as

a distinctive low-fi approach to media production.

Stuart Gaffney similarly uses small-format technology, queer-

ness, and autobiography as a starting point for his thoughtful and

straightforward video essays. Told mostly in first person, they explore

issues of ethnicity and sexuality from his perspective as a biracial

(Chinese-Anglo) gay man. Cunanan’s Conundrum (1998) follows the

meteoric and murderous career ofAndrew Cunanan, the serial killer

whose victims included the fashion designer Gianni Versace. The

video postulates that Cunanan’s pathology stemmed in part from his

anomie and alienation as a mixed-race gay man. Introductions (1999)

and Names (2000) examine further the topics of belonging, hybridity,

identity, and categorization. These short videos point out the impos-

sibility of an essential definition of race and sexuality and the fluidity

of self-naming and identification.

MO' BETTAH MOVIES

Many media pioneers carried their artistic production forward, well

into the new decade. After turning to video in 1986 George Kuchar

turned out an abundance of his diaristic slice-of-life chronicles,

primarily in the Hi8 format. While T. R. Uthco founder Doug Hall

worked exclusively in installation—his last single-channel videotape

was Storm and Stress in 1986—his collaborator and Ant Farm collec-

tive member, Chip Lord, produced several of his most compelling

videos in the 1990s. The Aroma ofEnchantment (1992), made when

Lord was living in Japan, looks at the Japanese fascination with

American popular culture. Using as a jumping-off point the phenom-

enon of retro teens dressed in 1950s fashions converging on a Tokyo

park every Sunday, Lord investigates the influence of midcentury

American mythology on the Japanese psyche. Japanese individuals,

including a torch singer specializing in American composers and a

collector of vintage American magazines, describe their interest in the

United States and its culture. The video makes cogent observations

about the nature of cultural colonization in postwar Japan and the

struggle to balance national identity with hegemonic American ideals.

Lord’s Awakeningfrom the 20th Century (1999) takes the viewer

on a tour of San Francisco, with commentary from the cultural critic

Rebecca Solnit, the artist John Sanborn, and the software engineer

and author Ellen Ullman, among others. The video examines the

impact of various inventions, including the bicycle, the automobile,

cinema, and the computer, on their respective times in history,

linking changes and upheavals from the nineteenth-century fin de

siecle with those from the recent past. The piece is also decidedly

Bay Area-centric, as it portrays the region as a locus for cultural

innovation and change.

Jeanne C. Finley was known primarily as a photographer during

the 1980s, but her video work in the 1990s established her as a

serious and significant artist. Working often in collaboration with

John Muse, she combines keen political and social commentary with

evocative imagery, unusual conceptual juxtapositions, and a wry

sense of humor. In Nomads at the 25 Door (1991) Finley conflates the

story of Mickey, a female inmate incarcerated for killing her mother,

with documentation from the fall of the Iron Curtain. Recurring

images of a bell tolling contribute to the sense of loss and transition

and the inescapable trajectory of history and fate. The video also

subverts conventional author/subject roles as Mickey eventually

begins to interrogate Finley and her sister inmates. Finley and

Muse’s Involuntary Conversion (1991) takes examples of govern-

ment doublespeak and translates them back into plain English, for

instance, soft target = city, involuntary conversion = crash, collateral

damage = dead civilians. By overlaying slow-motion images of mili-

tary jets, flags, and other official signifiers of power and violence, the

video creates an ironic, concise commentary on self-delusion at the

governmental level.

Finley and Muse’s later work includes Based on a Story (1997),

which looks at the odd relationship between a Ku Klux Klan grand

wizard and a Jewish cantor; Time Bomb (1998), the story of a

young girl’s coerced conversion to Christianity at a Baptist retreat;

and Loss Prevention (2000), a true account of an elderly woman

arrested for serial shoplifting. These videos examine relationships

between authority, power, and helplessness, using unusual aural

and visual juxtapositions to deconstruct standard documentary and

narrative practices.
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NO BUSINESS AS USUAL

Political activism has a long and venerable history in the Bay Area,

from the General Strike of 1934 through the free speech movement

of the 1960s. In response to the first Gulf War of 1990 and 1991, San

Francisco was a locus for antiwar activism, including media work that

directly questioned the U.S. government’s foreign policy. Paper Tiger

Television, which had an active cell in San Francisco during this time,

examined such topics as Native American sovereignty (Newe Segobia

Is Not for Sale: The Struggle for Western Shoshone Lands, Jesse Drew,

1993) and the consolidation of media conglomerates.

Phil Patiris produced a series of found-footage videos that

comment acidly on television, media, and advertising. Using

imagery culled from broadcast and cable news, commercials, and

other Hollywood detritus, Patiris is the ultimate deconstructionist,

turning his banal source material back on itself in parodic critique.

His masterpiece is The Iraq Campaign 1991: A Television History, a

twenty-minute symphony of reedited images taken primarily from

television reportage of the Persian Gulf crisis. Intercutting images

of Dan Rather’s and Peter Jennings’s sober reports on the Desert

Storm campaign with footage from sci-fi and action movies such as

Dune (“the planet also known as Arrakis”), Star Trek, and Lawrence

ofArabia, commercials for General Electric and Ford, and Whitney

Houston’s Super Bowl performance of “The Star-Spangled Banner,”

Patiris cleverly points to the complicity of the White House, defense

contractors, major media outlets, and Hollywood in the promotion of

jingoism and suppression of dissent.

POP CULTURE REVISITED

Anthony Discenza’s complex and layered video mosaics also

recontextualize television images. Harkening back to abstract,

image-processed work of the 1970s, Discenza’s videos add an element

of cultural critique that is indebted to Patiris, Craig Baldwin, and

other deconstructionists of the early 1990s. In Music for Incidents

(2000) Discenza creates dense, mosaic-like images by processing

randomly streamed footage directly from cable television. Flickering

relentlessly like a bad night of channel surfing, the multiple rows of

pixilated images flash by too quickly for conscious recognition other

than the occasional solid image that momentarily surfaces. A face or
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body, words, or dollar bills intermittently linger and cohere, adding

to the tantalizing impression of sensibility slipping away under the

continuous media onslaught.

Although principally a solo artist, Discenza also collaborates

with Torsten Z. Burns in a performance-based duo known as the

HalfLifers. Their work is markedly different from Discenza’s solo

projects, consisting of videos originating from improvised perfor-

mances. In Fear ofRescue (1997) Burns and Discenza, dressed in

haz-mat jumpsuits and protective headgear, literally run through a

series of actions that include crawling through a children’s play struc-

ture and frantically rearranging a cluttered storage space. The footage

is rephotographed in fast-forward, adding an even more urgent fre-

neticism, while a slightly radioactive tinge in the color balance lends

a decidedly polluted cast to the picture. In Homesteaders (1997) the

original performance footage is slowed down, colorized, and intercut

with a lengthy and absurd sequence in which Burns and Discenza

goof on camera, decontaminate a Kleenex, and compare apples and

oranges. Both videos suggest a near future of radioactive contamina-

tion and degradation full of obsessive, futile attempts at restoring the

now-lost natural balance of the cosmos.

Anne McGuire also roots her video work in performance, from a

personal and body-centric point of view. Like Singer and Dougherty

(as well as Azian Nurudin), McGuire uses her own body as a point of

departure. Also like these artists, she celebrates the look and feel of

low-end video technology, eschewing the highly processed, digitally

manipulated look of Discenza’s solo work for a more low-fi aesthetic.

In Joe DiMaggio 1, 2,

3

(1993) McGuire stalks the baseball legend

electronically, spying on him as he goes about his daily business

from his San Francisco residence. Cooing a breathy, improvised

paean to the ballplayer as she surveils him from a distance with her

camcorder’s telephoto lens, McGuire creates a creepy and humorous

commentary on the vulnerability of celebrity in symbiosis with the

pathos of fandom. In When I Was a Monster (1996) a naked McGuire

flexes a left forearm that has been fitted with a futuristic metal

prosthetic, mimicking the mechanical gestures of Boris Karloff as

Frankenstein’s monster to a sound track of a slowed-down B-52s

song. The contrast of a very pale-skinned, redheaded McGuire sitting

in a red chair in a white-walled room accentuates the starkness of her

stiff, apparently uncomfortable movements.

IAm Crazy and You’re Not Wrong (1997) features McGuire as a

faux torch singer in performance. Sporting a tousled wig, a handheld

microphone, and spot-on early 1960s cabaret costumes a la Judy

Garland, McGuire ad-libs through a series ofjazzy song-and-dance

numbers. The slightly distorted songs, including the titular number

and an anachronistic tribute to “John-Boy at Christmas” from the

1970s television series The Waltons, play out against a strange sam-

pling of what seem to be scrambled Nelson Riddle arrangements, sped

up, slowed down, and dissected. Soft-focus black-and-white cinema-

tography completes the skewed 1960s tribute, further emphasizing

the sense of a poorly recalled memory of a past time.

TECHNOLOGY REDUX

While riding out the late 1990s dot-com pandemonium and subse-

quent economic bust that threatened the entire region, Bay Area

video artists adopted various new technologies that revolutionized

media production. Although McGuire continues to use low-fi equip-

ment, including a throwback 1970s-era black-and-white tube camera

and Portapak, most makers have moved on to shooting in mini-DV

and editing on their home computers. Artists such as Gaffney exploit

the intimacy of small-format video to accentuate their personal explo-

rations, using the medium as a notebook of daily observations. On the

other end of the spectrum, Discenza’s complex deconstructions rely

mainly on extensive digital manipulation.

Film and video practice has also hybridized, with many artists

shooting on celluloid and editing in video. Scott Stark moves easily

between working in Super 8 and 16mm and digital video. Noema

(1998), his prodigiously paced and deflating dissection of low-budget

porn, was originally edited and exhibited in video, underscoring the

bad lighting, questionable camerawork, and amateurish set design of

the genre in a deconstructionist collage of interstitial actions. Stark

has also shown the piece after transferring it to 16mm, which softens

and somewhat abstracts the images into a more formal, less topical

ode to the skin trade.

Khmasea Hoa Bristol’s Industrial Bodies (1999), an elegy about

the death of her Vietnamese grandfather, was shot mainly in 16mm

and Super 8, but video postproduction added an extensive computer-

generated section to the piece. The sharp-edged computer images

contrast with Bristol’s soft-focus film footage, overlaid with written

text contemplating the cycle of life and death.

Bay Area video artists also expanded into virtuality as Internet

access increased exponentially in the 1990s. Patiris now works

entirely in the digital domain, maintaining his primary artistic

presence on the Modern TV Web site. Lord created a Web-based

version ofAwakeningfrom the 20th Century that complements the

single-channel video piece of the same name, and Finley com-

pleted a Web-based piece, House ofDrafts, in 2002 in collaboration

with the New York-based artist Lynne Sachs and several media

artists from Sarajevo.

The 1990s saw many changes in the theories and practices of

its video artists. Yet the Bay Area’s long-standing foundation of

experimentation in the moving image, its progressive social milieu,

and its diverse cultural stew are constants that continue to breed

and foment significant, profound, and deeply experimental work

in electronic media.

NOTE

X. Cecilia Dougherty, from Video Data Bank artist's statement.
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The New Science of the Cinema
BRIAN L. FRYE

In the 1990s experimental filmmakers learned to stop worrying and

love the movies. Or rather, some film students put down their Adorno

and Lacan texts and returned to the movie theater. And they learned

that watching and thinking about films had a lot more to teach them

than their professors had let on. The result was an experimental

cinema that spoke rather than shouted, humbler, perhaps, but richer

than much of what had preceded it. Long-deferred aesthetic ques-

tions began to reemerge and demand answers—questions about

film, what it looks like, how it works. Young filmmakers started to

realize that asking how people experience movies could be a real line

of inquiry and not just a pretext for wacky crypto-Marxism. They

began to turn away from the emphasis on language and text that had

dominated much of experimental filmmaking since the 1970s and

to return to the image. Once again filmmakers explored the plastic

qualities of motion picture film, but this time they didn’t feel obliged

to make believe that doing so constituted ideological subversion.

This trajectory is perhaps most apparent in the Bay Area, most

likely because the academy gave short shrift to the region from the

beginning. Ever since World War II the Bay Area experimental film

scene has played Esau to New York’s Jacob: unjustly disfavored, not-

withstanding its plausible claim to primogeniture. It’s a galling truth,

because the Bay Area has produced some of America’s most talented

filmmakers, many ofwhom have yet to receive their full due. Yet

sometimes benign neglect is necessary for greatness to develop. Too

much attention at the wrong time can be as destructive as too little.

Certainly no one watched as the Bay Area quietly groomed many of

the finest experimental filmmakers to emerge in the 1990s.

Of course, the explosion of Bay Area experimental filmmaking in

that decade couldn’t have happened without the theaters that hosted

the films. Familiar institutional venues, the Pacific Film Archive and

the San Francisco Cinematheque foremost among them, conferred an

indispensable legitimacy. But perhaps an even more essential catalyst

for the revival of experimental filmmaking was the proliferation
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of more homespun venues, like Other Cinema, Total Mobile Home

microCINEMA, and No Nothing Cinema. Run by filmmakers for an

audience substantially composed of filmmakers, they made it possible

to examine and discuss films—new and old—with an intensity impos-

sible in a more formal context.

The ad hoc quality of Craig Baldwin’s programming at Other

Cinema recalls his kitchen-sink filmmaking style. Baldwin’s movies,

especially his early RocketKitKongoKit (1986) and Tribulation 99: Alien

Anomalies Under America (1991), redefined the collage film. Weaving

scraps of footage into a shockingly coherent paranoid narrative, these

films are politically charged without being labored and didactic. In

Tribulation 99 a feverish newsreel-narrative voice-over describing an

alien invasion accompanies a whirlwind of vintage institutional footage.

Awkwardly ridiculous images strain to illustrate catastrophic disasters

and nearly collapse into parody and non sequitur. And yet the nagging

sense remains that Baldwin’s fabulistic narrative is a thinly veiled meta-

phor for his retelling of the history of the Americas in the twentieth

century, with America playing the role of the alien invader. But Baldwin

isn’t one for Chomskyesque harangues. Rather he seems to occupy that

peculiar point on the political spectrum that someone once memorably

described as “the place where left and right meet.” One needn’t accept

the political ideas expressed in Baldwin’s films—insofar as they become

apparent— in order to recognize the genius that drives them. Unlike

many others, Baldwin doesn’t just illustrate an ideological position in

his movies but uses the ideas that animate a form of paranoia familiar

across the ideological spectrum as a springboard for a subtly new form

of montage. The classical conception of montage holds that it creates

metaphor when one image collides with another, or against the sounds

accompanying the lot of them. Baldwin’s version of montage creates

metaphor when the narration rattles around inside the images long

enough to start you wondering what you’re missing.

David Sherman and Rebecca Barten’s Total Mobile Home
microCINEMA shared the basic premise of Other Cinema, though

in a more distilled form. Located in the basement of their apart-

ment building on McCoppin Street, Total Mobile Home was as

small as it was spartan. Still it had an outsize impact on the Bay

Area experimental film scene. Its quirkily brilliant programming

epitomized a new ethos and aesthetic; nothing was ever less than a

fully conceived event. When Luther Price ended a show by covering

himself in gallons of strawberry ice cream, it was clear Total Mobile

Home wasn’t a place to do things by half measures. Both Sherman and

Barten are excellent filmmakers themselves. In Tuning the Sleeping

Machine (1996) Sherman constructs a loose narrative from murkily

colored sequences of silent-era horror films. Using a familiar film-

as-dream form, he literalizes the eyes-open dream of the moviegoer

by bracketing the film with the mesmerizing gaze of a Rasputin-like

figure, seeming to send a child into a deep slumber from a great

distance. Music like a drugged calliope eases one into a reverie, to

contemplate a child dreaming of wonderful horrors through movies.

Collage films like Baldwin’s and Sherman’s—made from bits of

older films cut together or photographically reproduced—are an

experimental film staple. Collage filmmakers often tended to ridicule

their raw footage, but in the nineties many young filmmakers adopted a

more respectful attitude toward their material, even the more awkward

institutional films, perhaps emulating works such as Bruce Conner’s

exquisite Valse Triste (1979) or Michael Wallin’s Decodings (1988).

Kerry Laitala, for instance, eulogizes the early days of the movies,

from the turn of the century to the 1920s. She captures both the

all-too-often-leached-out wild good cheer of the era and the creeping

sickness that accompanied it. In her film/installation Retrospectroscope

(1997) she re-creates in a spinning, strobe-lit animated sculpture a kind

of amalgamation of ur-cinema processes, from Muybridge and Marey

to Edison’s kinescopes and early cine-disc experiments. Her Secure the

Shadow (1997) includes hand-tinted nineteenth-century stereo pho-

tographs of adults and children suffering from horrible skin diseases

paired with images of the gleaming instruments used in surgery. The

austerely haunting music of Charles Ives accompanies the film, bracing

the images with Ives’s New England fortitude. Though a man’s body

is diseased, his spirit retains whatever it might of its essential purity.

It’s the finest sort of humanism, in the great American tradition of

Emerson, Lincoln, and Holmes, insisting on the ultimate metaphysical

irreducibility of the human soul, even while admitting to the human

trials so likely to demean it.

Greta Snider’s collage film Flight (1997) is also a reflection on mortal-

ity, but its conclusions are somewhat less grim. Snider’s most forthrightly

handmade film, it is an elliptical eulogy to her father, echoing his flight

from her with his flight from life in an image of a gliding bird set against

a grave. This elusiveness is reflected in the physical properties of the

image, which Snider achieved by manually printing diverse types of

images onto black-and-white print stock. The hand-printed images fade

into focus, then seem to slide off the screen, apparently captured, then

lost. The visual metaphor is subtly beautiful and moving.

If Laitala focuses on the movies up to the 1920s, when Kodak

released 16mm film and ushered in the true birth of the home movie,

Timoleon Wilkins focuses on post-World War II America, when

the movies became as democratic as they could possibly be. His

films reflect the sudden affordability of regular 8mm film, which

culminated in the emergence of “foolproof” Super 8 in the mid-1960s

and the explosion of home-moviemaking that accompanied it. In his

melancholy odes to rural America and the West, Wilkins captures the

awkward beauty of an adolescent America: on the cusp of realizing

the fullness of its new power, as yet unsure how it ought to employ

that power. Wilkins mixes found material—often old home movies—

with his own footage. In Blue Sun Western (1995), for instance, he

amplifies the already preternaturally vivid colors of Kodachrome film,

re-creating a dream of a remembered country, people dancing in cheer-

ful clothing, and the residue of a way of life long past. Nostalgic, yes,

but only in recognizing that what we value of the past is inseparable
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from what we reject of it and thus mourning those lost values without

pretending they might be recovered.

Wilkins’s films are very different from Laitala’s, however; they’re

thematically looser, with a more eclectic selection of images, but

very tightly structured. One reason for this difference is Nathaniel

Dorsky’s influence on Wilkins, among other young Bay Area filmmak-

ers. Although no one filmmaker dominated the Bay Area experimental

film scene in the nineties, several cut outsize figures, and Dorsky was

one of the most important. He started making films in the 1960s but

unexpectedly came to define a key strand of Bay Area filmmaking in

the 1990s with works such as Triste (1974-96), Variations (1998), and

Arbor Vitae (2000). The last ten years of his work represent a new,

more reserved variation on the poetic style of filmmaking pioneered

by Stan Brakhage, perhaps the first such fully and broadly conceived

rethinking of Brakhage since Bruce Baillie’s films of the late 1960s.

Composed of images taken from everyday life, Dorsky’s films are

the ultima ratio of the home movie. The most shabbily prosaic places

and things are carefully arranged and meticulously photographed,

coalescing into a document, not of everyday life, but of Life itself, as

it is embodied in the everyday. Most famously, in Variations a plastic

bag haltingly animated by the wind inflates and expires as if breathing

along with the earth itself. It’s that soft breath, like an unspoken word,

that binds together Dorsky’s films. In the slightly slowed silence in

which he insists on showing his films, which are shot and projected at

a slower speed than usual, inexorable time catches its own breath for

a moment, allowing a fragment of the eternal Ideal to seep out of the

world and onto the screen.

Dorsky doesn’t inspire imitators. What he does with film is too

ineffable for imitation to make much sense. Still his influence is

readily evident in Konrad Steiner’s films, for instance, if only because

of their shared affinity for and interest in poetry. The cadence of

Steiner’s editing and his ability to breathe a bit of the ecstatic into

apparently unremarkable subjects recall Dorsky’s light touch. But

Steiner focuses on the film rather than the image, rhythm rather

than duration in his editing, a direction Dorsky only hinted at in his

17 Reasons Why (1985-87) and never really followed. In Steiner’s 19

Scenes Relating to a Trip to Japan (1989-98), best seen as double-

projected 16mm, the measured pace of the editing takes on a skip-beat

when paired against itself. The film is charged with a nagging uncer-

tainty about exactly when and how its images will meet one another.

The flapping of a sheet in the wind juxtaposed against a second image

of a column of meandering cyclists on a bridge, once frozen on film,

quietly regains the subtly unpredictable rhythm of life.

Mark Wilson’s films, Motion Studies (1994-ongoing), are different,

often dispensing with the rhythms of montage in favor of rhythms

inscribed in one distended shot. Each of his motion-study films consists

of a series of repeated time-exposed images of a person performing

a single action, resulting in a projected image that hovers between
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motion and stasis. It’s a peculiarly beautiful effect, which in its time-

lessness evokes the same metaphysical suspension that is at the core of

each of Dorsky’s films. However, Wilson’s films also owe a great debt to

Ernie Gehr, especially given their obvious references to the precinema

photographic work of Eadweard Muybridge and Etienne-Jules Marey.

While Gehr was long an important figure in experimental film, he

had an enormous influence on many young Bay Area filmmakers in

the 1990s. As metaphysically inclined as Dorsky but in a very different

way Gehr concerns himselfwith the way film reacts to the light that

falls on it. Where Dorsky uses montage to draw the essence out of an

image, Gehr’s Wait (1968), Still (1969-71), and Serene Velocity (1970)

use collections of shots that coalesce into a single image-in-time. If one

reads Dorsky’s films as one reads poetry, as experience expressed as an

aggregation of discrete elements, one experiences Gehr’s films more

directly, as a distinct visual experience distended over time. Even Gehr’s

more documentary-like films focus on a single subject. In This Side of

Paradise (1991) Gehr offers as thesis and antithesis a muddy field and

the sky reflected in the puddles the field cannot absorb. And in Cotton

Candy (2001), Gehr’s first great video, from a rickety mechanical model

of a carnival he extracts the joy, terror, boredom, excitement, and garishly

drab beauty of the real thing. It is this transformative quality of Gehr’s

cinema that has inspired young Bay Area filmmakers of the 1990s.

One of the very best of these is Luis Recoder. Roughly stated,

Recoder makes films with a projector, not a camera. By making simple

mechanical interventions in the process of projecting a film, his early

works transform banal found films into peculiar metaphorical com-

mentaries on the nature of motion pictures. For example, several of his

earlier works, such as Magenta (1997-99) and Moebius Strip (1998-99),

consist of no more than newsreels or instructional films run through

a projector once, then doubled back and run through a second time,

sandwiched against themselves. The result is a complex and unpre-

dictable kind of recursive visual superimposition, as long takes echo

themselves and formerly sequential images overlap one another. Other

films are projected through gradually multiplying pinhole lenses, so

that home movies suddenly appear as they might from the perspective

of a fly perched on the potato salad. Still others dispense with images

altogether and rely only on pure, abstracted light and color.

Though reminiscent of the expanded cinema performances

popular in the late sixties and seventies, Recoder’s film projections

dispense with both the reductive materialism and the didacticism of

his predecessors. Making movies about how movies work in order to

“explain away” the whole deal was cheerfully triumphal and wor-

ryingly facile— like opening the closet door to prove the monsters

are gone. Recoder allows the movies to stay mysterious; rather than

take the mystery out, he puts more in. At some point, the viewer

inevitably turns around in his or her seat to see what Recoder is doing

with the projector. The greatest pleasure of his performances is their

disarming simplicity. It is curious indeed that something as simple
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Scott Stark, I’ll Walk with God, 1994, film still

as a little lens or a spray ofWindex could so profoundly transform

what appears on the screen, turning it into something new and newly

beautiful. Recoder intervenes in the projector not to expose its lies

but to better understand and express its truths.

This new emphasis on handmade moviemaking matched the

practical, unpretentious quality that defined Bay Area filmmaking

in the nineties. Hand-processing, scratching, bleaching, ironing,

and painting film were the rule, as filmmakers returned to working

directly on and with film. The inspiration for much of that work, and

the culmination of it, came with the group evocatively named silt.

Composed of Jeff Warrin, Christian Farrell, and Keith Evans, silt took

the handmade film techniques that artists such as Brakhage explored

and made new sense of them by integrating them into their nature-

based ethos of filmmaking. Epitomized by their fondness for burying

their films in the ground and letting the soil eat away and combine

with the images, their work tries not just to capture the experience

of the natural world on film but also to allow the natural world to

encompass and determine the nature of the film itself. Silt’s films,

generally presented as projection-performances, showed other young

filmmakers what film could do and how a mechanical medium might

reflect the forest and sea still so tangibly present in the Bay Area. In

tiny projectors chugging away, chips of film shredding on screen,

and emulsion pooling in overlapping images, silt brought the craft of

filmmaking back to the movies and served as a touchstone for many

other young Bay Area artists.

Other important Bay Area filmmakers took a more minimalist

approach. One of the finest of these was Scott Stark, who first

emerged in the eighties. Stark imported the wry wit of seventies

performance art to his films, which are best described as works that

play games with how movies work. From printing pictures of zebras

onto movie film and making a facsimile sound track in Protective

Coloration (1990) to animating an airplane evacuation card in I’ll Walk

with God (1994) to turning cheesecake 3-D slides into a voluptuous

optical experiment in Angel Beach (2001), Stark made it fun to wonder

how a series of still images leap into motion. Some filmmakers try

to re-create the classroom, or rather the lecture hall, beating their

audience over the head with arguments about the “ontology of film.”

Watching a Scott Stark film is more like a visit to your favorite uncle’s

workshop, where you can see what happens for yourself.

John Writer’s metier is film leader, the semi-opaque material

affixed to the head of a film and used to thread the projector. Writer’s

films can’t be printed and have to be shown as original, since the criti-

cal qualities of the film leader could not survive the printing process.

One film, In the End Are These Stone Hands . .
.
(c. 1996), consists of

long stretches of leader, punctuated by bits of newsreels and a few

images of Writer himself. A description sounds almost comical, but

the experience is hypnotic. Subtle variations in texture, color, and

transparency of the various kinds of leader draw one’s attention to

both the quality of the projected light and the boundaries of the film

image. Writer’s use of semi-opaque leader in his films profoundly

alters one’s notion of the constituent elements of a film; suddenly one

attends to qualities of the image that were never before apparent.

Film as an image-bearing medium becomes newly tangible when one

can suddenly see the base, the quality of the emulsion, and the way

the film itself refracts the projected light. Writer, the quintessential

filmmaker’s filmmaker, does for film something like what Robert

Ryman did for painting, pulling one as close as possible to the object

in order to demonstrate how closely one might look at things.

By contrast, Steve Polta achieves a similar effect by distilling

his films into a single, uninterrupted image. I n Arrival (1997) and

Departure (1997) the elements of a profoundly defocused lens distort

a transit tunnel into a portal between worlds, traversed by color-

spiked forms. And in Picture Window (1996) the picture verges on

pure black, the barest hint of an image causing the screen to reverber-

ate between a window and a surface plane. It’s the texture of the

image that constitutes the film, the essence of a film, which one can

reveal only by opening the window hidden in every screen.

The Bay Area experimental film scene of the nineties found its

best and most characteristic literary expression in Timoleon Wilkins’s

short-lived but much-read cine-zine, Celluloidall. Combining practi-

cal advice on filmmaking with charming home-movie ephemera,

commentary on new films, and musings on cinephilia, Celluloidall

owed a great deal to its predecessor, Canyon Cinemanews. At their

best both epitomized the low-key passion, diligence, and humility

of the community they documented. But the two differed in one

notable respect. Cinemanews was imbued with a utopian outlook and

a subtly collectivist ethos, a reflection of the spirit in which it began,

whereas Celluloidall regularly edged toward the elegiac and focused

on individual experience.

And that’s perhaps the key to understanding experimental film-

making in the Bay Area today. The belief that one had a right and a

duty to address political questions catalyzed some of the finest experi-

mental films of the sixties and early seventies but eventually devolved

into posturing and cant. Since various theories floating around proved

that art and ideology were essentially the same thing, a lot of film-

makers convinced themselves that if you got the theory right the art

was bound to follow. Theories love fidelity, and filmmakers pushed

them until they snapped, revealing lots of ideology and not much else.

There are still plenty of young people making ideologically charged

films—witness the avalanche of videos pontificating on the lessons of

September 11 and the awfulness of the various conflicts in the Middle

East and elsewhere—but they rarely feel the need to camouflage their

propaganda with fancy, putatively theoretical pretensions to artistry.

They’re forthrightly doing politics and hardly even pretending to

make art. Most who do care about film art have realized that politics

and art aren’t the same thing and that when they admire an explicitly

political film, it’s the film they admire first, not its politics. They’ve

also learned that political convictions rarely age as gracefully as a

good movie, and while all art needs a catalyst, politics might be a bit

tapped out in that respect. So they’re looking elsewhere, often back to

the neglected standards: experience, faith, and the act of seeing itself.

— October 2003
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Where the Truth Lies:

Bay Area Essay Films and
Experimental Documentaries
IRINA LEIMB ACHER

There is a strange breed of film that consists of a confluence

of documentary, experimental, and personal-lyrical traditions;

that intertwines questions of form and questions about the

world. Having emerged early on, when the genre was not yet

rigidly categorized by specific forms and functions, particular

television slots, or funding sources, it encompasses numerous

ways of cinematically seeing and projecting the world.

Already in the 1920s Dziga Vertov (Kino Eye, Man with a

Movie Camera), Alberto Cavalcanti (Rien que les heures), Joris

Ivens (The Bridge), Hans Richter (Inflation), and others were

making films that spoke of contemporary reality without

merely reflecting that reality. They analyzed, deconstructed,

and reconstructed their worlds using specifically cin-

ematic techniques of framing, superimposition, temporal

manipulation, and montage. They acknowledged the power

of performance, poetry, and lyricism, and also of irony,

metaphor, and wit. Thus before documentary was even a

descriptor, cinema was emphatically engaged with the world.

Film passionately embraced the world’s beauty, mourned its

cruelty, and mocked its injustice. With the late 1930s and the

1940s came increasing consolidation of cinematic borders

between documentary and fiction and poetry, between

ostensible fact and idiosyncratic opinion. But in the late

1950s and the 1960s there was a resurgence of films that chal-

lenged some of these boundaries, as well as the very idea of

the presentation of “truth” with no acknowledged voice and

no aesthetic form. In France in the 1950s Alain Resnais made

Night and Fog, Jean Rouch shot Jaguar, and Chris Marker and

Jean-Luc Godard began their careers. In Cuba in the 1960s

Santiago Alvarez made radical newsreels, and in Argentina

Fernando E. Solanas and Octavio Getino were developing a

“Third Cinema.” In the same decade in Germany Alexander

Kluge and Harun Farocki made their first politically provoca-

tive and formally inventive films. These are just a few of the

works that took up and confronted the world, acknowledging

their position and declaring their stakes. Not only were the
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voices of the participants and the makers often reflexively brought

forth and the processes of exploration and construction recognized,

but reappropriation, irony, and lyricism were seen as allies—not

enemies—in the analysis of social realities.

What shall we call such films? Experimental documentaries, since

“reality” is at stake and form is explored rather than given? Essay

films, since the inscription and description of the world are fore-

grounded and often problematized? Personal documentaries, since

experience and knowledge are often embodied through the voices or

traces of the makers? Part of the fascination of such work is its elusive

and eclectic nature, its refusal to be categorized and its refusal to

categorize or to exclude anything a priori from the realm of relevance

to the real. Writing about the visual essay, Michael Renov suggests a

possible definition: the speaker and the speaking, the filmer and the

filming are an intrinsic part of the essay, “a representation of ‘histori-

cal real’ (digressive, fragmentary) through sound and image in a

manner which embroils the subject of enunciation.” 1 While such films

explore our shared social world, there is a simultaneous investigation

of, and perhaps even a challenge to, the cinematic means of doing so.

Though there is no single or even dominant tradition of the experi-

mental documentary or essay film, California has long been home to

some of the most accomplished and diverse of its practitioners: James

Benning, the late Chick Strand, Jean-Pierre Gorin, and Steve Fagin

in the south, and artists such as Craig Baldwin, Trinh T. Minh-ha,

Jeanne C. Finley, Lynn Hershman, and the late Marlon Riggs in the

north. In the Bay Area the explosive collage films of Bruce Conner or

the lyrical portraits of people and places by Bruce Baillie in the 1960s

can be seen as precursors to this work. San Francisco State University,

where many of the artists discussed in this essay were faculty

members and/or students at one point in their careers, was a breeding

ground for various forms of experimental documentary beginning in

the tumultuous late 1960s and continuing throughout the seventies

and eighties. There seems to be something about the Bay Area—the

diversity of its communities, the eclecticism of its exhibition spaces,

its disdain for convention—that is conducive to experimentation that

challenges notions of the world and the paths of our knowledge to it.

The decade between the mid-eighties and mid-nineties was

especially fruitful for Bay Area experimental documentary, as can

be seen in the wide-ranging and prolific output of films and videos

by Baldwin, Finley, Fagin, Trinh, Hershman, and Riggs. While these

media makers’ formal and political strategies, as well as their choices

of subject matter, are incredibly diverse, they all, in their own ways,

turn documentary conventions upside down and challenge naive

and circumscribed notions of “truth” or “fact.” Whether explicitly or

implicitly, they take on the traditional media and its claim to author-

ity, and they ironically play with or reflexively analyze their own

discursive strategies. Many of these artists work across and between

genres, between experimental and conventional documentary (Finley,

Riggs) or between experimental documentary and experimental

narrative (Fagin, Trinh, Hershman). In fact, their work simply cannot

be pegged down, as they simultaneously explore and expand the very

language and scope of moving images.

Paul Arthur writes that essay films “hold up for scrutiny precisely

those conventions that other documentary genres suppress and, in

that sense, fuel meta-critical speculation on nonfiction cinema’s blind

spots.”2 Certainly this can be said of these Bay Area films. They all

undermine traditional documentary authority, the underlying claim

to veracity and representational transparency that is the premise of

most nonfiction film. This is done through the heterogeneity of their

materials—their images and sounds, both found and original—and

their modes of address, which belie the usual forms of “discourses

of sobriety”3 in favor of irony, intimacy, performance, or poetry. The

subversive combination of elements in these works refuses any simple

reading and calls instead for a complex, multifaceted attitude of

uncertainty, constant curiosity, and a willingness to let go of the habits

that constrain our attitudes toward media, the world, and ourselves.

Indeed, the eclectic Bay Area experimental documentaries of the

mid-eighties to the mid-nineties teach us to watch images skeptically,

to listen to voices usually excluded from mainstream media, and to

appreciate the aesthetic force of film and video and the worlds they

embrace. Here I shall touch on just a few of the works of this period.

The found-footage alchemist Craig Baldwin began working in

film in the mid-1970s and subsequently did graduate work at San

Francisco State’s film department in the 1980s. In the spirit of some of

the collage films of Bruce Conner (with whom he studied), as well as

the situationists, Baldwin subversively plays with images and sounds,

using techniques of repetition and ironic juxtaposition to estrange us

from our habitually passive viewing attitudes. In the mid-1980s his

work became explicitly political, his found-footage collages wryly

commenting on not only the ideological content of images but also the

unconscious imaginary at work in U.S. neocolonialist foreign policy.

Both RocketKitKongoKit (1986) and Tribulation 99: Alien Anomalies

Under America (1991) set a combination of reappropriated educa-

tional, industrial, sci-fi, and other kinds of cinematic detritus against

an onslaught of disembodied commentary that ostensibly explains

and narrates what we see. Yet we quickly realize something is awry:

these commentaries don’t really explain at all, and the footage slips

and slides between possible “fact” and egregious fiction. Rather than

conventional explanation, the combination of images and voice-over

satirizes the very act of explaining and the very idea of fact, drawing

on humor to call critical attention to mainstream history’s ideological

lacunae and Manichaean excesses.

RocketKitKongoKit uses disembodied narration in the conventional

voice-of-god documentary tradition alongside its found visual mate-

rial to “tell” us about various moments of Western military-industrial

and CIA involvement in Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of

the Congo). However, we become more and more unsettled by the

narration, knowing some of the events are true and suspecting others

are too outrageous to be possible, especially when narrated alongside

the images, whose sources range from seemingly documentary

footage (but of what precisely?) to 1950s science and educational

films and Tarzan and other movie escapades. The film begins at the

end of the colonial period and recounts a series of political events,

including President Mobutu’s lease of one-tenth of the country to a

West German rocket firm, and culminates in a disastrous Cold War

Armageddon set one year after the film was completed. The narra-

tion, subverting the typical college-educated-white inflection that we

have been trained to associate with authority, shifts from one voice

to another, distinguished by U.S., French, German, and Congolese

accents and hence suggesting varied ideological or geopolitical
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page 298 Steve Fagin, The Machine That Killed Bad People, 1990, video still

opposite Trinh T. Minh-ha, Surname Viet Given Name Nam, 1989, film stills

positions. In addition, frequent jokes made through the sound-image

juxtapositions constantly unsettle our ability to decide how, precisely,

we should be engaging with the film and the information with which

it barrages us. Is this serious or funny or, more disconcertingly,

both? Taunting and teasing us with its parody of documentary form,

RocketKitKongoK.it speaks eloquently about power, whether that

power is military, industrial, or simply discursive.

Viewers of Baldwin’s films are ultimately forced to read everything

against the grain. The fissures between text and appropriated image,

between mode of address and message, between political facts and

apocalyptic fantasies (and we are not always sure where one ends

and the other begins) all work to destabilize any single claim to truth.

Yet RocketKitKongoKit and Tribulation 99 are not mere postmodern

pastiche; the historical events and political turmoil that underlie

them are all too real. Instead they are lessons in critically approaching

history, ideology, and media, lessons wherein laughter and lies play

crucial pedagogical roles.

Jeanne C. Finley’s experimental videos of this period also often

mock documentary conventions while offering sardonic social com-

mentary. Coming from a background in photography, Finley began

working with video in the mid-1980s and was hired at the California

College of Arts and Crafts in 1988. Her works of the late 1980s, as well

as several of those codirected in the 1990s with her collaborator John

Muse, incorporate a characteristic mix of psychic anxiety, political

critique, and humorous, ironic distance. Unlike in Baldwin’s work,

the anxieties and paranoias in Finley’s oeuvre tend to be articulated

at the level of individual bodies and experiences and only secondarily

at the level of grand political narratives. Some of her work of this

period incorporates appropriated footage or texts, and these are

often used alongside her own staged scenes. For example, the short

Common Mistakes (1986) intersperses excerpts from an educational

film about childhood safety— in which unsafe games lead to horrific

accidents—with short segments about “mistakes” resulting from

political or cultural practices that have momentous social conse-

quences: the forced assimilation of Native Americans, the medical use

of lobotomies to “cure” mental illness, and nuclear contamination at

Three Mile Island. Linking events of such entirely different magni-

tudes and forms and juxtaposing melodramatic footage of wounded

children with acted testimonies of witnesses to socially cataclysmic

events create a disturbing tension. The irony is effective in making us

aware of representational conventions and of our own psychological

investment in various forms of historical storytelling. Finley’s piece

activates our critical faculties and emotional responses, as well as a

new awareness of their imbrication.

At the Museum:A Pilgrimage ofVanquished Objects (1989) is both

a critical documentary and a documentary parody, somewhat in

the spirit of Luis Bunuel’s 1932 Land without Bread. An omniscient

and invisible male narrator, with an exaggeratedly mellifluous tone

of voice, takes us on a tour of “a California museum” (in Oakland).

However, rather than the institutionally legitimizing discourse we

might expect from such a narrator, this one analyzes, mocks, and

historically recontextualizes several of the items on display. These

include a seemingly innocuous nineteenth-century painting linking

progress to white western expansion; Dorothea Lange’s famous portrait

of a dust bowl sharecropper and her children (actually a California

family, as the daughter—now grown—explains); a model of government

housing for workers at Hunters Point Naval Base; and a multiethnic,

multiracial plaster diorama of a happy group of so-called California

dreamers. Each segment is a brief expose of the display, revealing

concealed ideologies and hidden histories of the collected and reified

objects. Complemented by written excerpts from James Clifford’s The

Predicament ofCulture, the text of which periodically unfurls across the

screen, the piece carefully constructs an uncompromising critique of

the very premise of museum collecting and decontextualized display.

It ensures that we will never experience museums, or any other factual

presentation of “cultural artifacts,” including the voice-over documen-

tary we are watching, in the same way again.

Both Baldwin and Finley use irony and exaggeration to subvert

naive beliefs in truth and documentary authority. Steve Fagin, who

moved between San Francisco and San Diego during the period

1987-2003 and taught film history and theory in San Francisco State’s

film department from 1978 to 1986, also analyzes and mocks conven-

tional forms of authority and mass-media representations of reality.

Having worked as a video artist since the mid-eighties, Fagin uses an

eclectic and multilayered formal palette to create highly inventive,

classification-defying videos. His early works such as Virtual Play

(1984) and The Amazing Voyage ofGustave Flaubert and Raymond

Roussel (1986) construct and reimagine psychic, philosophical, and

literary landscapes drawn in part from his examination of and fasci-

nation with figures such as Lou Salome, Flaubert, and Roussel as they

simultaneously engage in a complex reflection on video’s (as well as

history’s) discursive processes. With postmodern flourish and delight,

Fagin mixes textual, painterly, cinematic, and historical references

into a collage of wildly imagined and roughly acted scenes, tableaus,

and off- and on-screen testimonies.

Several of Fagin’s works also interrogate geopolitical power rela-

tions. The Machine That Killed Bad People (1990) is a critical parody of

televisual rhetorical strategies, more analytically elaborate and stylisti-

cally baroque than that found in Baldwin’s or Finley’s works. It is also

a penetrating examination of contemporary Philippine politics in the

context of U.S. neocolonialist domination. Fagin says that he wanted to

“try to write a history . . . using the stylistics of infotainment televi-

sion” and “initiate a discussion of the CNN-ification of the planet.”4

The dominant trope of the two-hour video is that of a news broadcast

on the television station KSKY, replete with bleeding-eye logo, attrac-

tive anchorwoman, shopping ads, travel suggestions, and weather
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announcements. Within and around the “news” broadcasts, Fagin

uses a wide array of material: archival footage of the revolution, the

Marcos’s home movies, fictionalized Pixelvision rantings and readings

of an American journalist stuck in his Manila hotel, and Fagin’s own

“direct cinema” footage and interviews shot with political activists as

well as guerrilla fighters in the New People’s Army in Mindanao, to

name just some. These diverse and compelling fragments of “fiction”

and “fact” (and we are forced to see the fictions in the so-called facts

and the facts embedded in the so-called fictions) are alternately

contained, interrupted, and deferred by the anchorwoman’s address

and shuffling of papers: “Coming up . . .

,”
“Please stay with us,” “Next:

An Amazing Story.” Weather reports, shopping channel sound bites

(cleverly reappropriated or reinvented, with corrupt politicians

featured as the big “shoppers”), and the constantly reiterated channel

identification for KSKY punctuate the piece, turning recent Philippine

history into bite-size spectacles and destroying any possible sense of

overarching narrative or political closure.

Fagin’s use of diverse video formats and his eclectic collage of

footage, rhetorical registers, and truth claims create a dystopic

cacophony of fragmented and competing realities. There is no obvious

controlling voice in this piece, only a shocking, discordant polyphony.

We work hard to discern a position, to forge our own, for we have

become as fractured as what we see. Underlying this cacophony,

of course, is a deft critique of the omnipresence of U.S. neocolonial

power and the televisualization of history. The use of Marcos home

movies, including shots of an assassination attempt on Imelda,

become both ironic spectacle and a morally obscene, aesthetically

sensuous interlude when set next to Fagin’s straightforward inter-

views with political activists in various regions of the Philippines. His

observational footage of the healer Alex Orbito’s psychic surgery as he

extracts a bloody mass from an American patient, the least “believ-

able” footage from a Western epistemological stance, becomes yet

another challenge to our faith (or its lack) in the image. No part of this

video, which Fagin has called a cross of “Brecht with Ted Turner,” 5

can be read as simply “real” or simulated, and it is an explosive and

darkly humorous tour de force of media criticism.

As deeply subversive, but without the parodic or satirical elements

so central to Fagin, Finley, and Baldwin, are the essay films of the

writer, poet, and composer Trinh T. Minh-ha, who was also on the

faculty of San Francisco State’s film department in the late 1980s and

early 1990s, before moving to the University of California, Berkeley.

Her earlier Reassemblage (1982) and Naked Spaces—Living Is Round

(1985) were provocative and formally elegant films shot when she was

living in West Africa. Reassemblage, whose images and sounds circle

around women’s lives in various parts of Senegal, challenged rigid

notions of documentary truth, ethnographic authority, and the bland

visual and aural conventions of most nonfiction work and was a source

of much controversy in anthropological circles. Naked Spaces, with

its multiple voices and lyrical visual and verbal reflections on forms

of place, space, and knowing, likewise challenged reductive norms of

documentary while exploring West African architectural forms.

Surname Viet Given Name Nam (1989) is Trinh’s first film both shot

and edited in the Bay Area and her first sync-sound work. Whereas

the works of Fagin and Baldwin develop through an accretion of

parody and postmodern excess, Trinh’s Surname Viet, also on one level
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a work of media criticism, gently transforms itself and us in a spiral of

constant reframing, revelation, and refinement. Full of sensuous visual

and aural rhythms, colors, and textures, the film uses archival images,

songs, proverbs, poetry, and stories ofwomen in Vietnamese history

and literature, in addition to the interviews around which everything

else is woven. Like its antecedents in her oeuvre, it also embodies and

enacts a rigorous epistemological critique.

Surname Viet is structured to provoke a series of revelations in

the viewer. Things are never what they seem: whenever the frame

is enlarged, figuratively and/or literally, we realize that there is

much more than first meets the eye and ear. Early on, graceful young

women in a photograph are revealed, when the frame shifts, to be

holding guns. Later, interviews are discovered to have been scripted

and acted. Almost every certainty and expectation in this film is

subverted, so that watching it becomes a process of self-discovery

for the viewer as well as a discovery of some of the manifold forms of

Vietnamese women’s experiences, cultures, and histories.

Based on a series of oral interviews of South Vietnamese women

published in French, the film elegantly reenacts these interviews in

beautifully shot and unusually framed sequences that slowly under-

mine our belief in their spontaneity. When texts begin to appear on

screen, the subtle differences between what we read and hear again

force us to question our assumptions. (Why are these texts here? we

ask. Why is there a discrepancy between what we hear and what we

read?) Only much later is it revealed that these are not professional

actresses but Vietnamese immigrants living and working in the Bay

Area; their real lives are explored in the last part of the film. In this

section we see how the women experience, defy, and/or perform

in accordance with a number of cultural expectations, how they

articulate themselves and their sociocultural histories in different

ways. Trinh, who holds that one cannot theorize about but only with

film, has created in this work a compelling philosophical commentary

on the nature of our expectations of and access to “truth,” as well as

a critique of any kind of essentialism, whether of culture, gender, or

knowledge. With the slow, revelatory unfolding of Surname Viet Given

Name Nam, we experience viscerally the tension between the world

and its representations. Nothing is fixed, nothing is certain, neither

the labels and names we use to speak about cultures and politics nor,

most of all, our own assumptions.

Trinh’s piece obliquely incorporates bits of her own family’s stories

in its larger field of excavation and reflection, but it is not a work

enunciated in a first-person or confessional mode. Other Bay Area

experimental works of this period, however, explore forms of first-per-

son direct address in innovative and challenging ways. While a focus on

personal experience and the acknowledgment of the political stakes of

personal narrative had become common in some feminist and politi-

cal documentaries of the 1970s and 1980s, the Bay Area artists Lynn

Hershman (now Lynn Hershman Leeson) and Marlon Riggs developed

this form in very distinct and extremely provocative directions.

Hershman was already a major figure in California installation and

performance art when she became director of the Inter-Arts Center

at San Francisco State in 1984. (She had also received her M.A. there.)

In the 1970s she had created a number of radical site-specific pieces,

including an installation with Eleanor Coppola in room 47 of the low-

rent Dante Hotel in San Francisco and a series of twenty-five window

installations for Bonwit Teller in New York. She had also created

and enacted persona pieces such as Roberta Breitmore, who led quite

an adventurous life, on and off, with Hershman’s help for seven

years. In the 1980s she began to work in video and interactive media,

continuing to create complex fictional female characters in works

that confounded the usual boundaries between fact and fiction, self

and alter ego, viewer and participant. She herself became the explicit

subject of her confessional series The Electronic Diaries.

Begun in 1984 and continuing through 1996, The Electronic Diaries

is a first-person excavation of Hershman’s psyche and personal

history at the time. The series was later reedited (and recontextual-

ized) by Hershman into a single work, but this discussion is based

primarily on the original tapes, released singly. These tapes of dif-

ferent lengths are keenly attentive to the complex performative and

cinematic aspects of testimony and confession. On their video-screen

surface, the first three parts of the series—Confessions ofa Chameleon

(1986), Binge (1987), and First Person Plural (1988)—consist of an

outpouring of diaristic declarations and reflections addressed directly

to the camera by Hershman, sitting alone and often somewhat

self-consciously, in close shot. Each of the tapes focuses on one or two

core issues and grapples with the complex nature of identity, memory,

desire, and self-revelation. Her reflections explore the ambiguity of

childhood memory and fantasy, the trauma of abandonment, body

image, eating disorders, incest, abuse, and the cross-generational

effects of the Holocaust. These are all spoken directly and insistently

to the camera, as if to an intimate witness, who is both herself and her

imaginary (now real, as we watch) audience.

The obsessive and often disturbing revelations of her current and

past personal struggles, however, have been carefully recomposed

into a fast-paced, fragmented video collage. In several instances she

manipulates her image, using the video effects of the day to double,

mirror, and multiply her “self” in many ways. Images are placed

within images, and freeze frames and cuts dissociate her voice from

her body. In her visual deconstruction and reconstruction of her own

image and her fragmentary, sometimes disjointed but nonstop narra-

tion, she seems to throw into question the very notion of the unitary

subject and the possibility of cohesive identity. She uses the medium

of video to question and analyze and also create a/her persona in the

context of a troubled family history. At one point Hershman asserts

that she only tells the truth, yet the very notion of truth is troubled

by this assertion as well as by her attempts to disentangle and come

to terms with her past and its shifting representations. Confession

and performance blur in these tapes, or perhaps they are one and

the same. Her interlocutor, too, is multiple, at once herself alone

and us, the future anonymous viewer. Periodically she disrupts her

monologue with a disconcerting question in the second person: What

was your first sexual experience? How did you feel? What about your

body? The camera, the screen, we ourselves now watching and listen-

ing are integral elements of the piece, as our self-identity is fractured

by our simultaneous presence and absence, by our dispersal among

Hershman’s and our own myriad representations.

Subsequent segments of Hershman’s Electronic Diaries incorporate

other voices and testimonials as well, those of fellow travelers in

arenas of shared struggle, such as the battle with cancer in Shadow

Song (1990) and women who have survived experiences of traumatic
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violence in Recovered Diaries (1994). The earlier video interweaves

an African American friend’s testimony of his experience with cancer

and Hershman’s own diaristic entries on her recent discovery of a

brain tumor. Filmed over several months, the piece poignantly but

also disturbingly juxtaposes their shifts in attitude over the course

of their illnesses, as one dies and the other survives. The later piece

seems indicative of Hershman’s gradual extension out from the realm

of individual pain and trauma to her appreciation and analysis of its

societal roots and the potential of collective empowerment.

Drawing on very different strategies, Marlon Riggs in Tongues

Untied (1989) also sought out radically new forms to express

profoundly personal experiences. For Riggs, it was the collective

force and political ramifications of testimony, in all imaginable

manifestations—shared as well as individual, artistic as well as

straightforward—that were crucial. A professor in the Graduate

School of Journalism at the University of California, Berkeley,

beginning in 1987 (also where he received his M.A.), Riggs also

made more traditional documentaries that were remarkable in

their subject matter, scope, and form. In Ethnic Notions (1986)

and Color Adjustment (1991) he analyzed racial stereotypes of

African Americans, first in various forms of popular culture over

the past century and a half and then in commercial television

from the late 1940s through the 1980s. Alongside these investiga-

tions of insidious mass-culture stereotypes and representational

practices, Riggs turned to the project of representing and pre-

senting one of his own communities, that of black gay men.

Tongues Untied mixes personal testimonies from a number of

voices with narrative reenactments, poetry, performance, snapping,

voguing, observational footage, and archival sequences. This piece

eschews the supposedly natural and unrehearsed speech that so many

political documentaries rely on to instead deliberately and proudly

articulate its joys and suffering, its hope and rage. Not only heads but

bodies talk. Full bodies—naked, clothed, and in drag—move, dance,

recount, or rhythmically recite their stories in their own chosen

gestures and words. In a euphoric whirlwind of intensely moving

performances that make no concessions to mainstream norms of

“proper language” or television standards of taste, Tongues Untied

unabashedly lets loose many tongues, calling out and affirming their

pains and pleasures, fantasies and fears, and grappling with desire,

sex, politics, and death. The piece demands to be heard, engaging us

viscerally and insistently, as it enacts identities and histories as part

of a collective, creative, and politicized process. Part of the outcry and

shock that Tongues Untied elicited from politicians and public televi-

sion administrators at the time of its release stems from the fact that

it was clearly made for, with, and by its own community of black gay

men. It refused to compromise its language and its form for middle-

class white and heterosexual television audiences. Rather, it is a cry of

love, compassion, and rage in the context of racism, homophobia, and

AIDS. It addresses and engages its own community on its own terms,

and the rest of us are lucky enough to be invited along.

With the exception of Riggs, whose untimely death in 1994 was a

great loss to the Bay Area and to the field of documentary as a whole,

each of the artists discussed here is continuing to work in the realm

of moving images, even if some have shifted toward fictional or

installation work. At the same time, in the early 1990s, other, younger

filmmakers (many ofwhom had studied with one of the artists above)

emerged in the realm of essayistic and experimental nonfiction in

the Bay Area—makers of short films and videos such as Lynne Sachs,

Valerie Soe, Greta Snider, Cauleen Smith, Claire Dannenbaum, and

Erin Sax. Like their predecessors, they too are extremely diverse

in their representational and political strategies, their aesthetic

predilections, and the emotional charge of their work. Soe, with

Cynsin: An American Princess (1991) or Picturing Oriental Girls:

A (Re) Educational Videotape (1992), and Smith, with Daily Rains

(1990) and Chronicle ofa Lying Spirit (by Kelly Gabron) (1992), use

video and film respectively to challenge the reification of identity

(individual and/or social) in the context of race, employing a variety

of experimental and essayistic techniques from collage (Soe) to

performance and false confession (Smith). Sachs, who continues to

work actively in experimental or personal documentary, incorporates

a medley of voices and texts, installation, and performance to

confront a history of gender stereotypes in her best-known film of

the period, The House ofScience:A Museum ofFalse Facts (1991).

Snider’s body of experimental work also includes several pieces of

nonfiction—from intimate feminist narratives using found footage,

such as Futility (1989), to her elegant exploration of various forms

of personal environmental politics and millennial anxiety in

NOZONE (1993). Dannenbaum’s beautiful hand-processed, essayistic

travelogues—Huy, drinkingfrom the stream (1992) and The pupil of

her hand in the palm ofher eye (1994)—reflect on the representational

process and her interactions with women in Turkey and Morocco.

Sax’s wordless essay, Seven of Worlds (1994), is a profound meditation

on death through the slow, gentle cinematic observation of the

embalming process. With the exception of Snider and Soe, these

artists have left the Bay Area.

Although the diverse works discussed in this essay never

formed a movement or school, they embody a historic moment of

intriguing innovation in the field of nonfiction—innovation that is

still tremendously radical today. Like some of the early films made

before documentary existed as a distinct category, these films and

videos explode officially sanctioned boundaries and conventional

containers of knowledge to create new ways to experience our shared

world and its multiple representations. In their often puzzlelike

constructions and juxtapositions of diverse forms and elements, they

undo certainties to actively engage us in a process of conscious and

critical questioning. These films suggest that our habitual ways of

truth telling often lie and that our not-so-innocent lies, as well as our

creative fictions, often reveal the most profound and disarming truths.

NOTES

1. Michael Renov, "History And/As Autobiography: The Essayist in Film & Video," Frame/work2, no. 3

(1989): 6-13.

2. Paul Arthur, "Essay Questions," Film Comment 39, no. 1 (January-February 2003): 58-63.

3. Bill Nichols uses this phrase with regard to documentary in Representing Reality: Issues and

Concepts in Documentary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991)—a sobriety that is, of

course, challenged by the irreverent humor or playful creativity of several experimental works

discussed here.

4. Steve Fagin, Talkin' with Your Mouth Full: Conversations with the Videos ot Steve Fagin (Durham,

NC: Duke University Press, 1998), 13.

5. Fagin, Talkin' with Your Mouth Full, 242.
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FOCUS

Tribulation 99: Alien Anomalies Under America

CraiR Baldwin, 1991

J. HOBERMAN

D
escribed by its maker as a "pseudo pseudo-documentary

obsessively organized into 99 paranoid rants," 1

Tribulation 99,

Craig Baldwin's lurid and hilarious found-footage assemblage, is

both a skewed history of U.S. intervention in Latin America and a satire

of conspiracy thinking. "Warning," the first of many screen-filling titles,

announces, "This Film Is Not Fiction— It Is the Shocking Truth." If this

injunction recalls the opening of Edward D. Wood's Plan Nine from Outer

Space, so does Baldwin's ultra-pragmatic methodology, not to mention his

narrative. Tribulation 99 's "revisionist eschatology" begins in 1949 with

the explosion of Quetzalcoatl ("a hidden planet orbiting the sun exactly

opposite the Earth") and the migration of its inhabitants, the Quetzals, to

Earth via flying saucers.

In one sense Tribulation is a Cold War sci-fi cheapster in the apocalyp-

tic warning tradition of Invasion U.S.A. and Red Planet Mars. Baldwin calls

his forty-eight-minute movie "the hidden history of post-War intervention

in Latin America by alien invaders," and the joke is on the notion of

"alien"—especially as the war with the Quetzals is waged successively

in Guatemala, Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Grenada, and Panama.

Rather than stage this cosmic drama, Baldwin illustrates it with images

culled from a variety of newsreels, travelogues, industrial films, television

commercials, Mexican horror flicks, and Flollywood movies shot off the

tube. (The range of this material mirrors Baldwin's taste as programmer at

San Francisco's Other Cinema, which typically offers a range of extreme

beatnik, hippie, and punk films in the context of L'Age d'Or, King Kong

outtakes, and all manner of oppositional documentaries.)

Just as Tribulation ^demonstrates the same connect-the-dots logic

that informs political or religious conspiratorial thinking, so Baldwin's

recycling of commercial movie imagery is a double response to the

problem of media overload. Interviewed in the Film Arts Foundation's

magazine Release Print, he expressed an interest in making "a film that

not only talked about mass hypnosis but a film that did hypnotize you." 2

Ultimately, Tribulation is a rumination on the social necessity of believable

(and unbelievable) fictions. It illustrates the situation theorized by the

French philosopher Jacques Ellul in the early 1960s: the surfeit of informa-

tion provided by the mass media paralyzes individual judgment and creates

a longing for coherence. In the feedback universe of electronic public

opinion polls, most folks are happier expressing inanities than not having

an opinion at all.

NOTES

1. All Baldwin quotes are from an undated press release, author's personal files.

2. Robert Anbian, "Local Filmmaker Reveals: 'We Are the New Cargo Cult!’" Release Print 14, no. 1

(1991): 7.

Stills from Tribulation 99: Alien Anomalies Under America
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Nomads at the 25 Door

Jeanne C. Finley, 1991

GLEN HELFAND

A s globalism becomes increasingly complicated, it's not surprising

that its emotional and psychological ramifications tend to get short

shrift. Who, for example, really considers the impact of globaliza-

tion on cultural belonging, nationalism, and, most important, our sense of

home, when borders become porous, nations share economic currency,

and one superpower's actions have international fallout?

Although it may not initially seem so, Jeanne Finley's videowork

Nomads at the 25 Door ls an enduring exploration of just such questions.

Poetically contrasting the personal with the political, Finley taps into

universal struggles between the human longing for home and the instability

of place and between national identity and individual autonomy during a

time of cultural upheaval.

Finley's delicately intertwined subjects—freedom, home, and impris-

onment—unfold in three chapters, denoted as first, second, and third

person. They are illustrated through several autobiographical stories: a

Romanian woman in exile, three women incarcerated in a Nevada prison,

and the American videomaker herself working in Yugoslavia on a Fulbright

Fellowship. Using her own nostalgically accented Super 8 home movies,

talking-head interviews with women in the American prison, and artful

footage shot in Yugoslavia, Finley composed a series of small, gestural

tableaus beckoning a sense of belonging.

But none of these women dwells in the home she was born into. Finley

never admits to feelings of homesickness, but her subjects do, experienc-

ing mixed emotions about living in conditions they haven't chosen for

themselves and the need to create makeshift homes. Forthese women,

situations are never as clear as anyone expects or hopes. What binds them

together are difficult pasts and a great ambivalence about the present.

The 1989 Romanian Revolution forms a dramatic backdrop. Finley uses

it as an event that freed a country from tyranny, yet, as at any moment

of major cultural change, created difficult choices for those who lived

through it. Do those who fled return? Flow do people negotiate new

personal and political possibilities? Finley's subject matter is as enduring

as it is thorny. The "25 Door" referred to in the title is the prison's exit to

freedom, a portal that signifies both hope and loss.

Finley's intercutting of her experience of international political struggle

with the experiences of the American women, all of them with harrowing

personal histories of violence and broken families, is an especially effective

strategy. While Finley may have lived widely abroad, her sense of belonging,

not to mention her memories, are set in the amber-hued Americana of the

home movies she uses to begin and end the tape. In between she creates a

poignant mosaic that activates dreams of mythic homelands.

Still from Nomads at the 25 Door
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FOCUS

Flight

Greta Snider, 1996

BRITTA SJOGREN

F
light is a film lacerated by absence: a kind of blindness character-

izes its style. Embracing a technique that requires total abdication

of visual control and immersing herself in the tactile womb of the

darkroom, Greta Snider contact printed negatives and objects belonging to

her deceased father onto raw 16mm black-and-white film stock. Watching

the ephemeral Rayographs, you are drawn into a delicate yet gripping

structure: moments of darkness set off a flickering pulse of images in a

rhythmic repetition that is both physically visceral and entirely ethereal.

Like the blinking of an eye, the fluttering of feathers, the opening and

closing of a shutter, the film opens onto a space in between what we see

and what we remember, what is imprinted and what is immaterial, what

is here and what is gone. The images, so fugitive, are like the haunting

half-memories one desires to fix in one's mind but cannot quite dredge

up—there, slipping away, there slipping away. A girl’s face—remembered?

forgotten? A man's figure—remote, alone—isolated in the orbit of other

men and machines. An invisible thread connects them. A daughter and a

father, seen from neither side, seeing what the other saw. Pulling back out

of the dark to look within, open to the blank stare that radiates from the

other side. Where will memory go? Is it gone already?

Weightlessness permeates this journey. Birds spiral, dizzy, high.

Airplanes slash the sky, fleeing. Ghosts shiver on the edge of recogni-

tion. Time passing has already passed. An elegy of loss, the metaphor is

excruciatingly simple, and yet it cannot be unraveled. The joy of soaring,

falling bittersweet into all that is beyond. The numbers that crawl and fill

up space and leave everything out between them. The photographs that

have no origin in the real. The roses that light will wither. The farewell that

speaks of what cannot be spoken, yet, in these bland words of love.

"Take care" + "Love, Dad." Is the film a letter to or from? Flight is both

and neither. A refraction between the child and the man, the filmmaker and

the photographer, the artist and her father, it carves out the fullness that

is too much to represent and the void that is too hard to fathom. All these

voices speak here, in a dense, silent ricochet, of that which perishes and

that which does not.

Still from Flight
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Pixels and Chips: Alan Rath,

Jim Campbell, and Rebeca Bollinger
MARGARET MORSE

Three Bay Area artists—Alan Rath, Jim Campbell, and Rebeca

Bollinger—began art careers in the transitional period when a shift

in dominance occurred between two powerful cultural symbols:

television and the computer. All three artists combine video

with computation in their work but in very different ways. Both

Campbell and Rath graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, in 1978 and 1982, respectively, and began exhibiting

in the 1980s, before the triumph of the personal computer. 1 Rath

followed his mentor at MIT, the sculptor Milton Komisar, to the Bay

Area in 1984, attracted by the availability of chips and other hard-

ware in Silicon Valley necessary to create his robotic constructions.

His first solo exhibitions in the Bay Area were at ATA Gallery in

San Francisco and WORKS in San Jose in 1986. Campbell was also

attracted to the Bay Area by the conjunction of San Francisco, where

he lives and works as an artist, and Silicon Valley, where he has

worked continuously as an electronic engineer since 1978. Campbell

had a difficult time getting the attention of the San Francisco art

community and finally, in 1988, was driven to rent a loft in the

Tenderloin with a friend to exhibit their work. Luckily, Robert

Riley—then video curator at the San Francisco Museum of Modern

Art and once a curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art in

Boston, where he had seen one of Campbell’s short videotapes—was
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previous page Alan Rath, Watcher, 1998, video sculpture

opposite Alan Rath, Clamped, 1992, video sculpture

in attendance. After discovering Campbell’s new video installa-

tion, Riley exhibited his work in the Bay Area Media show (in

which Rath was also included) at SFMOMA in 1990. Rath’s and

Campbell’s modes of artmaking were uniquely nourished by the

conjunction of technology and art cultures in the Bay Area, and

they have become identified as Bay Area artists, even as they have

acquired national and international reputations.

Rath’s video, kinetic, and robotic sculptures and Campbell’s

interactive video installations and kinetic wall sculptures are

eclectic artisanal creations from the chips and software up. The

digital era was long under way and the Internet was about to take

hold when Rebeca Bollinger entered the field of new media. She

had received her BFA from the San Francisco Art Institute in 1993

and had her first solo exhibition in 1997. Tier hybrid computational

and video work is based on “found structures of online database[s],

personal image banks, and sorting programs.” 2 She takes low-key,

off-the-shelf consumer software, or what she describes as “database

residue,”3 and exposes unanticipated effects or artifacts that have

implications for subjectivity, gender, and art itself.

By the late 1990s videomakers found their analog medium largely

subsumed into the realm of the computer with digital camcorders,

editing, and modes of distribution in CD-ROM, DVD, and the Web.

One might ask just what video contributes to a hybrid mix with com-

putational media. David Ebony, in “Tender and Erotic Machines,”

provides one answer. Pointing to the self-contained systems using

digital imagery that are sequenced by a software program that Alan

Rath writes for each piece, Ebony claims that “Rath’s CRT [cathode

ray tube monitor] machines are more closely allied with computer

art than with video art.” In such sculpture or installation, digital

imagery is not the point of the piece but is rather, writes Ebony,

“subordinate to the work’s overall concept and design.”4

Rather than minimize video or claim an artist for one realm or

the other, however, in this essay I discuss just a few pieces by each

artist that make explicit a particular relation or tension between

video and computer art. I propose the notion of “liveness” as illumi-

nating for Rath’s work. Fluctuations of light, as well as temporal and

spatial distortions, are key to the use of video in Campbell’s instal-

lation work, which starts where closed-circuit video left off. The

output of Bollinger’s experiments with found structures uses video

not only as a display medium but also for its sequentiality, or time-

based unfolding, which allows viewers to perceive computational

effects from a database or search engine.

Alan Rath

CYBORGS AND BACHELOR MACHINES

What I have come to expect most from Alan Rath’s work is something

akin to a play, with characters and personae embodied in sculptural-

computational machines. My first, perhaps apocryphal, memory of

Rath’s work is of an assembly of wounded machine parts in small

scale, pulling across the gallery floor as if invoking Andrew Wyeth’s

painting Christina’s World (1948). True to Rath or not, I am thus

inclined to glimpse the qualities ofwonder and vulnerability behind

the insouciant and smart-alecky nervous behavior programmed into

many of his machines. Rath’s creations, usually smaller or slightly

larger than human scale, would contrast most starkly with the brute

force and pyrotechnics of destruction in the large-scale robotic battles

exhibited by Survival Research Laboratories (created by Mark Pauline

in 1978), described on the SRL Web site as “the most dangerous show

on earth.” That is not to say that Pauline’s machines are dedicated

to annihilating the audience, but they are oblivious to the collateral

damage their battles inflict. In contrast, a Rath machine seldom

seems self-absorbed; rather, it appears to be expressive and capable

of acknowledging a world around it that includes us as visitors, albeit

at a polite distance. For instance, one of several generations of gazing

wall pieces, Watcher (1998, aluminum, electronics, cathode ray tubes),

has two yellow-tinted screens with eyes that scan the area in which

the visitor stands. This machine does not convey quite the frisson of

voyeurism, since unlike a surveillance camera, Watcher “sees” and is

simultaneously being seen. Similarly, the title of another gazing wall

piece, Scopophiliac (2001, aluminum, rubber, steel, electronics, LCDs),

conveys just one side of the motivation figured in the sculpture’s

video eyes.

Rath’s machines also vary in the way they occupy space, from

wall hangings like Watcher to freestanding sculptures, some with

moving parts, to robotic machines. Their capacity for movement has

expanded as well, from the moving image inside a monitor to moving

limbs to locomotion. In the 1990s CRT monitors were digitally

updated with LCD screens, and the machine persona’s capacity to

respond to our presence was enhanced with motion sensors. Though

Rath’s robotic sculptures are often classified separately from his video

sculptures, they often make use of “video” eyes and other organs.

Rover (1998), a watch “dog” on wheels, has one human video eye and

can “sense” and interact with visitors. This and other Rath sculptures

profit from the “liveness” of video and the conventions of televisual

direct address.5

Rath’s earliest wall-hanging and stationary sculptures depend

largely on events happening on one or more video monitors to convey

a sense of liveness. A video monitor, for those machines that have one,
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remains a monitor while also functioning as a “head” (and possibly

another limb). Each screen is filled with a sense organ—an eye, a

mouth, or a hand— in motion. Video “events,” such as the blinks of an

eye, the expressive movements of a hand, or the salacious gestures

of a tongue, pose as signs of sentience associated with intelligent

beings. 6 These events are displaced onto a sculptural assemblage, or

“body,” realized in screens connected by metal and wire appendages

and suspended or hanging from the wall or lying on the floor. Video

sensory organs captured from human subjects are reassembled

without regard to human bisymmetry: Nose It All (1999) has two

noses; there are many one-eyed sculptures, but even when there are

two eyes, left and right needn’t match.

Rath’s machine personalities are only partly anthropomorphic,

since they draw their body plans, limbs, and other features from a

mixture of animal forms and other machines, as well as from humans.

Some body plans have radial symmetry, for example, Triple Tongue

Tree (1998). Others have three stationary legs, like Tongue with

Orange Legs (1999), while the four-legged robot Birdie (1994) can tip

up and rotate its monitor, which displays an eye. The result of this

monstrous collage remains “cute,” perhaps because the monitors/

organs are large in comparison to the slender media nervous system

and its metal support. Even the transgressive behaviors involved—the

extended flicking tongues and hungry eyes—are those of a sensual

and desiring rather than threatening “animal.” Insofar as these mixed

machine-human-animals convey signs of intelligence they could be

considered simulations of Donna Haraway’s famous thought experi-

ment, the cyborg. 7

Even the metal robots without video organs resemble sleek bach-

elor machines. Their obsessive-compulsive behavior includes wooing

and something akin to consensual copulation between genders: the

long snout of one machine opens the doors of another, triggering red

and then brilliant white light (Friends and Acquaintances, 1998). Thus

the absence of video simply makes Rath’s machines driven less by

intellect and more by sensuality or signifying motion, for example,

Robot Dance (1995), Inchworm (1998), and One Track Minds (1998).

The sights and sounds of gears and wheels whirling and belts moving
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not only contribute to the sense of a movement personality; they

compose a beautiful kinetic sculpture in and of themselves. What all

the machines in Rath’s great family of cyborgs and bachelors, with or

without video components, have in common is gestural movement on

a screen or by a machine “body.” While video components contribute

to a part of Rath’s machine personae, video’s absence inflects the

meaning of those robots denuded of monitors and the moving image.

Jim Campbell

SEEING AND NOT SEEING, BEING AND NOT BEING

The first piece by Jim Campbell I encountered was his closed-circuit

video installation Digital Watch (1990) at the San Francisco Museum

of Modern Art. The piece could have been intentionally designed for

my purpose of investigating video in a digital culture. As I described

the piece in an essay for a Campbell retrospective at Arizona State

University in 1999, 8 a monitor shows an image of the greatly enlarged

dial of a pocket watch in tones of gray. A tiny camera shooting the

watch in question is discovered unobtrusively at work nearby. What

can’t be seen is the custom software programmed by the artist to

manipulate the image of the scene in certain ways. The work is an

elaborate metaphor for time wherein the physical space of the viewer

and the virtual space of electronic media meet. As I walked toward

the monitor, I could see other visitors and eventually myself on the

screen with the dial. A small crowd had gathered near the monitor,

moving in and out of camera range, playing a game of positioning, of

finding the right spots in the physical gallery space in order for one’s

own electronic image to appear and disappear on-screen. Digital

Watch evokes the rich period of artistic experimentation with closed-

circuit video on monitors or projections that began in the 1970s9—but
with a difference. Within the monitor the rim of the watch was like a

scar or seam dividing the gallery into two worlds on-screen: a “live”

image outside the watch rim and a digitally sampled image inside

the watch face as images that had been delayed five seconds ticked

through in synchronicity with the second hand. Playing the game of

Digital Watch, then, requires not only mastering the relation between

physical and virtual space but also figuring out the algorithmic

patterns manipulating the digital image inside the watch. The visitor

sees herself reflected on either side of a threshold, displaced and

multiplied along the seam between the analog and the digital, as well

as, in a larger sense, between the industrial and the postindustrial

world where image and body never coincide.

In contrast, Campbell’s Memory Works (1994-98), a series of

“wall works,” is composed of a series of subjective clocks precisely

timed to body rhythms that challenge the uniformity of Digital

Watch directly. These wall sculptures do not invite the visitor to

interact; rather, according to Campbell, they “take the point of view

of the work.” 10 For example, in Cyclical Meter: base:time and Cyclical

Counter: base-.time (both 1996) two large hanging clock faces each

have respective labels on the black box below, stating, “Her breath, as

recorded for one hour” and “Her blinking, as recorded for one hour.”

Each clock translates these memories by moving at the uneven rate

of breaths and hlinks, simulating the embodied condition of mortals.

Two other Memory Works translate memories into “virtual” breath

by regulating the rate at which a liquid crystal sheet over the image

responds to electric current by passing from foggy to clear and back.

In Photograph ofMy Mother (1996) the intervals are at the rate of the

artist’s breath, “as though,” according to Campbell’s artist’s statement,

“I am breathing on the glass in front of the photograph.” Portrait of

My Father (1994-95) fogs at fiercer intervals at the rate of Campbell’s

heartbeat, recorded while the artist was sleeping. Virtual “breath”

adds the spectral status of a simulation to what is already rarely

visible. Of course, “my” breath is a variable that we as visitors occupy,

just as we can stand in the same virtual position as the artist relative

to the work. The image is occluded from our vision in the “breathing”

process, producing alternations of seeing and not seeing.

The theme of occluded vision is strong in Campbell’s work overall.

In Shadow (for Heisenberg) (1993-94) and Untitled (for Heisenberg)

(1994-95), for example, as the visitor approaches a statue of Buddha

and a video of a couple making love, respectively, the particular object

on view becomes less visible (either because it is viewed through an

LCD skin that can be fogged or because the projected image goes out

of focus). In this way interaction is frustrated and the aura of the most

sacred and private things preserved. The subtext of occluded vision is,

of course, mortality, or being and not being. At times self-destructive

interaction is explicitly united with the theme of seeing and not

seeing. In the early installation Shock Treatment (1988), the visitor

interacts with his or her own frozen image by pushing a button to

erase it incrementally. In the closed-circuit installation Hallucination

(1991), the nearer a visitor approaches his or her own video image

on a monitor, the more it burns and crackles with video flames. This

burning is complicated by the image of a woman who does not burn,

suggesting that some are spared by fate.

In none of these works is the demarcation between seeing and not

seeing, being and not being a matter of on/off; rather, it is a rhythmic

fluctuation between fog and clarity, light and darkness. Other Memory

Works invoke mundane and rarely focalized rhythms poised at the

threshold of perceptual awareness. Campbell’s Anonymous Photo of

an Electrocution (1994) makes another kind of symbolic connection

with its label, which reads, “Power Line Fluctuations as recorded on

a single day.” Night Light (1995) translates the varying brightness of

Hitchcock’s Psycho and its shifting sound levels into the changing

illumination of two lightbulbs: dark, quiet scenes dim the right light-

bulb while loudness translates to brightness in the bulb on the left.

After seeing Memory Array (which includes Photograph ofMy
Mother and Portrait ofMy Father) and the commissioned piece

Last Day in the Beginning ofMarch (2003) installed in the MATRIX
Gallery in the Berkeley Art Museum, I realized that the core

metaphor of Campbell’s work is not any representational subject

but rather light itself flickering in myriad subtle fluctuations and

intensities. Such rhythms are the unsuspected contents of memory,

moving between acts of perception and the imperceptible, knowing

and not knowing, and life and death. The latter piece consists of thirty

electric lightbulbs suspended from the ceiling that shed pools of

light on the floor of a dim room. Each bulb is controlled by computer

memory that fades it in and out of brightness according to the event

described briefly on an aluminum box on the wall: a car radio playing,

a windshield wiper moving back and forth, walking up six flights
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of stairs, a telephone call, swallowing medications— all inflected by

the atmosphere of rain falling on a roof. These fictional, or at least

simulated, events compose the last day of the artist’s brother’s life.

The visitor may stand washed in a pool of light, casting a shadow and

seeing its afterimage once the light dims out, or she may see fluctua-

tions in thirty pools of light in a dark room. 11

Unlike a lightbulb, video is seldom considered as a light source,

but in Campbell’s work it can have that function. Whereas the moving

image is usually understood as a strip that rhythmically unfolds once

and for all, light from a video monitor or projector fluctuates in place,

reducing and condensing an event into disturbances of light.

Rebeca Bollinger

SEARCH MEMORY

Rebeca Bollinger’s single-channel video Alphabetically Sorted (1994)

is both spartan and enigmatic. At the 1995 SFMOMA exhibition Art

as Signal I was drawn toward a monitor by a chanting female voice

that, on closer inspection, proved to be reading a list of words in

black, scrolling alphabetically down the screen. The breathy voice, a

speech-synthesis program called Victoria: High Quality, occasionally

trips over words, “a result,” I later discovered, “of the mechanism’s

inability to make natural pauses, as each word in the scrolling list of

key words is highlighted in rapid succession without punctuation.”12

Still, one could detect a flavor of raunchy sexual content in the key

words that Bollinger had downloaded in 1993 from CompuServe’s

Brown Paper Wrapper adult entertainment area. The strange result

was a subject or channel of language that was at once male, female,

and computer. That is, the implied author of male-oriented erotics

was organized and displayed by a “neutral” machine and voiced by

a synthetically female and humanly fallible voice. It was as if gender

categories and sexual practices were being perceived from the moon

by an alien sensibility.

The key words ofAlphabetically Sorted are an example of the

detritus Bollinger mines from the realm of consumption by means

of computational tools and objects—sorting programs and search

engines, databases, the text-based Internet, and the vast image-based

Web. This environment of information is searched for texts and

images that are compiled, sorted, and displayed in a different context

that often includes video: single-channel tapes and video installations

have given way to information stored and played back on a computer

for digital video projection and interactive installation. However,

video and its successors are far from Bollinger’s only display media,

which include baked goods, drawings, photographs, collage, prints,

and sound recordings. For example, Bollinger’s Drawings (1999-2002)

are drawn from thumbnail images from keyword searches; content-

provider, CP-3017 (2000, in collaboration with Anthony Discenza

and Adrian Van Allen), is a screen-saver collage containing 3,017

representations of image content; images (1999) displays lists in print

of descriptive captions of every stock photograph in a particular

category of image content; photographs (red shift, yellow, blue spot,

etc.) (2001) is a series of photos that present impressions of subsets

of the larger installation fields (2001), a “moving painting” presenting

over 30,000 abstract image fragments; and 8 a’s (2000) consists of

eight sound clips from television beginning with the letter A.

This varied output, however, has a common intention, which is,

according to Bollinger’s artist’s statement, “to find a way to see the

world or to synthesize the landscape [of information] using existing

processes in ways not originally intended or experienced, optically,

intuitively or conceptually—to consider the world around us, and our

place in it.” That is, Bollinger finds ways to offer views of the struc-

tures and processes of information that are otherwise inaccessible to

perception. 13 In her words her work “explores the challenge we face in

recognizing how and why we see what we do,” and “acknowledges the

essential role of (a technological) culture in the formation of percep-

tion.” Bollinger explains that she investigates “formal relationships that

occur through the repetition and patterning of thousands of similar

images, texts or sounds, which often appear to [her] as shifting form

and shape, fluid masses of collective information, each with a unique

tenor based on how they are catalogued, processed and archived. The

quirky ways this tool catalogs information speaks to a contemporary

condition where everything is uploaded, traded, consumed, broken

apart and put together in new ways.” Visual and aural accidents such as

Victoria: High Quality’s speech errors are artifacts of Bollinger’s digital

processing that lend a human quality to information.

Turn of Bollinger’s video installations demonstrate how her

information landscapes reveal otherwise imperceptible ordering

processes: The Collection (descending) (1999) and Last Year by Color

and Composition (2000, 2002). These two pieces achieve Bollinger’s

goal of flattening every subject and object with the same weight

and value while projecting an imaginary point of view onto vast

data landscapes.14 The raw material of The Collection (descending) is

the image archive of approximately 60,000 works of art in the San

Francisco Fine Arts Museums, which she has reordered into a new

artwork, a 13:23-minute digital movie file on continuous loop. Pictures

of everything from works by Brunelleschi and Stella to teacups and

textile shards are organized, like the museum database, by collection,

type, and year. These categories are arranged image by image into a

grid pattern and scrolled chronologically in descending order from

the twentieth through the fifteenth century. It is difficult to observe

any single image in a row or column since the collection scrolls

downward very quickly, so that it is as if any one image on the grid

were winking in rapid shifts of shape and color. However, the whole

cascading grid forms patterns of glowing colors and mutating shapes

in a breathtaking river of art.

Unlike the museum database, The Collection (descending) is time

based like a narrative, but it also retains the features of a compilation.

Thus it is best considered as “sequentiality,” or a means of unfolding

data that is not a discrete entity like a narrative. While the grid of

scrolling images can be seen on a tiny five-inch monitor, it is the

media-architectural projection onto a freestanding wall (in which

each image functions as if it were a large pixel) that brings out what

Walter Benjamin called the “tactile” dimensions of The Collection

(descending). 15 What the visitor apprehends, on the one hand, is

flattened, so that all images have the same value; on the other hand,

the viewer attains an imaginary point of view as if outside of and

capable of envisioning art as a cultural institution unfolding in large

categories over centuries. Unlike an aerial view of power and control,

this cascade of images speeds beyond our power to scrutinize them,

conveying a sublime landscape that would otherwise remain hidden
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Jim Campbell, Ambiguous Icon #1, Running, Falling (detail), 2000, LED display

Rebeca Bollinger, The Collection (descending), installation, 1999

in museum and computer storage, invisible and incomprehensible.

What Benjamin called the “optical unconscious” in reference to film’s

powers to reveal what cannot be seen by the naked eye might be

better understood here as a computational unconscious that includes

not only this sublime collective vision but also cultural assumptions

about identity, gender, and art that are built into “neutral” computa-

tional devices.

The trope of the downward scrolling movement of The Collection

(descending) suggests impersonal historical streaming or a massively

simultaneous presence such as the Web, whereas the scrolling move-

ment to the right is often a trope for the life course or for narrative.

Bollinger’s Last Year by Color and Composition is a five-minute DVD
movie loop displayed on a forty-two-inch plasma screen. It is “a movie

of every image stored on [Bollinger’s] computer within one year’s

time including eBay photos, artwork documentation, personal photos,

stock images and search result pictures .” 16 The sorting program that

arranges by color and composition rearranges categorical and chrono-

logical material into new and unsuspected categories. The results at

times resemble a narrative segment, but that is another “accident” in

this overview; it both “flattens” a life lived in images and provides a

sublime vision of its hidden links and affinities.

IS THERE ANY CONCLUSION TO PIXELS AND CHIPS?

Can one come to any conclusion regarding video in such different

outcomes and motivations as seen in the work of Alan Rath, Jim

Campbell, and Rebeca Bollinger? Clearly what this transitional

period of inception provides is not fusion cuisine but rather a hybrid

composed of different elements according to different aims. If there

is a connection between the work of these artists it is not the medium

each employs but rather the way in which technological objects and

artifacts are used to simulate expression of the frail and imperfect

characteristics of humanity, from personality quirks and corporeal

rhythms to the desire to know and remember in the face of the great

procession of earthly forms and the mysteries of sex and death. In the

process we are invited to look askance at both ideological assumptions

about technolog)' and cultural assumptions about what it means to be

human or machine, meanwhile expanding our capacity for empathy to

include the reservoirs of humanity in our own machines and tools.

Video is no longer the medium with inherent properties but rather

a model or memory of a medium with various properties capable of

invoking meaning—video as “liveness” and direct address, bearer of

movement gestures; video as bearer of visibility and unintelligibility,

as a source of rhythms and fluctuations of light and darkness, mortal-

ity and aura; video as architectural, as sequentiality, as a vision of

what is vast and collective and thus sublime; video as a way to display

the computational unconscious and the categories that form our lives

in the age of information.

NOTES

1. Rath got his B.S. in electrical engineering in 1982 and had his first solo exhibitions at MIT in 1984.

Campbell got his B.S. in electrical engineering and mathematics in 1978 and exhibited his work in

film and video by 1980. Campbell also remembers being encouraged beyond single-channel work by

Rath's early electronic sculpture.

2. Glen Helfand, "Rebeca Bollinger: Rena Bransten Gallery," Artforum (January 2002): 146.

3. Cited in Andrea Scott, "Rebeca Bollinger," in California Biennial, curated by Elizabeth Armstrong

and Irene Hofmann (Newport Beach, CA: Orange County Museum of Art, 2002), 10.

4. David Ebony, "Tender and Erotic Machines," in Alan Rath: Robotics (Santa Fe, NM: SITE Santa Fe

and Smart Art Press, 1998), excerpted in Alan Rath (San Francisco: Haines Gallery, 2001), i.

5. Video was once "live" in the sense that, like early television, it could be exhibited and transmitted

simultaneously with the event it captured. Furthermore, the analog result could be expected to look

something like the world at that moment. Clearly, computational interventions in the moving image

modify its status in relation to the here and now, affecting what we perceive and remember in the

process. Nonetheless, that sense of "liveness" still inflects the temporality of video even when

displaying a recording or the simulation of a recording. Oddly enough, Alan Rath explains, "all the

moving images in all of the work have been computationally generated. They are not recordings

of movements—they are computer simulations of behaviors. Many people mistakenly believe the

sculptures contain recordings of 'actual' events" (e-mail correspondence from Alan Rath to the

author).

6. As David Ebony explains, "(Rath is perhaps best known for his] sculpture featuring cathode ray tube

(CRT) monitors which show digitized video images of body movements, close-up views of blinking

eyes, tongues protruding from mouths, tapping fingers, and hand signals" (Ebony, "Tender and

Erotic Machines," i).

7. Donna Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late

Twentieth Century," in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women : The Reinvention of Nature (New York:

Routledge, 1991), 149-81.

8. I have drawn on my "Threshold Experiences: Incendiary Bodies and Frail Machines," in Jim

Campbell: Transforming Time: Electronic Works 1990-19991Tempe: Arizona State University Art

Museum, 1999), 31-35, in my description of Campbell's work throughout this section. My earlier

catalog essay, "Tender Technology," in Art as Signal: Inside the Loop (Champaign: Krannert Art

Museum, University of Illinois, Champaign, 1995), unnumbered 6-12, also addresses Campbell's

work, in particular, Hallucination.

9. Early closed-circuit video art is discussed in my "The Body, the Image, and the Space-m-Between:

Video Installation Art," in Virtualities: Television, Media Art and Cyberculture (Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 1998), esp. 171-76; and "Body and Screen," Wide Angle 21, no 1 (1999): 63-75.

10. In Campbell's unpublished critique of interactivity, "Delusions of Dialogue: Control and Choice in

Interactive Art" (lecture given at the Museum of Modern Art in May 1996). He explains why he

decided "not to write the viewer's side of the interaction."

11. This description relies on my recollection aided by notes by Heidi Zuckerman Jacobson, curator of

the exhibition Jim Campbell/MATRIX 208 Memory Array at the University of California, Berkeley Art

Museum, and Pacific Film Archive, September 21-November 16, 2003.

12. These comments rely on recollection and the useful review by Gayle Nelson of the piece when

it was exhibited at SFM0MA: "The breathless quality of the automated voice is a result of the

mechanism's inability to make natural pauses, as each word in the scrolling list of keywords is

highlighted in rapid succession without punctuation" ("Art Seen," Siren Magazine, premiere issue

[summer 1997]: 22).

13. Bollinger also presents loss of information as negative space or as a new kind of positive digital

space where volume is "occupied but not seen" (artist's statement).

14. Bollinger writes, "While my past work has often been visually associated with the flattening of visual

information into abstract patterns of color, line, form, composition, and scale, I have increasingly

turned my attention to the fragmentation that I believe has become the dominant characteristic,

indeed, the cultural phenomenon of seeing in a technological media" (artist's statement).

15. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Reproducibility," in Walter Benjamin: Selected

Writings, Volume 3, 7955-f938(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 101-33. Film is

tactile because of its "successive changes of scenes and focus which have a percussive effect

on the spectator" (119). The tactile reception of architecture is valuable during cultural transitions

when "the tasks that face the human apparatus of perception at historical turning points cannot be

performed solely by optical means—that is, byway of contemplation" (120).

16. Artist's statement.
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WWW.exploratorium.edu/bodies03 . 18.00 - 09 . 04.00

CALL FOR ENTRIES NEW AMERICAN MAKERS
SERIES

SEND TAPES TO

RICAN MAKERS
442 SHOTWELL ST

SAN FRANCISCO CA
94U0

Revealing Bodies

Film Series

Nothing is so real, so familiar, and at

the same time so mysterious as our own

bodies. This film series is presented in

conjunction with our Revealing Bodies

exhibition, which documents how humankind

has inspected and depicted our bodies for

scientific and medical purposes over the

centuries—and how these representations

of the body have shaped society. While the

series mirrors the issues and ideas raised by

the exhibition, it also offers completely new

ways of thinking about the body's interior

and exterior, using contemporary and early

avant-garde films.

revealing bodie



friday, august .25 at 3:00 pm -

The fourth of an ongoing series of programs of new work from the Canyon Cinema Cooperative In San Francisco. The public Is

Invited to come and screen the latest films from the ever Increasing collection of the largest Independent film distributor In the

country. Work* by. Bokanowskl. The Beach; Behrens. Undercurrents; Kren. l/57:(Te*t) & 22/69:Happy End; Sherwln.

Musical Stairs; Stark. I'll Walk with God; Wilkins, Gay Pride4 , and MacLennan, How Will I Know I'm Here.

Plus a screening of Bruce Balllle's Commote In the grotto.

friday, September 1 at 8:00 pm

LIVES TRAVEL
LYNNE SACHS + MARK STREET + MAYA CASPIAN

friday, s^ptembgr 8 at 8:00 p

MARGUERETHE von TROTTA
The Second Awakening of Christa Klages
( Das Zweite Elrwachen der Christa Klages, 1977, 16mm. color/so. English subtitles, 100m) Marguerethe von Trotta Is a

deliriously Imaginative pioneer of the New German Cinema. Her first film. The Second Awakening of Christa Klages
(inspired by a real event In Munich) Is about a woman who robs a bank In order to continue running her day care center. She
ends up getting Involved in a complex lesbian relationship with a beautician whom she seeks refuge with in Portugal. But
Christa must return to Germany to confront her renegade past, political change and coming awareness. COME JOURNEY
BACK WITH US TO THE LEFTIST FEMINIST WEST GERMANY OF THE 1970’S! FREE TURTLENECKS IF YOU DON'T
WEAR A BRA!

friday, September 22 at 8:00 pm

THEATER KINO FROM SAPPORO, JAPAN

friday, September 29 at 8:00 pm

LETTRIST CINEMA
ISIDORE ISOU’S VENOMAND ETERNITY
(Tralte de bauve et d’etemlte. 1951, 16mm. b&w/so, English subtitles, 90m) Treatise on slobber and eternity Is founder of
the (pre-Situationlst) Lettrlst movement. Jean-Isldore Isou's challenge to all previous cinema, made "...soleV for the beautv ofpun noise

, for the harmony of outery*. 1

•I think first of all that the cinema is too rich. It is obese. It has reached its limits, its maximum.
The moment it attempts to grow any further, cinema will explode. Suffering from a case of congestion,
this pig stuffed with fat will rip apart into a thousand pieces. I announce the destruction of cinema,
the first apocalyptic sign of disjunction, of rupture of this bloated and pot-bellied organism called
film.

*

- Isidore Isou

Is Venom a springboard or Is it a void? In fifty years we’ll know the answer. After all, remember how Wagner was retrieved.
Today no one objects to his outbursts. The day will come, perhaps, when Isou's style will be the fashion. Who can tell?

“ -

Jean Cocteau

*My film shall be like hell composed of circles . • -Isidore Isou

Also an excerpt of Guy Debord’s Lettrlst refutation:
Howls In favor of Sade (Hurlements en faveur de Sade. 1952, 16mm, b&w/so)
and Maurice Lemaitre In the grotto.

friday, October 6 at 8:00 pm

elise hurwitz automatic writing
Eltoe Hurwitz U • load aggressive artlit who make* quiet peaceful film*. Her exquisitely delicate black and white silent
films are characterized by a sensual play between the materiality of dim s silvery surface, and the latent desires of lanfluane
and lm»de P.lkc’c urnrlr le Infi.eMi nd»h nnon.ee .ft.. 1 J t J, . . , .. .. .

Filmmakers Mark Street and Lynne Sachs along with their new baby girl. Maya Caspian Street Sachs, will screen their two

travel essay pieces “Excursions" and “Which Way Is East".

MARK STREET: Excursions (1994, 16mm color/so. 26 minutes) I went to Mexico mainly as a break from filmmaking but at

the last minute I borrowed a Super 8 camera and ended up shooting. I felt so awkward about the decision to go as a

filmmaker, I guess the film Is mainly about that discomfort. Not everyone is 111 at ease abroad though: 1 used a friend's

rambunctious audio recordings from Mexico and quotes from Under the Volcano by Malcolm Lowry on the soundtrack too.

1 thought the travelers (fictitious and real) could have a conversation about where they'd been.

Also an excerpt from Why Do Yon Live Here? (12 m VHS - Completed work to be on 16mm).
“...I told her 1 was making a film about why people live where they live."

LYNNE SACHS: Which Way Is East (1994, 16irim, color/so, 33m) 1 traveled north from Ho Chi Mihn City to Hanoi with my
sister Dana, a Journalist living In Vietnam. Our chance conversation with a Hue teacher, a woman in a Cholon temple and a

boy on a Danang street revealed to us the flip side of our shared histories.

Also Lynne will discuss and show excerpts of her upcoming experimental narrative Lilith-based on the ancient story of Lilith,

the first woman to live In the Garden of Eden with Adam.

In the grotto, Lynne will create a Florida-style hotel room video installation 'Visit to a State of UnBelonging”

—a

The ‘smallest cinema lr» Japan" stops off at SPs most diminutive cinema on ltd USA tour. Theater Kino director You
Nakajlma's “Hokkaido" program Includes the diverse work of seven Japanese filmmakers created between 1986 and 1995.
Works to be screened (Super-8 and VHS) include Isao Yumadu’s Augen blick Jugglery of Light; Mlklo Yamazakl’s V/M
Drifting; Takanor Yoshlo's High School Students: Salto Ac Yoshinage. and Yujlro Salto’s Kuro Noir. Program length: 90
minutes with a 30 minute presentation after the films, with In-house Interpretation courtesy of the U.S. Government. Mr.
Nakajima would be particularly Interested In exchanging Information with local filmmakers.

CANYON CINEMA PROGRAMMER’S NIGHT

micro CINEMA
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FOCUS

Variations and Threnody

Nathaniel Dorsky, 1992-98 and 2003-4

BILL BERKSON

T
he scope of Nathaniel Dorsky's work is philosophical—not in the

sense of breaking down experience into blatantly discussable units

but rather of how a single consciousness at large in the world can be

a communicable fact, the sensual wonderthere. (Without being stupid about

it, Dorsky really seems to put every conscious instant up against the growth

chart of Eternity.) This scope is informed as well by art—by painting, dance,

music (implied but notably absent in the films), by deep readings in poetry,

and meditative practice. It's funny that the films are so often packaged as

"avant-garde" because the impulse in them is so exactingly classical.

Dorsky's titles are provisional and not always to the point. Variations

(1992-98), he says, was made "to let go the downside of the late twentieth

century"; 1 Threnody (2003-4) is "an offering to a friend who died." 2 The

friend is Stan Brakhage, but the film doesn't lean on such identification;

the mood is stately, not somber. Variations is the second in a trajectory of

four films of which Threnody is the last. Both titles probably derive from

Balanchine ballets; the revelatory "music" of the world seen in Variations

as reflective surfaces counterpoised with mild obstructions (a woman's

long blond hair glimpsed through the barest interval in a bus stop crowd)

is upbeat C major, while Threnody's patient savoring of textures accumu-

lates in B minor.

In both films all matter is primordial and actively present: flowers agitate

sociably in a light breeze; a fabulously available white plastic bag does a

solo turn across a San Francisco street, the ambient daylight of which gives

the dancing bag a peculiar, soulful aspect; likewise, in Threnody, there is

the stunning "event" of afternoon sun sliding across and then vanishing, as

if through a door just ajar, from a tightly woven carpet. Narration focuses

on stories of patterns and light. There are still lifes, landscape, portraiture,

and street scenes. Pattern recognition, essential to montage, qualifies as an

issue of the mind at large. (Of a film—not one of his own, I think—Brakhage

was asked, "What holds all this together?" "Celluloid," he said.)
3

Cinema, a classic, though late, term for motion pictures, is a word

much read but seldom uttered—rare, anyway, in casual conversation.

But Dorsky says "cinema" as a term of both affection and respect for the

art he happens to give himself to. His films don't lecture or historicize;

they behave and move and take their critical stance as film—momentous

visions you enjoy and consider long after the filmstrip has run its course.

NOTES

1. Dorsky in conversation with the author, date unknown.

2. San Francisco Cinematheque program notes, December 10, 2006.

3. This story was told to the author by Dorsky.

Still from Threnody
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FOCUS

Side/Walk/Shuttle

Ernie Gehr, 1991

TOM GUNNING

E
rnie Gehr's Side/Walk/Shuttle presents one of America’s most

photographed cities, San Francisco, in images that confound us

with their unfamiliar viewpoint and trajectory. We appear to float,

to fall and rise, to hang suspended over the cityscape. Even stranger, the

city itself appears at points liberated from its fixed geography, its sense of

gravity. It seems to have become a freely spinning offspring of Spaceship

Earth—sometimes upside down, sometimes dive-bombing toward the

ground below.

Momentarily released from the pull of Earth's gravity, we never truly

leave it. In this film what goes up also comes down. Shot from a glass-

enclosed elevator that climbs to a restaurant at the top ofthe Fairmont

Hotel, Gehr's film ascends only as high as that tall building and the city's

hills. The sense of aerial feats comes entirely from the variety of camera

angles Gehr manages to achieve. We do not ride a space shuttle but

rather cycle from sky to earth, like a child's toy propelled back and forth in

seemingly endless play.

Gehr's films generally explore blind spots of experience and percep-

tion. Moments of disorientation provide only one aspect of his cinematic

voyages. The films ultimately ground themselves (though, more often than

not, uncomfortably) in place and history. I say "place" rather than "space"

because his films consistently attempt to find a place, to orient a viewpoint,

while simultaneously evoking the forces (physical and historic) that make

gaining such a grounding so difficult.

This process of placing oneself, as a viewer or as a filmmaker, implies

its dialectical partner: displacement. Displacement makes the process of

finding a place a precarious, vital, and profoundly aesthetic experience

—

one that sharpens and tests the senses. For Gehr, a sense of place always

contends with the precarious and often violent processes of history, which,

in the twentieth century, combined with politics and technology to displace

populations across the globe as much as launch "man into space." The

places Gehr surveys in his films—whether New York's Lower East Side

streets, Berlin's intersections, or the San Francisco Bay—always bear

the burden of history. Thus this vista of San Francisco recalls not only

Eadweard Muybridge's panoramic photographs taken not far from this very

spot a century earlier but also the myriad meanings the Golden Gate has

had in chronicles of immigration and speculation.

Side/Walk/Shuttle images our nation's history of expansion toward

horizon, its dream of manifest destiny, but with a late-twentieth-century

irony that avoids despair over history's deceptions by carving out a space

for contemplation within this vista.

Stills from Side/Walk/Shuttle
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Preserving the Avant-Garde
at the Pacific Film Archive
AN INTERVIEW WITH MONA NAGAI BY SARAH ZIEBELL
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Filmmaker Nathaniel Dorsky’s collection of boxes of film stock

While today the Pacific Film Archive is known largely for its most

public component, its exhibition program, a film collection was

envisionedfrom the start. PFA was structured on the model of the

film department at the Museum ofModern Art—an archive, a study

center, and an exhibition program—and inspired by Henri Langlois’s

Cinematheque frangaise. Langlois lent expertise and films from his

archive’s collection, but his primary influence was one “ofspirit: the

creation ofa place where cinema patrons, artists, students, and critics

could watch the widest range of the world’s films in the best technical

and environmental conditions, that would also be a center for study,

discussion, and exchange.”1 He specifically challenged PFA to protect

and preserve independent West Coast film.

PFA’s relationships with experimentalfilmmakers who exhibit their

works there have led to the acquisition oforiginal negatives and prints

for the collection. PFA has proven itselfworthy ofthat trustfor more

than three decades and continues to educate the archival field in the

importance ofrespecting an artist’s original intentions and employing

the highest level ofrigor and integrity in preserving works. And these

works do not just return to the vault to be mothballed; they travel via

archival loans, they run through projectors, and people see them, are

inspired by them, and make new work based on them. Thus on and on

they live. In fall 2006 I interviewed Mona Nagai, PFA’s film collection

curator, about PFA’s collection, which now numbers twelve thousand

films and videos, and its preservation efforts— Sarah Ziebell

SARAH ZIEBELL: How is it that PFA began collecting films, and where

do you fit into this legacy?

MONA NAGAI: Sheldon Renan, PFA’s founder, and Tom Luddy, film

curator and then director, recognized the importance of collecting films,

and their vision—and actions—shaped the development of the collection.

They invited donations and deposits in keeping with the international

scope and depth of programming. Then, while Edith Kramer was direc-

tor, she continued to build the collection. Through all their relationships

with filmmakers, collectors, and distributors, PFA acquired treasures

by Otar Iosseliani, Nagisa Oshima, Jean-Luc Godard, Ida Lupino, Bruce

Conner, Chris Marker, and many others. Just that handful of names

might suggest why the collection is often described as eclectic, as well as

give a sense of the company shared by avant-garde films at PFA. Another

aspect of the collection was that PFA acquired relatively few preprint

materials, unlike some other archives that hold many negatives and thus

have the possibility of making new prints. Most of the films that PFA

received were prints that had been exhibited; a number of these have

proven to be quite rare. For example, after Sheldon had chosen “Pacific”

in naming this archive, he followed up by arranging for PFA to receive

hundreds of Japanese films no longer available outside Japan.

In the mid-eighties Edith made it a priority to designate staff time

specifically for work on the collection that had accumulated as a result

ofboth intention and serendipity. That’s how I became involved. I

was drawn to the material of motion pictures, from the way it was

transformed running through a projector down to the frames that the

projectionist sometimes had to remove from damaged prints. For a

while my film collection activities were melted in with other areas,

which shouldn’t be surprising because of the way a small organiza-

tion operates. Later I took a FIAF [International Federation of Film

Archives] training course for film archivists and preservationists.

These days I supervise the management and conservation of PFA’s film

and video collection as well as our preservation projects. I also curate

programs for PFA exhibition, with a focus on Japanese films.

PFA has always exhibited avant-garde films, and in 1976 Edith

succeeded in getting a grant to purchase a selection of new prints for

the collection, to exhibit and also to make available for on-site research.

My early attraction to cinema was experimental films, and one of the

reasons I moved to the Bay Area was that it was a place where indepen-

dent work was more accessible. In the early eighties I was one among

many who looked at PFA’s avant-garde films. I also projected quite a

few for researchers. So I contributed to the wear and tear of this col-

lection, and it came back to haunt me. But at that time, none of us were

thinking about preservation, at least not relative to conserving prints.

Avant-garde film and video is still one of PFA’s priorities for collect-

ing, and over time we’ve acquired more filmmakers’ originals, bringing

new opportunities and responsibilities. Our preservation work allows

us to address the dire needs of deteriorating films and also to build the

collection. We have a commitment to working with local artists, and so

generally our focus in preservation has been independent and experi-

mental work ofWest Coast and Bay Area filmmakers, although we do

preserve other types of films and our interests go beyond this region. 2

SZ: When did PFA begin its preservation program?

MN: It’s been a gradual process of improving our care of the collection,

which has continued to grow through donations and preservation

projects. This has coincided with years of change—and professionaliza-

tion— in the field of film archiving. PFA joined FIAF in 1989, and that

helped move us to another level as an archive in terms of addressing

conservation and preservation issues (our exhibition program had been

a strong point from the beginning). We’ve found AMIA’s [Association of

Moving Image Archivists’] network of archivists a welcome source of

information and ideas for problem solving, policy issues, and planning

for future preservation and access possibilities.

It was initially Edith Kramer who saw to it that several works

in the collection were preserved, despite PFA’s tight budget. For

example, in 1987 PFA preserved a rare fragment of the 1918 film La

Tosca with Francesca Bertini, thanks to funding from a private donor.

And I think that led to our more formal efforts. You could say that a

starting point was in 1989 when we received an AFI/NEA [American

Film Institute/National Endowment for the Arts] Film Preservation
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Gunvor Nelson, Light Years, 1986, film still

Program grant to preserve Corruption ofthe Damned [George Kuchar,

1965] and Red Shift [Gunvor Nelson, 1984].3

SZ: How did you decide where to begin your preservation efforts?

MN: We started thinking about preservation in relation to artists

whose works had been screened at PFA. I spoke with several Bay Area

filmmakers, most ofwhom were represented in the PFA collection,

to find out whether there were protection negatives for their works

and ask whether they were especially concerned about the condition

of any particular films. Even though this first grant wouldn’t enable

PFA to preserve more than a token ofwhat needed preserving,

talking with the filmmakers was a first step, and later we were able to

preserve more of these films.

We had shown both Corruption ofthe Damned and Red Shift and

considered them significant works by important filmmakers. When

George Kuchar and Gunvor Nelson told me they had no internegatives,

we were concerned. George told me that he had reedited his original

reversal of Corruption ofthe Damned, but our grant was to preserve the

first version, so we had to use the best extant print. He understood, but

for both of us it was disappointing, in terms of image quality, not to be

able to go from his originals. We had to work with a used distribution

reversal print. With Red Shift we could use Gunvor Nelson’s original

negative. Both George and Gunvor looked at answer prints of their

films and gave us feedback, and Gunvor spent additional time evaluat-

ing Red Shift and specifying changes. W. A. Palmer was the lab.

SZ: Given the extent of the archive’s holdings and limited funding for

preservation, how do you prioritize what will be preserved?

MN: I think that’s changed over the years. The short answer would be

that we weigh several factors: the urgency of preservation (physical

condition), the historical importance of the work, and the feasibility of

our completing the project. Pertinent to the latter would be questions

such as whether we can get access to the best surviving material, come

to an agreement with the filmmaker or heirs or rights holder (if the film

is not already in the PFA collection), secure adequate funding, and so

on. These decisions are tough. One wants to preserve more rather than

less, but the money’s limited. PFA has sometimes jokingly called itself

a third world archive in a first world country, in terms of its financial

resources. You might say that many archivists who are responsible for

an “heirloom collection” sometimes feel they’re running a hospital and

emergency room— filled with vinegar syndrome and other diseases and

injuries—and triage goes with the territory. At PFA we try to balance

our commitment to the survival of a film history or to a body ofwork

against the perennial needs of the collection, and thus sometimes we

seek out an endangered film elsewhere to preserve rather than give

immediate attention to one of our holdings.

Of course, Pm uneasy about all the films in the PFA collection that

we don’t have funds to preserve, either from our own budget or from

preservation grants. Still, it’s a relief that there are colleagues busy

preserving avant-garde films and that there’s collaboration among

us—the Academy Film Archive, Anthology Film Archives, Center for

Visual Music, the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and UCLA Film

and Television Archive, to name a few.4

SZ: Could you give us a sense of the main preservation projects

undertaken by PFA?

MN: There have been grant-funded projects to preserve selected films

by now-classic filmmakers such as Bruce Baillie, Scott Bartlett, James

Broughton, Bruce Conner, George Kuchar, Gunvor Nelson, Robert

Nelson, Alice Anne Parker a.k.a. Anne Severson, Sidney Peterson,

and Chick Strand. A 1997 grant allowed us to preserve Surname Viet

Given Name Nam by Trinh T. Minh-ha [1989], My Brother’s Wedding

by Charles Burnett [1983], Chan Is Missing by Wayne Wang [1981],

and two shorts by California Newsreel, Black Panther a.k.a. Offthe Pig

[1968] and People’s Pat h [1969], We also preserved David Holzman’s

Diary by Jim McBride [1968], There was once a situation when we

thought Bob Branaman had passed away, and, realizing our print of

Goldmouth [1965] was rare, Edith made it a priority for preservation.

Happily we had been mistaken: the filmmaker returned to life, not

only through the survival of his film, but in the flesh as well.

We’ve received funding to preserve a number of films for PFA’s

project documenting the history of Bay Area avant-garde, includ-

ing Plastic Haircut [Robert Nelson, 1963], Mother’s Day [James

Broughton, 1948], and Craig Baldwin’s Tribulation 99 [1991], for which

Craig worked directly with Monaco Film Lab. We’ve now preserved

another film by Minh-ha, Reassemblage [1982].

Nathaniel Dorsky worked with PFA to preserve Hoursfor Jerome

[1966-70, edited 1980-82], and that was educational for us because

of Nathaniel’s remarkable eye and visual memory when we viewed

prints together, as well as his detailed timing requests. Nathaniel’s

films are conceived in the specific medium of his preferred film stock,

Kodachrome (although Hoursfor Jerome also uses some other stocks).

This project was an experiment for both the filmmaker and PFA because

of the inherent impossibility of duplicating the look of Kodachrome

in a print made from an internegative. Nathaniel didn’t know whether

he would be able to bear looking at a print from an internegative. After

several corrected prints we were happy that he actually liked the release

print; and this success gave him confidence that the lab could make an

excellent internegative and prints for another of his films. Aside from the

preservation angle, the use of an internegative was becoming a necessity'

even for a silent film, given Kodak’s “inevitable” discontinuation of the

color reversal print stock that had been used for Nathaniel’s films.

We’re finishing Dorothy Wiley’s Miss Jesus Fries on Grill [1972].

By the time this book is published, we’ll have preserved several

more films by Bay Area artists. We’ve also preserved works that

aren’t experimental. For example, in 1994 we preserved three 35mm
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Japanese features from the 1920s and 1930s for repatriation. Nitrate

prints had been donated to PFA, and the National Film Center

(Tokyo) advised us that these were rare; they’d found only a 16mm

print of one. More recently a grant enabled us to preserve a selection

of footage from Theos Bernard’s travels in Tibet in 1937. This isn’t a

complete list, but it indicates the range of our projects, from avant-

garde to independent features to documentaries to amateur films. 5

SZ: Describe what is involved in a typical preservation project.

MN: We ask the filmmaker’s (or heir’s) permission and discuss the

scope of the project and the ways they would be involved. This includes

clarifying PFA’s ownership of the preservation elements that will be

produced and how the archived preservation prints will be used. Of

course, information about the film and the originals or extant elements

and any questions about rights are also part of the discussion. Another

preliminary step is making a budget and securing funding.

We try to adapt to the degree to which the filmmaker wants to be

actively involved in the entire process. In the case of some filmmak-

ers, as long as we communicate about any issues that arise, they’re

content to have PFA handle the work with the lab, and then they will

view the resulting print(s); they may not have the time or energy

to do more. Others are very hands-on every step of the way. When

Chick Strand was working with us on the preservation of several

films, her usual lab couldn’t make the length of dissolve needed for

Loose Ends [1979] so she chose another lab. When we work with heirs

instead of the artist, usually it’s been up to us to make decisions. After

the project, if PFA doesn’t already hold the originals as part of the

collection, some filmmakers deposit or donate their originals; others

want these materials returned to them or to another archive. If the

originals go back to the filmmaker, we hope they’ll be stored under

good conditions, but this isn’t always the case, despite our pleas.

Finding and obtaining access to the best surviving materials isn’t

always simple. Occasionally these are discovered among items rescued

from labs that have closed.6 Sometimes it takes a combination of

elements or prints to yield the best preservation negative. We assess

condition and compare elements (paying attention to questions such as

completeness or different versions) in order to decide what to provide

the lab and what the strategy is likely to be. Technical strategizing

is done in consultation with the lab. For example, Sidney Peterson’s

Kodachrome original for Horror Dream had severe vinegar syndrome;
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it was very acidic and warped. We weren’t sure whether it could be

used, so we had to consider a backup plan. Fortunately it was possible

to make an optically printed internegative from the shrunken original.

For Henry Hills’s Porter Springs #3 [19 77], we will be investigating the

degree of fading of the ECO 7 sections in the original reversal A/B rolls

and whether to use a 1977 reversal print as a source for those shots.

Once the work is under way, questions almost always come up.

These might involve establishing the color palette or discussing

with the lab the intended look of a shot or sequence relative to what

precedes or follows. If a PFA archivist makes such decisions, of course

it would be in collaboration with, or as a representative of, the artist

and as an advocate for the work itself.

PFA archivists usually view the first answer print, or check print,

before we invite the filmmaker to do so, just to make sure it’s worth

the filmmaker’s time to look at it at all. Not often, hut every now and

then there’s a major defect such that we want another print first. Or

it could be that the color timing is complicated, and both the lab and

PFA know that there are a number of corrections to be made before

even addressing the nuances that the filmmaker will want to judge.

With Gunvor Nelson’s Light Years [1986], we went through nine

corrected prints before reaching an approved release print. That’s our

record so far (I hope it will stand!). We wanted to get it as close to right

as possible, and I really appreciated Gunvor’s attentiveness. Light Years

has black-and-white sequences dispersed among color sequences,

as well as extremely varied lighting conditions in different shots and

moods that were affected by a shot being just a bit too light or too dark.

It can be tricky to achieve black-and-white on color film, and there’s a

necessary degree of compromise. From my point of view, it was more

a matter of running out of money than running out of patience, and we

did find additional funds to supplement the initial grant.

When a filmmaker is deceased or unable to participate in preservation,

a reliable reference print is more useful than ever, along with contem-

porary accounts of the way the film played, knowledge of the artist’s

style, and comparison with his or her other films that might be relevant.

Consulting a colleague who knows the work—who saw a good print when

the film was first being shown—can also help guide decision making.

Preservation of the sound track has its own issues and, like

the picture, brings into play subjective judgments. Usually the lab

handling the picture will work with an audio house to do what we

want, but in some cases we would go directly to an audio lab. With

digital technology audio preservation has changed quite a lot, and

with certain basic treatments becoming more affordable there are

more choices to make regarding the sound track.

What we’ve done with our projects would be considered more

preservation than restoration. There are some distracting audio

flaws we’d try to address, but other conditions we’d leave. Not to

oversimplify—when the questions come up, they often require reflec-

tion—but usually our allegiance is to the way the film was made, not

a contemporary version of it. If one’s goal were to redo or “perfect”

the sound track, more could be done. Perhaps there’s room for both

experiences, the all new and improved as well as the more historical,

with its blemishes.

SZ: What are among the most complicated preservation projects

you’ve undertaken?

IVIN: I’ve touched on some of the other types of complications that can

arise, but in terms of the material ... If you’re preserving avant-garde

films you naturally expect experiments with the material—mixed film

stocks, painting or hand-coloring, things stuck on the surface, pecu-

liar optical effects, the use of found footage in all its varieties, film

shot over long periods of time, funky sound recording, low-budget

lighting, erratic splicing techniques—plus the effects of less-than-

archival storage habits.

One project that has moved at glacial speed is Near the Big Chakra

[Alice Anne Parker a.k.a. Anne Severson, 1972], mainly because all we

have is faded material, and we’ve continued to hope that something

better will surface. Alice Anne doesn’t have her originals, and we

haven’t been able to turn them up, even though we had a promising

clue. We’ve done a lot of sleuthing, compared various prints and

pieces of prints. Given the distribution history of this film beyond the

avant-garde realm, into the wide world of human sexuality films, one

would think a good print or internegative might survive. But ifwe have

to work with faded material, photochemical methods won’t produce

satisfactory results and probably digital restoration (out to film) would

be best. Of course, that would present a larger funding challenge.

The Great Blondino was technically challenging. The details of that

story should really come from Michael Kolvek at Cinema Arts and PFA’s

Jon Shibata and, of course, Robert Nelson. One example of the ingenuity

of the filmmaking: Robert had applied sensing tape to the originals to

mechanically simulate the effect of a wipe. He chose this tape because

of its thinness and sticking power. And the tape wasn’t used only to

create wipes; for example, there was a frame almost entirely covered up

with tape, leaving just a little window. Creative masking! After all these

years there was the fear, the danger, of the tape coming off. We were

holding our breath about whether there would be a problem making

an internegative. Michael was scrupulous about raising the question of

whether to go for the high contrast look of the old reversal or to achieve

more shadow detail, benefiting from the characteristics of current

film stocks. Robert and I agreed in favor of the latter, and we were all

for trying to “surpass” his old reference print. I realize this could be a

debatable point among archivists, but we opted for the spirit rather than

the letter of the law. In this and other instances it’s worth considering to

what extent the characteristics ofsome old reversal prints are integral

to the specific film, essential to its effect. To make a long story short, and

with infinite respect for Michael’s work, Robert’s happy with the release

print, and we’re also pleased. It’s a wonderful film.

A very specialized project was the blow-up of Lenny Lipton's

Super 8, 18fps synch-sound film Father’s Day [1974], which Toni

Treadway and Bob Brodsky worked on, with Simon Lund doing

the blow-up at Cineric. We had decided not to preserve on Super 8

because few venues can show that; ideally one would preserve on

the original gauge as well as 16mm. After Bob and Toni made a 24fps

fullcoat master, to achieve a lip-synched print Simon had to optically

step print the film in order to account for the differing frame rates

of Super 8 and 16mm. In the final print the effects of stretch printing

are visible in some sequences but subtle enough that everyone was

pleased with the way this project turned out.
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With Last Summer Won’t Happen [Peter Gessner, 1968], a current

project, there have been issues with synchronizing the sound, in part

because of the conditions under which the film was made. We’ve had

questions about whether preservation should correct flaws that result

from original production methods. Usually the archivist’s answer to

that would be no. But there was a sequence in which the sound was

slightly out of lip synch, and it was truly annoying. After consider-

ation we decided to go ahead and try to improve it while correcting

another audio problem. Of course, one factor is simply how much

restoration we can afford, but strictly speaking that’s a different issue

from the archival question.

Sometimes prints that result from preservation are hard to watch

because of generational loss and/or the poor condition of the source

materials. When this happens it really is painful. For example, an

old print of Black Panther [Newsreel, 1968] looks better than a new

print made from the preservation negative, which was made from the

old print because it was the best surviving material. We’ve learned

that vintage prints can be precious, those made from the filmmaker’s

original or a good internegative early on in the life of the film.

As Nathaniel Dorsky commented, seeing his edited Kodachrome

camera originals is simply a different order of experience from watch-

ing either reversal prints made off ofthem or a preservation print

made from an internegative. I wouldn’t expect it to be any other way.

Still, this doesn’t mean that preservation prints can’t be quite beauti-

ful; and in some cases they offer improvements over an early print.

SZ: Are the archive’s and the artist’s needs or desires ever in conflict?

MN: One instance would be when a filmmaker needs an internegative

for the purpose of making sale and distribution prints. We understand

that, but the preservation negative is archival and not intended as a

master for making a large number of prints. Our hope is that once

we’ve invested in the lab work to have a negative made and we check

its quality through a series of prints, this would give the filmmaker or

distributor an opportunity to order a second negative at cost without

having to be involved in financing any of the rest of the process. But

of course we realize that most filmmakers can’t afford to do that. It

shouldn’t be seen as a conflict, though; this is an area where support for

filmmakers is needed, to help make their work more widely accessible.

A temptation for some filmmakers might be to remake their film,

to reedit or do something they weren’t able to the first time around.

But “preservation” applies to the particular film that’s been chosen,

and we have to try to capture that work as it is, or was.

You can also encounter differing opinions regarding the final print

or how far to go. One example would be All My Life [Bruce Baillie,

1966], shot on Anscochrome.8 When we had asked Bruce to respond

to a print made from the preservation internegative in December 1995

he said it was good, preferable to our old Ektachrome reversal print

from 1975. Kathy Geritz and others who had memories ofAll My Life

felt strongly attached to the colors, saturation, and contrast of the

reversal print—the look of those red roses against blue sky. Apart from

Bruce’s opinion as the maker of the work, this raises the question of

what constitutes the film to be preserved: Is it the look that it had, still

vividly remembered by those who saw it years ago and thus in a way

its historical identity? Where does that fit in relative to the film-

maker’s original intentions and possible changing opinion over time?

SZ: How does your work in preservation tie in with PFA’s curatorial

programs?

MN: PFA’s exhibition program is key to understanding our preserva-

tion work, in the sense that usually the works we preserve have been

shown in a curated program. PFA’s curators have established relation-

ships with many avant-garde film- and videomakers. Typically it

would be out of those screenings and through knowing the artists that

we would identify works of interest for preservation. Occasionally,

a colleague will suggest a film that no one here knows, and we’re

open to considering those recommendations. More recently, in part

because of our project documenting the history of the Bay Area

avant-garde, we’ve taken on the preservation of films from the PFA

collection that haven’t yet been shown at PFA but will contribute to

filling out that history.

Based on difficulty booking a good print of a film or on reports

from colleagues, a curator might learn about works that have

disappeared or are endangered, and that’s invaluable information.

The more programmers share such news with those of us involved

in preservation, the better. Similarly, sometimes an inquiry about a

print in the PFA collection has alerted us to its rarity and possible

need for preservation. The Internet has increased the chances of

this happening.

Finally, the preservation work assures PFA curators that they can

exhibit a good print. 9
It’s hard for me to imagine our preservation

work without the backdrop or context of PFA’s ongoing exhibition

of the avant-garde. It’s in the viewing experience that the film comes

alive, and that’s a reward of preservation.

NOTES

Technical terms are explained in the glossary.

1. Lee Amazonas, "Guerilla Cinematheque Comes of Age: The Pacific Film Archive," Chronicle of the

University of California (spring 2004): 147-59.

2. Regarding PFA film preservation, I'd like to give special acknowledgment to Jon Shibata, Gibbs

Chapman, Fleather Stilin (who worked at PFA from 2002 to 2005), Pamela Jean Smith, and of course

the talented people at the labs. We appreciate the expertise of preservation labs that go the

distance for artists' films. Steve Seid, PFA video curator, oversees PFA's video preservation and has

arranged to acquire significant works of video art for the collection.

3. Stephen Gong (PFA general manager, 1987-94; deputy director of the Berkeley Art Museum and the

Pacific Film Archive, 1995-2006) was instrumental in writing our preservation grant applications at

that time and served as an adviser on most of our early projects.

4. Archives play a key role in preservation, but filmmakers are encouraged to do what they can to

care for their work. See Bill Brand with Toni Treadway, "A Self-Preservation Guide for FilmAfideo-

Makers," in Results You Can't Refuse: Celebrating 30 Years of BB Optics, ed. Andrew Lampert (New

York: Anthology Film Archives, 2006), 85-95.

5. These preservation projects were made possible by contributions from donors including but not

limited to the National Endowment for the Arts, National Film Preservation Foundation, American

Film Institute, Women's Film Preservation Fund, and William H. Donner Foundation; and through

archival collaboration with the National Film Center, National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo

6. Rick Prelinger, film archivist and founder of Prelinger Archives, arranged with W. A. Palmer and

Diner-Allied (formerly Leo Diner) labs to acquire the contents of their warehouses, in 1995 and 2003,

respectively, and in both instances invited PFA to take any avant-garde or Bay Area materials it

deemed within its collecting policies.

7. ECO was a fine-grain, slow (tungsten E I. 25) film stock from which reversal prints could be made

(Eastman Ektachrome Commercial film 7252, introduced in 1970, replacing 7255). As of 2008 we've

learned the originals can yield a new internegative from which a good print can be made.

8. Lewis Motisher comments on All My Life in Janis Crystal Lipzin's essay in this volume, "Why Didn't

I Work in Granite?" Motisher printed the film at W. A. Palmer's and also worked on our preservation

project there. We hated to see that lab close.

9. Collection prints are always exhibited with the permission of the rights holder.
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Where We're Coming
From: Avant-Garde at the
San Francisco Cinematheque
and the Pacific Film Archive
KATHY GERITZ

People who did well in life were people whofound ways to institutionalize their obsessions.— Sheldon Renan

When we began working at our respective organizations—Steve

Anker at the San Francisco Cinematheque in 1982, Steve Seid at

the Pacific Film Archive in 1988, and I at PFA in 1981—we knew the

history of our institutions only in the broadest terms. The origins

of both organizations, although mythic, were hazy; many details

of the early years were buried or lost, and important early figures

had slipped from institutional memory. However, in the course of

examining the history of Bay Area experimental cinema for this book,

we have been able to place our own curatorial practices within that

cultural landscape and within the histories of our own organizations.

In the optimism and idealism of the 1960s both the Cinematheque

and PFA began as exhibition programs without a permanent home

or a clear source of funding. Each was founded by a young film lover,

but they were fashioned with quite different visions. Bruce Baillie

ciidn’t intentionally start an organization; he began programming as an

emerging filmmaker excited by the artistic possibilities of the medium,

one who wanted to show his own work, encourage the making of films by

others, and informally share an eclectic range of hard-to-see films with

neighbors. As he tells it, after returning to the Bay Area from film school

he put up a sign outside his home with the words “Canyon Cinema,”

taking the name from the small town where he lived. The act ofcoming

together as a community to watch films resonated, and the screenings

became a weekly ritual. Baillie soon recruited others and began searching

for a regular screening space beyond Canyon, planning film workshops,

and writing program notes for his audience, encouraging them to give

artist films a chance (“some ofthem will be bad”). In interviews and

writings dating from the early sixties, Baillie’s passionate, thoughtful

ideas focused on ways to foster a sustainable community of film artists.

Over time Canyon Cinema evolved into something that could be called

an organization, although still fueled by artists’ energy.

In contrast, soon after moving to the Bay Area in late 1966, Sheldon

Renan began circulating a plan for a film cinematheque and archive,

“The Imaginary Bay Area Film Department,” that would be jointly

located at the art museums in Berkeley, San Francisco, and Oakland, in

part to re-create his formative experiences with cinema in New York,

especially at MoMA. Film programs, “anything the commercial theaters

won’t [show], which is 90% of cinema,”1 would be presented under

the best possible circumstances, alongside the other arts. A regional

film study center, providing further access to films—much like a public

library—and serving filmmakers, students, scholars, and cinephiles,

was a component of his vision from the start. Before he had a space to

attach to the name, Renan selected “Pacific Film Archive” to suggest a

focus on collecting and exhibiting films of the Pacific Rim—from China

and Japan and by West Coast independent filmmakers and artists.
2

Fortunately, he had no idea how much time and money realizing his

dream entailed, and his cinema obsession carried him forward in

the face of daunting impediments. Turned down by the major local

museums, he began showing films on the UC Berkeley campus, where

he gained the interest of the director of the University Art Museum,

Peter Selz (who at that time was raising money to build a new

museum), and PFA eventually found a permanent home.

As both Baillie and Renan understood, there are a number of

essential elements to successful independent cinema exhibition: people

willing to do the work required to put on programs; audiences willing

to take chances on challenging, often unknown films; filmmakers who

continue to make exciting films and videos; and passionate, informed

writing about media. What follows is a short history of avant-garde

cinema within the two moving-image organizations Baillie and Renan

set in motion. The history of the Cinematheque and PFA could be told

most precisely by enumerating the efforts of all those who have worked
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BLACK GOD, WHITE DEVIL (Brazil) 7:30 & 9:30 PM
The bizarre saga of a charismatic Negro priest who leads his hunger crazed

followers to a massacre by government troops, then follows one of the sur-

vivors to join an insane cangaceiro. Directed by Glauber Rocha, 1963. 110 min.

JAMES BROUGHTON PRESENTS FOUR FILMS 7:30 & 9
;
30 PM

Mr. Broughton will be present to introduce four of his films: rhe Bed,

"

"Nuptiae,
"

"Golden Positions, and the premiere showing of his new film,

"This Is It. (Admission: $1.00)

ANTONIO DAS MORTES (Brazil) 7:30 & 9:30 PM
One of the most outstanding films of the 'Cinema Novo" movement is this

sequel, in color, to "Black God, White Devil." Directed by Glauber Rocha.

Portuguese with English titles. 100 min . 1969

THE MAN WHO LIES (France) 7:30 Si 9:30 PM
Alain Robbe-Grillet wrote and directed this Kafka-esque, avant-garde

comedy for which Jean Louis Trintignant won the Berlin Festival Best

Actor award. French with English subtitles. 95 min.

HIGH INFIDELITY (Italy/France) 7:30 li. 9;45 PM
A quartet of delightfully humorous stories about marriage directed by

Franco Rossi, Luciano Salce, Mario Monicelli and Elio Petri; with Monica

Vitti, John Phillip Law, Claire Bloom, Charles Aznavour. Italian with

English titles. 120 min.

DOCUMENTS OF STRUGGLE 7:30 & 9:30 PM
Three political short films produced in 1970-71: "Brazil, Report on Tor-

ture" by Saul Landau and Haskell Wexler; "Chile, Interview with Salvador

Allende," by Saul Landau and Haskell Wexler; "Mexico, The Frozen

Revolution." by Raymundo Gleyzer.

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE ADMISSION 75<s

2621 Duran* Avenue Film Info 642-0808

Box Office Opens at 6:00 PM

at the two organizations and the diverse artists who have shown in

their programs. Much as I would like to describe each and every one of

these contributors and their rich contributions, space permits me only

to mention a few by name (with apologies to those I don’t). Instead,

beginning at their inception, I want to touch on highlights along the

time line of each organization and explore the ways in which their

histories have both overlapped and differed.

San Francisco Cinematheque
Today the San Francisco Cinematheque, where Steve Anker was

director from May 1982 to August 2002,
3
is one of the most important

showcases for experimental cinema in the country. Yet its history

begins with an undocumented program of films shown in the East Bay

hamlet of Canyon in summer 1961, with friends and neighbors gathered

under trees on assembled benches and chairs. Baillie believed that “if

there are to be new films there must be theaters, this was the reason

for beginning.”4 Soon the screenings moved over the hills to begin a

peripatetic existence in Berkeley, North Oakland, and San Francisco.

Little tangible evidence of those early screenings has survived, but

by perusing the San Francisco Chronicle and other film listings, finding

occasional mentions in Canyon Cinemanews, and unearthing rare

copies of mimeographed program flyers and handouts, 5 we were able

to bring into focus a snapshot portrait of the film programs and varied

screening spaces during these early days. The result of this treasure

hunt was an inspiring glimpse of our film programming heritage. A

Berkeley Daily Gazette profile in 1962 described Canyon as follows:

“It mingles the creative commercial with the work of the enlightened

amateur.”6 And indeed the program calendars were filled with an

inventive mix of feature films (High Noon, Rashomon), episodes from

a serial (The Perils ofPauline, Captain America), silent films (The Great

Train Robbery, The Italian Straw Hat), art films (Los Olvidados, Zerofor

Conduct), short documentaries (Muscle Beach, Sunday on the River),

and sometimes a surprise or two (a community sing, old cartoons, a

newly made Canyon newsreel)—all of this in addition to the regular

presentation ofnew experimental films we expected to find! Local

filmmakers from the emerging film community and artists working in

the fifties who Baillie discovered through his relentless research were
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showcased: Baillie of course, Paul Beattie, Bruce Conner, Will Hindle,

Christopher Maclaine, and Ruth Weiss (and later Bob Branaman, Carl

Linder, Robert and Gunvor Nelson, and Ben Van Meter). As Baillie

made contact with filmmakers throughout the United States, broaden-

ing the range of work he showed, it became clear to everyone involved

that a movement was under way.

Early on Baillie enlisted the help of Chick Strand, a friend and

soon-to-be filmmaker. Much of their programming process is revealed

in the early Canyon Cinema calendars, reflecting the do-it-yourself

ethic of the sixties and contrasting with the professional approach

of earlier Bay Area film series such as Art in Cinema. Film notes are

sprinkled with conversational comments such as “a funny film seen by

us at Jerry Mander’s Playhouse showings in San Francisco” or “Maya

Deren . . . died this year. We had planned to show all of her films . .

.

one each week, in the order of their creation. We have been unable to

locate them.” Nonetheless, Baillie and Strand ensured that the majority

of evenings included a mix of films that provided both entertainment

and an introduction to new work. A typical program, from June 1963,

which screened once in Oakland and again in Berkeley, featured D. W.

Griffith’s Way Down East; Stan Brakhage’s In Between (a portrait of

Jess, a local artist, made while Brakhage was living in San Francisco);

Leroy McLucas’s expressionistic documentary shot in Cuba, Dulce

Domingo Dulce; and the local filmmaker John Korty’s The Owl and the

Pussycat, made for television—and all for seventy-five cents.

Although Baillie and Strand’s programming selections were

centered on films they were eager to see, some playful pairings also

reflect the irreverent character they brought to early screenings.

Rouben Mamoulian’s Blood and Sand was screened with a Laurel and

Hardy film, Mud and Sand; two men’s mythic journeys were linked

through pairing Stan Brakhage’s Dog Star Man: Part 1 and Delmer

Daves’s 3:10 to Yuma; or, in a more serious vein, Chaplin’s World War I

Shoulder Arms was shown with Baillie’s A Hurrah for Soldiers and Ray

Wisniewski’s The Doomshow. In 1963 the film critic Albert Johnson

described the screenings: “The atmosphere of Canyon Cinema is

one of commitment and social protest, and audiences are symboli-

cally artistic in manner of dress and behavior, with an odd sense of

fun and cynicism about them all. In a mad burst of whimsy, Baillie

recently pieced together a Maria Montez film and a Rin Tin Tin serial,

presenting it as a hilarious feature called The Beast of Utah.”
7

It proved impossible for Baillie to find a permanent home for the

Canyon Cinema screenings, and they moved between restaurants,

priv ate homes, bars, and rented halls, sometimes clandestinely. More

than once the city of Berkeley shut them down, citing various city codes

and zoning ordinances (officials insisted that 16mm film was a fire

hazard!). Publicity flyers of that time aptly refer to Canyon Cinema as

"an underground theater.” In the last six months of 1962 alone Canyon

moved from the North Gate Cafe in Berkeley, back and forth between

the Coffee Gallery in San Francisco and Chick Strand’s house and

Chick Callenbach’s backyard, both in Berkeley, followed by alternat-

ing screenings at the California College of Arts and Crafts (CCAC)

in Oakland and the Photographer’s Roundtable in San Francisco.

By September 1962 Canyon had developed a relationship with UC
Berkeley’s Stiles Hall, which became its first long-term venue, and by

January 1963 it was also screening at the San Francisco Tape Music

Center, the Cabale in Berkeley, CCAC, and, with a special program of

“New American Cinema,” the Richelieu Theatre in San Francisco. This

was a staggering commitment to screening films and reaching Bay Area

audiences, with “no other outside help—none from Business, none from

Patrons of the Arts, none from the area’s art commission.”8

The early Canyon Cinema programmers, who probably never thought

ofthemselves as curators— Baillie and Chick Strand, followed by Emory

Menefee—consciously worked to create an audience for artist-made

films, and indeed they found that the very existence of their showcase

encouraged the making ofnew work. It was an exhilarating moment for

personal filmmaking, and within a few years most Canyon screenings

focused entirely on artist-made films. By 1965 a majority ofprograms

featured works by an individual filmmaker. In 1965 Menefee arranged

for Canyon to have its second long-term home at Intersection for the

Arts, a coffeehouse and community space located first on Ellis Street in

San Francisco, then at a desanctified church on Union Street where the

screen suggestively took the place of the altar.
0
Menefee’s one-person

shows drew on local filmmakers, Lariy Jordan, Michael Mideke, and

Myron Ort, as well as out-of-towners, Jud Yalkut, Jose Rodriguez

Soltero, and Stan Vanderbeek. Menefee instituted retrospectives of

filmmakers’ work, 8mm shows, open screenings, and thematic programs.

Investigations into new technology included a 1966 multimedia program

by the collective USCO (The Company of Us) that incorporated two

8mm and two 16mm projectors, as well as four slide projectors, stereo

sound, and a kaleidoscope. A 1965 calendar with the series “11 O’clock

Underground,” late-night screenings curated by Robert Nelson for

Sausalito’s Gate Theater and copresented by Canyon Cinema and the San

Francisco Mime Troupe, declared, “America is the hub of a world-wide

cinematic revolution” and “artists have stolen the movies.”

Despite the abundance of its activities, initially Canyon Cinema had

no formal office, and at times operated from somebody’s home. In the

early days “staff” worked without pay, and even today some might say

they don’t earn a living wage. The screenings have continued, thanks

to the efforts of a small, dedicated group of successive curators. From

the late sixties into the early seventies, Edith Kramer, Roy Ramsing,

Loren Sears, Ken DeRoux, Jan Lash, Paul Marioni, and Gunvor Nelson

created programs of avant-garde cinema as Canyon Cinematheque, first

at Intersection on Union Street and then, beginning in late 1969, at the

San Francisco Art Institute’s newly built theater, its third long-term

venue. In some cases the person who was planning programs was also

managing the film distribution offices of Canyon Cinema Cooperative,

which was formed in 1966. Canyon Cinematheque programs (some

publicized on exquisitely designed calendars) were largely a mix of

one-person presentations and selections of short experimental films,

along with open screenings and programs highlighting works from the

film cooperative. 10 Occasionally international experimental films would

be showcased, and as the seventies got under way evenings focused

on films by women and one night highlighted black filmmakers. In
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Cinematheque poster, 2001

Saturday July 7, 2001, 8 p.m.

Hunters Point Naval Shipyard

Commissioned film projections and installations by Melinda Stone. Te-Shun Teng, Claire Bain. Sam Green, Greta Snider. Thad Povey.
Dominic Angerame. Dina Ciraulo. David Duhig. Bill Daniel, silt. Steve Polta. Robert Schaller. Christian Bruno & Natallja Vekic.

Michael Wilson & Cade Bursell. Alfonso Alvarez & Melanie Curry. Kerry Laitala & Maximllllan Godino and Janis Crystal Lipzin.

This event was conceived by Melinda Stone and sponsored by San Francisco Cinematheque. For more Information call: 415.822-2885.

Dress warmly, bring a picnic and suitable liquids to imbibe. MUNI 19 can get you to the screening.

THIS EVENT MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH SPECIAL GRANTS FROM THE SAN FRANCISCO ARTS COMMISSION. PHILO TELEVISION, AND Hi KINO
DONATIONS FROM FILM ARTS FOUNDATION. ACTION CAMERA. MONACO UBS AND OIC GRIP CS ELECTRIC. POSTER DESIGN BY lONITA ABETTA.

1974 Vincent Grenier was hired as programmer and, assisted by Doug

Wendt, made it a priority to bring in more visiting artists. The following

year Charles Wright and Carmen Vigil were hired as co-programmers.

In time the staff added consistency and coherency to the organization’s

programming and administration, including obtaining nonprofit status

in 1977. No one was involved more than a couple of years, with the

exception of Vigil, who, together with his wife, Susan, for seven years,

from 1975 to 1982, created a community of filmmakers through large

dinners and informal screenings at their home and extensive avant-

garde programs in the theater. The Vigils lent support (sometimes even

a bed to sleep on) to artist residencies of major filmmakers of the era,

including Stan Brakhage, Hollis Frampton, Peter Gidal, Peter Kubleka,

and Paul Sharks; as well as repeat appearances by a number of younger-

generation filmmakers, such as Andrej Zdravic and Willie Varela.

At reoccurring times, among both staff and audience members,

there was a tension between those who wanted the Cinematheque

to showcase programs shaped by a curatorial vision and those who

wanted a less mediated exposure to alternative films. Steve Anker, who

had recently moved to the Bay Area from Boston, where he founded the

exhibition program at Boston Film/Video Foundation, was persuaded

to take on programming the Cinematheque in 1982, after an especially

divisive period centered on this issue. 11 He immediately moved the

Cinematheque office from the Vigils' home to a space on Potrero Hill

—

where it remained for eighteen years—symbolically signaling a shift in

the organization toward increased professionalism. Within two years

Anker hired David Gerstein as an administrative director.

In the mid-eighties throughout the country, avant-garde film was

in crisis, with some critics declaring it dead. There were few remain-

ing showcases that screened experimental work, and the larger of

these tended to focus on classics or established figures. Anker and

Gerstein knew that exciting new work was being made by younger

artists as well, but it wasn’t being written about and was rarely being

shown. Together they crafted a multipronged strategy to present

contemporary avant-garde as part of an ongoing, active history. Under

the new name San Francisco Cinematheque—chosen to reflect its by

then longtime home in the city—they revitalized the organization, in

part through their strenuous advocacy for the art form.

Anker has been described as “one of the key reasons . . . San

Francisco remains vital as a scene for experimental film.” 12 Echoing

the zealous pace of early Canyon screenings, the Cinematheque

presented programs nine months a year, several times a week, in two

different locations. During his twenty-year stewardship as artistic

director (and then director), Anker’s programming was continuous

with the Cinematheque’s origins, yet he mixed in new initiatives.

Still focusing on artist-made cinema, he concentrated on filmmakers

more than on themes or concepts and in that vein looked for ways to

connect avant-garde cinema to the artistic ambition evident in some

feature films and documentaries, much as Frank Stauffacher had

done in the fifties, near the end of his San Francisco-based Art in

Cinema series. Anker introduced programs of site-specific projection

installations and outdoor screenings that took the Cinematheque

into new and atypical screening spaces, from storefronts to lofts and

city streets.
13 He initiated the Cinematheque’s first programs of video

art beginning in 1984, varying from the artist Tony Oursler to the

German experimenter Alexander Kluge; reinstituted annual screen-

ing of new avant-garde films at the San Francisco International Film

Festival (together with PFA) in 1995; and curated a comprehensive

history of small-gauge film (with MoMA, New York) in 1998, fol-

lowing on a major touring series of Austrian avant-garde film in

1994. A commitment to creative, artistic coverage of experimental

films was reinforced with the founding in 1985 of the “occasional

journal” Cinematograph, edited by local artists including David

Gerstein, Christine Tamblyn, Jeffrey Skoller, and Peter Herwitz, and

with monographs that accompanied retrospectives of artists such as

Yvonne Rainer and Ernie Gehr.

Anker regularly introduced filmmakers to Bay Area audiences,

among them Daniel Eisenberg, Lewis Klahr, Mark LaPore, Su

Friedrich, and Leslie Thornton. He also invited artist/curators

such as Matthias Muller, Rose Lowder, and Tatsu Aoki to present

their own work and others’ films. A diverse array of approaches to

the medium, from experimental animation to torrid melodramas,

poetic explorations, forgotten narrative classics, and experimental

documentaries, were celebrated in retrospectives of Robert Breer,

George Kuchar, Gunvor Nelson, and Trinh T. Minh-ha. During this
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period the Cinematheque presented over a hundred programs a year,

screening regularly at the San Francisco Art Institute, yet retaining

its character as a floating cinematheque, with showings at schools,

galleries, and museums, as it sought new ways to connect with artists

and audiences. Less formal spaces, such as the Eye Gallery and 80

Langton Street, were important to presenting video, multiprojector,

and performance work. Collaborations with museums, such as the

exhibition Facing Eden: 100 Years ofLandscape Art in the Bay Area at

the de Young, linked film art to the other arts. The Cinematheque’s

screenings shifted to the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in 1994 and

to the California College of Arts (whose Oakland campus had been

one of its venues in the mid-sixties) in 1999.

Since the mid-eighties the Cinematheque’s staff, the majority

ofwhom are also film artists, have contributed to its tradition of

innovative programming, including David Gerstein’s selections of

major avant-garde figures and Steve Polta’s explorations of under-

ground aesthetics, in particular, small gauge. Peter Herwitz, Lissa

Gibbs, Albert Kilchesty, Laura Poitras, and Joel Shepard, all at the

Cinematheque for shorter periods, added free programs featuring

highlights of the season, outdoor screenings, and little-known auteur

and cult features. Irina Leimbacher, on staff for twelve years, from

1994 to 2006, broadened the Cinematheque’s programming to include

more international, political, and nonfiction films. 14 She organized

retrospectives of artists from throughout Europe, often researching

avant-garde’s history and showcasing artists who worked across

genres: Marguerite Duras, Bela Tarr, Richard Dindo, and Germaine

Dulac, as well as the South African animator William Kentridge and

the photographer and filmmaker Robert Frank. A younger generation

of artists, including Paul Chan, Julia Meltzer and David Thorne,

Soon-Mi Yoo, Naomi Uman, and Anita Chang, were featured in her

programs as well, further highlighting cross-disciplinary approaches.

In addition, guest curators were regularly invited to create shows

reflecting their own expertise. Mark McElhatten was visiting curator

for several months in 1986 when Anker took a leave. Later, in 1991,

Mark presented an innovative marathon program, “God Doesn’t Care

What Movies I Watch,” in which he developed new ideas regarding

how to present programs. It included, among other things, short

avant-garde films, newsreel footage, sound pieces, a cartoon and

Japanese anime, home movies, found advertisements, clips from

feature films, and science films. 15

On Steve Anker’s departure in 2002, a programming committee

curated screenings until 2005, when Caroline Savage was appointed

director, followed in 2008 by Jonathan Marlow. Today the San

Francisco Cinematheque continues to mount approximately fifty

shows a year at a diverse array of spaces in an expanded mix of its

early tangents—presenting new media and presenting media in new

ways and showcasing new films by experimental filmmakers and

neglected world cinemas. Perhaps in part because the Cinematheque’s

audience base and many key figures in its organization have been

filmmakers, its history has been shaped by strong—sometimes

conflicting—personalities and visions. Yet, or maybe because of this, it

survives as one of the longest-lasting showcases for avant-garde film

and video in the United States.

Pacific Film Archive
Through Steve Seid’s and my respective programming of video art and

experimental film, the avant-garde has been a regular feature of PFA

since the mid-eighties. Experimental cinema—current and historical,

by both established figures and newcomers—is presented in a flow

of narrative and documentary films from around the world. Series as

well as programs of short films and videos explore ideas, aesthetic

strands, and the work of individual artists.

PFA’s opening celebration in 1971 in the new University Art

Museum (now Berkeley Art Museum) stretched for three days, from

Friday, January 22, through Sunday, January 24. It launched with the

U.S. premiere of Akira Kurosawa’s Dodeskaden (1970). The second day

included the world premiere of Bruce Baillie’s Quick Billy, presented

with a selection of his unedited camera rolls. Andrew Sarris gave a

talk, “Who’re We Gonna Kick Around Now That Hollywood’s Gone.”

The third day began with a showing of early Bay Area films, including

hand-tinted footage of the Pan-Pacific Exposition, an early 1900s film

of Market Street in San Francisco, and excerpts from films made in

nearby Niles Canyon. It continued with “The Private Films of Oskar

Fischinger” and a program of black cinema. Jonas Mekas spoke on the

topic “Film Is an Art Like Any Other,” and a panel discussion on “The

Future of Cinema” included John Whitney, who presented computer

films; Gene Youngblood, who spoke about expanded cinema; and

James Short, who discussed high-resolution television! The scope of

the opening programs—looking across the Pacific to Japan, forward

to the future of cinema, and in our own backyard for both early and

recent experiments—set the tenor for PFA’s programming for these

past forty years. Likewise, the inclusion of guests, from filmmakers

to critics, curators, and scholars, continues to connect PFA audi-

ences with artists’ perspectives, new scholarship, and cross-cultural,

international currents.

PFA was a later addition to the new museum. As Sheldon Renan

described it at the time, “We have been waging a sort of guerilla warfare

to get what we have.” 16 A flexible gallery space was converted into

a theater by adding a projection booth and risers for 199 seats (later

expanded to 222), and an area slated to be a restaurant became the PFA

offices and film study center. Renan, who “began to get interested in the

concept of a West Coast film archive while researching his book,” 17 the

pathbreaking Introduction to the American Underground Film (1967),

had been director of PFA since 1967, showing films on the UC Berkeley

campus to raise money to establish a permanent home for PFA. 18 His

efforts were buoyed by local film audiences that had been educated

and excited by the exhibition programs of Edward Landberg and

Pauline Kael, Albert Johnson, Mel Novikoff, Tom Luddy, and the San

Francisco International Film Festival, as well as by the large number

of local film artists and film students. On the Berkeley campus Tom

Luddy ran several film societies, and Renan sometimes collaborated

with John Schofill’s Cinema Psychedelica series, which presented an

array of experimental films that includes works by Baillie, Harry Smith,

Gregory Markopoulos, and Stan Vanderbeek. In 1968 Renan met the

legendary Henri Langlois, whose Cinematheque franqaise provided

another model of avid dedication to cinema. Langlois “believed the

archive would happen. And he began to help make it happen. He flew

to Berkeley to help us plan. He counseled us, introduced us to directors
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and to people who would later give us grants. And he sent us films,

wonderful films.”
19

The original PFA staff included Willard Morrison, whom Renan

referred to as “one of the three or four most knowledgeable people in

16mm in the United States” 20 and who, while working at a local film

distribution company, Audio Film Center, had provided support to

many filmmakers, including Christopher Maclaine and Baillie. He was

hired as technical adviser and assistant director beginning in December

1970 but worked beyond any job description, selecting film programs,

writing film notes, manning the projectors, and doing the accounting

during PFA’s first year. Renan recalls that although they were not yet

officially part of PFA’s collection, Morrison’s distinguished collection

of international 16mm films also gave PFA credence as an archive.

Tom Luddy, a passionate programmer who had presented film series

in a number of Berkeley locations—including, on the UC campus, a

retrospective of Jean-Luc Godard with Godard in residence and repeat

sellout screenings of Kenneth Anger’s Magick Lantern Cycle with Anger

in attendance—became PFA’s program director in 1972 and director

in 1975. Luddy, like Renan and Morrison, began programming as a

cinephile, excited by the radical experiments occurring in structure and

form in mainstream and underground film at that time.

The early monthly calendars were filled with international films

and comprehensive director retrospectives, often with in-person

appearances, and popular films supporting the more esoteric. The

films of international directors from the past and the present—Joris

Ivens, Vera Chytilova, Satyajit Ray, Preston Sturges, and Nagisa

Oshima—were shown with an equally international mix of experi-

mental and independent filmmakers, including Chantal Akerman,

Jean-Marie Straub and Daniele Huillet, Bruce Conner, Takahiko

Iimura, and Santiago Alvarez. PFA’s commitment to furthering the

study of film art was evident in the first complete retrospective of the

films of Joyce Wieland and Michael Snow in 1972 and a 1974 sympo-

sium on Dziga Vertov. The ambitious Festival of Bay Area Women in

the Arts, organized in 1972, presented poetry readings, performances,

dance (including Yvonne Rainer), and music in the museum’s gal-

leries in conjunction with PFA’s screenings of film by women (Chick

Strand, Gunvor Nelson, Connie Beeson, Anne Severson, and Freude)

and starring women (Louise Brooks, Anna Karina).

Both Renan and Luddy operated on a shoestring budget (a meeting

agenda from December 1970 has the item “budget crisis” and the

notation that the budget had been cut by two-thirds—and this was

before PFA’s opening). Working with the university was challenging,

and local theaters and national archives were slow to support the

upstart PFA. Luddy ’s far-reaching local connections—Alice Waters

at Chez Panisse, the designer and poster artist David Goines, and the

film giant Francis Ford Coppola—helped turn PFA into a cultural

icon, and his international relationships—and his enthusiams

matched by those of audiences of the time—led to almost round-the-

clock programs. By the late seventies the university insisted on more

systematic administrative procedures, and Luddy chafed under these

limitations. Like Renan before him, he left to produce films. 21

The histories of the Cinematheque and PFA intersect with Edith

Kramer, who was manager of Canyon Cinema Cooperative from

August 1967 to late 1969. She also revived the screenings after a few

months’ hiatus under the new name Canyon Cinematheque, with early

programs titled “Blockbusters” (this, her first program, included Robert

Nelson, Baillie, Conner, Yalkut, Brakhage, and Jerry Abrams), “The

Influence of William Hindle,” “The Films of Leonard Lipton,” as well as

programs that looked back—“Founding Fathers” (Melies to Bunuel)—

and forward—“New Voices from Underground.” Kramer then served

as the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s film curator and there

revived the Art in Cinema screenings—thus intersecting with another

essential component of Bay Area avant-garde film history. 22 In 1975

Tom Luddy hired her to curate the work of independent and avant-

garde filmmakers at the Pacific Film Archive—and the rest, as they say,

is history. Ultimately she was involved with PFA for thirty years.

Among the film artists presented in Kramer’s weekly PFA pro-

grams of avant-garde cinema were Diana Barrie, James Benning,

George Griffin, and Richard Schmidt and, from Europe and Australia,

Birgit and Wilhelm Hein, David Larcher, Werner Nekes, Dore O, and

Paul Winkler. Even as she expanded into the wide-ranging program-

ming that earned her an international reputation, she continued to

present experimental cinema, until she left to produce a film in April

1981. Kramer returned as director in 1983 and led PFA into a long

period of expansion in collection and preservation activities. Her

curiosity about cinema’s many styles inspired her intelligent, finely

crafted programs, and a generation of PFA moviegoers benefited from

her research into overlooked aspects of cinema’s history. On Kramer’s

retirement in 2005, Susan Oxtoby, whose background also includes

programming experimental cinema, was hired as head curator.

When I accepted a curatorial position at PFA in 1986 I assumed

responsibility for PFA’s avant-garde program and began curating

thematic series that mixed old and new films, and though I focused

on the avant-garde, I enjoyed integrating documentaries, early

cinema, or amateur films. My first major series, in 1987, was an

extended examination of fifties and sixties American avant-garde,

which accompanied the Berkeley Art Museum exhibition Made in

U.S.A. I continued to fashion extended series exploring concepts and

ideas, for example, “The Fabled Puppet of Cinema,” “Text as Image,”

“Flashbacks and Wide Angles: Autobiography,” and “Watching the

News.” I was also drawn to gathering diverse films into series that

explored social or political issues—such as reproductive choice

(“Controlling Choices”) and the Middle East (“There Was and Was

Not: Lebanon”)—which I juxtaposed to aesthetically focused series

such as histories of found footage and abstract film. It was reward-

ing, too, to find work by artists that blurred the boundaries between

genres—animated documentaries, experimental animation, and

experimental documentaries.
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video free america, in cooperation with the PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
announces

TAPES FROM ALL TRIBES
A month long presentation of alternative, experimental, underground

video tapes. JULY 21-AUGUST 15 at the POSTER GALLERY
UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM

8:00 The Philo T. Farnsworth Video Obelisk , a tribute to the inventor of T. V. and

the first known long-running S.F. video show. By Electric Eye. 80 min. B&W.

10:00 What Would We Do Without TV , by Sam Egan and Jeff Levine. 32 min. B&W.
Community TV Guerilla Handbook, all information has bias, still the medium

should be liberated for the transmission of all bias. By Johnny Videotape. 50 min.

B&W.

WEP»Y

WWo

8:00 Swami Satchadenanda , his message at Hunter College on April 30, 1971.

By Video Access and Integral Yoga Institute. 2 hrs. B&W.
10:00 Mayday in Washington, by the Mayday Video Collective, sent by Thomas Klein.

30 min. B&W.
Kissinger My Ass, interviews with those involved in the Berigan conspiracy.

By Alan Schulman. 40 min. B&W.
8:00 Tapes by John Reilly and Rudi Stern of Global Village, The Ballad of A.J. Weber-

man, Central Park Video Poem, Rip Torn as Dick Nixon, Edgar Winter and

others. 90 min. Color & B&W.
10:00 Voyage of the Cyrano (sailing up the Hudson) and others. By Doug White. 55 min.

B&W'
The Big Frisbee, featuring the Berkeley Frisbee Group. By Kate Coleman and VFA.
30 min. B&W.

sfW 8:00 An Experience in Video Process. A full evening of live cameras, replays, audience

involvement, with both people and technology. Also tapes of Sam’s Cafe, the

Whole Earth Catalog Demise party, truckin' tapes, and alternative living struc-

tures. By Ant Farm, Alternetworks, and Media Access (the video wing of Portola

Institute).

S»T.

o

8:00 An Evening with the Vasulkas, electric visual and sound compositions by Woody
and Steina Vasulka. Color & B&W. 90 min.

10:00 Tapes by Eric Siegel, Einstine, Symphony of the Planets, Tomorrow Never Knows ,

and World Peace Brain.

CriPPle and Cracks by Bill Creston and Carl Methfessel
Excerpts from Television as Abstract Art, from Creighton U
1 hr. Color & B&W.

A NEW KIND OF TV FOR A NEW KIND OF AUDIENCE

sent by Eric Somer:

Admission: 75 cents



PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE PRESENTS

Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive poster, 2004

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE

A filmmaker who draws on all his skills—

as producer, director, cameraman,

editor, and sound engineer-to provide a

unique vision, Robert Beavers has creat-

ed a body of poeUc work that is meticu-

lously composed, yet sensuous and

astoundlngly beautiful. Shot largely in

Italy and Greece and then edited In

Switzerland, Beavers's elegantly lyrical

films draw on European landscape, art,

and architecture to deeply explore aural

and visual perception and the filmic

medium itself. Musical, metaphorical,

and magical, these films aspire to con

vey, as the artist says, "the serenity of a

thought without words."

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 3

7:30 My Hand Outstretched. Program I

tarty Monthly Segments

(Swtuwland/Greece. 1967 1970/2002).

Sotiros (Alone)

(Greece/ Switzerland/ Austria, 1977/1996).

Amor (Italy/ Austria, 1980)

A portrait ot Gregory MarVopoulos. « dialog

Detween male lovers, anti an exploration ot love

and separation.

IMURSOAY FEBRUARY S

7:30 My Hand Outstretched, Program II

SMI Lift* (Gieece/ England. 1970/1996).

The Stoat (Greece. 1996)

The Ground (Greece. 2000).

Three films shot in Gieece 'exalt the Deauty of life

through e classicist's sensibility.' -Stephen Holden

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6

3 00 Workshop with Robert Beavers

Free lecture and film screening for students.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 8

J 00 My Hand Outstretched. Program III

From the Notebook 01 . (Italy, 1971/1999)

The Hedge Theater (Italy. 2002).

Masterful homages to the art and architecture ot

Italy.

THIS RESIDENCY IS FUNDED BY A GRANT FROM THE

CONSORnuM FOR THE ARTS AT UC BERKELEY

UC BERKELEY ART MUSEUM & PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVE
PFA Trieste:: 2575 8encrof» W«» at BowtJittn. Berkeley, CA / info; 510 642 1412

Advance Ticket*: 510.642.5240 / www.Damora.berVelov.eau/ofa

By the early 1990s students of UC Berkeley’s “Avant-Garde Film”

course began to attend “Alternative Visions,” PFAs weekly Tuesday

night programs of avant-garde cinema, as part of their coursework (I

went on to teach the class from 1996 through 2001). Artist residencies,

which bring artists into the classroom as well as into the theater, have

created productive synergy through extended encounters between

artists, audience, and students. Memorable early residencies, such as

with the Austrian multimedia artist Valie Export,23 the British essayist

Isaac Julien, and the tinkerer magician Ken Jacobs, were patched

together with funds from multiple departments and off-campus orga-

nizations. Eventually grant funding helped make the visits by artists

such as Leslie Thornton and Robert Beavers a regular, much-valued

component of our program. Christine Choy and Lourdes Portillo were

in residence through the Women of Color Film Festival, which PFA

hosted for many years. The local filmmaker Rob Nilsson participated

in a semester-long residency during which students made a film based

on his direct action mode of filmmaking. In response to Berkeley

film students’ curiosity about both filmmaking and the professional

activities of PFA, I initiated a series in 1991, now in its eighteenth

year, showcasing student films made at Bay Area college campuses

and curated by UC Berkeley students. 24 This was formalized into a

semester-long internship class that I have taught since 1995, and it

has been especially rewarding to witness students’ excitement about

being exposed to the art and practice of film curating.

PFA’s first video programs began in 1971 with a monthlong series

presented in conjunction with Video Free America. “Tapes from

All Tribes” showcased alternative video in a mock living room set

up in the poster gallery outside the theater, with the slogan “A new

kind of TV for a new kind of audience.” In addition to Woody and

Steina Vasulka and Skip Sweeney in person, the screenings included

videoworks from such guerrilla groups as Peoples’ Video Theater,

Environmental Media Workshop, Global Village, Electric Eye, and

Mayday Video Collective. Of special note was a live presentation of

visual music by Skip Sweeney, Doug McKechnie, and Berkeley-based

Bill Hearn, creator of the Vidium, an early video synthesizer.

In April 1979 University Art Museum curator David Ross began

a video program that ran parallel to gallery exhibitions already

showcasing video’s diverse manifestations. Artists such as William

Wegman, Brian Eno, Frank Gillette, Joan Jonas, and the Kipper Kids

were presented in the galleries, and the works of Gary Hill, Nancy

Holt, Bill Viola, Juan Downey, Rita Myers, and many others could

be viewed in free Sunday screenings in the PFA Theater. Several

international surveys, representing French, German, and Italian

media, brought local audiences single-channel works that charted the

reach of this burgeoning art movement. The Bay Area’s first regularly

scheduled video art series ended in January 1981 with the departure

of this groundbreaking curator.

The presentation of artists’ video became an ongoing Wednesday

night component of PFA’s program beginning in 1988, when Steve

Seid joined the staff, having been associate director of the San

Francisco International Video Festival. In addition to showcasing the

historical range of video art, grassroots activism, and new media, his

programs have ventured into revivals of forgotten independent films

and explorations of emerging technologies, bringing to life peripheral

film and video histories. At the heart of his programming is the

continuing support of singular artists, from the Hungarian manipula-

tor of home movies, Peter Forgasc, to the Inuit chronicler Zachariah

Kunuk, as well as young innovators such as Elisabeth Subrin and

Jacqueline Goss. His programs range from witty and tongue-in-cheek

to intelligent conceptualizations, such as a live Powerpoint competi-

tion. (Not for nothing did the Express name him the East Bay’s

“hippest museum curator” for 2005.) Longer series have included

“Born to Be Bad: Trash Cinema,” “Body Parts: Medical Imagery

in Experimental Cinema,” “Exploit-O-Scope: Gimmicks and the

Movies,” and “Busy Signals: Telephonic Art in Motion.” Seid hosted

artist residencies that provided extended exposure for Vincent Carelli

and his collaborations with indigenous Amazonian peoples, the

participatory performance art of Kristin Lucas, the inventive epics of

the British artist David Larcher, and the laboratories of life conceived
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by the Mexican artist Ximena Cuevas, among others. Musicians,

historians, critics, geographers, philosophers, and novelists are

regularly featured speakers at his programs, providing a cultural

counterpoint to the art and an expansive educational experience. In

1998 Seid initiated How to Read a Film, a visual literacy program to

provide teachers with the tools to teach film as an art form, harkening

back to Renan’s early ambition to provide film materials and support

to teachers.

As part of both the University of California and the Berkeley Art

Museum, PFA’s mission is to support artists and education, and at times

museum and film exhibitions overlap. I have coordinated cinema series

that have accompanied museum exhibitions ranging from photographs

of the Black Panthers to explorations of queer art (with Steve Seid), the

Beat era, and surrealism. The Dutch filmmaker Johan van der Keuken

was an artist in residence in 1999, accompanied by a display of his large-

scale photographs at the Berkeley Art Museum and screenings of his

cinema at PFA, the Cinematheque, and the San Francisco International

Film Festival. The following year I organized a residency of the grass-

roots activist collective Paper Tiger Television, with a presence in the

theater and galleries that included an alternative newsstand. In 2001

PFA presented Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s installation Exilee (1980),

incorporating both Super 8 and video, in con junction with a major

museum exhibition of her artwork. Seid has ventured into the galleries

as well; he has overseen the installation of Chris Marker’s Silent Movie

and Peter dAgostino’s Traces and co-curated the 2004 Ant Farm retro-

spective that toured extensively. He also arranged the presentation of

Don Hallock’s 1973 video installation, The Videola, in the BAM galleries,

which was accompanied by PFA screenings of newly preserved tapes

from the National Center for Experiments in Television.

As film showcases go, PFA today is a midsized organization, with

four curators (one part-time) and a small support staff. Its affilia-

tions with the university and museum serve to associate its cinema

programs with the larger world of art and shape its curatorial voice.

In contrast, Bruce Baillie has said that Canyon Cinema was not

identified by what it showed; for him, its role was to make the work

of all filmmakers available to anyone (a philosophical approach that

was continued by Dean Snider, Michael Rudnick, and Rock Ross

at No Nothing Cinema). Baillie saw Canyon’s early screenings in

opposition to mainstream cinema. 25 Screening films in his backyard,

he literally aligned his art with his daily life (much as Craig Baldwin

does now with his Other Cinema screenings and Rebecca Barten

and David Sherman did at Total Mobile Home microCINEMA). At

different periods in its history, the Cinematheque has struggled to

stay afloat, a cross between a no-budget and grassroots organization,

but the practices that Gerstein and Anker instituted stabilized the

organization, and the vision they articulated shape it to this day. The

Cinematheque currently retains a paid part-time staff of three and an

active board. Today its program remains inclusive and far-reaching.

The Pacific Film Archive and Cinematheque have collaborated, and

at times their audiences overlap, but the Cinematheque’s audience

includes more local artists and retains the feel of a community, even

though it may vary given the character of a particular series. PFA has

many audiences: cinephiles, filmmakers, international communities,

and an ever-changing array of UC students. There are those who

attend the avant-garde programs or director retrospectives, others

who only come to the theater to sample a national cinema, and those

who fit all the above and more—animation, documentaries, and home

movies— into their cinema diet.

If where we come from—a neighborhood backyard on the one hand

and a campus and museum on the other—has led to divergent histories,

the Cinematheque and the Pacific Film Archive have also comple-

mented each other, amplifying each institution’s contribution to the

vitality and longevity of the Bay Area experimental film community.

NOTES

1. Interview with Sheldon Renan by DeWitt Robbeloth, February 1971, Pacific Film Archive Library,

2. Renan began to build the Japanese collection during a six-month trip to Japan in 1968. An early

document titled "Statement by the Archive Committee" states, "Because of the importance of

independent films from this area, the archive will make a special effort to acquire films from this

area." Early in 1971 Renan made plans to meet with the Canyon Cinema Cooperative to discuss

preserving its films and buying prints for study. In a 1972 interview he also discussed collecting

regionally made sex films, but this did not occur.

3. Steve Anker is currently dean of film at Cal Arts in Valencia and a curator at REDCAT in Los Angeles.

4. Canyon Cinema program handout, September 1963.

5. Program flyers and handouts provided by Bruce Baillie, Karl Cohen, and Martha Bielawski were

invaluable.

6. Berkeley Daily Gazette, September 29, 1962.

7. Sight and Sound (autumn 1963). Johnson was the U.S. editor of Sight and Sound. He became the

program director of the San Francisco Film Festival in 1965 and beginning in 1974 taught at UC

Berkeley, where he had also programmed films at the campus's Committee for Arts and Lectures.

8. Detroit Film Society program flyer, "A Program of Films from the Canyon Cinema of Berkeley, Calif.,"

February 1963.

9. See interview with Menefee in "Canyon Cinema: The Early Years" in this volume.

10. Ken DeRoux donated a collection of Canyon Cinematheque calendars from the 1970s; he and they

were a valuable source of information.

11. This period is detailed in "Emergency Cinema," an essay by Steve Polta in this volume.

12. Mark McElhatten, who currently co-curates Views from the Avant-Garde, part of the New York Film

Festival.

13. These offerings include Perforated Spaces, which screened at locations throughout the city; a

performance by silt at Headlands; Sink or Swim's outdoor installations at Hunters Point, organized

by Melinda Stone; Market Street in Motion, curated by Lissa Gibbs with the Exploratorium; and

Queer Cinema and Home Movies, collaborative programs that screened in Washington Park.

14. Leimbacher had done a curatorial internship at the Pacific Film Archive during which she curated a

retrospective of Chick Strand's films that was presented at PFA in 1994.

15. This list is drawn from a description of the program included in an email from Mark McElhatten to

the author, November 21, 2003.

16. San Francisco Chronicle, January 17, 1971.

17. Newspaper review of the time; source not available; Pacific Film Archive Library.

18. Early PFA screenings on campus included Treasures from the Cinematheque franqaise, with lec-

tures by Henri Langlois; Fritz Lang in person; the premiere of David Holzman's Diary (Jim McBride,

1968); Grove Press International Film Festival; and films in conjunction with UAM's Directions in

Kinetic Sculpture and Funk exhibitions.

In February 1967 Renan established the National Advisory Board, which eventually included a rainbow

of film luminaries: filmmakers Bruce Baillie, Bruce Conner, Francis Ford Coppola, and Len Lye;

distributors Robert Greensfelder, Cameron MacCauley, and Willard Morrison; historians, writers, and

critics Ernest Callenbach, Standish Lawder, Jay Leyda, Kemp Niver, Andrew Sarris, and Susan Sontag;

and archivists Jonas Mekas and Henri Langlois, in addition to UAM director Peter Selz.

19. Richard Roud, A Passion for Films: Henri Langlois and the Cinematheque Frangaise (New York:

Viking Press, 1983), 171.

20. Minutes of the Subcommittee on the Pacific Film Archive Meeting, December 11, 1970, Pacific Film

Archive Library.

21. Renan left in 1975, Luddy in 1980.

22. See interview with Kramer in "Canyon Cinema: Ideals and Institution," in this volume.

23. Curated by Jennifer Lovvorn as part of a PFA curatorial internship when she was a student,

24. Lissa Gibbs curated the first one as part of a curatorial internship. She went on to work at the San

Francisco Cinematheque and to direct the Film Arts Foundation's yearly film festival.

25. "It is a wonder sometimes that we have an audience, not particularly in (view] of some of the

immature work we have shown, rather in terms of the terribly binding tradition behind motion

pictures. . .
.
[W]e are inclined to keep our cinema where we want it, where we can take a

comfortable seat in the movie house to see ourselves as we assure ourselves we appear. . . . Some

of us are learning the medium. Some of us are making films that are about nothing. . . Further, films

created by individuals, often shorts, will necessarily assume shapes that are uniquely independent

of the conventions familiar to the studio-made dramatic feature" (April 10, 1963, program handout).
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Dear Professor,
I think the above in all that is necessa:

to say.
All the new films I see these days a.re

the ones you show at State, consequently I

know of no new ones to recommend.
Let me know which date you would like to

rent the film. ($15

1140C Montgomery SP Jordan Pel son

To Tight -Rope Walkei



GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

A and B rolls: Rolls of cut camera original used for multiroll printing and

arranged in a checkerboard fashion, alternating picture and black or clear

leader.

Agfa (Gevachrome): A print stock manufactured by the Agfa-Gevaert company.

Answer print: The first print of a film submitted by a laboratory for approval by

the filmmaker.

Applicated sound track: An optical pattern on the edge of a film print that is

developed separately from the picture and carries the sound information.

Black leader: Black or opaque film.

Camera original: The original film element exposed in the camera, often the

original negative.

Check print: A print sometimes made before the answer print to check on the

various printing effects.

Chroma: Saturation.

Colorist: In video production, the technician responsible for making picture

adjustments regarding color, luminance, contrast, and other image

qualities.

Cyan: The color blue-green that is complementary and opposite on the color

wheel to red. When red is subtracted from the spectrum, the result is cyan.

Dissolve: The superimposition of a fade-out over a fade-in.

D-max: The maximum density that an exposed film can achieve; the highest

point on its characteristic curve.

Dye: A chemical substance capable of coloring a material.

Flashing: The technique of giving print or duplicating film a low overall

exposure to reduce contrast.

Format: The physical, electronic, or digital manifestation of the moving image,

including its media type or dimensions.

Formula: Computation of color or exposure values in printing a film.

Found footage: Any moving image scene that is used in a motion picture or

video but has been shot for some other film or for some other purpose.

fps: Frames per second.

Grain: The physical structure of a film image, seen as clumps of silver or dye.

Half-inch open-reel tape: A videotape format that is one-half-inch wide and

mounted on a reel similar to its predecessor, audiotape.

Internegative: A duplicate color negative film, especially one prepared from a

reversal camera original or print.

Light valve: A variable shutter mechanism for a printer.

Magenta: The reddish purple color that comes from the mixing of red and

blue. Magenta is the complementary color of green (i.e., the color achieved

when green is subtracted from light).

Migration: The diffusion of one color on a film in such a way as to overpower

the others, as when a film ages or fades.

Mixing: The technique of combining different sound sources to make a

composite sound track.

Negative: The film image in reverse tones; high densities correspond to high

brightness.

Noise: Unwanted sound or signals in a video system, the latter often producing

a grainlike image pattern commonly called snow.

Optical printer: A printing device consisting of a film camera and projector in

which the images from one piece of film are rephotographed onto raw stock.

Original: The film element exposed in the camera; the first generation of the

image.

Phosphorescence: Light emitted when the phosphor-coated surface of a

cathode ray tube is irradiated by an electron beam, used for conventional

TV displays.

Positive: A reproduction of a scene; highest brightness seen as clear film.

Printer lights: The mechanism that controls exposure as a film is being printed.

Reversal film: Film designed for reversal processing, which produces a positive

image directly, using two developer stages.

Reversal master: A term used for a camera reversal color film used for printing

and never itself projected.

Splice: Any join in a length of cinematographic film.

Stock: A general term for any cinematographic film (often unexposed).

Stop: A measurement for calculating the opening of the lens aperture, or

diaphragm, on a camera in order to control the amount of light reaching

the film.

Stretch printing: The repetition of selected frames, usually at regular intervals,

achieved through optical step (frame-by-frame) printing.

Superimposition: Two or more images on a single frame, by multiple exposures

on film.

Timing: The technique of controlling and adjusting the overall density and

color balance of a film print.

Video deck: A device enabling video playback.

Video switcher: A device that accepts inputs from a variety of video sources

and allows the operator to select a particular source to be sent to the

switcher’s output(s).
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44-47, 45, 47n56, 66-67, 158, 159,338

Art Ruins Everything (ARE; gallery),

225

Arts Commission Gallery, 242

Artspace, 11. 242

Association of Moving Image

Archivists, 323

Audio Film Center (Audio-Brandon,

Brandon Films), 83, 11, 58, 83, 93, 118,

184, 334

Augst, Bertrand, 141, 142

Austen, Carl, 43

Avalon Ballroom, 107, 180

Babilee, Jean, LeJeune Homme et la

mort, 37

Bachelors Even, 226

Backus, Jules, 147, 278

Bagdon, Mindaugis, Louder Faster

Shorter, 225

Bailey, Barney, 157

Bailey, Francine, 144n3

Baillie, Bruce, 10, 13, 44, 58, 70-7J, 107,

154, 257, 292, 299, 333, 337nl7; All

My Life, 263, 268, 327; The Beast of

Utah, 330; in Berkeley Daily Gazette,

124, Buddhism and, 105; Canyon

Cinema and, 73, 81, 111, 112, 115,

116 18, 120-21, 121n2, 177, 328-30,

337; Canyon Cinemanews and, 121n3,

178; The Cardinal’s Visit, 262; Castro

Street, 122. 122, 180, 267; distribution

of work of, 187; A Hurrah for Soldiers,

330; Mass for the Dakota Sioux,

83n5; Mr. Hayashi, 118; Morrison

and. 334; on Multichrome Film Lab,

262; preservation of work of, 324;

Quick Billy, 196, 333; On Sunday, 46,

117; To Parsifal, 116; San Francisco

Cinematheque screenings, 121n9, 184,

334; Valentin de la Sierras, 153; Wallin

on, 196, 197; West Coast Independent

Film Tour, 121nll

Bain, Claire, 187n4

Bainbridge, Ray, 76

Baldessari, John, 238

Baldwin, Craig, 10, 13, 226, 161, 241,

324, 337; cultural critique by, 288,

301; on found footage, 95-100;

Other Cinema and, 73, 226, 243, 280;

RocketKitKongoK.it, 100, 291, 299, 300;

Sonic Outlaws graphic, 99: Tribulation

99: Alien Anomalies Under America,

291, 299, 300, 304, 304, 324; Under

America, 299

Balzac, Honore de, The Unknown

Masterpiece, 42, 52

Banyas, Susan, 162

B.A.R. (newspaper), 200

Bard College, 152

Barnett, Daniel: Dead End Dead End,

254, 256n6; White Heart, 254

Barrie, Diana, 334

Barry, Judith, 170nl6

Barten, Rebecca, 155,284,296-97;

Total Mobile Home microCINEMA,

155,291,337

Barthes, Roland, Fragments ofa Lover’s

Discourse, 260

Bartlett, Adam (now Elon), 137

Bartlett, Freude. See Freude

Bartlett, Scott, 44, 98. 100, 109, 136-37,

160, 262, 324; Bartlett, Freude, and,

139, 140; Canyon Cinema and, 183;

Lovemaking, 193; Metanomen, 107,

159-60; Moon, 98, 110; OFFON, 110,

136, 153, 160; Serpent, 110; Whatever

It Is, 107

Bateson, Gregory, 42, 146

Baudelaire, Charles: “Chacun sa

chimere,” 255, 256; Paris Spleen, 255

Bauhaus, 42, 44

Bay Area Media, 308

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART),

266, 267

Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC), 11,

149, 236-37, 316; Video Networks, 237

Beales, L. S., Choreutoscope, 21, 24

Beatles, 246

Beat movement, 100, 120, 252, 267,

268; artistic intentionality and, 96;

Maclaine and. 55, 56, 58, 62; sexuality

and, 192; World War II and, 56. See

also poetry

Beattie, Paul, 107, 330

Beattie, Ruth, 330

Beavers, Robert, 336

Beck, Stephen, 10, 105, 110; Anima, 110;

Beck Direct Video Synthesizer, 110.

110, 132; Cosmic Portal, 132; Cycles,

109-10; Illuminated Music series, 132,

134; Methods, 132; NCET residency,

131; Union, 110; Video Weavings, 110

Becker, Tommy, 163

Beckett, Samuel, 259; Waitingfor

Godot, 38

Beebe, Ford, Mars Attacks the World,

183

Bee Gees, 240

Beeson, Constance, 135, 334; Holding,

193, 197, 198; Unfolding, 193

Beethoven, Ludwig van, “Ode to

Joy,” 58

Beh, Siew-Hwa, 141

Bell, Robert, 76, 159

Bell, Virginia, 76

Bell & Howell, 79, 80, 115, 118, 163,

178, 181

Bellevue Film Festival, 183

Belson, Jane, 46, 93

Belson, Jordan, 13, 81, 83, 83nl, 93, 139,

252, 262; Allures, 91, 103, 103, 110, 338;

Anima, 110; in Art in Cinema, 32, 42;

in Art Movies, 46, 338; Bop-Scotch,

93n2; Canyon Cinema and, 111, 121,

118; Chakra, 109; City Lights Books

fagade by, 61; collage work, 98;

Cosmos, 109; Cycles, 110; Epilogue, 103;

on filmmaking, 104; light-bending,

105, 109; Maclaine and, 53, 55, 62;

Momentum, 109; oscilloscope used by,

110; Phenomena, 109; Re-entry, 103;

Samadhi, 103, 109; Vortex Concerts,

98, 103, 105; World, 109

Ben-Dov, Ariella, on Dyketactics

(Hammer), 195

Benglis, Lynda, 166, 168

Benjamin, Walter, 311, 312nl5

Benning, James, 272, 334

Benning, Sadie, 237, 287

Benson, Robert, 79

Bergstrom, Janet, 135, 141-44, 144nl

Berio, Luciano, 105

Berkeley (city), 267, 272, 328; Canyon

Cinema in, 112, 117, 120, 180, 329, 330;

co-ops, 186; feminist movement in,

137; film journal culture in, 141-42,

144; NCET in, 134; renaissance, 8, 44,

252, 333; YMCA, 115, 118

Berkeley, Busby, 98

Berkeley Art Museum (BAM,
previously University Art Museum),

11. 168, 328, 333, 337, 337nl7; Art and

Film Notes, 11; Directions in Kinetic

Sculpture and Funk, 337nl7; Made
in U.S.A., 334; MATRIX series, 243,

310; video program. 279, 336. See also

Pacific Film Archive

Berkeley Barb, 173

Berkeley Cinema Circle, 144n2

Berkeley Cinema Guild, 38, 80, 81,

121n7, 121n9

Berkeley Daily Gazette, 329; Baillie

in, 124

Berkeley Square (club), 225

Berkeley Women and Media

Conference, 144nl3

Berkson, Bill, on Variations and

Threnody (Dorsky), 320

Berman, Wallace, 96, 100, 252;Aleph,

252

Bernard, Theos, 325

Beroes, Stephanie, 155

Bertini, Francesca, La Tosca, 323

Bertucci, John, 262

Beth B., 163

Beuys, Joseph, 76

Big Brother and the Holding Company,

107

Bigelow, Kathryn, 155

Biren, Jordan, 158

Birnbaum, Dara, 242, 246

Bischoff, Elmer, 41, 42

Bistro, screenings at, 118

Black Mountain College, 161

Black Panther Party, 145, 337

Bladen, Ronald, 38

Blair, Wendy, 186

Blaskovich, Tim, 158, 159, 160

Blind Lemon (club), 225

Bloch, Peter, 172

Blondin, Charles, 123

Boatwright, David, 137, 138, 172

Bodien, Earl, 121, 177, 180

Bolling, George, 166, 167, 170nl7; Fish,

Fox, Kos, 166

Bollinger, Rebeca, 158, 307, 308, 311-12,

3 1 2n n 13-14 ; A Iphabetically Sorted, 311,

312nl2; The Collection (descending),

284, 311-12, 313; content-provider,

CP-3017, 311; Drawings, 311; fields, 311;

images, 311; Last Year by Color and

Composition, 311, 312; photographs

(red shift, yellow, blue spot, etc.), 311

Boston Film/Video Foundation, 232,

233, 332

Boston University, 144n3

Bosustow, Stephen, 34

Boswell, Mark, 158

Bosworth. Hobart, The Valley ofthe

Moon, 104

Boyce, Bryan, America's Biggest Dick,

100

Boyle, Deidre, 13; on video in 1970s,

146-50

Bradbury, Bill, 147, 150n8

Bradley, Slater, 243

Brakhage, Jane, 61

Brakhage, Marilyn, 62n3

Brakhage, Stan, 10, 13, 55-62, 76, 79,

81, 240, 241; Anticipation of the Night,

83, 253; in Art Movies, 46; TheA-Test

News, 62n3; Blue Moses, 56, 58, 62n7;

The Boy and the Sea, 62 n3; Canyon

Cinema and. 111, 117, 118, 120, 187,

332; Cinematheque screenings, 184,

229, 334; Denver retrospective, 55;

Desistfilm, 58; Dog Star Man, Part 1,

58, 120, 330; Dorsky’s Threnody and,

320; education of. 44. 62n3, 62n6;

Experimental Cinema Group screen-

ings, 93, 93n2; The Extraordinary

Child, 62n3; Film at Wit’s End, 56,

62; In Between, 62n3, 330; influence

of, 252, 257, 292, 294; Interim, 58;

on Maclaine, 55-63, 64; Mekas and,

62n7; New Cinema Festival and, 153;

Oh Life, A Woe Story, 62n3; in One

Romantic Adventure ofEdward, 83;

Peterson and, 62n5; Prelude: Dog
Star Man, 62n7; reception of work of,

196; The Riddle ofLumen, 253; SFAI

residency, 154, 155; Silent Sound Sense

Stars Subotnick and Sender, 62n3;

Sirius Remembered, 46; Songs cycle,

62n3; teaching, 55, 161; Two: Creeley/

McLure, 62n3; Unglassed Windows

Cast a Terrible Reflection, 58; The Way
to Shadow Garden, 62n3

Branaman, Bob, 213, 215, 216, 219, 330;

Goldmouth, 324

Brand, Stewart, 107, 120

Brandon Films. See Audio Film Center

Brattle Theater, 180

Brechan, Jeanne, 178

Brecht, Bertolt, 109, 301

Breer, Robert, 46, 117, 140, 184, 332

Bresson, Robert, 139

Briggs, Ernest, 38

Bright, Susie, 246, 287

Bristol, Khmasea Hoa, Industrial

Bodies, 289

Brock, Mildred, 58, 62n6

Brodsky, Bob, 326

Brooks, David, 46

Brooks, Louise, 334

Brougher, Kerry, on Allures (Belson),

103

Broughton, James, 13, 32, 46, 81, 183,

184, 262; Adventures ofJimmy, 49;

The Bed, 191, 193, 19 9; "Brotherhood

of Light,” 154; Canyon Cinema and,

111, 117, 118, 177, 186; Devotions, 198;

The Gardener ofEden, 199; The Golden

Positions, 191-92, 193; Hermes Bird,

198; Mother’s Day, 32, 35, 35, 49, 93n2,

324; on Peterson, 47n26; as poet, 56,

240, 252; The Potted Psalm, 33-34, 35,

41, 47n9, 49, 51n6, 52, 53, 56, 123, 267;

Song ofthe Godbody, 198; teaching at

SFAI, 44, 154, 160, 162, 180, 181, 198,

229, 230; teaching at SF State. 160,

198; Workshop 20 and, 49

Brown, Joan, 96

Brown, Malcolm, 93n3

Brown, William, 130

Brubeck, Howard, 35

Bruckman, Clyde, The General, 38

Brun, Laura, 163; The Lab. 163

Brunelleschi. Fillippo, 311

Buchla, Donald, 107

Buddhism. 18, 64, 96, 105, 236, 272

Bullock, Joegh, 222

Bunuel, Luis, 32, 42, 46, 49, 139, 334;

L’Age d’Or, 304; An Andalusian Dog

(Un Chien Andalou), 56, 93n2; Land

without Bread, 93n2, 300

Burckhardt, Rudy, 253

Burden, Chris, 157, 226

Burnett, Charles, My Brother’s

Wedding, 324

Burning Man, 76, 107

Burns, Torsten Z.: Fear ofRescue,

289; in HalfLifers, 289, 318-19;

Homesteaders, 289

Burroughs, William, 222

Bursell, Cade, Transformer, 243

Bute. Mary Ellen, 32

Butler, Frances, 162
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Butthole Surfers, 224

Byrne, David, 252; My Life in the Bush

ofGhosts, 224

Cabale (club), 117,330

Cage, John, 51, 226, 260

California Academy of Sciences,

Morrison Planetarium, 98, 105

California College of Arts (formerly

California College of Arts and

Crafts), 11, 49, 79, 98, 152, 163, 236,

243; Canyon screenings at, 44, 120,

330, 333

California Hall (club), 225

California Institute of the Arts

(CalArts), 152, 157

California Newsreel, San Francisco

State: On Strike, 1S9

California School of Fine Arts. See San

Francisco Art Institute

California Video Resources Project, 147

Callenbach, Ernest (Chick), 13, 44, 180,

330, 337nl7; Canyon Cinema and,

112-17, 118, 121n5; on Castro Street

(Baillie), 122; on Schmeerguntz (G.

Nelson and D. Wiley), 101; Varoom, 115

Call It Sleep poster, 281

Camera Obscura (San Francisco), 27, 27

Camera Obscura Film Society, 10, 81,

83n3, 88, 89. 93, 93n3

Camera Obscura: Journal ofFeminism

and Film Theory, 11. 135, 140, 141, 141,

144n4; reception of, 144; theoretical

focus of, 142, 143; vs. Women and

Film, 142

Campbell, Douglas, 51

Campbell, Francean, 51n6

Campbell, Jim, 307-8, 310-11, 312,

312nl, 312nlO; Ambiguous Icon #1,

Running, Falling, 313; Anonymous

Photo ofan Electrocution, 310;

Cyclical Counter-.base-.time, 310;

Cyclical Meter:base:time, 310; Digital

Watch, 310; Hallucination, 310; Last

Day in the Beginning ofMarch, 310;

Memory Array, 310; Memory Works,

310; Night Light, 310; Portrait ofMy
Father, 310; Photograph ofMy Mother,

310; Shadow (for Heisenberg), 310;

Shock Treatment, 310; Untitled (for

Heisenberg), 310

Camper, Fred, 53, 243, 252

Campus, Peter, Three Transitions,

170nl7

Candida-Smith, Richard, 47n33

Cannon, Terry, on Arledge, 65

Canyon Cinema, 10, 92, 176-87, 206,

328-29; amateur film and. 76; Baillie

and, 83, 112; “Blackberry Tarts

Division,” 112; Brakhage and, 62n7;

Callenbach and, 112-17; CIA and,

115-16; as corporation, 186-87; distri-

bution, 11, 73, 76, 111, 153, 177-78, 187,

193; early days of. 44, 46, 47, 73, 111-21,

328, 329-30; Johnson on, 330; Jordan

and, 82, 98, 121; Kramer on, 180-81;

Menefee and, 120-21; as nonprofit,

183, 184, 187; poster. 119; preservation

project, 337n2; program handouts, 111,

113, 114, 116; rental service, 140, 253;

SF Trips Festival and, 107; Strand and,

98, 112, 117-20, 121nll

Canyon Cinemanews, 11. 90, 92, 121n4,

176, 177, 179, 182, 183-84, 185, 194,

329; Callenbach and, 115-16; vs.

Celluloidal, 294; communication

between artists through, 120, 180, 181;

eclectic material in, 112; editors, 120.

121n3, 186; intimacy of, 178; schedule

of, 121n6, 121n 15; Strand and, 121nll

Canyon Cinematheque. See San

Francisco Cinematheque

Capp Street Project, 11, 163, 178, 241, 242

Capra, Frank, 34

Carelli, Vincent, 336

Carlson, John, 262, 263

Casares, Maria, 36

Cassady, Neal, 107

Cassavetes, John, 158; Pull My Daisy,

117; Shadows, 44, 117

Castle Films, 98

Castro, the, 226

Castro, Fidel, 122

Cavalcanti, Alberto, 44; Rien que les

heures, 298

Cavnar, Clancy, 246

Cedar Alley Coffeehouse, 83

Cellar (club), the, 38

Celluloidall, 11

Centennial Exposition, 102

Center for Visual Music, 324

Cento Cedar, 226

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),

115-16, 299

Ceruti, Mary, 163

Cha, Theresa Hak Kyung, 10, 166, 243;

Exilee, 244, 244, 337

Chamberlain, Ann, 162, 163

Chan, Paul, 333

Chang, Anita, 161, 333

Chaplin, Charlie, 79, 81; Shoulder Arms,

330; The Tramp, 12, 104

Chapman, Gibbs, 100

Chapman, Tom, 237

Charles, Ray, 252; “What’d I Say,” 98

Charruca, Ramon, 246

Chi Chi Club, 234

Child, Abigail, 186, 241, 252; Pacific Far

East Lines, 268

Chinn, Benjamen, 47n31

Choreutoscope, 21, 24

Choy, Christine, 336

Christianity, 158, 287, 272

Christiansen, Steve, 150n8

Chytilova, Vera, 334

Cineaste, 144

Cinechrome (film lab), 261

Cinema Arts, 326

Cinema Guild. See Berkeley Cinema

Guild; San Francisco Cinema Guild

Cinema Psychedelica series, 173, 333

Cinema 16 Film Society, 30, 32, 33,

34, 118

Cinematheque fran^aise, 323

Cinematograph, 11, 332

Circle (magazine), 30

City Lights Books, 61, 61

Civil War, 162

Clair, Rene, 81, 180; Entr'acte, 93n2

Clark, Veve, 144n3

Clarke, Shirley, 46, 142, 153; Skyscraper,

44

Clay (theater), 36

Cleaver, Eldridge, 145, 147

Clifford, James, The Predicament of

Courage, 300

Club Foot, 10

Club Generic, 10, 225, 226

Club Nine, 225, 236

Cobb, Portia, 161

Cockrell, Suzanne, 163

Cocteau, Jean, 81, 214; Beauty and

the Beast, 83, 93n2; Orpheus, 36;

Theater, 112

Coffee Gallery, 61, 120, 121nl0, 330

Cohen, Karl, 98; animation series, 84;

Flight to the Future, 106, 107; Hungry

Eyes, 192; Love Letters, 192; Nova,

107-9

Colburn, Martha, 102

Cold War, 39, 299-300, 304; vs. Beat

culture, 55; Iron Curtain, 287

Cole, Lester, 159

Collective for Living Cinema, 232

collectives and co-ops: art, 80, 96,

146; vs. filmmakers’ corporations,

186; filmmaking, 73, 121, 121nl5,

145, 177, 232, 233; gender in, 73, 147;

publishing, 144; video, 146-47, 150.

See also Canyon Cinema; other specific

collectives

Collins, Jess, 56, 62n3, 62n4, 83, 83n2,

83n9

Collins, Vince, 154

Color, Texture, and Finish (industrial

film), 46

Colt, Caly, 187n3

Columbia University, 136

Communist Party, 76, 78

Comprehensive Educational Training

Act, 149

conceptual film/video: 155, 164, 165-70,

170n7, 236, 238, 246; British. 231; in

film education, 156-57, 163; found

footage as, 96

Conger, Jane Belson, 46, 93

Conheim, Peter, 100

Conner, Bruce, 8, 13, 17, 92. 98, 127, 252,

299, 324, 334; America Is Waiting,

224; BAM/PFA and, 143, 337nl7;

Breakaway, 107; Canyon Cinema and.

112, 117, 120, 121, 178, 180, 181, 187,

234n7; Cosmic Ray, 46, 118, 218, found

footage and, 96, 224, 262; Jordan and,

81; KQED performance, 109; Liberty

Crown; Lookingfor Mushrooms,

107, 218; Mongoloid, 224; A Movie,

46, 93, 94, 94, 98, 105, 138, 224, 323,

330; New Cinema Festival and, 153;

at North American Ibis Alchemical

Light Company, 107; as painter, 177;

on punk, 226; “Rat Bastard Protective

Association” of, 98; reminiscences

of, 92-93; Report, 98; San Francisco

Cinematheque screenings, 334; at

SF State, 161; small-gauge film used

by, 213, 214, 217, 218, 219; Valse Triste,

99, 291

Conner, Jean Sandstedt, 93

Contemporary Films, 118

Contour (magazine), 252

Cook, Shelley, 246

Cooper, Merian C., 34; Grass, 34;

Chang, 34

Coppola, August, 162, 236

Coppola, Christopher, 155

Coppola, Eleanor, 302

Coppola, Francis Ford, 334, 337; The

Godfather, 154

Cornell. Joseph, 98, 102, 252, 254; Rose

Hobart, 94, 98, 252

Corporation for Public Broadcasting,

131

Corso, Gregory, 98

Corso, John, 263

Cosell, Howard, 237n2

Costello, Elvis, 235

Courbet, Gustave, L'Origine du Monde,

195

Coyote, Peter, 159

Cramps, 226

Crane, Cathy Lee, 161

Creative Film Society, 11, 118

Crocker, W. W., 26

Crocker National Bank, 26

Crockwell, Douglas, 32

Crosby, Harry, “Photoheliograph” 255

Cruickshank, Sally, 140

Cuevas, Ximena, 337

Culture Clash, 163

Cunanan, Andrew, 287

Cunningham, Imogen, 41

Cunningham, Merce, 38

Curran Theater, 37

dAgostino, Peter, 166; Comings and

Goings; San Francisco (BART) 168;

Passage: video performance, 162;

Traces, 337; The Walk Series, 168,

170n25

Dakar Conservatory of Music, 260

Dali, Salvador, 42, 49

Damiano, Gerard, Deep Throat. 193

Daniel, Bill, 280; Campfire Stories, 243

Dannenbaum, Claire, 303; Hajj, drink-

ingfrom the stream, 303; The pupil of

her hand in the palm ofher eye, 303

Dante’s Inferno (bar), 234

Daves, Delmer, 3:10 to Yuma, 330

Davis, Brad, 247

Davis, Jim, 32, 46, 163, 184; Plastics,

32-33

Davis, R. G., 98, 112, 159, 177, 178; The

Minstrel Show, 177, 178, 268

Davis, Sandra, 155, 230

Day, Don, 163

Days Saloon (club), 225

Dead Kennedys, 226

Deaf Club, 225, 226

Deal, Kevin, 163

Dean, Tacita, 243

de Antonio, Emile, 145

Debord, Guy, 237n2

Debussy, Claude, La Mer, 36

Decker, Elwood, 32

DeFeo, Jay, 96, 137

DeGrasse, Herbert Jean, 184

de Kooning. Willem, 38

De Landa, Manuel, 240

DeMille, Cecil B.: The Crusades, 34;

Reap the Wild Wind, 34

De Palma, Brian, 117, 170

Depression, Great, 44

Deren, Maya, 32, 81, 118, 120, 135,

160, 252, 330; Art in Cinema lecture,

144n2; At Land, 38; The Legend of

Maya Deren Project, 144; Meshes of

the Afternoon, 38, 93n2; Nichols and,

161; The Very Eye ofNight, 46

de Renzy, Alex, 192; Pornography in

Denmark (Censorship in Denmark),

193; Powder Burns, 193; Sexual

Encounter Group, 193

DeRoux, Ken, 180, 183, 187n3, 330;

poster, 207

de Saisset Museum, 155, 166, 170nl7

Desaritz, Susan, 231

Deshane, Maurice, 157

de Sica, Vittorio, 44

De Soto, Lewis, 243

DEVO, 226, 252

DeWitt, Tom, 110nl8, 140, 153;

AtmosFear, 107, 159-60; Fall, 110;

The Leap, 110; OFFON, 110, 153, 160;

Whatever It Is, 107

de Young, Fine Arts Museum of San

Francisco, 50, 83nl, 311; Facing Eden:

100 Years ofLandscape Art, 333

Diebenkorn, Richard, 41, 81, 220, 222

Diekman, Shelley, 187n4, 229

digital media (digital video), 96, 110,

146; aesthetic “translation,” 187,

262-63, 272; editing and manipula-

tion, 73, 140, 190, 289; education

in, 161, 163, 219; film preservation

and, 326; ideal of progress and, 146;

installations, 103, 310-11; transition

from analog to, 110, 243, 308

Dilexi Gallery, 96, 109

Dils, the, 226

Dindo, Richard, 333

Diner, Leo, film lab, 76, 109, 262, 263,

327n6

Diner, Roy, 263

di Prima, Diane, 8

Dirksen, Dirk. 224

Discenza, Anthony, 163, 288, 311; in

HalfLifers, 289, 318-19; Homesteaders,

289; Music for Incidents, 288-89

Disney, 98, 140, 159

distributors, for alternative film and

video, 11, 192, 262; artist-led, 83,

92, 181; for erotica, 78; lack of, 32;

politics between filmmakers and, 64;

and social activism, 140; for women
filmmakers, 78, 135, 139. See also

specific distributors

Doda, Carol, 237n2

Donne, John, 56

Doors, the, 107

Dore, Gustave, 98

Dore O, 334

Dorsky, Nathaniel, 8, 13, 44, 155, 172,

187, 212, 262; Arbor Vitae, 292; film

stock of, 322; Hours for Jerome, 324;

montage of, 252-53, 255, 292-93;

preservation efforts, 324, 327; Renga,

253; on San Francisco Cinematheque,

229, 231, 233, 234; 17 Reasons Why,

270, 292; Threnody, 320, 320 ; Triste,

253, 292; Variations, 253, 292, 320;

The Visitation, 253; What Happened

toKerouac?, 255; Wilkins influenced

by. 292

Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, Poor Folk, 34

Dougherty, Cecilia, 13, 170n23, 252,

289; The Brain That Could Not Die,

247; Claudia, 246; Coal Miner’s

Granddaughter, 246-47, 287; Fuck Me
in Kansas City, 247; Gay Tape: Butch

and Femme, 246, 247; Grapefruit,

246, 287; Joe-Joe, 245, 246, 247, 287;

Meet Me in St. Louis, 247; My Failure

to Assimilate, 247; reminiscences,

245-47; The Temptation ofJane, 247

Douglas. Emory, 145

Dowe, David, 131; A Visit to the Center,

132

Downey, Juan, 237, 336

Doyle, Jan, 155

Drew, Jesse, 163; on Black Panther

(Newsreel Collective), 145; Newe
Segobia Is Not for Sale: The Struggle

for Western Shoshone Lands, 288

Dreyer, Carl Theodor, 44; The Passion

ofJoan ofArc, 36, 244

DuCanc, John, 138; The Necklace, 138

Duchamp, Marcel, 42, 180

Dugmore, Ed and Edie, 38

Duhem Company, 76

Dulac, Germaine, 160, 333

Dulzaides, Felipe, 158

Duncan, Robert, 8, 56, 62, 62nn3-4,

83n2, 96, 252

Dunphy, Didi, 246

Duras, Marguerite, 333

Durrell, Lawrence, 56

Duvivier, Julien, Poil de carotte, 56

Dwoskin, Stephen, 161, 230

Dye, Steve, 163; Lun, 100; Zero, 100

Dylan, Bob, Permian Strata, 252

Eames, Charles; Blacktop, 64; Parade, 64

Eastman Kodak, 262, 263

Eaton, Marion, 1 90, 197

Ebersole, Medora, Poisonous Plants, 242

Ebony, David, 308

Eco, Umberto, 94

Edinburg Film Festival, 144

Edison, Thomas, 291

Edwards, Sam, 225

80 Langton (later New Langton Arts;

gallery), 98, 225, 241, 333

Einstein, Albert, 266

Eisenberg, Daniel, 333

Eisenstein, Sergei, 46, 81, 96, 257

Electric Eye, 150, 336

Eliot, T. S., 12; “The Hollow Men,” 53

Ellinger, Mark, 184

Ellul, Jacques, 304

Elster, Arlene, 193

Em Gee Films, 118

Eno, Brian, 252, 336; My Life in the

Bush ofGhosts, 224

Environmental Media Workshop, 336

Ernst, Max, 83, 102

Eros, Bradley, 243

erotica, 78, 115, 137-38, 161, 189-90,

191-93, 216; film market, 192-93; First

International Erotic Film Festival,

193; vs. pornography, 192, 193

Erotic Film Festival (San Francisco),

138,208

Esalen Institute, 137, 138

Evans, Keith, 213, 214, 216, 218, 254,

294

Evergreen Film Society. 120

Everson Museum, 236

Experimental Cinema Group, 93

Experiments in Art and Technology

(E.A.T.), 105; The Machine as Seen at

the End ofthe MechanicalAge, 105

Exploratorium, 10, 163, 242, 285, 314;

“Market Street in Motion,” 9, 337nl3

Export, Valie, 161, 163, 246, 336

Ewing, Gary, 107

Eye Gallery, 333

eyemusic: filmworks program, 281

Eyes of Hell program, 280

Fagan, J.J., 26
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Fagin, Steve, 161, 299, 300; The

Amazing Voyage ofGustave Flaubert

and Raymond Roussel, 300; The

Machine That Killed Bad People, 298,

300-301; Virtual Play, 300

Fair, Yvonne, 79

Falconetti, Maria, 36

Farley, William, Being, 98

Farnsworth, Philo T., 10, 12, 16-17,

26 , 26

Farocki, Harun, 298

Farrell, Christian, 213, 219, 254, 294

Fassbinder, Rainer Werner, 247

Faure, Elie, 32

Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI), 158

Feinstein, Dianne, 234

Felciano, Richard, 110, 134; Linearity,

131

Feldman, Richard, 105. See also

Experiments in Art and Technology

(E.A.T.)

Fell, John, 47, 139, 158, 159, 160

feminism and film, 51, 135-45, 287, 131;

Bergstrom on, 141-44; deconstructing

gender through, 101, 136, 161, 192, 259,

269, 303, 311-12; female voice and,

135, 142, 302, 311; Freude on, 138-41;

postcolonialism and, 260, 301-2;

queer culture and, 243, 246; race and,

330, 336; Severson on, 135-38, 194;

sex and, 192, 193, 197; theory and, 100,

135, 140, 144, 247; women’s bodies

and, 137, 138, 194

Ferlinghetti, Lawrence, 38, 98

Ferragallo, Roger, 93n3, 89; Camera

Obscura Film Society brochure, 88

Ferrero, Pat, 162, 187n2

Ferus Gallery, 96

Festival of Bay Area Women, 334

Fifer, Sally Jo, 237

Fillmore, the, 87, 107, 180

Filmagazine, 139

Film Arts Foundation (FAF), 11, 98,

304, 317; Release Print, 304

Film Comment, 269

Film Culture, 177

Film Culture Non Profit Corp., 183

film labs. See labs, film

Film-Makers’ Cooperative (New York),

76. 83, 118, 121, 177, 180, 183, 186

Film Quarterly, 44, 112

film schools. See schools, cinema;

specific schools

Final Cut Pro, 73

Finley, Jeanne C, 100, 163, 287,

299, 300, 301; At the Museum: A
Pilgrimage, 300; Common Mistakes,

300; House ofDrafts. 289; Involuntary

Conversion, 100; Nomads at the 25

Door, 287, 305, 305; So You Want to Be

Popular?, 100

Finley, Karen, 156, 224, 236

Fischinger, Oskar, 32, 103

Fisher. Morgan, 184

Flaherty, Robert. Man ofAran, 34

Flannery, Jim, Photoheliograph, 251,

255

Flash Gordon, 98

Flaubert. Gustave, 300

Fledbo Productions, 78

Fleischer, Dave, 46

Fleischer, Max, 46, 98

Fletcher, Harrell, 163

Flitterman, Sandy, 141

Fluxus, 162, 246

Fonda, Jane, 240

Fonoroff, Nina. 213, 215, 218, 219,

241: Department ofthe Interior, 211,

254, 256

Fontana, Bill. 162

Force, Chris, 158

Ford, John, How Green Was My
Valley, 36

Forgasc, Peter, 336

Fort. Debbie, 234n7

Foster, Paul, IHeimskringla!, 132

Foster. Richard, 30, 32

Foundation for Art in Cinema, 177, 181,

184, 186. See also Canyon Cinema

found footage, 95-100, 200, 334; artists'

own footage and, 300-301; defined,

342; in Child’s work, 368; in Conner’s

work, 224, 262; representational

process and, 303, 326; as satirical

medium, 288, 298, 299, 304

Fox, Fritz, 225

Fox, Terry, 157, 158, 166, 167, 170,

170nl6; The Children’s Tapes, 164, 164,

168; Clutch, 167; Pisces, 166; Tonguing,

170nl5; Turgescent Sex, 167-68, 169;

Untitled, 168, 170nl7

Frampton, Hollis, 95. 96, 154-55, 229,

257, 332; Magellan Cycle, 240

Frampton, Peter, 240

Franchise Tax Board of California, 186

Franju, Geoges, The Blood ofthe Beasts

(Sangdes Betes), 33

Frank, Robert, 333; Pull My Daisy, 44

Fraser, Kathleen, Poetry Center, 162

Frear, Stephen, Prick Up Your Ears. 247

Freedom (magazine), 37

Freud, Sigmund, 50, 142

Freude, 135, 136-37, 138-41, 144nl, 172

;

Bartlett, Scott, and 139, 140; Canyon

Cinema and, 183; childhood of, 138;

Festival of Bay Area Women and.

334; Promise Her Anything but Give

Her the Kitchen Sink, 139; Serious

Business Company and, 139-40, 142,

144nll, 144nl3; Severson and, 137;

Women and Children at Large, 139

Fried, Billy. 170;

Fried, Howard. 166, 168-70, 170nl6,

219, 236, 246; Burghers ofFort Worth,

170; Condom, 168; Fuck You Purdue,

165, 168-70, 170n23; Making a Paid

Political Announcement, 168; Sea

Sell Sea Sick at Saw/Sea Sea Soar,

170; small-gauge work of, 170n21,

219; teaching at SFAI, 155-56, 158;

Sustenance, 157; Temperance, 237; A
Tiger in Thirteen Minutes, 170n7

Friedrich, Su, 241, 332

Frye. Brian L., 243; on experimental

film in 1990s, 290-94

Fuentes-Chao, Rene, 183

Fugazi Hall, 81

Fuller, Betty, 137

Fuller, Buckminster, 146

Fuller, Loie, 36

Fuller, Sam. The Crimson Kimono, 44

Gaffney, Stuart, 287, 289; Cunanan’s

Conundrum, 287; Introductions, 287;

Names, 287

Gaikowski, Richard. 226

Gaine, Ellen, 213, 218

Galentine, Wheaton, 21; Hyperbolic

Paraboloid, 64

Garcia, Rupert, 45

Gardner, Cliff, 26

Gardner. Robert, 44

Garellick, Jill, 246

Gasser, Adolph, Photo, 222

Gate Theater, 120, 121, 330

Gay Film Festival posters, 201

Gay Paree (theater), 192

Geary Temple (club), 225

Gechtoff, Mrs. Leonard “Etya,” East

and West Gallery, 93

Gehr, Ernie, 143, 155, 187, 229, 231,

233, 240, 332; Cotton Candy, 293;

Eureka, 267; Glider, 27; on Muybridge,

19-24; Precarious Garden, 272; Serene

Velocity, 293; Side/Walk/Shuttle, 267,

272, 321, 321; Still, 293; This Side of

Paradise, 293; Wait, 293

Geiser, Janie. 102

Geldzahler, Henry, 180

gender. See feminism and film; queer

film

General Electric, 288; Illuminating

Engineering Laboratory, 105

General Strike of 1934, 288

Genet, Jean. 247; Un chant d’amour,

178, 197

Gerber, David, School Girl, 193

Geritz, Kathy, 13, 161, 177, 327; on artists

as exhibitors, 79-83; on avant-garde

at San Francisco Cinematheque and

Pacific Film Archive, 328-37; on

Canyon Cinema, 111-21; on The End

and Venom and Eternity (Maclaine),

64; on feminists in film, 135-44;

on small-gauge films, 212-19; on

Workshop 20, 48-51

Gerstein, David, 187, 233, 242, 332,

333, 337; on Kino Da! (Hills), 257; on

Spying (Gibbons), 223

Gessner, Peter, Last Summer Won’t

Happen, 327

Getino, Octavio, 298

Getz, Mike, 181

Giamonna, Sal, 226

Giannikian, Yervant, 229

Gibbons, Joe: Analogue, 220; Art

Liberation Front communique and,

221; Confessions ofa Sociopath series,

220, 222; Confidential, 222; Going to

the Dogs, 222; Optics, 220; reminis-

cences, 220-22; Spying, 222, 223, 223;

Time and Motion Studies, 220

Gibbs, Lissa, 333, 337nl3. 337n24

GI Bill, 40, 47n33, 49

Gibson, Sandra, On/Off, 1

Gidal, Peter. 240, 332

Gilbert, Craig, An American Family,

246

Gillette, Frank, 157, 166, 336

Ginsberg, Allen, 38, 98; Howl, 38,

81, 180

Ginsberg, Arthur. 150

Giorgio, Bob, 121

Glass, Murray, 118

Glassman, Joel, 157, 166, 170n24;

Rattling Outside, Banging Inside, 168

Gleeson, Patrick, 107

Glenn, John, 109

Glide Memorial Church, 120-21,

121nl3, 137, 138, 144n5, 180, 187nl

Global Village, 336

Glory ofPratisthan (film), 46

Godard, Jean-Luc, 270, 298, 323, 334

Godino, Maximilian, Save Our Souls,

243

Goff, Ott, Tuneful Wings, 72, 77-78

Goines, David, 334

Goldbard, Arlene, 162

Goldberg, Jim, 162

Golden Gate Theater, 36

Goldman, Emma, 37

Goldner, Jim, 158, 159

gold rush (1949), 17, 18. 44, 49, 104

Goldsmith, Paul. 150nl0

Goldstine, Stephen, 156

Goodfriend, Audrey, 36, 38

Gorin, Jean-Pierre, 230, 299

Goss, Jacqueline, 336

Gottheim, Larry, 154

Grace, Sharon, 156, 157, 166, 236, 246;

Send/Receive, 157

Graflex Group, 100

Graham, Bill, 159, 178

Graham, Dan, 166

Graham, John, 131, 134, 134n4

Grateful Dead. 107, 109

Gray, Herman, on Tongues Untied

(Riggs), 258

Greene, Philip, 154; Golden Gate, 131

Greensfelder, Robert, 86, 337nl8

Green Street Lab, 26

Green Street Theater, 38

Greig, Michael, 38

Gremillon, Jean, Charm ofLife, 64

Grenier, Vincent, 155, 183, 184, 229, 332

Griffin, George, 140, 334

Griffith, Bill, 231

Griffith, D. W., Intolerance, 34, 93n2;

Way Down East, 118, 330

Grove Press International Film

Festival, 337nl8

Grubaugh, Bill, Cine-Saw, 242

Gulf War, 288

Gunderson, Jeff, 47n33

Gunning, Tom, 13, 94; on Side/Walk/

Shuttle (Gehr), 321

Gutman, Walter, 184

Gutmann, John, 44-45, 47n43, 47n53,

93; Art Movies series, 34nl7, 44-47,

67, 158, 159

Gwin. William, 131; Irving Bridge, 132;

Pt. Lobos State Reserve, 132

Haack, Warren, 159, 160; Selective

Service, 159

HalfLifers (Discenza and Burns), 289,

318-19

Hall, Dianne, 150n6

Hall, Doug, 147, 150n6, 151, 156-57, 158,

236, 242, 246, 287; Liberal Fire, 239;

Storm and Stress, 239, 239, 287; teach-

ing at SFAI, 246; Terrible Uncertainty

of the Thing Described, 239

Halladie, Andrew, 8

Hallock, Don, 131; Kiss with No Up,

132; Untitled (1972), 132; Videola, 131,

132, 337

Halprin, Ann, 107, 120, 134n4

Hamm, Bill, 107

Hammer, Barbara. 135, 160, 192, 197;

Dyketactics, 160, 195, 195, 197; Multiple

Orgasm, 197; Superdyke, 192; Women
I Love, 197

Handel, G. F., Rinaldo, 259

Handelman, Michelle, 158

Hanrahan, Robert, 226

Haraway, Donna, 309

Hardy, Oliver, 46; Mud and Sand, 330

Harrington, Curtis, 32; On the Edge, 64

Harrison, George, 246

Harvard University, 83, 180, 181

Haskell, Molly, 192

Hawks, Howard, Gentleman Prefer

Blondes, 183

Haynes, Barney, 163

Haynes, Doug, 154, 230

H.D., "Hermetic Definition," 252

Headlands Center for the Arts, 11, 162,

163, 337nl3

Hearn, Bill, 336

Heatley, David, 215

Hedrick, Wally, 83n2, 96

Heick, William, 41, 44, 47n35, 48,

49, 51n9

Hein, Birgit and Wilhelm, 334

Heintz, David, 163

Held, Al, 38

Held, Robin, on First Person Plural

(Hershman), 250

Helfand, Glen, 246; on Nomads at the

25 Door (Finley), 305

Hemingway, Ernest, 49

Henderson, Mel, 107

Henderson, Michael, 153, 154, 177

Hendricks, Amanda, 246

Hennessey, Sharon, 137, 172

Herms, George, 81, 96

Hershman, Lynn, 162, 163, 166, 282-83,

299, 302; Binge, 250, 302; Confessions

ofa Chameleon, 250, 302; Electronic

Diaries, 250, 302; First Person Plural,

250, 250, 302; Recovered Diaries,

303; Roberta Breitmore, 302; Shadow

Song, 302

Herwitz, Peter, 213, 214, 215, 217, 219,

241, 332, 333; “As to How Much,” 256;

The Poet’s Veil, 255-56; Spleen, 255;

“With a Valentine,” 256

Heyward, Julia, 156, 236

Hickey, David, 236

Highland (film lab), 261

High Performance, 241

Hilberman, David, 159

Hiler, Jerome, 172, 254; Gladly Given,

254; Target Rock, 254

Hill, Gary, 336

Hills. Henry, 154, 155, 184, 186, 241;

Kino Da!, 257, 257; North Beach, 268;

North Beach 2, 268; Porter Springs,

326

H indie. Will, 109. 118, 184, 330, 334;

Chinese Firedrill, 109, 153; FFFTCM,
109

Hinduism, 105, 110

Hinton, Michael, Splitting the Axis, 168

Hirschman, Jack, 257

Hirsh, Hy, 80. 83nl, 93, 105, 109, 111; Ah
Nurture, 51; Autumn Spectrum, 109;

The Cage, 5 1 n 1 1 ;
Clinic ofStumble, 51;

Come Closer, 64, 109; La Couleur de

la Forme, 109; Divertissement Rococo,

109; Eneri, 109, 110; Gyromorphosis,

109; Horror Dream, 50, 51; Scratch

Pad, 109, 110; The White Rocker, 51;

Workshop 20 and, 42, 50, 51

Hitchcock, Alfred, 10, 269; The Birds,

10; Mamie, 252; Psycho, 310; Vertigo,

10, 269

Hitler, Adolf, 250

Hoberman, J., 13; on The End

(Maclaine), 53; on The Great Blondino

(R. Nelson and W. T. Wiley), 123; on A
Movie (Conner), 94; on Tribulation 99

(Baldwin), 304

Hock, Louis, Illuminated Landscape,

242

Hodgetts, Ken. 137

Hodson, Millicent, 144n3

Hoffman, Paul, 157

Hofmann, Jill, 226

Hollywood, 18. 30, 38, 62, 93, 104, 189;

experience of, vs. independent film,

32, 34, 36-37, 216; film education and,

42, 49; found footage and, 95; impact

on Bay Area film market, 161, 262;

production costs in, 214;

Holmes, Karen, 161, 184

Holocaust, 250

Holt, Nancy, 336

Homer, 254

Hopper, Phil, 226

Houston, Whitney, 288

Howard, Brice, 155; Videospace, 130,

131, 132, 134

Hoyt, Dale, 235; The Complete Anne

Frank, 237; The Complete Dale Hoyt,

237n8; reminiscences, 235-37; as

Welch, Natalie, 237

Hubley, John, Moon-Bird, 44

Hudson, Robert, 177

Huestis, Mark, 226, 236; Deaf/Punk,

226

Huffman, Kathy Rae, 237

Hugo, Ian, 32, 46; Bells ofAtlantis, 64nl

Huillet, Daniele, 334

Hung, Su-Chen, 155; Face to Face, 242

Hutton, Peter, 155, 183; July ’71 in

San Francisco, Living at Beach

Street, Working at Canyon Cinema,

Swimming in the Valley ofthe Moon.

268; New York Portraits, 268

Huyser, Phillip, 156

Hyde, Stuart. 158, 159

I-Beam (club), 225

I-Ching, 96

Iimura, Takahiko, 334

ILWU, 78

iMovie, 73

industrial film, 72-73, 76-77; appropri-

ated, 100, 299, 304; creativity in, 34;

vs. experimental film, 33, 73; instruc-

tion in, 44; small-gauge format, 212

Indymedia makers, 78, 78n2

installation (film), 164, 240-43, 291;

display sites for, 10, 11, 241-43; educa-

tion in, 155, 161, 162; at San Francisco

Cinematheque, 187, 332; sensuality' of.

239, 241. See also specific artists

installation (video), 132, 164, 240-43;

conceptual art and, 166-67; display

sites for. 241-243, 308, 337; education

in, 155-156, 157, 158, 161, 162; human

vs. computer in, 308-309; NCET
and, 132, 134; visitor interaction

with, 162, 308, 310-311. See also

specific artists
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Institute for Advanced Study of

Human Sexuality. See National Sex

Forum (NSF)

Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston

(ICA), 236, 307

Internal Revenue Service, 184

International Federation of Film

Archives, 323

Internet Archive, 77

Intersection for the Arts, 98, 120, 178,

180, 183, 225, 242, 330; animation

series, 84

Iraq War, 146

Ireland, David, 162, 246

I.R.I.M., Oddo. 192; Sappho, 192

Isou, Jean- Isidore, 32; Venom and

Eternity, 53, 62, 64, 64n3

Ivens, Joris, 44, 46, 334; The Bridge,

298

Ives, Charles, 291

Iyall, Deborah, 156, 225

Jacobs, Carl, 181

Jacobs, Henry, 98, 103, 105

Jacobs, Ken, 229, 240, 336

Jacobus, Harry, 83n2, 96

Jalbuena, Jun, 230, 242

Jang, Minyong, The Dark Room, 27

Janus Collection, 180

Jazz Workshop, 96

Jeanmaire, Zizi, LeJeune Homme et

la mort, 37

Jefferson Airplane, 107

Jenkins, Ulysses, 161

Jennings, Floyd, 27

Jennings, Peter, 288

Jensen, Jytte, 213, 243

Jepson, Warner, 107, 131, 132

JetWave (gallery), 225

Joel, Billy, 240

Johnson, Albert, 44, 118, 330, 333,

337n7

Johnson, Bob, 180

Johnson, Eithne, on sexually oriented

film and video, 13, 191-93

Johnson, Karen, Orange, 193

Johnson, Mark, 44, 46, 47n43

Johnson, Virginia, 191

Johnston, James and Becky, 49

Jonas, Joan, 157, 166, 168, 336

Jones, Ed, 98, 154

Jones, Ernest, 38

Jones, Spike, “Beetlebaum ,” 98

Jones, William Stewart, Graham Tape

Delay, 131, 134

Joplin, Janis, 120

Jordan. Lawrence, 13, 46, 58, 68-69,

79, 79-83, 98, 121, 154, 180, 252, 330;

Canyon Cinema and, 177, 183, 229;

Circus Savage, 83; Duo Concertantes,

83, 90, 98, 102, 102 ; Hamfat Asar,

81-83; The Movie, 81, 83n4, 93;

New Cinema Festival and, 153; One

Romantic Adventure ofEdward, 83;

Our Lady of the Sphere, 98; Poetry Is

Jazz, 79; teaching at SFAI, 98, 154;

Triptych in Four Parts, 93n2; Visions

ofa City, 81

Jost, Jon, 184

Joyce, James, 42; Finnegans Wake, 52

Julien, Isaac, 336

Jump Cut, 11, 144

Jung, Carl, 96

Kaballah, 96

Kabuki Theater, 225

Kael, Pauline, 38, 46, 81. 117, 118, 121n7,

121n9, 333

Kagawa, Paul, 157

Kahn, Douglas, 163

Kallos, Etienne, 163

Kandinsky, Wassily, 103

Kaplan, Nelly, 144nl3

Karina, Anna, 334

Karloff, Boris, 289

Katz, Robert, 44, 62n6; A City Looks at

Art, 44; Film Workshop attendance

records of, 57; Let’s Go to Art School,

44; Medical Research, 44

Kaufman, Paul, 134

Keaton, Buster, 38, 46, 81

Keats, John. 255

Keefer, Cindy, 110n7

Kees, Weldon, 38

Keim, Liz, 10, 226

Keller. Marjorie, 155

Kelly, Gene, 34

Kelly, Joanne, 150nl3

Kennedy, Jackie, 151

Kennedy, John F., 98, 147, 151

Kennedy, Shelby, 136, 137, 171

Kenton, Stan, 117

Kentridge, William, 333

Kepes, Gyorgy, 104

Kerouac, Jack, 98, 255; Dr. Sax, 255;

“Friday Afternoon in the Universe,”

255; “October on the Railroad Earth,”

255

Kesey, Ken, 107, 120; Merry Pranksters,

107

Kilchesty, Albert, 333

Killian, Kevin, 246, 247

Kinesis (distributor), 64, 86, 86-87, 108

Kino-Eye movement, 42

King, Hayward, 83n2

King, Martin Luther, Jr., 147

King Ubu Gallery, 96

Kipper, Brian (Kipper Kids), 236,

237n5, 336

Kirby, Lynn Marie, 13, 155, 163, 229,

231-32, 233-34; Site Light Excavation

series/Lenten Light Conversions,

272, 273

Kirsanoff, Dimitri, Menilmontant, 93n2

Kitchen, The (performance space), 237

Kitchen, Diane, 155, 181, 187n3, 229,

230; on Canyon Cinema, 181-86

Klahr, Lewis, 102, 241, 332

Kleb, Bill, 162

Kluge, Alexander, 298, 332

Knickerbocker, Payne, 180

Knight, Arthur, 46

Knoop, John, 137, 138, 140

Kodachrome, 58, 324

Kodak (film lab), 261

Kokusai Theater (club), 225

Kolvek, Michael, 326

Komisar, Milton, 307

Korean War, 53

Korn, Alan, 226

Korty, John, Language ofFaces, 121n9;

The Owl and the Pussycat, 330

Kos, Marlene, 167

Kos, Paul, 156, 157, 166, 168, 170, 236,

246; BAM retrospective, 243; Death

Valley Zoom, 167; Glacier, 237; Pilot

Butt, Pilot Light, 167; rEVOLUTION,

166; rEVOLUTION-Notes for the

Invasion, 167, 167; Riley, Roily River,

167; Sirens, 167

Koven, Dave, 36, 38

KQED-TV, 11, 44, 98, 109, 147, 159;

Experimental Project, 130, 131;

National Center for Experiments

in Television (NCET), 13, 109, 110,

130-34; Videospace, 130

Kracauer, Siegfried, 181

Kramer, Edith, 13, 143, 153, 162, 177,

323, 324; Canyon Cinema and, 180-81,

184, 186, 187n2, 330; San Francisco

Cinematheque and, 334

Kramlich, Pamela and Richard, 243

Krauss, Rosalind, 168, 170nl9

Kren, Kurt, 222

Krivetsky, Hank, 144n2

Kubelka, Peter, 153, 161, 162, 178, 229,

332; Unsere Afrikareise, 153

Kubota, Shigeko, 243

Kuchar, Geoge, 13, 128, 190, 257, 332;

Boulevard Kishka, 225; Canyon

Cinema and, 120, 121, 153, 181, 184,

187, 229; Carnal Bipeds, 189; La

Case de Chorizos, 225; Corruption

ofthe Damned, 324; Destination

Damnation, 189; The Devil’s Cleavage,

189; / Married a Heathen, 189; on

McDowell, 184; One Night a Week,

225; reminiscences, 189-90; small

gauge work of, 215, 216, 217, 219, 287;

Symphony for a Sinner, 188; teaching

at SFAI, 44. 154, 155, 189-90, 192,

199, 222, 224, 230, 237; Weather

Dairies, 213

Kuchar, Mike, 154, 184

Ku Klux Klan, 287

Kunuk, Zachariah, 336

Kurosawa, Akira, Dodeskaden, 333

Kyger, Joanne, 130; Descartes, 129,

131,134

Labat, Tony, 155, 156, 157, 170n20,

224, 235, 237, 276-77; Babalu, 238;

Challenge: P.O.V., 237n2; Kikiriki,

238; Lost in the Translation, 238; N
(enn-yay), 238, 238; Room Service, 238;

Solo Flight, 170n20

Labaudt, Madame, Gough Street

Gallery, 80

labs, film, 76, 93, 107, 261-263; film-

makers working as technicians, 109,

120; preservation and, 263, 325-26;

television labs, 130, 132; and transition

to video. 100, 219, 241. See also specific

film labs

Lacan, Jacques, 290

Lacy, Suzanne, 157

Laitala, Kerry, 155, 291, 292;

Hallowed, 100; Old Man Atom, 76;

Retrospectroscope, 291; Save Our

Souls, 243; Secure the Shadow, 290, 291

La MaMa Experimental Theater, 132

La Mamelle, 10, 11, 241

Lamantia, Philip, 38, 79, 81

Lamb, Gina, 237n3

Landau, Saul, 177, 268

Landberg, Ed, 38, 117, 121n7, 333

Landow, George (also Owen Land),

230, 231

landscape, in cinema, 168, 239, 311;

abstract, 213; Bay Area, 267-71;

Muybridge and, 19-21; time and, 158;

urban, 76, 155

Lang, Fritz, 46, 337nl8

Lange, Dorothea, 41, 300

Langlois, Henri, 323, 333-34, 337nl8

Lanier, Sidney, 138

LaPore, Mark, 241, 332

Larcher, David, 334, 336

Larkin theater, 36

Larsen, Ernie. 237

Lash, Jan, 330

Lash, Ken, 136

Laub, Stephen, 170

Laurel, Stan, 46; Mud and Sand, 330

Lawder, Stan, 183, 337nl8

Leacock, Ricky, 46, 158; Primary, 46

Lean, David, Lawrence ofArabia, 288

Leary, Ed, 78

Leeser, Tom, 158

Leeson, Lynn Hershman. See

Hershman, Lynn

Leger, Fernand, 46; Ballet mecanique,

93n2

Legion of Honor, Palace of, 36

LeGrice, Malcolm, 154, 230

Leimbacher, Irina, 13, 112, 120, 161, 333,

337nl4; on essay films and experi-

mental documentaries, 298-303

Leite, George, 30, 32

Lennon, John, 246, 287

Leonardo da Vinci, 27

Lerner, Richard, What Happened to

Kerouac?, 255

Leslie, Alfred. Pull My Daisy, 44

Letterman, David, 268

Lettrism, 64

Levaco, Ron, 160, 222

Levertov, Denise, 252

Levine, Charles, 153

Levine, Diane, 183

Levine, Les, 237

Levine, Paula, 158

Levy, Lenny, 197

Lewallen, Constance, 167

LeWitt, Sol, 268, 272

Leyda, Jay, 337nl8

Library of Congress, 72

Ligeti, Gyorgi, 105

light shows, 103, 105-7, 110, 159;

emergence of, 12, 120; sensuality of.

98, 192

Li ittschwager, David, 16

Linder, Carl, 330

Linkevitch, Barbara, 135, 154

Lippit, Akira, 161

Lipton, Lenny, 121, 154, 180, 183, 186,

212, 214; in Berkeley Barb, 173; Father’s

Day, 326; letter from, 175

Lipzin, Janis Crystal, 13, 222, 232,

274-75, 327n8; Basketball Players

in the Process ofBecoming Birds,

261; reminiscences, 261-63; Remote

Sensing, 242; Seasonal Forces, Part

One, 270-71; at SFAI, 154, 155; on

small-gauge film, 212, 213, 214, 215,

217, 219

Liss, Carla, 172

Living Theater, The. 38

Lloyd, Don, 154, 183

Loden, Barbara, 144nl3; Wanda, 143

Loma Prieta earthquake, 242, 271

London Film Co-op, 144

London Film Society, 30, 34n4

Look (magazine), 160

Lord, Chip, 100, 146, 147, 204-5;

Amarillo News Tapes, 238; The Aroma

ofEnchantment, 286, 287; Awakening

from the 20th Century, 287, 289;

Bi- Coastal, 269

Lorentz, Pare, 34

Los Angeles, 8, 96, 192, 219

Lovecraft, H. P„ 79

Lowder, Rose, 269, 332

Lucas, George, American Graffiti, 154

Lucas, Kristin, 336

Lucasfilm, 17, 76

Lucier, Mary, 242, 243

Luddy, Tom, 141, 142, 143, 323, 334,

337n21

Lugosi, Bela, 118; Dr. Fu Manchu, 118

Lund, Simon, 326

Lundahl, Paul. 155

Lupino, Ida, 144nl3, 323

Lye, Len, 46, 337

Lynch, David: Dune, 288; Eraserhead,

226

Lynn, David, 117

Lyon, Danny, 184

Lyon, Liz, 141, 142

Maas, Willard, 46, 81

Mabuhay Gardens (Fab Mab), 224, 225,

226, 234

MacAdams, Lewis, What Happened to

Kerouac?, 255

MacAgy, Douglas, 40-41, 42-44,

47n28, 47n31, 49, 51n7, 153; GI Bill

and, 47n33; Peterson and, 52; Rivera

and, 47n2

MacAgy, Jermayne, 41, 49, 51n7

MacCauley, Cameron, 337nl8

MacDermod, Charles, 107

MacDonald, Scott, 13, 177; on Art

in Cinema, 30-34; on Rudnick’s

Panorama, 269

MacDonald-Wright, Stanton, “color

organs,” 103

MacKinney, Herb “Mack," 262

Maclaine, Christopher, 8, 54, 55, 81, 93,

123, 213, 330, 334; Beat, 55; childhood

of, 55-56, 62nl; death of, 62n9; The

End, 53, 53, 55, 56, 57-62, 64. 198, 252,

254, 256, 267, 268; Isou’s influence on,

64; The Man Who Invented Gold, 55,

58, 62; mental illness and, 59-61, 81;

Scotch Hop, 55, 56; writings of, 252

MacNamee, Michael, OFFON, 110

MadCat Women’s International Film

Festival, 10, 135

Madonna, 248

Makanna, Phil, The Empire of Things,

109

Malevich, Kazimir, 103

Mallarme, Stephane, “L’Azur,” 255

Mamoulian, Rouben, 34; Blood and

Sand, 330

Manupelli, George, 157

Mao Zedong, “Little Red Book,” 145

Marais, Jean, 36

Marcos, Ferdinand, 301

Marey, Etienne-Jules, 291

Marioni, Tom (also Allan Fish), 155,

156, 157, 166, 170, 170n7, 330; Untitled,

166

Marker, Chris, 243, 298, 323; Junkopia,

269; Sans Soleil, 269; Silent Movie, 33

7

Markham, Edwin, 105

Markopoulos, Gregory, 46, 333

Markson, Morley, 162

Marlow, Jonathan, 333

Marquez, Hudson, 146, 147, 150nl0. See

also Ant Farm

Martin, Anthony, 107

Martin, Diane, 137

Martin. Fred, 137, 153, 178

Martin, John, 11

Marx, Karl, 142, 143, 290

Marx, Patricia, 81, 93; Things to Come,

64nl; Ubnaru, 64nl;

Mary Tyler Moore Show, The, 269

Massachusetts College of Art, 152

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT), 162, 307, 312nl

Masters, William, 191

Mate, Rudolph, D.O.A., 53

Mather, Cotton, 17

Mayday Video Collective, 336

McBride, Jim, David Holzman’s Diary,

324, 337nl8

McCarthy, Paul, 158

McCartney, Paul, 246

McClure, Joanna, 81

McClure, Michael, 8, 38, 79, 81, 96, 109

McDougall, Marina, on San Francisco

Camera Obscura, 27

McDowell, Curt, 10, 100, 128, 154, 184,

189, 229, 230, 263; AIDS struggle of,

197; Boggy Depot, 184; Confessions,

197; Loads, 197-98; Nudes (A

Sketchbook), 19 7; Pornografollies, 192;

Ronnie, 197; sexuality in films of, 192,

197-98, 241; Thundercrack, 128, 172,

190, 192, 199, 226

McElhatten, Mark, 10, 243, 333

McGovern, George, 149

McGowan, Mark, 186

McGuire, Anne: IAm Crazy and You’re

Not Wrong, 288, 289; Joe Dimaggio 1,

2, 3, 289; When I Was a Monster, 289

McKay, Glenn, 107; OFFON, 110

McKechnie, Doug, 336

McLaren, Norman, 32; Fiddle-de-dee,

93n2; Neighbours, 93n2

McLean Psychiatric Hospital, 222

McLucas, Leroy, 330; Dulce Domingo

Duke, 330

McLuhan, Marshall, 95, 100, 146

Mead, Margaret, 115

Mead, Taylor, in The Flower Thief, 118,

340-41

Media Gallery, 11, 242

Mekas, Jonas, 34nl2, 153, 180, 183, 268,

333, 337nl8; in Village Voice, 46, 177

Melies, George, 46, 270, 334

Meltzer, David, 61, 62n8; letter, 59-60

Meltzer, Julie, 333

Mendocino Art Center, 196

Menefee, Emory, 120, 121nl3, 178, 180,

187nl, 330; on Canyon Cinema, 120-21

Menippus, 95

Menken, Marie, 46, 118

Merritt, Toney, 154, 229, 230

Merry Pranksters, 107

Metal, Martin, 32

Meyer, Jim, 150n8
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Meyer, Russ, Mondo Topless, 192

m/fi 144

Michels, Doug, 14; Guerrilla Television,

147. See also Ant Farm

Michelson, Annette, 161

Mideke, Michael, 254, 330

Milhaud. Darius, 42

Millay, Edna St. Vincent, 38

Miller, Alice, 247

Miller, Chris, 234n7

Miller, Henry, 32

Miller, Patrick, 226

Mills College, 11.51,81, 162

Milner, Sherry, 213

Miner, Earl, 252

Minnelli, Vincente, 34

Mission Rock Resort, 225

Mitchell. Jim and Art, 192; Behind the

Green Door, 193

Mobius Video Festival, 279

Mobutu Sese Seko, 299

Model, Lisette, 41

Monaco (film lab), 261, 262, 263, 324

Monaco, Dick, 263

Mondrian, Piet, 132

Montano, Linda, 156, 166, 236

Monterey Herald, 51n3

Montez, Maria, 330

Montgomery, Jennifer, 155, 213, 214,

217

Moore, Peter, 226

Moran, Judy, 163

Morley, Grace L. McCann, 30

Morrison, Bill, 162

Morrison. Willard, 58, 61. 93, 118, 184,

334, 337nl8

Morrison Planetarium, 98, 105

Morse, Margaret, 13; on Rath.

Campbell, and Bollinger, 307-12

Mosley, Joshua, 102

Motisher, Lewis, 262-63, 327n8

Movie, The, 81, 83n4, 93, 127

Movietone News, 118

Ms. (magazine), 139

MTV, 224. 240

Muller, Marty, 118

Muller, Matthias, 332

Multichrome (film lab), 261, 262

Multi- Media Resource Center, 78, 78n3

Mulvey, Laura, 222

Mundt, Ernest, 44. 47n36

Mundy, George: Flight to the Future,

106, 107; Nova, 107-9

Murch, Walter Scott, The Conversation,

154

Murnau, F. W„ Nosferatu the Vampire,

93n2

Murphy, J. J.. 44, 184

Murray, Julie. 100, 187, 212, 215, 218;

Fuckface, 100

Muse, John, 100, 287, 300; Based on a

Story, 287; Involuntary Conversion,

287; Loss Prevention, 287; Time

Bomb, 287

Museum of Modern Art (MoMA, New
York), 83. 213, 219, 324. 332; Bigas

Life, 243

Mutants, The. 224. 226

Muybridge. Eadweard, 10, 12, 17,

19-24, 156, 291; Ancient Glacier

Channel. Lake Tenaya, Sierra Nevada

Mountains, 19. 19; Animals in Motion,

22; Attitude ofAnimals in Motion,

23; Cathedral Rocks. Valley ofthe

Yosemite, 19, 20; City ofGuatemala,

20. 21; Confluence ofYosemite Creek

and the Merced, 20, 21; Falls ofthe

Yosemite. From Glacier Rock, 19,

19-20; Hacienda Serijers, Guatemala,

20, 21; The Human Figure in Motion,

22, 25; Indians ofSanta Maria,

Guatemala. 20, 21; landscapes of,

19-21; Mazatenango, 20, 21; On the

Trail to Pi-wy-ack, 20, 21; Panorama of

San Francisco. 16-17, 21, 321; Reception

ofthe Artist at Quezaltenango, 20,

21; three-dimensional work of, 21;

Valley ofthe Yosemite. From Mosquito

Camp, 19, 19; Zoopraxiscope and, 16,

21,22,24

Myers, Richard, 184

Myers, Rita, 336

Nagai. Mona, 323-27

Naimark, Michael, 237; Displacements,

243

National Center for Experiments

in Television (NCET), 13, 109,

110, 130-34, 133, 155, 337; artists’

residencies, 130-31, 132, 170n2;

creation of, 130; dissolution of, 134;

Electric Concert, 134; lecture and

performance series, 132—33; “rap

sessions," 130; Videospace, 130;

Videospace Electronic Notebooks, 132

National Endowment for the Arts

(NEA), 144, 149, 183, 186, 323

National Film Center (Tokyo), 235

National Sex Forum (NSF), 144, 193;

Free, 193; Margo, 193; Shirley, 193;

Susan, 193; Unfolding, 193

Nauman, Bruce, 170nnl-2, 238, 243;

Art Makeup, 165; Black Balls, 165-66;

Bouncing Balls, 165-66; Bouncing

in the Corner, 166; Film ofan actor

pretending to be myself, 166; Flour

Arrangements, 170n2; Gauze, 170n4;

Lip Sync, 166; Manipulating the T Bar.

166; Pulling Mouth, 170n4; Revolving

Upside Down, 166; Self-Portrait ofthe

Artist as a Fountain, 165; “Slo Mo”
films, 165-66; Violin Tuned D.E.A.D., 166

Nazi Party, The Eternal Jew, 33

Negative Trend, 226

Neiman, Catrina, 144n3

Nekes, Werner, 334

Nelson, Diane. 137

Nelson, Gayle, 312nl2

Nelson, Gunvor, 8, 135, 136, 140, 202-3 .

241, 242, 263, 324, 332; Ann Arbor

Film Festival and, 83n5; Canyon

Cinema and, 183, 184, 186, 330;

divorce, 137; Festival of Bay Area

Women and, 334; Fog Pumas, 262;

Light Years, 262, 325, 326; Moons Pool,

183; Red Shift, 324; Schmeerguntz, 98.

101. 101, 262, 342; teaching at SFAI,

154, 230; teaching at SF State, 160;

Trollstenen, 262

Nelson, Jennifer, 157

Nelson, Robert, 13, 98, 140, 177, 195,

326, 330; on Art Movies, 46; Bleu

Shut, 98; on Canyon Cinema and. 121,

177-78, 181, 183, 186, 187; Confessions

ofa Black Mother Succuba, 98;

divorce, 137; The Grateful Dead, 153;

The Great Blondino, 98. 123, 123,

338-39; letter from, 172; Oh Dem
Watermelons, 83. 136, 153, 177, 267-68,

324; Oiley Peloso the Pumph Man, 127;

Passes, 267; Plastic Haircut, 83n5, 324;

San Francisco Cinematheque and,

154; Suite California Stops and Passes,

267; teaching at SFAI, 44, 136, 153-54,

155, 180; War Is Hell, 98

Neri, Manuel, 96, 162

Neshat, Shirin, 243

New American Cinema, 34nl2, 180

New American Makers poster, 314

New College of California, 11

Newcomb. Walter, 79

New Langton Arts, 11. See also 80

Langton Street

Newman, Barnett, 272

Newman, James, 96, 109

New Narrative movement, 252

New Nothing Cinema. See No Nothing

Cinema

New People’s Army in Mindanao, 301

Newsreel Collective, 78, 145, 324;

Black Panther, 129, 145, 145, 324, 327;

Mayday, 145; Offthe Pig, 145, 324;

People's Park, 324; Repression, 145;

San Francisco State: On Strike, 159

Newton, Huey, 145

New York, 8, 17, 46; cinema culture. 56,

76. 78, 177, 178; erotica market, 192;

independent film movement, 81, 120

New York Film Festival, 136, 243

New York School, 252

Nguyen-Hatsushiba, Jun, 243

Nichols, Bill, 161,303n3

Nicolopoulos, Peter, 121

Niles Canyon, 12, 79

Nilsson, Rob, 336

Niver, Kemp, 337nl8

Nixon, Richard M., 149; Watergate

and, 183

Nomous, Otto, The Fellowship ofthe

Ring ofFree Trade, 78

No Nothing Cinema (also New
Nothing), 10, 13, 225, 228, 234, 242,

243, 291; cine-socials, 98, 100; Ross

and, 234n2, 337; Snider and. 230, 337;

volunteer-run structure, 229

Nord, Ed, 192

North American Ibis Alchemical Light

Company, 107

Nosferatu, 250

Novello, Jan, Cinema ofthe Inner

Eye, 242

Novikoff, Mel, 47, 333

Nurudin, Azian, 246, 289

Oakland. 8, 73, 76, 145, 271-72, 328,

329, 330

Oakland Museum, 222

Oakland Tribune, 51n3, 76; Tribune-

American Dream Picture, 77, 77

Occidental College, 117

Oddball Film + Video, 10

Odd Fellows Hall (club), 225

Oedipus, 35, 52

O’Farrell Theater. 192

Offensive, the, 226

Offs, the, 226

O’Horgan, Tom, IHeimskringla!, 132

Old Waldorf (club), 225

Olesko, Pat, 158

Oliveira, Nathan, 81

Ollie’s Bar, 246

Olson, Marisa, on The Children’s Tapes

(Fox), 164

On Broadway (club), 225, 234

On Cinema, 76

Ondine, 184, 229

O’Neill, Pat, 140, 143, 242

O’Neill, Susan, 187n3

One-Way Films, 11

Ono, Yoko, 137, 236, 246

Open Theater, 120

Ophuls, Marcel, 46

Oppen, George, 253; “Chartres,” 251;

“The Mind's Own Place,” 256n5

optical printing, 11, 109, 342; artist-

made, 83nl, 108, 110; cost of, 263; as

creative tool, 161; use of, 100, 138, 326

Optic Nerve, 146, 147, 150, 150n8; Dead

Action, 149; Fifty Wonderful Years: The

Miss California Beauty Pageant, 147;

On the Boulevard, 149; Psychological

Bullrider, 149; Pushed Out for Profit,

149

Orbit Films, 44

Orbito, Alex, 301

Oregon Moms, 180

Orr, Dorothy, Tuneful Wings, 72, 77-78

Ort, Myron, 121, 330

Orton, Joe, 247, 287

Oseland, Jim, Poisonous Plants, 242

Oshima, Nagisa, 323, 334

Otar Iosseliani, 323

Other Cinema, 10, 11, 73, 226, 229, 243,

280, 291, 304, 337

O’Toole, Owen, 100, 213, 214, 215, 216,

217, 219

Oursler, Tony, 331, 332

Oxtoby, Susan, 334

Ozu, Yasujiro, 253

Pacific Film Archive (PFA), 116, 137,

141, 206, 269, 317, 328, 329, 333-37,

335, 336, 337nl4, 337nl8; alternative

film culture and, 10, 30, 229, 243,

286, 290; “Alternative Visions,” 336;

Art in Cinema collection, 64; artist

residencies, 336, 336-37; Berkeley

Women and Media Conference and,

142, 144nl3; “Body Parts,” 336; “Born

to Be Bad," 336; “Busy Signals,”

336; Camera Obscura and, 135;

“Controlling Choices,” 334; develop-

ment of, 10, 323, 333-37; Dougherty

at, 246, “Exploit-O-Scope,” 336; “The

Fabled Puppet of Cinema,” 334; film

preservation projects of, 134, 170nl7,

262, 323-27, 327n6; “Flashbacks and

Wide Angles,” 334; Geritz and, 328,

334, 336; Kramer and. 180, 153, 334;

Nelson, Robert, and, 153; punk culture

and, 226; Seid and, 328, 333, 336, 337;

“Tapes from All Tribes,” 336; “Text

as Image,” 334; “There Was and Was
Not,” 334; and UC Berkeley, 333, 337;

"Watching the News,” 334. See also

Berkeley Art Museum

Padula, Fred, 46, 121, 158, 159, 160, 161,

177, 183; Ephesus, 158

Paik, Nam June, 26n2, 157, 166, 170n9.

237

Palace Theatre, 209

Palestine, Charlemagne, 166

Palmer, W. A., Film Lab, 76, 110, 219,

261, 262. 263, 324, 327n6

Palo Alto, 12, 21, 22, 220

Paper Tiger Television, 163, 288, 337

Park, David, 41, 42

Parker, Alice Anne. See Severson, Anne

Parkins, Debbie, 235

Parr, Stephen. 226

Partlow, Vern, 76

Patchen, Kenneth, 37, 38

Patiris, Phil, 100, 288, 289; Iraq

Campaign: A Television History,

100, 288

Patterson (film lab), 262

Pauline, Mark, 308; "Machine

Mayhem" 226

PBS, 11,200

Pearson, Lyle, 184; Funk, 98

Peck, Bob, 78

Peerless (theater), 192

Penley, Connie, 141, 162

Peoples’ Video Theater, 336

performance, 150, 165-70, 240-43;

alternative venues for, 224-26;

anti-aesthetics and, 166; audience of,

302-3; as critique of media culture,

147; as independent discipline, 152,

154, 156, 162-63, 236, 246; “interdis-

ciplinary” art and, 161, 164; Jordan

on, 46; projector-performance, 100,

214, 218; Stark on, 240-43; technology

and, 105, 132. See also specific

performance artists

Peterson, Sidney, 10, 13, 48, 48-51, 56;

An Adagio for Election Day, 44, 51,

51n9, 51nl4; Ah Nurture, 51; Art in

Cinema screenings, 32; as bricoleur,

41; The Cage, 42, 47n25, 48, 50,

51nnll-12, 52, 62n5; Canyon Cinema

and. 111. 117, 118; Clinic ofStumble,

51, 51nl5; The Dark ofthe Screen,

48; Doll Factory, 47n35; education

of, 49, 51n4; on filmmaking, 50-51;

Hirsh and, 83nl; Horror Dream, 50,

51. 51nl5, 325-26; The Lead Shoes, 42.

44. 47n25, 47n26, 48, 51, 51nl3, 52, 52,

62n5; Mr. Frenhofier and the Minotaur,

42, 48, 49, 51nl3, 52, 339; The Petrified

Dog, 29, 41, 42, 43, 47n25, 48, 49, 51n8,

52; The Potted Psalm, 33-34, 35, 41,

47n9, 49, 51n6, 52, 53, 56, 123, 267; on

San Francisco, 8, 44; Stauffacher on,

47n27; The White Rocker, 51; work

history, 51n3; Workshop 20 and,

40-42, 44, 48, 49, 52

Petit, Roland, 37

Phenakistiscope, 21, 22,23

Philco, 26

Phillips, Sandra, 44

Photographer’s Round Table, 330

photography, 16, 271; history of, 12,

19-22, 41, 45, 219; landscape, 19-21;

magic lanterns, 16, 21, 24, 65; moving

image and, 12; panoramic. 21; rise

of, in American culture, 213; stop-

motion, 35; three-dimensional, 21;

time-lapse, 269. See also Muybridge,

Eadweard

Picasso, Pablo, 42; Minotauromachie,

52

Pickett, Lowell, 192, 193

Pierson, Janet, 187n4

Pink Section, 225

Pit (club), the, 225

Pitt, Suzan, 140

Plagentino, Augusta and Joe, 37

Plays, Dana, 163

Plotnik, Daniel. 13, 213, 217

poetry: assemblage film and, 98; film

culture and, 81, 177, 251-53, 255, 257;

film/video series and, 30, 62, 334;

Language, 252, 257, 268; montage as,

195; moving image and, 155, 167, 215,

240, 256, 256n5, 292-93, 305; NCET
residencies for, 130; in San Francisco

culture, 8, 12, 18, 37, 38, 79; special

effects as, 150; voice and, 260, 299,

302. See also Beat movement; specific

poets

Poitras, Laura, 333

Polanski. Roman, 46

Pollock, Bruce. 156, 224

Pollock, Jackson, 103

Polta, Steve, 13, 186,212, 214, 217, 232,

333; Arrival, 294; Departure, 294; on

“Emergency Filmmakers,” 13, 228-34;

Picture Willow, 294

Pomeroy, Jim, 155

Pommer, Erich, 32

Pop. Iggy, 249

Popular Photography, 213

Porter, Cole, 236

Porter, Edwin S., Dream ofa Rarebit

Fiend, 46

Portillo, Lourdes, 155, 336

Portola Institute, 149

Poulenc, Francis, 255

Povey, Thad, 100; A Different Kind

ofGreen, 99, 100; Ghostfleet in a

Bottle, 243; Nightsoil, 100; Thine

Inward-Looking Eyes, 100; Under a

Broad Gray Sky, 255; Wrapped Around

the Screw, 100

Prelinger, Rick, 100, 224, 327n6; on

amateur and industrial filmmaking,

72-78

Preobrazenskaya, Olga, 144nl3

preservation, film: at BAVC, 149; failure

of, 219; and film labs, 263, 325-26; at

PFA, 134, 262, 322-27, 334

Presidio Theater, 193

Price, Luther, 291

Pritikin, Renny, 162, 163

Procter, Jody, 150n6; Amarillo News

Tapes, 238

Progressive Pictures, 76; When You Are

a Pedestrian, 77

Project Artaud, 225

Pro-Lab, 242

Proposition 13, 140, 233

punk film/video, 10, 95-100, 224-26;

do-it-yourself aesthetic of, 214, 224;

and The End, 55; in film education,

154, 156-57; rise of, 234

queer cinema, 196-200, 245-47, 258,

337nl3; and PFA, 337; race and,

258, 303; San Francisco community

and, 192; sexually oriented film

and, 191-93, 195; in SF State Cinema

program, 161; video, 287. See also

San Francisco Gay and Lesbian Film

Festival

Rabinowitz, Sherrie, 147

Radiovision, 26

Raindance, Radical Software, 147, 149

Rainer, Yvonne, 13, 36, 44, 142, 332, 334;

Kristina Talking Pictures, 38; The Man
Who Envied Women, 37; Ordinary

Dance, 36; reminiscences, 36-38

Rainey, Bill, 81

Rainey, Joanne, 81
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Ramones, the, 226

Ramsing, Roy, 121, 137, 153, 1 77, 180, 330;

Red Radar, 153

Rappaport, Mark, 161

Rat Bastard Protective Association, 96

Rath, Alan, 10, 307, 308-10, 312, 312nl,

312n5; Birdie, 309; Clamped, 309;

Friends and Acquaintances, 309;

Inchworm, 309-10; Nose It All, 309;

One Track Minds, 309-10; Robot Dance,

309-10; Rover, 308; Scopophiliac, 308;

Tongue with Orange Legs, 309; Triple

Tongue Tree, 309; Watcher, 307, 308

Rather, Dan, 288

Rat’s Palace (club), 225

Ravel, Maurice, Bolero, 36

Ray, Man, 32, 41, 46, 81; Emak-Bakia,

93n2

Ray, Nicholas, 44, 143

Ray, Satyajit, 334

RCA, 26

Rea, Ray, 161

Read, Herbert, 37

Reagan. Ronald, 240

Recoder, Luis, 155, 293-94; Magenta,

293; Moebius Strip, 293; On/Off, 1

Redwood City Movie Club, Tour de

Pants, 78

Reed, Larry, Wayang Bali, 85

Rees, Joe, 225, 226; Live at Target,

225, 225

Reich, David, 118

Reich, Steve, 98, 177

Reinder, Kristie, Electric Mural Project,

243

Reinhardt, Ad, 41

Reiniger, Lotte, Adventures ofPrince

Achmed, 64

Release Print (newsletter), 11

Remington, Deborah, 83n2

Renan, Sheldon, 323, 328, 333-34, 337,

337n2, 337nl8, 337n21

Renoir, Jean, 38, 46

Renov, Michael, 299

Residents, The, 226, 237n8, 240

Resnais, Alain; Hiroshima mon amour,

53; Night and Fog, 298

Resnick, Milton, 338

Reveaux, Tony, 140; on light shows,

104-10

Rexroth, Kenneth, 17, 37, 38

Reynaud, Berenice, 13; on Peggy and

Fred in Hell: The Prologue (Thornton),

259; on Reassemblage (Trinh), 260

Reynertson, Joan, 158

Reynolds, Jock, 162, 163

Rhode Island School of Design (RISD),

134

Rhythm & Noise, “Vaudeo,” 226

Ricci-Lucchi, Angela, 229

Rice, Ron, The Flower Thief, 118, 123,

340-41

Rice University, 55

Richelieu Theater, 125, 330

Richmond Neighborhood House, 121

Richter, Hans, 32, 46, 81; Inflation, 298

Riddle, Nelson, 289

Riefenstahl, Leni, Triumph ofthe

Will, 117

Riggs, Marlon, 303; Color Adjustment,

303; Ethnic Notions, 303; Tongues

Untied, 258, 258, 299, 302, 303

Riley, Robert R., 307, 308; on Storm and

Stress (Hall), 239

Riley, Terry, Music with Balls, 109

Rinder, Lawrence, on Exilee (Cha), 244

Rivera, Diego, 40, 47n2, 154

Rivette, Jacques, Paris Nous Appartient,

44

Roarty, William 131; Awakening, 132;

Untitled (1972), 132

Roberts, Sara, 163

Robinson, David, 261; Kneepolean, 261

Robson, Mark, Valley ofthe Dolls, 287

Rockefeller Foundation, 130, 149

Rock Resort (club), 225

Rogers, John, 150n8

Rohauer, Raymond, 64

Romanian Revolution (1989), 305

Romeo Void, 156, 225, 240

Romero, Elias, 107

Ronstadt, Linda, 240

Roosevelt’s (club), 225

Rosas-Walsh, Michael, 155

Rose, Kathy, 140

Rosenblatt, Jay, 161; Short ofBreath,

95, 100

Rosenquist, Willard, 131, 132; Lostine, 132

Rosier, Martha, 157

Ross, David, 156, 236, 237, 279

Ross, Rock, 98, 154, 234, 234n2, 337

Ross, T., Wheel of Life, 21, 24

Roth, Moira, 237

Rotha, Paul, 44

Rothko, Mark, 41, 52

Rouch, Jean, Jaguar, 298

Roussel, Raymond, 300

Roxie (movie theater), 192, 199, 226, 247

Rucker, Alan. 109, 170nl2

Rudnick, Michael, 98, 242, 337;

Monument, 242; Panorama, 269

Russell, Ken, 46

Russian Center (club), 225

Ryan, John Allen, 83n2

Ryan, Walter D’Arcy, 105

Ryser, Scott, Units Training Film, 224

Sachs, Lynne, 13, 161, 216, 303; House of

Drafts, 289; House ofScience, 100, 303

Sagan, Leontine, 144nl3

Salome, Lou, 300

Salyer, Saunie (Saundra), 141

Sanborn, John, 287; on Leaving the 20th

Century and Perfect Leader (Almy),

249

Sanborn, Keith, 155, 241; on Near the Big

Chakra (Severson), 194

Sanborn, Terry, 287

Sander, Dennis, Time Out of War, 46

SANE, 117

San Francisco, 16, 17, 18, 36, 49, 96; art

culture in, 8-10, 12, 76, 111, 154, 214; the

Castro, 122, 200; ecology of, 16, 162;

Financial District, 268; gentrification

of, 100; Golden Gate Bridge, 38,

162, 321; Golden Gate Park, 41, 168;

Haight-Ashbury, 107, 123, 191; Mission

District, 61, 106, 245; North Beach, 38,

56, 80, 81, 93, 100, 191, 257; Presidio,

181; sexual liberation in, 38, 191-93,

195, 200, 287; SoMA, 100, 200, 229;

Telegraph Hill, 16, 26; topography, 8,

12, 272; universities and art schools, 38,

72 (see also specific schools)

San Francisco Art Association, 16, 37n33

San Francisco Art Institute (SFAI;

formerly California School of Fine

Arts), 10, 11. 58. 79, 93, 135, 136-38, 152,

153-58, 170n2, 198, 253, 333; ad, 152; art

community around, 81, 96, 154; Art in

Cinema and, 30; artist residencies at,

254; The Cage and, 42, 48, 51nn 11-12;

Emerging Filmmakers series, 230,

234n3; filmmaking department, 38,

40, 42, 44, 153-55, 177, 184, 189, 190,

213, 225, 229, 231, 235, 241, 253; history

of, 40; under MacAgy, 40-41, 42-44,

47n28, 49, 51n7, 52; New Cinema

Festival, 153; performance/video (New

Genres) department, 155-58, 219, 237,

237nl, 246; photography department.

42; San Francisco Cinematheque

screenings at, 97, 143, 154-55, 177, 178,

180, 181,225, 222, 246; students, 186,

216, 224, 308; Studio 8, 153; Studio

9, 156, 158, 235, 236; Studio 10, 156,

158; Studio 26, 232; teacher-student

relationship. 160; theater, 330; Western

Round Table on Modern Art, 42;

Workshop 20 and, 39, 40-41, 49

San Francisco Arts Commission:

“Market Street in Motion,” 9

San Francisco Bay Area Independent

Media Center, 78n2

San Francisco Chronicle, 18, 42, 89, 121,

180, 234, 237, 329

San Francisco Cinema Guild, 38, 81

San Francisco Cinematheque (also

Canyon Cinematheque), 10, 76, 111,

120, 183, 184, 207, 209, 242, 280, 281,

290, 329, 329-34, 332; activism and,

286; Anker, and, 213, 229, 232-33, 234,

243, 252, 328, 329, 333; audience, 98,

199, 337n25; Baillie on, 337; Barnett’s

Dead End Dead End at, 256n6; Conner

on, 92; Emerging Filmmakers series,

234n3; Ferrero and, 162, 187n2; at Glide

Memorial Church, 180; Grenier and,

183; ‘'Homescreening” at, 254; Kitchen

and, 181; Kramer and, 180, 334; "Market

Street in Motion," 9; Near the Big

Chakra screening, 135, 138, 194; Nelson,

Robert, and, 153; as nonprofit, 183, 184,

186, 187; Parker/Severson and, 135,

138, 194; Perforated Spaces series, 242;

performance and installation in, 187;

vs. PFA, 337; Program Notes, 11; punk

culture and, 226, 227; Ramsing and, 121;

screenings at SFAI, 97, 143, 154-55, 177,

178, 180, 181, 222, 246, 331; Sears and,

162, 187n2; uprising vs., 229-234, 231,

233; Vigil, Carmen, and, 222, 229, 230,

232, 233, 234; visiting artist program,

155. See also Canyon Cinema

San Francisco Earthquake (1906), 105

San Francisco International Film

Festival, 332, 333, 336, 337, 337n7

San Francisco International Lesbian

and Gay Film Festival, 200, 201, 213,

245, 247

San Francisco International Video

Festival, 237; “TV head,” 278

San Francisco Media Archive, 226

San Francisco Mime Troupe, 98, 119,

120, 159, 177, 330; The Minstrel Show,

178, 268

San Francisco Museum of Modern

Art (SFMOMA), 10, 11, 107, 120, 132,

155; Art as Signal, 311; E.A.T. and, 105;

film department, 323; film library, 83;

Kramer and, 180, 334; video depart-

ment, 237, 307; video installations,

242, 243, 308, 310, 312nl2. See also Art

in Cinema

San Francisco Opera, 37

San Francisco Panama-Pacific

International Exposition, 12, 76, 105,

333; “Scintillator” at, 12, 15, 105; Tower

of Jewels at, 104, 105

San Francisco Sound, 107

San Francisco State University, 93, 152,

153, 158-63, 198, 236; Art Movies, see

Art Movies; broadcasting arts, 163;

Creative Arts Interdisciplinary, 161-63;

dance department, 51; film (cinema)

program at, 98, 107, 121, 110, 138, 139,

158-61, 184, 196-97, 299, 300, 301;

Inter-Arts Center, 161-63, 302; radio

and television (RTV) department, 158,

159, 160

San Francisco Tape Music Center, 107,

112, 117, 120, 134n4, 330

San Francisco Trips Festival, 107, 120,

121nl2

Sapien, Daryl, 166; Split-Man Bisects the

Pacific, 170n26; Splitting the Axis, 168,

170n26; Within the Nucleus, 170n26

Saraf, Irving, 158

Sarin, Ritu, 163

Sarnoff, David, 26

Sarris, Andrew, 333, 337nl8

Saura, Carlos, Los Golfos, 44

Saussure, Ferdinand de, 96

Savage, Caroline, 155, 333

Savio, Mario, 120, 139

Savoy Tivoli (club), 225

Sax, Erin, 303; Seven of Worlds, 303

Scalapino, Leslie, 8; “bum series,” 272;

way, 255, 272n8

Scantlebury, Glen, 249

Schaefer, Eric, on sexually oriented film

and video, 13, 191-93

Schaller, Robert, On Earth as it is in

Heaven, 243

Schmidt, Richard, 334

Schmidt, Steve, 232, 234n7

Schneemann, Carolee, 154, 162, 241

Schneider, Ira, 166

Schofill, John, Cinema Psychedelica

series, 173, 333

School of the Art Institute of Chicago,

152

School of Visual Arts, 235

schools, cinema, 11, 40, 41, 49-50,

52, 152-63; apprentice-style, 160;

creativity in, 153, 154, 156, 158; film

departments, 136, 152-55, 158-61;

filmmakers and, 39, 51, 140, 152;

interdisciplinary programs, 152,

161-63; performance departments,

155-58, 225, 237nl; photography, 41,

42, 45; technique instruction, 44;

theory in, 157, 189 163, 197; video

departments, 155-58, 225, 237nl. See

also specific schools

Schreier, Curtis, 146, 171. See also Ant

Farm

Schroeter, Werner, 143

Schubert, Franz, 255

Schwitters, Kurt, 96

Scott, Walter, 17

Scratch Film Junkies, 100, 243

Screen (journal), 144

Screening Room, 192

Search 8t Destroy (tabloid), 224, 226

Sears, Loren, 105, 109, 162, 180, 187n2,

330; Be-In, 109; KQED and, 130; optical

printer design of, 108, 110nl3; Tribal

Home Movie #2, 109

Seid, Steve, 12-13, 237, 328, 333, 336, 337;

on conceptual video in 1970s, 165-70;

on early television, 26; on National

Center for Experiments in Television,

130-34

Selz, Peter, 328, 337nl8

Send (magazine), 237

Sender, Ramon, 107

Sentinel (newspaper), 200

September 11, 294

Serious Business Company, 11, 78, 135,

139, 139-140, 144nll, 144nl3

Serra, Richard, 168

Severson, Anne (now Alice Anne

Parker), 98, 135, 136-38, 144nl, 171, 172,

324; Animals Running, 138; Canyon

Cinema and, 181, 183; Festival of Bay

Area Women and, 334; Freude and,

137; Go Ask Alice, 138; I Change I

Am the Same, 136, 136; Introduction

to Humanities, 138; Near the Big

Chakra, 135, 137, 138, 193, 194, 194, 326;

Riverbody, 137; Struggle ofthe Meat,

138; teaching at SFAI, 135, 136, 138, 154

Sexual Attitude Restructuring (SAR), 193

SF Camerawork, 11

Sha, Remko, 162

Shakur, Tupac, 269

Shamberg, Michael, 149; Guerrilla

Television, 147

Sharits, Paul, 95, 143, 196, 231, 240, 27,

332; Tirgu Jiu, 242

Shea, Edmund, 157

She Devils, 246

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 255

Shepard, Joel, 333

Sherk, Bonnie, 166

Sherman, David, 155, 186, 267,284,

296-97; Revolver, 100; To Re-Edit

the World, 100; Total Mobile Home
microCINEMA, 155, 291, 337; Tuning

the Sleeping Machine, 100, 291, 292

Sherwin, Guy, 155

Shibata, Jon, 326

Shift (journal), 11

Shone, Mya, 150n8

Short, James, 333

Shostakovich, Dmitri, 100

Shub, Esther, 144nl3

Sight and Sound (journal), 44, 337n7

Silicon Valley, 18, 72, 307

Silliman, Ron, 266

silt, 212, 213, 218, 219, 294, 337nl3; Lands

End . 291

Silva, Gail, 11

Silva, Michelle, 186

Simpson, David, 83n2

Sinden, Tony, 155

Singer, Joel, 154, 155, 198-99, 247, 249;

Devotions, 198; The Gardener ofEden,

199; Hermes Bird, 198; Song of the

Godbody, 198

Singer, Leslie, 214, 246, 287, 289; The

Brain That Could Not Die, 247; Fuck Me
in Kansas City, 247; Hot Dog Fat, 248,

248
;
Joe-Joe, 245, 247, 287; Meet Me in

St. Louis, 247; Taking Back the Dolls,

287; The Temptation ofJane, 247

Sink or Swim (event), 332, 337nl3

Sirk, Douglas, 143

Sitney, P. Adams, 13, 33, 41, 50, 123, 161,

256, 267; on The End (Maclaine), 53;

on The Lead Shoes (Peterson), 52; on

Mother's Day (Broughton). 35; on

Pacific underground, 174

Six Gallery, 38, 79, 83n2, 96

Sjogren, Britta, 13, 161; on Flight

(Snider), 306

Sjostrom, Victor, 46

Skoller, Jeffrey, 155, 187n5, 230, 232,

234, 332

Sleepers, 226

Slick, Grace, 120, 159

Slick, Jerry, 159

Sloan, Alfred P., Foundation, 76

Sloan, Bart, 86

small-gauge film, 212-19; vs. digital, 219;

eclipse of, by television, 98; 8mm, 51,

217, 291; instruction in, 153, 155, 158,

219; at SF Cinematheque, 333; Super 8,

98, 183, 220, 261, 291; vs. video, 187n5

Smith, Cauleen, 161, 303; Chronicles of

a Lying Spirit (by Kelly Gabron), 271,

303; Daily Rains, 303; Drylongso, 270,

271-72

Smith, Harry, 30, 32, 42, 85, 102, 103,

105, 111, 333

Smith, Hassel, 41, 47n33

Smith, Jack, 192; Flaming Creatures,

180, 187

Smith, Toby, 272

Snakefinger, 226

Snider, Dean, 13, 98, 224, 230, 231, 234,

234n2, 337

Snider, Greta, 10, 100, 155, 161, 187, 303;

Flight, 100, 291, 306,306; Futility, 100,

303; NOZONE, 303; Our Gay Brothers,

100

Snow, Michael, 143, 154, 184, 196,

241, 334; La Region Centrale, 143;

Wavelength, 153, 154

Snuky Tate, 226

Snyder, Gary, 38

Socialist Youth group, 120

Soe, Valerie, 163, 246, 303; CynsimAn

American Princess, 303; Picturing

Oriental Girls: A (Re) Educational

Videotape, 303; on video art in 1990s,

286-89

Solanas, Fernando E., 298

Solnit, Rebecca, 13, on Bay Area as

center of experimentation, 16-18

Solomon, Barbara Stauffacher, 30, 33,

34, 38

Solomon, Phil, 241

Soltero, Jose Rodriguez, 330

Soltes, Elon, 150nl0

Sonbert, Warren, 172, 184, 187, 229, 252,

253, 268; The Cup and the Lip, 253;

Friendly Witness, 253; Whiplash, 253; A

Woman’s Touch, 252, 253, 269

Sontag, Susan, 337nl8

Sorenson, Lauren, 186

Sound of Music (club), 225

Southern Christian Leadership

Conference, 147

Southern Exposure Gallery, 163

Southern Illinois University, 134

Southern Methodist University, 134

Spicer, Jack, 62, 83n2, 252

Spiegel, Ed., Wedlock, 121n9

Spinello, Barry, 184
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Spohn, Clay, 41; Museum of Unknown
and Little Known Objects, 42

Sprocket Ensemble, 243

Stanford, Leland, 21

Stark, Scott, 10, 13, 100, 155, 240; Angel

Beach, 100, 272, 294; Apparition, 240;

on film performance and installation

art, 240-43; I’ll Walk With God, 294,

295; in.side.out., 272 ; Noema, 100,

289; poster design, 97; Protective

Coloration, 293; Slow, 272; on small-

gauge film. 212, 213, 216, 217, 219;

Transmission, 242

Starr, Ringo, 246

Star Trek, 288

Stauffacher, Frank, 38, 232; Art in

Cinema series and. 30-34, 33, 38. 49.

56, 64. 80. Ill, 181, 332; death of, 93;

Maclaine and, 62; Notes on the Port of

St. Francis, 12, 76; on Peterson, 47n27;

Sausalito, 33, 56, 267; Zigzag, 32

Steers, Stacey, on Duo Concertantes

(Jordan), 102

Steiner, Konrad. 10. 13, 241; bum series,

255, 272, 292; Delay series, 255; End

Over End, 254; The Floating series,

255; on poetics of experimental film.

251-56; 19 Scenes Relating to a Trip to

Japan, 292

Steiner. Ralph. 44

Steinman, Louise. 162

Stella, Frank, 272, 311

Stephens, Bill, 150n9

Stern, Gerd, 81

Sternberg, Josef von, 46

Sterne, Mark, 229, 230-31, 234

Stevens, George, 34

Stevens, Wallace, 255

Stevenson, Jack, 10

Stewart, Michael. 184

Still, Clyfford, 38, 41, 42, 44, 47n31, 52

St. James, Margo. 137

St. Mary’s College. 11

Stockhausen, Karlheinz, 105

Stone (club), the, 225

Stone, Melinda, 337nl3; on amateur and

industrial filmmaking, 72-78

Stone, Merlin, 105. See also

Experiments in Art and Technology

(E.A.T.)

Stonewall riots, 197, 200

Stouman, L. C.. Wedlock, 121n9

Straight Theater, 121

Strand (movie theater), 180, 226

Strand, Chick. 13, 73, 98, 140, 143, 299,

330, 334; Angel Blue Sweet Wings, 98;

Canyon Cinema and, 111, 112, 115, 116,

117-21, 121nll, 330; Cartoon le Mousse,

98; Eric and the Monsters, 118; Loose

Ends, 98. 325; PFA retrospective,

337nl4; Waterfall. 98

Strand, Paul, 117

Straub. Jean-Marie, 334

Stravinsky, Igor. Rite ofSpring, 237

Street, Mark: Blue Movie, 100; cinema

concrete. 100; Winter Wheat, 100

Streiff, Lee, 93

Sturges, Preston, 334

Sturken, Marita, 13; on The Eternal

Frame (Ant Farm/T.R. Uthco), 151

Subrin, Elisabeth, 336

Sumac, Yma, 259

SUNY Binghamton, 152

SUNY Buffalo. 152

Survival Research Laboratories, 226,

308

Sutter Cinema. 192

Sutton, Denver, Curtain-Raiser, 64

Sutton. Reverend Laird, 121. 121nl4;

Free, 193; Rich and Judy, 193

Sweeney, Skip, 150, 150nl3, 170nl2, 336;

My Father Sold Studebakers, 150nl3;

My Mother Married Wilbur Stump,

150nl3

Swenson, Lise, 163, 237

Swift, Jonathan, Gulliver’s Travels, 16

synthesizers: Beck Direct, 110, 132;

Buchla, 132, 160; Vidium. 336

Syracuse University, 157

Tahimik, Kidlat, 161

Takemitsu, Toru, 105

Tamblyn, Christine, 163, 246, 332;

Mistaken Identities, 160

Tape Music Center. See San Francisco

Tape Music Center

Target Video (gallery), 225, 225, 226,

227

Tarr, Bela, 333

television: 26, 103, 105, 166; as creative

medium, 130, 132, 134, 134n3, 134n5;

experiments in, 131, 132, 149-50;

impact on film culture, 98; NCET on,

130; memory and, 151; politics of, 150,

151; special effects, 107-9; TVTV and,

149-50. See also National Center for

Experiments in Television (NCET)

Teller, Bonwit, 302

Templeton, Lawrence, Templeton

Mixer, 132, 134n5

Tepper, Irv, 170

Terminal Concepts (gallery), 225

Theater Arts Colony, 38

Thomas, Curt, 242

Thompson, Mark, 162

Thorne, David, 333

Thornton, Leslie, 161, 241, 332, 336;

Peggy and Fred in Hell: The Prologue,

259, 259

330 Grove Street (club), 225

TILT (media collective), 163

Time (magazine), 216

Time Out (magazine), 138

Toffler, Alvin, 146

Tong, Winston, 222; Bound Feet, 226

Top Value Television (TVTV), 146,

147, 149, 149-50, 150nl0, 170nl2, 171;

Adland, 150; Four More Years, 150;

Gerald Ford's Universe, 150; Lord ofthe

Universe, 150; The World’s Largest TV
Studio, 150

Toronto International Film Festival, 249

Toscano, Mark, 186

Total Mobile Home microCINEMA, 10,

229,243, 291 .315, 337

Treadway, Toni, 326

Trepanier, Claire, 246

Trinh T. Minh-ha, 161, 241, 299, 301,

332; Naked Spaces-Living is Round,

260, 301; Reassemblage, 260, 260, 324;

Surname Viet Given Name Nam, 301,

301-2, 324

Truffaut, Francis. 46

T. R. Uthco, 146. 147, 150n6, 287; The

Eternal Frame, 147, 151, 1S1

Trvnka, Jiri, Song ofthe Prairie, 64nl

Tsiongas, Mary. 155. 163

Tul ley, Paul, 112, 121n3

Turner, Leslie, 43; Howard Street, 46

Turner, Ted, 301

Tuxedo Moon, 226

Twenty Four Frames, 183

Tyler, Parker, 48

Ullman, Ellen, 287

Uman, Naomi. 333

University of California, Berkeley,

18, 72, 197; Art in Cinema and, 30,

44; Burroughs at, 222; Baillie at, 117;

Camera Obscura and, 144; Canyon

Cinema, and. 328; Dougherty at,

246; Extension, 30, 44, 180; Ferrero

at, 162; filmmaking curriculum, 11,

336; Johnson at, 118, 337n7; Parker/

Severson at, 136; Peterson at, 49; PFA

and, 333, 337; Resnick at, 38; Reveaux

at, 140; Riggs at, 303; Rosenquist at,

132; Savio and. 139; Skoller and, 155;

Stiles Hall, 44, 115, 120, 330; Strand

at, 117; Trinh at, 301; Wallin at, 196;

Wheeler Auditorium, 44, 226. See also

Berkeley Art Museum; Pacific Film

Archive

University of California, Davis, 170n2

University of California, Los Angeles

(UCLA), 49, 117, 144, 158, 236; Film and

Television Archive, 324

University of California, Santa Cruz,

100, 162

University of California Press, 112, 118

University of Colorado, Boulder, Salon,

55, 93

University of Nebraska, 96

University of South Florida, 184

UPA Studio, 34

U.S. Camera, 42

USCO, 330

UXA, 226

Vale, V., 13; on punk film/videomaking,

224-26

Valencia Tool & Die (gallery), 225

Valery, Paul, 256n6

Van Allen, Adrian, 311

Van Baron, Judith. 167

Vanderbeek, Stan. 46, 76. 117, 120, 330,

333; Breathdeath, 46; OFFON, 160

van der Keuken, Johan, 337

Van Deusen, Pieter. 105

Van Dyke, Willard, 34, 44; Skyscraper,

44; Valley Town, 76

Van Gelder, Bernice, 51

VanLoo, Babeth, 154

Van Meter, Ben, 83, 107, 121, 153, 154,

159, 177, 180, 320, 330; The Poon-Tang

Trilogy, 159

Van Tuyl, Marian, 51, 51nl5

Varela, Willie, 332

Vasulka, Steina and Woody, 157, 336

Veblen, Thorstein, 140

Velguth, Paul, 32

Venice Biennale, 42, 50, 157

Venus de Milo, 53

Versace, Gianni, 287

Vertov, Dziga, 257, 334; Kino Eye, 298;

The Man With a Movie Camera, 21, 298

Video 80 (periodical), 11. 278, 279

Video Free America, 10. 146, 150, 237,

241, 335, 336; Caret and Ferd, 150;

logo. 171

VideoFreex, 147

Video Gallery, 241

Video Networks (newsletter), 11

Video Refuses, 10, 241.278, 279

Vieira, John, 154

Vietnam War, 83, 145, 216; protests

against, 159

Viewfinders Digital Video Club, 78nl

Vigil, Carmen, 10, 13, 155, 184, 332, on

San Francisco Cinematheque, 222,

229, 230, 232, 233, 234

Vigil, Susan. 10, 229, 232, 234, 234nl.

253

Vigne, Dion, 46, 81. 93; North Beach,

267; To Re-edit the World, 267; stills,

28, 37, 54, 61

Vigo, Jean, 38

Village Voice, 46, 174, 177

Villasenor, Maria-Christina, on

N (enn-yay

)

(Labat), 238

Viola, Bill. 236, 237, 242, 336

Viotti, Giovanni Battista, 83

Vitale, Lydia Mode, 166, 170nl7

Vogel, Amos, 30, 33, 34; Film as a

Subversive Art, 192

Vogue (movie theater), 93

voice, in film, 255, 260; of authority,
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